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Space flight inevitably exposes the human

to a number of unusual environmental stresses,

both physical and mental, which can be divided

into three broad basic groups: (1) elements re-

suiting from flight dynamics which include

acceleration, vibration, noise, and weightless-

ness; (2) elements ctlat'act_ristic of outer space

as an inhabitable environment including the
various radiations-ultraviolet, infrared, radio,

microwave, and ionizing, and lack of a gaseous

atmosphere supportive of life; and (3) elements

intimately related to man living confined for a

time in spacecraft cabins that involve problems

connected with isolation as a member of a very

small community, artificial atmosphere require-

ments, and altered biologic rhythms. The monu-

mental personal and coordinated group responsi-

bilities required for success of the flight mission,

extraordinary working conditions in confinement,

novelty of the situation and, indeed, the pos-

sible boredom attendant upon a long flight, are

fraught with potential dangers that can sig-

nificantly increase neuroemotional and psy-

chologic stresses.
The material in world scientific literature in

the field of aviation and space medicine and

biology and related topics since the year 1920

is voluminous; it would be futile to attempt to
review and reference all of it in one volume.

Consequently, the authors of each chapter pre-

pared a critical presentation of the present state

of knowledge on the chapter topic. Information

in each chapter emphasizes fundamental prin-

ciples involved and summarizes laboratory

experiments and spaceflight data. Wherever

possible, the authors reference major publica-

tions with extensive bibliographies such as

review papers, monographs, and other studies.

The reader is referred to these publications for

more complete bibliographic citations.

Although each chapter is relatively brief and

concise, it became necessary to divide Volume

II into two parts. In Book One of Volume II,

the topics concern influence on the organism

of artificial gaseous atmospheres, thermal

properties, and altered atmospheric and dynamic

flight factors. Book Two is an examination of

influence on the organism of radiant energy,

psychophysiologic problems of space flight,

methods of physiologic investigations in flight,
and transmission of information.

The extraordinary advances documented here

have directly influenced methodology in related

scientific fields; advancements in aerospace

medicine have been applied to the practice

of clinical medicine. Examples include progress

in knowledge of pulmonary function and respira-

tion tests, biomedical monitoring of the critically

ill, materials for artificial heart valves and pros-

thetic devices, electronic pacemakers, develop-

ment of fiber-optic lighting for endoscopic

procedures, use of high-energy particles and

heavy nuclei in radiobiology and therapy, and

more efficient collection, storage, and retrieval
of medical information.

In a rapidly advancing field of study and

development, the solution of one problem

frequently introduces new and even more chal-

IX
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lenging problems to be explored. Space biology

and medicine is no exception. The authors of

each chapter have identified those areas in

their specialties where further investigations

are needed to solve problems and answer ques-

tions which at present are unresolved.

In the field of space physiology, the problem

of man's adaptation to weightlessness and sub-

sequent readaptation to the gravitational force
of Earth demands further intensive investigation.

The mechanisms of adaptation and levels in the

organism at which these occur, as well as the

time sequence for retention of acquired adapta-

tion, are phenomena that demand more com-

prehensive and in-depth study. The Skylab

program has provided a tool whereby these

problems and many others discussed in this

volume can be intensively studied in the future.

The preparation of any book would not be

possible without the direct support and assistance

of numerous persons. Our sincere gratitude is

extended to all those who actively participated

in the preparation of this volume. This includes

the authors, and a great number of specialists

who compiled preliminary surveys of the litera-

ture and thereby significantly lightened the bur-

dens of the authors. We wish to express our

deep thanks to the translators whose tasks

were complex and to the reviewers whose con-
structive comments and criticisms increased the

quality of the chapters.

In conclusion, we consider it vital to note the

significant contributions to the general ideas,

policies, and structure of the volume made by
Professor L. D. Carlson and the late Academician

V. V. Parin.

JOHN P. MARBARGER

University of Illinois at the Medical Center

Chicago, USA

P. V. VASIL'YEV

Institute of Medical and Biological Problems
MZ USSR

Moscow
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Chanter 1[1

RADIO-FREQUENCY AND MICROWAVE ENERGIES,

MAGNETIC AND ELECTRIC FIELDS

SOL M. MICHAELSON

University of Rochester. New York USA

Ordinarily, man exists in equilibrium within

very narrow ranges of physical influences of the

Earth, such as temperature, pressure, electro-

magnetic radiant energies, and geomagnetic

fields. The advent of space travel has imposed

the problem on man of taking him out of his

normal sphere of environment.

In this chapter, the biologic effects of radio-

frequency and microwave energies as well as

electric and magnetic fields will be con-
sidered in relation to their influences on man's

functional capabilities. It is most unlikely

that these energies constitute a hazard to space

flight under ordinary circumstances. Neverthe-

less, it is not only of academic interest but also

of practical importance to review what we know

about the influence of these energies on the physi-

ology and behavior of organisms, to provide a

basis for assessment and prediction of how man

will fare in space.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

A common characteristic of electromagnetic

fields (EMF) in all ranges-from geomagnetic and

geoelectric fields of the Earth to solar radio

emission-is the periodicity of their intensity

changes: daily, monthly, and seasonal. A second
common characteristic of the Earth's electrical

field and of the atmospheric and radio-emission

4o9

fields is their approximately identical minimum

average intensity in the environments, on the

order of 10 " V/m (for radio emission in thc

atmosphere, for atmospherics, and for the elec-

tric field in a water medium). Along with periodic

changes around this average value, spontaneous

changes also occur (increase in intensity) in the

EMF of the biosphere which vary from doubling

their average level to exceeding it hundreds of

times (radio emission) [211].

In future space operations, in addition to

electromagnetic radiation, individuals may be

exposed to a wide range of magnetic field

intensities and gradients. Regular and irregular

variations, thought to be caused by electric

currents in the upper atmosphere, are super-

imposed on the steady geomagnetic field. Although

electric currents are of a magnitude of several

million amperes, the current density is very low.

Also, the electric field which is intrinsically

_The material in this chapter constitutes review and

evaluation of the pertinent literature by the author, in col-

laboration with Yu. I. Novitskiy, Z. V. Gordon, A. S. Pres-

man, and Yu. A. Kholodov, whose contributions are gratefully

acknowledged.

Additional support for this chapter was provided by Mrs.

Margaret Anderson Bush, who not only typed several drafts

of this manuscript with exemplary patience and competence.

but also assisted in organizing and checking the bibliography.

The author wishes to acknowledge her assistance with ex-

treme gratitude.
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linked with the current system is of an order of

magnitude (10 -4 V/cm), which apparently is com-

pletely harmless [64]. The physical characteristics

of electromagnetic, magnetic, and electric fields

in space are detailed in Volume I, Part 1, Chapter

2, providing further information.

To provide a basis for understanding the

biologic effects of radio-frequency and micro-

wave energies, review of some fundamental

aspects of electromagnetic radiation is indicated.

The nonionizing electromagnetic (EM) spectrum

encompasses wavelengths from 3 × l0 s meters

to 3 × 10-2rim, the energies of which can be

propagated in a vacuum or through a number of

media (air, water, tissue). Electromagnetic energy

is generated through the change in the state of
motion of an electron, this change being ac-

companied by the emission or absorption of EM

energy. The EM waves vary in space and time,

and the wavelength '.'s inversely proportional to

the magnitude of energy change. The physically

varying qualities are actually a set of quantities:

electric (E) and magnetic (H) field vectors. These

vector quantities are related to each other per-

pendicularly and sinusoidally, and a resultant of

the two vectors is the propagated EM wave.

Measurable quantities which characterize the

waves are: frequency of the sinusoidal activity,

peak-to-peak length between the sine wave

components (wavelength), and energy content.

The magnetic field is a geophysical phenomenon

of unknown origin. The Earth is in a geomagnetic

field imposed from the North and South Poles

of the planet. Other properties of the magnetic

field are its direction, homogeneity, and strength.

The energies of the electromagnetic spectrum

(Fig. 1) [156] are propagated in the form of waves

that act as small bundles of energy with many of

the properties ordinarily ascribed to particles,

which are called photons or quanta. The energies

residing in photons (E) are directly proportional

to the frequency of oscillation of the specific

electromagnetic radiation associated with them

by the formula E=hv, where h is Planck's

constant. The photon energy measured in electron

volts (eV) and the frequency of an electromagnetic

wave are inversely proportional to the wavelength.

The radio-frequency (RF) portion of the electro-

magnetic spectrum is considered to extend from

0.03 MHz (very low frequency-VLF) to 300 000

MHz (extremely high frequency-EHF). On a

functional or operational basis, frequencies in

the region from 100 MHz to 300 000 MHz (300

GHz) are designated microwaves. The various

RI_ bands are shown in Table 1. Radio-frequency

energy, when propagated, is categorized into two

discrete modes known as continuous wave (CW)

and pulsed.

TABLE 1.-- Radio-Frequency Bands

Frequency (MHz) Designation Definition

0.03

0.03-0.3

0.3-3

3-3O

30-300

300-3000

3000-30 000

30 000-300 000

VLF

LF

MF

HF

VHF

UHF

SHF

EHF

Very low frequency

Low frequency

Medium frequency

High frequency

Very high frequency

Ultrahigh frequency

Super high frequency

Extremely high frequency

Biophysics

As the frequency decreases, the EM energy

of the emitted photons is insufficient, under

normal circumstances, to dislodge orbital elec-

trons and produce ion pairs. The minimum photon

energy capable of producing ionization in water,

and atomic oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and

carbon, is between 12 and 15 eV. Inasmuch as
these atoms constitute the basic elements of

living tissue, 12 eV may be considered the lower

limit for ionization in biologic systems. Since the

energy value of 1 quantum RF is 0.024-4.0 x 10 -s

eV, the type of electronic excitation necessary

for ionization is not possible, no matter how many

quanta are absorbed.

The nonionizing radiant energies absorbed
into the molecule either affect the electronic

energy levels of its atoms, or change the rota-

tional, vibrational, and transitional energies of

the molecules. In biologic systems, absorbed

RF energy is transformed into increased kinetic

energy of the absorbing molecules, thereby pro-

ducing a general heating of the tissue. Such

heating results from both ionic conduction and

vibration of the dipole molecules of water and

proteins [125].
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The absorption of RF energy is dependent upon

the electrical properties of the absorbing medium,

specifically, its dielectric constant and electrical

conductivity. These properties change as the

frequency of the applied electrical field changes.

Values of dielectric constant and electrical

conductivity and depth of penetration have been

determined for many tissues [260]. The absorp-

tion of RF energy is high and the depth of pene-

tration low in tissues of high water content

such as muscle, brain tissue, internal organs,

and skin, while the absorption is lower in tissues

of low water content such as fat and bone. Re-

flections between interfaces separating tissues

of high and low water content can produce

standing waves accompanied by hot spots that

can be maximum in either tissue, regardless of

dielectric constant or conductivity [125].

In considering the biologic effects of RF

energy, the wavelength or frequency of the energy

and its relationship to the physical dimensions

of objects exposed to radiation become important

factors. Absorption of energy radiating from a

source into space also depends upon the relative

absorption cross section of the irradiated objects.

Thus, the size of the object with relation to the

I E-'PP, ,:j  81-Ll l,y OF THE
...........• ,_'_,E IS POOR
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wavelength of the incident field plays a role [1].

A complete description of RF or microwave

energy-tissue interactions is not possible in this

chapter. Several excellent reviews, however, are

available [1, 106, 125, 157, 185, 221, 245, 253-

256,260-263,306].

PATHOPHYSIOLOGIC ASPECTS OF

RADIO-FREQUENCY RADIATION

Systematic research on the biologic effects of

RF radiation was begun immediately after World

War II [282]. The results of these investigations

are available in reports of the "Tri-Service

Program" [189], reviews [50, 128, 187, 199, 245],

books [98, 185, 211, 221, 293], and symposia

proceedings [49, 73]. Glaser [86] has recently

prepared a comprehensive bibliography of the
literature on RF and microwave bioeffects.

Extensive investigations into microwave bio-

effects during the last quarter century show

conclusively that, for frequencies between 1200

and 24 500 MHz, exposure to power density of 100

mW/cm _ for 1 h or more. could have pathophysio-

logic manifestations of a thermal nature. Such

manifestations would be characterized by tem-

perature rise, which is a function of the thermal

regulatory processes, and active adaptation of
the animal. The end result is either reversible

or irreversible change, depending on the condi-

tions of the irradiation and the physiologic state

of the animal. At power densities below 100

mW/cm 2, however, evidence of pathologic

changes is nonexistent or equivocal. A great deal

of discussion, nevertheless, has been engendered

concerning the relative importance of thermal
or nonthermal effects of RF and microwave

radiation.

The results of some in vitro studies have been

considered as evidence of nonthermal effects

of RF radiation. Although some investigator._

still question the interpretation of these so-called

nonthermal effects [187, 188, 199, 245, 251,269,

270], several support nonthermal interactions

between tissues and electric and magnetic fields

[141,185,211,221,232].

The phenomenon of pearl-chain formation is

suggested as evidence of nonthermal effects of

RF. This phenomenon can be seen when sus-

pended particles of charcoal, starch, milk,

erythrocytes, or leukocytes are placed in a CW

or pulsed RF field in the range 1-100 MHz. The

particles become oriented into a chainlike form

parallel to the electric lines of force. For each

particle type there is a frequency range where

the effect occurs at minimum field strength [125].

Apparently some pearl-chain formation is due

to the attraction between particles in which dipole

charges are induced by the RF fields [251]. It is

also of interest that bacteria, planaria, and snails

react to relatively weak electric and magnetic

fields [37].

It is unlikely that any histologic structure

exists in the body that is superficial, sufficiently

large and free to be oriented [269]. The effect

occurs in biologic tissue at field levels where

there will be damaging thermal effects; therefore,

pearl-chain formation has no biologic significance

as far as the human body is concerned [251,
270].

The literature on the biologic effects of radio-

and low-frequency (_< 30 MHz) electromagnetic

radiation has been reviewed by several authors

[21, 141, 185, 190, 211, 232]. Bollinger [35] has

reported on an extensive biomedical study of

low-frequency RF radiation. Short-term (1 h)

exposures of monkeys to 10.5, 19.3, and 26.6

MHz, under the experimental conditions which

employed 100 to 200 mW/cm 2, did not produce

discernible biologic effects.

An acoustic response corresponding to the

frequency of modulation has been reported in

individuals exposed to radars of relatively low

average power [79]. This phenomenon apparently

is not due to direct stimulation of neural fibers

or cortical neural tissue, but rather to stimulation

of the cochlea through electromechanical field

forces by air or bone conduction [108, 276].

Thermal Effects

Body temperature increase during exposure

to microwaves depends on: (a) the specific area

of the body exposed and the efficiency of heat

elimination; (b) intensity of field strength; (c)

duration of exposure; (d) specific frequency or

wavelength; and (e) thickness of skin and sub-

cutaneous tissue. These variables determine the
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percentageofradiantenergyabsorbedbyvarious
tissuesof thebody[262,263].

In partialbodyexposureundernormalcon-
ditions,the body acts as a coolingreservoir,
whichstabilizesthetemperatureof theexposed
part.The stabilizationis dueto anequilibrium
establishedbetweentheenergyabsorbedbythe
exposedpartof thebodyandtheamountof heat
carriedawayfromit. Thisheattransportis due
to increasedbloodflow to coolerpartsof the
body,whicharemaintainedat normaltempera-
ture by heat-regulatingmechanismsof thebody
suchasheatlossdueto sweatingevaporation,
radiation,and convection.If theamountof ab-
sorbedenergyexceedsthe optimalamountof
heatenergywhichcanbehandledbythemecha-
nisms of temperatureregulation,the excess
energywill causecontinuoustemperaturerise
withtime.Fever,andundersomecircumstances,
localtissuedestructioncanresult[262,263].

Threshold for Perception

Awareness of microwave exposure is devel-

oped by several mechanisms including cutaneous

thermal sensation or pain. The physiology of

thermal sensation and pain in relation to micro-

wave perception has been reviewed by Michaelson

[190]. The subjective awareness of warmth

could be an indicator of microwave exposure,

and several investigators have established the
thresholds for microwave-induced thermal sensa-

tion and pain in man [54, 55, 115,259, 304]. The

results of these studies are shown in Table 2;

the data suggest that cutaneous perception

could constitute a warning mectlanism to pre-

vent exposure to microwaves at possibly injuri-
ous levels.

Cataracts

Microwaves have been shown to produce

cataracts in some experimental animals, and there

are reports of microwave-induced cataracts in

man. The techniques used and interpretation of

results and conclusions, however, are quite

often equivocal. Careful review of these reports

indicates insufficient quantitation and correla-

tion of pathophysiology with the level of micro-

wave radiation. The literature on this subject is

discussed by several reviewers [39, 128, 178,

187, 188, 190, 195, 199, 200, 245, 272].

Carpenter and associates [45] reported that

single or repeated exposure of rabbits' eyes to

2450 MHz pulsed or CW can cause clouding

when the lens temperature increases 4°C. The

greater the power density the higher the tem-

perature, and the time required to produce len-

ticular clouding was decreased. Latency time

observed for lens changes averaged 3.5 days.

Baillie [3] determined that lens opacification is

a temperature-dependent phenomenon. Car-

penter [45] also suggested a cumulative effect on

the lens from repeated subthreshold exposures

of rabbits' eyes to microwaves. The reported

cumulative effect, for all practical purposes, is

accumulation of damage resulting from repeated

exposures, each individually capable of produc-

ing some degree of damage; no cumulative rise

in temperature occurs if the interval between

exposures exceeds the time required for the

TABLE 2.-Stimulus Intensity to Produce a Threshold Sensation

3000 MHz 10000 MHz Far infrared

Exposure time (s) Power density Power density Increase in skin Power density Increase in skin
(mW/cm 2) (mW/cm 2) temp. (°C) (mW/cm 2) temp. (°C)

1
2
4

2O
60

120

58.6
46.0
33.5

3100.02
1800.02
1000.02

21.0
16.7
12.6

0.025
0.040
0.060

4.2-8.4
4.2
4.2

0.035
0.025

Data from Cook [54] and Hendler [115].
2Threshold for pain sensation.

574-271 O - 75 - pt.2 - 2
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tissue to return to normal temperature. The

concept of cumulative effect in relation to micro-

wave-induced cataractogenesis is discussed by

Michaelson [187].

Zaret and associates [313] performed ophthal-

mologic studies among selected microwave

workers and reported no late lens defects pe-

culiar to microwave exposure. They did note a

small, statistically significant increase in pos-

terior polar defects but no decrement in visual

acuity. In other studies, it has been shown that

lenticular markings of a possible congenital

nature may reach a certain magnitude and pro-

gress no further, even when there is no change

in the occupational setting [272]. It should be

noted that the reports by Zaret and associates

[313] are not accepted by the community of

ophthalmologists. The reports, in general, do

not indicate any relationship between the actual

power level and pathology. Analysis of the re-

ports of microwave-induced cataracts [117, 155,

201, 273] permits the conclusion that, as a rule,

the development or detection of cataract coincide

only accidentally in time with the exposure to

microwaves and, it was actually due to other

causes such as uveitis, congenital clouding, or

the like [272]. It should also be recognized that

individuals studied in such surveys could have

been exposed to ionizing radiation as well as to
microwaves.

In actual radar or microwave-communication

operation, it is important to note that a technician

is rarely exposed to high-intensity microwaves

for a potentially harmful time, since he would

probably feel the heat due to energy absorption

which would serve as a warning. Apparently,

damage to the lens from exposure to microwaves

may seldom occur (if at all), and only under un-

usual circumstances. Under normal working

conditions, personnel are exposed at levels

representing several orders of magnitude below

the level with which various changes in the lens

are produced experimentally. Exposure to a ro-

tating radar antenna is no practical threat to the

lens, even at high power densities [272]. There

are no experimental data demonstrating cataract

formation associated with whole-animal exposure

[187, 195, 272]. On the basis of present knowledge

of conditions under which experimental micro.

wave cataract arises and its diagnosis and

treatment, it must be acknowledged that none of

the cases of microwave-induced cataracts in man

described in the literature is fully verified.

Well-controlled prospective epidemiologic studies

associated with accurate records of microwave

exposure will be required to determine if occu-

pational exposure to power densities in the range

of 10-100 mW/cm z can result in cataract forma-

tion [272].

Effects on Reproduction

The testes. The effect of microwaves on the

testes has been studied [74, 95, 123, 266]. Ex-

posure of the scrotal area at high-power densities

(> 250 mW/cm 2) results in varying degrees of

testicular damage such as edema, enlargement

of the testis, atrophy, fibrosis, and coagulation

necrosis of seminiferous tubules in rats, rabbits,

or dogs exposed to 2450, 3000, 10 000, or 24 000
MHz.

Ely et al [74], using 2880 MHz, tried to

determine the lowest power density which would

produce minimal changes in the most sensitive

animal of a group of dogs. They found 5 mW/cm 2

to be the threshold for testicular damage, for an

indefinite exposure. The field intensity required

to maintain a threshold temperature was chosen

from the most sensitive of the 35 dogs exposed.

The threshold temperature of 37°C was the lowest

damaging temperature found in this study. It

should be noted that this was based on a single

animal which may be spurious; sufficient controls

were not used, and, there may have been a normal

incidence of histologic damage in unexposed

animals. The authors point out that the damage

observed at such low-power levels is slight,

almost certainly fully recoverable, and the

response of the testes to heating from a radar

source is similar to that from other sources of

heat. The same effect, which is reversible, can

also be caused by a hot bath or constrictive

clothing and should therefore not be considered

hazardous. It is questionable, therefore, whether

such effects should be legitimately considered

as a basis for appraisal of hazard from micro-

wave exposure [1281.

Whole-body exposure of dogs to 24 000 MHz

[61] or guinea pigs to 3000 MHz [77] did not
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affect reproduction.Exposureto 3000Mttz,
8 mW/cm2did notaffectmatingof miceorrats
[204].

Reportsof humansterilityfromexposureto
microwavesare questionable.Barron and
associates[17,18[foundnoevidenceof fertility
changesin theirsurveysofhumans.Thereisone
casereport of alteredfertility in a manfrom
unusuallyhighexposuresto microwaves[244];
withoutpreexposureexaminationof this indi-
vidual,anycausalrelationshipis tenuous.The
patient,a repairmanat a weatherradarinstalla-
tion, frequentlyperformedmaintenanceon the
radar antennawhile the equipmentwas in
operation;he did notwearprotectiveclothing.
On occasion,whileworkingnearthemicrowave
beam,the patientnoteda sensationof warmth.
Hewasexposedrepeatedlyto microwavepower
densitiesmore than3000timesthe currently
acceptedsafelevelestablishedby theUS Air
Force.

Thetestesaresensitiveto temperatureeleva-
tionbecauseof theirphysicallocationrelativeto
thebodysurfaceandpoorabilitytodissipateheat
by meansof the vascularsystem.Anyclothing
thatpreventsmaintenanceofanintrascrotaltem-
peraturethatis atleastI °Cbelowbodytempera-
turewill significantlylowerspermoutput.Testic-
ular reactionto heat,injury resultingfrom RF
radiationappearsto bethesameasthereaction
to highfeverassociatedwithmanyillnesses.

The ovaries. Gorodetskaya [96] has reported

that exposure of 2- to 3-month-old mice to 10 000

MHz, 400 mW/cm 2 for 5 min caused a decrease

in the number of estraI cycles with increase

in duration of individual cycle stages. One

month after exposure, the estraI pattern was
reestablished.

The mating of normal females and microwave-
irradiated males resulted in a decrease in number

of progeny, lower average weight of offspring,
and increase in number of stillborn. When mated

with normals, microwave-treated females pro-

duced weaker offspring than did similarly treated

males.

Deformed offspring were observed exclusively
from microwave-exposed females. Histologic

studies revealed degenerative changes in the

germinal epithelium. In the ovaries, follicular

epithelial cells were degenerated with pyknotic

nuclei. Comparison of changes in testis and ovary

indicate the female gonads to be more sensitive.

Similar but less pronounced changes result from

convectional heating.

In other reports, reproductive studies on guinea

pigs exposed to 3 GHz microwaves [77] and dogs

exposed to 24 GHz indicated no adverse effects

from exposure [61]. Exposure of rats and mice

to 3 GHz (ca. 10 mW/cm z) had no detectable

effect on mating behavior [204].

Timeskova [289] studied the influence of micro-

waves on testicular function, impregnation, the

course of pregnancy, and the offspring of sexually

mature rabbits subjected to whole-body irradia-
tion with centimeter microwaves at 100 mW/cm 2

with an exposure time of 15 min. Their rectal

temperatures rose by 3°-4°C. In these experi-

ments it was found that the granulosa ceils in the

mature and maturing follicles of the rabbits

degenerated and decomposed. The irradiated

females were difficult to mate and were impreg-

nated only after 6 or even 10 days with the male.

It should be pointed out that 100 mW/cm" is an

unrealistically high power density and will no

doubt cause such effects by the extreme
thermalization.

Two female beagle dogs were exposed to micro-

wave radiation of 24 000 MHz at a power density

of 20 mW/cm". During a period of 20 months,

one dog was exposed for a total of 2631 h (6.7

h/d, 5 d/wk). Another dog was exposed for a

total of 3670 h (16.5 h/d, 4 d/wk). Both dogs

reproduced normally. One animal had a litter of

five (one stillborn) after 1500 h exposure; the

other dog had two litters-five puppies (two

stillborn) after 200 h exposure, and four puppies

(one stillborn) after 1850 h exposure [61].
Although some experimental data indicate

that high power densities can affect the testes

and ovary, it is apparent that these responses
are a result of the heat which develops in the

animal. The experimental evidence tendsto

support the conclusion that the effects of micro-

wave radiation on the gonads are primarily of

thermal origin.

There is little information on the response of

the human female. Rubin and Erdman [2461 ob-

served that neither conception nor pregnancy in
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humanswasdisturbedbytherapeuticmicrowave
diathermyapplication.Disturbancein menstru-
ationismentionedbyOsipov[217]asoneof the
effectsof an electromagneticfield on theindi-
vidual,althoughresultsofotherstudiesofwomen
working3 to 11yearsin microwavefieldsdonot
supportthisreport[218].

EffectsreportedbyMarhaandassociates[184,
185]include:decreasedspermatogenesis,altered
sexratioofbirths,changesinmenstrualpatterns,
retardedfetal development,congenitaldefects
in newbornbabies,and decreasedlactationin
nursingmothers.Theyalsoreportanincreased
incidenceofmiscarriagesinwomenworkingwith
microwaves.Becauseof thesereports,adoles-
centsandgravidfemalesarenot permittedto
workwith HF, VHF,or UHF equipmentasa
preventivemeasure[185].Accordingto these
authors,sucheffectsoccuratthermalmicrowave
exposureintensities(greaterthan10mW/cm2).
It mustbe notedthat in somecountriesa far
greaternumberof womenareemployedin the
industrialwork forcethan in others;manyof
thesewomenworkswingshiftsaftertakingcare
of theirfamiliesduringtheday.Theinfluenceof
suchinteractingvariablesmayhavebeenover-
lookedin thesesurveys.Moredetailsareneeded
relatingworkcycle/workshiftinformationofthe
affectedwomen,how it affectsthe menstrual
patterns,andlactationof nursingmotherswho
arepartof anoccupationallyequivalentcontrol
population,especiallywith respectto work
shift. Thesereportsraisethe question:What
effectsdo workinga regularjob, or irregular
shifts, haveon lactationand menstruationin
general?Also:Whatis theincidenceandpreva-
lenceof miscarriagesin the generalworking
populationthat is equivalentto the microwave-
exposedgroupin everywayexceptexposure?

Visceral Pathophysiology

In rats exposed whole-body to 2450 MHz,

100±15% mW/cm 2, from 8-15 min for 1-28

exposures, histopathologic examination of the

organs (testis, eye lens, liver, spleen, lung,
kidney, heart, thyroid, and brain) was made.

The only significant observation in the micro-

wave-exposed group was atrophy of the tubules

of the testis. No other significant histopathologic

changes were observed in the microwave-irradi-
ated rats [129]. It should be noted that the

power density was extremely high, especially for
rats.

In a study by McLees et al [179] in which

partially hepatectomized rats were exposed to

13.12 MHz ca 1 mW/g, examination of liver

sections obtained immediately after 28 to 44 h

exposure failed to reveal any definite pathologic

changes. There was no evidence of hepatocyte

swelling or erythrocyte accumulation.

Delay in gastric emptying time has been de-

scribed in dogs exposed to 300-3000 MHz 1

mW/cm 2 for 30 min [99, 281]. Repeated exposures
resulted in diminution of the effect. Increased

gastric evacuation was noted after partial
denervation of the stomach. Similar results

were obtained in guinea pigs exposed to 3000

MHz, 0.5-1 mW/cm 2 [281]. In a study of stomach

secretory function, when dogs were irradiated

with 300-3000 MHz, 1 mW/cm 2, secretion of

gastric juices in response to meat was sup-

pressed significantly, especially during the

first (nervous reflex) phase, and its acidity was
lowered [281].

According to Subbota [281], under exposure to

microwaves of low, "nonthermal" intensity, the

dominant picture is supprrssion of the evacua-

tory motor function of the gastrointestinal tract.

Since the opposite appears on partial denerva-

tion of the stomach, it must be assumed that
microwaves at "nonthermal" levels have a dual

effect on this gastrointestinal tract function:

mediated action (through changes in function of

the CNS) and a direct effect on the organ or its
local innervation. Possible humoral-chemical

changes capable of producing the same shifts
should not be excluded.

Pitenin and Subbota [226] have reported that

local irradiation of the anterior celiac region in

rabbits (which corresponds to the epigastric

region in man) causes selective injury to the

stomach mucosa. After 10 min exposure to 2450

MHz, 110-120 mW/cm 2, half the animals de-

veloped gastric ulcers on the anterior wall of

the stomach, i.e., on the wall nearest the source

of radiation. All other tissues through which the

microwave energy had penetrated before reach-
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ingthemucosaremainedpracticallyundamaged.
The temperatureof the stomachcontentsdid
notriseabove40°-42°C.At still higherradiation
intensities(150mW/cm2andmore),ulcerswere
foundin practicallyall theanimals.

It appearsthat the amountof temperature
developedin the visceralorgansduring2450
MHzmicrowaveirradiationmaybeafunctionof
animalsizeaswell asdurationandintensityof
radiation.Imig andSearle[122],andSearleet
al [264]showedthattheamountof temperature
developedin visceraltissuesduringexposure
wasinverselyrelatedto animalsize,beinggreat-
est in rabbits,next in smalldogs,and lowest
in largedogs.

Effect on Hematopoietic Tissue and Blood

Analysis of blood changes has been carried

out by numerous investigators because of its

easy accessibility and availability of quantitative

techniques, to study the biologic effects of micro-
waves and RF. Most of the data are based on

studies with rodents, rabbits, and dogs under

controlled exposure conditions, or in man where

field intensities and duration of exposure are not

easily measured.

A number of authors state that the blood

picture is not affected noticeably by RF or

microwaves [17, 57, 169, 233], however, leukocy-

tosis, lymphocytopenia, eosinopenia, alteration

in red blood cell lifespan and bone marrow

function, as well as a drop in hemoglobin have

been reported [87, 118, 119, 120, 198, 247, 249].
The effect of microwave radiation on hema-

topoietic organs has also been studied. Some

investigators have been unable to detect any

shifts [300]. Kitsovskaya [145] observed only a

slight decrease in the number of polymorpho-

nuclear neutrophils. The time of onset and degree

of hematopoietie change may be dependent upon

the wavelength, field intensity, and duration of

exposure [145, 194, 198]. It is suggested that

leukocyte response is related to hypothalamic-

hypophysial-adrenal stimulation due to thermal

stress [193].

A significant decrease in leukocytes and

erythrocytes was noted in rats after 7 h of

continuous exposure to 24 000 MHz, 20 mW[cm 2

with recovery in 1 wcck; 10 min of continuous

exposure to 20 mW/cm2; and 3 h of continuous

exposure to 10 mW/cm 2 with recovery in 2 days

[62].
In mice irradiated with 10 000 MHz at 450

mW/cm 2 for 5 min, decreases in erythrocyte,

leukocyte, and hemoglobin values were noted

immediately, and at 1 and 5 days. Hematologic

recovery was evident 10 days after exposure.

Convectional heat produced less distinct changes,

with more rapid recovery than when exposed to

microwaves [97]. Leukocytosis was reported in

mice enclosed in a slowly rotating polystyrene

cabin, irradiated daily for 16-19 months at

10 000 MHz, 100 mW/cm 2, 4.5 min/d. The rectal

temperature rose an average of 3.3°C after each

radiation treatment [228].

Hyde and Friedman [121] studied the effects

from exposure of mice to 3000 MHz, 20 mW/cm z

and 10 000 MHz, 17, 40, or 60 mW/cm 2 up to 15

min. No significant effect on total or differential

leukocyte count or hemoglobin concentration

was noted immediately or 3, 7, or 20 days after

exposure. There were no changes in femoral

bone marrow other than inconstant, slight in-

crease in the eosinophil series of the exposed

animals which was not reflected in peripheral

blood counts.

Kitsovskaya [145] subjected rats to 3000 MHz

according to the following schedule: 10 mW/cm z,

60 min, 216 days; 40 mW/cm 2, 15 min, 20 days;

100 mW/cm 2, 5 min, 6 days. At 40 mW/cm 2 and

100 mW/cm 2, total red blood cell count (RBC),

white blood cell count (WBC), and absolute

lymphocytes were decreased; granulocytes and

reticulocytes were elevated. At 10 mW/cm 2,

total WBC, and absolute lymphocytes decreased,

and granulocytes increased. Bone marrow ex-

amination revealed erythroid hyperplasia at the

higher power levels. The blood did not return to
normal state months after the series of irradia-

tions was discontinued.

Baranski [5] exposed guinea pigs and rabbits

to 3000 MHz pulsed or CW 3.5 mW/cm 2 power

density for 3 months, 3 h daily. Peripheral blood,

bone marrow, lymph nodes, and spleen were

examined. Increases in absolute lymphocyte

counts in peripheral blood, abnormalities in
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nuclearstructure,mitosisin the erythroblastic
cell seriesin thebonemarrowandin lymphoid
cellsin lymphnodesandspleenwereobserved.
Baranskisuggeststhat extrathermalcomplex
interactionsseemtobetheunderlyingmechanism
for thechanges.

Buddet al [40]investigatedthesensitivityof
the fetal rat hematologicsystemfollowingin
uteromicrowaveirradiation.PregnantSprague-
Dawleyratswereexposedoneatatimeto whole-
body2450MHz 100mW/cm2CW microwaves
at15daysgestation.Undertheseconditions,the
rectaltemperatureofthepregnantratsincreased
4.2°Cabovethat of the controls.Hematologic
changesweremeasuredin the pregnantratsat
4 h, 24h, and5 d postirradiation(shortlybefore
the fetuseswereremoved).Bodyand spleen
weights,andhematologicchangesweremeasured
in thefetalratsat 20daysgestation.Nosignifi-
cantdifferenceswerefoundbetweencontroland
microwave-exposedpregnantratsin bodyweight,
totalleukocytecount,erythrocytecount,hemato-
crit, or hemoglobinvalue.Microwave-irradiated
fetuseshad significantlylowerspleenweights
(P< 0.05),total leukocytecounts(P< 0.01),and
somewhatlowerhemoglobinvalues(P<0.10)
thancontrols.Noappreciabledifferenceswere
observedbetweenmicrowave-irradiatedfetuses
andtheir controlsin bodyweight,59Feuptake
in blood,or fetal resorption.The lack of any
effectinthepregnantratexposedto100mW]cm2
or anygreatereffectin thefetusthanthatevi-
dencedisworthyofnote.

Spalding[278]exposedmiceto 800MHz2 h
daily for 120days in a closedsystem(wave
guide)atanincidencelevelof43mW]cm2.Body
weight,redandwhitebloodcellcount,hemato-
crit, hemoglobin,growth, voluntaryactivity
and life spanremainednormal.Ivanov[124]
reporteddistinctchangesin the proportionsof
whiteandredbonemarrowstemcellsin rabbits
chronicallyexposedto meterwavesat1mW/cm2.

In dogsexposedwhole-bodyto microwaves
therewasamarkeddecreasein lymphocytesand
eosinophilsafter6 h, 2800MHz 100mW]cm2
[195].Theneutrophilsremainedslightlyincreased
at 24h,whileeosinophilandlymphocytevalues
returnedtonormallevels.Following2 hexposure

at 165mW/cm2,therewasslightleukopeniaand
decreasein neutrophils.Whentheexposurewas
3 h, leukocytosiswasevidentimmediately,and
wasmoremarkedat 24h, reflectingtheneutro-
phil response.Therewasa moderatedeclinein
lymphocytesimmediatelyfollowing2 to 3 h
exposure,withrecoveryto thepreexposurelevel
at 24h. Following2 h exposure,therewasslight
decreasein eosinophilswhichwasunchanged
at 24h. Eosinophilchangewasnegligibleat the
terminationof 3 h exposureand moderately
decreasedat24h.

Afterexposureto 1285MHz,100mW/cm2,for
6 h, therewasan increasein leukocytesand
neutrophils.At 24 h, the neutrophillevel was
still noticeablyincreasedfrom the preexposure
level. Lymphocyteandeosinophilvalueswere
moderatelydepressedand at 24 h, slightly
exceededtheirinitial values.

Sixhoursofexposureto200MHz,165mW/cm2
resultedin amarkedincreasein neutrophilsand
a mild decreasein lymphocytes.Theleukocyte
countwasfurtherincreased,andthelymphocytes
markedlyincreasedthe followingday.Eosino-
philsweremoderatelydecreased[195].

Comparisonof leukocytechangesovera 60-
dayperiodaftera 6-hexposureat 100mW/cmz,
2800MHzor 1285MHz,revealedthat1285MHz
hada slightlygreaterandmoreprolongedeffect
on leukocyteresponse.Recoveryof leukocytes
andneutrophilstothepreexposureleveloccurred
1to 2 weeksafter1285MHzandwithin1week
after2800MHzexposure.A25to40%lymphocyte
increasefromthe preexposurelevelwasnoted
from1dayto 2 yearsafter1285MHzexposure.
Thereticulocytecountwasmoderatelydiminished
duringthis period.Lymphocytopeniafrom2800
MHzwasfollowedby recoveryto 95%of initial
valuein 24h anda gradualdecreaseto 54%of
initialvalueby60days.

Earlyandsustainedleukocytosisin dogsex-
posedto thermogeniclevelsof microwavesmay
be relatedto stimulationof the hematopoietic
system,leukocyticmobilization,or recirculation
of sequesteredcells.Eosinopeniaandtransient
lymphocytopeniawithreboundorovercompensa-
tion when accompaniedby neutrophiliamay
indicateincreasedadrenalfunction.
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Rhesusmonkeyswereexposedto 10.5MHz,
200mW/cmzfor 1 h; 19.27MHz,170mW/cm2
for4 h, andfor 13consecutivedays4heachday
at a powerdensityof 115mW/cmZ;and 26.6
l_lI-I_,1_ mW,/c.m2far 1h Flamatchlnglcexamina-
tionswhichincludedhematocrit,total white cell

count, differential count, and morphologie evalua-

tions, indicated no obvious effect of RF ex-

posure on the formed elements of the blood.

Hematocrit, total white cells, and differential

cell estimations fell within the range of normal.

Platelet level remained normal, and there were

no changes in the clotting mechanism. Histologic

examination of bone marrow and spleen revealed

no evident pathology [205]. The authors con-

cluded that RF exposure had no effect on the

hematopoietic system.

There are few reports of RF-or microwave-

induced hematologic changes in man. In surveys

of military and industrial radar personnel,

variable hematologic changes have been reported

[17, 18, 57, 110, 160, 170, 203, 275]. Reticulocy-

tosis has been noted in some studies [160, 275].

Barron et al [18] reported an apparent decrease

in polymorphonuclear cells and increase in

eosinophils and monocytes in a group of occu-

pationally exposed workers. In a later report,

however, these authors [17] found the decreases

incorrect, due to variation in a laboratory tech-

nician's interpretation.

Baranski and Czerski [7] reported on the hema-

tologic examination of a large group of people

occupationally exposed to microwaves. They

concluded that a small drop in the number of

erythrocytes takes place in all individuals ex-

posed to microwaves; incidence is related to

length of employment and degree of exposure.

Various leukocyte shifts occur in the first year

of employment, with normalization later, a

symptom which does not appear in groups having

worked for 1 to 5 years. A tendency toward

lymphocytosis with accompanying eosinophilia

is apparent in persons having worked more than

5 years under conditions of low and medium

microwave exposure. Three groups of leukocyte

changes occur in persons exposed to substantial

irradiation for more than 5 years: most frequent

are absolute and relative lymphocytosis accom-

panied by eosinophilia and monocytosis, or rela-

tive lymphocytosis; next is absolute lymphocytosis

with monocytosis; and neutrophilic leukocytosis

is last. About 50% of persons exposed to micro-

waves show a moderate drop in platelet number.

This poses the question if exposure to x-rays

or other environmental factors may not be the

entity, or at least a contributor, in such findings

[221].

Cardiovascular Effects

Several investigators report that exposure of

animals or man to electromagnetic radiation

may result in direct or indirect effects on the

cardiovascular system [68, 89, 151, 159, 209,

212, 215, 216, 230, 233, 279, 301]. Some authors

suggest that exposure to microwaves at inten-

sities that do not produce appreciable thermal

effects may lead to functional changes, which are

observed in connection with acute as well as

chronic exposures [89,233].
Disturbances of the blood circulation that have

been described [101] are evidenced by change in

blood flow [241], usually an increase in flow which

is proportional to both the intensity and duration

of exposure [242]; a decrease is observed only

in denervated extremities. These phenomena are

related to vasodilation. Negative results, however,

have also been reported in studies of persons

working with radar [247]. Aberrations in vascular

reactions, such as oscillation of vascular tonus

[75], have also been reported.
Increased heart rate has been observed after

exposure to power densities of 50-130 mW/cm z

for variable periods ranging 10-140 min [56, 186,

279]. Slowing of heart rate is reported by some

investigators with low (or which they consider

nonthermal) levels of microwaves [137,249, 300,

301]; others have reported increased heart rate

with low-level microwave exposure over the

dorsal aspect of rabbits [235,236].

Decrease in blood pressure from microwave

exposure has been reported by some investi-

gators [89, 92, 137, 214, 249] while by others, an

increase in blood pressure [56, 176, 224]. Also,

blood pressure rises slightly at first and then

begins to fall [2, 16, 247], an effect which can be

pronounced and last for several weeks following
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exposure.To confusethe picturestill more,a
decreasein bloodpressurein manandan in-
creasein bloodpressurein the rabbit under
comparableirradiationhasalsobeenreported
[15, 16]. Thesesomewhatcontradictoryre-
ports indicate that the relationshipis quite
complexandthesediscrepanciesrevealseveral
defectsin someexperimentswhichshouldbe
recognized,suchasfrequency,powerdensityof
microwaves,duration of exposure,animal
restraint,andinadequacyof statisticalanalysis
[286].

Subbota[281]hasnotedthat whenrabbits
werechronicallyexposedto 2450MHz,10mW/
cm2,littlechangeinarterialpressurewasevident.
However,hemodynamicshiftswerequiteclearly
inevidenceevenat 1mW/cm2.Nohemodynamic
shiftswereobservedbeginningwith the fourth
or fifth treatment.Whenthe rabbitswereex-
posedto 50 mW/cm2, the arterial pressure
dropped,then recoveredits initial level after
1-2 h. Characteristically,theseeffectswere
registeredonly after the first few microwave
treatments,and later, as the treatmentswere
repeated(onceevery1-3days),thearterialpres-
sure changebecamesmallerin degreeuntil
disappearanceat the ninthor tenthtreatment.
Therectaltemperaturerisewas1°-1.7°Cafter
the first exposure,but0.7°-0.9°Cafternineto
tentreatments.

PresmanandLevitina[235,236] reporteda
differentialeffecton the heartrateof rabbits;
the animalswereexposedto 2450MHz(CW),
7-12 mW/cm2, for 20 min. Ventralexposure
resultedin bradycardia(slowingof heartbeat).
Irradiationof the dorsalportionsof the head
producedan acceleration.In a later studythe
sameinvestigatorsusedpulsed3000MHz at
a powerdensityof 3-5 mW/cm2.Underthese
conditions,irradiationof the ventralaspectof
theanimalcauseda shiftofrhythmin thedirec-
tion of acceleration.This effectwasfar more
pronouncedwith thepulse-modulatedradiation
thanwith CW.The investigatorssuggestthat
the possiblecauselies in the deeperpenetra-
tion into the tissueof the modulatedwaves.
Presmanalsointerpretsthesedataasindicating
aneffecton theparasympatheticnervoussystem
(vagusnerve)duringventralirradiationandonthe

sympatheticnervous system during dorsal
exposure.

Levitina [159] has suggested that the periph-

eral nervous system is the mediator between

microwave radiation and its possible effects

on heart rate. Irradiation of ventral body areas

of rabbits with high power density-pulsed micro-

waves resulted in a lower pulse. If the skin was

anesthetized, cardiac rate did not change. The
author concluded that the reduced cardiac

rhythm, as the result of ventral exposure, was due

to microwaves acting on the skin receptors.

McAfee [175] points out how data can be

misinterpreted to be the result of some unknown

effect of microwave radiation, when hyper-

thermal effects are not involved. In cats, when

peripheral nerves are stimulated by 45°C tem-

perature, adrenal medullary secretion occurs

and a rise in blood pressure is developed as

a result of adrenaline secretion [173]. The

halogenated hydrocarbon anesthetics in combina-

tion with injected adrenalin frequently produce

ventricular arrhythmias [132]. If an animal is

irradiated with microwaves and the analeptic

effect is elicited deliberately or accidentally,

a sequence of events will be observed identical

to that obtained by simply injecting adrenalin.

With some anesthetic agents the heart rate

increases in dogs, and in unanesthetized animals

heart rate is modified by an analeptic response if

such response is accidentally produced [173].

MeAfee [175] questions whether experiments
on the effect of microwave radiation on heart

rate are carefully controlled for this possibility.

If so, it is not mentioned in the literature.

In rabbits and dogs, whole-body irradiation

(100-200 mW/cm 2) causes brief constriction and

subsequent dilation, especially in the veins of

the pia mater [279]. Dogs exhibit slowing of

heart rate with alteration in the electrocardiogram

during 3000 MHz, 5 mW/cm 2 exposure. Brady-

cardia, sinus arrhythmia, retardation of auricular

and ventricular conduction, changes (usually
a decrease) in the P- and T-deflections, and a

broadening of the QRS complex are observed

[301]. More marked and persistent electro-

cardiogram (ECG) changes are noted in dogs

with experimentally induced myocardial infarc-

tion than in normal dogs when exposed to micro-
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waves [301]. Changes in the heart rate, coagula-

tion time, and a fall in blood pressure have been

reported in dogs exposed for 30 min at 5 mW/

cm 2 3000 MHz microwaves [233].

Hemodilution is an early manifestation of

any heat stress in the mammal, and it occurs

during the first 30 min exposure prior to tempera-

ture increase. As the exposure is prolonged,

hemodilution is reversed as a result of dehydra-

tion, and hemoconcentration follows. The early

hemodilution possibly reflects an influx of extra-

vascular fluid as a result of the extensive periph-

eral vasodilation. This permits dissipation of

absorbed heat.

Hemodynamic response of the dog exposed to

2800 MHz pulsed resembles that of acute heat

stress as manifested by early hemodilution fol-

lowed by hemoconcentration. As the exposure

is prolonged, hemoconcentration becomes more

evident. Dogs exposed at 165 mW/cm 2 show

a body weight loss of 2.0%/h. At 100 mW/cm 2,

there is weight loss of 1.25%/h, and hemodilu-

tion occurs, contrasted with hemoconcentration

evident at 165 mW/cm 2 [195].

Functional damage to the cardiovascular sys-

tem indicated by hypotonus, bradycardia, de-

layed auricular and ventricular conductivity,

and decreased height of ECG waves in workers in

RF fields is reported [67,212,215,216].

Drogichina and associates [68] have reported

the clinical observation of persons chronically

exposed to intense radiation, indicating that in

individual cases, the "angiodystonic" mani-

festations caused by chronic exposure to super

high frequency radiation may develop further into
more serious autonomic and cardiovascular

pathologies. These are characterized by a

tendency to angiospastic reactions and cerebral

autonomic vascular attacks accompanied by

pronounced arterial pressure lability and coro-

nary spasms with corresponding changes in

ECG. Osipov [217], however, points out that

these changes do not diminish work capacity,

and are reversible. Although temperature rise

cannot be measured in these individuals, Osipov

feels that this is a reflection of the lack of precise

instrumentation, and prefers to consider these

changes due to microthermal rather than non-
thermal effects.

According to a group of authors, the symp-

toms of chronic exposure to cm waves (the

level of vasomotor disturbances) are divided

into three stages [185] of: (a) initial, compen-

sated; (b) gradual changes; (c) where changes

proceed rapidly. The degree of change depends

on intensity and duration of exposure.

It would appear that functional cardiac changes

can result from microwave exposure which,

doubtless, are due to autonomic nervous system

response to thermal effects. It has been noted

that McAfee [173] indicates that thermal stimula-

tion of the peripheral nerves produces the neuro-

physiologic and behavioral changes observed.

Interaction between the peripheral nervous sys-

tem and the central nervous system would ac-

count for the reported effects on heart rhythm,

blood chemistry, and ECG. On the other hand,

Tolgskaya and Gordon [291] observed morphologic

modification of receptors after one exposure to

microwaves, changes which decreased with

repeated exposures. They suggest that receptors

of the reflexogenic zone of the curve of the

aorta, the carotid sinus, and all layers of the

auricular wall are highly sensitive to microwaves.

Central Nervous System (CNS)

The suggestion that microwaves may interact

with the central nervous system by a mechanism

other than heating has been made by various

investigators [89, 90, 141,162, 185, 201,211,221,

231,232, 236, 249, 291,300], who stress that the

CNS must be considered as moderately or highly

sensitive to radiation injuries. Their conceptual

basis for this is centered largely about Pavlovian

conditional response studies/

These reports, chiefly from Soviet and other

East European investigators, are based on a
definition of thermal as those effects associated

with measurable local or whole-organism tem-

perature rise from an equilibrated baseline. Most

h ghould he pointed out that ahhough the nervism prin-

ciple ,_f I. M. Semenov and I. P. Pavl_v constitutes one of the

most important theoretical bases for Soviet medicine in

general, specific studies are based on the theoretical founda-

tion of the special scientific discipline within the frame-

work of which a given effect is being studied, i.e., encephalog-

raphy, biochemistry, cardiovascular pathophysiology, and so

forth. (Personal communication from Professor S. V. Gordon)
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other investigators use the term thermal in a

somewhat different sense, taking into account

that an organism can be affected thermally

without demonstrable temperature rise. In fact,

a rise in temperature means that the functional

reserves of the organism for maintaining homeo-

stasis have been exceeded.

In one of the earliest studies on neurologic

effects of microwaves by Oldendorf [213], evi-

dence was found of focal coagulation necrosis in

rabbit brains exposed to 2450 MHz. The first

report on the effect of microwave energy (in the

cm range) on the conditional response activity

of experimental animals was made by Gordon

et al [93]. In subsequent years, the study of the

nonthermal effects of microwaves gradually

occupied the central role in electrophysiologic

studies in the Soviet Union [211].

Baldwin, Bach and Lewis [4] found that ex-

posure of monkeys to 225-400 MHz was followed

by neurologic signs of agitation, drowsiness,

akinesia, and eye signs, as well as autonomic,

sensory, and motor abnormalities. There were

signs of diencephalic and mesencephalic dis-

turbances; alternation of arousal and drowsiness,

together with confirming electroencephalogram

(EEG) signs. The response depended on orienta-
tion of the head in the field and reflections from

the surrounding enclosure. Rabbits whose heads

were exposed for 30 min to 3-300 MHz showed
increased excitation of cortical and other visual

analyzers [291].

Chickens, pigeons, and sea gulls exposed to

9300 and 16000 MHz (pulsed) 10 mW/cm 2

showed sustained extensor activity of wings and

legs commencing within a few seconds. These

birds showed distress and unsteady gait [283].

Whole-body exposure of chicks to 24 000 MHz

produced staggering gait and muscular weak-

ness [63]. Rats given head irradiation at 24 500

MHz tried to avoid the microwave field, suggest-

ing awareness of a stimulus [136]. The most

conspicuous effects were muscle spasms, tremors,
and clonic convulsions. This stimulation was

capable of arousing a rat from deep surgical

anesthesia. In a study with audiogenic seizure-

susceptible mice and rats sensitive to sound

stimulation, Kitsovskaya [144, 146] found that

the seizure response to noise was suppressed

after exposure to 3000 MHz pulsed microwaves

at an average power density of 10 mW/cm _.

Tolgskaya [294] studied the effects of pulsed

and CW 3000 and 10000 MHz microwaves on

rats at various intensities. Emphasis was placed

on morphologic changes. The more pronounced

morphologic changes in the nervous system
following 3000 MHz than 10000 MHz at 1-10

mW/cm 2 was interpreted as evidence of a
nonthermal effect. Pulsed waves were more effec-

tive than CW. The greater effectiveness of pulsed

microwaves was also noted by Marha [183].

Conditional responses (CR). Troyanskiy and

Kruglikov [296, 297] exposed rats to SHF fields.

Radiation at thermal (50 mW/cm 2) and non-

thermal (10 mW/cm 2) intensities affected intra-

uterine development and led to changes in

function of higher centers of the central nervous

system in prenatally irradiated animals. Ex-

posure of pregnant rats at an intensity of 10

mW/cm 2 accelerated postnatal development,

and made conditional response indices worse

in their offspring. Animals prenatally irradiated

at an intensity of 50 mW/cm 2 and those derived

from crossing exposed males with nonexposed

females exhibited similar changes such as anom-

alies, deformities, peculiarities of higher nerv-

ous activity [296]. In the offspring of exposed

animals, besides abnormalities and developmental

anomalies, disturbances in the functions of higher
sections of the CNS were also observed in the

form of delayed development and alteration of
electrodefensive and motor-food conditioned

reflexes [297].

Yakovleva and associates [309, 310] reported

that single and repeated exposures of rats to

microwaves, 5-15 mW/cm 2, weakened the ex-

citation process and decreased the functional

mobility of cells in the cerebral cortex. Edem-

atous changes throughout the entire cross

section of the cortex were most often noted.

The greatest number of altered cells was with

repeated exposures at 15 mW/cm 2 [310]. In

another study with cats, the background bio-

electric activity recorded in efferent fibers of

renal, splenic, and lower mesenteric nerves

under single exposure to 30 mW/cm 2 increased

in 50% of the cases [309].

Lobanova [165] summarized her findings at
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3000MHzsuggestingtwophases are determined

in changes in CR during exposure: an increase

in excitability of the central nervous system,

i.e. a weakening of active inhibition; and a second

phase of weakened excitation, with the devel-

opment of external inhibition. In a later study,

however, Lobanova and Goncharova [166] re-

ported that chronic exposure of animals to RF

in the 155-191 MHz range for 4.5 months at

"low intensity" does not have a marked effect
on their CR.

In conditional response studies in dogs ir-

radiated with 50 MHz to specific zones of the

cerebral cortex, exposure at 7-14 W output

power elicited no response; 20-25 W caused

defensive reactions and deterioration of dis-

crimination [162]. Subbota [280] found altera-

tion of conditional response in dogs exposed

to SHF (3000-30 000 MHz). The exposure time

was 1-2 h. The direction of changes in intense

radiation, in the majority of cases, was op-

posite that observed after weak radiation. At

5 mW/cm 2, increased salivation was observed

as a positive CR with relative stability of differ-

entiation. The latent period of CR in the majority

of cases was shortened with 100 mW/cm 2. A

positive CR was almost always depressed,

and differentiations were delayed. Tests with

repeated radiation indicated possible adaptation

of the cortex to the EMF. On the other hand,

no disorders of behavior were noted in two female

dogs irradiated whole-body several hours a day

for more than a year with 24 500 MHz microwaves

at 20 mW/cm2; their behavior was normal during

the whole experiment [61]. In rabbits, brief

exposure to 10 mW/cm 2 VHF (30-300 MHz)

intensified conditional responses to different

stimuli, whereas prolonged exposure produced an

inhibitory effect. Selective sensitivity of the brain

to this frequency was demonstrated by reversible

structural changes in the cerebral cortex and

diencephalon [138].

Promtova [237] pointed out in CR studies the

importance of the initial functional state of the

animals. In healthy dogs, an increase was first
noted in food-conditioned reflexes with differ-

entiation maintained, followed by a phase of sharp
decrease in CR and retardation of differentia-

tions. In dogs with disturbed higher nervous

activity, the action of UHF (300-3000 MHz)

worsened the pathologic state of brain cortex

in the first phase, and normalized higher nervous

activity in the second phase. According to

Subbota [280] under the effect of weak and

intensive SHF fields (300 MHz-300 GHz),

changes in higher nervous activity can occur

in three ways:

(a) because of direct penetration of electro-

magnetic waves into brain;

(b) reflexively, because of stimulation

of the receptor apparatus; and

(c) by a humoral-chemical route.

Activity. Lobanova [164] exposed rats to 3000
MHz pulsed microwaves, after which the animals

were tested for swimming time. A decrease in

endurance was noted among rats exposed to

power-time combinations ranging from 100

mW/cm 2 for 5 min to 10 mW/cm 2 for 90 min.

Cortical effects. Several investigators have

reported that RF or microwave exposure pro:

duces alterations in the electroencephalogram

('EEG) [4, 109, 139, 140, 141, 143, 161,274, 311].

Stimulation is often followed by increased am-

plitude and decreased frequency of EEG compo-

nents, or by decreased amplitude and increased

frequency. The general character of the observed

EEG alterations is constarrt throughout a wide

range of intensities (0.02 mW/cm 2 to-100

mW/cm_). In general, the percentage of cases

evidencing alterations increases with increasing

intensity. However, one investigator revealed a

greater percent of responses at 0.02 mW/cm 2

than at intermediate intensities [161]. The EEG

responses show a substantial delay which de-

creases with radiation intensity from about 100

s at 0.02 mW/cm 2 to about 20 s at 10 mW/cm_.

Apparently, the observed responses are unaltered

when visual, auditory, and olfactory channels

are blocked [141,161]. Comparable neuroelectric

changes have been observed in a strip of cortex

isolated by cutting from surrounding tissue [141].

EEG tracings in rabbits exposed to 3000 MHz

(pulsed) 5 mW/cm z showed slight desynchroni-

zation from the motor region; at 20 mW/cm 2,

variations in the amplitude were observed. Rab-
bits irradiated with 300 to 3000 MHz showed

changes in the EEG; 300 MHz had the greatest

biologic effect while 3000 MHz had proportion-
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atelylesspronouncedeffects.Pulsedmicrowaves
produceda greatereffectthanCWmicrowaves.
Rabbitsexposedto 40MHz,0.1mW/cm2,show
EEGchangesin thecorticalandsubcorticalbrain
structuresproducedby a 3-minexposure[47].
AnSHFfield(3000MHz-300GHz),40mW/cm'-',
1 rain,ontheheadof arabbitcausedchangesin
the backgroundactivity of neuronsin the
opticalcortexof the brain[48].The SHFfield
facilitatedresponsesof theneuronsto aflashof
light. Accordingto the author,judgingfrom
morphologicdata,glial elementscouldbemore
sensitivethantheneurons.Exposureof rabbits
to300,577,or2400MHz(CW)for5 minatpower
levelsas lowas0.02mW/cm"resultedin EEG
changesin morethan50%oftheanimalsstudied
[109,141,314].Otherinvestigators[8],however,
reportedthatrabbitsexposedto3000MHz(CW)
or 10000MHz(pulsed)at 5mW/cm2showedno
changesin EEGtracings.Thesereportssuggest
thatmicrowaveradiationmayaffecthypothalamic
andmidbrainfunctioning,andstronginferential
evidenceexistsforaneffectoncerebral,cortical,
andreticularsystemfunction[286,311].Accord-
ing to Gvozdikovaand associates[109],the
greatestcorticalsensitivityoccursin the meter
range,lessin the decimeter,andleastin the
centimeterband.

Reviewingthe literature on EEG effects
requiresawarenessof certaindeficienciesin this
methodology.Thereis not alwaysa one-to-one
correspondencebetweenfunctionalstate and
characterof EEGrecording-whichmayleadto
mistakeninterpretationof thefunctionalconse-
quencesof changesin thecharacterof spontan-
eousactivityastheresultof exposureto micro-
waves.Spontaneousactivityis easyto measure,
butextremelydifficultto interpret[113].

Frey[81]haselicitedevokedpotentialsin the
brainstemofcatsbyexposuretopulse-modulated
UHFenergy.Thethresholdpowerdensityneces-
saryto evokethepotentialswasapproximately
30/xW/cm2averageand60mW/cm_peak.Frey
suggeststhat the potentialswereneuralrather
than anartifact.Within the carrier-frequency
rangeused(1.2-1.525GHz),thereappearedto
beareductionof effectatthehighestfrequency.
Variationin powerdensityhada distincteffect
ontheevokedpotential.

Behavioral effects. Justesen and King [126]

studied the behavioral effects in rats exposed in

a closed-space situation to 2450 MHz. Average

power densities approximated 2.5, 5.0, 10, or

15 mW/cm 2. A major finding was-rate of

recurrence of an iterative (phasic) tongue-licking
reflex increased and then fell offas dose increased

to 14 mW/cm 2. At the high level of 14 mW/cm 2,

invariably there was a behavioral state suggesting

flaccid paralysis. The animal recovered within

5-10 min after removal from the experimental
chamber and thereafter exhibited no behavioral

signs of stress.

Readings from rectal thermometers were taken

immediately before and after 0,-4.5, 9.6, and

14 mW/cm 2 exposures. The 0 and - 4.5 mW/cm 2

levels were associated with small but statistically

unreliable rises in average temperature after

60 min intermittently presented irradiation.

The -14 mW/cm 2 exposure reliably increased

temperatures after 19 min intermittent irradia-
tion-and after 60 min two of the animals ex-

hibited temperatures greater than 44°C. The

temperature data confirmed an impression grow-

ing from earlier behavioral observations that

the rat is highly variable in individual thermo-

regulatory capability. Rats were presented 2450

MHz energy as a cue for obtaining sugar water,
but none discriminated the cue. In essence,

Justesen and King [126] found no chronic ill

effects behaviorally or neurohistologically from

fairly long-term intermittent exposures approxi-

mating 2.5 to 15 mW/cm2; although some acute

effects were observed, none was (or is) incom-

patible with the supposition that thermalization

was the only consequence of irradiation.

Nealeigh et al [207] found that exposure of

Sprague-Dawley rats to 2450 MHz, 50 mW/cm 2,

immediately prior to running in a Y-maze, sig-

nificantly improved performance. It is suggested

that microwave exposure may produce effects

similar to a variety of CNS stimulants which

act by facilitating consolidation of the memory

trace. In another study by the same investigators,

10-week-old beagle pups were tested in an ap-

proach runway after whole-body exposure to

2450 MHz microwaves, and showed no appreciable

changes in performance and/or motivation.

In the context of behavioral effects, it should
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be meted that behavior is not a simple, process

and that behavioral effects represent the algebraic

sum of different effects in different systems.

Such effects could be a response to subtle tem-
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body structures.

Effect on learning ability. Conditional response

studies have indicated alteration in learning as a

consequence of RF or microwave exposure [16,

89, 168, 280]. Retrograde amnesia and depressed

learning have been described in rats exposed to

microwaves [38, 127]. The field intensity in these

studies evidently was quite high. Behavioral

effects, nevertheless, have also been demon-

strated with apparently low-intensity fields ac-

cording to the authors [149, 150, 284]. It should

be noted that more precise power density meas-

urements [107] revealed thermally significant

levels in some studies [149, 1501

Subbota [280] noted alternating arousal and

drowsiness effects in dogs subjected to pulsed

UHF fields. Turner [299] has suggested that the

phenomenon of pulsed-energy sleep may be
related to the effects described above. In this

technique, a low-intensity current (0.2 mA) is

applied to the brain between occipital and orbital

electrodes; the current is pulsed at a rate between

1 and 100 pps, with a pulse duration of 0.3 ms.

Under these conditions a sleeplike state (ap-

parently quite similar to normal physiologic sleep)

is observed. In the USSR, pulsed-energy sleep

has been used as therapy for psychopathologic

conditions [286].

Histopathology. According to some authors,

morphological and histochemical studies of the

nervous system show cellular changes following

3000-30000 MHz exposures at 10 mW/cm z

[290, 292, 293]. Degeneration of neurons in the

cerebral cortex and retrograde changes in the

kidney and myocardium of rabbits have been

produced by exposure to 200 MHz_ Exposure of
rabbit heads to 2450 MHz resulted in focal lesions

in the cerebral cortex. Whole-body exposures of

rats to 1430 MHz produced lesions of the brain

[213,266,291].

Rabbits exposed to 3000 MHz (pulsed or CW),

5 to 20 mW/cm 2, showed evidence of brain injury.

Cells of cortex, cerebellum, and subcortical struc-

tures had deficient tigroid content, vacuolization

in some cells, proliferation of glial cells, conges-

tion of the meninges, and superficial cerebral

cortex vessels were frequently observed at 30

mW/cm 2. Some red cell effusion and enlarged

perivascu!ar spaces were noted. There were more`

pronounced morphologic changes in the nervous

system of rats following 3000 MHz than after

10000 MHz at 1 to 10 mW/cm2; pulsed waves

were more effective than CW [291]. Exposure

of cats for 1 h to 10000 MHz 400 mW/cm 2

resulted in injury to cerebral and spinal cord
nerve cells; changes occurred in tigroid substance

and other components of nerve cells [33].

Rabbits exposed to 10 000 MHz (pulsed) 5 mW/

cm 2 showed no evidence of morphologic damage

to the brain [8]. Exposure of dog head to 2450

MHz (CW) produced no effect on brain or cere-

brospinal fluid [265].

Gordon et al [92] found that "low-intensity"

microwaves produced only slight morphologic

changes in the axon-soma and axon-dendrite
interneuron connections of the cerebral cortex

and in the receptor and interoceptor apparatuses

in various receptor zones (skin, intestinal wall,

wall of urinary bladder, myocardium, and aorta).

In addition to these changes, low-intensity irradia-
tion led to histochemical shifts in the form of

reduction in the nucleoprotein content of various

cells and tissues. These changes were reversible

and disappeared within 3-4 weeks. Further evi-

dence for morphologic change in the CNS

under low-power densities was found by other

investigators [168, 220, 294]. In all these

studies, the morphologic changes noted centered

around rearrangement and atypical appearance

of the synaptic area. Kevork'yan [137] points

out that a "gelatinization" of the synapse takes

place during short exposures to UHF radiation,

this effect being reversible.

Tolgskaya and associates [168, 290, 291,

294, 295] have investigated the influence of

pulsed and CW 3000 and 10000 MHz on the

morphology of nervous tissue in rats and rabbits.

In brief, with _xposure to 3000 MHz (110 and

40 mW/cm2), severe clinical symptoms of

overheating were observed, often leading to
death. Severe vascular disorders such as edema

and numerous hemorrhages of the brain and in-

ternal organs were morphologically predominant.
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In repeated,but lessprolonged,exposureto
highandmediumlevels,vasculardisordersand
degenerativechangesin internalorgansandthe
nervoussystemwerelesssevere.Withrepeated
exposures,theanimalsbetterwithstoodsucces-
siveexposures.Theycontinuedto gainweight,
bodytemperaturerecoveredquicklyafterirradia-
tion,andoverheatingdisappeared[294].

Similareffectsin afferentnervecellsof cats
werereportedbyPervushin[220].HeusedUHF
at intensitylevelsof 0.5 to 10mW/cm",and
30mW/cm2,for 2 h/d,1-5 d, andreportedpar-
ticularsensitivityin preterminalsectionsof the
afferentcellsandin myelinatedfibers;thenon-
myelinatedfibersappearedto beunaffected.

At highfield intensities,whendeathresults
from overheating(hyperthermia),the vascular
changesare hyperemia,hemorrhage,and
acutedystrophicmanifestations[6, 66, 202,
208].Thechangesdescribedaregreatestwhen
in the siteof directirradiation.At lowerfield
intensities,the changesareof a moregeneral
dystrophic character, and proliferationof
thegliaandvascularchangesarenotasprom-

inent [66]. When the animal is sacrificed within

1 to 3 weeks after exposure, dystrophic changes

are only isolated and there is no hyperemia

[66]. It should be noted, however, after total-

body irradiation, the histopathologic changes

are present not only in the CNS, but also in other

organs: myocardium, intestine, liver, gallbladder,

and urinary bladder [36, 66, 116, 202, 208].

This was shown by Dolina [66] when rabbits were

exposed daily to 3000 MHz CW 40-100 mW/

cm 2 or 220-270 mW/cm 2 for 5-15 minutes. He

found diffuse nervous system and circulatory

system damage.
Some reviewers [188, 192, 195, 199] have sug-

gested that investigations purported to show

neurologic effects at nonthermal microwave

intensities do not clearly indicate whether the

changes produced by microwaves are due to

generalized thermal effects or to more specific

influences on particularly vulnerable tissues.

There is no complete unanimity among the

authors that have investigated conditional

responses in different animals, in the evaluation

of observed phenomena and understanding of

their mechanisms. These studies are complex

and require a special investigative approach

[163].

In regard to the relationship of body tempera-

ture and physiologic functions, it is important to

realize that temperature input signals arise in

many body structures. The following have been

identified experimentally: (a) preoptic anterior

hypothalamus, (b) posterior hypothalamus, (c)
midbrain, medulla, motor cortex, and thalamus,

(d) spinal cord, (e) skin, (f) respiratory tract, and (g)

viscera. All these, except the motor cortex and

thalamus, have been shown to evoke behavioral

and/or physiologic responses to changes in local

temperature [112].

In regard to the sensitivity of neural tissue

to microwaves, it should be understood that the

intensity of electrical membrane potential of

nervous tissue is generally measured in inV.

The membrane potential of animal muscle

and nerve cells is generally in the range of

--70 to--110 mV; animal cells cultured in vitro

may show values as low as --10 to --30 mV;

and protozoan cells have been shown to display

potentials in the range of--30 to--100 mV

[177]. Because of their selective permeability,

electrical double layers are formed at biologic

membranes which cause differences of potential

between both sides of the membrane. Therefore,

the membranes are placed within electrical fields

which are conditioned by electrical double layers.

The power of these fields is considerable, which

amounts to 105 V/cm with a potential difference
of 100 mV and a membrane thickness of 100/_.

For microwave energy to be effective, therefore,

tremendous fields must be exerted to cause any

effects [32]. Microwave fields are only capable

of applying a potential to a biologic membrane

which is many orders of magnitude smaller than

the resting potential and, for this reason, should

be unable to excite or change normal patterns

[254, 255, 256]. A great deal is known about the

excitation of membranes by low-frequency and

DC currents. In these cases, excitation is pos-

sible with current densities of the order of 1

mA/cm 2 in tissue. At higher frequencies, and

particularly at microwave frequencies, higher

current densities are required to cause excitation

if it is at all possible. It is difficult to perceive,

therefore, how microwave fields can affect
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excitablebiolngicmembranesat powerdensities
lessthanthosewhichwouldcausethermaleffects
[256].

Observations in man. A number of effects in

man referrab!e t9 CNS sensitivity has been

described [89, 137, 185, 201,211,217, 221,232,

249, 291], most of which are subjeetive-fatiga-

bility, headache, sleepiness, irritability, loss of

appetite, and memory difficulties. Psychic
changes have been observed that include un-

stable mood, hypoehondriasis, and anxiety. Most

of the subjective symptoms are reversible, and

pathological damage to neural structures is

insignificant. Microwaves rarely, if at all, cause

hallucinations, syncope, adynamia, and other

manifestations of the so-called diencephalic
syndrome. It has been pointed out that much of

the work is based on subjective rather than

objective findings [219]. It should be noted that

individuals suffering from a variety of chronic

diseases may exhibit the same dysfunctions of the

central nervous and cardiovascular systems as

those reported as a result of exposure to micro-
waves,

Soviet and other East European investigators

have contributed most of the reports on human

effects of RF and microwave energies; the

greatest emphasis is on effects produced at less

than thermogenic power flux densities (< 10

mW/cm2). According to these authors, the

responses of an organism to microwaves are

directly or indirectly referrable to the central

nervous system [91,187, 192,221,232].

Neurasthenia syndromes. The observed neur-

asthenic effects from electromagnetic radiation

have been organized into categories by wave-

length, organ system, or clinical syndrome. Many
of the reports in man can be classified as:

(a) neurasthenic syndrome, (b) autonomic vago-

tonic dystonia, and (c) diencephalic syndrome
[65]. Drogichina et al [68] report all three classes

of symptoms in personnel subjected to microwave

fields of a few mW/cm 2. The basic symptom-

atology and neuropathology underlying all these

syndromes is reportedly due to the functional

disturbance created in the central nervous sys-
tem caused by reported nonthermal mechanisms.

These effects do not result from an observable rise

in body temperature, and are reported to occur

at levels far below thnse roquired tn produce a

temperature rise. The symptoms are manifested

by weakness, fatigue, vague feelings of discom-

fort, headache, drowsiness, palpitations, faint-

..... _ ......... y .... , .....................

dromes are completely reversible in most cases,

with little or no time lost from work [217]. In

contrast, other authors emphasize the resultant

time lost from work, and necessary hospitaliza-

tions [90, 91, 158]. One author reported that

physical activity in both organized and un-

organized forms modifies the incidence of func-

tional cardiovascular disorders in radar oper-
ators, but he stresses environmental factors and

job immobility as contributing to the incidence

[71].

Clinical observations of humans exposed to

microwave fields have suggested that motor

effects may be aceompanied by sleep disturb-

ances, lower resistance to fatigue, increased

irritability, and memory concentration deficits

[72,137,248,249,267]. Kevork'yan [137] reported

that workers exposed to moderate intensity

microwave fields are prone to a syndrome that

includes sleep disturbances, memory changes,

and fatiguing rapidly under work requiring men-

tal eoneentration. Sadehikova and Orlova [249]

also found general debility, listlessness, and

increased irritability in individuals chronically

exposed to low-to-moderate intensity microwave

fields in an industrial environment. They classi-

fied the people according to exposure: (1)

periodic to 3-4 mW/em 2, (2) periodic to less than

1 roW/era 2, and (3) constant to less than 0.1

mW/em 2. In group (1), a vagotonie reaction was

.observed with symptoms of bradyeardia, and

prolongation of intra-auricular and intraventric-

ular conduction. In those exposed continuously,

group (3), the result reported was an asthenic

syndrome with irritability. The control group,

apparently, was not composed of matched

workers, but of a group of college students be-
tween the ages of 25 and 40.

In regard to the question of neurasthenic

responses, Cohen and White [52] have presented

an extensive review of neurocirculatory asthenia

(NCA) as a clinical syndrome that has impliea-

tions in assessing the reported effects of low-

level microwaves. Neuroeirculatory asthenia
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presentsasa familialdisorderwitha meanage
of onsetof 26years(range25-35years).Twice
asmanycasesarepresentedinfemalescompared
with males.Theauthorsrelatethatonsetof the
syndromein predisposedindividualsis usually
precipitatedormadeworsebyemotion-provoking
circumstances,medicalillness,unaccustomed
or hardmuscularlabor(particularlyif involun-
tary), pregnancy,and in varioussituationsin
militaryservice.Exactetiologicalrelationships
are unknown,but pointtowardenvironmental
influencesandfamilialpredisposition.

It is relevantto pointout thatthe effectsre-
portedbyEastEuropeaninvestigatorshavenot
beenobservedin the West,evenat higherex-
posurelevels.It is important,therefore,that
thorough, well-controlledexperimentaland
clinicalinvestigationsbeundertakentodetermine
thepresenceof thesereportedeffects,thelevels
of exposureat whichtheyoccur,andtheextent
towhichtheyrepresentahazardtotheindividual.

Olfactory-optical apparatus. Alteration of

olfactory thresholds was found in occupationally

exposed individuals in fields between 30 MHz and
300 GHz, which suggests sympathetic and para-

sympathetic inhibition [82, 87, 88, 130, 167].

Some reduction in the excitability of the olfactory

and optical analyzers has been reported in

workers [88, 167]. Increase in olfactory threshold

[82, 130] and curtailment of chronaxie [130]

have also been reported. Lobanova and Gordon

[167] found lower olfactory sensitivities among

358 workers exposed to microwaves than among

members of a control group. Among experimental

subjects exposed continuously to power densities

up to 1 mW/cm 2, the lowest sensitivity was in

those exposed less than a year, or more than 6

years; among subjects exposed periodically to

power densities up to several mW/cm _, the sen-
sitivity decreased with increased exposure time.

Cortical activity. Electroencephalographic
examination has revealed various cortical altera-

tions. Under the influence of weak, chronic

microwave action, excitability and reactivity of

the cerebral cortex decreased [302]; slow activity

during the alpha rhythm was maintained; length

of the latent period of awakening increased; and

listlessness, sometimes of a paradoxical charac-

ter, occurred [298]. The most pronounced changes

were observed in persons with severe symptoms
from the action of centimeter waves. The

character of the changes (generalized paroxysmal

activity), according to the authors [85], indicates
functional damage at the mesodiencephalic

level. Kolesnik and Malyshev [148] reported that

accidental exposure of a man's head and upper

trunk to 10 000 MHz, 10 mW/cm 2 for 15 min re-

suited in asthenia and on the EEG he showed

lowered voltage, a rapid beta rhythm, and a slow

theta rhythm.

Sensory effects. Sensory effects have also been

reported in humans exposed to RF. When Grin-

barg [100] applied the electrical field of 50 MHz

energy through electrodes, the threshold for

pain was raised. Sheyvekhman [271], using elec-

trodes to apply the electrical field of 50 MHz

energy for 5 min to human heads, found auditory

threshold changes in the exposed individuals.

Frey [78, 79] has reported that individuals can

detect pulse-modulated electromagnetic energy at

wavelengths of 10 to 70 cm and at average power

densities of 0.4 to 2.1 mW/cm 2. The reported

sensations were usually auditory in nature and

described as hissing, buzzing, or clicking sounds.

Frey [80] believes that modulation is necessary

for perception of microwaves. There is no evi-

dence that this auditory sensation constitutes

a risk of injury. Considering that many sources

of auditory sensation exist in the normal environ-

ment and are not considered hazards, more

evidence of hazard is required. This phenomenon

is apparently not due to direct stimulation of
neural fibers or cortical neural tissue but rather

to stimulation of the cochlea through electro-

mechanical field forces by air or bone conduction

[108, 276]. Vogelman [307] points out that

significant though inefficient rectification of
microwave energy may be possible in vivo.

Proposed mechanisms of neural effects.

Presman [231, 232] suggests that resonant

absorption at super-high frequencies (GHz

range) could cause transitions of molecules,

especially protein molecules, to excited states.
He also discusses changes in the Na + to K ÷

gradient across cell membranes, because of

different effects of microwaves on degrees ot

hydration of these ions, as well as changes

in cell permeability by the disruption of protein
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hydratio_nin the cell membrane.It must be
emphasizedthat all this is speculative,withno
experimentaldata given in support [221].
Presman[231]hasalsostatedthatthechanges
in functionsof thenervoussystemproducedby
microwavesarenot specific.Suchchangesare
producedby anymeansof stimulationorvaria-
tion of the excitabilityof the peripheraland
central parts of the nervoussystem.Hence,
naturallyit canbeassumedthat the actionof
microwavesunderthis systemmaybedue to
stimulationor variationof the excitabilityof
the nervoustissues.The elucidationof the
physicaland chemicalmechanismsof micro-
waveson excitablestructuresinvolvescon-
siderabledifficulties,sincethephysical-chemical
mechanismsof excitabilityof living tissuein
generalisstillfarfromclear.

MacGregor[180],whoreviewedbrieflysome
of the literatureon influenceof microwaves
on the nervoussystem,suggestedpossible
mechanismsof low intensity microwavein-
fluenceonneuralfunction[180,181]:

A. Direct effects (primaryeffect on ap-
paratusfor neuroelectricionic fluxes).
1. Direct influenceon ionic currents

leadingin turn to influenceontrans-
membranepotentialsin nervecells.

2. Localizedheating.
a. change membraneproperties,

thereby disrupt transportpro-
cesses;

b. induce convection currents,
thereby disrupt transport
processes;

c. affect processesof synaptic
transmission;

d. affect processesof excitable
membrane.

3. Chemicalor structural changein
componentsof membrane,or in
apparatusof synapticmechanisms
orofexcitablemembrane.

B. Indirecteffects.
I. Primaryeffecton cell metabolism.

a. alterby heatingorby structural
change,propertiesofmembrane,
thereby disrupting nutritional
transfer;

b. causestructuralchangein an
enzymeor anycriticalmolecule
atanystageofmetaboliccycle;

c. alter by localizedheating,pro-
cessesof metabolismat any
criticalstage.

2. Primaryeffectreflectsstress.
a. neuralresponseto disruptionof

any neuroendocrinecontrol
system;

b. neuralresponseto disruptionof
anyphysiologicprocess;

c. neuralsensoryresponseto field
directlyor to localizedtempera-
turedisturbances.

C. Disruptionby anyphysicalmechanism
of hypotheticalglial or electromagnetic
organiccontrolsystems.

MacGregor[181]suggeststhat intracranial
electricalfields associatedwith low-intensity
microwaveirradiationmay induce transmem-
branepotentialsof tenthsof millivohs(ormore)
and that, therefore,such externallyapplied
fields may disturb normal nervousfunction
throughthis mechanism.On the otherhand
(alreadybeenpointedout),anRF field canbe
reinforcedin the regionof peripheralnervous
tissuecausinga temperaturerise, evenwhile
nearbymuscleand skin showno measurable
temperatureeffect. Peripheralnervesheated
aboveaminimumlevelmaytriggerspontaneously
[173].

Schwan[256]hasnotedthat membranesare
short-circuitedby currentsof frequencyabove
100MHz.The electricalfield strengthwhich
existsin anervemembraneis about500kV/cm.
The field strengthsappliedby a microwave
field to the humanbodyare infinitelysmaller,
andhence,cannotevokestimulation.

Manyinvestigatorsdo not acceptthe possi-
bility of nonthermalneuralstimulation,andex-
plaintheseeffectsentirelyuponlocalheating.
Pinneoet al [225]postulatedthat manyso-
callednonthermaleffectsmayactuallybespecific
thermaleffectson certain neural structures.
Theyexaminedthethermalstimulationofperiph-
eral nervesexposedto 3000MHz and 10000
MHzmicrowaveradiationandinfraredenergies.

574-271 0 - 75 - pt. 2 - 3
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Their experiments showed that all three sources

of energy produced the same effects on the

central nervous system. They suggested that

experiments purporting to show nonthermal

effects should be examined with the possibility

in mind that a thermally induced neurophysiologic

response may have occurred.

McAfee [171] feels that the neural effects of

microwave stimulation are due solely to the ther-
mal effects of the radiation and that these effects

arise from stimulation of afferent pathways of the

peripheral nervous system structures. Studies

by McAfee and associates [171, 172, 173, 174,

176] provide convincing evidence that the pre-

sumed nonthermal effects on CNS from micro-

waves are a result of thermal stimulation of

peripheral nervous structures. Studies claiming
CNS effects of microwaves should include con-

trois for possible peripheral nervous system

effects such as those described. These studies

provide an explanation for behavioral effects

in terms of responses evoked by microwave-

induced heating of afferent nerve fibers, and
further demonstrate errors that can be en-

countered when comparing responses obtained by

irradiation of different regions of the animals.

Such experiments and conclusions deserve

careful consideration when physiologic changes

in animals exposed to microwaves are attributed

to specific or nonthermal effects of microwave

exposure.
It is apparent that the reports which claim the

existence of nonthermal effects are equivocal.

Additional research is needed, especially from

a more quantitative point of view, to clarify this

point. Specific effects quoted in the literature

are biologically interesting but have not been

clearly shown to be related to symptoms in man

[2451.

Regardless of what the mechanisms are, the

important point is whether or not the effects

attributed to these mechanisms do indeed exist,

and if they exist, to what extent they represent

harm to the organism. The East European investi-

gators obviously feel that the effects they report

are due to nonthermal interactions and warrant

consideration. This is reflected in the East

European standards for personnel exposure.

Standards

To insure uniform and effective control of

potential health hazards from RF and microwave

exposure, it is necessary to establish standards

or protection guides. Similar to most biologic

processes, there is a certain range of levels

between those that produce absolutely no effects

and those that produce detectable effects.

Ideally, effect or threshold values should be

predicated on firm human data. If such data are

not available, however, extrapolation from well-

designed, adequately performed, and properly

analyzed animal investigations is required. In

establishing a standard, it is necessary to keep
in mind the essential differences between a

personnel exposure standard and a performance

standard for a piece of equipment. A more

detailed discussion of microwave exposure

standards is presented by Michaelson [190, 191]

and Schwan [257].
There is no evidence of hazard to man from RF

and microwaves under normal conditions of

operation and exposure. Nevertheless, "concern

has been aroused about the safety of personnel

in intense RF fields close to transmitting anten-

nas operating in the MF/HF bands. Such en-

vironments are, in general, of a near-field type

which preclude the measurement of power flux.

In the frequency bands below 30 MHz, the

potentially hazardous environments are generally

within this complex (near-field) region [243].

Since hazard evaluation in this frequency range

is a function of measurement in the near-field,

attention should be paid to the problems inherent
in such measurement.

The first proposal for 10 mW/cm z as a protec-

tion guide for microwaves was made to the US

Navy by Schwan in 1953; it was based on simple

physiologic considerations. The amount of heat

which the human body can transfer to the exter-

nal environment is, under normal circumstances,

about 0.01 W/cm 2 body surface which may be

raised about tenfold under very favorable circum-

stances. This means that the human body's

ability to absorb radiant energy without causing a

continuous temoerature rise is limited to a value

somewhere between 100 and 1000 W [262,263].

These considerations, and the extensive body
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Tri-Service sponsored studies [189], were

reviewed by a committee of the American

National Standards Institute (ANSI) which, in

I_q[)O, re_ollllllgllUgUt iv tlut iv /ultltlt a_ tttu attu.tu

[250]:

For normal environmental conditions

and for incident electromagnetic energy

of frequencies from 10 to 100 000 MHz

the radiation protection guide is 10

mW/cm 2 as averaged over any possible

0.1 hour period.

This standard permits a maximum power

density of 10 mW/cm z for 0.1 h or more; and a

maximum energy density of 1 mW h/cm z during

any 0.1-h period. This guide applies whether the

radiation is continuous or intermittent and is

intended for the general public as well as workers.

_'_-l,;d_ Qlrld L_vn_el'lrt_ 1,_vpl_ in fort_ tndav

appear to be entirely safe. So far, there is no

documented evidence of injury to military or

industrial personnel, or the general public, from

the operation and maintenance of radars and

other RF and microwave-emitting sources within

the 10 mW/cm 2 limit of exposure. A compilation

of various standards is presented in Table 3.

Rogers and King [243] suggest that under plane-

wave (far-field) conditions the body could endure

an RF radiation power density greater than

TABLE 3. -Recommended Maximum Permissible Intensities for Radio-Frequency Radiation

Maximum permis- Frequency (MHz) Country or source Specifications
sible intensity

10-100 000 ANSI 1966; Canada 1966 1 mWh/cm 2 for each 6 min

30-30 000 Great Britain 1960 Daily exposure

10 mW/em 2

100-100 000

US Army and US Air Force 1965

France (military) 1969
10 mW/cm 2 cont. exposure
10-100 mW/cm 2 lim. oceup.

60OO
Min.

(XmW/cm2F

all Sweden 1961 General public

France 1969 prolonged oeeupat, exp.
1 mW/cm 2

> 300 USSR 1965; Poland 1961 15-20 min/d

(protective goggles required)

0.1 mW/cm 2 > 300 USSR 1965; Poland 1961 2-3 h/d

_).025 mW/cm_ > 300 Czechoslovakia 1968 (CW) 8 h/d (occup.)

_.01 mW/cm 2 > 300 USSR 1965 workday

Poland 1961 workday

Czechoslovakia 1968 (pulsed) 8 h/d (occup.)

20 V/m E field 0.06-30 USSR 1965

A/m H field

10 V/m 30--300 Czechoslovakia 1968 (pulsed) 8 h/d (occup.)

Vim 30-300 USSR 1965

Sweden 1961 occupational

German Fed. Republic 1962
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10 mW/cm '_ (Ei _ 200 V/m) for frequencies in

the HF band and suggest that an electric field

strength of 1000 V/m can be considered the safe

limit for continuous daily exposure to RF radia-

tion in the range below 30 MHz. Schwan [257]

points out, in his review of microwave radiation

and standards criteria, that there are circum-
stances where standards based on flux levels

fail. This happens in the presence of complex

field patterns, i.e., in the near-field of antennas

or in the presence of several fields generated by

different transmitters or by reflecting surfaces.

He suggests that under these circumstances, a

tolerance current density in tissue of 3 mA/cm 2

may well serve as a better guide for work-related

exposure in complex fields. This current density

for simple fields corresponds to a flux of 10 mW/

cm 2 between 100 and 1000 MHz. Therefore,

protection guide numbers may be:

(a) 3 mA/cm 2 for frequencies above 10

MHz

(b) 1 mA/cm 2 for frequencies from 10

KHz to 10 MHz

(c) 0.3 mA/cm 2 for frequencies below 10

KHz

In the USSR, maximum permissible intensities

or recommended protection standards, estab-

lished in 1959 (Provisional Sanitary Rules for

Work with Centimetric-Wave Generators, USSR

Ministry of Health, 1959), are based on observa-

tions of reactions reported from low-level ex-

posure to RF or microwaves. These levels are

indicated in Table 3. An intermittency correction

factor of 10 has been proposed for intermittent

radiation when radiating devices are used in

circular- and sector-scanning modes [221]. In

addition, levels of exposure differing by one order

3Although most East European countries follow the Soviet
standard, Czechoslovakia, since 1968, permits a relaxation
of 2.5 for CW emission, i.e. 0.025 mW/cm z in contrast to
0.01 mW/cmZ for pulsed systems. In June 1973 Poland
revised safety standards for radio-frequency radiation in the
range of 0.3-300 GHz. The new standards enacted under
Public Law No. 153 permit unlimited exposure of humans
to field intensities of 0.01 mW/cm z. Eight h/d exposure is
permitted for intensities up to 0.2 mW/cm 2 for stationary
fields and 1 mW/cm 2 for rotating fields. Exposures up to
10 mW/cm _ are permitted for short periods (11.5 s in a sta-
tionary field; 4.8 rain in a rotating field). Exposures greater
than 10 mW/cm e are prohibited without approved safety
equipment.

of magnitude are permissible because of possible

field gradients and limits of accuracy of the

measuring apparatus [90]. 3

The divergences between US and East Euro-

pean standards are, to a great degree, due to

differences in basic philosophy- differences

which appear in industrial hygiene and basic
scientific research. The standard used in the

US and most other countries is, as already noted,

based on the amount of exogenous heatload

which the body could tolerate and dissipate

without any resulting rise in body temperature.

This tolerance level was calculated to be 10 mW/

cm 2 for continuous exposure. In contrast with US

standards, the USSR maximum permissible ex-

posures are based on asthenia syndromes re-

ported by workers in the microwave field.

There is no evidence in Western world scien-

tific literature that the present US standard of

10 mW/cm 2 represents a hazardous exposure

level. If the general philosophy of industrial

hygiene in the United States is considered, that

for every toxic substance there exists a concen-

tration or level below which no injurious effects

will result and that not all effects represent

hazards, this position becomes even more sound.

According to Magnuson et al [182], the indus-

trial hygiene philosophy of the USSR basically
consists of:

(1) The maximum exposure is defined as that

level at which daily work in that en-
vironment will not result in any deviation

in the normal state, as well as not result

in disease.

(2) Standards are based entirely on presence

or absence of biologic effects without
regard to the feasibility of reaching such

levels in practice.

(3) The values are maximum exposures
rather than time-weighted averages.

(4) Regardless of the value set the optimum
value and goal is zero.

Maximum permissible exposure (MPE) values

are not rigid ceilings but, in fact, excursions

above these values within reasonable limits are

permitted and the maximum permissibles rep-
resent desirable values for which to strive rather

than absolute values to be used in practice.

In view of the basic differences in industrial

REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
7"r __ ; r ," T

OR_._:__,:_..-_:._PAGE IS POOR
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hygiene philosophy, it does not appear that the
standards used in the US and USSR are as

irreconcilable as would appear.

Protective Mea._ure._

Recommendations for protection against

injurious levels of RF are described in various

publications [94, 154, 221, 229, 239, 240, 268,

312]. These protective measures are for individ-

uals and groups, by means of protective clothing,

goggles, and shielding materials, and are based

on technical and organizational principles.

EFFECTS OF ELECTRICAL FIELDS

The effects of static electric fields (SEF)

and low-frequency (60 Hz) electric fields, dis-

cussed in this section, are of particular interest.

Reports on biologic effects of SEF have been

reviewed by Novitskiy et al [211], who note that

in textile, woodworking, paper, and other

industries, static electric charges are formed and

accumulated from friction of materials with

high dielectric properties. The number of people

working in a static electric field increases as

direct current, super high-frequency electro-

transmission lines (400 to 750 kV) are put into

production. Studies on animals [44, 46, 131,227]

indicate that SEF, if it does have a biologic

effect, is quite weak and unimpressive. In dis-

cussing the biologic effects of electric fields,

it is important to distinguish between where the

body is in contact with two conductors at dif-

ferent potentials (two-contact case), and where

the body is in an external electric field, insulated

from conductors (no-contact case). The latter is

of primary concern in this section. A brief discus-

sion of the two-contact case may be helpful,

however, in understanding the no-contact case.

When the body is in contact with two con-

ductors at different potentials, current flows

through the body. The biologic effects of "electric
shock" have been discussed in a number of

reviews [58, 59, 60, 133, 134, 135, 258]. Typical
threshold values for 50-60 Hz currents lasting

a few seconds are given in Table 4. The threshold

for sensation is approximately 1 mA total body

current. At approximately 10 mA the "let-go"

threshold is reached, a level characterized by loss

TABLE 4. -- Threshold Levels for Electric
Currents

Human reaction Total body ] Current density
current

Sensation ! mA ] 0.1-1 mA/cm z

Let-go 10 mA 0.1-1 mA/cm 2

Fibrillation 100 mA I about 1 mA/cm z

1Adapted from Schwan [258].

of ability to let go of a hand-held live conductor.
A current of approximately 100 mA through the
torso causes ventricular fibrillation in man

which could result in death [258]. Keesey and

Letcher [134, 135] recommend a safety threshold

of 5 mA for the average person including children.

Organs vary greatly in sensitivity and pathologic

response to electric currents. Organic damage to

the nervous system occurs in that portion of the

brain or spinal cord where the current passes

through. It is not specific and sometimes similar

to that found in other types of cerebral injuries.

Current effects on the skin are twofold: first,

in passing through the skin, electric energy is
transformed into heat which alters the structures

along the path of the current; second, free dis-

charge causes formation of electric sparks which

leads to formation of third degree burns. Death

from electrical injuries is usually due to cardiac or

respiratory arrest. In most instances, cardiac

arrest results from ventricular fibrillation.

Respiratory arrest may be due to direct effects

of the current on the respiratory center, or

secondary to hypoxia of the cells of the center

due to inadequate perfusion as a result of the

ventricular fibrillation [76].

At the cellular level, biologic effect is a function

of current density rather than total body current

[84, 258]. A safety threshold of 5 mA would

correspond to a current density somewhere

between 0.1 and 1 mA/cm 2[258].

In the no-contact case, an alternating field

gives rise to a flow of current within the body.

Schwan [258] has considered the possibility of

low-frequency fields giving rise to dangerous

current densities in the body. He showed that

current density would be proportional to both

field strength and frequency. His results, in

Table 5, indicate that the field, to cause dangerous

current densities, is two orders of magnitude
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TABLr,5.--External60 Hz Fields Required to

Produce Dangerous Current Densities in the Body 1

Current density Field strength

0.1 mA/cm2 1 MV/cm
1 mA/cm2 10 MV/cm

Air breakdown 30 KV/cm

1Adapted from Schwan [258].

higher than the field strength at which air breaks

down as an insulator, and sparking occurs.

A body of literature, nevertheless, indicates

that there are biologic effects when animals are

exposed to stationary and low-frequency electric

fields. This literature has been reviewed by

Novitskiy, Gordon, Presman, and Kholodov

[211]. A wide range of physiologic effects has

been reported, including changes in blood

indices, heartbeat, and respiration, ranging in

severity up to anaphylactic shock following re-

peated exposure, and to death. Widespread

morphologic changes have also been reported.

Field strengths at which effects were noted varied

from approximately 50-5000 V/cm, with most

reported field strengths between 200 and 2000

V/cm. For the most part, this work is difficult to

interpret, since frequently, field strength and

frequency are not specified, and in many eases

the fields were pulsed rather than continuous

wave.

In sharp contrast to the above-mentioned work,

in a study by Knickerbocker, Kouwenhoven, and

Barnes [147], 22 male mice were exposed to a

60-Hz field of 4 kV/in (1.9 kV/cm) for 1500 h

during 10V2 months. Careful observation failed

to reveal any effect on the general health, be-

havior, or reproductive ability of these animals;

necropsies performed after exposure failed to

show any pathologic effects.

A number of studies carried out on persons

occupationally exposed to high electric fields

[211, 252] describe complaints such as listless-

ness, excitability, headache, drowsiness, and

fatigue-attributed to exposure to high electric

fields. The problem in interpreting such findings
is that it is often difficult to determine which

factors in the working environment are respon-

sible for the observed symptoms, since all are

noted in various occupational settings. Ulrich and

Ferin [303] have suggested irregular shifts

(i.e. night work) and dry air as possible factors

in the initiation of the signs and symptoms cited.

Kouwenhoven et al [152, 153] have studied

linemen, many of whom had spent several years

working on high-voltage transmission lines.

They found no physical, mental, or emotional

effects which could be attributed to exposure to

high electric fields.

In summary, neither animal experimentation

nor clinical studies so far have provided clear

evidence for harmful effect of human exposure

to stationary or low-frequency electric fields.

Until such evidence is found, the obvious

dangers of electrical sparking should determine

the limits of safe human exposure.

EFFECTS OF MAGNETIC FIELDS

A great amount of information has been ac-

cumulated during the last decade on the biologic

effects of magnetic fields. Although all these

works are not of equal value, the large number

indicates the rapid development of this field

[211]. In recent years, summary articles have

appeared discussing questions on magnetobiology

in detail [12, 13, 19, 20, 23, 24, 31, 41, 42, 43,

53, 83, 102, 111,141,210, 232].

In traveling to outer space, astronauts will

leave not only the Earth's gravitational field, but

also its familiar geomagnetic environment.

Fortunately, unlike the zero-g environment,

it is possible to create various magnetic environ-
ments in limited volumes on the Earth. With the

aid of special coils or shielding materials, such

systems can be used to study the possible

effects of magnetic conditions along different

paths of future spaceflight trajectories [83].

The existence of biologic effects of magnetic

fields is now wen-documented. Biomagnetic

effects have been reported in a variety of sys-

tems [103, 211] that include bacteria [114],

cell cultures [69, 206, 238], insects [51,206, 285],

plants [70], and other organisms, as well as mam-

reals including man.

A few physical concepts may be helpful in
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understandingbiomagneticphenomena.Unlike

external electrical fields (no-contact case),

magnetic fields easily penetrate biologic materials

so that the entire specimen experiences the field.

In the case of a uniform field, the entire specimen

experiences nearly the same field. In the case

of a gradient field, the field becomes progres-

sively stronger from one side of the specimen to
the other.

Table 6 lists several possible interactions

suggested as significant in causing biomagnetic

effects. There is little direct evidence, however,

to establish the significance of any of these mech-

anisms. In the case of gradient fields, para-

magnetic substances may be attracted toward

the stronger field and diamagnetic substances

toward the weaker field; this phenomenon is

not possible in uniform fields. In the case of

alternating magnetic fields, indirect effects may

be caused by magnetically induced electric

currents.

TABLE 6. -Possible Mechanisms for Biomagnetic

Effects t

Since man has evolved in the Earth's geo-

magnetic environment, it is plausible to assume
that removing him from this environment could

have detrimental effects [83]. Very few human

exposures to a magnetically quiet environment

have been reported. A certain amount of ex-

perience, however, has accumulated during

ordnance work inside degaussing coils. A health

survey of personnel exposed to an almost mag-

netically quiet environment during most of their

working days for sevdral years revealed no ail-

ment traceable to this unusual environmental

exposure [22]. Effects are summarized in Table 7.

TABLE 7.--Effects of Magnetic Fields on Man _

Magnetic field Time Effect on man_

Alternating

Nonchanging- up 15 tin
to 20 kG

5 kG less than

3 d/yr
man-I

Visual sensations- phos-
phenes

No sensation in part or
entire body exposure

No aftereffects

Type of reaction Reacting agent

Interaction
Diffusion
Semiconductor effects
Rate changes
Bond angles distortion
Rotational polarization

change
Rate change

Segregation

Induction

Transient free radicals
Membranes
Neuronal function
Hormone secretion
Enzyme-substrate
Specific reactive sites

molecules
Quantum proton tunneling in

DNA (genetic code effect)
Paramagnetic and diamagnetic

substances (gradient fields)
Electric currents (alternating

: fields)
i

i Adapted from Barnothy [13].

Relatively little is known about the specific

effects on man of high- and low-intensity mag-

netic fields. Past studies in magnetobiology have

been directed mainly toward determining the

effects of magnetic fields that differ from those

of the geomagnetic field in animals, plants, and

simple chemical systems. Review of this material

is available [42].

l After Beischer [26].
2Taste and painsensation caused by interaction with fillings

of teeth sometimes described.

Animals have been experimentally exposed to

very high fields. Beischer [25] exposed mice to

uniform fields of up to 120 000 gauss 4 (G) and to

a field of 45 000 G with a gradient of 7000 G/cm.

Exposures were for 1 h. No changes were ob-

served in either growth rate or hemogram for

8 months after exposure. More detailed experi-

ments were carried out with squirrel monkeys

in high fields. Changes were noted in the monkeys'

electrocardiograms [27, 28] and electroencephalo-

grams. Kholodov et al [142] have also reported

changes in the EEG of rabbits exposed to fields

of 800 oersteds (Oe). In terms of health hazards,

the significance (if any) of these changes in ECG
and EEG has not been established.

4Field strengths are commonly given as flux density (B) in
gauss (G) or as field intensity (H) in oersteds (Oe). For pur-
poses of this chapter the two measures may be considered
numerically equivalent.
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According to Beischer [26], in prolonged

exposures (days to weeks), effects apparently

are due to the gradual accumulation of physical
and biochemical imbalances. Several effects

reported in animals exposed to moderate fields

(1000-10000 G), for several days to several

weeks, include growth retardation, hematologic

changes [10], morphologic changes [14], and

delayed wound healing [105]. It has been sug-

gested [9] that these effects may be due to in-

hibition of mitosis, and that rapidly dividing

tumors might be especially sensitive to the

effects of magnetic fields. Experiments with

tumor-bearing mice have given promising results

[9, 11,104], and the possibility of using magnetic

fields in human cancer therapy should be given

serious consideration.

The evidence of possible mutagenic effects of

magnetic fields is mixed. Close and Beischer [51]

found no genetic effects in Drosophila exposed to

fields up to 120 000 G for as much as 1 h. Mulay

and Mulay [206] also failed to observe genetic

effects in Drosophila exposed to fields of 100 to

4000 Oe during one to three generations. On the

other hand, Tegenkamp [285], also working with

Drosophila, reported mutations and deviations

in sex ratio in the offspring of flies exposed to

fields up to 520 Oe for 24 h. Thus, the question

of possible genetic effects remains unresolved.
Evidence that man can tolerate short exposures

to high magnetic fields without apparent ill

effects is indicated by workers in various physics

laboratories in the US who were accidentally, or

in the course of their work, exposed to up to

20 000 G for as long as 15 min. The only sensa-
tions noted to occur while in the field were taste

sensations and mild tooth pain reported by some

workers with metal fillings. No aftereffects were

reported [22]. Individuals exposed to alternating

fields have reported visual sensations, termed

phosphenes [22, 211], which are considered an
indirect effect due to induced electric currents.

A set of safety standards for human exposure

to magnetic fields has been recommended by the
directors of the Stanford Linear Accelerator

Center (SLAC). The standards, shown in Table 8,

reflect the results of animal experimentation and

careful observation of personnel at the Center

who were exposed to magnetic fields.

SPACE-EFFECT ON THE ORGANISM

TABLE 8.--Safety Standards for Magnetic Fields

Recommended by SLAC

Extended periods Short periods
Exposed part (h) (min)

Whole body or head 200 G 2000 G

Arms and hands 2000 G 20 000 G

Novitskiy et al [211] have reported on a study

by A. M. Vyalov of 1500 workers occupationally

exposed to magnetic fields. They spent 20-60%

of their workdays with their hands in fields of

350-3500 Oe, and their heads in fields of no more

than 150-250 Oe. A number of general symptoms

was reported, including headache, fatigue, low

blood pressure, and decreased white blood cell

count. A set of specific effects to the hands of a

number of the workers, also reported, included

sweating of palms, high skin temperature, sub-

cutaneous edema, and shedding of skin from the

palms. As a result of this study, Vyalov recom-

mended the safety standards shown in Table 9,

TABLE 9.--Safety Standards for Magnetic Fields

Recommended by A. M. Vyalov i

Exposed part ]
Whole body 300 Oe

Hands 700 Oe

Field Gradient

5-20 Oe/cm

10-20 Oe/cm

i Adapted from Novitskiy et al [211].

which do not differ greatly from the SLAC

standards for exposures of long duration. The

lower value for maximum hand exposure in the

Vyalov standard is probably a result of the

aforementioned hand symptoms.

Very Weak Magnetic Fields

The normal geomagnetic field at the Earth's

surface is approximately 0.5 G or 50 000 gammas

(1 gamma = 10 -_ G), but varies somewhat both

with geographic locale and with time. The

physiologic significance, if any, of this weak

magnetic field is poorly understood. It is possible

to create an experimental area with almost no

magnetic field either by shielding the area from,
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or compensatingfor, the geomagneticficld.
Studiesof the biologiceffectsof suchmagneti-
callyquietenvironmentsareof interestbecause
of (a)thepossibilityof harmfuleffectswhenman
travelsin _pace,removedfromthegeomagnetic
field, and (b)scientificinterestin the possible
physiologicroleof thenormalgeomagneticfield.

In a numberof studiesonvariousorganisms
in magneticallyquiet environments,various
effectshavebeenreported;thismaterialhasbeen
reviewedby Conley[53].Only studieson man
will beconsideredhere.

Numerousstudies have suggestedcorrela-
tionsbetweenvarioushealthproblemsandeither
geographicvariationsin the geomagneticfield
[211],or temporalfluctuationsin the magnetic
fieldin agivenarea[20,211].However,thesignif-
icanceoftheserelationshipsis indeedtenuous.

In two closelyrelatedexperimentalstudies
with volunteersin fields of approximately50
gammasor less [29, 30], six menwho spent
10 days in this low intensitymagneticfield
remainedin goodhealthandfelt no ill effects.
Variousphysiologicandpsychologictestswere
administeredto detectany effectsof the ex-
posure;for themostpart,theresultswerenega-
tive. Therewas,however,significantchangein
thecriticalflickeror fusionfrequencythreshold
(CFF),or the frequencyat whicha flickering
lightcannotbedistinguishedvisuallyfromacon-
stantone.Thesesubtlechangesin CFFcannot
be consideredharmful.Theydo indicatethat
removalof the geomagneticfieldhasabiologic
effect,and suggestthe possibilitythat longer
exposuresmightcausemoresevereeffects.

In conclusion,it hasbeenshownthat static
magneticfieldshavedeleteriouseffectsin lab-
oratoryanimals,but there is little information
relatingpotentialhumaninjuryto fieldstrength,
field gradient,anddurationof exposure.Given
this lack of information,the recommended
safetystandardsfromSLAC(Table8)andfrom
S.M. Vyalov(Table9)canberegardedonlyas
tentativeguidelines,subjectto changeon the
basisofnewinformation.Littleisknownaboutthe
biologiceffectsof humanexposureto alternating
magneticfields,and meaningfulrecommenda-
tionsfor safetystandardscannotbe madeat
thistime.Harmfuleffectshavenotbeenapparent

whcnhumanvolunteerswerekept in a mag-
neticallyquietenvironmentfor up to i0 days.
Thereis evidence,however,suggestingthatthe
normalgeomagneticfieldmayhavesomephysio-
logicrole, the significanceof whichis not yet
understood.Removalfromthe normalgeomag-
neticfield shouldbe consideredas a possible
hazardin futurespacevoyagesoflongduration.

MECHANISMOF THE EFFECT OF

EMW AND EMF

Since the quantum energy is too small in the

RF and microwave bands to cause rupture of
even the weakest chemical bonds in any biologic

structures, several theories of a molecular mech-

anism of microwave action have been suggested:

a specific thermal effect;

nonthermal protein coagulation resulting
from resonant vibrations of the side

chains in the protein molecules;

pearl-chain effect which involves

orientation of suspended particles;

disturbance of electromagnetic function

regulation.

None of these hypotheses has yet been proved

[222].

The mechanism whereby RF and microwave

energy is absorbed is exceedingly complex,

especially in the heterogeneous structures of a

living organism. In accordance with the electrical

properties of human tissues (dielectric constant,

loss factor, conductivity), and varying with the

particular frequency, RF energy can be ab-

sorbed by energy loss due to ion conductivity and

dielectric loss due to relaxation of the dipole

molecules of water. As electromagnetic oscil-

lations increase, so does this latter phenomenon

increase in importance. The result is that electro-

magnetic energy is turned into heat energy at the

expense of the regulating oscillation of the water

molecules and ions [91]. It is thought, too, that

there may be a resonant absorption of radiation

by protein molecules at super high and ultra-

high frequencies [305]. Damage to functioning

of the cell's membrane apparatus may be the

primary mechanism of action of electromagnetic

energy absorption [211].
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It maybeassumedthat the microwavefield
intensifiesor suppressesmetabolicprocesses
(for example,tissuerespiration)by influencing
enzymaticactivity. It has beendemonstrated
experimentallythat metabolic changesare
sensedbychemoreceptors.Consequently,infor-
mationshouldthenproceedto the CNSwhen
there is surfacemicrowaveabsorption(h less
than10cm)[222].

Presman[231,232]hassuggestedthatelectro-
magneticfieldsgiveriseto a regulatoryprocess
in the livingorganism(alongsidethe nervous
reflexandhumoralprocesses),i.e.,thatintracellu-
lar processesare controlled,alongwith inter-
actionsof organsandsystems.Proceedingfrom
theseconsiderations,it is possiblethatthisregu-
latory mechanismmight be disturbedunder
microwaveirradiation.Subbotaand Kovach
[282], however,do not concur,sincethereis
noproofof theelectromagneticwavefunctional
regulatorymechanismintheorganism.

A specific(e.g.nonthermal)microwaveeffect
has not been verified experimentally.Since
biologicobjectsare electricallyheterogeneous
and since microwave-rangeelectromagnetic
fieldshavea knownselectivethermaleffecton
varioustissuesandorgans,adifferencebetween
a microwaveeffectand a neutralheateffect
is not necessarilydue to an unknownextra-
thermalfactor,butmightwellbea functionof
anunevendistributionof heatin theorganism
that couldexert its own peculiareffect.The
allegednonthermalmicrowaveeffectsmaywell
bemicrothermaleffectsin theabsenceof con-
clusiveexperimentalevidenceto the contrary
[217].Investigationsreportedto showneurologic
effectsat nonthermalmicrowaveintensitiesdo
not indicateclearlywhetherthe changespro-
ducedby microwavesare dueto generalized
thermaleffects,or tomorespecificinfluenceson
particularlyvulnerabletissues.Thelackof pre-
cise temperature-measuringor power-density
measurementdevicesmay play a part in the
assumptionof nonthermalor specificmicro-
waveeffects.

AnRFfieldcanbereinforcedin theregionof
peripheralnervoustissuecausingatemperature
rise,evenwhilenearbymuscleandskinshowno
measurabletemperatureeffect.Whenperipheral

nervesareheatedabovea minimumlevel,they
maytriggerspontaneously.Studiesby McAfee
[173] indicatethat thermalstimulationof the
peripheralnervoussystemmay producethe
neurophysiologicaland behavioral changes
reported.

Accordingto the bestevidenceavailable,the
mostimportanteffectof microwaveabsorption
is the conversionof the absorbedenergyinto
heat,which,underproperphysicalandphysio-
logical conditions,may manifestitself by a
temperaturerise which is a functionof the
thermalregulatoryprocessesandactiveadapta-
tion of the animal.Theendresultis eitherre-
versibleor irreversiblechangedependingonthe
conditionsof irradiationandphysiologicstateof
the individual.

Onthebasisof publishedmaterialonthebio-
logiceffectof low-frequencyelectricfields(EF),
it is difficult to reacha conclusionaboutthe
biophysicalmechanismoftheeffectofEF.There
are contradictorydata about the frequency-
selectivecharacterof the biologiceffectof EF,
but therearestill no dataabouttherelationof
the biologiceffectto intensityand durationof
EFactionoverawiderangeofparameters[211].

Physiologicsystems,from anelectricalpoint
of view,are assumedto be a combinationof
resistorsandcapacitors.Whena steadydirect
current is passedthroughtissue,the tissue
behaveslikeasimpleelectrolyticresistancepath.
In the presenceof electricalcurrents,thebody
behaveslike anelectrochemicalsystem.Onthe
otherhand,for anatomicalreasonssuchasthe
presenceof membranes,it generatespotential
differencesbetweendifferentpartsof thebody.
Therefore,whenconsideringthe possibilityof
electriccurrentsactingonthebody,theendre-
sult will be integrationof the intrinsiccurrents
plustheexternallyappliedcurrents[76].

Whenanimals,isolatedorgans,neoplasticand
non-neoplastictissuecultures,andsimplechemi-
cal systemshavebeenexposedtohighmagnetic
fields,agreatvarietyof biologiceffectshasbeen
produced[42]. So far, no definite magnetic
dose-effectrelationshiphas beenestablished.
Effectshavebeenpredicatedon the basisof
fieldstrengthalone,aswellasontheinhomoge-
neityof the paramagneticstrengthof the field.
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The mechanismsproposedfor the biologic
action of magneticfields,reviewedby Busby
[42]andGrissett[102],include:

(a)generationof electromotiveforce in
moving '........._OIIUU_ tOl _

(b) force exerted on moving charge carriers

at critical sites;

(c) diamagnetic and paramagnetic effects-

an impressed magnetic field alters the

orbital character of electrons in a man-

ner so that the magnetic field produced is

in opposition to the externally applied

field;

(d) rotational diffusion-an increase in

magnetic field will reduce rotational dif-
fusion and a decrease will enhance rota-

tional diffusion leading to decrease in bio-

chemical reaction rates;

(e) alteration of bond angles, which may in-
fluencc chemical reaction rates;

(f) alteration of tunneling rate of protons in

hydrogen bonds of macromolecular

systems.

PROBLEMS REQUIRING FUTURE

RESEARCH EFFORT

Since the intrusion of man into space involves

drastic changes in his environment-changes

which can range from reduced magnetic fields to

very high fields created in the spacecraft (which

may also include radio-frequency effects)- it is

important to assess the need for research in

these areas as related to space biology. Investi-

gations in these areas are difficult. Definitive

experiments that can be demonstrated readily

arid repeatedly and, hopefully, understood are

lacking. It is a fact that any biologic consequence

of a field, particularly if it is a weak field, is quite

remarkable. Because of the challenging nature,

it is most important that good, repeatable,

readily demonstrable effects be sought and found;

these effects need not be a great number, but

must be unambiguous [277].

In general, the distinctive feature of the action

of electric and electromagnetic fields is the de-

pendence of the field effectiveness on the

geometry of the object being affected. It is

necessary, therefore, to know the physical

properties of the object of study [2!1].

It is not always possible to use generally

accepted electrophysiologic methods in studying

the influence of microwave fields on the organism,

since the sensors (electrodes, thermocouples)

can act as receiving antennas so that substantial

high-frequency voltages are induced during

irradiation. These voltages may give rise to

secondary but sometimes very strong stimuli

ranging up to thermal coagulation of protein

in tissues. Unfortunately, investigators have, at

times, overlooked this [222].

In experimental studies on animals, it must

be remembered that changes in the organism

depend, to a major degree, on the geometric

dimensions of the animals, due to the depth of

penetration of microwave energy which varies

with wavelength. It is known that at a given

wavelength (for example, h=10 cm), vitally

important organs in mice and rats may absorb

the electromagnetic energy, while in dogs and

especially in man, almost all of this energy is

absorbed by the superficial tissues of the head,

thorax, and abdominal wall. The brain, heart,

and other vital organs may escape direct irradia-

tion in these cases [222].
The features of the microwave effect on

the organism are known at present only for

certain discrete points in the electromagnetic

spectrum. Information on the mechanism

of action on various organs and organ systems

is incomplete, and little study has been directed

toward the peculiarities of the microwave effect

on the permeability of cell membranes, tissue

respiration, and other organic functions. Very

little attention has been given to the combined

influence of electromagnetic energy and various

environmental factors (high temperature, oxygen

deficiency); time-intensity relationships, the

type of modulation, and other parameters

should also be taken into account [222].

Since most reported low-level effects relate to

behavioral and CNS changes, studies are needed

to determine the nature and mechanism(s) of

the nervous system's reactions, if any, to electro-

magnetic and magnetic fields and to investigate
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thedegreetowhichtheindividual'sperformance
capabilitiesmaybeaffected.Theneuroendocrine
and centralnervoussystems,becauseof their
importantintegratoryandregulatoryfunctions,
shouldbegivenattentionaspossiblesensitive
areas.The questionwhetherreportedCNS
changesin man,if theyarevalidated,wouldbe
importantenoughto affect his performance
at the low permissibledoses,which do not
endangerhis healthand comfort,shouldbe
resolved[831.

In anyassessmentof thehazardsof exposure
to nonionizingelectromagneticenergy,it is
extremelyimportantto use a teamapproach
of physicaland biologicscientistsworking
together.Physicalscientistsincludeindividuals
well-groundedin electromagneticfield theory
and electronics.Biologic scientistsinclude
thosewith experiencein genetics,behavioral
sciences,physiology,biochemistry,and path-
ology,as well as individualswith broad or
horizontaltraining in human or veterinary
medicine.The physicalscientistsand biologic
scientistsshouldbe complementedwith bio-
physicistswhoprovidea bridgebetweenthese
twomajororientations.

Specifically,theproblemof dosimetryis over-
riding,for interpretationof biologicresearchis,
withoutquestion,dependentongooddosimetric
measurement.In additionto accuratemeasure-
ment of the ambientelectromagneticfields,
the amountof energyactuallydepositedin the
tissueunderinvestigationshouldbedetermined.
Therefore,thereis needfor anaccurategeneral
purposereader,thedevelopmentof implantable
probesshouldbeencouraged,andanintegrating
dosimeterwouldbe of considerableutility in
hazardsassessment.In thiscontext,it shouldbe
rememberedthat,althoughgooddosimetryand
implantableprobesareessential,theywouldbe
of no valuewithouta precisedefinitionof the
biologicproblemunderconsideration.Labora-
torieswithproperEM sources,andexposure,
dosimetry,andanimalfacilitiesarerequired.

It is importantthat researchbe conducted
sothatallaspectsof thestudyarequantified,in-
cludingthefieldsinducedbothinsideandout-
sidethetissues,typeanddegreeof theeffect,
whethertheeffectisharmful,harmless,ormerely

anartifact,whetherit isathermalornonthermal
effect,andhowit relatesto theresultsobtained
by otherinvestigators.Bodysizeof the experi-
mentalanimalwith appropriatescalingmust
be taken into accountalongwith accuratein
vivodosimetrysothataninvestigator'sresultsob-
tainedwithoneanimalspeciescanberelatedto
thoseof anotherinvestigatorusingotherspecies.
Sincebodyabsorptioncrosssectionsandinternal
heatingpatternscandifferwidely,aninvestigator
maythinkhe is observinga low-levelor a non-
thermaleffectin oneanimalbecausethe inci-
dentpoweris low,whilein actuality,theanimal
maybe exposedto as muchabsorbedpower
in a specificregionofthebodyasanotherlarger
animalwithmuchhigherincidentpowers.This
pointsouttheneedfor bothphysicalandphysio-
logic(comparative)scalingofanimalspecies.

Particularattentionshouldbepaidto instru-
mentationproblems-to the developmentof
moreadequateprobesfor makingmeasurements
in thepresenceof EMWorEMF.Fieldstrength,
electrophysiological,andthermalprobeswhich
willgiveartifact-freereadings,willnotdistortthe
fieldin anyway,andwhichwill notgiveriseto
inadvertentstimulationof the tissuedueto in-
ducedcurrents,areessentialbeforeanydegree
of reliancecanbeplacedonfindingsof altered
physiologyorbehaviorduetoEMFor EMW.

More researchis neededto determinethe
effectsof physicalcharacteristicsof anexposed
individualas well as the effectsof external
factorssuchastemperature,humidity,andair
currentson his toleranceto EM fields.It is
necessaryto showthedifferencesin effectsand
potentialhazardsin whole-bodyand partial-
body irradiationunder variousEM exposure
andheatstressconditions.Informationisneeded
on thesignificanceof maximumabsorbedpower
density,averageabsorbedpowerdensity(per
unit volume),andthe averageabsorbedpower
density(perunit bodysurfacearea)to potential
hazardsfor both continuousand intermittent
exposures.

Thegreatestneedtoday in the assessment of

biologic effects of EMW, EMF, electric and mag-

netic fields is to maintain a realistic perspective

on the nature of these radiations and the possible

effects from exposure. The mechanisms which
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the most susceptible tissues, and safe levels of

intensity must be established in an organized

fashion. Ultimately, clear differentiation must be
made between" ' "" ' " "nazara ana DIOIOglC elIec[.

COMBINED STRESSES

During flight in space, man is subjected to

an entire range of factors (electromagnetic

radiation, accelerations, vibrations, weight-

lessness, changes in barometric pressure and

gas composition, numerous emotional-psychic

effects) which will act on him in a variety of

combinations and sequences. Under occupa-

tional conditions, people working with microwave

generators are subjected not only to the micro-

wave, but also to other factors such as soft

x-rays, noise, noxious gases (CO and others),

and high and low temperatures in the environ-

ment. Their importance in pathogenesis of dis-

ease has not been adequately studied [221].

Interaction between stresses may manifest

itself as addition of responses, the individual

stress responses may be antagonistic and cause

some canceling, or there may be simply no

apparent interaction [308].

The subject of combined stresses which could

have implications for space exploration has

been reviewed or noted by several authors

[34, 195, 232, 245, 308]. In recent years, in-
formation has become available on combined

effects of RF and microwave energies and

other factors on the organism. Synergism

or other forms of interaction of microwaves and

ionizing radiation have been noted by several

investigators [196, 197, 233, 234, 287, 288].

Microwave modification of response to x-irradia-

tion is related to duration and sequence of micro-
wave exposures as well as the time between the

exposure and the x-irradiation [195].

The effect of hypothalamic depressant drugs

on the response to microwave exposure has

been reported by Michaelson and associates

[193, 195]. Studies have been reported on the

influence of differences in ambient temperature

on the response to microwave exposure [195].

Petrov and Yarokhno [223] noted inhibition

of adaptation to hypoxia when rabbits were

..... _1 • ...K;Io ;_o _;,-;n,v airexpo_eu to microwaves ,,-,,_, l-ow,--.s _.-

with a reduced 02 content.

The potential of microwaves to increase or

reduce the injurious effects of x-irradiation

could have application in space operations

and clinical radiation therapy. A possible

mechanism may be that hypoxia reduces the

formation and toxic effect of free radicals.

Any molecular alteration may modify target

molecules. Thermogenesis and stress may

influence metabolism and endocrine response.

The severe injury from x-irradiation at lethal dose

levels may exceed or nullify any modifying

capability of microwaves. The specific effects

of frequency, power density, and x-ray doses

and dose rates, and temporal separation of

the two radiation modes have not yet been

adequately determined, nor has the significance

of this synergism been established for human

exposure [245].

Adaptation to EF has rcsulted in increased

resistance of mice to ionizing radiation exposure

in the lethal range [131]. Interaction of magnetic

fields with other factors has been reported

as a reduction of ionizing radiation lethality

by pretreatment with magnetic fields [3] and

increase in lifespan in tumor-bearing mice

[104]. On the other hand, in experiments

on Drosophila melanogaster, synergistic effects

of a magnetic field with x-irradiation, starvation,

hyperoxia, or hypoxia were not observed [51].

These isolated reports of interactions of

combined radiant energies as well as other factors

suggest areas of investigation which could

provide basic information on mechanisms of

action as well as practical approaches to counter-

act undesirable effects of these radiant energies.
Information should be obtained on the inter-

action of combinations of various radiant energies

in addition to stresses on the body as a result

of acceleration, gaseous atmospheres, toxic

agents, hypoxia, exercise, heat, cold, vibration,

weighlessness, and noise.

SUMMARY

The effort in this chapter has been to review,

synthesize, and critically analyze the literature

on human response (which, of necessity, requires
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concurrent consideration of other animal species)
to RF and microwave energies, magnetic and

electric fields. Although there is considerable
agreement among scientists, there are lacunae
of disagreement. It is especially recommended

that apparent discrepancies be studied and
analyzed in detail, taking into consideration all

the biophysical factors inside and outside the
body that might influence the individual's

response, paying due regard to the regulatory
systems that might be involved in regulation after

exposure to these energies and fields.
The features of the microwave effect on the

organism are known at present only for certain

discrete points in the electromagnetic spectrum.

Information on the mechanism of action on

various organs and organ systems is incomplete.

Very little attention has been given to the com-

bined influence of electromagnetic energy and

various'environmental factors (high temperature,

oxygen deficiency), time-intensity relationships,

and the type of modulation.

Free international exchange of information and

closer personal contact between scientists would

help resolve the discrepancies and divergence of

opinion in understanding biologic and clinical

effects of exposure to RF and microwave

energies, magnetic and electrical fields.
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ULTRAVIOLET, VISIBLE, AND INFRARED RAYS 1

JOHN H. TAYLOR

University of California, San Diego, LaJolla, California USA

AND

A. A. LETAVET

Academy of Sciences USSR, Moscow

That portion of the electrontagnetic spectral
continuum which is bounded on the shortwave

end by x-radiation and on the longwave end by

the shortest microwaves is generally divided into

three regions. Wavelengths between approxi-

mately 1.0 x 10 -s and 4.0 × 10 -7 m (100 to 4000 A)

are described as ultraviolet rays since they lie

in a spectral region beyond the shortwave limit

of normal human vision. The wavelength band

between about 7.5 x 10 -7 and 1 x 10 -3 m (0.75

to 1000 txm), waves too long to excite the visual

process, is called the region of infrared rays. The

narrow region which lies between the ultraviolet

and the infrared, spanning less than one octave,

contains those wavelengths (about 3.8 × 10 -7 to

7.5 x 10 -7, or 380 to 750 nm) which are capable

of stimulating the human sense of Vision and which

1This chapter was prepared by combining separate
material submitted by the two authors independently. The
two manuscripts reviewed by the Joint Editorial Board were
in good agreement in regard to content and emphasis, with
one exception, that being the greater stress placed upon
hygienic considerations by Professor Letavet. Space limita-
tion in format required condensing the original material;
however, the editors believe that all salient points have been
included, and the references should be consulted for detailed
information. Attention is called particularly to the material on
safety and standards for radiation exposure developed by
Soviet scientists.

give the enormously important expericnccs of

light and color.

Each of these three regions is characterized by

certain biologic effects which its band of wave-

lengths produces, although there is some overlap

at the arbitrary boundaries mentioned above, and

some biologic processes (notably photosynthesis)

require contributions from widely disparate

spectral loci. Furthermore, many of the important

actions of some wavelengths may involve the

organism only secondarily, rather than by any

direct absorption and utilization of the rays them-

selves. In order for electromagnetic energy to

be detected, measured, or utilized, it must be

made to impinge on an appropriate sensor or

material. A ray of light is invisible and can be

visually sensed only when it enters the eye either

directly or by reflection from some substance.

Ultraviolet radiation can be sensed through its

effects on biologic systems, by causing it to excite

a fluorescing material, or by other indirect means.

Infrared rays are usually only sensed by reason

of their heating ability, or by their action on one

or another biological or chemical process.

The importance of ultraviolet, visible, and

infrared rays to biological systems is immense;

with very few exceptions, all life forms on Earth

depend on the direct or indirect effects of these

453
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wavelengths. At the same time, it is clear that

exposure to excessive amounts of energy in these

spectral regions can result in biologically harm-

ful consequences which may range from minor

impairment of function to death of the organism.
A balance must therefore be maintained, so that

optimal amounts of the radiations in question are

provided. In the average terrestrial environment
this balance has generally been achieved, partly

through adaptive processes in evolution, and

partly through purposeful modification of the en-

vironment, especially by man. In the hostile en-

vironment of space, which is characterized by

extremes of radiative energy levels, it is neces-

sary to modify the radiative environment to en-
sure that the needs of the organism are met but

not grossly exceeded. In some cases, of course,

it may be desirable to provide lethal levels of radi-

ation for such specific operations as the control

of microorganisms by ultraviolet irradiation. With

this exception, however, the objective is to main-

tain levels of ultraviolet, visible, and infrared en-

ergies within biologically advantageous limits.

Although the visible part of the electromagnetic

spectrum is very small in extent, this narrow

range of wavelengths is of paramount importance

to man because within it lies the adequate stim-

ulus to human vision. Since vision is unarguably

the most important of our senses, considerable

emphasis must be given to problems associated
with establishment and maintenance of the best

possible conditions in the visual environment.

While the visible spectrum is only a minute part

of the electromagnetic domain, a tremendous
amount of information about the world can be ex-

tracted, thanks to the exquisitely fine discrimina-

tions which the visual system is capable of per-

forming. These discriminations, however, are best
made under conditions where neither too little

nor too much light energy is present, so that a

prime objective in space operations is to provide

light levels which lead to the highest possible

discriminability of form, contrast, movement,
color, and fine detail.

This chapter will discuss the radiation sources

in the spectral regions under consideration, and

describe the more important associated biological

and psychophysiological effects. The problem of

protection from excessively high or low levels of

radiant energy in these spectral regions will be

discussed, with suggestions for optimal levels.

SOURCES OF ULTRAVIOLET, VISIBLE,
AND INFRARED ENERGY

The production of energy in the three spectral

regions, ultraviolet, visible, and infrared, is

associated in a general way with the different

physical systems which are capable of emitting

energy at the wavelengths involved. Visible

light is produced, for example, from the change

in energy level of the planetary electrons of
atoms to a lower state, while infrared radiation

is consequent upon vibrations and rotations at the

molecular level. The Sun is the most important

energy source in the spectral regions of interest

here. It is the only significant natural source for

most wavelengths, and only when solar energy
is unavailable or insufficient must there be

recourse to artificial energy sources. In each
wavelength region, available manmade devices

may be used to supplement or replace direct

energy from the Sun.

Although the Sun radiates energy over a wide

band of wavelengths (less than 1 _ to beyond 100

m), 99% of this energy is contained in the region

from 0.275 to 4.67 /xm, and about one-half lies

within the visible spectrum. The solar irradiance

spectrum has recently been redetermined by

Thekaekara [15] for the range of wavelengths

between 0.2 and 2.6/xm; he suggests adoption of

the data in Figure 1 for practical purposes.

Knowledge of the solar spectrum is important

not only because of the direct biological and
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FIGURE 1.-The solar spectral irradiance curve outside the
atmosphere. (From Thekaekara [151)
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medical consequences,but also........uecau_e of

secondary effects arising from spacecraft heat-

ing by the near infrared, materials degradation in

the ultraviolet, and influences on the radiation
belts.

-__a ...... a:n.'^_ • the medi,,'-', an,t near-[Jl UU IJU_ l _Ul_tlUll_ in .l .......

ultraviolet range. At very high pressures, mercury

arcs radiate largely in the visible and near-

infrared regions, and therefore are considered
• i ,1

only u,t= a ,,l_,=,_.seconoarlly as sotii-ce$ of ..1..... :_1_.

Ultraviolet Sources

Less than 5% of the Sun's energy is in the

uhraviolet. Nevertheless, sufficient shortwave

potency is present so that, even after attenuation

due to the Earth's atmosphere, direct sunlight is

active in a variety of biological processes. When

solar energy in the ultraviolet region is lost,

either through direct shadowing or transmission

losses imposed by an intervening medium, it may

be necessary to provide an artificial source to

maintain a desired biotic effect. Such sources,

long known, are available in a number of forms

which are usually designed for maximum

efficacy in one or another frequency band in

the uhraviolet region, according to the intended

use.

Since incandescent lamps are exceedingly

inefficient sources of ultraviolet, radiating only

a small fraction of their energy in the longer UV

wavebands, an electrical are is generally used

instead. The most convenient types in space

applications are the enclosed arcs of mercury,

hydrogen, and xenon, with mercury most fie-

quently chosen for reasons of cost, convenience,

and reliability. (A discussion of ultraviolet

sources of all types may be found in Koller [9]).

Distribution of energy in the mercury are depends

heavily on the vapor pressure of the metal during

lamp operation. At low pressures almost all of

the emitted energy is at the mercury resonance

line at 2537 A; such lamps are widely used for

germicidal effectiveness. When such a low pres-

sure arc is contained in a quartz envelope, trans-
parent to the 1849 A line, part of the atmospheric

oxygen in its vicinity is converted to ozone.

As the pressure is increased there is a broad-

ening of the emission lines, a relative shift in

spectral energy output toward the longer wave-

lengths, and an increase in the continuous back-

ground against which the bright lines appear.

(See Ref. [9], p. 46.) Medium pressures, there-

fore, are used in lamps when the intention is to

Sources of Visible Light

Approximately one-haft the Sun's energy is in

the visible spectrum, which extends from about

380 to 750 nm. Because of this, and the intensity

of solar radiation compared with relatively feeble

artificial sources, the Sun is the single most

important source of light. It is hardly surprising

that many terrestrial biologic processes are either

dependent upon, or influenced by, energy lying

in this spectral region. The two peaks of the

chlorophyll absorption spectrum lie near the ends

of the light region, and the maximum sensitivity

of most visual systems, including man's, is found

quite close to the solar energy maximum. In

Figure 1, the Sun's spectrum is essentially con-

tinuous throughout the visible light region, and

aside from certain irregularities due to absorp-

tion by elements of the outer solar layers, is

approximated by the energy distribution of an

incandescent blackbody at 6000°K for visible

wavelengths. Artificial sources of visible light

historically have been designed to approximate

energy distribution, hence the color, of sunlight.

In the long chronicle of manmade lights, from
flames to incandescent filaments to fluorescent

lamps to the most recent of electroluminescent

devices, the first concern has been to supplement

or replace solar energy with light that will permit

normal visual function. Fairly redently, and only

secondarily, has there been much effort to devise

artificial lighting for other purposes, such as for

growing plants.

The most common source of artificial light is

the incandescent tungsten filament. In its

simplest form, an incandescent lamp consists

of a glass envelope filled with an inert gas or

partially evacuated and a wire or ribbon of

tungsten heated by passage of an electrical

current. The distribution of energy from such a

lamp in the visible spectrum depends upon the

temperature to which the filament is heated, as

shown in Figure 2. From the standpoint of visual
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FIGURE2.--Spectral energy distribution in the visible region
from tungsten at different operating temperatures. (From
Kaufman [8])

efficiency, higher operating temperatures are

desirable, but this leads to short lamp life. The

recent development of tungsten-halogen lamps

represents a major step forward toward greater

visual efficiency. In the tungsten-halogen lamp,

the filament is operated at high temperature in

an atmosphere of bromine or iodine vapor so that

the evaporated tungsten redeposits on the fila-

ment instead of on the walls of the envelope. Any

tungsten lamp, however, radiates a great deal of

energy in the near-infrared, and many times this

heat production may be intolerable. Moreover,

when the purpose of the device is to generate

light in the visible wavelengths, it is obvious that

incandescent lamps are inherently inefficient.

For these reasons, essentially, other means of

converting electrical energy into light have been

developed.

Fluorescent lamps ordinarily consist of a low-

pressure mercury arc enclosed in a tube, the

walls of which are coated with chemical phos-
phors which fluoresce when excited by the ultra-

violet of the mercury spectrum. In comparison

with tungsten lamps they are highly efficient

and produce little infrared. As an example,

a conventional 40-W tungsten lamp yields

465 lm, _ while a 40-W fluorescent provides 2600

lm. Through the proper choice of phosphors, the

energy distribution of fluorescent lamps may be

adjusted over a wide gamut. Thus, lamps have

been developed to show energy maxima in those

spectral bands involved in photosynthesis, as

well as to approximate daylight illumination. A

great range of fluorescent lamps is presently

available and their characteristics may be found

in several lighting handbooks (see Ref. [8]).

The life expectancy of fluorescent lamps is many

times greater than the incandescents; about

7.5:1 for the two lamps mentioned above.

Other sources of visible light include open arcs,

enclosed arcs, electroluminescent panels, photo-

emissive diodes, and a number of less important

ones, such as luminescent phosphors and chemilu-
minescent fluid mixtures. The xenon arc, espe-

cially in its short-arc version, is a source with high

efficiency and a spectral energy distribution close

to daylight. Sodium vapor arcs achieve very high

efficiencies, but radiate in the visible only at 5890
and 5896 .&. The concentrated arc lamp, which

uses zirconium oxide as the negative electrode,

is useful when only a small source is needed (0.127

to 2.79 mm). Open arcs, usually between carbon

electrodes, are of little interest in space applica-

tions. Low energy sources, such as photodiodes

and electroluminescent devices, find application

mainly in visual displays and where high-intensity

white light is not required, because of their ten-

dency toward exotic emission spectra. Flashtubes,

usually xenon-filled, are adaptable in visual sig-

naling, for optical pumping of lasers, and where-

ever a short burst of high-intensity visible light

is required.

Incandescent and fluorescent lamps will likely

continue to be the most important practical sources

of visible light, especially for general illumination,

and photobiotic and psychophysiological activi-

"ties. Lasers, although biologically and medically

applicable in the clinic and in the laboratory, are

only now being considered for operational bio-

medical uses in space flight. The special qualities

of monochromaticity, tunability, coherency, and

2The lumen (lm) is the unit of luminous flux, that is, the
radiant flux evaluated in terms of the response of the visual
system. For a wavelength of 555 nm (the sensitivity peak of
human photopic vision, v.i.), a lossless light source would pro-
duce 680 lm/W. Many factors in lamp design and operation
act to lower the efficiency, especially the relatively high infra-
red emittance.
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thehigh-powerdensitiesinvolved,makethemex-
citingcandidatesfor wideruseinphotobiological
research.

Infrared Sources

All bodiesnotat absolutezerotemperaturera-
diateenergyin theinfraredregionoftheelectro-
magneticspectrum.TheSun,again,is themost
importantsourceof directradiation;about45%
ofitsenergyisemittedatwavelengthsonthenear-
infrared(seeFig.1).Coolerobjectsshowenergy
maximaatlongerwavelengths(suggestedbyFig.
3) until,at terrestrialtemperatures,a blackbody
radiateswith a peakintensityat about10/xm.
Much of the infrared radiation in the environment

either comes directly from the Sun or indirectly

by reradiation from matter so heated. By use of

suitable materials of high thermal inertia, it is

possible to store solar energy for use when the

Sun's direct rays are absent or weakened. The

many sources of infrared include fire and other
exothermic chemical reactions as well as mechan-

ical processes. Only those which use electrical

input will be discussed here.

Any iucandescent filament lamp is a rich

source of infrared. Depending upon the operating

temperature, from 75 to 80% of the energy lies

in this spectral region, largely in the invisible

range from 760 to 5000 nm. For this reason, the

most common artificial source for obtaining

infrared rays from electrical current is a tungsten

lamp operated at a relatively low temperature

so that the output maximum is shifted toward

the longer wavelengths. In general, such lamps

are used for the range from 760 to 4000 nm, while
sheathed resistance radiant heaters are used for

wavelengths from 1500 to 14 000 nm. The advan-

tage of the latter is the capability to radiate the

longer wavelengths that are absorbed by the glass

or quartz envelope of an incandescent lamp, and

they are extremely rugged and long-lasting. The

important sources of energy in three regions of

the electromagnetic spectrum (ultraviolet, visible,

and infrared) have been indicated.

The list is by no means complete, but it should

be evident that, in the absence of natural solar

radiation, man has been able to devise artificial

means for providing useful amounts of energy

Visible infrared

400

Heater coil 700°K

below red heat

I Incandescent

filament

Steamstandard radiator 373°K

I I I I I I I I I
800 1200 1600 2000 2400 2800 3200 3600

Wavelength (nm)

FIGURE 3.-Spectral energy distribution for some infrared sources. (From Kaufman [81)
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in anydesiredspectralband.In thesectionsof
thischapterthatfollow,theimportanceofthese
three spectralregionsin spacebiologyand
medicinewill bediscussed.

THE VISIBLE SPECTRUM
Therangeofwavelengthsbetweenthe approxi-

mate limits of 380 to 750 nm comprises the visible

spectrum, since this band of energy is capable of

stimulating the organs of sight and producing the

sensation of light. Although this region of the

spectrum exhibits other bioactive properties,

including heating and activation of photo-

synthesis, its most important role in space opera-
tions is to act as the stimulus to vision. The

human visual system, including the entire eye-

to-brain complex, can perform a number of fine
discriminations over a wide range of intensity

levels. The literature on vision is vast; to sum-

marize the accumulated knowledge would be

beyond the scope of this chapter. Among com-

pendia of the human visual response data, the

works of Roth [14] and Davson [5] are highly
recommended.

Visual sensitivity to the wavelengths of the

light spectrum varies in two important ways.

First, the eye shows a sensitivity curve which is

roughly symmetrical about a maximum sensitivity

peak. For vision in bright light this peak occurs

at 555 nm; if this value is taken as unity, the

sensitivity at 380 nm is 0.00004, while at 750 nm

it is 0.00012. Second, at low light levels, the

sensitivity maximum is shifted toward the blue

end of the spectrum, occurring at about 505 nm

when the eye is totally dark-adapted. The

relationships are indicated in Figure 4. The

implications are clear that wavelengths in the

blue-green region are most efftcient in stimulating

vision, and that relatively large amounts of energy
are needed at the violet and red extremes. When

the eye is given adequate energy, it is possible

to make very fine discriminations between wave-
lengths. Color discrimination is better in some

spectral regions than in others (Fig. 5), and it is

likely that this reflects the properties of the

photosensitive pigments in the retinal cone cells,

which are active in color vision. At low light

levels, color discrimination is absent and only
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FIGURE 4.-Spectral sensitivity curves of human visual
receptors. Cones are the retinal cells active in high-level,
daylight seeing, and in color vision. Rods, which are more
sensitive over much of the visible range, are responsible'
for night vision at levels too low h_r the cones to be
stimulated, but color vision is not possible. (From Roth [14])

rhodopsin, the single photopigment of the retinal

rod cells, is activated.

Useful vision is possible over a wide range of

energy levels, although such visual functions as
contrast discrimination, color vision, visual

acuity, and the like are best performed in the

upper part of this range, a The immense gamut

of naturally occurring light levels on Earth and in

space is shown in Figure 6. That the eye is able

to perform successfully over so many orders of

magnitude is due in part to the duplex nature of

the retinal mosaic (rods and cones), partly to pho-

3Under fully dark-adapted conditions, the sensitivity of the
eye is very great; for wavelength 507 nm the energy flux
required for detection of light amounts to about 9 × 10-1_ W.
This amount of energy would require 150 million years to
raise the temperature of 1 g of water 1° C. Put another way,
the mechanical energy of a pea falling from a height of i in.
would, if converted into luminous energy, be sufficient to
give a faint impression of light to every man who ever lived.
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tochemical adaptation at the retinal level, partly

to the adjustment of the iris, and partly to the fact
that neural connections in the visual pathways

and/or in the retina can change as a function of

the light level. From the visual standpoint, suffi-

cient light of the proper kind must always be avail-

able in space operations which depend upon

human visual performance. This implies that the
luminance of the critical visual tasks should be

controlled to fall within the range roughly be-

tween 10 and 1000 millilamberts (mL) (30 and

3000 cd/m2). The quality of illumination likewise

is very important, for it is possible to make some

of the necessary discriminations only when the

energy of the illuminant is spread broadly through-

out the visible spectrum. When light from the

natural environment is too great, it must be re-

duced by filters, screens, visors, or occulting
shields. When too little natural light is available,

it must be supplemented by artificial sources, or,

in some cases, redirected by means of reflectors.

In certain applications, notably when the space-

crew must maintain dark adaptation for observa-

tion of low-level phenomena, extravehicular ac-

tivity in shadow, or any other activity in the relative

dark, it is desirable to eliminate all light for up to

about 30 min until the eye has reached its maxi-

........ :+.'.,.'+., It" +k'_ " _* _.¢..t;.,o| ;t ;_ nr,__

sible to maintain some useful vision during the

adaptation process wit}] deep red illumination

(or wearing deep red goggles), which allows the

[ULI_ LU /_LLI/:LIJL Lllllt;l_llLlglLlly. I'I_LIIq:5 _ :--.,l'_-_11 ILII UqtlLl[2; _

that wavelengths longer than 650 nm are suited

to this purpose. During sleep or rest periods, it is

also necessary to reduce or eliminate light from

the eye, sometimes accomplished by complete

shuttering of spacecraft windows and turning off

all lights except those for emergenc), use.

Contrast Discrimination

Ordinary seeing depends upon differences in

the luminances of objects or patterns in the visual

environment. To detect an object against its

background in the absence of a color difference

between the two, a criterion amount of brightness

contrast must be present. Luminance contrast

is now universally defined by the ratio between

the luminance diffcrcncc between object and

background and the luminance of the back-

ground itself, thus:

C = AL/Lbkg (1)

Contrast, then, can vary between the limits of

--1 (for objects of zero luminance against any

background luminance) to plus infinity (for bright

objects against a zero-luminance background).

Many studies have been made of human contrast

sensitivity as a function of such variables as

size, shape, position in the field, presentation

time, and the level of background luminance.

These investigations have been well-summarized

[5, 14]. The general form of the relationship for

simple circular objects against uniform back-

grounds is indicated by Figure 7. Luminance
contrast seems to be much more important to

the detection process than color contrast; color

aids detection only when luminance contrast is

insufficient or absent. Furthermore, to a first

approximation, the detectability of objects of

equivalent numerical contrast but opposite sign
is the same.

Visual Acuity

The ability to discriminate fine detail is

influenced by a number of factors, but the
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underlying need is that the optical components

of the eye be able to provide a well-focused

image on the retina: Assuming that the refrac-

tive state of the individual is unimpaired, only

those factors which tend to degrade normal

visual acuity will be outlined. The luminance level

of the task is of first importance. Either too little

or too much light leads to poor performance,

although for different reasons. At very low levels

the relatively coarse mosaic of rods in the periph-

eral retina is stimulated, presumably with many

receptors converging functionally upon very few

fibers in the optical pathways. Also, at low levels,

the pupil of the eye enlarges so that considerable

spherical aberration comes into play. At very

high energy levels visual acuity again deterio-

rates, which is thought due to excessive bleaching

of the photopigments, glare effects (v.i.), and

diffraction caused by a too-small pupil, although

other factors may be present. Fortunately, the

high-level effects on acuity are confined to a few

limited situations, and can be controlled easily
through use of attenuators.

The optimum luminance range for ordinary acu-

ity is shown in Figure 8. Contrast likewise affects

acuity, and more than a tenfold increase is needed
in the size of the detail to be discriminated if the

contrast drops from 0.50 to 0.02, according to Cobb

and Moss [3]. Visual acuity is less also when the

pattern is moving, or when the time allowed for

observation is short. Loss in acuity is shown

during high-altitude flight when no objects are

in the visual field at optical infinity (Whiteside

[18]). In this case, also at low adaptation levels,

the eye tends to become myopic and distance

acuity impaired. For the optimization, mainte-

nance, and protection of visual acuity, the light
environment should be controlled within those

limits which enable best function, and, when

possible, the objects of regard should be designed

to have sufficient contrast for easy discrimination
without error.

Other visual discriminations. While contrast

discrimination and visual acuity are highly im-

portant components of visual performance, there

are several other means by which information is

extracted from the light patterns falling onto the

retinas of the two eyes. Included are motion dis-
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crimination, depth perception, the perception of

intermittency (flicker), and others. References [3,

5, 11, 14] provide detailed discussion of these

aspects of the seeing process.

Light as a Stressor

Occasionally light may act to degrade human

performance. The most common and obvious in-

stance is when too much light energy is present
over the whole visual field, or the distribution of

light is disadvantageous. In the former case, dis-

comfort and disability result-discomfort from

excessive pupillary contraction, squinting, and

possibly, nystagmus; disability from the phenom-

enon of glare, which (in its precise definition) is

a consequence of light scattering within the eye,

leading to reduction in contrast of the retinal im-

age. The problem of too much light over the whole

field usually is easily controlled with visors,

goggles, or an overall filter, which should be spec-

trally neutral. Glare, on the other hand, is fre-

quently harder to control, requiring careful design

of light sources, and special shielding from natural

light such as direct sun rays or reflection of solar

energy from highly reflecting surfaces. An addi-

tional strategy is to plan human activity so that

the possibility of sudden confrontation by glare
sources is eliminated.

The phenomenon of flash blindness is another

visual stressor. This effect is consequent upon

the eye being subjected to a sudden burst of high

visible energy, usually unexpected. The results

include startle, pain, and a more or less temporary

loss of visual function- effects that are especially
grave if the observer happens to be dark-adapted

at the moment of exposure. Recovery time varies

with the initial state of adaptation and with in-

tensity and duration of the flash, its spatial and

temporal distribution, and spectral energy con-

tent. Moderate exposures lead to momentary rais-

ing of the visual threshold, temporary loss of vision

over the area affected (scotoma), and any per-

formance decrement resulting from the startle

pattern or other gross bodily response such as

avoidance. Greater intensities and longer expo-

sures may lead to more lasting disability and

ocular pathology. (Consult Reference [4] for de-

tails.) Protection against flash blindness is easy

only when the flash may be anticipated or when
the onset is gradual enough for the natural blink

response to be initiated. Research is in progress

on the development of protective goggles and

visors with rapid opacification times, but the ideal

system has yet to be devised.

Either rhythmical or erratic changes in light

level, especially if the energy extremes are great,

can likewise be stressful. The amplitude and fre-

quency of rhythmical variations, as well as the

level of the prevailing average luminance influence

the effects observed. In minor cases only mild

annoyance or distraction may result, but in severe

cases there may be serious interference with per-

formance, not only through direct effects on the

visual system but also through the development

of somatic problems such as headache and fa-

tigue. If the alterations in intensity are of the ap-

propriate level and at frequencies at or near the

alpha rhythm, there is a possibility of inducing

seizures in certain individuals, especially those

known to be epilepsy-prone. The prevention of all

these untoward effects is through elimination of
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either aperiodic or periodic light fluctuations, or

their attenuation to a level which is small relative

to the steady ambient environmental luminance.

Standardization of the Light Environment

in Space Operations

To ensure optimal performance and comfort

for spacecrews much can be done by means

of careful design of spacecraft and habitat

lighting. Work sites should be arranged in ac-

cordance with established principles of illumina-

tion engineering; lighting recommendations

for a great number of tasks have been developed.

(For example, see Ref. [8].) Generally speaking,

illumination levels for prolonged critical seeing

should be in the range from 538-2152 lux (50-

200 ft-ca) and the reflectance of surfaces should
be such that the luminance ratios between a task

and its surroundings are not excessive. Direct

and reflected glare are to be avoided by proper

placement of luminaires and attention to the

optical properties of surfaces. In modern lighting

practice in the USA, an effort is made to arrange

the light environment in accordance with recom-

mendations of the Illuminating Engineering

Society [8]. exemplified in Figure 9. Special

Ratios Type of seeing

1 to 1/3

1 to 1/10

1 to 10

20 to 1

40 to 1

Between task and adjacent

surroundings

Between task and remoter

darker surfaces

Between task and remoter

lighter surfaces

Between luminaires (or

windows) and surfaces

adjacent to them

Anywhere within the normal

field of view

FIGURE 9.-Recommended luminance ratios for prolonged
critical seeing. These are maximum values; reductions arc
generally beneficial. (From Kaufman [81)

supplementary lighting, either fixed or portable,

may be needed for tasks requiring best acuity

and contrast discrimination. Polarizing materials

can often be used to control reflected glare or,

in crossed pairs, for the attenuation of sunlight.
Soviet standards for minimum illumination of

work surfaces are indicated in Table 1. Illumina-

tion standards in the USSR deal with precision

of work in terms of the smallest object that can

be distinguished (measured in millimeters);

contrast between object and background; back-

ground characteristics; and lighting system. The

illumination standards cover two types of lighting

systems: general lighting systems, and combined
lighting systems, in which local illumination con-

centrating light directly on work positions is

added to general illumination.

Artificial Illumination Hygiene Standards

According to Soviet standards, the minimum il-

lumination of work surfaces should correspond

to the illumination levels, in lux units, in Table 1.

The established illumination standards including
those that specify two types of lighting systems

were given in the previous subsection of this

chapter.

General illumination is divided into: general

uniform illumination (uniform distribution of light

without consideration of arrangement of equip-

ment); general local illumination (light is dis-

tributed with consideration of arrangement of

work positions). The use of only local lighting
in buildings is not permitted.

The standards specify that objects to be

distinguished be located 0.5 m from the worker's

eyes. These standards are increased by one order

when the object is more than 0.5 m from the eye,
and when stressed visual work is continuous

for more than half the work day, also when

objects on moving surfaces must be distinguished.

Soviet and US studies provide ample evidence
that optimization of illumination levels leads to

significant increases in productivity, accuracy,

worker comfort, morale, and safety. (See Table 2.)

Since part of an astronaut's job involves ex-
tremely high precision and low and moderate

contrast between the object to be distinguished

and the surrounding background, an illumination
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Description of

visual work

Highest precision

Very high precision

High precision

Moderate precision

Smallest dimensions

of workpiece

Less than 0.15mm

From 0.15 to 0.3 mm

From 0.3 to 0.3 mm

From 0.5 to 1 mm

Subclass of

visual work Contrast

Low

Low

Moderate

Low

Moderate

High

Moderate

High

High

Low

Low

Moderate

Low

Moderate

High

Moderate

High

High

Low

Low

Moderate

Low

Moderate

High

Moderate

High

High

Low

Low

Moderate

Low

Moderate

High

Moderate

High

High

Illumination in lux

General lighting

system

300

3OO

30O

300

300

300

300

20O

30O

200

20O

150

200

150

100

100

Combined lighting

system

4000

30O0

2000

1 250

3000

25 000

1 500

75O

1 5OO

750

6OO

4OO

60O

50O

4OO

3OO

level of 300 lux (Ix) can be recommended as

the level for general illumination of the working

environment. It was necessary to resort to

combined lighting for greater illumination of

scales, instrument panels, and the like; the light-

ing level of these elements may be increased to

1500-2500 Ix. Lower lighting levels, of the order

of 50-100 Ix, causing no irritation and creating

the feeling of complete comfort and "home

conditions," are recommended for astronaut
rest areas.

The spectral energy content of artificial light

should approximate that of sunlight, ideally.

If this is not possible, the source should at least

radiate at all wavelengths in the visible spectrum

with neither large peaks nor significant voids;

that is, the appearance of colors should be normal

and neutral surfaces color-free.

Instruments, controls, and displays involving

the visual system have been of cardinal interest

to human engineers, so that extensive data are

available to the designer. Handbooks of equip-
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TABLE 2.-Tolerable Weighted Mean Brightness

of Work Surface

Area of work surface in m2

Less than 0.01
From 0.01 to 0.02
From 0.02 to 0.05
From 0.05 to 0.15
From 0.15 to 0.4

0.4 and larger

Tolerable weighted mean
luminance of work surface
(units)

25_
1800
13_
1000
7_
5_

ment design (e.g. Morgan et al [11]) detail the

visual considerations that lead to optimal

performance.

Rest and sleep sites should be designed to have

lower luminance, although complete darkness may

never be desirable. Intermediate levels are

recommended for periods of relaxation, and

as low a level consistent with crew safety may

be used during sleep.

In long-term space flight, such as manned

interplanetary missions or in lunar or planetary
habitats, it may be desirable to establish a

program of lighting control designed to main°

tain the normal terrestrial circadian cycle.

Although much of the existing data regarding

circadian rhythmometry come from animal

studies, it seems clear that the light regimen

dominates such important biorhythms as sus-

ceptibility to radiation or to various noxious

stimuli (see Ref. [1]). Finally, there are higher

order psychologic effects from the use of light

and color in the environment, including such
relative intangibles as crew morale and inter-

personal relationships.

THE ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRUM

Only a small part of the Sun's energy is in the

ultraviolet region of the spectrum, which is
shown in Figure 1. Nevertheless, sufficient

radiation is present so that protection from pro-

longed exposure to direct solar rays must be

arranged. Happily, this is quite easy, since

ordinary materials (glass and various visor

materials) that are transparent to visible wave-

lengths, afford excellent protection from the

bioactive part of the ultraviolet spectrum.

Moderate exposure of the human body to ultra-

violet is, of course, salutary, and the shorter

wavelengths have germicidal properties which

are useful in spacecraft and habitat hygiene.

Excessive exposures, depending upon the wave-

lengths involved, can result in damage to man's

superficial skin tissues and ocular pathology.

Although voluminous quantitative data exist

regarding germicidal, antirachitic, and skin

effects of ultraviolet [1, 8, 17], ocular damage

in humans is only now being critically assessed,
chiefly through excellent work by Pitts and

colleagues [12]. It is possible here to give only a
brief overview of the known effects of ultraviolet.

Germicidal Action

The bactericidal properties of ultraviolet

radiation have been known for nearly a century,
and abundant data relate lethal efficacy to both

energy and wavelength. The germicidal action
spectrum has been confirmed for numerous

microorganisms, and the curve shown in Figure

10 is now well-established. In a general way, this

curve follows the absorption spectrum of nucleic

acid, and the ability of ultraviolet to inactivate

cells depends upon their capacity for repair of
DNA lesions, according to Todd and Tobias

[16]. Since low-pressure mercury vapor lamps

emit strongly in the 2537 /_ line, very near the
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action spectrum peak, these lamps are highly
.I . .I * -- -- i _effectual germicidal devices, so mat me_r app,_-

cation in general or local sterilization of living

spaces and equipment is possible. Additional

bactericidal and fungicidal action results from

the generation of ozone by radiation of the 1849

line, if water vapor is present in the atmosphere.

The deodorant property of ozone may be de-

sirable in confined living spaces during long

periods. The amount of ultraviolet energy re-

quired to inactivate a wide variety of bacilli,

yeasts, molds, and viruses may be found in the

literature [1, 8, 9, 17]. Temperature has little

effect on the lethality of irradiation, but humidity

is important; death rates are greatly reduced

when the humidity is high. For this reason,

germicidal lamps are often installed in ventilating

and air-conditioning ducts where low humidities

prevail

Action on the Skin

The two most obvious results of exposing
human skin to either solar or artificial ultraviolet

are erythema (sunburn) and pigmentation (tan-

ning). Both effects have been studied quantita-

tively, and although there are wide individuaP

differences in sensitivity, it is possible to describe

me action spectra ---J ,:_A£111 KI L|ltlg_ courses of cach.

In some individuals, there may be other con-

sequences of exposure to ultraviolet, including

polymorphic light eruption and skin cancer with

wavelengms belOW aoout Ozuu allU uluuail_
solare both below 3200 _ and in the waveband

from 4000 to 5000 _ (not a true ultraviolet

effect). It may be assumed, however, that such

idiosyncratic persons will not be selected for

spacecrews. Both erythema and tanning depend

upon the penetration and absorption of the

cutaneous layers, and the observed differences

in susceptibility between blond and dark skins

must be due in large part to differences in the

depth of penetration and the constituents

of the various layers. (The reflectivity of both light

and dark skins is essentially equal for ultraviolet

wavelengths.) The transmission of human skin,

layer by layer, is shown in Figure 11, which

indicates that wavelengths below 4000 _ are

totally absorbed before reaching the subcu-

taneous layer. Clearly, the biotic effects of

ultraviolet on human skin are confined to ap-

proximately the upper 2 mm.

The action spectrum for erythema is shown

in Figure 12. Reddening occurs after exposure

100 I I I I I I I I I I I

80--
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a Corneum 0.03 mm c Epidermis 4- papillare 0.5 mm

b Epidermis 0.05 mm d Epidermis + corium 2 mm

FIGURE 11.--Transmission of layers of human skin. (From Koller [9})
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FIGURE 12.-Action spectrum for erythema. (Data from two
sources as shown by Koller [9])

with a latency of 1-6 h and persists for 1 to 3

days. The degree of effect varies with exposure

time and intensity, and the reference unit is called

the minimum perceptible erythema (MPE).

According to Koller [9], 2.5 x MPE results in

vivid erythema, 5 x MPE in a painful sunburn,

and 10 x MPE in blistering. Higher exposures can

lead to necrosis. These values, however, are only

approximate, based on noonday sunlight on the

Earth's surface, which has a different energy

spectrum from that of artificial sources or solar

radiation outside the atmosphere. Also, the above

factors are greater for longwave than for short-
wave ultraviolet. The mechanism of ultraviolet

erythema, which merely indicates dermal

vasodilation, is probably through release of a

histaminelike compound that reaches the lower

vascular layers by diffusion.

Tanning of the skin is imperfectly understood,

but two major phases have been described.

The first phase has the same action spectrum

as erythema, and follows it in time with a longer

latency and much longer persistence. Presum-

ably, tanning reflects the same photochemical

changes that result in erythema, but the two

effects may be only indirectly related. The

second phase of tanning occurs in individuals

previously exposed to ultraviolet: It differs from

the first phase in that its action spectrum is

broadened and displaced toward the longer

wavelengths, with a peak at about 3460 _,

suggesting a different underlying photochemical

mechanism [9]. Phase 2 tanning also shows

essentially zero latency. The important point

is that space crewmembers with a recent pre-

flight history of tanning are likely to be more

resistant to ultraviolet radiation of the skin.

Ultraviolet Photophthahnia

Exposure of the human eye to excessive levels

of ultraviolet energy results in ocular pathology

of various kinds and degrees of severity. It

has been shown by Boettner and Wolter [2]

that no radiation shorter than 3800 _ can pene-

trate to the retina of the adult eye, and that

most of the energy below 3000 _ is completely

absorbed in traversing the cornea and vitreous,

i.e., before reaching the anterior surface of the
lens. The effects of ultraviolet radiation on the

eye are manifested only through its action on the

superficial tissues. The symptoms of over-

exposure include changes in corneal epithelium,

erythema of the lids, photophobia, and pain-

effects that are usually transient, but may be

dangerously incapacitating in certain space

operations. Unlike the skin, the eye and its sur-

rounding tissues do not develop a tolerance to

ultraviolet exposure, therefore protection must be

sustained despite repeated exposure. Pitts

et al [12] describe the onset and course of

ultraviolet photophthalmia thus:

The ordinary clinical photokeratitis follows

a characteristic course. After exposure, there
is a period of latency varying somewhat

inversely with the severity of the exposure.

The latency may be as short as 30 minutes

and as long as 24 hours but is typically 6

to 12 hours. Conjunctivitis sets in and is

accompanied with an erythema of the skin

surrounding the face and eyelids. There is

a sensation of foreign body or 'sand' in

the eyes, varying degrees of photophobia,

lacrimation, and blepharospasm. These

acute symptoms usually last from 6 to

24 hours, but almost all discomfort dis-

appears within 48 hours. Very rarely does

exposure result in permanent damage.

In a subsequent study, Pitts et al [13] present

quantitative data regarding the human threshold

for photokeratitis, which they found to be 0.05 x
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31Na.... 1_2 _. oon __ The,, _la,_ oqv,_ the action

spectrum for photokeratitis in primates (Fig. 13).

It is relatively easy to protect the eyes from
abiotic ultraviolet radiation with suitable visor

anu _o_e llldl._l1431At_ IJU¢ It tllua_ u ..... It" ........

that the photophthalmia consequent upon over-

exposure is very insidious, because of the long

latency between exposure and development of

symptoms. Accordingly, it is mandatory to exer-

cise constant vigilance in the use of protective

measures. Pitts et al [13] give formulas and

calculations for protection against the ultraviolet

levels encountered in the space environment,

and show the protective characteristics of mate-

rials now used in the US.

THE INFRARED SPECTRUM

Radiation is one of four means of heat exchange

between the organism and the environment. (The
others-convection, conduction, and vaporiza-

tion-will not be treated here.) Man and other
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FIGURE 13. -- Action spectrum for primate photophthalmia.
(From Pins et al [12])

organisms may either absorb heat from radiating

bodies which are at higher temperatures than

theirs, or lose heat by radiating energy to cooler

bodies or to space. Man, as with other homoio-

ther.m..ie animals, requires that his environmental

temperature exchange he within certain limits

if he is to sustain comfort and unimpaired

bodily function, both of which are essential

to optimal performance. In the space environ-
ment the Sun is the most important source of

infrared radiation, and the solar heating effect

on both man and his spacecraft has been an

important element in the design of vehicles and

clothing. In much of the extensive literature

about the pathologic effects of heat and cold,

the response of the organism to alterations in

body heat, due to all causes, is considered and the

data referring to tolerance limits, effects of brief

exposure, and acclimatization are almost never

applicable to radiant heating or cooling alone.

Nevertheless, radical alterations of either local

or systemic temperatures due to radiant effects

may have identical results, and some pathologies

are uniquely produced by infrared radiation.
Because infrared radiation can penetrate the

skin more deeply than shorter wavelengths, the

heating effect on subcutaneous vascular tissue

is direct, and blood so heated circulates through-

out the body to produce a systemic elevation

in temperature. The transmission of human skin

in the spectrum up to 1400 nm is shown in

Figure 11. Radiative heat loss to the environment

follows the same rules as absorption; clothing

and spacecraft materials must be chosen so as

to maintain thermal equilibrium within the some-

what narrow range required for optimum physi-

ologic and psychologic states. The vast literature

on heat tolerance, thermal balance, and protec-

tion has been summarized by Roth [14].

Pathologic Effects

Too much or too little heat is deleterious to

the organism. Between the obvious extremes of

freezing and burning of tissues, several patho-

logic conditions result from exposure to excess
infrared radiation or from uncontrolled loss of

body heat through the radiative mechanism.

The former problem is remedied by removing
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heat, usually by conductive or evaporative

means; the latter by providing supplementary

heat from radiation, conduction, or convection.

The three most debilitating systemic effects

of excess heat are cramps, prostration, and

pyrexia heat. The first is successfully treat-

able by increasing salt uptake. Heat prostra-

tion is a common syndrome caused by collapse

of peripheral circulation, which is most frequently

precipitated during strenuous physical activity.
It is not associated with increase in internal

body temperature, and may be prevented (and

treated) by oral administration of water and salt.

Heat pyrexia is graver, resulting from a break-

down of the body's heat regulatory mechanism.

Rectal temperature is elevated and sweating

diminishes or stops. Treatment is radical (usu-

ally immersion of the whole body in ice water),

so that prevention is essential in space operations.

Less severe pathologic effects of heat, such as

discomfort, anorexia, mild dehydration, and

excessive sweating, while relatively unimportant

in the terrestrial context, may be critically import-

ant in space operations. Since the eyes are

transparent to infrared energy in some wavebands

(Fig. 14), the heating effect may lead to ocular
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FIGURE 14.-Total transmittance of the whole human eye as a function of wavelength. Data for young
adult eyes except for the region below 380 nm, which is for a child's eye; in adults, these wavelengths
are completely absorbed by the lens. (From Boettner and Woher [2])
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pathology; the syndrome known as glassblowers'

cataract is thought to be so caused, although

the limited exposure times in space probably

preclude its occurrence. Infrared radiation also

has germicidal uses in the control of thermosensi-

tire and hydrophilic microorganisms.

Standardization

To establish standards for infrared radiation in

isolation is virtually impossible, for it is only
one of several contributors to the thermal environ-

ment. Direct radiation works in concert with

convection, conduction, evaporation, and re-

radiation in an exceedingly complex manner;

the total thermal exchange pattern results from

interplay of these factors. The radiant component

in heat exchange is, of itself, complicated by

crew motility, arrangement and surface tempera-
ture of different parts of the spacecraft or

habitat interior, and local differences in wall

temperature in the vicinity of feed-through equip-

ment, windows, or any structural anomalies [14].

With the exception of studies on the threshold for

pain caused by radiant heat, there are few quanti-

tative data regarding the effects of infrared

radiation (loss or gain) separated from the other

elements in thermal exchange. In evaluating the

many investigations of thermal stress, it must be
remembered that infrared radiation may or may

not be important, depending upon the structure
of the total heat environment. Similarly, an at-

tempt to establish radiant heat standards must
account for both indirect and direct effects on the

body.
Analysis of the integral heat exchange between

man and environment establishes primarily the

importance of individual means of heat transfer

(radiation, convection, evaporation). It would not

be reasonable to expect perfect agreement of

data obtained by individual investigators. The

figures of Hardy and DuBois [7] and Letavet and

Malysheva [10] at room conditions of 20°C

(presented in Table 3) are quite close.

Radiative heat transfer, according to Table 3,

occupies the most important position. If the ratio

of the radiative components is as large in heat

exchange between man and his environment
under usual comfortable conditions, when the

TABLE 3.--Heat Losses of Man by Radiation,

Convection, and Evaporation

[
...................

|

Hardy and I Letavet and

DuBois [71 I Malysheva [10l

Heat losses

cal/h % cal/h

Radiation 45.7 59.1 41.7
Convection 11.0 14.2 11.5
Evaporation 20.6 26.7 21.8

77.3 100 75

%

55.6
15.3
29.1

100

air temperature is equal to the room tempera-

ture, then a change of room temperature will

naturally have a strong effect on body reactions

and the heat sensations of man.

In tests with the temperature of all rooms at

-4-40 ° C and at the same air temperature, dis-

ruption of the heat regulating functions naturally

occl,rred for short periods, even in a state of

rest, threatening overheating; moisture loss

reached 300-400 ml/h. Reduction of the temper-
ature of all rooms to + 14 ° C eliminated almost

entirely the overheating effect of air at a tempera-

ture of 40 ° C; moisture losses decreased from

300 ml/h to 75 ml/h; satisfactory feeling was

restored and there were no complaints of dis-

comfort, heat, or stuffiness.

By using cooled surfaces it is possible to

completely eliminate or significantly alleviate

the overheating effect of high air temperature.
The use of cooled surfaces makes it possible to

bring heat sensations very close to "comfort"

at air temperatures that are uncomfortably close

to overheating. For example, conditions very close

to comfort were created at an air temperature

of 25 ° C and raw chamber of 10 ° C, although in

addition to comfort, cooling was evaluated spo-

radically. In the absence of cooling, an air temper-

ature of 25 ° C is always assessed as uncomfort-
able. At low room air temperature, a comfort

state can be achieved by infrared radiation.

Industrial infrared heaters, usually called radiant

heaters, may be various panel installations

mounted on walls and ceiling, gas infrared

radiators, and similar. The air temperature may

be a few degrees lower when radiant heaters
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are used than with convective heating, since

the direct effect of radiation on the body produces

the required physiologic thermal equilibrium.

When air heaters are used, the air temperature

in the room is felt as pleasant at 20-22 ° C,

but with radiant heating, the air temperature

need only be 15-18 ° C.

Data collected on the dynamics of local radia-

tive cooling suggest that the skin, to a certain

extent, is transparent to the natural infrared

radiation of body tissues. Thus, cooling of sub-

cutaneous tissues and muscles can occur directly

through the skin as a result of heat loss, also

indirectly through infrared radiation.

In space travel, environmental conditions can

be created under which the principles of infrared

radiation action on the body, both radiative heat-

ing and radiative cooling, can be utilized for the

purpose of providing favorable or "comfort-

able" conditions in the spacecraft environment

(Table 4).

Protection against excessive heat gain or loss

through radiation is accomplished in two major

ways. The first is through the use of reflective

TABLE 4.-Time of Tolerance of Infrared

Radiation at Various Intensities

Radiation Source with Source with

cal/cm 2 - min )tmax(s) = 3.6 gm _-max{sl = 1.07 /xm

159

39.4

27.3

16.0

17.9

10.9

9.5

3O5

5.88

37.9

26.9

21.2

17.6

14.5

materials in spacecraft, habitat, and space

garment design. The second is by means of

supplemental heating or cooling of either space

suits or (in a shirt-sleeve environment) of the

living areas. While a discussion of the many

factors involved in materials and devices used

in thermal control is beyond the purview of this

chapter, it should be recognized that the bio-

engineering efforts of the past decade have suc-

cessfully eliminated thermal stress in spacecraft,

and during extravehicular activity, for prolonged

periods.
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IONIZING RADIATION
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The first manned orbital space flight was ac-

complished by the Soviet cosmonaut, Yuri

Gagarin, and many subsequent flights, including

lunar landings by American astronauts, Neal

Armstrong and others have proved the feasi-

bility of exploring, with human participation,

the properties of space nearest us and through-

out the solar system. At the time of this writing,

scientists of many nations are at work per-

fecting space stations-large manned orbital

laboratories-where astronauts can remain for

extended periods.

The success of manned exploration of the

planetary system depends on many factors,

including an understanding of the physical

properties and biologic effects of ionizing space

radiations which are being discovered and ana-

lyzed as part of the scientific exploration of space.

Man's safety in space depends not only on

radiobiologic studies, but also, we are becoming

increasingly aware, that our understanding of the

origin of organic molecules in space and of evolu-
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from Drs. Paul W. Todd. Pennsylvania State University.

and Stanley B. Curtis, Donner Laboratory. University of
California. Berkeley. who were consulted on various technical

point_. Gratitude is also expressed for the translating and

editorial assistance of Della J. Mundy.
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tion, maintenance, and transmigration of life on

celestial objects also depends on these studies.

Space-related radiobiologic studies have already

yielded information that is useful not only to

space science, but also to certain fields of biology
and medicine on Earth.

Successful study of space has brought about

the development of a new branch of science-

space radiobiology, z

The Discovery of Cosmic Rays

and Their Biologic Effects

The discovery of cosmic rays was connected

with the question of how ionization changes with
altitude.

In 1911, V. Hess completed several flights in a

balloon, carrying with him a Wulf Electrometer

[86, 87]. Greater ionization was revealed at a

2 In writing this chapter and attempting to translate

material in different languages, the authors have agreed upon
these abbreviations:

US.4 USSR

GCR GKI

LET LPE

rad rad

rem bet

RBE OBE

DNA DNK

Definition
Galactic Cosmic Radiation

Linear Energy Transfer

Absorbed dose of ionizing radiation

(1 rad = 100 erg/g)

Roentgen Equivalent Man (tad × RBE)

Relative Biological Effect

Deoxyribonucleic acid
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height rather than at ground level. This led Hess,

who received the Nobel prize for his discovery in

1936, to suspect the existence of a special radia-

tion much harder than T-irradiation and of

extraterrestrial origin. At this time the radiation
was called HiShenstrahlung, or "high altitude

radiation." In 1923, Millikan and Otis, in meas-

uring the absorption coeffcient of cosmic rays
in lead on the summit of Pike's Peak (4300 m),

came to the conclusion that the absorption

coefficient was of the same magnitude as that for

T-rays. In June 1925, the Soviet physicists,

Myssowsky and Tuwim, at Lake Onega, were

able to determine the coefficient of absorption

for cosmic rays in water at a depth up to 10 m. 3

The results showed that the coefficient of ab-

sorption for the penetrating radiation was ten

times less than that for T-rays. In August 1925,
Millikan and Cameron reached the same con-

clusion [120]. Since then, the existence of cosmic

radiation has not been seriously questioned.

In 1927, Skobelzyn proved experimentally,

by the use of Wilson cloud chambers, that cosmic

radiation contains charged particles of extremely

high energies [156]. In 1947, Freier and asso-

ciates made the very important discovery,

by flying photographic emulsions in high-ahitude

balloons, that nuclear particles with mass num-

bers up to 40 and with energies of several billion

electron volts are continually entering the Earth's
atmosphere [54]. These particles are now known

as the heavy nuclei of galactic cosmic rays. In
1967, Fowler demonstrated the existence of

super heavy particles, with an atomic number up

to and perhaps beyond that of uranium (E-=92),

located within cosmic rays [53].

Radiation events in the solar system connected
with solar flares were first discovered when a

worldwide change in ground-level cosmic back-

ground radiation was observed in 1956. Since that

time, numerous discoveries and measurements

made in satellites by S. Vernov, J. Van Allen,

and others have provided detailed information

relating to the nature and composition of the

Earth's radiation belt, solar wind and flares, solar

and galactic heavy-ion radiation, and other

related phenomena [177, 183].

3 See Hess, V. F., and J. Eugster, op. cit., (1949) pp. 9-10.

By 1925, Nadson and Fillippov established

that ionizing radiation can alter inheritable

properties in yeasi cells [125]. In 1926, Mueller

succeeded in proving that some of the changes

observed in postirradiation Drosophila were

mutations which segregated according to the

classical laws of genetics [123, 124]. Then the

question arose of the possible role of cosmic

rays in evolutionary processes. Rajewsky

demonstrated that cosmic rays are mutagenic:

The reports of H. Thomas, and of A.

Delbriick and N. W. Timof6eff-Ressovsky

published in Nature suggest the following

considerations, and led us to give some pro-

visional results from our own experiments.

This question has often been discussed by

various workers in genetics, and has usually

been answered in the negative because of

the known small intensity of cosmic radia-
tion at sea level, and because of the amount

of the mutation rate with x-rays and radium.
The amount of air ionization was used as a

means of comparison. As a matter of fact,

on the basis of 2 ion pairs/cc s-' for air

ionization by cosmic radiation, the total

dose is very small, even after prolonged

exposure (e.g., about 2.5 × 10 -3 R after 30

d). This dose is too small to cause muta-

tion experimentally, compared with the

dose of x-ray of 30 R which is necessary to

produce an appreciable rise in mutation rate.

An important fact, however, has been left

out of consideration, which may be decisive:
the showers and bursts which arise when

cosmic rays penetrate matter and the re-

sulting secondary effects ....

In our tests we exposed a series of objects
to the effects of cosmic radiation under

suitable lead screening. The dimensions of

the screens were calculated according to the

Rossi Curve for showers, and the observa-

tions of Schwegler. Apart from the controls

which were unscreened, we chose screens

with an optimal wall thickness (maximum for

showers) also screens least favorable to the

production of showers.

We give here just the results obtained

with one fungus (Bombardia lunata Zickler).
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In thecaseof thisfungusweknow,onthe
o_t_n_ of iultltt_u experiiTtents, a t" ....,_ strains to

be particularly stable as regards spontaneous

mutation, but which display clearly recog-
nizable mutation after exposure to x-rays.

Cultures growing in Petri dishes were ex-

posed in various series for periods of 4

to 6 weeks. At the end of exposure each

culture was cut into squares of equal size

and these were then further cultured

separately in test tubes. Among these

secondary cultures were a number which

showed mutations, and these occurred more

frequently under optimal screening than the
control's unsuitably screened cultures.

The results are tabulated below:

Screening

_'ontrols
and un-
suitable
screening

)ptimal
screening

Total number
of secondary

cultures

3095

2721

Number of
cultures
showing
mutation

22

85

Percentage
of cultures
showing
mutation

0.71

3.1

It can be seen that the rate of mutated cul-

tures is relatively large. Even granting that

the actual number of mutations may be

smaller than the number of mutated cultures,

there nevertheless remains an excess of

mutations under the optimally screened

cultures compared with the rest. 4
Kohsov wrote in the 1930s:

We know nothing of the role of neutrons,

protons and positrons as possible factors

influencing mutation processes. But a

practical problem-the provision of safety

for our brave flyers in the stratosphere---

urgently demands the quantitative and
qualitative study of the biological effects of
those radiations which are found in the

stratospheres.

A. Piccard, who completed flights to the strato-

sphere in a balloon in 1931-1932, fully recognized

the possibility of the existence of biologic

In 1931, Zirkle showed that a-particles with

high linear energy transfer (LET) are biologically

more effecti_'e than T-rays, a-particles must
i. .1 u
uirecuy strike the cell nuclei' " in oruer' to nave a

lethal effect [196].

In 1934, academician L. Orbeli, promoting a

plan of scientific investigation on the effects of

atmospheric conditions on man and animals,
remarked:

We do not know what type of physiological

effect these rays have, particularly those

which are found in the upper layers of the

atmosphere. A systematic study of this

question by means of experimentation with
humans and animals is needed.

The biologic experiments, carried out at first

with balloons and later with rockets, could not

provide convincing answers to the questions pos-

tulated because of the brevity and relatively low

altitudes of these flights. The Swiss scientist,

Eugster [49], described a variety of cosmic ray

exposures. He compared effects on biologic

objects stored in the Simplon Tunnel, located

beneath a massive mountain and absorbing most

of the cosmic radiation, with effects noted at the

top of the Alps and in high-altitude balloons.

Eugster developed the idea of investigating the

effects of single cosmic ray particles on individual

cells through the use of photographic emulsion

to register the passage of particles.

Shortly after the discovery of heavy primaries

in cosmic rays, Schaefer pointed out the pos-

sible hazard to humans of heavy-ion "thin downs"

(or the events occurring at the end of a heavy-ion

track as the particle comes to rest [148]) when

flying at high altitudes. Krebs put forth the idea

that muhipronged nuclear stars can produce a

biologic effect [96], and Tobias (1951, 1952)

worked out methods for biologic research with

cosmic ray particles [166].

Chase and associates in 1954 detected changes

in hair color of black mice (C57bl) which were

exposed to cosmic rays in high-altitude balloons

[29]. A few gray streaks were also found, which

4 From extract of Rajewsky's w_rk in: Hess, V. F., and J.
Eugster, up. cir. (1949) pp. 89-90. 5See lless. _. F.. and J. Eugster. up. cit. (1949) p. 11.
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appearedto correspondto single-particletracks.
Experimentswith mice on Mt. Elbrus and
duringflightson aerostatsconfirmedthat hair
grayingoccurredinseparateareas.

Numerousbiologicobjectswerethenflownin
balloons.For example,SlaterandTobiasob-
serveddevelopmentalmalformationsin maize
e_posedat 24000-36000m(80000-120000ft) in
balloonsfor 48h [1571.However,the practical
difficultiesof keepingbiologicmaterialsaloft
for extendedperiodsof time,suchasnecessary
limitationsin weightand size,have,in many
cases,not allowedus to obtain statistically
significantdataon biologiceffectsof cosmic
radiation.As aresult,thishasrequiredsimulat-
ingcosmicradiationatgroundlevel.

Biologic studieswith acceleratedprotons,
deuterons,andheliumionswerebegunat the
Berkeleycyclotron[168]in 1947,andlater at
Dubna[1041.

Following the first manned orbital space flights,

scientists from various countries (H. Strughold,

N. Sisakian, V. Chernigovsky, R. Lovelace,

V. Parin, O. Gazenko, and others) predicted that

space biology and medicine were fast becoming
new areas for scientific research.

Lebedinsky, Langham, Nefedov, Saksonov,

and other scientists concluded that space radia-

tion might present limitations for manned

space flight. A committee of the US Academy of

Sciences, headed by W. Langham, D. Grahn, and

C. A. Tobias and other groups, such as Y.

Grigor'yev and associates in the USSR, made

detailed studies of the problem of space radiation

hazards [63, 98l.
Several fundamental theoretical and practical

directions for research in space radiobiology
resulted from such studies; these trends included:

peculiarities of biologic effects due to various

types of space radiation;

combined effects of cosmic radiation and

other extreme factors in space flight;

radiation hazard on both short- and long-

term flights and the establishment of

permissible levels of radiation;

methods of protecting astronauts and possi-

ble biologic links in the life-support system

from cosmic radiation;

system of dosimetric control;

means of individual protection;

pharmacologic means of protection from

radiation injury.

The problem of evaluating radiation hazard

for a given space flight is especially complex.

The total dose, dose rate, and distribution of

linear energy transfers (LET) must be deter-

mined. Shielding the spacecraft can modify

the radiation spectrum. Evaluation of the sig-

nificance of cosmic ray, heavy-ion radiation

damage to structures essential for life in the

human organism is an extremely important

problem. Possible repair of radiation-induced

injury should be considered, as well as direct

influence on astronaut performance and long-

term effects such as carcinogenesis. Synergism

of all these factors under spaceflight conditions

must also be considered in the evaluation of

radiation hazard.

Results of the research conducted at the Dubna

proton accelerator (50 to 730 MeV), at Serpukhov

(70 GeV), and at several accelerators in the USA,

as well as data obtained during space flights,

made it apparent that the space radiation hazard

on short flights (less than 1 month) is minimal.

Orbits within the lower radiation belt, however,

should be avoided, and certain regions of this

belt must be crossed as rapidly as possible.

Operational, dosimetric control should be pro-

vided and solar flares predicted. In the event of

a very large, unexpected solar flare, it might be

advisable to postpone or terminate a flight.

The problem of radiation hazard is more

complex on long flights, at large orbital radii, and

on lunar or planetary journeys (duration greater

than 1 month). In order to evaluate the hazard

on such flights, two types of research appear to

be necessary.

First, it is necessary to know the hazard from

continued exposure within the limits of the

Earth's atmosphere (the level of background

radiation on Earth) compared with the level

found in space. Second, the nature and severity

of hazardous effects from heavy particles in

galactic radiation must be understood.

An experiment designed to continue for

several years was initiated in the USSR in 1966

REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE

OI_iC!I,_&_] PAGE 18 POOR
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[72], in an effort to answer the first question.

The experiment, which became known as the

"Chronic Irradiation Experiment," was con-

ducted with 246 dogs under simulated long-term

spaceflight conditions. The data obtained from

this experiment permit evaluation of the effects

of 3- to 6-yr continuous irradiation at different

annual doses (25, 75, 150, 225 rem). Protracted

experiments with primates are also being con-

ducted in the US. A great deal of attention is

constantly being given to more precise definitions

of radiation effects on humans, from available

therapeutic data and data from radiation acci-

dents [172].

The second problem of biologic effects of

heavy ions can be evaluated partially from

experiments with accelerated heavy particles at

ground level, and partially by verifying the results

of these experiments. Establishment of two linear

accelerators in Berkeley and New Haven in

1958 made possible the first biologic experiments

with h,w-energy heavy ions [147]. In 1967, low-

energy accelerated ions with atomic numbers

_eater than 18 first became available to radio-

biologists at Dubna. Heavy ions of nitrogen and

oxygen were accelerated to energies of more than

1 billion eV at Princeton and Berkeley in 1971

[77, 187]. At current rates of technical progress,

perhaps within the next few years, it may become

possible through the use of accelerators to study

the biologic effects of a significant part of the

primary cosmic ray spectrum. So far, only limited

data have been obtained from spaceflight

simulation in the laboratory.

Space radiobiology has thus accumulated

extensive material for study in a relatively short

time. This experience will allow judicious evalu-

ation of the degree of hazard present in cosmic
radiation and will allow us to outline a series of

tasks which will require mandatory study in

long-term space flight.

COSMIC RADIATION-

EVALUATION OF POSSIBLE

RADIATION EXPOSURE

Flight duration, trajectory, and other param-

eters determine the evaluation of the limits of

possible exposure to space radiations and of the

corresponding radiation hazard to the crew on a

given flight. Radiation hazard from the following

sources of ionizing radiation will be discussed:

galactic cosmic radiation; solar flares; and the
Earth's radiation belt.

The radiation hazard from artificial on-board

isotope sources, from atomic propulsion installa-

tion sources, and from other sources specific to
each mission must also be considered.

Another source of artificial radiation is atomic

bomb testing. Certain types of radiation from

such tests become trapped in the Earth's geo-
magnetic field (the so-called artificial radiation

belts of the Earth), creating an area of high

radiation which can persist for several years.
During landings on other planets, radiation from

natural radioactive ores, and, in certain cases,

induced radioactivity, may also act on the crew of

spacecraft.

Characteristic of manned space flights, all

factors essential for thorough evaluation of pos-

sible radiation effects are not simultaneously

available. Such factors include spatial and

temporal distribution of dose 6 in the body, and
linear energy transfer (LET) distribution to each

part of the body. Even the LET distribution is not

always sufficient for this evaluation; theoretically
it would be better to have information on the

distribution of cosmic ray particles by atomic

number, mass, and velocity.

Instead of the detailed information outlined

above (which, even if available, would consist of

so many numbers that computer handling of the

information would be necessary), simplifications

and approximations in regard to space radiation
quality and dose are more usually encountered.

For example, it may be possible to measure the

"exposure" dose outside the body and to identify

the source of radiation, thereby learning about

its LET distribution. If exposure is a result of

radiation caused by solar flares, something may

be known of the magnetic rigidity spectrum of

the particles, and the amount of their absorption

in tissue may be estimated. The presence of

shielding creates additional complexities: (a) as a

consequence of unequal distribution of sbielding

mass at tbe ship's surface, local dose magnitudes

6The unit of dose is the tad. One rad corresponds t{_100
ergs absorbed/g tissue.

574-271 0 - 75 - pt.2 - 6
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at various points in the ship will differ signifi-

cantly; unequal spatial distribution of absorbed

dose in the astronaut's body will be observed:

(b) the shielding may provide a source for second-

ary particles and quanta [11, 19, 56, 142].

The varying nature of dose distributions en-

countered during a flight can be approximated

by the introduction of models in which biolo_c

objects may be placed in situations simulating

space flight. But extrapolation of the results

obtained from experimental animals, when

applied to man, leads to special problems which

are not always possible to resolve.

Various dose criteria are used to evaluate

radiation hazard, because of the complex radia-

tion environment in space. For low-energy radia-

tions, the surface dose is the most suitable

criterion. Radiations of this type may be en-

countered when low-energy protons from solar

flares are present, or if an astronaut leaves the

spacecraft in the region of the electron layer of

TABLE 1.--Influence of Type of Radiation and

Thickness of Shielding on Choice of Dose

Criteria in Evaluation of Radiation Hazard

Type of radiation

Galactic cosmic

radiation

Solar flares

Earth's radiation belt

(protons)

Thickness of

shielding in

g]cm

Earth's radiation belt

(electrons)

91

_<1

1+5

5+10

<_1

Dose criteria

Mean tissue dose;

dose to the bone

marrow i

Surface dose

Absorbed dose in

critical organ 2
Mean tissue dose;

dose to the bone

marrow and

gonads 3
Absorbed dose in a

critical organ

Mean tissue dose

Surface dose; dose

to skin and eyes 3

1 Special consideration must be gaven to the effects of
individual heavy primary particles on nonregenerating

tissues such as certain parts of the nervous system.
2 Acute exposures to large solar flares are considered.

Doses from small flares on long space journeys to other
planets must be considered as protracted exposures.

3 In orbiting spacecraft, chronic exposures must be
considered.

the Earth's radiation belt. Under such conditions,

the skin, and lens and retina of the eye may

be considered critical organs. For high-energy

radiation exposure in the presence of spacecraft

shielding, exposure to man may be considered

uniform, and the concept of mean tissue dose is

appropriate. A typical case is exposure to high-

energy protons of solar flares with high magnetic

rigidity. In these cases, the bone marrow appears

to be the critical organ. There are intermediary

situations where one may be guided by the

absorbed dose to a particular critical organ. This

occurs when astronauts are exposed to protons

from the lower radiation belt or to solar flares of

medium magnetic rigidity. Examples of such

correlations are shown in Table 1.

Galactic Cosmic Radiation

Galactic cosmic radiation is made up of protons

(-85%), a particles (-13%) and heavy nuclei

(-2%) [34, 189]. Heavy nuclei include nuclei of

elements with atomic numbers greater than 2

up to and including the iron group (E-=26).

Galactic cosmic rays also have a "superheavy"

component consisting of particles of very high

atomic number up to and including that of

uranium (_Z=92). The possibility that trans-

uranium atoms also may occur is being investi-

gated. Although extremely heavy particles are

quite rare, they must be taken into account, since

each of these arriving in a sensitive region could

have serious effects. A large fraction of the dose

can be attributed to nuclei with a charge greater

than 3. The dose delivered by the heavy particles

at constant velocity is proportional to the square

of their atomic number (Z2), which accounts for

their significance in producing biologic effects

[34]. Table 2 shows estimates of dose contribu-

tion for various heavy particles. In addition to

dose, the distribution of linear energy transfer

(LET) is very important. Figure 1 presents

integral number LET spectra for galactic cosmic

rays.

It is essential to take into account the dose

contribution from secondaries arising from

nuclear interactions of galactic cosmic radiation

with shielding materials, human tissues, and the

spacecraft itself. Estimates are that such inter-
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the total absorbed dose from galactic primaries.

The intensity of galactic cosmic radiation near

the Earth is not constant. In a period of minimum

activity, it increases. Depending on the phase of

the ll-yr cycle of solar activity, the intensity of

TABLE 2.--Primary Galactic Cosmic Radiation
Dose Rates at Solar Minimum Outside the

Earth Magnetosphere

Dose rate

Annual Daily

12.6 rad/yr 34.5mrad/24

Contribution to the dose
depending on atomic

number (Z)

Percent ofZ
total dose

1 37
2 28

6-9 15
10-14 10
26-28 10
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FIGURE 1.--Integral LET spectrum for primary cosmic
rays during minimum solar activity, without shielding.
LET spectra for particles of various atomic weights are
also shown. The dotted line is obtained by assuming an
abrupt decrease in the spectrum for iron ions with threshold
energy less than 100 MeV/nucleon. The dashed lines
represent areas where data are lacking.
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particles/cm2s -_ [182]. The angular distribution

of galactic cosmic radiation in free space away

from any planetary influence is assumed to be

isotropic. Dose distribution within the astronaut's

body will be almost uniform.

Near the Earth, the dose of galactic cosmic

radiation is considerably lower because of the

shielding effect of the Earth's magnetic fields

and of the Earth itself. For orbits at an altitude

up to 250-300 km, at a 65 ° angle to the plane

of the equator, the dose rate is 8-10 mrad/d.

These results agree quite well with data from

direct measurements obtained during flight on

the spaceships Vostok, Voskhod, Gemini,

Soyuz, and Apollo (see Table 3).

Radiation from Solar Flares

Mainly protons of various energies and a small

percentage of helium ions constitute radiation

from solar flares. The spectra of proton radiation

of solar flares may differ radically with each

event, depending on the magnetic rigidity

spectrum. Considering that solar flare spectra

represent decreasing functions of particulate

energy, considerable reduction of absorbed dose

to various parts of the body with relatively thin

shielding is possible (see Tables 4 and 5) [11,

149, 150, 151].

The magnitude of solar events has been divided

into four classes, based on astronomic and radia-

tion parameters. So far, an extremely large flare

has not occurred during a manned space flightJ

Consequently, dose calculations are often based

on incomplete measurements of momentum

spectra. Extrapolations regarding the ends of the

spectra, assumptions regarding charge distribu-

tions of the particles, and corrections with respect

to shielding from the Earth's magnetic field are

usually entailed.
In Table 6, calculations are based on the 10

largest solar eruptions during the 19th solar cycle.

One important point is that the largest flares are

_In early July 1974, a large flare occurred during a Soviet
manned space flight. However. most of the flare radiation was
deflected by the Earth's magnetic field and the cosmonauts.
within a low orbit, were protected. Had they been outside the
Earth's magnetic field, they might have received a large dose.
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rather infrequent but are capable of delivering a

dose of several hundred rad to the skin surface

as well as to the bone marrow. Furthermore, the

data in Table 6 show that absorbed dose depends

largely upon the configuration of shielding,

placement of the crew in the spacecraft, and

similar factors. For example, shielding of the

Apollo ships varies from 2.75 g/cm 2 to 212 g/cm 2

[151], with the thickest portions of the shielding

located at the back of the spacecraft. Although

very large solar flares are rare (about one every

4 years), the dose from such events can be con-

siderable. During a major solar eruption, the

astronaut may receive a dose to the skin of the

upper torso of 350-800 rein, to the eyes of up to

180 rein, and to the blood-fiwming organs of 3-12

rem. Superficial parts of the body receive a larger

number of stopping particles (protons, c_-particles,

and heavy ions), and an astronaut in open space,

TABLE 3.--Average Dose Absorbed by the Astro-

nauts, According to Thermoluminescent Dosim-

etry Data

Av. absorbed
Spaceship 1 dose (mrad) Spacecraft

Vostok

Vostok 2

Vostok 3

Vostok 4

Vostok 5

Vostok 6

Voskhod

Voskhod 2

Soyuz 3

Soyuz 4

Soyuz 5

Soyuz 6

Soyuz 7

Soyuz 8

Soyuz 9

Salyut

2.0

11.0

62.0

46.0

80.0

44.0

30.0

60.0

85.0

70.0

62.0

70.5

63.0

72.5

323.5

870.0

Gemini 3

Gemini 4

Gemini 5

Gemini 6

Gemini 7

Gemini 8

Gemini 9

Gemini l0

Gemini 11

Gemini 12

Apollo 7

Apollo 8

Apollo 9

Apollo 10

Apollo ll

Apollo 12

Apollo 13

Apollo 14

Apollo 15

Apollo 16

Apollo 17

Skylab

Av. absorbed
1

dose (mrad)

23.0

46.0

176.0

25.0

164.0

10.0

19.0

720.0

28.0

20.0

156.0

150.0

202.0

468.0

173.0

577.0

237.0

1142.0

300.0

500.0

600.0

2500-3500

_Inclination of orbit for Vostok and Voskhod spaceships

= 65°; for Soyuz ships = 52 °, for Gemini craft = 33°; for Apollo
craft = 31-33 °.

without the protection of the ship, may receive a

significant dose to the skin from high-energy

electrons. Figure 2 shows amounts of absorbed

dose from solar radiation during the July 10-17,

1959, events.

The contribution of solar radiation to the dose

received by astronauts is also dependent upon

duration of the space flight. During a short-term

flight, of 15 days for example, the probability

that the crew may receive a dose of 20-30 rem,

with shielding of 3.5 g]cm 2, is very small and

equal to only 0.01-0.02% (see Table 7).

The absence of linear dependence of total dose

of proton irradiation on length of flight is an

important consideration in evaluating radiation

hazard from solar flares.

As duration of the flight increases, the prob-

ability of exceeding a certain arbitrary dose

TABLE 4.-Calculated Dose with Various Thick-

ness of Shielding During Solar Events, May 10,

1959

Dose (rad) with Dose (rad) with
Dose criteria shielding thickness shielding thickness

1.0 g/cm 2 7.0 g/cm 2

External dose

Surface dose to skin

Mean tissue dose

Dose to critical

organ:
lens

gonads
bone marrow

80OO

5400

270

1800

800

55

260

140

33

80

60

10

TABLE 5.-Calculated Surface Dose (Ds) and

Dose Along the Midline (Omid) in a Phantom

of Man Located Behind Gemini Shielding

During Various Solar Events

Trajectory

[n free

space
In orbit;

trajectory

= 400 km,

60 °

Solar flare

6/14, 1959

Ds D mid

145 2.5

17 0.4

Solar flare

11/12, 1960

Ds Draid

128 9

17 1.7

Solar flare

2/23, 1956

Ds Druid

92 16

13 4
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TABLE6.--RadiationDose Received for 10 Lalge_t Flares During 19th Solar

Cycle Behind Shielding of Various Thicknesses (g/cm 2 A1)

481

Date of flare event

February 23, 1956

March 23, 1958

July 7, 1958

May 10, 1959

July 10, 1959

July 14, 1959

luly 16, 1959

November 12, 1960

July 18, 1961

November 15, 1970

Mean

1 g/cm z 2=

28O

148

150

47O

42O

650

382

484

128

288

Dose to the surface of the Dose in tissue.

body trad) at 4 cm depth (rad)

10 g/cm _

3O

0.66

1.93 0.59

15.6 6.4

24.5 11.5

19.5 7.5

22.3 10.5

43 20.8

7.2 3.3

20.5 10.1

I F

a2 10 _cm _ 1 _cm _ 2 _cm _

180 48 73 64

54 2.1 6.4 4.5

54 6 4.3

260 38 29.3

210 50 40

273 48 36

191 17_ 36
263 62

63 12

151 39.6 31.7

165 21 40 32361 10

level due to a combination of small and large

flares increases nonlinearly. This is illustrated

in Figure 3. During lengthy space flights, as on a

1-year flight to Mars, it is quite likely that at least

one large solar flare will be encountered.

Considering the varying spectral makeup of

each solar flare, the possibility exists that, even

with thick shielding, a considerable dose will be

received. For example, with the crew located in

6

5

"ID

4 ¸

3-

2-

0

a 1-

0

I I I I I I I I I I

Po =80 mV

Eye ,_ Eye with added

(total=146rad) I _4 g/cm 2 goggles

Po =104 mV ]fl_(total=95 rad)

II ,.k  z.5, ,Sternum
__=43.2]rad)

I I I | ! I I I I I

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

July 1959

FIGURE 2.--Doses to the crystalline lens, breast, and in-

testines from solar flares, similar to that which took place

between July 10 and 17, 1959. It is assumed that the sub-

ject is located in the center of a spherical aluminum shield

of 4 g/cm 2. The dashed line represents decrease in dose

as a result of use of goggles which create additional pro-

tection of 4 g/cm _. Total dose is calculated from integral

flux value and a flux-weighted average for each flare.

a specially constructed cubicle with wall thick-

ness of 30 g/cm", the mean dose for 600 flight

day_ could add up to about 20 rad.

For evaluation of radiation hazard on long

flights, then, it is reasonable to expect several

proton flares, each with its pattern of attenuation

within the spacecraft shield. Conceivably, a

model could be devised for dose attenuation from

all possible types of solar flares occurring on a

long flight, making it feasible to calculate the risk

of exceeding established doses.

Such calculations of probable dose incurred on

TABLE 7.-Probability of Occurrence of Solar

Flares and Corresponding Absorbed Dose

for a 15-Day Flight

Solar events & dosage

Date of solar flare

Class of solar flare

Dose (shield

= 3.5 g/cm _)

Probability of

solar events

_ occurring

Expected number
of solar events

per 100 flights

2/23/56

I

34 rcnl

Dates

!11/12/60 5/10/59

II Ill

20 rem 14 rem

0.01 O.O2 O.O2

1 2 2

10/3/60

IV

0.3 rem

0.32

32
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a lengthy flight, for example, of 100-1000 d,

have already been made on the basis of data from
the most characteristic solar flare events in each

class, i.e., from the solar flares of February 23,
1956; May 10, 1959: October 31, 1960; and

November 12, 1960. However, the calculations

did not take into account the dose buildup from

secondary radiation produced within the shielding

[56]. Possible effects from the large flares in

August 1972, and July 1974, have not yet been

analyzed.

The aim is to keep the dose from solar flares

for a given thickness of shielding below a pre-

determined dose level. In this connection, the

concepts of risk of exceeding allowable dose and

of reliability of shielding will be introduced. If,

for example, length of fl!ght is equal to 600 d
and thickness of shielding equals 20 g/cm z,

the risk of exceeding a dose of 50 rem is about

10%, and the probability of exceeding a dose of
100 rem is on the order of 0.1%.

Figure 3 gives values for dose to the eye lens

per week of space flight under conditions similar

to those prevailing during the maximum of solar

cycle 19 with additional consideration for varying

thicknesses of shielding [471.

2
Q_

10 0 I I ] IIIIIj i i lllltll i ii tllllJ i Illllll[ I IIIIIII

10"1

10-2

10 "3 I I IIInq I IIIIIII I I iiiii1= I IIItllq ! I II1111

10-1 10° 101 102 103 104

Dose to eye lens (rad)

FIGURE3.--Probability that the lens will receive a given dose
(in rads) per week from solar-flare protons during the
maximum of Solar Cycle 19. It is assumed that subject
is located in the center of a spherical aluminum shielding
of various thicknesses ranging from 0 to 16 g/cm2.

Radiation Belts of the Earth

The radiation belts of the Earth may be

divided hypothetically into inner and outer belts.

The inner radiation belt consists of high-energy

protons producing a dose essentially dependent

upon the location of the trajectory, the length of

passage of the spacecraft through the belt, and

thickness of shielding.

During brief passage through the inner radia-

tion belt (for example, 10-20 min), the dose will

not exceed several rem [19]. Calculations show

that traversing the outer radiation belt in a

command module of the Apollo type increases

that dose by less than 1 rad [471. With additional

consideration of secondary radiation, the astronaut

may receive a total superficial dose of 10-20

rad/h. Knowledge of the contribution of protons
in the Earth's radiation belts to total dose is

essential for investigation of the possible use of

space shuttles and space platforms, when trans-

ferring from an orbit near the Earth to an inter-

planetary trajectory. For example, when a ship

remains in an equatorial orbit for 30-60 d with

shielding of 30 g/cm 2, the dose received is

calculated at 50-100 rem [189].

The outer radiation belt consists of fluxes of

electrons and low-energy protons. The electrons

of the outer belt have little penetrating capability.

At the center of the belt, with shielding of 1

g/cm 2 aluminum, for example, the dose rate to

the surface of the body equals about 40 rem/d. A

shield of about 5 g/on 2 is sufficient to decrease

the dose from electrons to acceptable levels [191.

Artificial (Manmade) Sources of Radiation

Future investigations and the conquest of space

are inseparably connected with the use of atomic

energy. Atomic reactors and radioactive isotopes

will be used on spacecraft in various combina-

tions of equipment [141].

In 1962, a hydrogen bomb equivalent to 1.4

Mt dynamite was exploded at an altitude of 400

km over the Pacific Ocean. As a result of/3-

decay of isotopes, about 10 z7 electrons were

released, a portion of which was captured by the

Earth's magnetic field, thereby forming an

artificial radiation belt of high intensity. The

central part of this belt appears to be situated

about 3000-6000 km from the Earth in the plane

of the Equator. The intensity of electrons at the

central part of this belt exceeds 109 electrons/

cm 2. s -l. An electron flux of about l0 s to 10 "_
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1 - ! O l J--_ la. tl[; _.1["electrons/cm- • s corresponds to a uo_e .... ui

5 to 50 rad/d.

Thus, the absorbed dose during a long space

flight will come from various sources-galactic

cosmic radiation, solar flares, radiation belts of

the Earth, and various on-board artificial nuclear

sources. Landings on the Moon or on other

planets could introduee the additional factor of

natural radioactivity into calculations for absorbed
dose.

BIOLOGIC EFFECTS OF PROTONS

AND HEAVILY IONIZING PARTICLES

From the point of view of radiation hazard, the

most important component of particulate radia-

tion in space is fast nuclei. These occur in galactic

cosmic rays as well as in flare emanations from

the Sun. For radiobiologic investigation, it is

convenient to divide particulate radiation into

light nuclei, which include protons and helium

ions, and heavy nuclei, which usually include all

those elements with atomic numbers greater than

2. The majority of particles found in galactic

cosmic radiation and in solar flares belong to the

first, light nuclear group, while the quantity of
heavy nuclei is relatively small. Contribution

to dose from heavy ions is considerable, however.

The biologic effect from high-energy light

nuclei differs only in minor ways from that caused

by other types of radiation, i.e., x-ray and

T-radiation. Heavy particles and stopping light

nuclek however, seem to cause more profound

and often irreversible changes. The biologic

effect of heavy particles has not yet been suffi-

ciently investigated, because of great technical

difficulties confronting the researcher.

A single parameter, i.e. dose (usually measured

in tad), is not sufficient for quantitating the

biologic effects of heavy particles. At least one,

and probably two, additional parameters are

required, particularly linear energy transfer
(LET), a quantity which is also known as the

"rate of energy loss" and which is related to the

older term, "specific ionization." The LET of

heavy particles generally increases as the par-
ticles slow down from very high velocities to an

eventual collision. Figure 4 provides a quanti-

tative idea of the behavior of these particles in

relationship of particles in water, which may be

regarded as approximately equivalent to soft

tissue in its ability to stop particles from passing

through, in bone, which contains phosphates,

calcium, and other organic and inorganic com-

pounds in addition to water, the range of each

particle is approximately 0-40% less than in

tissue-equivalent aqueous material.

The LET of heavy particles in tissue can be

shown as a function of energy and atomic number

(see Fig. 5.). In most biologic studies, the effec-

tiveness of each particle increases rapidly with

its LET. Prior to the advent of space flight,

biologic effects were explored in detail primarily

for LET values below 100 keV//zm. LET domains

above this value are the subject of most current
studies.

When cosmic rays are simulated in the

laboratory, it is usually convenient to use parallel

monoenergetic beams of component particles.
Since the number of collisions and interactions

of such particles vary statistically, different
types of particle beams exhibit characteristic

depth ionization. This concept was originally

demonstrated by Sir William Bragg in 1912;

he described the track produced by c_-rays

emitted by natural radioactive isotopes.

Figure 6 provides an example of depth ioniza-

tion curves produced by two types of accelerated

beam: the 900-MeV, helium-ion beam obtained at

the 184-in. cyclotron in Berkeley (California),

and the nitrogen-ion beam recently accelerated

at the bevatron, also in Berkeley. When biologic
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FIGURE 4.--Energy versus range of various ions in water.
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objectsareplacedin thepathofthesebeams,the
effectis potentiallygreaterat greaterdepth.
Biologicsurvivalof mammaliancellsin culture
has beenmeasuredby passingsuch beams
throughappropriatephantoms.Recentdataon
the nitrogenbeamshowthat the samebeam
(forwhichtheBraggcurveisshown)whichallows
survivalof about40%of ceils whenentering
tissue,will allowonly about0.1%survivalat
depthsexpressedin termsof the Braggpeak
[167],and indicatethat slow,heavilyionizing
particleshavea greaterbiologiceffectthanfast
particlesof thesamecharge.Resultsaresimilar
from recentresearchon protonsby Wainson
et al [1861.

In free space,particlesarrivefrom various
directionswithmixedenergies,whichmakesit
necessaryto evaluatetheeffectsofmixedenergy
as well as monoenergeticbeams.In initial ex-
perimentalapproachesto thisproblem,measure-
ment of the effectsof monoenergeticproton
beamsin varioussituationswasattempted.Later
it becameessentialto providemixed-energy
beamsin the laboratoryto simulateconditions
in space.Certain technicaldifficultiesarise,
sinceparticlesacceleratedin a cyclotronare

usuallyacceleratedonly at a singleenergy.A
simulatedsolarflarespectrumhasbeenobtained
at Berkeleyusingheliumions andridge-filter
type absorbers,a techniqueinitially pioneered
in Swedenwiththeuseofprotonbeams.

Figure7showsthedosedistributionof asolar
flarespectrumsimulatedat theBerkeleycyclo-
tron in comparisonwith an actualsolar flare
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I I I I I I
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A A A
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Penetration distance (g/cm z)

FIGURE &--Range of nitrogen ions (270 MeV/nucleon) as
measured in water and 910-MeV helium-ion beam as
measured in Lucite.
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FIGURE 7.--A helium-ion Bragg curve, experimental data
Specific energy (MeV/nucleon)

(open squares), and a eomputer calculation of the trans-

FI(;URE 5.-- LET versus specific energy of various ions in formation of the Bragg curve, via a ridge filter, to a simu-

water, lated "solar flare depth distribution."
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future, it might be desirable to simulate not only

dose distribution, but also LET distributions in

various types of space radiations.
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complicated by such particles producing second-

ary particles, some of which are also heavily

ionizing, when colliding with atomic nuclei.

Furthermore, light cosmic ray particles in col-

lision, e.g. mesons, can also produce nuclear

events that have high LET. Complete absorption

of the heavy components of galactic cosmic rays

does not generally appear feasible in spacecraft.

In fact, with practical shield thicknesses, the

secondaries produced by heavy particles passing

through the spacecraft wall are more inclined to

increase rather than decrease the dose. Before

this complex area can be fully understood, a

rather complete physical study must be con-

ducted of the fragmentation properties of heavy

nuclei and the nature of secondary fragments

produced. It will also be necessary to ascertain

multipronged nuclear events. At relativistic

velocities, some nuclear collisions have been

observed which produce a significant amount of

_7_UZIUCLIy _dLl|_UldLq:_ I¢lUI_LIUII, I_Ul,511 _:t_ IIU_ICC_I

stars. Relatively little data are available on radio-

biologic investigation of the effects of pi-meson

stars produced in tissue.

Simulation of the effects of protons and helium

ions in space is relatively well in hand at a num-

ber of different accelerators in various countries.

The acute effects of high-energy protons have

been well-explored at various particle energies

up to 730 MeV; experiments have been conducted

recently at the Serpukhov accelerator with high-

energy protons up to 70 GeV (see Table 8).

The question of simulation of heavy-ion effects

from cosmic rays is more complicated. It has been

shown that, in order to reproduce a hazardous

dose that might be received in space flight,

orbital flights would have to be simulated with

radii of 5000 km or more and of several months'

TABLE 8.--Particle Accelerators in Use for Biologic Research

Place Type of particle Energies

Synchro cyclotron, Dubna, USSR

Isochronosis cyclotron, Dubna, USSR

Synchrotron, Serphukhov, USSR

184-in. Synchro cyclotron, Berkeley, USA

88-in. cyclotron, Berkeley, USA

Heavy Ion Linear Accelerator (HILAC),

Berkeley, USA

Bevatron, Berkeley, USA

BEVALAC, Berkeley, USA

Cyclotron, Howard University, USA

Cyclotron, Texas A.&M.U., USA

Cyclotron, University of Chicago, USA

Synchro cyclotron, Cern,

Geneva, Switzerland

Cyclotron, Uppsala, Sweden

Cyclotron, Langley, Virginia, USA

Cyclotron, AERE, Harwell, England

protons
heavy ions

including xenon
protons

protons
helium ions

deuterons

also pi-mesons
helium ions

protons
nitrogen

heavy ions

carbon, neon, nitrogen

and oxygen

heavy ions

protons
protons

protons

protons
also pi-mesons

protons

protons

also pi-mesons

protons

25 to 730 MeV

to a few MeV/

nucleon

70 BeV

74,5 MeV

900 MeV

450 MeV

120 MeV

60 MeV

140 MeV

to 7.5 MeV/nucleon

280 MeV/nucleon

to 2.8 GeV/nucleon

(up to Z = 26)
180 MeV

55 MeV

400 MeV

600 MeV

185 MeV

300 and 600 MeV

150 MeV
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duration. This would be a very expensive and

difficult project. Suggestions have also been

made for simulating heavy-ion effects through

the application of very intense proton or electron

beams. It is not technically feasible, however,

to produce in this way the instantaneous energy
densities that occur in the core of individual

heavy-particle tracks.

Most biologic exploration of the effects of heavy

ions has been conducted at low energies of only a

few MeV. For some time, at the Berkeley Heavy
Ion Linear Accelerator (HILAC) and more

recently at the cyclic accelerators of heavy ions

at Dubna, nuclei with atomic numbers up to argon

have been accelerated, but only to energies with

a particle range sufficient to transverse a few

living cells. During 1971 and 1972, however,

the situation changed radically, since at the

Princeton and Berkeley accelerators, nitrogen,

oxygen, and neon particles were accelerated

at energies with sufficient range to penetrate

deeply into mammalian tissue.

The BEVALAC (bevatron and linear accel-

erator) project has recently been implemented at

Berkeley; this project will extend the bevatron

by coupling it with the HILAC [76]. This should

allow reproduction of most nuclei up to and

including iron, with range penetration equal

to, or greater than, the thickness of the human

body. Available energies should then reach 2.8

GeV/nucleon s. A similar development has

taken place at the Dubna accelerators, so that in

the near future we can expect simulation of the

radiation effects of cosmic heavy ions at ground

level on a much wider scale than was previously

possible.

Biologic Effects of Protons,

Deuterons, and Helium Ions

In accordance with the concepts that dose and

LET are radiobiologically important variables,

the biologic effects of protons, deuterons, and

helium ions would be equivalent if their LET

were the same. Initial studies of these particles

were not oriented to space radiation biology.

Their possible application to cancer was assessed

Sin August 1974, carbon and neon particles were success-
fully accelerated to 2.1 GeV/nucleon in this machine.

instead. They have also been used for studies of

radiation effects on the brain. Since 1947, high-

energy deuterons have been used in Berkeley for

such purposes, and by 1952, the acute lethal

effects of these particles were established [168].
Since 1955, accelerated ions have been used in

human pituitary radiation therapy; they have

since been used to treat other tumors as well [171].
The systematic study of the relative biologic

effectiveness of protons was begun in 1961 with

information concerning the mortality of small

laboratory animals, the characteristics of he-

matologic effects, the behavior of certain radio-

protectors, the results of investigating mutagenic

effect of protons, and other related subjects [63,
104, 126]. Cyclotron 185-MeV protons have been

used in radiobiologic studies since 1956 [100], and

the development of techniques in radiobiologic
observations was of considerable assistance later

in space-oriented studies. Significant success in

exploration of space has now sharply stimulated

the development of radiobiologic investigations in

the area of space radiation biology.

The continuing study of radiation safety in

space flight is being pursued in these areas:

Simulation of the conditions of proton

irradiation, imitating as closely as possible
the actual conditions of irradiation of man in

space;

Investigation of the peculiarities of biologic

effects caused by protons of different
energies, determination of the coefficient

of relative biologic effectiveness, and the

study of factors influencing radiosensitivity

to such proton radiation in terms of biologic
effects;

Investigation of late effects of proton
irradiation in animals.

Terms for proton irradiation of various biologic

objects, including laboratory animals (dogs,

monkeys), were worked out. The proton dose

field and the spatial and depth distribution of the

absorbed dose of protons in the bodies of animals

and other biologic objects have become subjects

for investigation [66]. Various methods of proton

dosimetry were worked out, and the contribution

of secondary radiations to the biologic dose was
further clarified.
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Biologicobjectsat differentlevelsof organiza-
tional developmentwereusedin experiments.
In investigationswith animals,mortalitywas
studied,as well asfunctionalandmorphologic
changesin such physiologicsystemsas the
cardiovascularand hematopoieticsystems.
Functionsof thevestibularsystemandof various
internalorgansandtissueswereanalyzed.Par-
ticular attentionwas paid to investigationof
variouscytologiceffectsin bonemarrowcells,
the cornea,thesmallintestine,andthekidneys
[58,701.

Thecourseof acuteradiationillness,reaction
of peripheralbloodandbonemarrowto single
and repeatedtotal irradiation with protons
of510and126MeVwerestudiedindogs[63,66].
It wasshownthat in thepostirradiationperiod,
the expressionof hematologicchangesand
hemorrhagingsyndromewassomewhatgreater
in animalsirradiatedwithprotonsof 510MeV,
thanin thoseexposedto Co6°T-rays.Protonsof
240and 126MeV andCo6°T-raysall induced
quantitativelyequivalenteffects,however.

Numerouspublicationshave been devoted
to the studyof geneticandcytogeneticeffects,
in particular,to the investigationof frequency
of dominantlethalcasesin irradiatedratsand
mice.A considerablenumberof radiobiologic
studieshave beenmadeon "modelbiologic
systems:"populationsof mammalian,bacterial,
and yeast cells, and biochemicalsystems
[58,63,126].Anexplanationof themechanisms
of protonactionwassoughtin a seriesof ex-
perimentson factorssuch as oxygeneffect,
temperature, and certain radioprotectors,
whichmodifyradiosensitivityin biologicsystems
duringproton irradiationat variousenergies.
Theresultsdid not showanyradiationdamage
propertiesspecificto protons.The effects,as
expected,weresimilarto thoseof x- or T-rays
andto heliumions[126].

Similarityof responseto irradiationwithhigh-
energyprotonsandwithT-rayswasdiscovered
duringinvestigationof theinfluenceof doserate
on response.Changein doseratefrom0.35to
35 rad/sduringirradiationof lysogenicbacteria
withboth660-MeVprotonsandCo6°T-raysdid
notaltereithertheradiosensitivityofthissystem
orthecoefficientof protonRBE(relativebiologic

effectiveness)[63].Thesefindingsare highly
significantsincetheypointto the similarityof
earlyradiobiologiceffectsproducedbytwocom-
pletelydifferenttypesof radiation.While the
existenceof qualitativesimilaritiesin these
radiationeffectsisrecognized,dataarealsobeing
collectedthatindicatetheprobabilityof certain
peculiaritiesspecificto protondamage.Thus,in
experimentswith both instantaneousand re-
peatedirradiationof dogs,a somewhatmore
pronouncedhemorrhagingsyndromewas re-
vealed[701.

By meansof immunologicidentification,sub-
stanceswith differentimmunologicproperties
wereproducedin tumorcells irradiatedwith
x-raysand640-MeVprotons[163].Certainquah-
tativedifferencesin the actionof protonswere
alsoobservedbyotherauthors[63,137].

With regardto quantitativepeculiaritiesof
protonactionon biologicsystems,the analysis
of data concerningimmediateand delayed
responsesto irradiationin experimentalanimals,
mammaliancells,andbacteria(Table9)seemsto
suggestthat the relativebiologiceffectiveness
of protonswithenergiesof 50--660MeVisequal
or nearlyequalto 1[15].However,withfurther
decreasein energy,atendencytowarda certain
increasein this coefficientcanbe noted.This
increaseinRBEupto 1.8isclearlymarkedwhen
mousecorneasare irradiated with 25-MeV
protons[63].Miceirradiatedwith55-MeVprotons
yieldedanRBEequalto 1for cataractformation
[33,176[.Similarresultshavebeenobtainedwith
665-MeVprotons[911.The RBEfor stopping
deuteronsandheliumionsin rabbiteyesvaries
from2.5to5 [185].

In experiments with mice, the acute effects

of high-energy protons (730 MeV) and helium

ions (900 MeV) were compared with those of 250-

keV x-rays [9]. RBE values were found to be
between 0.73 and 1.0 for acute lethal effects. At

high doses of a few hundred rad/min, the

percentage of animals dying from intestinal

injury was greater than in situations where lethal

doses were delivered over a protracted period

of a few hours. The effects of protons and helium

ions were found to be rather similar to those of

x-rays with regard to fertility and production of
dominant lethal reactions in mice.
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TABLE 9.--Relative Biologic Effectiveness of High-Energy Protons According to Data from Soviet

Experiments

Proton Conditions of

energy irradiation Biologic object Effect studied RBE Author

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

510 MeV

510 MeV

510 MeV

510 MeV

240 MeV

240 MeV

240 MeV

240 MeV

126 MeV

126 MeV

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Rats

Mice

Mice

Mice

Mice

Mice

Mice

Mice

Mice

Mice

Mice

Mice

Drosophila

Haploid yeast

cells

Lysogenic

bacteria

Lysogenic

bacteria

LD 50/30

LD 50

LD 50

LD 50

Degeneration of bone

marrow cell

No. chromosomal

aberrations in

bone marrow cells

Atrophy of testes

Atrophy of testes

Dominant lethal

cases

Dominant lethal

cases

Suppression of mi-

totic activity of

bone marrow cells

Suppression of mi-

totic activity of

bone marrow cells

No. recessive sex-

linked mutations

No. recessive sex-

linked mutations

No. recessive sex-

linked mutations

Phagoproduetivity

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Repeated dose

Single dose

Single dose

Repeated dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Repeated dose

Lettuce (seeds)

Potato

Cabbage

Carrot

Potato

Potato

Potato

Dogs

Dogs

Rats

Rats

Dogs

Rats

Rats

Mice

Dogs

Dogs

No. chromosomal

aberrations

No. chromosomal

aberrations

No. chromosomal

aberrations

No. chromosomal

aberrations

Yield

No. tubers on plant

No. chromosmal

aberrations

Lethality

Lethality

LD 50/30

Lethality

Lethality

LD 50/30

LD 50/8

LD 50/3O

Lethality

Lethality

0.7

0.7

0.67

0.8

0.9

0.9

0.8

0.6

0.85

0.45

0.64

0.85

1.0

0.9

0.9

0.9

1.3-2.6

2.8-3.7

1.0-3.8

5.0-5.5

1.9-2.5

1.5-2.2

0.7-3.5

Avrunina, G. A. (1962)

Avrunina, G. A. (1962)

Konoplyannikov (1965)

Shashkoy, V. S. (1964)

Shmakova, N. N. (1%5)

Shmakova, N. N. (1965)

Gaidova, E. S. (1965)

Pomerantseva, M. D., &

Ramaiya, L. K. (1%4)

Pomerantseva, M. D., &

Ramaiya, L. K. (1964)

Pomerantseva, M. D. (1964)

Pomerantseva, M. D. (1964)

Shmakova, N. L. (1%5)

Rappoport, I. A. (1%2)

Rybakov, N. I. (1967)

Rybakov, N. I. (1967)

Rybakov, N. I. (1967)

Nevzgodina, L. V. et al

(1967)

Nevzgodino, L. V. et al

(1967)

Nevzgodina, L. V. et al

(1967)

Nevzgodina, L. V. et al

(1967)

Gertsuskiy, D. F. et al (1967)

Gertsuskiy, D. F. et al (1967)

Gertsuskiy, D. F. et al (1967)

1.0

1.2

0.8

0.8

1.0

0.7

0.8

0.8

1.0

1.0

Ryzhov, N. I. et al (1967)

Ryzhov, N. I. et al (1967)

Ryzhov, N. I. et al (1967)

Darenskaya, N. G. et al {1%4)

Ryzhov, N. I. et al (1%7)

Ryzhov, N. I. et al (1967)

Ryzhov, N. I. et al (1967)

Ryzhov, N. I. et al (1967)

Ryzhov, N. I. et al (1967)

Ryzhov, N. I. et al (1%7)
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Experiments - Continued

Proton Conditions of
energy irradiation Biologic object Effect studied

126 MeV

126 MeV

126 MeV

126 MeV

126 MeV

126 MeV

126 MeV

126 MeV

126 MeV

50 MeV

50 MeV

50 MeV

50 MeV

50 MeV

34 MeV

10 MeV

Repeated dose

Repeated dose

Repeated dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Rats

Rats

Rats

Rats

Rats

Mice

Mice

Mice

Lysogenic

bacteria

Rats

Mice

Mice

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Single dose

Amniotic cells

in man

Lysogenic

bacteria

Amniotic

cells in man

Mice

Lethality

No. neoplasms

Av. lifespan

No. nucleus-contain-

ing cells in bone

marrow

No. chromosomal

aberrations in

bone marrow cells

LD 50/30

LD 100/30

LD 50, n.. chromo-

somal aberrations

in epithelial cells

phagoproductivity
of the cornea

Phagoproductivity

No. chromosomal

aberrations in

bone marrow

cells

LD 100/15

No. chromosomal

aberrations in epi-

thelial cells of the

cornea

No. chromosomal

aberrations in epi-

thelial cells of the

cornea

Phagoproductivity

No. chromosomal

aberrations

No. chromosomal

aberrations in epi-
thelial cells of the

cornea

RBE

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.9

0.7

0.9

0.8

0.67

0.9

1.0

1.2

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.8

Author

Ryzhov, N. I. et al (1967)

Ryzhov, N. I. et al (1967)

Ryzhov, N. I. et al (1967)

Seraya, V. V. et al (1967)

Govorun, R. D. et a10967)

Ryzhov, N. I. et al (1967)

Ryzhov, N. I. et al (1967)

Shashkov, V. S., (1964).

Mastryukova, V. M. et al

0964)

Rybakov, N. I. et al (1967)

Govorun, R. D. (1968)

Grigor'yev, Yu. G. et al

(1969)

Vorozhtsova, S. V. et al

(1969)

Ryzhov, N. I. et al (1969)

Ryzhov, N. I. et al (1969)

Grigor'yev, Yu. G. et al

(1969)

Grigor'yev, Yu. G. et al

(1969)

A number of experiments using monoenergetic

protons of various energies including 32-MeV,

55-MeV, 138-MeV, and 400-MeV protons have

been carried out on primates [35-42, 81, 97, 106,

121, 188]. Radiations of 138 and 400 MeV may

be regarded as equivalent to whole-body ex-

posure. The RBE for acute lethality in the animals

was equal to about 1. Hematologic effects,

vascular effects, weight loss, and metabolic

changes were similar to those with T-irradiation,

but gastrointestinal symptoms were more severe

following proton irradiation, and more hemor-

rhagic deaths occurred. The 55-MeV proton

exposure was not uniform. At high doses of

several thousand rad, the neurologic syndrome

was strongly marked. Protons of 32 MeV pene-
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trated to a depth of only 1 cm below skin surface.

In some ways, effects resembled those induced

by external /3-irradiation. LD_0/s0 consisted of

1595 tad-almost three times higher than the

LD_0/s0 for uniform whole-body irradiation. Death

occurred many weeks postirradiation; the course

of postirradiation lethality from cutaneous

damage was similar in many ways to the effects

of third degree thermal burns.

Study of the effects of skin irradiation is of

some importance since solar flare ionizing

radiation and protons from the Earth's radiation

belt deposit a significant dose to the skin. In a

study with primates, it was indicated that in-

creased capillary and/or lymphatic permeability

and hypoalbuminemia are related to the develop-
ment of late edema. Studies on mice demon-

strated that a dose of 200 rad of helium ions to

the outer 500 ftm of the skin caused decrease in

longevity in the irradiated animals [103]. It was

shown in experiments with 10-MeV protons and

with helium ions that these particles have

greater potential to induce skin cancer than

/3-rays. Delayed appearance of skin tumors was
greater than normal with doses of helium ions as
low as 150 rad. Radiation-induced skin carcino-

genesis may be related to radiation damage in

hair follicles [2, 7].

Few publications are devoted to the investiga-

tion of late effects of proton irradiation in animals.

Work with dogs, however, shows the presence

of irreversible damage in many internal organs

(kidneys, heart, spleen). Nonspecific sclerosis

of the vessels of these organs takes place as well

as degenerative change indicating development

of precocious aging processes [52, 63].

Investigation of the blastomogenic effect of

protons and y-rays in rodents did not reveal es-

sential differences in histologic structure, nor in

localization of tumors [155]. Analysis of the mate-

rial on the incidence of neoplasms presented in

Table 10 is noteworthy, making it apparent that,

after a single acute exposure to protons with ener-

gies of 645 MeV, the incidence of tumor develop-

ment was lower than after exposure to y-rays.

Tumors mainly of the mammary gland developed.
Massive local neoplasms emerged in rat in-

testinal tracts following deuteron exposure [20].
Pituitary deuteron irradiation of 945 tad led to

great increase in various pituitary tumors in

young rats [178]. Late gliomas developed in the

brains of three of five primates surviving 55-MeV

proton irradiation [83]. These preliminary findings
indicate the tleed for further quantitative informa-

tion concerning late effects of proton, deuteron,

or helium-ion exposure.

Experiments with split doses of 55-MeV

protons gave evidence that recuperation in pri-

mates following proton irradiation is more than

twice as slow as that following y-ray exposure
[1061.

To summarize experimental studies with

accelerated protons and helium ions, there is

substantial evidence that acute whole-body

irradiation produces lethality and acute syn-

dromes in a manner similar to y-rays. The RBE

for both types of radiation is equal to 1. There are,

however, more severe gastrointestinal and

hemorrhagic syndromes with protons.

Large doses of protons administered to the skin

caused delayed lethal effects with a pathology

similar to thermal burns; often edema related to

abnormal permeability was observed. Skin

irradiation with protons can also cause a short-

ened lifespan and increased incidence of skin

tumors. Stopped helium ions are much more

effective in producing skin tumors in mice than

low LET radiation [103]. There is evidence that

repair following single doses of 55-MeV protons

is somewhat slower than that following y-ray

exposure. No proton or helium-ion studies are

available that use protracted, continuous ex-

posure. Thus, experiments with the biologic

action of protons on various biologic objects show

that the coefficient of RBE essentially does not

change within a 50-660 MeV energy range and

is equal to 1, whereas the RBE increases below

50 MeV. Large, single doses of these particles
can cause gliomas.

Biologic Effects of Protons on Plants

The necessity of using plants as one of the

links in the ecological system of life support may
arise during lengthy space flight. The effect on

plants of ionizing radiation, especially protons

generated during chromospheric solar flares,
is an important problem.
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The majority of experiments indicate that pro-

tons of a wide energy range have more effect

on seeds than T- and x-rays. Relative biologic

effectiveness of protons on seeds of various plants
is summarized in Table 11.

An apparently larger RBE for protons was first

noted in 1954 in a comparison of the biologic

effects of 160-MeV protons with x-rays on irradi-

ated dry barley seeds [48]. Work carried out with

fast neutrons also bears on this problem since

fast ncutrons cxcrt much of thcir biologic effec-

tiveness because of recoil protons and c_-particles.

Much higher RBE was noted when dry seeds
were irradiated and stored than when moist

seeds were subjected to neutron and T-irra-
diation [80].

A series of works concerns the evaluation of

biolo_c effect of 600-MeV protons in a wide range

of doses. Potatoes, cabbage, radishes, carrots,

lettuce, and other plants were used in the experi-

TABLE lO.--Frequency and Histologic Type of Tumor Developed in Rats Following 645 MeV Proton

and Co 8° T-Irradiation

Irradiation
and Control

545 MeV

Proton

Co 6° T-ray

Control

Dose

(rad)

35

• 100

200

40O

35

100

2OO

4OO

No.

animals
used

40

40

100

120

4O

4O

4O

120

100

No.

animals
with

tumors

8

8

3O

35

7

4

17

56

No. animals

with tumors

of mammary
gland

87

87

86

82

86

100

94

87

100

Histologic-type mammary gland tumors, %

Adenocar-
cinoma

28.6

28.5

23.0

27.6

16.8

25.0

31.2

14.3

Adeno-

fibroma

42.8

14.2

38.6

24.1

33.4

50.0

25.0

36.9

50.0

Fibro-

adenoma

28.6

57.3

11.5

41.4

49.8

25.0

37.6

30.7

50.0

Other malig-
nant tumors

26.9

6.9

6.2

18.1

Protons

(energy)

50 MeV

100 MeV

160 MeV

380 MeV

380 MeV

20 GeV

650 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

660 MeV

2.8 GeV

28 GeV

TABLE ll.-RBE with Proton Irradiation of Various Plant Seeds

Plant

Lettuce (Lactuca sativa)

Lettuce (Lactuca sativa)

Barley (Hordeum vulgare)

Barley (Hordeum vulgare)

Fern spores

Barley (Hordeum vulgare)

Barley (Hordeum vulgare)

Pea (Pisum sativum)

Cabbage (Brassica pekinensis)

Pea (Pisum sativum)

Lettuce (Lactuca sativa)

Potato (Solanum tuberosum)

Cabbage (Brassica oleracea)

Daucus Carrot (Daucus carota)

Potato (Solanum tuberosum)

Nigella (Nigella damascena)

Maize (Zea mays)

Criteria for RBE evaluation RBE Reference

Chromosome breaks 1.4-1.6 [1301

Chromosome breaks 1.4 [1301

No. mutations; >1 [49]

growth inhibition

Decreased leaf growth 1.5-1.8 [28]

Survival 1.6 [281

Growth of sprouts 3.4 [581

Growth of sprouts 2.1 [58]

Chromosome breaks 1.0 [931

Chromosome breaks 1.0-3.5 [130]

Chromosome breaks 2.3-6.9 [4]

Chromosome breaks 3.5 [1301

Chromosome breaks 3.7 [591

Chromosome breaks 3.8 [591

Chromosome breaks 5.5 [591

Productivity 0.6-2.8 [591

Chromosome breaks 2.1 [1231

Chlorophyll mutations 4.4 [172]
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ments, and agrobiologic and cytogenic indicators

were used to evaluate RBE [631.

Experiments pertaining to the yield and poten-

tial height of plants using potato, cabbage, radish,

and lettuce seeds gave coefficients for proton

RBE of 2.3, 2.5, 3.0, and 2.4, respectively. With

irradiation of potato shoots, the coefficients of

RBE ranged from 0.5 to 2.3.

In work where aberrant mitosis of various

plants from seeds irradiated with 660-MeV pro-

tons and T-rays was studied, maximum proton

RBE values of 2.6, 3.7, 3.8, and 5.5, in lettuce,

potato, cabbage, and carrot seeds, respectively,

were obtained [63]. In similar experiments on

seeds of peas, RBE was found to equal 4.3 to 6.9

[4]. A lower coefficient equaling 2.1 was obtained

using seeds of Nigella damascena irradiated with

2.8-GeV protons [1221:

In evaluating the biologic effect of protons on

the plant link in the life-support system, it is

necessary to include the influence of a number of

physical and biologic factors bearing on the

coefficient of proton RBE: first of all, the dose

level.

In the majority of these works, the direct

relationship between RBE and absorbed dose is

noted (see Table 12.). In several works, the lack

SPACE-EFFECT ON THE OR(;ANISM

of dependence of RBE on dose is indicated for

seeds of lettuce, peas, and barley [27, 58, 122].

Certain difficulties arise in comparing the

biologic effectiveness of protons and T-rays and

defining, according to agrobiologic criteria, their

coefficients of RBE within a wide dose range.

Dose-dependence in a given instance describes

a complex curve; distinctions become discernible

only at very high dose levels [58]. An inverse

dependence of proton RBE on dose rate was

revealed by the yield of chromosomal aberrations

in the seeds of peas [122]. RBE values for 660-

MeV protons were found to equal 6.9, 5.2, and

4.3 when T-ray dose rates were 70 700 and 4200

rad/min, respectively.

The dependence of the magnitude of proton

RBE on proton energy is a study of great interest

for radiation biology in general as well as for

solution of radiation safety problems in manned

space flight. At present, however, work on this

problem is inadequate. Barley seeds were ir-

radiated with protons of various energies,

i.e., 20 GeV, 600 MeV, [571 and 380 MeV [271.

In each case, initial leaf growth was the criterion

for evaluation. Proton RBE at 20-(;eV, 600-MeV,

and 380-MeV irradiation equaled 3.4+ 2.5, and 1.4.

A similar dependence was observed on lettuce

TABLE 12.--Dependence of RBE on Dose with 660 MeE Proton Irradiation of Various

Plant Seeds [641

Plant

Lettuce

Potato

Cabbage

Bean

Cells with chromo-

somal aberrations

Cells with chromo-

somal aberrations

Cells with chromo-

somal aberrations

Sprouts with lateral

rootlets in 3 d

Criteria for Dose of 660 MeV
evaluation protons (krad)

5

8

10

5

10

12

15

10

25

50

100

0.7

6.8

9.6

11.0

Coefficient of RBE

2.0

2.2

2.6

1.0

2.4

3.2

3.7

1.0

1.0

1.8

3.8

1.0

0.9

1.4

1.9

Reference

1641

[641

[641

[641
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seeds irradiated with protons at 600-, 100-, and 50-

MeV energies for RBE values of 3.5, 1.6 and 1.6

[129]. In sprouts irradiated with energies of 660

and 50 MeV, the RBE coefficients were equal to
2.3 and 0.5.

Proton RBE values vary, depending on whether

immediate or long-term effects of radiation in

plants are considered. Several works are devoted

to determination of proton RBE, both immediately

following and some time after irradiation, under

various storage conditions. The effect of storage

on pea seeds irradiated with protons was far

less than in seeds irradiated with T-rays [921.

Lettuce seeds irradiated with protons of 100 and

630 MeV and stored at room temperature for 8

to 30 months showed a lowering of the mean value

of the coefficient of RBE from 1.6 to 0.5, and from

2.2 to 0.9. In cabbage s(/eds, the mean value of

the coefficient of RBE immediately postirradiation

was 1.9, whereas, following 18 months' storage, it

was 1.0 [131]. Roughly the same values were

obtained for proton RBE with lettuce seeds

stored at a temperature of +30°C and relative

humidity of 56%. The coefficients of proton RBE

decreased immediately postirradiation from 2.4

to 1.3 for 30 d following irradiation [139]. In

resting spores of ferns irradiated with protons

of 380 MeV and stored for 301 d after irradiation,

a decrease in proton RBE from 1.7 to 1.1 was

noted [271.

Proton RBE also depends upon the criteria

used in evaluating the biologic effect of radiation.

For instance, the results of investigations per-

formed according to agrobiologic criteria, i.e.,

productivity or growth, differ from data obtained

from a count of cells with chromosomal aberra-

tions. Conditions of postirradiation cultivation

are also highly important in the determination

of proton RBE. Lower RBE values were obtained

with cultivation of irradiated plants in the field
rather than under hothouse or luminostat condi-

tions [1].

Data on the biologic effect of protons and T-

rays on active metabolic systems, i.e., sprouts,

deserve attention, although such data are limited

in the literature. Experiments on Vicia faba

revealed that 185-MeV proton irradiation of

lettuce sprouts produced a lower percent of

anomalous metaphases than x-ray irradiation

[99]. The proton RBE value in this case was

0.7. Low RBE values, i.e., 0.5-0.6, were obtained

for 50-MeV proton irradiation of lettuce sprouts
[1291.

Experiments have been carried out on

Chlorella with proton and a-particle irradiation.

Chlorella is a radioresistant culture, and LDs0

with y-irradiation was equal to 13 krad. Protons

of 660 MeV were 1.6 times more effective, while

LDs0 equaled 5 krad with a-particle irradiation

[1811.

The study of quantitative characteristics of the

effects of 50-60 MeV protons in plants has shown

RBE values considerably higher than 1. This

differs markedly from all data obtained earlier

in irradiation of experimental animals, micro-

organisms, yeast cells, and other model systems.

Additional experimentation is needed to explain

the considerable increase in biologic effective-

ness with high-energy proton irradiation.

Biologic Effects of Multi-GeV Protons

Preliminary experiments at the Serpukhov

accelerator by Akoyev and others indicated a

high (from 1.2-6 times higher) effectiveness for

secondary radiation from 35-GeV neutrons in

comparison with Cs 13zT-rays. Criteria for evalua-

tion were: recovery and number of mutations in

phage T4F; recovery in bacteria Escherichia

coli; recovery, weight decrease, and length of
primary root sprouts as well as chromosomal

aberration in Viciafaba.
According to a series of indicators, RBE

increased from two to five times when dose was

reduced. A significant discrepancy in the various

experimental values for RBE apparently reflects

the extreme nonhomogeneity of dose distribution

due to creation of secondary particles, in the form

of muhicharged ions and antiprotons [6].

Biologic Action of Heavy Ions

Heavy ions are generally more effective than

lightly ionizing radiation in producing biologic
effects at the cellular level. The hazard from

heavy ions might be completely different from

that of protons and helium ions. When adminis-

tered in sufficient dose, helium ions will primarily

574-271 0 - 75 - pt.2 - 7
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affect tissues which proliferate rapidly and which

are essential to maintenance of normal bodily

functions. Such tissues include bone marrow,

epithelial and reproductive organ tissues. Heavy

ions might, on the contrary, be quite effective in

producing specialized biologic effects in non-

proliferating tissues at extremely low dose rates,

so that an effect may be produced by only a single

heavy particle. The effect on proliferative tissues,

which have great recuperative properties, does

not appear significant; in this respect, the effect

on nonregenerating tissue is more interesting.

Nonregenerating tissue includes portions of the

central nervous system, in particular, certain

cells of the sense organs, and other specialized

cells such as those in the eye lens.

The Nature of Heavy-lon Lesions

A characteristic of the biologic effects of heavy

particles in contrast with low LET radiations is:

a single heavy particle can cause an important

effect at the appropriate place within the cell. In
order to obtain the same effect with low LET

radiations, it is often necessary for several

particles to hit the cells either simultaneously or

very closely spaced in time. This relationship

can be experimentally expressed by the so-

called multiple-hit survival curve for cellular
cultures and tissues. When the dose-effect

relationship is exponential, description of the

events and the quantitation of e_ciency of these
events can conveniently be translated into terms

of interaction cross section. This concept of

interaction cross section, representing a proba-

bility factor, is similar to that used in nuclear

physics. However, in many instances of biol0gic

study, the cross section for biologic interaction

of heavy ions is not different from the projected
cross section of the cell nucleus.

Figure 8 summarizes the data obtained at

Berkeley on inhibition of cell division and the

killing effect of heavy ions up to accelerated

argon on various biologic specimens, including

enzymes, phage particles, bacteria, yeast cells,
and mammalian cells in culture. In mammalian

cells, it is quite obvious from this treatment that

each accelerated heavy ion can be approximately

a thousand times more effective than its lightly

ionizing counterpart with low LET. When this is

translated into terms of relative biologic effec-

tiveness, the general effectiveness of high LET

irradiation for acute inhibition of cell division

and colony formation in mammalian cells can

reach values up to 8. Figure 9 presents a number
of mammalian cell survival curves for various

heavy ions (from Todd [1731).

With the particles mentioned so far, the magni-

tude of the cross section may reach the same

value as that of the cell nucleus. However, indi-

cations are that at very high linear energy transfer

of argon and heavier ions, the cross section tran-

scends the size of the nuclear cross section [173].

In experiments with high LET argon particles.

Madhvanath et al have shown that lymphocyte
cultures from rat tissues were so sensitive to

argon ions that the cross section appeared to be

equal to, or greater than, the entire lymphocyte

cell in size [1121. The lethal effect observed in the

lymphocytes due to heavy-ion hits was not similar

to that usually observed in in vivo cell culture

J
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10 102 103 104

Linear energy transfer, MeV g-lcm2

FIGURE 8.--Inactivation cross sections as functions of linear
energy transfer. The figure summarizes data obtained at
Berkeley on inhibition of cell division and the killing effect
of heavy ions up to accelerated argon on various biological
specimens including enzymes, bacteria, yeast, and
mammalian cells.

REPRODUCIBILITY OF TttE
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associated with cell division.

Lymphocyte death initiated by heavy ions is

interphase death, and may relate to damage to
. i 11 tqPI ....the membranous structures oI tHe ceu. lttele are

preliminary indications that heavy ions can cause

irreversible changes in the structure and bio-

synthetic activities of nondividing cells such as

neurons in tissue culture. The changes observed

have not been conclusively quantitated. However,

nuclear pyknosis and lipofuscin particles

observed in the cytoplasm of neurons are believed

to relate to radiation-induced aging processes.
Since neurons do not divide in the adult human

body, and since the uninhibited function of the

nervous system is essential to ensure the per-

formance required of astronauts, minor changes

in neurons caused by heavy ions must be studied

in more detail for their possible hazard to the crew

during long-term space flight.

While the bio!o#c effectiveness (RBE) nf

heavy ions on living cells is greater than that of

low LET radiations, this relationship is reversed

when protein enzymes are analyzed. Heavy ions

¢3LlqU5 IK_8 _ll_UtlVIt_ ]i_ CXULIV_-LIIII_ Cnz_rlll_o exl_li xvvv

LET irradiation [31[. For this reason, several

investigators have related heavy-ion effects to

the special changes which they can produce in

nucleic acids, particularly in DNA (deoxyribo-

nucleic acid). It was clearly demonstrated by
Christensen et al that single heavy ions can

produce double-strand breaks in bacteriophage

and that such breaks invariably lead to inability

of the phage particles to reproduce. In contrast,

single-strand breaks are caused predominantly

by low LET irradiation; more than one single-

strand break is necessary in the DNA to cause

irreversible damage in the phage.

Since the production of DNA lesions parallels

the production of biolo_c effects, even in cells
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that have more DNA than the phages, it is tempt-

ing to conclude that much of the heavy-particle

effect in eukaryotic cells is also due to double-
strand breaks in the DNA. However, this conclu-

sion has not been proved since we do not com-

pletely understand the manner in which DNA
lesions occur and heal in mammalian cells. It

has recently been shown that the application of

even lower LET x-rays to mammalian cells

results in multiple chromosomal breakage fol-

lowed by rejoinings, and that there is a great

deal of DNA fragmentation which then repairs

itself. It is possible that heavy-ion effects on

mammalian cells are more complex than the

mere production of DNA double-strand breaks.
Since the nuclear membrane appears to be

intimately involved with submicroscopic dis-

tribution of nucleic acids and their biochemical

functions, it is quite possible that heavy-ion

irradiation can eventually be related to combined

membrane and nucleic acid lesions.

Radiation lesions in most cells, including mam-

malian cells, can repair during the postirradiation

period. With bacteriophage, it has been shown

repeatedly that single-strand lesions are especially

reparable. Single-strand lesions, it is assumed,

are produced either by direct single ionization

events or by the action of free radicals produced

in the cytoplasm which later interact with, and

cause alterations in, DNA. The same lesions that

are reparable are also susceptible to the modify-

ing action of chemical substances, such as sulf-

hydryl and aminothiol protectors. As a general

rule, the known chemical radioprotectors against

x-ray effects become less and less effective as LET

increases, and are completely ineffective against

very high LET particles (certain alcohols are an

exception). If repair occurs in the postirradiation

period, such repair can usually be demonstrated

by the fact that fractional delivery of radiation

exposure produces nonadditive effects. If the dose

is delivered in two installments and if a portion

of the effects of the first exposure has repaired

by the time the second exposure takes place, then
the overall effect of both is less than if the entire

dose were administered at once.

Although not many experimental results are
available in this field, studies made with mam-

malian cells and bacteria clearly demonstrate that

the radiation effects of heavy ions are additive

[16]. This is important for radiation protection,

since the protective factor due to postirradiation

repair which appears to be present when low LET

radiations are delivered at a low dose rate, ap-

pears to be entirely absent with heavy-ion ir-

radiation. Consequently, at present, high LET

radiation must be regarded as completely ad-

ditive in its effects; it follows that heavy-ion effects

are independent of the dose rate.

X- or T-irradiation produces chromosomal aber-

rations in the ceils of mammalian tissues; how-

ever, the aberrations disappear from the irradiated

tis'-sues in a few weeks. Grigor'yev and others

noted that cells of mammahan liver, exposed to

carbon particles, retained chromosomal aberra-

tions for several months [75].

Stable changes in the incidence of aberrant

mitosis in mouse cornea epithelial cells following
irradiation with carbon ions have been observed

at Dubna (see Table 13). It is noteworthy that a

low dose of 25 rad of carbon ions produced

30% aberrant mitosis.

Radiation Effects on the Retina

One of the most interesting radiation effects

documented in detail by Apollo 11 astronauts

was in the form of hght flashes and streaks

seen about every 2 or 3 min on lunar journeys

outside the Earth's magnetic field. Chapman

reported (in 1972 [28]), that approximately
15 astronauts on five separate flights to the

Moon had seen such hght flashes after having

reached some degree of dark adaptation. Since

these visual events could be seen with the eye

either open or closed, this posed the problem of

where the light flashes originated and whether

the brain or retina was involved [169, 170].

Experiments have clearly demonstrated that

heavy ions are capable of producing a sensation

of light flashes and streaks if they cross the dark-

adapted human retina. It appears that this inter-

action is an effect created in the visual sensing

elements of the retina, probably the retina rods.

Streaks and flashes can be seen if the rate of

energy loss is higher than about 10 keV//xm.

Consequently, most of the fast and slow cosmic

ray particles of nitrogen and higher atomic num-
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ber elements might be seen by the astronauts,

but high-energy cosmic protons and helium ions

would not cause such phenomena.

Visual sensations caused by ionizing radiation

nro nat _tlrnri_in_r- _azo havo _nflwn for more

than 70 years that x-rays from secondary light

quanta can cause visual effects either directly

or indirectly. An additional theory proposed by

Fazio et al [51], is that Cerenkov light con-

tributes to light sensation from particles moving

with relativistic velocities (> 350 MeV/nucleon).

McNuhy et al recently described experiments

with relativistic nitrogen particles [119]. Much

data have already been obtained on such physio-

logic effects by studying the retina and corres-

ponding changes in bioelectrie activity of the

brain during ionizing irradiation [61].

Visual observation of streaks by astronauts

during space flight to the Moon has indicated the

need for better understanding of biologic effects

arising along tracks of single-charged particles.

Three studies on heavy-ion effects in the retina

are currently in progress at Berkeley. It is clear

from preliminary observations by Zeevi et al

[193] that outer segments of the retinal rods in

Necturus maculosis are altered by a dose of

accelerated nitrogen ions on the order of 1 rad.

Similar observations (unpublished) are available

on irradiation experiments with mice, rabbits, and

primates. The observations indicate that the ini-

tial disturbance might be related to a disturb-

ance in the synthetic function of the visual cells,

thus producing new visual disks and photo pig-

ments. A 1973 study on primates by Bonney

and eoworkers demonstrates that retinal lesions

caused by several hundred rad of oxygen ions

cause severe pathological effects during 9 months

as well as important effects on blood vessels

[211.

Search for Effects Within the Brain

Exceedingly low fluxes of heavy particles di-

rected toward the human occipital lobe have not

caused subjective observation of light flashes. A

search has been underway for a number of years

for histologic effects that might be produced in

the nervous system by heavy cosmic ray primar-

ies. Biologic effects in three primates flown in

balloons to an altitude of about 37.5 km (120 000

ft) for 24 h were investigated by Taketa et al [165].

Subsequent histologic studies have uncovered

regions in the primate cerebellum showing that

a number of cells were disturbed as though a

track had been formed in the wake of a passing

particle. However, the controls which remained

at _ound level also showed a number of tracks,

although these appeared histologically older than

tracks in the brains of animals flown to high

altitudes. Peculiar capillary extravascular dep-

osition of iron has also been noted and might

TABLE 13.- Change in Number of Aberrant Mitoses in Epithelial Cells of Mouse

Cornea Following Carbon-lon and 180 kV x-Ray Irradiation

Type of
irradiation

180 kV x-ray

Carbon ion

Dose (rad)

50

100

25O

5OO

Control

25

50

100

250
50O

Control

24

14.9±0.5

22.5±0.5

41.5±2.1

59.3±2.9

0.7±0.1

20.5±0.6

35.5±0.8

52.1±1.0

78.6±0.9

80.3±1.1

0.8±0.1

Aberrant mitosis, %

Fixation periods, h

72

7.8±0.4

15.6±0.8

34.2±0.3

61.7±0.6

1.0±0.1

29.6±0.7

_.7±0.5

60.3 ± 0.8

73.9 ± 1.0

0.8±0.1

240

2.8±0.3
4.2±0.5

13.2±0.7

24.4±0.4
0.9±0.1

24.9±0.5
35.5±0.6

42.8±0.5

67.9±1.0

0.8±0.1

480

2.5±0.3
4.5±0.6

11.1±1.1

14.8±1.6
1.0±0.2

29.6±0.7
33.6±0.7

41.4±1.8

67.1±0.5

0.7±0.1
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be related to heavy-ion effects. In the Apollo

16 flight of 1972, five pocket mice were flown with

the intent of obtaining further data on neuro-

pathologic effects of heavy ions. These observa-

tions have clearly been hampered by low dose

rate during balloon and satellite flights and should

be repeated using the beams of heavy-particle
accelerators.

Skin Effects

A number of balloon flights in the 1950s used

C57 black mice [30]. Their hair pigmentation is

genetically controlled-normally there is only

about one white or gray hair in each 500 black

hairs. Hair development in these experiments

was set at the appropriate stage for plucking old

hair from animals that had been prepared for

flight. The animals were then flown to an altitude

of about 25 km (85 000 ft). During the postflight

period, many gray hairs developed; it is likely
that heavy particles in cosmic rays caused this

change in hair color. In some instances, gray

hairs were arranged in a straight line, indicating

the possibility that one particle had caused a

change in pigmentation in several hair follicles

found in its path. Recently, similar experiments

were repeated with similar findings.

A number of C57bl mice were exposed to

intensities ranging from about 103 to 105 particles/

cm 2, using an accelerated nitrogen beam. When

the nitrogen ions traveled tangentially to the skin

of the animals, the number of white hairs that de-

veloped following exposure was significantly

higher than in the controls. Leith et al [102] ob-

tained evidence that a single heavy nitrogen par-

ticle passing by a hair follicle could change the

pigmentation of the hair developing from it (Fig.

10). The indicator chosen, hair color in this in-

stance, does not permit measuring the degree of

hazard. However, it seems apparent that hair color

in hair follicles is determined by the joint action
of about six to eight pigment cells within the

follicle. Whatever the mode of action of the heavy

particle, it seems to have been simultaneously
extended to more than one cell at a time. In

animals kept for 6 months or longer, a more
general graying effect was noticed as a result of

nitrogen-beam irradiation, even at quite low doses.
This type of experiment indicates that individual

heavy particles can affect single cells or _oups

of cells, not only in the nervous system, but also

in other body areas characterized by rapid prolif-

eration and regeneration. The hair depigmenta-

tion effect observed can serve to indicate the

presence of heavy particles; in the future,

hopefully, some of these observations can be

extended to _oups of animals flown in orbit

for extended periods.

The effectiveness of lithium ions at the Bragg

peak in producing skin erythema in rabbits has

also been assessed by d'Angio [431. The conclu-
sion based on these data is that there is no "thresh-

old dose" for deleterious effects produced by
high LET radiation in skin whereas there is such

a threshold dose for protons, deuterons, and low
LET radiations.

Effects in Plants

Several years ago, two different groups of in-

vestigators carried out a preliminary study on

maize to scan the effect of cosmic, heavy-ion radi-
ation on seeds. Zea mays seeds with appropriate

genetic constitution were flown in a satellite in

near-equatorial orbit by H. Smith [1581. Slater
and Tobias exposed maize in a balloon kept at an

altitude of 28.5-37.5 km (95 000-125 000 ft) for

more than a day [157]. The orbiting experiment

indicated only a few abnormalities but the ex-

periment using balloons showed a surprisingly

large number of slits and white streaks in the

second and third embryonic leaves of plants that

developed from exposed seeds. Abnormalities

on this flight were about 6% and the estimated

total cosmic ray dose was about 50 mrad.

In two different laboratories, similar work was

carried out recently with heavy nitrogen particles

after earlier attempts with high-energy helium

ions failed to produce results similar to those in

the balloon flights. Figure 11 shows developing

maize after a dose of accelerated oxygen ions.

Nitrogen ions at the Princeton synchrotron in

Todd's experiment [174], and oxygen and nitro-

gen ions at the Berkeley bevatron used by Heinze

[84], produced a statistically significant number

of developmental abnormalities in maize follow-

ing exposure of its seeds to low fluxes of slow ions.

At Princeton, the seeds were presoaked and wet,

REP_-"-_UCIBILITY OF THE
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whiie those at Eerkeiey were dry. Iriterpreiaiiori 
of this type of experiment is still in doubt. Todd 
et a1 assumed that the effect of the particles is ex- 
erted on several embryonic cells simultaneously. 
This is clearly not indicated by the data at 
Berkeley; it is quite possible that only a single 
cell is affected by the heavy particles as they cross 
the embryo, and that developmental abnormali- 
ties result from death or injury to that particular 
cell which is essential for providing the develop- 
ing structure. In dry seeds. the damage caused 
by heavy ions is stored for many days; in this re- 
spect, seed behavior resembles that of plastics 
and certain special materials (such as mica) that 
preserve radiation injury following exposure to 
heavy particles either by artificial means or in 
space. When LET reaches about 100 keV/pm or 

more, the core of ihe rapidly iiicjvijig piiitricles pi+ 
duces irreversible damage. This damage can later 
be developed by means of sodium hydroxide to 
produce microscopically visible holes in the 
piastic materiai. 

Experiments were conducted by Hirono on dry 
Arabidopsis seeds using heavy ions of He4, Li', 
c12 ,016 ,  NeZO, and A40. According to the criteria of 
lowering dry weight of the plants and induction of 
somatic mutations. RBE varied from 11.5 to 25, de- 
pending on which particle was used 1891. 

With irradiation of Chlorella by heavy ions of 
Bt:, C t . ,  Ne:," and A:$, and with LET ranging 
from 3 to 26000 MeV/gcm-*, various types of 
curves for recovery were obtained: S-shaped for 
lightly ionizing radiation, and exponential for 
heavily ionizing. Coefficients of RBE attained 

FIGURE 10. -Photograph of regrowing mouse hair 13 days after irradiation. Distinctly white hairs are 
visible. The animal received approximately 4.14 X IO' nitrogen ions. 
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maximum value at low doses and minimum value 
at high doses for ions with dE/& of from 1000 to 
5000 MeV/gcm-z. The maximum value of 8 for 
RBE occurred during irradiation with carbon 
ions [180]. 

Tumorigenesis and Changes in Longevity 

Available data are extremely scant concerning 
the possible effects of heavy ions on tumor induc- 
tion. A preliminary experiment in  this area has 
been  performed by Smith on Arabidopsis [88J. 
When seeds of this plant were exposed to ac- 
celerated carbon, neon, and argon ions. as well 
as to helium ions and x-rays. the RBE for tumor 
induction in plants grown from the irradiated 
seeds was very high- between 35 and 50. From 
this finding, the authors feel that further studies 
should be made on the blastomogenic effects of 
heavy particles. Studies have been devoted to the 
effects of heavy ions on longevity. Heavy-ion ir- 
radiation of the hypothalamic region of the brain 
in small rodents resulted in a shortened lifespan. 
Curtis demonstrated that 500 rad of deuterons 

FI(,URE ll .-The leaf of a maize plant. grown from a seed  
exposed t o  acceleratrd oxygen ions. 

directed to the brains of mice can cause shorten- 
ing in lifespan [134]. 

Modijication of Effects 
by  Radioprotective Agents 

While the usual sulfhydryl radioprotective 
agents are not effective against heavy-ion irradi- 
ation, in experiments with yeast cells performed 
by Manney [114] at Berkeley, it was discovered 
that large concentrations of glycerol gave dual 
protection from both heavy ions and low LET 
radiation. Independent experiments conducted 
by Grigor’yev and Krasavin at Dubna on intesti- 
nal bacteria [75 ,  951 indicate that glycerol and 
inositol also exhibit some degree of protective 
action (see Fig. 12). 

By contrast, in analogous experiments using 
the sulfhydryl drugs, cysteine and cystaphos, as 
radioprotectors. radioprotective effects were not 
noted. The precise mechanism of the protective 
action of polyhydric alcohols is not clear. How- 
ever. it has been proposed that these alcohols 
exhibit dehydrating action when mixed with 
water molecules on the surface of the critical 

100 Fkl 
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FIGURE 12.-Survival of E. coli  B. after irradiation with 
carbon-ion gamma rays and accelerated ions of boron, 
carbon,  and  neon in a 1 hl solution of glycerol and  0.05 
21 solution of cystamine. Buffer. - 0 - 0 - :  glycerol. 
-A-A-: cystamine, - X - X - .  
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macromolecular cells, at the same time decreas-

ing the dimensions of the cell nuclei [95].

Unfortunately, to use alcohol for protection of

persons from the action of heavy ions in cosmic

radiation is impractical, since concentrations of

alcohol needed for protection would be extremely

toxic to the human organism.

Summary and Outlook

Single, heavy-accelerated ions and single cos-

mic ray primaries can cause the sensation of

light flashes, retinal pathology, changes in hair

pigmentation, and developmental abnormalities

in plants grown from exposed seeds. Beams of

such particles greatly enhance tumor induction in

plants. When directed to mouse and rat brain,

decrease in longevity was noted. In liver and
corneal tissues, abnormal mitosis and chromo-

somal aberrations produced by heavy ions per-

sisted for many months. There are only frag-

mentary data on the biologic action on the intact

organism by heavy ions.

Besides the fully verifiable experiments de-

scribed, which indicate that a single, heavy-

accelerated particle, or a particle in cosmic rays.

can cause macroscopically significant damage,

many other experimental findings have not yet

been explained, which may be due in part to the

action of heavy ions. One such set of data ob-

tained by Oster [1351 shows an abnormal

quantity of chromosomal breaks in germ cells of

the genital organs of irradiated Drosophila on

Biosatellite II. An analysis of these data indicates

that the results were unexpected even for large

doses of radiation at low LET. So far, these find-

ings have not been explained. However, passage

through the gonads of one or several very heavy

particles at very early stages of development,

when proliferation of cells is still taking place,

could perhaps explain the high number of
chromosome recombinations. It has been shown

that, in certain types of plants, for example in

Arabidopsis, mutagenic action of heavy ions is

significantly higher than the action of standard

radiation [551.

The results of biologic experiments completed

during space flight and the data gathered from

satellites, presented in other sections of this

chapter, indicate that in certain types of orga-

nisms an extremely high number of chromo-

somal aberrations, dominant and regressive

mutations, and anomalous mitoses occur in com-

parison with Earth controls. A number of fac-

tors in space flight could cause the events noted.

In the future, it will be necessary to determine

the possible role of primary cosmic radiation in

creating similar effects.

Clearly, there is _eat need to extend such ob-

servations and to quantitate possible deleterious

effects of heavy cosmic ray particles. Such

studies are needed for adequate health pro-

tection of astronauts on long space flights.

New achievements in space and the construction

of accelerators will allow us, in the near future,

to extend biologic research on heavy ions.

INFLUENCE OF SPACEFLIGHT CONDI-

TIONS ON RADIOBIOLOGIC EFFECT

Man and the living creatures accompanying

him, having reached beyond the limits of the

Earth's atmosphere, will enter new space en-

vironments which are characterized not only by a

high radiation background, but also by simul-

taneous action of a number of factors-isolation,

weightlessness, changed gaseous medium, vibra-

tion, acceleration, and so on. The human orga-

nism reacts delicately to small changes in the

surrounding environment, especially to such

changes that are only rarely present in existence
on Earth.

When Selye proposed his general adaptation

theory in 1949. he turned the attention of re-

searchers to the general mechanisms of an

organism's reaction to a broad spectrum of ex-

ternal irritants. The volume of knowledge on the

combined action of factors present in space

flight is limited; it does not permit formulating,

at present, a complete hypothesis on the possible

consequences of interaction of radiation and

nonradiation effects during long-term space

flight. If there is synergism between the action

of radiation and other physical factors, this has

importance for the evaluation of hazards in space

flight. Certain nonradiation environmental factors

can probably alter the radiosensitivity of an

organism.
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A series of experiments by Yang et al [191]

with the flour beetle, Tribolium confusum, on

the interaction of radiation effects (weightless-

ness, gravity compensation, temperature, oxygen

tension, and magnetic field) in the environment

point to generalizations which may also be valid

for other organisms. Briefly summarized, they
are:

(1) There is usually an optimum value for

each organism for environmental vari-

ables acting simultaneously. These opti-

mum values are not always known. For

example: What proportion of oxygen
combined with carbon dioxide should be

present in the optimal atmosphere?

(2) Most organisms can adjust to a range of

values for any given environmental pa-

rameter, due to the presence of the

homeostatic system. For example, an

organism may have a characteristic

"normal" temperature range; when the

temperature changes beyond normal
limits, the homeostatic mechanisms lose
control.

(3) Interaction between two environmental

agents is most marked when the orga-
nism is stressed near the limits of toler-

ance by one of the agents. For example,

radiation effects in Tribolium confusum

are more severe near both upper and

lower limits of the organism's tempera-

ture tolerance. Conversely, the tempera-

ture sensitivity of Tribolium is increased
when it has received a near-lethal dose

of radiation.

(4) Several environmental agents acting

simultaneously can alter each one's

normal range of tolerance. Usually,

tolerance decreases, except when one

agent acts as "protector" from the

effects of another. For example, anoxia

may partially protect an organism from

radiation injury.

Many published works are devoted to the study

of the combined effects (measured on Earth) of
ionizing radiation and other stress factors. For

example, investigations have been performed
on the immediate or subsequent action of radia-

tion and thermal burns, ionizing radiation

and mechanical trauma, ionizing radiation and

effects on blood. These works have, undoubtedly,
an important independent value, but are not

necessarily relevant to the problem of evaluating

complex radiation effects that may be present in
space flight.

The external factors of space flight may be di-

vided into two groups. To the first may be assigned

the immediate conditions of flight (for example,

vibration, acceleration, and noise, especially at

takeoff and landing). These factors act over rela-

tively short periods.

The second _oup of spaceflight factors acts

over longer periods, among which are the near-

weightless conditions during inertial phases of

space flight. Other long-term factors which de-

pend on the interaction of man with a closed en-
vironment include: effects from accumulation of

waste products; alteration of immunity to an auto-

flora of microorganisms; and long-term responses

to various ambient temperatures, gases in the'en-

vironment, nutrition, and to visible and ultraviolet

light. These long-term effects are of particular

interest when in combination with radiation

exposure.

Weightlessness and Hypokinesia

A special problem arises in considering long-

term adaptation to spaceflight conditions. The

effects of radiation during long-term space flight

accumulate, although man has a capacity to adapt
to such flight factors as weightlessness, at least

up to 2 weeks, and to hypokinesia over a more ex-

tended period. It has been demonstrated that, in

organisms which survive a regimen of radiation

exposures, some residual radiation injury re-
mains; and that the residual portion of radiation

injury is greater after high LET radiation ex-

posure than following exposure to "standard"

types of radiation. Evidently, an organism with

such residual injury may respond to various

stressful factors in space flight in a manner differ-

ing from that of nonirradiated individuals. In most

orbital flights, astronauts have lost significant

amounts of weight; on some longer flights, they

also exhibited mild anemia, lowered body water
content, and some decalcification in bones. In
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was stressed nearly beyond limits. While most of

the changes described might be considered nor-

mal physiologic shifts in response to lowered
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doses of radiation would probably enhance these

effects and produce pathologic reactions.

As astronauts spend longer intervals in in-

ertial flight, the interaction of weightlessness and

other environmental factors will be more likely

to produce deleterious effects. It would be de-

sirable to know more about these synergistic

effects in biologic test systems in space and on

the ground, to avert human emergencies.

Biorhythms and Radiation Sensitivity

Another aspect of the problem of the combined

effect of spaceflight factors (not yet discussed) is

the relationship between biorhythms and

radiosensitivity. Annual changes of radiosensi-

tivity in animals have been established experi-

mentally. An analysis of dose-effect curves,

using the criterion of survival, has enabled

Druzhinin [65] to postulate that differences

in survival for animals in groups irradiated for

various periods within 24 h reach 50%. The value

for change in radiosensitivity during 24 h

can be correlated to rhythmic changes of tem-

perature in experimental animals [80]. It is

currently believed that two peaks of radio-

resistance occur every 24 h, probably connected

with many factors (for example, distinct waves in

mitotic activity). Thus, the mitotic index in mouse
skin reaches maximum at about 4 a.m. and

again at 4 p.m. Several attempts have been made

to connect circadian rhythms with the biochem-

ical activity of the pineal gland which, in turn,

depends on light-dark cycles. One of the most

outstanding features of diurnal and nocturnal

change in radiosensitivity may be the correspond-

ing changes in the abundance of blood-forming

cells in bone marrow. Diurnal radiosensitivity
call also be correlated to the accumulation of

peroxide compounds in the spleen.

During long-term space flight, desynchroniza-

tion of the circadian rhythms of astronauts may

take place if stability in circadian rhythms on

Earth is determined by subconscious perception

of weak geophysical rhythms [22]. Work con

ditions in space probably will require the crea-

tion of rhythms for work and rest that are differ-

ent from those on Earth; this might, of course,

lead to a certain degree of inner desynchroniza-

tion, phase shift, and possibly resynchronization

to the applied rhythm.
In experiments with desynchronization of

circadian biorhythms, radiosensitivity was
observed in rats convcrtcd to a shortened

24-h period of 6 h light and 6 h darkness. Note

that with daily rhythm shifts on Earth, diurnal/

nocturnal radiosensitivity remains one of the

most stable biorhythms. Moreover, average

daily level of radiosensitivity increases at the be-

ginning of the period of transfer to a new light

regime. Diurnal/nocturnal rhythms in radiosensi-

tivity have a complex form, perhaps due to the

many-faceted influence of radiation on the orga-
nism. The character of change in diurnal/noc-

turnal radiosensitivity, corresponding to the

criteria of survival in animals during the course

of 30 d, was close to sinusoidal in inbred rats,

using two periods during the course of 24 h. The

difference in survival in animals irradiated by a

dose of 800 rad with 11 or 25 d of 6L+6D light

regimes was, respectively, 94.7_2.6% and

92.0+0%, with death of 65.9-+3.1% in the

control group of animals, which were kept in

a regime 12L + 12D [671.

These experiments are complicated by radia-

tion exposure itself causing a change in syn-

chronization. Moreover, it is believed that any

change leading to a new distribution in timing of

cell division pattern also changes the radiosensi-

tivity pattern.

Effects of Accelerations and Radiation

Data obtained show that acceleration of mam-

mals before or following exposure to radiation de-

creases the radiobiologic effect [108, 145]. Other

experimenters have concluded that the combined
action ,ff acceleration from 3 to 20 g and irradia-

tion does not change the radiobiologic effect sig-

nificantly [194].
Partial analysis of data in the literature [145] on

the influence of immediate factors present in flight

on the course of radiation damage in animals
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pointsto theprobabilityof a lesseningin radia-
tioneffect,or at least,to absenceof synergism
ratherthan to increase in the effectiveness of

radiation effect in the given combinations.
Exposure to linear and angular accelerations

can lead to vertigo and symptoms of motion

sickness. Ionizing radiation acting on the mam-

malian organism can produce radiation sickness

with symptoms somewhat similar to motion sick-

ness-dizziness, loss of appetite, nausea, and

even vomiting. There are indications that, in an

organism that has received acute doses of whole-

body irradiation, the reaction to angular accelera-

tions alters [691. Some authors suggest that
the vestibular canal and associated structures

are quite radioresistant, and that several thousand

rad delivered locally are necessary to cause
modification in function.

Sveshnikov investigated the sensitivity of
reaction of the vestibular analyzer in animals

during the combined action of irradiation and

vibration, lowered atmospheric pressure, and
noise. Irradiation at a dose of 200 rad lowered the

sensitivity and reactivity of the vestibular ana-
lyzer [164]. With synergism of each of the above

factors, irradiation-threshold sensitivity was

normal when the vestibulograms were compared
with the control. Most of the radiation effects on

vestibular function arise from direct or indirect

effects on proprioceptors distributed in various

regions of the body. Various measurements of
radiation effects on vestibular functions do not

agree very well, so that more studies are needed
in this field.

Interesting pharmacologic problems arise in

relation to orientation: How do pharmacologic

agents that ameliorate motion sickness modify

radiation responses? Can drugs used in radiation

protection alter G-tolerance and motion tolerance?

Body Temperature and Radiation Effects

Animals with artificially lowered body tempera-

ture are protected somewhat against radiation

delivered in single doses. This effect, verified by

various investigators, is probably due to tissue

anoxia developing from reduced blood circulation

in deep hypothermia. This fact has no practical

value at present; the degree of hypothermia

necessary to produce significant radiation pro-
tection would render astronauts unable to

perform their tasks. However, research on hypo-

thermia has potential value for the future when

long-duration space flight will be undertaken.

There is disagreement about the interaction of

artificially induced hyperthermia and radiation

sensitivity.

Radiation as a Modifier of

Susceptibility to Infection

Acute doses of radiation lower immunologic
defense mechanisms and hasten infection from

the microbial autoflora present. Similarly, long-

term isolation in a closed system can also lead

to infection. On some past US and USSR space

flights, impressive increases in microbial con-

tamination of the spacecraft have been noted.
There is not sufficient data to know whether or

not the relatively low ambient cosmic ray and

flare dose could significantly increase the chance

for autoinfection on long space flights.

Radiation Biology Experiments on Satellites

Special radiation studies with mammals and

bioexperiments with various organisms in space

flight are beginning to yield valuable information.

Reasonably successful bioexperiments have been

carried out, particularly on Cosmos 110, Cosmos

368 [65, 71], Apollo 15, and Apollo 16 [24], and Bio-

satellite II [146]. The latter was specially designed

to test the effects of weightlessness in combination

with radiation. Such experiments are quite elab-

orate since many controls are required. Theoreti-

cal considerations have led to the suggestion that

the effects of weightlessness might be negligible

in a living cell less than 10 /xm in size, because

vigorous thermal motion is present. 9 Optimum

conditions for observing weightless effects require
that an organism be actively metabolizing and

perhaps in the growing stage. Effects observed

9However, recent theoretical developments indicate that
the size limit might be much smaller. Tobias, C. A., J. Risius,
and C. H. Yang. Biophysical considerations concerning grav-
ity receptors and effectors including experimental studies on
Phycomyces blakesleeanus. In, Sneath. P. H. A., Ed. Life
Sciences and Space Research XL (Proc., COSPAR XVth
Meet.), pp. 127-140. Berlin, Akademie, 1973.
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asa c'msequenceof spaceexposurein dormant
organisms(e.g.,dehydratedseedsor spores)
are probablydue to radiation,vibration,or
acceleration, rather than to weightlessness.

u ........... t,n spacecraft m,,_t ho _uhmitted to

vibration for only a short time.

An analysis of the materials obtained yields the

information that all spaceflight factors acting to-

gether influence the radiobiologie processes
to a relatively small degree, if at all. Accord-

ingly, it is expected that the effects due to near-

weightlessness would become more important on

space flights of long duration.

Radiobiologic experiments have been con-

ducted on macromoleeular systems, plant seeds,

lysogenie and hydrogen bacteria, yeast cells,

parasitic wasps, flour beetles, and Drosophila.

These biologic objects have been exposed to ra-
diation of various doses before, during, and fol-

lowing space flight. Evaluation of the effect of

spaceflight factors on radiobiologie effect was

determined according to a series of physiologic,

genetic, and cytogenetic indicators.

Certain questions connected with the study of

effects of nonradiation factors on radiosensitivity

are more conveniently resolved in experimenta-

tion with pre- and postirradiation of biologic ob-

jects exposed in satellites launched in a quiet

period of solar activity and in an orbit below the
Earth's radiation belts. In addition to their com-

parative simplicity, in such experiments, great

possibilities for variation in the conditions of ir-

radiation present the possibility of differentially

analyzing the effect of a complex of other environ-

mental factors on the various stages of develop-

ment of radiation damage.

Cosmos 368

In this connection, results of experiments on
the artificial satellite Cosmos 368 deserve atten-

tion. Conditions and basic results of these radio-

biologic experiments have been published in a

special number of the journal, Space Biology and

Medicine [65 I.

Diploid and haploid yeast cells, hydrogen bac-

teria, and lettuce and barley seeds were used in

the experiments. These biologic objects, with the

exception of hydrogen bacteria, were studied from

a radiobiolo_ic standpoint. They were placed in

small metallic containers within the satellite. An

assembly of several thermoluminescent dosim-
eters was stored in each container next to the

bio!o_ic object._. The temperature at these points

varied from 19°-23°C; pressure inside the cap-

sule was 760-820 mm. Length of flight was equal

to 6 days. Within half an hour after landing, the

containers of biologic objects were taken from the

satellite and delivered on the following day to the

laboratory. Objects in dormant and resting states

(dormant seeds of plants, cells in a stationary

phase of growth) or in a state of partially sup-

pressed metabolism created by depletion of the

nutrient medium and limitations of oxygen dif-

fusion in the air (aqueous suspension of micro-

organisms in ampules) were tested. Prior to place-

ment on-board the spacecraft, the plant seeds

were stored at room temperature, and the micro-

organisms at the temperature of melting ice.

Parallel to the basic experiment, duplicate

samples, or "transport" controls, were placed in

similar containers located alongside the experi-

mental ones until just the moment of loading the

satellite; subsequently, these were returned to

the laboratory and stored at a temperature ap-

proximating that of the satellite.

In plant seeds with a phase shift of 5d, a

synchronous experiment was also conducted in

a special room simulating spaceflight conditions

with identical temperature, pressure, humidity,

and makeup of the gaseous medium. For micro-

organisms in the laboratory, temperature con-

ditions were also simulated, with samples in
growth chambers completely isolated.

Irradiation of biologic objects up to. and follow-

ing flight, was conducted with 3,-rays at dose rates

of 71.8 and 6.7 rad/s, delivered up to the moment

of setting up the containers and following return

of the samples to the laboratory.

The data introduced in Table 14 make it evident

that, prior to and following radiation exposure,

spaceflight factors do not exert marked influence

on radiobiologic effects 1651. The majority of indi-

cators suggest absence of changes in radiation

damage or, extremely insignificant changes,

probably caused by indeterminable factors not

connected with the flight.
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TABLE 14.--Influence of Cosmos-368 Spaceflight Conditions on Radiation Effects in Yeast, Lysogenic

Bacteria, Lettuce, and Chick-Pea Seeds Irradiated Before or Following Flight [66]

Organism

Diploid yeast

cells

Haploid yeast

cells

Hydrogen

bacteria

Chick-peas

In-flight

maintenance

conditions

Water

suspension

Agar

Agar

Water

suspension

Air-dried

seeds

Preflight irradiation Postflight irradiation

Radiation effect Dose Influence of Dose Influence of

(krad) flight factors (krad) flight factors

Inhibition of 20 Small decrease 20 Absent

ability to 40 Absent 40 Small decrease

multiply indef. 80 Absent 80 Absent

(form normal 120 Small decrease 120 Absent

colonies) 160 Absent 160 Absent

Inactivation after 20 Absent 20 Absent

1-4 division 40 Absent 40 Small decrease

cycles 80 Absent 80 Small decrease

120 Absent 120 Absent

160 Absent 160 Absent

Inhibition of -- -- 20 Small-decrease

ability to -- -- 40 Absent

multiply indef. -- -- 80 Absent

-- -- 120 Absent

-- -- 160 Absent

Inactivation -- -- 20 Absent

after 1-4 -- -- 40 Absent

division cycles -- -- 80 Decrease

-- -- 120 Decrease

-- -- 160 Decrease

Inhibition of -- -- 1.5 Absent

ability to -- -- 3.0 Absent

multiply indef. -- -- 6.0 Absent

-- -- 10.0 Absent

Inactivation after -- -- 1.5 Absent

1-4division -- -- 3.0 Absent

cycles -- -- 6.0 Absent

-- -- 10.0 Absent

Inhibition of 0.5 Absent

ability to 1.0 Absent

multiply indef. 2.0 Absent

4.0 Absent

6.0 Absent

Chromosomal 5.0 Absent

aberrations in 5.0 Absent

cells of sprouts 10.0 Absent

Appearance of 5.0 Absent

bridges in cells 10.0 Absent

5.0 Absent

10.0 Absent

m

m

b

B

m

m

m

F

m

m

w

Notes

'i'iS '? " : _c,r

C:.B_,i,.,..,zkL PAGE W
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1_,,_.... 11._.n__l.a,,,j_,_...... of g'_vv.............. _ Spaceflight Conditions on Radiation Effects in Yeast, Lysogenic

Bacteria Lettuce, and Chick-Pea Seeds Irradiated Before or Following Flight [66]- Continued

Organism

Lettuce

In-flight

maintenance

conditions

Air-dried

seeds

Radiation effect

Chromosomal

aberrations in

ana- &

telophase

No. aberrations in

1st aberrant cell

Chromosomal

aberrations in

ana- &

telophase

No. aberrations in

1st aberrant cell

Stimulation or

suppression of

growth proc-

esses in part

of plant above

ground

Stimulation of

growth proc-

esses in part

of plant below

ground

Activation & sup-

pression of

enzyme action

in vegetative

plants:

a) polyphenyl

oxidases

b) catalases

c) peroxidases

Formation of

anomalous

metabolites in

30-d-old plants

Preflight irradiation

Dose Influence of

flight factors

10.0 Absent

10.0 Absent

10.0 Increased

suppression

10.0 Slight increased

suppression

1.0 Absent

5.0 Increased

10.0 suppression

1.0 Absent

5.0 Absent

10.0 Absent

1.0 Absent

10.0 Decreased activa- --

tion

1.0 Absent

10.0 Increased sup-

pression

1.0 Absent

10.0 Absent

1.0 Decrease 1.0

10.0 Increase 5.0

Postflight irradiation

Dose [ Influence of

(krad) flight factors

1.0 Absent

5.0 Absent

10.0 i Absent

1.0 i Slight increased

stimulation

5.0 Slight-increased

stimulation

10.0 Slight increased

stimulation

m

m

Decrease

Increase

Notes

i With prior

storage of

seeds for

6d@

10 ° C

With prior

storage of

seeds for

6d@

30°C
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A series of other indicators which did not

change were also analyzed for chosen doses of

irradiation: rate of germination, germinating
power of seeds, mitotic index in sprout cells, and

other indices. Nor did these indicators undergo

change following flight; conditions of flight evi-

dently did not promote the appearance of latent

radiation damage.

In an experiment on diploid yeast cells, an at-

tempt was undertaken to clarify the influence of

flight conditions on postirradiation recovery (yeast

is extremely suitable for study of this process).

The effect of nonradiation factors in flight was

studied, not only on still nonirradiated cells, but

at times when repair processes were operative

under conditions of weightlessness in irradiated

cells. In each instance, changes in the repair

process were not revealed.

It is possible to conclude that, in "resting" or-

ganisms with a low level of metabolic processes,

change in radiosensitivity under the influence

of the dynamic factors of flight and weightless-

ness over a period of 6 d either were not generally

observed or occurred to a nominal degree.

Discoverer 17

In an effort to obtain better information on the

influence of weightlessness on radiosensitivity

and formation of radiation damage, radiobiologic

experiments with irradiated biologic objects dur-

ing initial flight were set up. An attempt was made

to use natural sources of radiation in space. The

satellite, Discoverer 17, was put into orbit within

7 hours after the beginning of intensive solar

flare activity. Biologic objects were irradiated at a

dose of 30-35 rad. Cultures of human tissue were

placed in the satellite along with various prepara-

tions of human and animal blood, bacterial

spores, and algae. However, no conclusive data

were obtained on the general radiobiologic
effect [261.

On the space flights, fertilization and develop-

ment of frog eggs were studied [192] since these

eggs respond to disorientation of the gravity vec-

tor by abnormal development. Fertilization of

frog eggs in space must be conducted by means

of a special apparatus which automatically injects

sperm into the eggs. The eggs which developed

were normal in all respects. A low level of cosmic

radiation apparently has no effect.

Cosmos 110

Biosatellite Cosmos 110 passed in a polar orbit

inside the radiation belt of Earth (height of apogee

was about 904 km). The length of flight was 22 d

and the total dose to the bioobject amounted to
10.5 rad.

Two dogs were placed aboard the satellite

along with an assembly of bioobjects: yeast, let-

tuce seeds, tomatoes, beans, radishes, carrots,

Chinese cabbage, onion bulbs, garlic bulbs, and

a suspension of Chlorella [71].

On completion of the 22-d flight, experi-
mental and control specimens of seeds and bulbs

were analyzed under vegetative and laboratory

experimental conditions by agrobiologic, cyto-
genetic, microbiologic, and biochemical methods.

In the higher plants, a lowering in capacity and

rate of seed growth, dynamics of sprout and plant

growth, their yield and biochemical makeup were

determined. Damage to the chromosome at ana-

phase and telophase of initial mitosis was also

studied; counts were made of the number of

chromosome bridges and fragments of various

types, and the mitotic index determined. Survival

of Chlorella cells was studied as well as change

in the dynamics of initial sporulation and appear-
ance of mutation.

A distinct stimulation in seed and bulb growth

of onions was noted. Experimental plants sur-

passed controls in all basic elements of evaluation

of yield. Thus, plants grown from lettuce seeds

flown on Cosmos 110 surpassed controls in height

(15%), in width of leaves (14%), and in quantity

of leaves (22%). As a result of productive yield,

the biomass of experimental plants increased by
50% compared with controls. Rootlets of lettuce

sprouts, leafy cabbage, radishes, carrots, and

onion bulbs were exposed to cytologic experi-
ments. The resultant data indicated absence of

real differences between experimental and con-

trol plants in quantity of chromosomal aberrations

in the cells of rootlets (Table 15). In all experi-
mental plants, increase in mitotic index was ob-

served, an indication of the stimulating effect of
spaceflight factors.
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On the basisof the influenceuf spaceflight
factors,it mightbeassumedthatsmalldosesof
radiationleadto markedeffectsin stimulation.
Ontheotherhand,it is probablymorecorrectto
concludethatthecriteriausedforevaluationare
inadequatetoexplaintheeffectsofcosmicradia-
tion[71].

A seriesof experimentswithdifferentstrains
ofChlorella produced data indicating absence of

any real differences between experiment and con-

trol specimens, with respect to both survival and

to quantity of mutant cells. Consequently, dura-

tion of combined action of the factors present in

space flight did not affect the vital activity and

mutation process in experimental strains of

Chlorella. An insignificant effect of these factors

on radiosensitivity and postirradiation repair

was noted in resting yeast cells [71].

In experiments with lysogenic bacteria, certain

activation of prophage and lysogenic bacteria

(E.coli K-12 (T)) was established [71, 195]. Re-

search on the content of peripheral blood and

bone marrow of dogs, quantitative indicators in

sperm, and evaluation of the capacity of these

animals to reproduce offspring disclosed no spe-

cific radiobiologic effects of cosmic radiation [71].

Gemini 3, Gemini 11, and Biosatellite H

In order to ascertain biologic effects clearly due

to radiation, it has been proposed that an artificial
source of radiation be used on board the satellite

or spacecraft [146, 154]. Such experiments were

set up on Gemini 3, Gemini 11, and the satellite,

Biosatellite II. On the inner side of the right door

of Gemini 3 an experimental aluminum container

was mounted in which two portions of blood from

two healthy subjects were placed. The blood was

irradiated with the aid of a fl-applicator with p32.

Irradiation was begun 50 min after takeoff and

was completed within 20 min. The full period of

weightlessness lasted approximately 4.7 h. Sus-

pensions of human leukocytes and the bread

mold, Neurospora, in millipore filters were placed

on board Gemini 11. The human leukocytes were

irradiated with the help of a plastic plate loaded

with radioactivity, but the intensity of the radio-

active source was less, since exposure which

was begun 67 h after takeoff lasted 70 h. Speci-

mens of the mold, Neur,_spora, were located in

the same area as the leukocyte suspension [13,
14, 1521.

Ten different biologic types of organisms were

_1____I 1D: .... +_11;t_ 11 flAil A ,'rp_nl_ aimilar_I_LU_U Ol'l J--elU_C:I.Lq,_A_L_ t_ t _ ._l ..........

except for weightlessness, was set up as ground-
based control. The microclimate in this control

capsule was similar to that of the flight capsule,

and the organisms received similar doses of radi-

ation. Biosatellite I1 was in orbit for 45 h. An on-

board source of radiation, Sr sS, was opened 1 h

after launching and covered upon return (within

43 h after takeoff). Both spaceflight and Earth cap-

sules were constructed so that one section (the
nose) was exposed to radiation at the same time

that another section (the stern) was protected

from Sr s5 irradiation. The gaseous composition,

temperature, and relative humidity were con-

trolled during the entire flight. Temperature was

held at about 20 ° C for all experiments except

those conducted with flour beetles, for which the

temperature was held at about 30 ° C. Relative

humidity was kept within the limits of 55-66%

for the entire flight. Vibration, acceleration, and

noise also were controlled during the entire

flight, and recreated in the independent control

experiments on Earth [1461.

Aberrations observed in chromosomes as single

or multiple breaks were counted in metaphase

stage, and the results compared with those
counted in identical controls on Earth which had

received the same radiation dose. Although the

results of Gemini 3 did not show significant differ-

ences between flight and Earth specimens

expressed in chromosomal aberrations with

multiple breaks, the number of aberrations with

single breaks was significantly higher in flight

specimens (see Table 16). In experiments on

Gemini 11, significant changes were not noted,

either in single breaks or forming dicentric
chromosomes.

The most striking findings were in an experi-

ment on larva of Drosophila melanogaster on

Biosatellite II. Reproductive cells of the larva

showed a high number of flight-connected lethal

mutations, crossovers, and multiple chromosome

breaks leading to translocations [136]. This
effect was not connected with the on-board

source of T-irradiation, inasmuch as flight con-

574-271 0 - 75 - pt. 2 - 8
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TABLE 15.--Effect of Spaceflight Factors On-Board Cosmos-110

on Yield of Cells with Chromosomal Aberrations and Quantities

for Mitotic Index in Plant Roots [121

Plant

Garlic

Chinese

cabbage

Radish

Carrot

Lettuce

Experiment

Expt'l

Control

Expt'l

Control

Expt'l

Control

Expt'l

Control

Expt'l
Control

Cells with

chromosomal

aberrations, %

0.6±0.1

0.4±0.4

0.4±0.4

0.3±0.3

1.0±0.4

1.0±0.5

0.3±0.2

0.6±0.4

1.7±0.5

1.9±0.6

I

D

0.5

0.2

0.8

0.2

Mitotic
D

index

9.05±0.7
0.9

8.06±0.9

5.1 ±0.4
2.5

3.9 ±0.3

5.8 ±0.4
3.2

4.2 ±0.3

5.8 ±0.3
2.4

6.6 ±0.4

9.4 ±0.3
10.8

5.1 ±0.2

trois also exhibited the same changes. Therefore,

it could have been caused either by a few heavy

primary particles in cosmic radiation or other

unknown factors of space flight.

Other genetic experiments produced less

striking results, i.e., a somewhat higher quan-

tity of certain types of recessive and dominant

lethals [231. Postflight vibration control sug-

gested that vibration could also be a cause of

these mutations.

A number of careful genetic experiments on

insects (wasps-Habrobracon) were conducted,

and again, genetic changes appeared that might

have been mutations created by ground-level vi-

bration. When irradiation was combined with

weightlessness, females laid more than the ex-

pected amount of eggs. In space flight, their

fecundity increased; after return to Earth, their

lifespan was longer than expected [184]. The

males showed abnormal mating behavior for a

period after the flight was completed.

Several hundred pupae of the flour beetle,

Tribolium confusum, were placed on Biosatellite

II [25]. Stages of development of these organisms

were selected so that they remained in the pupal

stage during launching and attained adulthood

during weightlessness. Each stationary pupa was

placed in a separate cubicle of shockproof con-

struction. Vibration effects were observed in

control specimens which had been exposed to the

influence of vibration on Earth. The end point

studied in this experiment was the frequency of

radiation-induced wing abnormality. The group

flown and irradiated in space developed signifi-

cantly greater wing anomalies than control

groups. The cause for this is unknown, but this

type of effect would be expected if the enzymatic

TABLE 16.--Results of the Analysis of Chromo-

somal Aberrations According to Data from

Gemini 3 and 11 [14, 151

Dose

received (rad)

Lemini 3:

4

49

94

139

184

Gemini 11:

10 (Earth)

8 (flight)
76

145

216

283

Single chromosome
breaks per cell

Earth Flight

0.008 0.008

0.015 0.035

0.033 0.070

0.080 0.120

0.113 0.220

0.030

0.025

0.087 0.060

0.158 0.173

0.221 0.210

0.355 0.265

Ring and dicentric
chromosomes in one

cell

Earth Flight

0.003 0

0.013 0.003

0.033 0.040

0.108 0.065

0.090 0.120

0.063

0.020

0.045 0.050

0.139 0.123

0.218 0.190

0.245 0.303
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failed under conditions of space flight. More

recently, the effects found in space flight were

reproduced in a clinostat in which gravity com-
1 - i -,i _ Jt__: ._ r1¢_/_1

pensai.ion was E() l[llJlll elJ Wltll i dOldUOil t/yU].

These effects were observable at 30 ° C, the tem-

perature in the Biosatellite II capsule, but were

readily seen at 37 ° C. Future experiments are

proposed with mutants lacking the capacity for
repair.

Sparrow et al [161[ carried out an experiment

on Biosatellite II with the higher plant, Tradescan-

tia, designed to determine the effects of weight-
lessness and other spacecraft environmental

conditions on spontaneous and radiation-induced

mutation rates and on cytologic changes. Thirty-
two young plants were arranged in a plastic hous-

ing so that the flower buds were exposed to 223-

rad T-rays, and the roots, immersed in nutrient

solution, were exposed to radiation levels from

116 to 285 rad. Thirty-two additional plants were
flown in a "package shielded from the radiation

source.

An enhanced deleterious effect in the flight

samples was noted in the mitotic spindle mech-

anism in microspores, megaspores, and root tip

cells. A spindle malfunction was independently

observed by Delone and associates on Vostok 5,

6, and Cosmos 110 [451. Thus, these two groups
agree that weightlessness affects the spindle

mechanism during cell division.

No effects were observed on spontaneous levels

of somatic mutation, pollen abortion, stamen hair

stunting, embryo sac abortion, and chromosomal

aberration. Radiation-induced somatic mutation

rates were, in general, unaffected by flight factors,

with the exception of a pink stamen hair cell

mutation which exhibited antagonistic response
to spaceflight factors. Enhanced interactions

between radiation and spaceflight factors were

observed in pollen abortion, micronuclei fre-

quency in pollen, and stamen hair stunting. These

observations suggest increased injury during

more sensitive stages of meiosis and mitosis.

Table 17 shows the portion of the results dealing
with spindle aberrations.

Lysogenic bateria, both irradiated and nonir-

radiated, were used for judging the influence of

weightless conditions on their growth, structure,

and mechanisms regulating induction of latent

lessness on radioseusitivity was established.

The bread mold, Neurospora crassa, was also

flown on Gemini 11 and Biosatellite I[ [461. Two

_llt lllt_) lit_llt--[_llllcro-

spores on porous filters and spores in liquid

medium. Mutants with disorders in purine bio-

synthesis were studied (two component hetero-

karyon heterozygotes), with genes which control

two different subsequent stages in purine bio-

synthesis genetically marked. Doses of radiation

on Biosatellite II were equal to 884, 2055, and

3116 rad, and on Gemini 11, to 9, 76, 145,216,

and 283 rad. In spores which were in a meta-

bolically inactive state, no differences were
found in radiation-induced mutation rates

between ground-level controls and space-

flight specimens. In another set of spores sus-

pended in liquid medium and in a highly active

state of metabolism, marked radioprotective

features, specifically, of survival and induction

of recessive lethal mutations, were observed in

spaceflight specimens. It was shown that possible

anoxia in the liquid medium could not completely
account for the observed effect.

Salyut

Material touching on the influence on radio-

biologic effect of long-term weightlessness is of

great value. In this connection, data from radio-

biologic experiments aboard the Soviet orbiting

scientific station, Salyut, deserve attention [1301.

The flight of this space station lasted 73 days,

April 19-June 30, 1971. Total dose received in

flight did not exceed 2 rad. Dried lettuce seeds

(Lactuca sativa) were tested at various levels of

spontaneous mutagenesis: some seeds had a nor-

mal number of cells with chromosomal aberra-

tions (0.4%), and some 2.0% aberrant cells.

Prior to flight, the seeds were irradiated at a dose

of 10 krad. Cytogenetic analysis of the cells with
chromosomal aberrations in the first mitotic

cycle was conducted. On a lengthy flight, an

increase in the spontaneous mutation process

from 2.0 to 3.9% and from 0.4 to 1.4% took plac e .
An increase in induced radiation mutations also

occurred, from 84.9% in Earthbound irradiated

controls to 97.4% in irradiated flight Specimens.

With the aim of establishing the possible de-
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pendency of the effect on duration of weightless.

ness, a comparison of materials was conducted

by means of cytogenetic analysis of seeds ex-

posed on Cosmos 368, Zond 8, and Salyut over a

period of 7 and 73 days. The data introduced in

Table 18 indicate the increase in spontaneous

mutagenesis notwithstanding its initial level or

the length of flight. In all three experiments, an

increase in radiation-induced mutagenesis in the
seeds was observed.

Biostack and Cosmos-605

Pocket Mouse and Rat Experiments

On lunar flights Apollo 15 and 16, various

biologic specimens were flown by Bficker, Pfohl,

and others [24, 85, 90, 139, 143] in an attempt

to assess biologic effects of heavy cosmic ray

particles. The tracks of individual heavy particles

were followed by photographic and silver chloride

methods in the hope that biologic effects could
be correlated with individual tracks.

On Apollo 17, five pocket mice were exposed

to heavy cosmic ray particles by Haymaker et al

[821. Each animal had a piece of clear plastic
embedded subcutaneously over the cerebrum.

Individual tracks are being developed and meas-

ured by Benton [171. The aim of this experiment

is to search for heavy-ion-induced brain damage.
Similar experiments were carried out on rats
flown on-board the satellite Cosmos-605.

Summary of Satellite Bioexperiments

Weightlessness under certain conditions can

produce abnormal spindles in meiosis and

mitosis, and radiation can increase abortive cell

division in plant cells during space flight. Addi-

tional observed effects include an abnormally

high number of chromosomal rearrangements

in reproductive cells of Drosophila larva, and

increased developmental and behavioral ab-

normalities in Habrobracon. Spaceflight condi-

tions have increased the germinating capacity

of a variety of seeds and have yielded an in-
creased number of chromosomal aberrations.

Many experiments remain inconclusive or of

borderline significance. For example, it remains a

matter of conjecture that cosmic radiation can

increase the number of dominant lethals in the

fruit fly or chromosomal deletions and crossovers

in human cells. More experiments must be con-

ducted in space flight to clarify these potentially

important points; it will be necessary to correlate

all the observed effects with duration of exposure

of bioobjects to weightless conditions. It will be

important in the future to include satellite
experiments directed toward research on bio-

rhythms and change in radiosensitivity under
weightless conditions. The assessment of in-

flight radiobiologic effects caused by heavy

cosmic ray primaries is another important topic.

TOWARD THE ESTABLISHMENT

OF ALLOWABLE DOSE LEVELS

It is necessary to evaluate each type of space

radiation from the point of view of its hazard to

a particular individual or a particular population.

The usual procedure in relation to professional

exposure to radiation is that permissible dose

levels are established, which set practical limits

of radiation at levels where risk can be consid-

ered acceptable for the individual and for the

population as a whole.

However, the evaluation of radiation hazard

during space flight and the establishment of al-

lowable levels of radiation exposure for the crew

of spacecraft present special problems. Consid-
eration must be given to these circumstances:

1. Spaceflight missions represent very elab-

orate and large-scale efforts. It is essen-

tial to insure not only the safety of astro-

nauts, but also that their performance

not be impaired by radiation exposure.

2. There are great spatial, temporal, and

qualitative variations in space radiation.
3. Extreme environmental stresses on as-

tronauts act simultaneously with radi-
ation.

4. The astronauts are a special group of

highly trained and carefully selected
individuals.

Evaluation of radiation hazards in such com-

plicated situations must rely on knowledge

accumulated during many years of experience

with x-rays and y-rays and on experiments that
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deal with quantitativecomparisonsbetween
x-rayeffectsandthoseof otherradiations.In
the US, the evaluationusuallyis a two-part
process:first, a committeeof expertsstudies
the problemsandmakesa scientificreport;10
later,thoseresponsiblefor eachmissionsetper-
missibleexposurelimits basedon thescientific
report and other pertinent considerations.

In thisdiscussion,weshallfollowmethodology
usedbyGrigor'yevet al [74],whichis similarin
many respectsto Americanprocedures[98].

Foreachsituationtheaimis to deriveaDose

Equivalent (DE). This is the dose, delivered to an

individual's whole body, of 200 keV x-rays that

would be equivalent to a particular exposure to

solar and cosmic radiation. Thus: DE[rein]

= D[rad] x QF x DF x TF x SF [74, 98]:

QF (Quality Factor) is the coefficient that

accounts in a generalized manner for relative

biologic effectiveness (RBE). This depends on the

distribution of linear energy transfers (LET), and

sometimes also on particle velocities and dose
levels.

I)F (Distribution Factor) is the coefficient

of partial-body irradiation; it describes how the
effects of nonuniform radiation differ from uni-

form whole-body exposure.

TF (Time Factor) is the protraction coeffi-

cient; it indicates the relative effectiveness of

protracted (uninterrupted or fractional) irradi-

ation in comparison with a single dose of irradi-
ation.

SF is the (Space Factor) coefficient.

The specific conditions of space flight (weight-

lessness, hypodynamia, acceleration, and

others) demand the introduction of SF, charac-

terizing the combined action of radiation and of

other factors in space flight.

Instead of Dose Equivalent, a special term has

been introduced in the USA [98]: Reference

Equivalent Space Exposure (RES), expressed in

special units, reference equivalent units (reu's)
instead of rem.

In a general form: RES (reu)=l) (rad)x QF

x(fl" f2 ........ fn), where the factors fl

_0An example is the report prepared by Wright Langham
and a committee of the NAS (National Academy of Sciences).
Space Science Board. Radiobiological Factors in Manned
Space Flight [981.

have nearly the same meaning as the factors in

the expression for dose equivalence above [981.

In setting permissible levels for spacecraft

crews, we seek exposure levels which do not

impair the astronaut's performance capability

when carrying out flight tasks and will not cause

major expressed somatic changes. The possibility

of developing late effects is, of course, also
considered.

For short-term flights lasting only a few weeks,

the greatest hazard is presented by proton and

helium-ion radiation from solar flares. Early

consequences of this type of radiation are ex-

pressed in the form of prodromal reactions, skin

reactions, and reduction of activity of the blood-

forming organs. It is also necessary to calculate

the significance of changes in the nervous system

and in particular, the vestibular system, for the

astronaut's performance.

Allowable Dose Levels

In the Soviet Union, the dose standards for

short-term space flights up to 30 d have been
calculated as:

(1) Allowable dose = 15 rem

(2) Dose of justified risk = 50 rem

(3) Critical dose = 125 rem

The dose of justified risk considers the definite

probability of a powerful solar flare developing

during flight. If a critical dose of 125 rem is at-

tained, the question of possibility of continuing

the flight must be resolved [70]. A permissible

dose was set at 25 rem for the crews of the Apollo

flights. For evaluation of the possibility that the

flight might be terminated, a maximum operating

dose was established equal to 50 rem.

For interplanetary space flights of 1- to 3-yr

duration, there will be three components of radia-

tion exposure: solar flares that may occur at

random intervals; dose from nuclear reactors

used for propulsion or for on-board source of

power; and light and heavy nuclei of galactic

cosmic rays [159].
The most hazardous form of radiation in

interplanetary flight might be heavy ions from

galactic cosmic radiation which probably can

cause serious, irreversible changes. Unfortu-
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nately, at present, there are not sufficient data

available for evaluating this hazard [59].

Part of the radiation damage in long-term

space flight is caused by low LET components.

Radiation damage will not accumulate propor-

tionally to dose, but a portion of it will be rep-

TABLE 19.-Calculated Levels of Effective Dose

for Lengthy Space Flights [75]

Length of flight
(yrs)

Absorbed dose
(rad)

100
200
300

Effective dose at
end of flight (rad)

77.5
125.0
142.5

A

"O

E

' tJ)
o

1000 _

100

I I I I I I

Skin dose
Point dose

Depth dose

n

I I I I I I

2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Cylinder wall thickness (g/cm 2 of AI)

FIGURE I3.--Total daily dose versus wall thickness of an
aluminum cylinder for various dose points for 200- and
270-nautical mile orbits. Point dose ignores shielding
provided by astronaut's body, i.e. is dose received at a
point in space (no phantom). Skin dose is calculated at
0.07 mm depth; depth dose calculated at tissue depth of
5cm.

(Redrawn from White, Robbins, and Hardy, MSC Doc.
No. MSC-00183)

arable. With the passage of time during a long

flight, the amount of damage repaired increases

gradually. Calculated "effective doses" do not

increase proportionally to the duration of the
flight, estimates for which are in Table 19 for

flight durations of 1 to 3 yrs. In calculating

values for the table, the assumption was that the

irreversible component consists of 20-25% and

the rate of repair equals 0.1%/d. Such calcula-

tions are especially tentative since no experi-

mentally well-founded constant exists for

recovery and irreversible damage under the com-
plex conditions of mixed space radiations.

Estimates have been obtained for the "ex-

pected" radiation exposure from trapped solar

radiations, galactic cosmic rays, and nuclear

reactors on long-term orbital and interplanetary

flights. Figures 13 and 14 indicate the dose in-

side an aluminum cylinder as a function of its
wall thickness.

E

0

a

I0_ I I I I I I

1_270 Naut. mi. orbit, 55° incl.

"t\

_oint dose

_t__ Skin dOSDepth dose

0.1_

-J Point dos%_'_"---""-D-_h--_'-_ ?'

Skin dose200 Naut. mi. orbit, 90 ° incl.

0.01 i I I I I '

1 3 5 7 9 11 13

Cylinder wall thickness (g/cm 2 of AI)

FIGURE14.--Total daily dose versus wall thickness of an
aluminum cylinder for same dose points described in
Fig. 13for a synchronous altitude orbit.
(Redrawn from White, Robbins, and Hardy, MSC Doc.

No. MSC-00183)
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If shieldingis at least2 g/cm%then these
graphsgiveadepthdoseofabout100rem/yr.

Solarflareeventsarehighlyvariable.However,
theannualdosecontributionfromallbutthelarg-
estflareevents,behindawallshieldingestimated
as2 g/cm2aluminum,is lessthan100rem/yr.
Verylargeflaresduringalong-termmissioncon-
stitutea specialhazard,andthe possibilityof
constructingspecialpersonnelshelterson-board
interplanetarycraftshouldbeconsidered.

Forindividualsolderthan35onlong-termspace
flights,thepreliminaryestimatesof maximumal-
lowabledoserecommendedare:for1yr,200rem;
for2yrs,250rem;andfor3yrs,275rem[70].Rec-
ommendationssometimesdiffer significantly
amongvariousauthors.A doseofeven300rad/yr
of flighthasbeenrecommended,for example
[1331.

Clinical Manifestations

of Radiation Damage

When the peculiarities of radiation conditions

in space are considered, it becomes important to
direct attention to the dose-dependence of clinical

effects which can arise in man when exposed to

external radiation.

Four variants of radiation exposure can arbi-

trarily be considered:

(1) acute irradiation (uniform whole-body as

well as local) of a few days' duration;

(2) protracted irradiation of 3-mo duration;

(3) acute repeated irradiation against a back-

ground of cosmic ray particles;

(4) chronic irradiation lasting 1 yr or more.

The character of manifestations and duration of

radiation damage is different in each category.
With acute irradiation to a limited area of the

body at doses on the order of a few hundred rads,

localized radiation damage can develop without

any kind of general clinical symptoms. With

whole-body irradiation or irradiation of a relatively

large surface, at doses significantly less than those
used in localized irradiation, severe radiation sick-

ness can arise. For acute radiation sickness, rather

precise periods of duration of sickness, as well

as its dependence on length and degree of sever-

ity of radiation dose are characteristic. In the

pathogenesis of severe radiation sickness, damage

to the blood-forming organs, to the gastrointesti-

nal tract, and to the nervous system are significant.
For evaluation of radiation effects in man, we

are limited to material from radiation therapy

clinics, to studies of accidents in reactors and in

other professional situations, and to data based

on the study of people exposed to radiation from

atomic bomb explosions in Japan, as well as

injuries from radioactive fallout following ex-

perimental atomic bomb tests [3, 10, 79, 98, 109,

1441.

Although there is general agreement on the de-

scription of various aspects of radiation illness,

there are differences in terminology and inter-

pretation among various laboratories. The avail-

able human data usually relate to x- or T-rays and

acute exposures. Knowledge of the effects of pro-

tracted low doses is meager and human data on

the effects of whole-body exposure to protons or

heavy ions are not available.
The lack of consistency between figures and

tables reproduced here indicates the range of

existing uncertainty.
In man, external acute exposure to x- or T-rays

at doses of 100-1000 rad [79] leads to the de-

velopment of "typical" forms of acute radiation

sickness. Rather definite time-dependence and

the dependence on dose of severity of illness are

characteristic.

An early symptom complex in radiation pathol-

ogy of acute irradiations is the so-called

"primary" or prodromal reaction, for which the

most frequent manifestations are anorexia,

nausea, and fatigue. Particularly unpleasant for

the astronauts are vomiting, general weakness,

dizziness, headache, apathy, disturbance of

sleep, and diarrhea.

Four degrees of severity in radiation sickness

can be distinguished by clinical progression:

First-degree reaction. General symptoms of

the reaction in the individual af barely per-

ceptible level of slight weakness, headache,

lowering of appetite, light dizziness, and so

forth; performance is not disturbed.

Second-degree reaction. Symptoms leading to

certain loss of performance during the first

days such as general weakness, persistent

nausea, vomiting once, expressed anorexia,

olfactory and gustatory (taste) disturbances,

,_;!:k.XGEI8 FOOR
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Third-degree reaction. Symptoms causing

expressed loss of performance in the first
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repeated vomiting, apathy, expressed dis-

turbance of taste and smell, acute dizziness,

severe headache, sleeplessness or somno-
lence.

Fourth-degree reaction. Symptoms indicat-

ing irradiation in very large doses, which

appear similar to third-degree reactions but

include also, diarrhea, rigor, cramps, and

prostration.

The primary or prodromal reaction develops

in the first hours following irradiation and can

continue from several hours up to 1-2 days. The

probability of development, time of appearance,

duration, and severity of symptoms depend

basically on two factors: radiation dose and in-

clividnai variations in radiosensitivity of the

irradiated organism. With increase in the

radiation dose, individual variations gradually

disappear.

The dose-dependence in development of pri-

mary reaction has been systematized in a series

of observations developed primarily from studies

of a large quantity of clinical material on irradia-

tion of oncolo_c patients [70, 79, 109]. The data

_ve information on periods of onset and duration

and development severity for symptoms of pro-
dromal reaction, taking into consideration varia-

tions in individual peculiarities of the organism.

At the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, a large

amount of clinical data was collected (on 2100

patients) in relation to radiation therapy of ad-

vanced cancer, with the aim of evaluating radia-

tion hazard during Apollo spacecraft flights.

Although there is some dispute on the most

suitable statistical method for analysis of this

clinical material, dose-dependency of appearance

of clinical symptoms in 50% of persons irradiated

can be presented [ll0J:

82-+32 rad produce anorexia;

136 ±36 rad produce weakness (during 42 d);

138 __20 tad produce nausea;

173 ± 18 rad produce vomiting;

194+ 19 rad produce diarrhea.

Clinical observations of patients at doses on

the order of 25-50 rad indicate the presence, in

some, of very high sensitivity to prodromal

effects. This points to the desirability of special

,t,^-o_ _ _,_:,_,, ,F........ flight. H ......... , _tUII_IUU _1 uu.lluluaLeS L_I olJ_ t .... _ .....

present, criteria are not yet known for choosing

an individual who is not particularly sensitive to

development of radiation illness. Elaborate medi-

cal programs have been established for choosing

extremely healthy persons to become astronauts,

for which a special training program is manda-

tory.

It is of essential importance in the evaluation

of radiation hazard to determine dose-depend-
ence for the incidence of the most hazardous

prodromal symptoms. An attempt will be made

to obtain statistically reliable data on that dose

which produces particular signs of primary re-

action during whole-body irradiation, with the

probability of symptoms occurring at 10, 50, and

90% respectively for anorexia, nausea, and vom-

iting (see Table 20) [981.

TABLE 20.-Absorbed Dose with Acute Whole-

Body Irradiation, Causing Symptoms of Pri-

mary Reaction at Various Probabilities [99]

Symptoms

Anorexia
Nausea
Vomiting

Absorbed dose (rad) causing reaction
with probability

10%

4O
5O
6O

50%

100
170
215

90%

24O
32O
38O

In the first days following acute radiation ex-

posure during space flights, primary reaction

can create a serious hazard. In this period, dis-

turbance of the capacity of the crew to perform

its task is possible, which in turn can influence

successful completion of the flight program.

The prodromal reaction is followed by a latent

or "'false well-being" period, the length of

which is determined (similar to the prodromal

reaction itself) by severity of radiation dam-

age. In this period, the general state of the ir-

radiated subject improves, but certain neuro-
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logicsymptomsandchangesin peripheralblood
appear.

At theheightof radiationsickness,a distinct
complexof symptomsarises,includinggeneral
weakness,increasein bodytemperature,drop
in whitebloodcell count,erythema,epilation,
and internal hemorrhagetypical of general
sepsis.In alightformofradiationsickness,func-
tionalchangesmayoccurin thenervoussystem,
whilein a severeform,organicchangesarepos-
sible.In this period,inhibitionof hemopoiesis
is marked.Thedegreeof suppressionof hemo-
poiesisandtheseverityof symptomsdependon
theamountofradiationreceived.

Theless the radiationdose,the earlierthe
recovery.It cancontinuefor a monthor more,
andinsomeinstancesmaynotbecomplete.Im-
provementof generalcondition,normalizationof
body temperature,weight increase,an_tim-
provementof the stateof peripheralbloodare
thefirstsignsof recovery.

Someinvestigatorsassumethatinhealthyper-
sons,thethresholddosefor developmentof a
mild formof radiationsicknessis equalto 100
rad [79].With dosesof 100-250rad,acuteradi-
ationsicknessof first-degreeseveritydevelops;
at dosesof 250-400rad,second-degree;andat
dosesof400-1000rad,third-degree.

In general,suchdose-dependencefor thede-
velopmentof radiationpathologyin manoccurs
whenacutewhole-bodyuniformirradiationis
applied.With nonuniformexposure,a greatva-
rietyofclinicalmanifestationsof radiationdam-
ageis possible;thesedependuponthe sizeof
irradiatedarea, its localization,absorptionof
doseby the critical organs,andothersimilar
factors.

Analysisof certainclinicalcausesindicates
that shieldingcomparativelysmall portions
of the bone marrowallowspreservationof
life followingdoseswhich,in instancesofwhole-
bodyirradiation,undoubtedlywouldleadto mor-
tality [791.Theseobservationsagreewell with
experimentalstudies[73,145].

Underconditionsof protractedirradiationfor
severalmonthswithattainmentof a largertotal
dosethanwithsingledosesofirradiation,a"sub-
acute"formofradiationsicknesswithindetermi-
nateperiodsof progressionmayoccur.

Almostnostudiescharacterizeclinicaleffects
of protractedirradiation(upto 3 mo);available
dataareconcernedwith isolatedaccidentsfor
whicheitherthemagnitudeofradiationexposure
hasnotbeenpreciselydeterminedor irradiation
wasnotuniform.Onthebasisofthesedata,it is
difficult to expressquantitativelythe radiation
pathologyof protractedexposures.Themostval-
uabledatacanbefoundin thematerialsonfrac-
tionatedtotal-bodyandpartialirradiationin ra-
diotherapyclinics. For purposesof analysis,
informationhasbeenusedconcerning97onco-
logicalpatientsexposedto partial fractionated
x-rayirradiation(singledosesof15-50rad,totaling
up to 250radin theseries).Irradiationoccurred
dailyor at anintervalof 1-3d [44,70].

Earlyprimaryreactionwithfractionated,daily
irradiationincreasesgraduallyas totaldosein-
creasesand disappearsonly aftercessationof
irradiation.At first, irradiatedindividualscom-
plainof a generalweakness,rapidfatigue,and
anorexia;withdegreeof increasein totaldose,
nausea,olfactoryandtastedisturbances,head-
aches,disturbedsleep,dizziness,and vomiting
canoccur.

It is apparentthat,withfractionated and pro-

tracted irradiation, precise periods of radiation

damage are not observed. The symptoms of pri-

mary reaction somehow become transformed into

those of actual radiation illness (general weak-

ness, rapid fatigue, sleep disturbance, head-

aches, dizziness, lowering of blood pressure, and

the like). Changes in peripheral blood occur as a

result of radiation exposure in the form of leuko-,

lympho- and neutropenia.

On the basis of available radiobiologic knowl-

edge and clinical observations, it is assumed that

the symptoms of prodromal reaction and radiation

damage, both with fractionated whole-body ir-

radiation and protracted irradiation, occur to a

lesser degree than with acute irradiation at cor-

responding doses. The less the dose rate of pro-

tracted irradiation, the slower and less expressed

is the development of radiation pathology. This is

only true for low LET radiation, however.

With radiation exposure for the duration of 1 yr

or more at dose rates exceeding many times the

maximum allowable dose for occupational irradi-

ation, chronic radiation sickness can develop,
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mostcharacteristicof whichis theslowdevelop-
mentof symptomsof radiationdamagewithout
definiteperiodsof illness.

In summarizingtheexistingmaterialonclinical
_1.. ....... :-*;-o .f tk_ ,llno_ nnrl d_n inrlividuals
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working in radiation fields, three groups of af-

fected individuals can be distinguished, depend-

ing on accumulated total dose of relatively uni-

form external radiation [12, 70, 78, 791.

Group 1: Dose of 30-50 rem for 5-10 yrs. There

are no clinical signs of illness, but certain func-

tional changes in distinct organs are revealed

through special clinical and physiologic re-
search methods.

Group 2: Total dose of 50-150 rem for 10-15 yrs.

The clinical picture takes on the aspect of insta-

bility with possible symptoms of neurocirculatory

disturbances of a hypotonic type. This is some-

times accompanied by hypofunction of the secre-

tory activity of the stomach and some depression

in hemopoiesis. At doses of more than 100 rad, a

light form of chronic radiation sickness is possible

in individual situations. Changes arise slowly and

regress within 2-5 yrs after cessation of ir-

radiation.

Group 3: Dose of 150-400 or more rem for 20 yrs

or more. Chronic radiation sickness of first and

second degree severity can appear. The asthenic

syndrome develops, which is associated with

lowering of functional capabilities of higher levels

of the central nervous system; increased mental

fatigue with loss of attention and memory;

disturbance of diverse analyzers; symptoms of

functional disturbance in the digestive tract,

cardiovascular, and endocrine systems; more

expressed and stable aherations on the part of

the hemopoietic organs can also appear.

This division into groups of clinical symptoms

of radiation illness is extremely tentative, since

the symptoms of functional disturbance and slight

decrease in hemopoiesis develop only gradually

with radiation exposure. The later and more se-

vere symptoms of chronic radiation illness are

characterized by organic damage to the central

nervous and cardiovascular systems, and by

aplasia of the bone marrow.

Chronic radiation exposure in space presents a

hazard in long-term space flight when the crew is

constantly being bombarded with galactic cosmic

radiation. In calculating the dose rate of galactic

cosmic radiation at 10-15 rad/yr, the analysis of
clinical material on the irradiation of humans at

total doses up to 150 rein (i.e. Group 2) is of spe-

cial interest, if it is assumed that the quality factor

for cosmic rays is 10 to 15. In this group, all enu-

merated pathologic changes in the organism de-

velop slowly over several years. Therefore, for

a flight of 1-3 yrs, development of symptoms char-

acteristic for tile given group is highly improbable.

Following cessation of irradiation, functional

disturbances are repaired, although slowly, dur-

ing 2-5 yrs. There is no experimental evidence at

present for the biologic effectiveness of primary

cosmic ray particles.

Chronic radiation sickness can develop from

acute radiation exposures against a background

of chronic exposure to ionizing radiation, and,

following periods of acute exposure, there can be

symptoms of acute radiation sickness with de-

velopment of prodromal reaction. This variant of

radiation sickness has not yet been sufficiently

studied and requires further experimentation;

however, it can be postulated that a background

created by chronic radiation activity can change

the severity of symptoms normally observed with

acute irradiation. Acute irradiation, on its part,

can alter the development of chronic radiation
sickness.

Evaluation of Late Effects

The problem of late effects is extremely im-

portant and complicated for the evaluation of

hazard to man from the action of ionizing radia-
tion. Late effects of radiation are called somatic

if discovered in the irradiated individual, and in-

herited if they influence his progeny. Among late

somatic effects are leukemia, malignant tumors,

cataracts, skin damage, decrease in fertility and,

possibly, "nonspeeific aging." As a rule, it is ex-

extremely difficult, even impossible, to relate
these effects to the action of radiation in indi-

vidual cases.

The question of revising allowable exposure

limits for professional workers should not be de-

cided solely on the basis of risk of development
of somatic effects, without wider consideration

for genetic effects and effects on future popula-
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tions. For evaluation of radiation hazard to astro-

nauts, only somatic effects have significance,

because of the extremely small contribution of

irradiation of astronauts to the general population
dose.

Committees of the US National Academy of

Sciences and the United Nations (the Scientific

Committee for the Effects of Atomic Radiations)

have recently considered, independently, ques-

tions of leukomogenesis and carcinogenesis of

radiations [3]. These groups have argued that, fl)r

health protection, a linear dose-effect relationship

should be assumed, since this yields more reliable

values for protection, while the actual dose-

dependence is possibly nonlinear.

It has been clearly established that radia-

tion exposure causes leukemia in humans at

doses greater than 100 rad. An open question
remains: whether or not there is a lower thresh-

old dose at which leukemia does not arise. The

existence of a threshold dose would eliminate the

hazard of malignant illness arising at doses not

exceeding that threshold. For health protection

purposes, the relationship is usually represented

as linear; leukemia incidence after high LET

particle irradiation is not known. It is estimated

that leukemia arises within several years follow-

ing irradiation.

Calculations show that, fi)r a dose of 100 rad

or more of low LET radiation, the risk of leu-

kemia is one case/10 s individuals irradiated

rem -1 yr -1 [3]. Leukemia has an average nat-

ural occurrence of 50 cases/10 s people yr -_.

In evaluating the risk of development of leu-

kemia, it is imperative to take into consideration

the age factor; it should also be kept in mind that

the probability of development of leukemia by

local irradiation or by irradiation of half the body

is approximately twice lower than by whole-
body irradiation.

It has been demonstrated that certain types

of leukemia are associated with specific types

of chromosomal aberrations: high LET radiations

cause chromosomal aberrations with high fre-

quency and are suspected of being more effec-
tive in causing leukemia.

Substantial data have been accumulated on the

development of various forms of cancer through

the action of ionizing radiation. Analyses of this

development have been made on the basis of

international data and data presented to the

Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission at Hiroshima

and Nagasaki [10[.

The Japanese data, based primarily on illness

in adults, indicate that the doubling dose for can-

cer of the thyroid gland is about 100 rad, or an

increase in the number of tumors of the thyroid
in the population of 1% for each rad of irradiation.

It was also established that the doubling dose

for thyroid gland cancer is between 5 and 10

rem for children in the USA. This means a

10-20% increase in risk of cancer of the thyroid

gland in children fl_r each rad of irradiation per

year. Thus, with a group of children (USA) and

adults (Japan), the degree of increase in cancer

of the thyroid gland in a year/rad of irradiation

will be within a range of 1-20%.

According to data in Japan and the USA, a dou-

bling dose of 175 rad has been determined for

cancer of the lung, or 0.6% increase in lung can-

cer in the population/tad yr -1 [101.

In summarizing the incidence of radiation-in-

duced cancer (including leukemia) from existing

data, it becomes apparent that, for widely varying

organs and systems, the range of values for dou-

bling dose is very small (see Table 21) [3]. The
overall incidence of all kinds of cancer and leu-

kemia combined may be assumed to be 4 × 10 -s]

rem yr -1. The thyroid gland is apparently the

only organ for which there exists a higher

radiosensitivity for induced radiation cancer in

young people.

Genetic effects appear in the descendants of

individuals exposed to irradiation. It is extremely

TABLE 21.--Rate of Induction of Various Types

of Neoplasms, Assuming a Linear Dose-

Effect Relationship [3]

Neoplasm Incidence at 1 rem/yr 1

Leukemia 1/10n
Lung cancer 1/106
Stomach cancer 1/10s
All other forms 1/106

Overall tumor incidence 4/10 _ rem -l. yr -a

_Incidence of thyroid cancer when children are exposed
is higher.

R_PI_ODUCIBILITY OF TEE

(_I_i.,_INAL PAGE li_P00_
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A:.CI:;,,,1. t'.3 e ''_l,,_t- th,_ g_n_tir effect_ esDeciallv
since this risk has not been evaluated for other

circumstances. It was proposed by an Inter-

national Atomic Energy Agency Committee that

the _l_r, be ...... :.... n n _ y 10 6/rein yr -1 [._[qUCtlltltatuu aS _._.- LVj.

Thus, to summarize the risk from late effects,

it is possible to present it as:

Leukemia:

Other types of tumors:

Genetic effects:

All tumors and genetic
effects combined:

1 × lO-G/rem yr -_

3 × lO-6/rem yr -_

0.5 × lO-S/rem yr -_

< 10 × lO-6/rem yr -1

The results from experiments in relation to

lifespan following low-level irradiation exposures

in humans provide conflicting information. It is

not clear from a statistical standpoint whether

or not there is significant shortening in the life-

span of radiologists compared with specialists

who have not been exposed to professional

irradiation. A definite effect of large doses of daily

irradiation on the length of life appears in

mammals exposed to irradiation at various daily

doses. Assuming that it makes sense to extrap-

olate the annual data of lesser daily doses,

and that the results are valid for man, then it

can be concluded that chronic irradiation of man

causes shortening in his lifespan. Such an effect

may be explained as a speeding up of the natural

process of aging.

The probability of lifespan shortening is

1 × 10 -4 for the average lifespan/rad. For the

average lifespan of 70 yrs, the shortening due

to whole-body irradiation can consist of 3 d/rad.

However, it should be emphasized again that the

given evaluation of risk is extrapolated from data

on small mammals and may be inaccurate.

The Critical Organs

In the past, allowable doses of irradiation

have been expressed either as dose in air or as

surface dose. For more precise measurement of
radiation hazard in connection with dissimilar

radiosensitivity of tissues and organs and their

special functional significance, it appears neces-

sary to know the dose actually received by the

most radiosensitive (critical) organs since their

selective damage may condition the developmcnt

of irreversible changes in the organism.

The majority of authors consider the blood-

forming organs, sex glands, retina, skin, lens of

the eye_ and certain others as critical organs. It

is also necessary to point out that, for space

flight, as numerous experiments indicate, shield-

ing the area of irradiation, and unequal distri-

bution of absorbed dose to the body of the

astronauts all help determine the role of an organ
as critical.

On the basis of an extensive series of experi-

ments, it is also advisable to consider the vestib-

ular system as a critical organ. The normal

functional activity of the vestibular system is of

great importance for man's successful completion

of space flight [61, 62, 69].

Under spaceflight conditions, the vestibular

system is exposed to a series of adverse stimuli

that include weightlessness, acceleration, and

vibration. Other stresses, such as changed gase-

ous medium, temperature variations, hypokinesis,

disturbance of biorhythms, and others can also

provide adverse stimuli. Radiation action

against this background, even at small doses, can

call forth serious disturbances in the function of

the vestibular system, which can, in turn, com-

plicate completion of flight tasks by the spacecraft

crew.

A series of experiments on irradiation of the

vestibular system, with special reference to

space flight, was completed at the beginning of

the 1960s [128, 1531.

Threshold radiosensitivity for vestibular mal-

function was studied in more than 500 rabbits

and 50 dogs. Single doses of irradiation consisted

of 50, 100, 200, 500, 600, 800, 1000, 1600, 5000,
and 10 000 rad. The initial reaction of the vestibu-

lar system to radiation exposure was evaluated

(mainly in rabbits exposed to single doses of

radiation), as well as the dynamics of vestibular

disorders during the course of all stages of radi-

ation sickness. After low doses (50-100 rad),
there was depression in some cases, and in others

increased excitation of the vestibular system.

With increase in the dose of radiation, depression

of the vestibular function became more pro-
nounced (see Table 22). Single doses of whole-

body exposure in the first hours following irra-
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diationleadto sharpdepressionin thefunctionof
thevestibularsystem:(a) by lowering excitability,

expressed by an increase in thresholds for

angular acceleration perception and Coriolis

acceleration as recorded by nystagmus, and (b)

by lowering reaction of the vestibular system to

angular and Coriolis accelerations [8, 68].

In this manner, the influence of ionizing radi-

ations on vestibular function with whole-body

irradiation of animals is expressed as a significant

lowering in the response of the system to the

action of adequate stimuli. Other physical fac-

tors also contribute, for example, Coriolis ac-
celeration created as a result of continual slow

rotation of the cabin [8], the conditions of her-

metically sealed quarters [681, and vibration [1151.

The data introduced above permit consider-

ation of the probability of similar trends in the
effects of certain environmental stimuli on the

function of the vestibular system. However, this

feature can change under conditions of the com-

bined action of radiation and certain other

stimuli.

Other workers who attempted to evaluate the

effects of radiation in smaller groups of animals

found that significant effects began at 500 rad,
and the effects were transient. There was also

a training or habituation factor [l18J.

The vestibular system under spaceflight con-

ditions appears to be a critical organ not only

in terms of complications in fulfilling spaceflight

tasks on the part of the crew, but also in evalu-

TABLE 22.--Changes in Radiosensitivity of the

Vestibular Analyzer During the First Hours

Following Whole-Body Irradiation at Various

Doses [129,154]

Dose
(rad)

50-100
500-800
5000
10 000

No.

rabbits
in

series

66
62
2O
10

No. rabbits in which changes in
radiosensitivity appeared

Increased
radio-

sensitivity

19
2
2
0

Decreased
radio-

sensitivity

18
56
18
10

Total
deviation

37(56%)
58(95%)
20(100%)
10(100%)

ating radiation safety in space. The study of

reactions of the vestibular system to irradiation

exposure combined with other spaceflight factors,

and the study of reactions of an organism in a

state of vestibular disorder, make evident the

significance of the vestibular functional state for

calculating allowable doses of space radiation.

The nervous system is of special interest,

particularly the visual pathways and the retina.

Damage caused by heavy primary cosmic ray

particles might be expressed most clearly here

[59]. Indications are that single heavy ions might

cause degeneration of rods in the retina [193].

At large doses, heavy-accelerated oxygen ions

have proved more effective than x-rays in pro-

ducing irreversible damage to circulatory and

neural components of the retina [21J. Radiations

are also efficient in producing DNA strand breaks

in the cerebellum [105]. A great deal of radiation
sensitivity in functional response of various

parts of the nervous system has been shown
[61,64, 93,101,107[.

Effective Dose

An important feature of radiation in space

appears to be its duration. The necessity of
calculating this feature to evaluate the radiation

hazard on long flights cannot be doubted.

Protracted radiation, in an overwhelming

majority of cases, shows less damaging effect than
acute irradiation. With increase in duration of

exposure there is decrease in the appearance of

clinical symptoms of radiation. For quantitative

characterization of this type of effect, the concept

of effective dose has been introduced. The term

relates mainly to the process of recovery in the

irradiated organism versus the irreversible part

of the damage.

Under the heading of effective dose with pro-
tracted irradiation, it should be understood that a

dose of acute irradiation would produce the same

effect as a given protracted dose. For calculation

of effective dose, mathematical models are used

which are based on the dynamics of recovery
from exposure to radiation [4, 18, 162]. A series

of mathematical models has been proposed for

calculating effective dose, based on experimental

data obtained under various conditions of pro-
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tractedandchronicirradiation[33,113,116,127,
175]. Severalauthorshavealsoattemptedto
introducemathematicalmodelsfor calculation
of processesof prematureagingorshorteningof
lifespan[18.60.162].

Datahavebeencompiledgivingevidencethat
thedynamicsofrecoveryfromradiationdamage,
throughsplit-doseirradiations,havemorecom-
plex characterthan was assumedin earlier
models,andthusdemandfurtherstudy[5,40,
50, 160].The studyof reversibleandirrevers-
ible portionsof radiationdamagehasindicated
that, in determiningconstantsfor recovery,
theseconditionsof irradiationshouldbe con-
sidered:doselevel,timefactor,typeofradiation,
distributionof absorbeddosein the body,and
extentof shielding.Otherconsiderationsarethe
organism'sindividualrecoverycapabilitiesin-
cludingage.Fromthesepremises,a morepro-
tractedregimeofirradiationcanberecommended
for astronautsaged22to 25;astronautsfromage
35 to 37 shouldprobablybe exposedto the
maximumallowabledosefor shorterintervals
[1401.

For evaluationof radiationhazardon short-
term spaceflights,allowabledoseis usually
derivedfrom total absorbeddosewithoutcon-
siderationfor degreeof recoveryfromradiation
damage.However,for standardizationof radia-
tion doseon lengthyspaceflights,suchanap-
proachisnotacceptable.Undertheseconditions,
it becomesnecessarytocalculateeffectivedose.
Thus,for example,themaximumvaluefor dose
ofjustifiedrisk iscalculatedat215remforalong
spaceflightonthe basisof aneffectivedoseof
justifiedriskof 50rem[94].

donotoccur.Subsequently,theyprovetobemore
radiosensitivethananimalsin whichthereare
suchbioelectricalchanges.Evaluationof pos-
siblechangesin bioelectricactivityof thebrain
mightprovevaluablefor preliminaryevaluation
of radiosensitivity.Resultsof experimentsin-
dicatingthepresenceof aparticulardependency
betweenfunctionalstateofthevestibularsystem
andthecharacterof its reactionto lowdosesof
radiationon theonehand,andradiosensitivity
in irradiationof animalswithlargedosesonthe
otherhand,deserveattention[50].

Thequestionof the possibilityof priordeter-
minationof radiosensitivityby meansofirradia-
tion of autogeniccell culturestakenfrom the
astronautbeforeflightdemandsfurtherconsidera-
tion. This problemis closelyrelatedto the
questionof initial increasein radioresistanceof
spaceflightcrews.Dataindicatethatthe initial
actionof a seriesof stressfactorscanhavean
importanteffecton increasein radiostabilityof
spaceflightcrews.

Manyscientistsdo not acceptthe ideathat
individualsin a populationhave a specific
sensitivity,althoughasmallchangeinsensitivity
to lethaldoseseemsto accompanyage.Other
complicatingfactors are the known diurnal
variationsin radiosensitivity,that chemical
substancescanalter sensitivity,andthat cells
havedifferentresponsesin differentphysiologic
states.However,sensitiveandresistantmutants
do exist in microorganisms,which can be
differentiatedby their variousabilitiesto repair
radiationdamage.Geneticstrainsdifferingin
radiosensitivityhavealsobeenfoundin mice.

Individual Radiosensitivity
and Selection of Astronauts

Methods for evaluating radiosensitivity in

man prior to radiation exposure do not exist at

present, although extremely hypothetical opin-

ions on this question can be formulated.

It has been established that, during irradiation

of humans with small doses, bioelectric activity

of the brain can change [61]. Furthermore, it has
been shown that ;n rabbits irradiated with small

doses, changes in bioelectric activity of the brain

Summary

Evaluation of radiation hazard for short-term

and long-term space flights and determination of
allowable doses of radiation for astronauts are

difficult. However, there are many known facts

concerning biological peculiarities of the effects
of solar and cosmic radiation in its various forms

and energy spectra as well as its spatial and

temporal distributions.

The problem of biologic effects of heavy ions

on astronauts deserves special attention. Methods

for correct evaluation of this hazard have still not
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been defined. Only extensive radiobiologic re-

search in space with accelerator experiments us-

ing heavy ions will permit solution of the problem.

A thorough evaluation of the combined effects of

ionizing radiation and other factors of space flight

is demanded. At present, it is not known how long-

term exposure of man to weightlessness will in-

fluence his radiosensitivity, in what way radiation

damage under conditions of weightlessness will

develop, and, finally, the reactions of an irradiated

organism to the influence of other spaceflight

factors.

Considerations of the development of space

science, the realization of long-term space flights,

and the possible use of atomic energy for propul-

sion and on-board power sources, pose the prob-

lem of reliable shielding for the crew and life-

support systems. From this perspective, the pos-

sibility of creating electromagnetic and electro-

static protection and the partial shielding of

critical organs and systems are being studied.

The possibility of shielding the crew from cos-

mic radiation by using fuel reserves and provi-

sions, machinery and various apparatus on-board
the spacecraft, should also be considered.

Drugs for pharmacologic protection from radi-

ation would be desirable. However, the use of

radioprotective chemicals presents special prob-

lems: they must be effective against various types

of radiation at low dose rates; be marked by low

toxicity even with repeated applications during

a short time; and not lower the general functional

capability of the organism. Research on the de-

velopment of such drugs is still in process.

For success in obtaining radiation safety in

space flight, future availability of a complex of

special additional instruments and methods is

envisaged. These would include systems of on-

board and individual dosimetric devices for astro-

nauts, continuous monitoring of the conditions of

radiation in space, and radiation prognosis, espe-

cially prognosis of solar activity. However, even

precise dosimetric information concerning ab-

sorbed dose on-board the spacecraft is not always

sufficient for making the decisions to take pro-

phylactic measures, since the range of individual

responses in man can be extremely wide. The

necessity might arise on long-duration flights for

working out criteria and methods of evaluating

some aspects of the degree of radiation damage

directly on-board the ship. The chosen criteria

must be marked by specificity, high verifiability,

and maximum suitability for characterizing the
astronaut's condition.

Thorough analysis at ground level of all medical

information received from the spacecraft, in-

cluding the search for indications of radiation

effects, is envisaged. Data must be obtained

iniflight which characterize the condition of

the most radiosensitive systems of the organism.

To this group of data, information might be

added on the quantitative state of peripheral

blood, the presence of disorders of the alimentary
tract, or the state of blood clotting.

The development of special tests, particularly

if biochemical, would probably be worthwhile.
Some authors think that a method to determine

substances in urine containing deoxyribose would

be extremely valuable. Successful tests to

evaluate immunologic states of an organism also
deserve attention. The criteria and choice of

methods to evaluate radiation effects in astro-

nauts oniboard the ship will probably be based on

new developments in experimental radiobiology.

Radiations emanating from planetary surfaces

and from the Moon, including the radioactivity

of surface dust, must also be studied in detail

before the prolonged stay of humans can be con-
sidered safe.

Thus, with further exploration of space, the

realization of long-term space flight, and the

projected establishment of manned bases on

other planets, new problems are continually

being raised which await solution.
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Chronobiology, the branch of science con-

cerned with the cyclic phenomena in living

organisms, has contributed in various ways to

biomedical planning for human space travel.

This chapter brings together biomedical data

obtained in space ventures, with emphasis on the

sleep/wakefulness rhythm. Certain effects of

space flight and those of transmeridian flight are

similar, so that the latter type flight is given brief

consideration. Adaptational changes in human

physiologic rhythms are also discussed. To aid

in the preparation of this chapter, compilations

of the chronobiologic literature were made. _

Recent reviews [4, 5, 17, 18, 25, 38] of the

European and American human chronobiologic
literature were also consulted.

The circadian rhythm of sleep and wakefulness

or rest and activity is one of various biologic and

physiologic rhythms discussed in this chapter.

It is a dominant topic of the International Society

for the Study of Biological Rhythms (founded in

1935) which deals with the entire spectrum of this

phenomenon found in plants, animals, and man

[11. 13, 19.31.39]. The human circadian rhythm

_B. S. Alyakrinskiy, who compiled the Russian chrono-

biologic literature, drew material from publications dating

back almost 100 years, and found this topic very broad in

scope.

2 "If a term related to medical language is needed to desig-
nate the psychophysiological effect of cycle desynchroniza-

tion, desynchronosis would be an appropriate one, and the

individual could be described as desynchronotic'" [55].

535

came increasingly into the focus of scientific

and general pttblic interest with the development

of jet-propelled airplanes, which permitted the

crossing of a greater number of time zoncs in a

matter of hours, thus producing a considerable

phase shift of the circadian rhythm [46.48, 54.
55]. This physiologic "time zone effect" in the

higher levels of the first aeronautical speed

(below Mach 1) may become more drastic in the

realm of supersonic speed or the second aero-

nautical speed (beyond Mach 1).

Westward or eastward travel in jet aircraft

over many time zones, by causing disruption of

psychologic and physiologic rhythms, can be

considered an analogue of space flight. Studies

of persons involved in transmeridian flights

have, therefore, provided insight with regard to

desychronosis 2 and adaptation to unaccustomed

temporal stimuli.

Chapek [15] used 4-h serial determinations to

evaluate circadian rhythms for body temperature,

pulse rate, pulse pressure, and cardiac minute

volume for 105 members of flight crews during

and following eastward and westward flights,

which were made at different times of day over
6 to 7 time zones. He also evaluated motor

activity, higher nervous activity, and electrical

sensitivity of the eye. A team of German scien-

tists [12. 28, 29. 30, 59] investigated physiologic

and psychologic effects of transmeridian flights

of 6- to 8-h duration, bringing out relationships

, _NK NO'r FI t24w_D
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to flight direction, flight duration, time of day,

and amount of previous flying experience. East-

ward and westward flights were differentiated

on the basis of alterations in oral temperature,

oxygen consumption rate, reaction time, and

psychomotor performance. Pilots who were highly

experienced, whose performance in a flight

simulator showed circadian variability during a

preflight period, showed aberrance in this respect

on the first day after a westward transatlantic

flight. Resynchronization, judged by performance

in the flight simulator, required 9 days. For com-

plex psychomotor performance, readjustments

continued to 10-12 d respectively after westward

and eastward flights; but for simple performance

skill, restabilization required 6-9 d, respectively.

Adrenocortical resynchronization after westward

and eastward flights required 5-8 d, respectively.

On the basis of rectal temperature rhythm, re-

synchronization was found to require 11-12 d

after westward flight and 14-15 d after eastward

flight.

With the development of rocket propulsion,

the first astronautic or cosmonautic velocity in

near-Earth space (8 km/s) was reached on Octo-

ber 4, 1957 (Sputnik I); with this achievement,

aerodynamic flight advanced to controlled celes-

tial mechanics. The flight vehicle itself became

a satellite orbiting around the Earth. In orbital

flight in near-Earth space, a completely novel

situation is faced: the customary geographic day-

night cycle is replaced by a short, sunlight-

shadow cycle.

Within the relatively radiation-safe altitude

range from 200 to 800 km, below the Van Allen

radiation belt, the orbital flight periods last from
about 90 to 140 min. About 40% of this time-

depending upon the orbit's inclination-is

satellite night, or Earth shadow time. This ex-

ternal light-shadow or photoscotic 3 cycle in

orbital space flight is not longer than 1/10 the

24-h day-night cycle on Earth. Furthermore, it

is modified by earthshine and moonshine with a

permanently velvet-black sky in the background.

This is a brief statement about the physics of

3Photoscotic: Greek. photos = light, scotia = darkness.
4Rhythmostasis: the tendency of the body to keep its

rhythms nearly constant.

the cyclic photoecologic environment in orbital

flight in new Earth space.

MANNED ORBITAL FLIGHT

Manned orbital flight was preceded by a short

dog-and-monkey phase (Laika, Sam, Ham,

Strelka, and Yelka). It became a reality with the

flight of cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin in Vostok I,

on April 12, 1961, followed by astronaut John

Glenn in Mercury Atlas 6, on February 20, 1962.
This historic achievement of man's advance on

the vertical frontier brings him beyond the Earth's

time zones. Nevertheless, in the short periodic,

photic environment encountered during orbital

flight in near-Earth space, the astronaut remains

bound to the temporal patterns of sleep, rest,

and activity of his inborn circadian rhythm [3, 24,

27]. This is dictated by his physiologic clock

which is a psychoneurohormonal system with

a tendency to maintain near constancy-

rhythmostasis.4 Like thermostasis, rhythmostasis

must be considered a part of homeostasis [14].

Befi_re manned space flight began, doubts

were w)iced occasionally about the possibility of
sleep under condition of weightlessness. In

order to obtain a complete picture of the actual

situation, let us examine certain physiologic
variables of astronauts and cosmonauts who have

been in near-Earth space for 1 day or longer, and

the telemetric recordings of physicians who were

in charge of the medical control of the flight.

Ahhough various types of biomedical data

were collected in the Mercury, Gemini, and

Apollo flights, the within-day (circadian) cycles

were not studied extensively. Weil-Malherbe and

colleagues [60I studied the seven Project Mer-

cury astronauts, by means of urinalyses, during

stress-free baseline periods, stressful training

periods, and suborbital and orbital flights. On

the basis of urinary catecholamine values, these

men were judged highly adapted to stress and to

have normal day-night variability with respect

to sympathoadrenomedullary activity during

stress-free periods. Flight-induced elevations in

urinary catecholamines (evidence of sympatho-

adrenomedullary stimulation) occurred during

the fourth manned orbital flight (MA-9), the
duration of which was 34 h 20 min. There was
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existing entrainment acted as a basic factor

throughout the flight. Superimposed upon the

entrained rhythms were displacements, which

obviously relate to flight strcs_ors.

In the earlier manned space flights, sleep was

recorded by means of the electroencephalogram

(EEG) which requires electrodes on the head.
This method has been abandoned for the sake

of comfort; the recorded heart rate, respiration,

and blood pressure now serve as sleep indicators.

The personal experiences of orbiting space
pilots and telemetered data will be discussed

according to the chronologic order of those

flights which lasted longer than 1 day.

Sleep and Wakefulness in Space

The first "cosmic slumber" of the second

Soviet cosmonaut, Gherman Titov, in Vostok 2

(17 orbits, 25 h 18 min, August 6-7, 1961), was

not without interruptions. After seven orbits he

felt a definite state of fatigue. When he flew over

Moscow at 6:15 PM, he prepared for sleep,

according to schedule, by releasing special belts

from the side of the seat, strapping his body to

the contour seat, and adjusting the seat to the

bed position. He promptly fell asleep, but awoke

much earlier than scheduled, during the eighth

orbit. When he opened his eyes, he saw his arms

dangling weightlessly, and his hands floating in
the air.

"The sight was incredible," Titov reports [56].

"I pulled my arms down and folded them

across my chest. Everything was fine-until

I relaxed. My arms floated away from me

again as quickly as the conscious pressure

of my muscles relaxed and I passed into

sleep. 'Two or three attempts at sleep in this

manner proved fruitless. Finally I tucked my

arms beneath a belt. In seconds I was again

sound asleep." Titov states further: "Once

you have your arms and legs arranged prop-

erly, space sleep is fine. There is no need to
turn over from time to time as a man nor-

mally does in his own bed. Because of the

condition of weightlessness there is no

pressure on the body; nothing goes numb.

It is marvelous; the body astoundingly light

and bouyant . . . I slept like a baby."

He awoke at 2:37 AM, Moscow time, a full 30

rain behind schedule because of oversleeping.

He immediately started the required morning
calisthenics. Thereafter, he carried out all

scheduled assignments, and during the 17th orbit

prepared both the rocket and himself for the

"baptism of fire"- atmospheric reentry. Titov's

sleeping period coincided largely with nighttime

over the USSR, which was also the experience
of the other Soviet cosmonauts.

During NASA's Mercury project (Mercury

Atlas 9-22 orbits, 34 h 20 min, May 15-16,

1963), astronaut Gordon Cooper found that even

early in flight, when he had no tasks to perform

and the spacecraft was oriented so that the Earth

was not visible from the window, he dozed off

easily for brief naps. During the scheduled sleep

period, he slept only in a series of naps lasting

no more than 1 h each; his total sleep time was

about 41/2 h. If another person had accompanied

him to monitor the systems, he could have slept

for longer periods, he stated; also that he slept

perhaps a little more soundly than on Earth,

according to NASA's mission report.

Valerey F. Bykovskiy in Vostok 5 (76 orbits,

119 h, June 16-19, 1963), slept four times for

periods of 8 h, alternating with 16-h periods of
wakefulness.

The first woman in space, cosmonaut Valentina

Tereshkova, had a similar sleep experience

during her 70 h 50-min flight in Vostok 6 (45

orbits, June 16-19, 1963). With regard to these

two orbital flights, Parin and associates [45, 47]

stated, "... the diurnal periodicity of physio-

logical functions changed only during the first

and last days of the weightless state, which was

most probably associated with the emotional

strain." During phases of wakefulness, brief

rest periods were usually scheduled for times

when the spaceship was not over the Soviet

Union. "It should also be noted that at night,

during sleep, nearly all cosmonauts displayed

a greater reduction in pulse rate than that

recorded during the same hours in earlier space-

simulated flights."

The three-man team, Vladimir M. Komarov,
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KonstantinP. Feoktistov,and Dr. Boris B.
Yegorovin VoskhodI (15orbits,24 h 17min,
October12, 1964),restedand slept in shifts
duringtheir24-hflight[47].

In two 1965flightsof the GeminiProject-
Gemini4, JamesA. McDivittandEdwardH.
White (62orbits,June3-7), and Gemini5,
GordonCooperandCharlesConrad(120orbits,
August21-29)-specialattentionwasgivento
the sleepandwakefulnesscycle.Accordingto
Dr. CharlesBerry, Chief of MedicalSpace
OperationsandResearch,NASAMannedSpace-
craftCenter,Houston,Tex.[10],"TheGT-4and
5 crews(4and8daymissions)havereportedno
dimcultyin performancerelatedto the45minute
darknessanddaylightcyclecreatedby orbital
flight."

"TheGT-5crewhadalongsleepperiod,each
programedin conjunctionwith nighttimeat
CapeKennedy.They,too,hadintermittentspace-
craft noiseirritantsinterferingwith sleep,and
foundthemselvestendingto retaintheirground-
based,day-nightcycle.It appearsbesttoprovide
a jointlongsleepperiodrelatedto normalsleep
timeattheCape."ThiswasDr.Berry'sproposal
in 1965.

Wakefulness/SleepSchedules
Furtherinsightintodesynchronosisandadapta-

tion to new wakefulness/sleepscheduleshas
beengainedfromexperimentalstudies.Stepanova
[49]haspostulatedthathumanscannotadaptto
adayshorterthan12h or longerthan52h.This
hypothesisholdsasthebasicpointthatthereis
a daily "information-energycost" which is
determinedby anindividual'soccupation.With
anyincreasein thelengthofthedailycycle,the
hourly information-energycost mustdecrease;
conversely,decreasedhourlycost is essential
whenthecycleis shortened.Stressresultswhen
the costis improperlyregulated.Whenapplied
to spaceflight,thishypothesis(andtheformula
for computingcurvesdescribinghumanadapt-
abilitytodaysof differentduration)indicatesthat
disordersof wakefulness/sleeprhythmscanbe
preventedbylengtheningtheperiodof thedaily
cyclewhenphysicaland intellectualdemands
arelow.Whenpsychicloadsbecomehigh,dis-

ordercanbeavoidedby shorteningthecycle.
Therehas beenworldwideinterest in the

phenomenonof adaptationto "time displace-
ment;"consequently,a greatvarietyof wakeful-
ness/sleepschedules(aswell asa greatvariety
of bodilyrhythms)hasbeenstudied.Litsov[37]
studied electroencephalography(EEG),pulse
rate, breathingrate, andbodytemperaturein
men who, at differenttimes,useddissimilar
work/restschedules,each of which allowed
three3-hperiodsof sleepin each24-hperiod.
Adaptation rates varied with schedules.
Stepanova[50, 51] did not find evidenceof
adaptivechangein pulserate rhythmduring
a 16-calendarday test periodin which 11 h
wakefulnesswere regularlyfollowedby 5 h
sleep.Dushkovet al [20]foundthatadaptation
proceededslowlywhenthe schedulerequired
6 h work,followedbya 6-hrestperiodin which
therecouldbe4 h sleep.Adaptationwasgreatly
acceleratedby addingfactorssuchas regular
calisthenics,lively music,vitaminsupplementa-
tion,between-mealcandy,andhourlycold-water
washingof faceandneck.This facilitationwas
evidentin cardiovascular,neuromuscular,and
psychicfunctions.

In a studyof humanadaptationto simple
inversionof the wakefulness/sleepschedule,
Litsov [36] found evidenceof a three-stage
restructuring.Oldrhythmsforpulserate,breath-
ingrate,andbodytemperaturewereretainedfor
1-3 d ("latent stage").Next, the stageof
"apparent restructuring"lasted for 2-7 d.
Finally,therewasthestageof "deeprestructur-
ing." Simplemotor responsesand the EEG
adaptedreadily,whereaspsychomotorperform-
ance, pulse rate, breathingrate, and body
temperatureadjustedlessreadily.In day-night
inversions,Lugovoy[40]foundthatrestructuring
proceededrapidlywhenprolongedsleepdepri-
vation was a "priming" factor. Baranov[6]
foundthat individualsvariedgreatlyin speed
ofadjustmenttoenergyexpenditurerhythmwhen
therehadbeenday-nightinversion;somesubjects
showedfull adjustmenton the first day,while
othersrequiredasmuchas13d.

Althoughimmediatephaserestructuringofthe
rhythmforcardiacratewasobservedbyKukishev
[34] after day-nightinversion,certain of his

PCP_DUCIBILITY OF

_ .... _: PAGE _ 1_
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subjects experienced desynchronosis for as long

as 10 d, showing sleepiness during working

hours, performance decrement, faulty coordina-

tion, irritability, nycturia, et cetera. The effects

of day-night inwrsion on urinary excretion
of potassium, sodium, and calcium were studied

by Krotov and Lugovoy [33]. Potassium excretion

rhythms were well-defined, but not those for

sodium and calcium. There was gradual develop-

ment of normal temporal relationships for

potassium, but aberrancy on the 25th day indi-

cated that adaptation was incomplete. In a study

of the effects of 72-h sleep deprivation, Zykova

et al [61] also found high individual variability,

some subjects showing phasic change and others

decreased amplitude. According to Chernyakova

[161 and Koreshkov [321, persons who have un-

stable circadian rhythms of cerebral bioelectric

activity adapt readily to time displacement.

During the longest American orbital flight in

Gemini 7 (14 d, Dec. 4-18, 1965), the two

astronauts, Frank Borman and James A. Lovell,

had no significant sleep difficulties during 206

orbits. The inside of the spacecraft was artificially

darkened by covering the windows. Thus, they

had a microenvironmental day and night of their

own and kept in tune with the day/night cycle at

Cape Kennedy [10].

Endocrine-Metabolic Evaluation

Serial urine specimens collected during the

approximately 14-d Gemini 7 flight enabled

endocrine-metabolic evaluation [41]. Day-to-day

changes were studied, not the within-day varia-

tion. Still, the findings seem pertinent to the

present discussion, since they suggest that this

prolonged flight, unlike the shorter MA-9 flight,

altered endocrine-metabolic rhythms, producing

de-entrainment (internal desynchronization).
Evidence is that the two astronauts demonstrated

dissimilar patterns of change in urinary sodium,

chloride, and calcium. Both men showed progres-

sive increases in urinary inorganic phosphate for

9 d, with subsequent reversions to preflight levels.

This long-term response to space travel

evidently indicates adaptation. Urinary sulfate

remained unaltered, but potassium excretion

followed a biphasic pattern of change, falling

during an early period and rising subsequently.

Magnesium output increased after a lag of 1
week. Increased excretion of aldosterone was

accompanied by decreases in urinary 17-hydroxy-

corticosteroids (17-OHCS) and nonprotein nitro-

_en (NPN). The latter changes strongly suggest

adaptation. Transient increases in epinephrine
occurred both at the start and at the end of the

flight.

Data collected from both Vostok and Gemini

crewmembers formed the basis for Halberg et al

[26, 57] concluding that circulatory rhythms

persisted during prolonged periods in space. As
evidence, the phase relations for a set of cir-

culatory functions for the men in space showed

close agreement with those for men who, while

remaining on Earth, experienced simulated

weightlessness. Prolonged bed rest was used to

simulate weightlessness.

Evidence of adaptation was obtained from

Apollo 15 crewmembers who were evaluated by

means of pre- and postflight blood and urine

analyses [35]. Specifically, postflight plasma

potassium and cortisol levels were relatively

low, urine aldosterone values were relatively
high, and plasma and urine sodium values clearly
indicated homeostasis.

In a discussion on the importance of circadian

rhythms for space biology and medicine,

Mikushkin [44] emphasized neuroendocrine and

metabolic aspects, noting that stress tolerance

depends upon complex couplings of rhythmic

functions. It is especially important that both

physiologic adaptability and wakefulness depend

to a considerable extent upon some common
mechanisms.

During the wakefulness phase of a typical day,

healthy persons exhibit stress tolerance superior

to that demonstrable in the alternate phase. Dis-

ruption of the wakefulness]sleep rhythm results

in mismatching of physiologic rhythms, a condi-

tion termed internal desynchronization or desyn-

chronosis, manifested by malaise, confusion,

psychomotor decrement, anorexia, and relatively

low tolerance to stress. Adaptation to a new

activity-sleep schedule requires restructuring

of the entire set of bodily rhythms. This author

also considers preadaptation an appropriate

procedure for space flight, suggesting that it

be accomplished by use of unusual degrees of
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illumination,with crewmembersfollowingself-
selectedactivity-sleepschedules.It wouldbe
expectedthat weakilluminationwouldpromote
developmentof rhythmswith periodsgreater
than24h, whilestrongilluminationwouldact
oppositely.After attainmentof a stablestate,
furthermodificationcouldbe accomplishedby
meansof programedactivityto includephysical
exercise.

The groupflight programof SovietSoyuz-6,
-7, and -8 in October 1969 included 8 h sleep

daily, i.e., within 24 h. However, the cosmonauts

slept only 6 or 7 h and subjectively regarded this

as fully adequate, feeling refreshed and fit for

work. The sleep time was kept more or less in

tune with nighttime at the launching area (near

the Ural Mountains). In contrast, the two cos-

monauts in Soyuz-9 (17 d, 17 h record flight in

January 1970), had to shift the sleeping cycle of

12 h because their spaceship passed over the

USSR at night and they had to land in early

morning [42]. They slept during daytime and

worked at night. "Our sleep in flight was normal.

After the sleep we felt refreshed and quite

efficient," according to the Commander, cosmo-

naut Andrian Nikolayev.

Principles that are applicable to formulating

work/rest schedules for space flights have been

worked out by Alyakrinskiy [1, 2]. He points out

that desynchronosis merely represents the alarm

response of the general adaptation syndrome.

Physiologic rhythms differ in sensitivity toward

a given disrupting influence; hence there is

phase mismatch of rhythms which are normally

coupled. Adaptation to a new activity-sleep

schedule, like adaptation to any stressor, in-

volves stereotyped changes in neuroendocrine

systems. Restructuring the entire set of coupled

rhythms is necessary for complete adaptation,

but there is an intermediate stage: latent or

compensated desynchronosis. In this stage there

is subjective normalcy, along with normalization

of cardiovascular and respiratory rhythms. How-
ever, at this time there are still mismatched

endocrine-metabolic relationships, along with

relatively low stress tolerance. Obviously,

chronobiologic techniques are advantageous, for

they can bring out vulnerability which would be

undesirable immediately before space flight.

The recorded and reported sleep-and-

wakefulness time patterns in orbital space flight

reflect the physiologic circadian rhythm of 24 h,

by and large. But, the Earth's surface time zones

are environmentally meaningless for the astro-

nauts, since they cross one time zone in only a

few minutes. Their basic guiding time is Green-

wich mean time (G.m.t.) or universal time (u.t.).

Nevertheless, their body clocks have to run more

or less isochronous 5 with their natural circadian

rhythms and for flight operational reasons, it is

also very desirable to remain synchronous with
the local time of the Mission Control Center on

Earth to which they were adapted during the pre-

launch period. Parin and Gazenko made an in-

teresting neurological comparison concerning

sleeping in the state of weightlessness, which in

presatellite times was considered difficult. During

the weightless state, the parasympathicus is

dominant (parasympathicotonia). The same is

true during sleep. This can be considered as

beneficial for sound sleep during the weightless

condition in space flight, if the sleep facilities are

adequate and comfortable.

FUTURE SPACE STATIONS

In the years ahead, we can expect space sta-

tions for the purpose of meteorological, geological,

astronomical, and biomedical studies [22]. Such

a "manned orbiting research laboratory," called

Skylab (a project of NASA), kept three crewmen

on-board. In the future they will be ferried by

means of a reusable space shuttle to the space
station and back to Earth in intervals of 4 or 8

weeks. A cooperative docking operation of Apollo

and Soyuz spacecraft is planned for the mid-

seventies, which will allow crew transfer between
the two craft. At the moment of such an inter-

national link in space, the time of alert wakeful-

ness of both teams must be in synchronization.

The Skylab is the predecessor of a larger

permanent Space Station that can accommodate
a staff of 12, including crewmembers, scientists,

and experimenters. The duty-and-sleep regimen

of professional personnel in charge of the flight
operation will require a rotating shift which will

s Isoehronous: taking place at equal intervals of time.
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be .i i iposslme of more _-_¢..,_kl. zleep

facilities. But switching this shift within the

operational team is not advisable, which would
be an additional stress to their delicate duties.
m. 1_ __ : ..... :.1 ..... ,,1lhe researchers, too, will sleep ,, _t,_,_*,,, o,,,,,,u-

proof sleep compartments in order to remain

fresh and alert during the hours devoted to their

exploratory tasks.

The Space Station clock time will be about the
same as that in the Control Center on Earth.

There is no question that time regulation will
be a aec_s_ve factor for successful research

work in these coming space-bound scientific

"institutes."

MISSIONS TO TIlE MOON

The circadian rhythm during flight to the

nearest celestial body, the Moon, will now be dis-

cussed following the material on orbital flight in

near-Earth space. Flight to the Moon requires an

escape velocity of i1.1 km/s from tile Earth's

gravisphere. The photic environment en route to

the Moon includes permanent sunshine, earth-

shine, moonshine, and a velvet-black sky. It

takes only about 3 d from an Earth departure

orbit to a circumlunar parking orbit. This

relatively short duration of the trans-Moon

trajectory requires a carefully planned sleep-and-

duty regime for the three-man team of the lunar

astronauts [53].

The sleep-work regimen of the crewmembers

of Apollos 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 has been described in

detail by Berry [7, 8]. Statements follow about

sleep, work, and rest cycles of the teams of

Apollos 7 to 15, published in the respective

NASA Apollo mission reports.

Apollo 7

This was the first flight of Apollo spacecraft,

with Walter H. Schirra, Jr., Donn Eisele, and R.

Walter Cunningham, October 11-22, 1968.

Work�rest cycles. "Based on previous flight

experience, a medical recommendation was made

to program simultaneous crew rest periods during

the mission, referenced to the crew's normal

Cape Kennedy sleep cycle. Flight plan and crew

constraints, however, precluded simultaneous
sleep. The ac electrical bus failure, which oc-

curred unexpectedly and required immediate

action, demonstrated the wisdom of having at

least one crewman on watch on the first flight of

a new spacecraft. The large departures from the

crew's normal circa_an periodicity caused

problems during the mission.

"The crew reported poor sleep for about the

first 3 days of the flight and experienced both

restful and poor sleep after that period of time.

The Command Module Pilot reported that fatigue

and exhaustion caused him to fall asleep once

on his watch and that he took 5 mg of d-ampheta-

mine on another occasion to stay awake during

his work cycle." The amount of sleep each crew-
man obtained was indeterminable.

Apollo 8

On this first manned flight around the Moon,

the astronauts were Frank Borman, James

Lovell, Jr., and William Anders, December 21-27,

1968.

Work�rest cycles. "The very busy flight sched-

ule precluded simultaneous sleep and resulted in

large departures from normal circadian perio-

dicity, thus causing fatigue. The Commander

experienced a 'practical shift' of 11 hours before

to 2.5 hours later than his assumed Cape Kennedy

sleep time. Real-time changes to the flight plan

were required because of crew fatigue, partic-

ularly during the last few orbits before the trans-

earth injection maneuver."

Apollo 9

Docking with lunar module were James A.
McDivitt, David R. Scott, and Russell L.

Schweickart, March 3-13, 1969.
"This mission was the first in which all three

men slept simultaneously. A definite improve-

ment over the previous flights was observed in

the estimated quantity and quality of sleep. Lack

of postflight fatigue was correspondingly evident

during the medical examination on recovery day.

It should be further recognized that crew work-

load during the last 5 days of flight was sig-

nificantly lighter than on previous missions.
"The flight plan activity for the first half of

the mission resulted in excessively long work

periods for the crew, and the time allocated

574-271 0 - 75 - pt. 2 - 10
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for eating and sleeping was inadequate. Crew

performance, nonetheless, was outstanding.

Departures from the crew's normal circadian

periodicity contributed to some loss of sleep

during this time. The crew experienced a shift

in their sleep periods, which varied from 3 to
6 hours from their assumed Cape Kennedy

sleep time."

Apollo 10

The descent to within 9 miles of the Moon in

the Lunar Module was made by Thomas P.

Stafford, John W. Young, and Eugene A. Cernan,

May 18-26, 1969.

"The three crewmen were scheduled to sleep

simultaneously, and in general, they slept very

well during the nine periods. Estimates of the

quality and quantity of sleep were based entirely

on subjective reporting by the crew. In post-

flight debriefings, the Commander commented

that the sleep stations and sleeping bags were

satisfactory."

Apollo 1 1

The event of the first landing of men on the

Moon involved Neil A. Armstrong, Michael

Collins, and Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr., July 16-24,

1969. Total stay time was 21 h 36 min.

"It is interesting to note that the crewmen's

subjective estimates of amount of sleep were less

than those based upon telemetered biomedical

data. By either count, the crewmen slept well in

the command module. The simultaneous sleep

periods during the translunar coast were care-

fully monitored, and the crew arrived on the lunar

surface well-rested. Therefore, it was not neces-

sary to wait until after the first planned 4-hour

sleep period before conducting the extravehicular

activity. The crewmen slept very little in the lunar

module following the lunar surface activity. How-

ever, the crewmen slept well during all three

transearth sleep periods."

Apollo 12

The second manned exploration on the Moon

was made by Charles Conrad, Jr., Richard F.

Gordon, Jr., and Alan L. Bean, November 14-24,

1969. Total stay time was 31 h 31 min.

"Sleep periods during translunar coast began

approximately 7 to 9 hours after the crew's

normal bedtime of 11 p.m. The crew reported

that they had no particular trouble in adapting

to the shifted sleep periods. However, the first

flight day was extremely long, and the crew was

thoroughly fatigued by the time the first sleep

period began 17 hours after lift-off.

"The crewmen slept well in the command

module during the translunar and transearth

coast phases, and the Lunar Module Pilot took

at least two unscheduled naps during transearth

coast. However, they reported their sleep periods

were longer than necessary, since they would

invariably awaken about 1 hour ahead of time and

would usually remain in their sleep stations until

time for radio contact.

"The lunar module crew slept only about 3

hours on the lunar surface prior to the second

extravehicular activity period. In the next sleep

period following rendezvous and docking, all

three crewmen in the command module slept only

3 or 4 hours, which was less than desirable.

"Biomedical monitoring during sleep periods

was very limited. The crew complained that it

was inconvenient to hook up to the biomedical

harness while in the sleeping bags; hence, very

little data were received."

Apollo 13

The landing mission was aborted because of

oxygen tank failure; astronauts were James A.

Lovell, Jr., John L. Swigert, Jr., and Fred W.

Haise, Jr., April 11-17, 1970.

"The crew reported sleeping well the first 2

days of the mission. They all slept about 51/2

hours during the first sleep period. During the

second period, the Commander, Command

Module Pilot, and Lunar Module Pilot slept 5,

6, and 9 hours, respectively. The third sleep

period was scheduled for 61 hours, but the oxygen

tank incident at 56 hours precluded sleep by any

of the crew until approximately 80 hours.

"After the incident, the command module was

used as sleeping quarters until the cabin tempera-

ture became too cold. The crew then attempted to

sleep in the lunar module or the docking tunnel,

but the temperature in these areas also dropped
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toolowfor ...... sounu"_1___In addition,prolongeu,

coolant pump noise from the lunar module and

frequent communications with the ground further

hindered sleep. The total sleep obtained by each

crewman during the remainder of the mission

after the incident is estimated to have been 11,

12, and 19 hours for the Commander, Com-

mand Module Pilot, and Lunar Module Pilot,

respectively."

Apollo 14

The third manned landing on the Moon was

made by Alan B. Shepard, Jr., Stuart A. Roosa,

and Edgar D. Mitchell, January 31-February 9,

1971. Total stay time was 33 h 31 min.
"The shift of the crew's normal terrestrial

sleep cycle during the first four days of flight

was the largest experienced so far in the Apollo

series. The displacement ranged from 7 hours

on the first mission day to 111/2 hours on the

fourth. Thc crew reported some difficulty sleep-

ing in the zero-g environment, particularly during

the first two sleep periods. They attributed the

problem principally to a lack of kinesthetic

sensations and to muscle soreness in the legs

and lower back. Throughout the mission, sleep

was intermittent; i.e., never more than 2 to 3

hours of deep and continuous sleep.

"The lunar module crewmen received little,

if any, sleep between their two extravehicular

activity periods. The lack of an adequate place

to rest the head, discomfort of the pressure suit,

and the 7-degree starboard list of the lunar

module caused by the lunar terrain were believed

responsible for this insomnia. The crewmen

looked out the window several times during the

sleep period for reassurance that the lunar

module was not starting to tip over.
"Following transearth injection, the crew slept

better than they had previously. The lunar module

crewmen required one additional sleep period

to make up the sleep deficit that was incurred
while on the lunar surface.

"The crewmen reported during postflight

discussions that they were definitely operating

on their physiological reserves because of in-

adequate sleep. This lack of sleep caused them

some concern; however, all tasks were performed

satisfactorily."

A nnlln 1

The fourth lunar landing witnessed the first

use of the lunar roving vehicle, with astronauts

David R. Scott, Alfred M. Worden, and James B.

Irwin, July 26-August 7, 1971. Total lunar stay
time was 66 h 55 min.

"Very little shift of the crew's normal terrestrial

sleep cycle occurred during the translunar and

transearth coast phases of this mission. As a

result, all crewmen received an adequate amount

of sleep during these periods.

"Displacement of the terrestrial sleep cycle

during the three lunar surface sleep periods

ranged from 2 hours for the first sleep period to

7 hours for the third sleep period. This shift in

the sleep cycle, in addition to the difference
between the command module and lunar module

sleep facilities, no doubt contributed to the lunar

module crewmen receiving less sleep on the lunar

surface than was scheduled in the flight plan.

However, the most significant factors causing

loss of crew sleep were operational problems.
These included hardware malfunctions as well

as insufficient time in the flight plan to accomplish

assigned tasks. During the first sleep period, the

crewmen went to sleep 1 hour later than

planned and had to arise 1 hour early to fix a

cabin oxygen leak. The crewmen again were an

hour late in getting to sleep for the second lunar

surface sleep period. The final sleep period was

changed so that the beginning of the period was

21/2 hours later than originally planned. The

period, which had been planned to last 7 hours,

was terminated after 61/2 hours to begin prepara-

tions for the final extravehicular activity. Length-

ening the workdays and reducing the planned

sleep periods on the lunar surface, coupled with

a significant alteration of the lunar module

crewmen circadian rhythm, produced a sufficient

fatigue level to cause them to operate on their

physiological reserves until they returned to the
command module."

Lunar Sleep

The recorded and reported sleep and wake-

fulness time patterns in the ApoIlo flight series

reflect, by and large, the inherited rhythmostatic

nature of the astronauts in terms of the circadian
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time scale.But it mustbe integratedinto the
fixedflightschedule.

At thispoint,a personalcommunicationfrom
Dr. W.R. Hawkins,Chiefof FlightOperations,
NASA,Houston,is in order.It summarizesthe
factorsinfluencingthe astronaut'sclockduring
bothorbitalandlunarflights.

"Theprimaryfactorsthat contributedto the
factthatinflightsleepwaslessthanthatobtained
on Earth were (1) cyclic noisedisturbances
resultingfrom sucheventsas thrusterfirings,
communications,ormovementwithinthespace-
craft; (2)staggeredsleepperiods;(3)significant
displacementsof theastronauts'normaldiurnal
cycle;(4)theso-calledcommandpilotsyndrome;
(5) the unfamiliarsleepenvironment;and (6)
excitement.

"During the Apolloprogram,no new sleep
problems have been encountered.Apollo
missionsare necessarilytailoredaroundan
operationaltrajectorywhich,bynature,ishighly
inflexible and constraining.The astronaut
mustbe integratedinto this fixedmissionplan
in thebestpossibleway.Thatis, manisrequired
to accommodateto the missionand not the
converse."

A missionto the Moonrequiresa fixedtime
schedulecomprisingmoreastronauticalactions
thaninorbitalflight:afterinsertionintoanEarth
orbit, injectioninto the trans-Moontrajectory,
insertioninto a lunar orbit, separationof the
lunarmodulefrom the commandmodule,and
similar.Thismakestheprogramingof thesleep-
and-dutycyclemorecomplicated.

DuringalongerstayontheMoon-suchasina
future lunar research laboratory, which, since

1965, has been the objective of the Lunar Inter-

national Laboratory (LIL) Committee of the

International Academy of Astronautics (under

the direction of F. J. Malina)-the sleep-activity

cycle will be completely independent of the 27

terrestrial days-long light/dark cycle of the Moon.

During the light phase of the cycle, solar illumi-

nance6 on the Moon amounts to 140000 lux, 7

the same as that above Earth's atmosphere. There

SIlluminance: the intensity of light coming from a light
source, measured in candela per sq. meter (cd/m 2)or lux (Ix).

r Lux: unit for measuring the intensity of illumination;
1 Ix= 1 mcd.

is also periodically earthshine, which is 75 times

stronger at "full Earth" than is moonshine on

Earth at full Moon. Such is the general photorama
on the Moon.

In a broader sense, the sunrise-sunset cycle

on the Moon does not provide a time cue or

Zeitgeber s comparable to the 24-h dark/light

cycle on Earth. There are about 2 terrestrial

weeks of sunshine followed by a night of the

same duration. Therefore, the selenonauts inside

the Lunar Station must schedule their sleep and

activity rhythm in terms of the terrestrial

circadian pattern. This must be arranged in

shifts between the members of the operational

team, to keep in constant radio contact with the

manned Moon Ship Control Center on Earth.

Communication is possible, of course, only when
the Control Center is on the "near side" of the

rotating Earth, as seen from the Moon.

Generally, sleep on the Moon might be better

than on Earth due to its lower gravitational force

which is only one-sixth that on Earth. A hypno-

gram, or actogram 9 of a sleeping selenonaut

probably will show fewer of the occasionally

sleep-interrupting body movements, because

pressure between the body and the bed would

be greatly reduced. Thus, sleep could be indeed

more refreshing in the gravitational arms of

Luna, the goddess of the night.

MANNED MARS MISSION

The first planetary target for a manned mission

will be the planet Mars. envisioned for the mid-

eighties by Wernher von Braun [58]. A flight to
the Red Planet requires a complete escape

velocity from the gravisphere of Earth (11.2

km/s-the second astronautical velocity). If

based on a minimum energy trajectory, this inter-

planetary journey would take about 8 months to

reach the martian gravisphere. From a medical

point of view, this time spent in interplanetary

space is too long; it should be shortened to less
than 20% of this duration. This will be achieved

by novel methods of propulsion such as nuclear

propulsion [54].

s Zeitgeber: time cue for entraining sleep and wakefulness.
9 Actogram: device attached to the mattress of a bed to

record the body movements during sleep-hypnogram.

_5GE 18 POOR
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'lPk_ _k_t'_ en w_rnnm,_nt en rollte toxtt_z lS_uu_ space ..............

Mars, when the spaceship with a team of six to

eight martianauts reaches a distance of 1300 mil-

lion km, is beyond the shadow of Earth: con-
.1 .I

lnere .....sequenuy will be constant _unshine ,,,,t ,

velvet-black sky. In this exotic, nonperiodic en-

vironment along the trans-Mars trajectory, the

occupants of the spaceship must arrange their

sleep, rest, and activity regimen corresponding to

the temporal pattern of their physiologic circadian

rhythm on Earth. It cannot be that which is called

in the science of biorhythmology a "free-running

cycle" [11], because it will be telecontrolled by
the control center on Earth. Six to 8 hours'

sleep have been found adequate, with occasional

catnaps every 24 h. in space simulator experi-
ments lasting several months [43, 48].

It is encouraging to learn from these reports

related to orbital and Moon flights that space

sleep poses no difficulties if intracabin conditions

are adequate. This is a prerequisite for the
martianauts' health and maintenance of high

performance capability. Furthermore, exercise

necessary to prevent a certain observed physio-

logic deconditioning (such as orthostatic hypo-

tonia of the muscles and veins, and decalcification

of bones), will automatically contribute to a sound

pattern of sleep and wakefulness.

As soon as the Mars ship comes within 0.5

million km to Mars, it enters its gravisphere and
can be inserted into a circum-martian orbit for

the preparation of the landing maneuver. If an

altitude of 100 km is chosen, the martianauts will

observe a cycle of sunshine and Mars shadow of

about the same duration as in the departure orbit

in near-Earth space.

On the Red Planet Mars itself, the day-night

cycle is only 37 min longer than that on Earth.

The daytime sky is dark bluish in color, except

in regions occasionally covered with thin, whitish

clouds. Solar illuminance on the martian surface

at noon may reach one-third that on Earth (about

60000 Ix). Thus, the dark/light alternation on

Mars offers a Zeitgeber sequence familiar to

terrestrial visitors for entraining their sleep and

activity phases, and, with a gravity of 0.38g

there should be no sleep difficulties in a martian
station.

If there should be native life of lower order on

Mars, it would be active only during some 5

daylight hours. At night, such life would become

dormant or hibernate due to the extremely low

,,_,-,, p_,-_*,;;,_ tov,.lnorv,_hinlagv_

Mars will probably be the only target for a

manned landing mission, which can be concluded

from the observations and recordings of modern

ground-based astronomy. The results of the US

Mars probes, Mariners 4, 6, 7, and 9, and of the

USSR Mars 2 and 3, are very promising. All

other planets are not accessible to terrestrial
visitors because of extreme hostile environments

in terms of terrestrial environmental medicine.

They are either too hot, such as Venus, or too

cold, as are the outer planets. Venus' rotation

takes 293 terrestrial days in retrograde direction.

The slowly rotating planet Mercury, closest to

the Sun, combines both temperature extremes;

it is too hot on the sunlight side and too cold on

the opposite side. Nevertheless, whatever the

future interplanetary manned missions will be,

the physiologic clock, running in telecontrolled

terrestrial circadian rhythmicity, will play a vital

role in the maintenance of health and perform-

anee capability of man in his potential conquest

of space.

INTERSTELLAR FLIGHT

Some billion kilometers beyond Pluto in inter-

stellar space, solar illuminance drops below the

light minimum for reading and color vision.

This is a realm of eternal night, with the Sun

attaining a stellar magnitude not very different
from that of other stars. In interstellar flight,

which requires the third astronautical velocity

(the escape velocity from the gravitational field

of the Sun, in which a velocity in higher fractions

of the speed of light is required), the sleep and

wakefulness rhythm of interstellar space travelers

must be imagined as projected against the

phenomenon of time dilationS° or prolongation

[23]. Its duration might be many times longer
than on Earth, but there would be no awareness

1°Time dilation: prolongation of time. According to Ein-

stein's theory of relativity, time would slow down for occu-

pants of a spaceship moving at velocities approaching the

speed of light.
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of this because at speeds approaching that of

light, u molecular movement slows down. This
factor would affect all body functions, including

11 Speed of light: 299 792 km or 185 971 mi/s.

the physiologic clock of interstellar travelers.
Interstellar flight is still a matter for science

fiction, at least in this century, whereas manned
interplanetary flight as far as Mars is in the realm
of reasonable, realistic science vision.
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PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL STRESS OF SPACE FLIGHT 1

P. V. SIMONOV

Academy of Sciences USSR, Moscow

The term "stress" (tension) was introduced

into the literature by Hans Selye. It was a

designation for a nonspecific adaptive reaction

in higher living beings to sufficiently strong and

unusual effects of the environment: physical,

chemical, biological (infection), and psychological.

In a comparatively short time, use of this term

began in a wider sense, independent of whether

or not the stress was accompanied by classical

changes in the hormonal system. Today, the term

stress is used for a state of high working ca-

pacity, and an expedient mobilization of the

organism's resources where factors acting on

the organism potentially threaten man's working

capacity and his endurance.

Psychophysiological stress is a term cus-

tomarily applied to a state of stress with

objectively recorded characteristic symptoms;

it is evoked by factors which are not energetic,

but rather informational. As distinct from cold,

hyperthermia, penetrating radiation, infection,

and other such actions, in this syndrome there

is no direct intervention of "stressors" in the

biophysical and biochemical processes. Signals

that are insignificant in their physical character-

istics carry information concerning events which

are significant for man and only indirectly,

through a change in the state of the brain, exert

powerful effects on various functions of the

organism. This definition of psychophysiological

stress is in need of refinement, perhaps only the
549

expression "significant event," inasmuch as-

depending upon the facts and the personal state

of tile subject-an extremely wide range of

environmental phenomena can become pertinent.

In the first approximation, an action is termed

significant which alters (reinforces or satisfies)

any human need, be it hunger, thirst, self-

preservation, curiosity, a striving to conform to

certain ethical norms, and the like. When

psychophysiological stress is caused by a shift

in physical conditions of the vital activity (weight-

lessness, hypodynamia, acceleration), it is not

the direct action of these factors on the organism

which is important to reckon, but that specific

"addition" to the action of weightlessness and

hypodynamia induced by the brain in response

to altered impulses from the internal organs and

systems.

The state of psychophysiological stress is

characterized by two principal features. First,

as a rule, it is accompanied by involvement of

the neural apparatus of the emotions. Developing

'Translation of Psikhofizioh,gicheskiy Stress Kosmiches-

kog, Poleta, Vol. 2. Part 4, Chapter 1, 63 pp., Osnovy

Kosmicheskoy Biologii i Meditsiny (Foundations of Space

Biology and Medicine). Moscow, Academy of Sciences

USSR, 1972.

For the preparation of this chapter, in addition to available

publications, surveys were used which were compiled fi_r

this publication by F. D. Gorbov, D. B. Lindsley, D. F.

l,indsley, and R. C. Dillehay: the author extends sincere
thanks to them.
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well-reinforced skills in an uncomplicated situa-

tion also requires mobilization of the intellectual

and physical resources of the operator, but it
would be difficult to term this state "stress.'"-'

Second, work on the human emotions by

Lindsley [35] and other investigators made it

obviously correct to speak of psychophysiological

stress only in the presence of its objective symp-
toms in the form of shifts in the electrical activity

of the brain, and in the motor and vegetative

functions of the organism. Emotional stress

without these objective signs does not exist in

nature, no matter how vividly the subject might

describe his "most powerful inner experiences."

Experience accumulated by Soviet and US

astronauts during the first 10 years of the space

era indicates that space flight is accompanied

by clear signs of emotional stress. The various
manifestations of this state, similar to the

factors which cause it, have been described in

adequate detail by the cosmonauts [16] and

factually investigated by scientists [36]. The

task before us is not essentially to summarize

the available literature, but to attempt a theo-

retical analysis of the genesis of emotional stress,

the specific characteristics of this state in cos-

monauts, and methods of dynamically controlling

and preventing the untoward sequelae of space

stress.

PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS

OF EMOTIONAL STRESS-

EFFECT ON COSMONAUT ACTIVITY

The onset of emotional stress depends, to the

greatest extent, on two factors: presence of an

adequately strong need (motivation), and an

estimation by the brain of the probability of its

satisfaction, which were noted by Pavlov. He

linked the first with inborn, unconditioned

reflexes and the second with the formation and

disruptions of the dynamic stereotype. Pavlov

based his posture on the results of Asratyan's

experiments [6], a study of the principle of sys-

"-'The active state of the operator, without signs of emotional

tension, has been factually investigated by the A. N. Leont'yev

School at the Moscow State University (O. V. Ovchinnikova
et all

tematization in the functioning of the cerebral

cortex, and on the work of other coworkers.

Pavlov formulated a hypothesis concerning the

dynamic stereotype- a stable system of response
reactions which form under the influence of a

stably maintained system of internal and exter-

nal signals. In his report to the International

Congress of Psychologists in Copenhagen, Pavlov

stated, "The processes of establishing the stereo-

type, of completing the establishment of it, and

of maintaining the stereotype and its disruptions

are subjectively varied positive and negative

feelings" [43]. This concept was the starting

point for an entire series of subsequent
modifications.

In Hodge's opinion [25], emotions arise at the

moment when the higher brain centers cannot

provide an adequate response to a situation which

they have perceived, or when there are doubts

or fluctuations relative to the possibility of a

successful response. The strength of the emo-

tional reaction is inversely proportional to the

capabilities of the higher centers of the brain

to adequately respond to a given situation. The

emotions, Hodge asserts, always represent un-

successful integration at the level of the cerebral

cortex [251.

Hebb [24] later developed similar theoretical

propositions based on the example of activation
of the nervous mechanism of fear. This mecha-

nism is involved in the process of behavior, when

the situation proves strange-partially familiar

and partially unfamiliar-and not entirely com-

prehensible. The reaction of fear is based more

on enduring a period of disagreement than on

actual sensory perception of the real situation as

it develops. Results of systematic experiments

involving the destruction of various structures

belonging to the so-called "limbic system"

allowed Arnold [5] to assert that emotions appear
under the influence of activating commands from

the neocortex, where a "fusion of expectation

with the sensory representation of a situational
evaluation" occurs.

The "biological theory of emotions" of Anokhin

[1] is organically linked with his general concepts

concerning the functional organization of adaptive

actions. The signal to involve the nervous
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apparatusof thenegative .... :-_o is ,1,_ t'_o, ,,¢

disagreement of the "acceptor of action"-an

afferent model of the expected results-with

afferentation concerning the real results of the

adaptive act. Coincidence of the .....acceptot of
action" with the afferentation concerning achiev-

ing the goal leads to the occurrence of positive

emotions. Incidentally, disagreement can also

lead to activation of positive emotions "... if

a reverse afferentation which signals a biolog-

ically negative effect is absent" [2]. It is not

difficult to perceive that this concept, which

satisfactorily explains the genesis of negative

emotional stress, encounters difficulty during

an analysis of the mechanisms of the appear-

ance of positive emotions. The reason for

these difficulties lies in the concept of the

"aceeptor of action" which assumes a prediction

by the brain of only one semantics of the goal,

i.e., that it must in fact be obtained as the result

of adaptive effects. With this concept, there is no

implication of predicting the probability of

achieving the goal; consequently, the possibility

of achievement exceeding expectation is ruled

out.

According to Pribram, "the emotions express

a relationship between perception and action ....

The emotions are linked with the informational

processes and the mechanisms of control ....

On the basis of experience, emotions arise each

time as soon as the probability of reinforcing

actions seems low" [47].

Probability of Reinforcement

In the process of forming new habits, the

probability of reinforcement is evaluated by the

brain not only according to the quantity of

reinforcements, but also by means of estimating

the degree of perfection of the motor reactions

on which the reinforcement depends. Demonstra-
tive data to this effect were obtained when

developing the conditioned defensive reflex in

man [60].

The test subjects were given the task of

pressing a button 20 s after hearing a brief

tone. If a man pressed the button earlier than

19 s or later than 21 s following the tone, his
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forearm skin was given a painful electric shock-

a discharge from a capacitor on the order of

60-90 V. The true reaction time was reported to

the subject following each test run. The degree

emol.lOllal btleSb was tTvatuatvu according t,o

change in heart rate. Simultaneously, the galvanic
skin reflex was recorded.

By grouping those segments of the experiment

which contain an equal number of sequential test

runs and an equal number of painful stimuli,

the resulting total deviation in heart rate from the

background in these sections varies. Conse-

quently, it does not depend merely upon the

number of reinforcements. The experiments

showed that the total increase in heart rate is

proportional to the total deviation in time of the

motor reactions from the assigned value, i.e.,

the degree of perfection, accuracy and stability
of the conditioned defensive reflex. This rule

holds true for those eases where the limits of

erlOl'b (but neither their number nor the number

of reinforcements) increased together with the

increase in pulse and where, consequently, the

dynamics of the vegetative shifts cannot be ex-

plained by habituation to the painful stimuli

proportional to the increase in the total number of

test runs.

The fact that the brain estimates, on a

prediction basis, the probability of reinforcement

according to the degree of perfection of the
instrumental motor reactions is also in-

dicated in experiments performed on animals.

Preobrazhenskaya [46] elaborated a conditioned

defensive reflex in dogs where raising the forepaw

to a specific level and keeping it there for I0 s

prevented painful stimulation of the opposite

hindleg. An arbitrary sound signal was turned on

10 s prior to onset of painful stimulation by the

current.

The result was the beginning of combinations

of the sound stimulus with action of the current

prior to appearance of conditioned motor reac-
tions, accompanied by a sharp increase in the

regularity of the 0-waves in recordings from

the dorsal hippoeampus, and increase in the

amplitude and percentage makeup of the 0-

rhythm in the total voltage spectrum of the bio-

electric activity.
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A quantitativeanalysisallowedobservationof
a positivecorrelationbetweenchangesin the
total voltageof the 0-rhythm in the dorsal

hippocampus (according to the readings of the

integrator) and the heart rate. Both symptoms

became noticeably milder proportional to the

strengthening of the motor habit, which reliably

frees the animal from pain. Any difficulties in

accomplishing movement lead to an increase in

the 0-rhythm. Preobrazhenskaya's experiments

[29] are convincing, that the degree of expression

of the hippocampal 0-rhythm depends not on the

presence of motor activity itself, but on the degree
of effectiveness of the motor acts attained in the

sense of their influence on the probability of

reinforcing the adaptive actions of the animal.

Informational Theory of Emotions

Based on the results of experiments which

revealed the dependence of emotional stress on

the probability of reinfi_rcement, as well as on

analysis of a great deal of data in the literature,

an "informational theory of emotions" was

formulated. According to this theory, the emo-

tions of higher animals and man form a special

cerebral apparatus which reflects the magnitude

of a need and the probability of its satisfaction

at a given moment [46, 61, 62]. The degree of

emotional stress (E) quantitatively depends on

the strength of the need-inclination, upon

motivation (M), as well as on the differences

between the information which is predicted to be

necessary for satisfying this need (I,,), and the

information which the subject has or receives

(1,.). The rule under discussion can be represented

in the structural formula:

E=--M(I,-I,.)

Use of the term "information" takes into

account its pragmatic meaning, which can be

determined as a change in the probability of

achieving a goal, thanks to obtaining a given item

of information [28]. Hence, information in our

case is actually the whole sum of habits and

skills necessary for achieving a goal. Without

doubt, the formula idealizes and simplifies the

realistic complexity of the phenomena. The

existence of a linear dependency of emotional

stress on the magnitude of the need and the

deficit (or increase) of pragmatic information is

only a partial case of the possible relationships.

A time factor also participates here, as well as

the individual (typological) features of the subject

and many other factors (including unknown

factors). Finally, it must be remembered that the

frequent coexistence of several needs can create

a complex gamut of simuhaneously arising
emotions.

Nevertheless, the information theory of

emotions turns out to be extremely productive

in solving a whole series of disputable and

contradictory problems. The relative indepen-

dence of the nervous mechanisms of motivations,

emotions, and estimation of the probability of

achieving a goal permits a discussion of their

mutual influence. Activation of the nerwms

apparatus of emotion strengthens the need,

while an increase in the deficit or accretion

of information weakens it, inasmuch as M=

E/(l,--lr). On the other hand, a change in the

degree of emotional stress and in the magnitude

of the need influences the estimation of proba-

bility of achieving the goal, inasmuch as

(I,,--I,.)=E/M. Experiments [58] indicate that

the distribution of reactions according to the

objective probability of their reinforcement is

observed only at a certain level of motivation.

An increase in the need entails transition to an

optimal strategy, to a predominant reaction, to

a more frequently reinforcing stimulus. Hence,

the formula predicts complex interrelationships
between the emotional and intellectual com-

ponents of human behavior.

Dependent upon the character of the motiva-

tion, whether the self-preservation instinct, or

concern for comrades' lives, as well as for the

equipment entrusted, or striving to fulfill a

responsible assignment, or other motivation, the

occurrence of emotional stress during a deficit

of pragmatic information (when I,, is greater than

1,.) determines its negative character: alarm, fear,

anger, despair, and the like. Positive emotions

such as happiness, delight, and inspiration arise

in situations when newly received information

increases the probability of achieving a goal (of
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_n.:_c..:__need);.... p_ri_anwiththeearlier_Cttl_ty Ilt_ a ...............

prediction, i.e., when Ir proves greater than I,,.

For the occurrence of negative emotions, the

lack of coincidence of the semantics of the goal

(according to the termi,_ology of various authors:

the "acceptor of action," the "nervous model

of stimulus," "establishments," "model of drive

of the future," etc.) is quite adequate with the

actually obtained results. For a positive emo-

tional reaction, it is necessary to predict the

probability of achieving a goal [15]; in this case

only can positive disagreement occur, i.e., the

attained exceeding the expected. It is not the

satisfaction of a need (with a satisfied need any

of the emotions fade away, being maintained for

a certain time only due to the memory apparatus),

but the presence of a need with simultaneous

increase in the probability of its satisfaction leads

to a positive emotion which is actively maximized

by the subject. It is precisely this which actively

stimulates higher living bcings to disrupt their
homeostasis and to strive toward unsatisfied

needs and situations in which actual reinforce-

ment can exceed its predicted probability.

The information theory of emotions allows

clarification of a very important moment in the

mechanism of competitive needs (motives)

during the formation of goal-directed behavior.

Factually, it is precisely the emotions, not the

motives or an estimation of the probability of

achieving a goal, which have the functions of the

mechanism capable of subordinating a pre-

dominant need to real time, and orienting

behavior to its immediate satisfaction [59].

Inasmuch as the informational component of
one emotion can exceed the informational

component of a second significantly more than

the second need exceeds the first, behavior is

oriented to satisfying the original weaker need:

"a bird in the hand" takes precedence over

"two in the bush." Such a property of emotions

must be compensated for by a special cerebral

apparatus which counters the emotions and

offsets their negative influence. Such an apparatus

actually developed in the process of the long

evolution of living beings. At the level of the

human higher nervous activity, it is the physio-

logical mechanisms of the will.

Freedom Reflex

The "freedom reflex" described by Pavlov

serves as the phylogenetic precondition of willed

behaviar_ In opposing the animal by limiting his

motor activity, Pavlov saw considerably more

than a single variety of the protective reaction.

The freedom reflex is an independent form of be-

havior for which an obstacle serves as no less an

adequate stimulus than food does for the food-

obtaining search, or pain for the defensive re-

action, while it is a new and unexpected stimulus

for oriented behavior. "If it did not exist [the

freedom reflex]," wrote Pavlov, "any of the
smallest obstacles which the animal would

encounter in its path would completely interrupt

the entire course of its life" [42].

The presence of a genetic component, doubt-

less, does not diminish the vast significance of

ontogenetic influences of education which are

capable of significantly developing, strengthen-

ing, or, on the other hand, suppressing the will

qualities of a personality. The dependence of will

upon a motive which primarily initiated conduct

shows that will, as such, does not have a self-

contained social value inasmuch as this value is

determined by the essence of motives which drive

man.

The activity of the mechanisms of will in man

require reactions to "internal interference" (for

example, competing motives), as well as the

participation of consciousness, which perceives

freedom as a cognitive necessity. Deviation from

this recognized necessity is perceived by the

subject as non-freedom and activates mechanisms

of willful effort.

Hence, with the presence of a need, an obstacle

in the path of its satisfaction activates two

independent cerebral mechanisms: the nervous

apparatus of the emotions and the structures of

the "surmounting reaction," which, on the human

level, form a cerebral mechanism of will. In the

organization of goal-directed behavior, these two

mechanisms play significantly different roles.

The positive significance of the emotions is

included in the hypercompensatory mobiliza-

ti_TM of the energy resources, as well as a trans-
ference to those forms of reaction which are
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orientedto a widecircleof probablysignificant
signals(dominantreactions).Generalizingthe
searchforanescapefromthesituation,theemo-
tionscontainthe dangerof deviatingfrom the
goal,thedangerofa blindgropingat variantsby
themethodof trial anderror.In thisregard,the
will compensatesfor the vulnerableaspectsof
emotionalstimulation,preventingit frommaking
a disorganizinggeneralizationand enabling
maintenanceofthebasicgoal.Ontheotherhand,
willful conductcan be a sourceof positive
emotionseven beforethe final goal can be
achieved,asa resultof satisfyingthe driveto
overcomeobstaclesitself. For this reason,a
strongwill combinedwith an optimallevelof
emotionalstressprovesthemostproductivefor
humanactivity.

Compensatory Function of Emotions

The informational theory of emotions permits

an answer to the question of the role of emotions

in the organization of goal-directed behavior. The

occurrence of emotions in a situation of prag-

matic uncertainty indicates the compensatory

significance of the emotional states. It should be

emphasized that an emotion is not and cannot be

a source of new information. Liquidating the

information deficit occurs in the process of

searching actions, in reexamination of memory

cells, and in learning. The role of emotions is,

in fact, included in compensation, in an urgent

substitution for missing knowledge. This com-

pensatory function of the emotions takes place in
varied forms:

1. In connection with a lack of clarity in the

prediction concerning the real amount of

energetic provision for upcoming actions,

activation of the vegetative functions, as a

rule, has an excessive character.

2. For emotional stress, a presumable reac-

tion to signals whose probability of rein-

forcement is slight is characteristic. In a

state of fear, a man frequently responds

with the defensive reaction to any environ-

mental changes, including response to
stimuli encountered for the first time in

his life.

3. Many emotions are accompanied by a
transition to imitative behavior. When the

subject does not have data or time for an

independent and thoroughly thought-out

decision, he must base his behavior on

the example of other group members.

Signals of the emotional state serve as

additional means of communication be-

tween members of a society. It is not by

chance that human speech becomes more

emotional as the logical arguments of the

speaker become less effective.

4. Activation of the higher brain regions

during emotional stress hastens formation
of conditioned reflexes and makes

coupling possible, even when there is

a single combination of an indifferent

stimulus with a reinforcing effect.

The chief significance of the positive emotions

for the organization of behavior consists of the

fact that the positive emotions stimulate man to

strive for unsatisfied drives and the pragmatic

uncertainty. Thus, during satisfaction of the food

drive the stimulating role of the negative emotions

disappears at the moment of satiation. The

positive emotions require variety in food, and
force a search for new varieties and new combina-

tions of foodstuffs. Specifically, the positive

emotions serve as a powerful developmental

factor in the conquest of new spheres of reality.

The negative emotions, on the strength of their

nature and mechanisms of occurrence, cannot

principally fulfill these functions; they are sub-
ordinated to the rule of drive reduction.

The distinguished Soviet psychologist,

Vygotsky, stated "... The path of determina-

tions and classification, which has been made

by psychology over the course of several centuries,

has led to a situation in which the psychology

of the feelings is the most fruitless and boring of

all the areas of this science" [67]. The informa-

tional approach to the problem of the emotions,

having had its beginning in the Pavlovian

principle of systematics in the function of the

cerebral cortex, opens hopeful perspectives in

its development.

From the viewpoint of the informational theory,

REPT_(3DUCIBILITY OF THE

ORIGh_,_AL PAGE 18 POOR
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space flight includes all the conditions capable of

causing quite powerful positive and negative

emotions to appear, primarily related to the

cosmonaut's high degree of motivation. Many

motives of rcsponsibi!ity-for s,_,cces_, a thirst

for knowledge, a striving to achieve the assigned

goals, and in certain cases, care for the safety

of the crew and the favorable completion of the

flight-serve as a natural basis for emotional

stress. On the other hand, unavoidably inherent

in space flight are the elements of pragmatic

uncertainty, novelties, the necessity to make

alternate decisions, i.e., that "informational

component," which is important for the genesis
of emotional states.

That the effectiveness of accomplished work

is dependent on the degree of emotional stress

has been established by experimental investiga-

tions. According to the Yerkes-Dodson rule, for

each type of activity there is an optimal level of

stress during which this activity occurs most

successfully. In emotional stress, both an in-

crease, and a decrease (indifference, loss of

interest, sleepiness) lead to a worsening of results.

In addition to the quantitative characteristics of

stress, a vast role is played by the sign of the

emotion as well as by the nature of the drive

(motivation), on the bases of which the given
emotional state appears. Unfortunately, the

dependence of the effectiveness of actions on
the qualitative aspect of emotional stress has re-

ceived less detailed study than the dependence on

its strength. At present it can only be pointed out

that of all the known states, the most productive

has been found to be the positive stimulus,

brought about by interest in the very process of

the work being accomplished and linked with

satisfying a drive for creativity, in a nontrivial
solution of even the most common assignments.

Emotional Stress Levels

An optimal level of emotional stress is also

necessary for the formation of new conditioned-

reflex connections and for recognizing signals

which already have pragmatic significance. The

systematic investigations of Gershuni and others

[18, 23] have established that in the presence of
a stimulus which has the value of a signal, there

is an increase in the sensitivity of the analysor

systems. This sharpening of sensitivity is charac-

teristic only for certain degrees of activation,
because both a decrease and an increase in

stress are accomplished by an increase in thresh-

olds, particularly when there is concern with

recognition of complex (including verbal) numer-

ical symbols [41].

The presentation of words having emotional

significance for the observer, with an increasing

brightness of illumination or gradual increase in

exposure, has shown that the threshold of identi-

fication of these words, as a rule, is higher than

with that of neutral words. Inasmuch as accurate

experiments have established the possibility of

vegetative (for example, galvanic skin) reactions

appearing only following identification of a signal,
this instance cannot be termed the so-called

subsensory reaction. Delaying the spoken re-

sponse to an emotionally significant word,

apparently, should be interpreted as a "psycho-

logical defense" from signals which are un-

pleasant to the observer. In this regard, the data

of Kostandov [30] are quite interesting; in an

experiment he found both an increase and a

decrease in the thresholds of reproduction of

emotionally colored words in comparison with

indifferent words. Since in normal subjects the

thresholds of directing aural signals associated

with painful stimulation of another man are, on

the average, significantly lower than thresholds

of detecting signals for oneself [66], a hypothesis
can be stated relative to Kostandov's results.

When the emotionally significant word is

addressed to the drive for self-preservation and

produces the emotion of fear, it is in keeping to

expect phenomena of "psychological defense,"

consequently, an increase in the thresholds of

reproducing this word. On the contrary, when the

analogous word activates a socially determined

sense of responsibility for the partner, a lowering

of the thresholds is obtained. The example of

experiments with identification of speech signals

is convincing of the need to take into account the

motivation at the base of the given emotional
state.

When an inadequate level of activation

negatively affects the effectiveness of actions,
deteriorating perception and recognition of
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significantsignals,leadingto distractionofatten-
tion anddrowsiness,extremeemotionalstress
disorganizesthe goal-directedactivityof man.

Emotionalstressinteractsuniquelywithother
flight factors:physicalstress,effectsof weight-
lessness,accelerations,and similarconditions.
Thereis reasonto surmisethatthe exhaustion
of Alan ShepardandEdgarMitchellfollowing
completionof theirlunardescentfromApollo14
wascausednotonlyby physicalstress,butalso
by prolongedemotionalstress during their
approachto the craterCone.Whereasduring
trainingin the centrifugea mancomparatively
easilyenduresaccelerationof 6-g,duringactual
flighthecanloseconsciousnesswithG-loadson
theorderof 4-G[57].

Hence,forproductiveactivity,anoptimallevel
of emotionalstressis necessary.Boththebreak-
ing of stereotypes,whichdisorganizesman,and
the depressingmonotonyof automaticactions
equally decreasethe cosmonauts'working
capacity.Thus,a studyof the genesisof emo-
tionalstressduringflightanddevelopingmethods
of objectivemonitoringof a man'sstate,aswell
as the meansof prophylaxisof the untoward
sequelaeof emotionalstress,compriseoneofthe
pressingproblemsof spacepsychophysiology
andmedicine.

SPACEFLIGHTFACTORSCAUSING
NEURO-EMOTIONALSTRESS

Motivation

Theconductandstateof a manduringspace
flightaredeterminedby a complexsystemof
motivationswhich alternateor coexist[64].
Numerous facts indicate that the emotions of a

cosmonaut cannot be reduced to a sense of self-

preservation, which is natural for man, but far

from the only feeling and not the dominant one.

The brilliant presence of mind of Love[l, Haise,

and Swigert during the emergency flight aboard

Apollo 13, of Leonov during the first egress, and

of Belyayev during the first manual landing of
Voskhod-2 have forced a reexamination of the

'reasons for emotional reactions during flight. The

idea arose that in many cases the reason for' an

increase in pulse rate and appearance of

0-rhythm in the electroencephalogram (EEG)

should be sought sooner in curiosity and in

recognition of the historic significance of the

events occurring, rather than in a (conscious or

unconscious) fear for one's life. The feeling of

responsibility and the striving for achievement

of socially significant goals are developed so

strongly in man that they lead to emotional stress,

even when there is no threat to the well-being

and life of the operator. For example, during

launch of Lunokhod from the landing field, and

at the very onset of steering it on the Moon, the

pulse rate in members of the groundcrew reached

130-135 beats/min, while respiration was delayed
15-20 s.

During the ground training of cosmonauts, as

a rule, they clearly accomplish their program.

Radio communications are terse, strictly accord-

ing to procedure, and are carried out using only

the correct call signs. An analysis of the fre-

quency spectrum of speech does not detect

signs of emotional stress. The pulse increases

somewhat, but this is linked with physical
efforts, inasmuch as the cosmonauts are forced

to perform under conditions of terrestrial gravity.

The "egress" situation was perceived as a

routine, although complicated training task.

Accomplishing the same program in real flight

conditions proceeded against a pronounced

emotional background. A delay was observed

in the activity compared with the program. In

radio communications the stereotype of radiogram

construction is violated, and in place of call

signs personal names are used. Jokes appear in

the radio conversations, which are not in keeping

with the situation. In spectral analysis of the

words from these joking statements, a high degree
of emotional stress is detected. Pulse rate at

certain times reaches 160 beats/rain. In contrast

with the ground training, in real flight there is an

increase in responsibility for completed actions

in connection with difficulty, and occasionally

with the impossibility of duplicating them. A

man becomes increasingly perceptive to every-

thing which seems important to him. He

processes ancillary information (noise, vibration),

and occasionally has a distorted concept of the

situation.

Life has been convincing, many times, that of
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allthefimdamentalmotivations, the most fruitful

is personal orientation "to one's work." Korolev

stated that the cosmonaut's perception of the

upcoming flight as an achievement and act of

self-sacrifice indicates his inadequate prepara-

tion. A man should have a concept of the flight

as a difficult and responsible job which requires

maximal mobilization of professional skill, and a

creative approach to solving the tasks before
him. An orientation to one's work does not, to

any extent, diminish the cosmonaut's high civil

incentives, his bravery, and pride in being a

pioneer. But these fine ambitions must be

assimilated by the satisfaction which will give the

expert free reign on his professional skills and
enable him to reveal his creative strengths. All

experience accumulated by aviation psychology

indicates that the greatest successes are achieved

by a man who has experienced positive emotions

from the very process of overcoming difficulties

In the genesis of the emotional state of the

cosmonauts, an important role is played by

motives which are linked with the assignment

of roles in the vital activity of the crew as an

integral social system. This relationship is clearly

manifested where maximum professional re-

sponsibility and the role of the leader alternately
transfer from one crewmember to another. Such

a situation took place during the flight of

Voskhod-2 during egress of the copilot into outer

space.
The material obtained indicates that in the

7 min prior to opening the hatch of the airlock
and A. A. Leonov's familiarization with outer

space, his pulse rate fluctuated within the limits

of 87-90 beats/min, not exceeding the value

which was recorded at the same stage in the

thermal pressure chamber. However, imme-

diately following the hatch opening, the pulse

rate of the cosmonaut began to increase and in

6 min rose by 60 beats/min, reaching 147-162

beats/min. As soon as A. A. Leonov returned to

the airlock and closed the hatch door, his heart

rate in 1 min decreased from 160 to 138 beats/

min, after 2 min to 117 beats/min, and after

4 min to 91 beats/min (his preflight norm).

Another example of the physiological reactions

at this same flight stage was observed in the

spacecraft commandcr. P. I. Belyayev recorded
the highest heart rate in the 7-10 rain prior to

opening the hatch, which coincides with the most

responsible stage of his work as the crew com-

mander. Following the opening of the hatch and

A. A. Leonov's exit into space, notwithstanding

that P. I. Belyayev followed his state and super-

vised his activity, Belyayev's pulse rate began

to decrease and after 5 min reached the level

noted in the pressure chamber during the

accomplishment of similar operations: 94 beats/

min [4]. This observation coincides with data

on pulse rate increase, and increase in amplitude

of finger tremor in only one of the two pilots who

is actually making a difficult landing. The

difficulty of the situation and the degree of risk

are evaluated by both pilots at approximately the

same level [401.

Estimating Probability of Achieving

a Goal-Pragmatic Uncertainty in

Predicting Degree of Risk

The psychophysiology of space flight clearly

illustrates the informational theory of emotions.

Many observations indicate a weakening in

the objectively recorded signs of emotional

stress proportional to formation of the dynamic

stereotype of actions, and of these signs likely ap-

pearing each time the previously formed stereo-

type requires changes.

A number of investigations have established

the dependence of the magnitude of vegetative

shifts on the probability of appearance of a

meaningful signal. According to Zingerman's

data [71], heart rate was maximal at a proba-

bility of 1:4. It must be emphasized that the

source of emotional stress does not serve as a

formal uncertainty, but rather a pragmatic

uncertainty, on which the effectiveness of per-

formed actions depends. Pragmatic uncertainty

predicted by the subject generates emotional
stress, even under those conditions where

ongoing activity is carried out in precise corre-

spondence to the program, and where any physical

stress is practically absent. Prior to his entry

into lunar orbit, Borman's heart began to beat

at 130 beats/min, while at the moment of the

574-2710 - 75 - pt. 2 - 11
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Moon landing, Armstrong's pulse reached 150

instead of its usual 77. In this regard, the stage

of 5-min crew preparation before launching is

quite characteristic. The degree of emotional

stress which develops in connection with an

up-coming space flight is demonstrated in Table 1

(derived from Yazdovskiy et al [70]).

TABLE 1.--Heart Rate/Min

Cosmonaut

Yu. A. Gagarin

(;. S. Titov

A. (.. Nikolayev

P. R. Popovich

Absolute numbers

8 d 4 h 5 min

preflight

64 65 108

69 69 107

64 72 112

58 56 117

Percent original

value (8 d)

4 h 5 min

101.5 168.7

100.0 155.0

112.5 175.0

96.5 201.7

The successful fight of Yu. A. Gagarin

decreased the degree of emotional stress in

G. S. Titov; however, a report on certain un-

pleasant sensations experienced by Titov had
an effect on the functional state of A. G.

Nikolayev. A significant heart rate increase in

P. R. Popovich was related to his individual

characteristics: his emotional lability and his

tendency to bradycardia. In the cosmonauts who

were launched alone, the pulse rate, on the

average, during the 5-min preparation period,

increased by 84% with respect to the initial

background, while in members of multiman

crews it was 34%.

An examination of the dynamics of the

emotional state of crewmembers of Soyuz-6,

-7, and -8 (launched on consecutive days) reveals

that all crewmembers (7 men) went through

practically identical training, had similar flight

assignments and habitability and equipment

conditions. The only difference was that the

Soyuz-8 crew had participated in a previous
flight. These crewmembers had decreased

pragmatic uncertainty relative to the first minutes

of launching, actions of G-loads, and the craft's

entry into orbit as well as the transition from

G-loads to weightlessness.

An analysis of pulse rate indicates that the

first and second crews in the first revolutions of

the flight showed significant increase in pulse

rate (in comparison with preflight), and by the

sixth to seventh revolutions of the flight these

indicators approximated the postflight data.

Heart rate in crewmembers of Soyuz-8 did not

undergo sharp changes. This same crew, in the

flight of Soyuz-10, demonstrated exceptional

accuracy in fulfilling the unique assignment of

docking with the first space station, the Salyut.

The cited facts confirmed that in the genesis of

emotional stress in representatives of the new

profession of cosmonaut, the role of the informa-

tional component is extremely great.

The objective symptoms of emotional stress

become even more obvious with the presence of

any complicating factors in the course of the

spaceflight. Yankelevich [69] modified our

formula for emotional stress, introducing a

coefficient which characterizes the probability
of an unfavorable outcome of the situation from

the viewpoint of the pilot. The Yankelevich
coefficient is the ratio of the number of accidents

known to the pilot to the total number of flights

of the given type. At the instant of descent in

the lunar module of Apollo 10, the pulse rate of

Cernan increased twofold and reached 129

beats/rain. Heart rate in crewmembers of

Apollo 12 was, prior to launch, -80-90 beats/

min, at the moment of launch nearly 120

beats/min, and at the moment of malfunction of

the power supply system, 130-140 beats/min.

These data demonstrate convincingly that the

pulse rate (one of the objective measures of

emotional stress) can, indeed, be the sum in-

dicator of the functioning of the astronaut-

spacecraft system as a whole, clearly reflecting

events occurring in this system, including its
technical branches.

During flight of the Voskhod-2 spacecraft,

similar to preceding flights of Vostok and

Voskhod spacecraft, the program provided

for automatic orientation of the spacecraft
and automatic switch-on of the retrorocket

installation. However, at the concluding stage

of the flight, at the end of the sixteenth orbit,

Belyayev discovered malfunction in the auto-

matic landing system and reported this to Earth.

He decided to manually guide his spacecraft
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from orbit and requestedpermissionto land
manuallyon the eighteenthorbit. Permission
wasgranted.

An analysisof thephysiologicalinformationof
tnls perlou pzovtuc_ _llltCl UOtlll_

the emotional state of the Voskhod-2 crew. A

sharp increase in the commander's pulse rate,

noted after 8 h 54 min, was linked to discovery

of the malfunction in the automatic landing sys-

tem. At the same time, the copilot's pulse rate

fluctuated within the limits of 68-72 beats/min,

i.e., remained practically unchanged. The

possibility of making a manual descent was

foreseen aboard the spacecraft; in the course of

ground training, it had been worked out by the
cosmonauts. The crew commander was also

forced_ to make decisions which had not been

foreseen in training conditions. Following per-

mission to make a manual landing, the stress

in Belyayev decreased somewhat (pulse rate

85 90 beats/rain), and he began to _rient his

spacecraft.

When the commander had oriented the space-

craft and was convinced of the accuracy of his

orientation, be did not hurry to select the moment

for switching on the engine. The manual landing

system had not yet been tested in actual flight

conditions. Belyayev decided to fire his retro-

rockets at the beginning of the segment of the

orbit passing over the territory of the Soviet

Union. Notwithstanding the absence of pro-

nounced physical stresses in this period,

Belyayev's heart rate was at its highest (129

beats/min). With the firing of the retrorockets,

his pulse rate decreased, although at that

moment, in Belyayev's words, the crew had been

actively working. It is known that the stage of

atmospheric reentry, which is linked with the

presence of G-loads, had been characterized by

an increase in pulse rate in all cosmonauts who

had previously flown.

The liquidation of emotional stress as the

result of optimal actions (the craft moves toward

the Earth, the engines are working normally)

completely offset the physical influence of the

G-loads: Belyayev's pulse rate decreased, at the
same time Leonov's heart rate increase was

normal for the given state of flight [4]. Hence,

in the case cited, the primary condition of

eliminating emotional stress was a correct

and well-founded choice of actions in a complex

situation. For this reason, training actions of

cosmonauts during equipment malfunctions, in

the most probable emergency situation._ which

can occur in space flight, should be viewed as the

most important aspect of their professional
training and the most effective method for

prophylaxis of neuro-emotional stress.
The working out of skills should reach a de-

gree of perfection so that the very action being

performed serves as a guarantee of optimal be-

havior in the ongoing situation, and does not

require constant monitoring for approval by

outside signals. This was well-expressed by
cosmonaut Ye. Khrunov:

Sometimes it happens that a man does every-

thing completely correctly, but he is forced

to seek confirmation that this is true. If

there is no such "feedback," he becomes

confused and begins to make mistakes.

Another, however, does not require such

"support." This, the confident one, is the

future spacecraft commander. 3

A partial case of an increase in pragmatic

uncertainty is an informational excess, making

it necessary to perceive signals against a back-

ground of noise which, in characteristics, is

similar to the useful signal. An excessive number

of requests, recommendations, and commands

from the control point is also capable of com-

plicating decisionmaking. It has been shown

experimentally that in conditions of informational

oversaturation, reactions to stimuli have little

informational value [27], and overloading of one

of the analysor systems leads to decreased sensi-

tivity in the other analysors. These objective

principles of the brain's activity must be taken

into account when organizing the work of cosmo-

nauts and during communications with the

spacecraft.

Specific Characteristics of Afferentation

During Space Flight

Informational (Sensory) Deprivation

In the Soyuz and Apollo flights with durations

of up to 3 weeks, the astronauts encountered

3 Lit. Gazz. 32 : 11, 1972.
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practically no hardships of sensory deprivation.

However, it can be assumed that a decrease in
the influx of external stimuli and limited motor

activity will be important factors in longer space

flights.

Experiments at the Pavlovian school performed
on animals with simultaneous exclusion of the

most important analysors (sensory organs) pro-

vide a basis to predict, during sensory depriva-

tion, a sharp decrease in the tonus of the higher

regions of the brain and almost uninterrupted

sleep. However, the first experiments involving

participation of man have demonstrated a direct

contradictory effect in the obvious signs of neuro-

emotional stress. The theoretical key to an under-

standing of the sequelae of sensory deprivation

is the biphasic motivational theory of Schneirla

[53], according to which living beings strive to

avoid inadequate motivation as actively as they

avoid extremely motivational stimuli.

Man endures with great difficulty maximum

limitation of ordinary stimuli with the aid of

opaque glasses, a constant auditory background,

rubber silencers, seals, and immersion in warm

water. After several hours, a dozing state occurs

and loss of capacity to concentrate attention;

there are hallucinations, eidetic images, and signs

of depersonalization. After 3-4 days, subjects

categorically refuse to continue such an experi-

ment [11, 31, 73, 75].
Less strict conditions of isolation allow ex-

tension of the period of solitude. As a rule, the

state of the subjects in the first 2-3 days is

characterized by symptoms of emotional stress:
increase in the content of 17-ketosteroids in the

urine and a decrease in the a-index on the

electroencephalogram (EEG). On the 6th to 8th

day, a feeling of fatigue appears, with attempts

to make contact with the experimenter. Secre-
tion of 17-ketosteroids in the urine decreases.

Slow waves and a long trace exaltation of the

a-rhythm are recorded on the EEG following the

action of light stimuli. The latent period of motor

reactions increases [20]. Frequency of appearance

on the EEG of the a-rhythm of the occipital region

decreases proportionally to the increase in the

degree and duration of isolation; there is also an

increase in the 0-activity of the temporo-occipital

regions. There are data concerning the presence

of a correlation between frequency of appearance

of the a-rhythm on the EEG and the effectiveness

of the subject's activity [72, 74].

A basic source of emotional stress during de-

privation is loss of contact with reality, mixing

memory traces with actual sensations, an in-

creased self-analysis, and disorientation in space

and time. The test subjects cannot successfully

concentrate, their clarity of reasoning decreases,

and they have difficulty in organizing their

thoughts. Memory and the capacity for analysis

are disrupted to a lesser degree. There is relative

preservation of the indicators for thinking capac-

ity and processes of decisionmaking. There is a

deterioration to the greatest extent in accom-

plishing those assignments which require imagi-
nation and estimation of the situation as a whole

[55, 65, 76].

The influence of sensory deprivation signifi-

cantly depends upon the individual prediction

relative to duration of isolation, and on the degree

to which the subject has been informed con-

cerning the symptoms which appear in conditions

of sensory deprivation: hallucinations, eidetic

images, and the like. In subjects who expected

7 days of deprivation, the decrease in frequency

of the EEG on the 7th day was more strongly

pronounced than in the group of subjects who

expected 14 days isolation [65]. There is evidence

that repeated isolation leads to elaboration of

adaptive habits, which, however, pertain pri-

marily to the behavioral manifestations of sensory

deprivation and involve the vegetative sphere to

a lesser degree [75].

The primary means of overcoming sensory

deprivation is the cosmonaut's activity in con-

trolling the spacecraft, fulfilling the program of

scientific investigations, and in processing their
results. Investigators correctly note that the basis

of pathologic deviations consists not as predom-
inantly in decrease in afferentation, as in limita-

tion of the number of significant signals having

adequate value content [9]. It should be recalled

that the measure of a signal's significance can be

a change in the probability of achieving a goal,
occasioned by receiving a given piece of informa-

tion [28]. To combat sensory (informational) de-

privation, a simple influx of supplementary stimuli

is not adequate; information is necessary which
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tion with fellow servicemen on Earth [51].

Organization of the cosmonauts' leisure time

requires attention-time free from duty and
scientific work. The ortmall _tiXtlt,,,...... 121..,Ink 1_

books, musical recordings, playing cards, and a

dart board. Experience in training Soviet cos-
monauts in the isolation chamber has shown that

sensory deprivation is well compensated by

artistic creativity: creating stories and verse,

sculpturing, making models and toys [16].

Influence of Hypodynamia and Weightlessness

The influence of hypodynamia will also be

examined only in its psychophysiological aspect,

not in the general medical aspect. The minimal

living space for each crewmember must be 6-7.5

m 3 (200-250 fta), the recommended volume,

9.8-11 m 3 (350-400 ft3), while the desirable

space during long-term space flights is 16-19 m a

(or 600-700 fO) [141. Such space for working

and living quarters will make it possible to avoid

extreme limitation of motor activity with its

characteristic deterioration in mental activity,

and the accompanying decrease in frequency of

the a-rhythm on the EEG. Only 30-min daily

exercise during 7 days of sensory deprivation and

hypodynamia averted working-capacity disorders,

and a lesser decrease in the frequency of the

a-rhythm compared with a control group that

had not participated in physical exercise [74]. In

later Apollo flights, 1/2 h/d was alotted to physical

exercise with an expander. Questions of on-board

physical training of cosmonauts have received a

great deal of attention in the Soyuz-Salyut and

Skylab programs, experience which will doubtless

be used in planning longer space flights.

The physiology of weightlessness can serve as

a significant example of the nonspecific adapta-

tion of living beings to conditions of probability

of a changing environment. In the 20th century,

we have witnessed twice the encounter of living

beings with factors against which they could not

form mechanisms of specific defense in the proc-
ess of their evolution:

the effect of large doses of penetrating
radiation

the state of weightlessness

It is astonishing that in both cases animal and

man have proved not completely defenseless.

Mechanisms of compensation developed under
the influence of other environmental factors have

encountered in the phylogenetic past. Infrequent

and short-term cases of partially altered gravi-

tation (swimming, jumping from heights, and so

forth) can scarcely be compared with minutes,

hours, and days of total weightlessness. In this

regard, serious warnings were expressed on the

eve of the orbital flights. Human and animal

"organisms have coped with weightlessness sub-

stantially more successfully than we could have

imagined a few years ago.

The material available shows that the physio-

logical effects of weightlessness cannot be attrib-

uted to the influence of the absence of gravitation

on any one organic system or to any reflexogenic

zone. An extremely complex disorder of spatial

analysis is involved, which builds up under the

influence of altered impulses from the otolithic

apparatus, a decrease in skin and proprioceptive

reception, and relative predominance of afferen-

tation from the semicircular canals of the laby-

rinths [17]. Humans can be divided into two basic

groups according to the character of their reac-

tion to weightlessness. At the beginning of the

period of weightlessness, the first group experi-

ences feelings of falling and fear, suddenly re-

placed by feelings of happiness, uncontrolled

gaiety, and euphoria. In a majority of those

observed, these emotional reactions weaken

following a few periods of weightlessness, while

after 5-20 training flights aboard aircraft, they

practically disappear. In this category specif-

ically, disorders of the visual functions appear

later [29]. The electrical resistance of the skin

decreases in the period of awaiting weightless-

ness and increases after the state of weightless-

ness becomes obvious [54].

The switch of emotions in weightlessness _s

of great interest to the physiologist. The feeling

of fear when sensing a fall is innate in character.

Three innate emotional reactions have been

successfully recorded in the neonatal infant, one

of which is the reaction of fear during equi-

librial disturbance. The emotion of happiness is

of a more complex nature. It appears as the result
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of a partiallyconsciouscomparisonof predic-
tion (falling,throughoutthe entire courseof
evolution,wastheforerunnerof a blow,injury,
anddeath)andactualsecurity,whenthesubject
becomesconvincedfollowinga fewsecondsof
weightlessness.The informationaltheory of
emotions(whichhasalreadybeendescribed)in
thiscasepostulatestheappearanceof apositive
emotionalstatewhich is alsoobservedin the
flightexperiment.

In thesecondgroupof observedsubjects,the
acutefeelingof falling,emotionsof fear and
happinessareabsent;however,thesesubjects
experiencespatialillusionsofflyingupsidedown,
or to one side,and similareffectswhichare
accompaniedby vegetativedisordersof the
seasicknesstype.Signsof similarillusionsand
symptomsof motionsicknesswererecordedin
G.S.Titov.In theprocessoftraining,vegetative
reactions(nausea,vomiting)diminishafterthe
20thto30thperiodsof weightlessnessand,asa
rule, disappearafter the 40thto 50thperiods
[291.

Onceagain,this indicatesthe highplasticity
and compensatorycapabilitiesof the central
nervoussystem,althoughin certain persons
adaptationdoesnotappear.Occasionally,those
resistantto motionsicknesson Earth endure
weightlessnesswell, andviceversa.To predict
the reactionof a particularindividualto a long
terminweightlessnessisdifficult.Themajorityof
cosmonautsevaluatethestateof weightlessness
as subjectivelypleasant,if abruptmovements
arenotpresent.Theystatethat onthe surface
of theMoona manfeelsbetterthanhedoeson
Earth.

Weightlessnessdoesnotpreventaccomplish-
mentof the higherpsychologicalfunctions.In
a genuineemergencysituation(whenpropellers
becameloose),pilotsevaluatedthe situationin
2 secondsandmadethecorrectdecision[7].In
accomplishingtasks that requireoculomotor
coordination,subjectsveryquicklycompensate
for absenceof the forceof gravity.Although
subjectsaffirmthatit iseasiertoworkin weight-
lessness,the speedand clarity of the motor
reactionsaremorestronglydisruptedthanduring
moderateG-loads.Disorderof thenormalinter-
actionof theanalysorsystemsle/ldsto charac-

teristic errorswhenaccomplishingcoordinated
acts.If a mandoesnot seehis finger,it will
strikelowerthantheintendedtarget(theillusion
of targetmovementdownward).Duringaccelera-
tionontheorderof2-g,thetargetisstruckabove
the intendedpoint.Whena mandrawsa hori-
zontalrowof figureswitheyesopenorclosed,in
a stateof weightlessnesshedisplacesthis row
downward.Theenumeratedillusionsareabsent
in professionalflyers,whichagainindicatesthe
perfectionof the compensatorymechanismsof
motorfunctionsin sharplyalteredconditions.It
hasbeenassumedthat the actionsof manin
weightlessnesswill taketwiceasmuchtimeas
onEarth.However,this timeis diminishedpro-
portionallyto thecosmonauts'adaptationto new
workconditions.In comparisonwith conditions
onEarth,the time for carryingout operations
on theMoonincreased30%,whiletheduration
of intricateoperationsaccomplishedusingthe
fingersincreased50-70%.

In summarizingthissection,it canbesaidthat
man'sencounterwith long-term(severaldays)
weightlessnesswas a triumph of nonspecific
adaptationandevidenceof the greatplasticity
of the centralnervousmechanisms.This does
notmeanthatmonthsoftheinfluenceof weight-
lessnesswill not promiseus any unexpected
phenomenaor anyprincipallynewphysiological
effects.Thus,furtherstudyof weightlessnessis
one of the morepressingproblemsof space
physiology.

Duringspaceflights,manencounteredsensory
effectsunknownto himonEarth,suchasflashes
of lightreminiscentof thedischargeof lightning
in clouds,whichare linkedhypotheticallywith
theeffectof cosmicparticles.Observingflashes
doesnot dependon the eyesbeingclosedor
open.

Identicallight flasheshavebeensuccessfully
observedunderterrestrialconditionsusinghigh-
energyneutrons[8].It wasreportedthatmonkeys
exposedto cosmicrayssufferedbraindamage.A
plan wasmadeto placemicewith dosimeters
mountedontheirskullsin thecabinofApollo17
to comparethe particletrackswith histological
changesin braintissues.An investigationof the
directionanddensityof fluxesof heavynuclei
in the helmetsof astronautsaboardApollo8
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degree of brain damage in long-term flights will

be insignificant [10]. Nevertheless, this phenom-

enon requires further careful study.

Influence of Neuro-Emotional Stress

on Duration and Quality of Sleep

In flights so far, disorders of sleep have de-

pended upon many causes, including uncomfort-

able position of the cosmonaut, crowded con-

ditions, weightlessness, and others. Even so,
emotional stress remains one of the leading

factors that influences the duration and inner

structure of sleep.

In addition to cosmonauts' reports of their

sleep before flights, their preflight sleep can be

analyzed according to the electrooculogram

(EOG), EEG, and ECG; during flight-according
to the ECG, EEG, and respiration; and in the

lunar module according to the ECG. No correla-

tion has been observed between the stages of

sleep as diagnosed according to the EEG, EOG,

and heart rate. Nevertheless, recording the pulse

provides an indication of calm or agitated

sleep, and the general character of sleep com-

pared with that of the preflight period. Subjective

sensations of the duration and quality of sleep,

as a rule, coincide with pulse changes.

Difficulty in falling asleep in certain cases
forced Soviet and American astronauts to use

soporifics. It is assumed that in space flight,

change is not predominantly in the total duration

of sleep, but in its internal structure: there is an

increase in the duration of slow sleep, and periods

of rapid sleep are diminished. A systematic study

of sleep was planned for the mission of Skylab,

to make multiple recordings of the EEG and
EOG in the three crewmembers.

PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS

OF CREWMEMBERS' JOINT ACTIV-
ITY IN LONG-TERM FLIGHT

The task of an optimal and scientifically based

makeup of crews for long flights is dictated by

increased interest of specialists in problems of

social psychology of small groups, and has led

to a new subdiscipline termed social space

psychology [12, 22, 50, 56]. This discipline is

presently still in the developmental stage but

has already succeeded in premature formaliza-

tion. The fact is that, the concept of "group"

might not be abstract from the essence of motive
:_^I11_ +L_ .qleml_,-o _nA .r_l_ fnr whichl.,p_l_nt_, _,,_ group ........... _ ............

people unite for joint activities.

For this reason, concern for agreement of

motives (drives) of group members is the

basis for the so-ealled psychological compatibility

determined by purely empirical means. How-

ever, defects in our aetual knowledge concerning

human drives, and absence of reliable methods

of objectively diagnosing them, do not leave any

other approach besides attempts to explain the

relationships between people by means of observ-

ing their joint activity preflight.

At the Third International Symposium, Man in

Space, in Geneva in 1968, I. F. Kubis suggested

that lie-detection methods be used for revealing

latent ill-will among prospective flight partici-

pants. Emotionally significant questions cause

strong reactions if they are asked in the presence

of a person who inwardly is not favorably disposed

toward the candidate being examined.

Experience has shown that an important factor

for successful crew activity is agreement between

formal and informal leadership. Specific work in

space does not allow it to be structured on formal

discipline, which is adequate, for example, for

military units where unquestioning subordination

to the commander is ensured by a sense of duty

and by regulations. The presence of two leaders in

a small group can significantly complicate its

activity. With the goal of revealing the informal

leader and the number of leaders in a single group,

Gorbov developed an experimental methodology

which has been successfully used in the field of

space psychophysiology [19, 21].

To clarify relationships among crewmembers

under prolonged isolation, a useful, objective

method was continuous recording of attempts to

make contact, whether by word, touch, or smiling.

The experiment, at the McDonnell Douglas Co.,
did not detect correlation between the number

of such attempts and the content of 17-ketoste-

roids in the urine of the subjects, in addition to

the high correlation between these indicators and

the potassium and sodium equilibria in the blood.
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In recentyearsagreatdealof attentionhasbeen
paidtotheproblemof "personalspace,"neces-
sarytemporaryisolationfromothercrewmembers
andfrom observationfrom Earth.With these
goalsin mind,the orbitalstation,Skylab,had
threeisolatedcabinsfor sleep,withnotelevision
cameras.Decreasedinterpersonalcontactsand
the relatedemotionalstressare providedby
steadywork-restcycles-somecrewmembers
workandothersrest [13].However,toofirm a
shift schedulethroughoutthe entire flight is
undesirablesinceit couldleadto formationof
isolatedsubgroupswithin the cosmonautcol-
lective.A cosmonautalreadyadaptedtoanaltered
circadianrhythm,whenpairedwitharookie,will
permitthe rookieto adaptto thenewworking
conditions.

Theprinciplesofsocialpsychologyareapplied
to therelationshipsbetweenthespacecraftcrew
andthegroundsupportgroup.It hasprovedex-
pedienttobringthecosmonautsthemselvestothe
controlpointsforwork,particularlythosewhoare
personallycloseto thecrewmembersmakingthe
flight.

CommandsfromEarth,theircontent,tone,and
emotionalcoloring,havegreatsignificancefor
thosefor whomtheyare intended.As a rule,
preferenceisforbrief,business-likerecommenda-
tionsratherthanlong,detailedinstructions.At
the MannedSpaceFlightCenter,Houston,all
conversationswiththespacecraftarecarriedout
throughone man-an astronautby profession,
but thesupervisorof eachspecializedgroupcan
join aseparateconversationwiththecrewfrom
anotherroom.Thelocationatthepresscenterfor
all conversationsoccasionallycreatesdifficulties
for discussingspecificmedicalproblemswiththe
crew.

Man's natural desire to shine in the eyes of

his colleagues on Earth in a specific manner again

indicates the necessity of objective monitoring
of the state of the cosmonauts.

MONITORING AND PROPHYLAXIS

OF NEURO-EMOTIONAL STRESSES

IN COSMONAUTS

The best indicator of a cosmonaut's flight

readiness, stability, and reliability remains the

results of preflight professional activity; accuracy

and time of fulfillment for operations, expenditure

of fuel, and the like. Nevertheless, the necessity

of predicting the cosmonaut's reliability for a

long flight has required special methods of
selection.

The ability to withstand pain, sex, the inclina-

tion to concentrate on external or internal stimuli,

have not proved satisfactory criteria of stress

resistance [39]. More informative is measurement

of behavioral and physiological reactions when

unfavorable occurrences are expected [68], or

at the moment of the experimental occurrence
itself.

The state of confusion that is accompanied by

bradycardia, a slowing in EEG frequencies,

general hyperhidrosis, arterial hypotonia, and a

decrease in the venous tone are unfavorable signs

and a basis for negative expert decision.

Among the varied objective indicators of stress

resistance, the data of electroencephalographic

investigations attract attention. Comparing indi-
vidual EEG characteristics with the characteris-

tics of numerous persons examined by psychologi-

cal tests has allowed a preliminary conclusion to

be made that predominant/3-activity makes pos-

sible an increase in emotionality, stress, and

feelings of alarm and uncertainty. On the other

hand, persons with a pronounced a-rhythm, as a

rule, are characterized by activity, absence of

stress, and confidence in their own strengths and

capabilities [32]. The results of clinical investiga-
tions show that a dense EEG is characteristic of

patients with neurotic symptoms, with phenomena

of emotional instability. Persons with a pro-

nounced monorhythmic a-rhythm also have more

full homeostatic reactions (for example, to adrena-

line) in comparison with patients whose EEGs

record polyrhythmic a-rhythms [33]. It is assumed

that subjects with dense, low-amplitude and

mildly pronounced a-rhythms are poorly suited

for aviation, although this is a sign, but not to be

viewed as the only one [49].
The author concludes that:

Electroencephalographic data can actually be

taken into consideration only in combination with

other indicators of a person's individual charac-

teristics, primarily during a comparison with the

results of tests which are most adequate to the

specifics of space flight. The characteristics of
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the moraleandwill qualitiesof a manalsohave
greatsignificance.In answeringa questionsuch
assuitabilityfor beinga cosmonaut,socialand
physiologicalevaluationsdo not competebut
complementeachother,whichha_h_entested
andsubstantiatedby theentirepracticeof pre-
paringmanfor flightsin space.

Professional selection and training, in its full

significance, cannot replace dynamic diagnosis of

the state of the cosmonaut in the process of a long-

term flight with the goal of preventing sudden and

unforeseen diminution of his functional capaci-

ties. Evaluating the state of the cosmonaut accord-

ing to the results of his ongoing activity cannot be

recognized as sufficiently effective, inasmuch as

compensating mechanisms frequently enable a

man to maintain a high level of working capacity
up to the moment of a critical decrease in his

reliability as a controlling link. For this reason,

particular attention should be given to the objec-

tive analysis of involuntary vegetative and electro-

physiological indicators, which allow timely

diagnosis of undesirable shifts in the state of the

cosmonaut, and making a decision in regard to

replacing him with a standby or an auxiliary

automatic device in the control system.

Monitoring the state of attention according to

skin resistance to an electrical current, which

would increase during fatigue and drowsiness but

decrease with interest in the surroundings [34],

has been suggested. A change in respiration is

one of the most reliable signs of transition from a
state of calm wakefulness to active attention.

Although in a state of calm an extended inhalation

is combined with brief exhalation, while the ratio

of the inhalation phase to the exhalation phase
exceeds 0:5, intense attention, on the other hand,

is characterized by sharp inhalation with slow

exhalation. The ratio of the phases of the respira-

tory cycle is less than 0 : 5. There is special interest

in a correlational relationship between the average

duration of the respiratory cycle and the average

rate of processing visual information in binary

digits (bits per second). The coefficient of cor-
relation for the indicators mentioned was 0:8.

In regard to changes in the surface lead of the

EEG, the transition from passive observation

of visual signals to active differentiation and

counting [of them] is accompanied by a broadened

spectrum of the a-rhythm (the predominant fre-

quency becomes less pronounced), in addition

to a stabilization of the total energy of the entire

a-band according to readings of the band in-

tegrator [38]. In experiments involving dif-

ferentiation of complex visual images, there

was deterioration in assignment accomplishment

preceded by a reliable decrease in 6-activity of

the EEG and smoothing of the interhemispheric

asymmetry along the 0- and a-components [48].

Recording the EEG is less productive for diag-

nosing emotional stress. The spectrum of the a-

rhythm expands proportionally to the increase in

emotional stress, while the degree of expression

of the frequencies dominant in a state of calm

noticeably decreases. With low degrees of stress,

exaltation of the a-rhythm rather than depression

is frequently observed. The spectral peak in this

case does not fall, but increases, although it is dis-

placed into the region of higher frequencies.

Hence, dependent upon the degree of emotional

stress both suppression of the a-rhythm and its

enhancement can be observed, which has been

noted by a number of authors. Comparison of

changes in the a- and 0-rhythms in the same sub-

ject has shown that with adequately high stress,

the 0-rhythm is capable of increasing against a

background of depressed a-rhythm. It is highly

probable that this is explained by a simultaneous

increase in the activating and synchronizing

influences on the higher regions of the brain.

A number of objective indicators were used for

estimating the emotional stress of cosmonauts at

segments of the flight varying in complexity and

significance. The objective indicators are:

a psychophysiological analysis of the cos-

monaut's behavioral and professional

reactions [261,

state of cardiovascular and respiratory

systems [31,

intonational (spectrographic) characteristics

of speech.

For control material, reports were used which

were sent to the flight-control command point by

regular radio and television, telemetric data of

medical monitoring, and tape recordings of radio
conversations between crews and the Earth.

Heart rate proved to be the most informative of
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thevegetativeindicators.Thisindicatorhashigh
resistanceto varioustypesof interferenceof
technicaloriginwhichappearduringtherecep-
tion of physiologicalinformationfrom space.
Duringuseof the cardiacrhythmfor objective
monitoringof emotionalstress,it is necessaryto
take into accountits dependenceon various
conditionsof the human operator'swork-
dependenceonphysical,operator,gravitational,
andothertypesofloads.

Analysisof theexperimentaldatashowsthat
withexposureto long-termtransverselydirected
accelerations,neuro-emotionalstressiscausedby
carryingoutoperatoractivity.Thiscausesa de-
creasein theabsolutemagnitudeofthemaximal
andminimalvaluesofthecardiaccycleintervals,
determinedateachsegmentoftimeequalto the
durationof therespiratorycycle;thereis alsoa
decreasein the scaleof valuesof the cardiac
cycledeterminedat thesametimeinterval.With
an increasein the valueof acceleration,there
isatendencyforthesignaltodecrease;withlarge
valuesof G-loadsit decreasesto zero.Hence,
thecardiacactivitycanbeanindicatorofhuman
neuro-emotionalstressonlyina certainrangeof
G-loadaction.With a subsequentincreasein
G-loads,their influenceon the cardiacactivity
masksthe neuro-emotionalfactor.

Analysis of the acoustic characteristics of

speech has been used successfully in recent

years for estimating the degree of emotional stress

[38, 44, 45, 63]. This method has a number of

advantages, specifically the absence of contact

sensors, the possibility of using ordinary com-

munications channels with the spacecraft, and

the hidden nature of the recording. The method of

formant frequency [44] allowed correct differen-

tiation of the degree of emotional stress in 85%

of all cases, not requiring separation of specific

sounds, which is significant in actual conditions,

especially in the presence of static interference.
A high correlation was noted in shifts in heart

rate with voice changes caused by emotional

stress during space flight. Dissociation of these

two indicators, as a rule, indicates that an increase

in pulse rate is related not to the emotions, but

to the purely physical load.

Theformant method does not permit determina-

tion of the character of the emotional stress,

which could be positive (enthusiasm, happiness)

or negative (alarm, dissatisfaction, fear). Accord-

ingly, additional investigations were carried out

regarding the envelope of speech signals at the

outputs of five octave filters, which allowed dif-

ferentiation of positive emotions from negative

emotions in 90% of all cases where emotional

stress was diagnosed. Supplementing this method

with an analysis of the dynamics of the formant

maximum in time makes it possible to decrease,

and with adequately high degrees of stress-

to exclude the influence of voluntary and involun-

tary speech distortions appearing in connection

with a change in its tempo (rapid talking, slow

speaking).

The state of attention in the process of operator

activity is characterized by stabilization of the

spectral components and by a decrease in the

probability of displacement of the formant maxi-

mum in comparison with the state of operational
calm [631.

Methods of prophylaxis of undesirable emo-

tional stress are determined by its dependence on

drives and the deficit of pragmatic information.

Hence, efficient training of cosmonauts requires,

on the one hand, inculcation of the corresponding

motives, while on the other hand it requires

maximal saturation with pragmatic information

by means of acquiring the most varied skills

necessary in both ordinary space flight and in

emergency situations. An excess of information

disrupts the negative emotion from within and

leads to its replacement with positive emotions

of confidence, presence of mind, and happiness

at having overcome the encountered difficulties.

A strong urge to victory in the successful ful-

fillment of an assignment and a striving to perfect

professional skill are factors capable of sup-

planting such needs as the self-preservation

instinct, concern about rank in the group hier-

archy, and other secondary motivations, which

are the bases for the negative emotions of fear,

petulance, and hostility (toward crewmembers).

The orientation of personality "to one's work"

(already mentioned) is the most productive moti-

vation when accomplishing difficult and respon-

sible assignments. In answer to a correspondent's

question concerning stimulative motives for

cosmonaut activity, Ye. Khrunov stated, "'... 'the
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cosmonaut is primarily motivated by interest in

the new-the possibility of working on new

equipment, of solving new tasks- and by natural

human curiosity. If, however, we are concerned

WlLII alI|LtlLIUI|_, t.llg311 IL a[-_lJ_0.1_ LltttL _ ,LAbiA VVIA_ lo

ambitious should not be entrusted with any

responsible assignment." 4

It can be affirmed confidently that space flights

will, for a long time (if not forever), contain

inherent significant elements of uncertainty,

probability of encountering new unforeseen

situations, and an increasing responsibility for the

successes of the joint efforts of many individuals.

This projection involves the emotions as constant

participants in the conquest of space, while the

task of monitoring the state of man, developing

measures of prophylaxis, and liquidating un-

desirable emotional stress comprises one of the

most important branches of the psychophysiology

of space operations.

In the future, the working out of this problem

will follow these main trends:

1. A deepened theoretical analysis of the

origin of the mechanism of human emo-

tional reactions, of their dependency on

motives of activity and its structural (in-

formation) organization;

2. A study of the complex dialectical nature

of the influence of the cosmonaut's activ-

ity (degree of skill, capability to make

decisions in unexpected situations, and

similar) on the emotional state, in addi-
tion to the reverse influence of emotions

on the character and quality of this

activity;

3. An investigation of questions between

group psychology and the psychophysiol-

ogy of the emotions, including the ques-

tion of dependence of emotional stress

on the degree of leadership, and measure

of personal responsibility for the fate of

the crew, and the flight as a whole at any

stage;

4. Developing systems of automatically eval-

uating the state of a man with the aim of

predicting his reliability, and making

4Lit. Gazz. 32 :11,1972.

timely corrections of undesirable degrees

of emotional stress. A diagram of such

a proposed system is described in the

literature [37, 38] and shown in Figure 1.
Th_ ka_;,_ A;_t;nct,,;Qh;ncr _=n,_r.t af thig
1 ttb _a¢l_ ulotlat_ul_ttttt_ _]_ .........

diagram from other widely known control

systems is a special loop which makes it

possible to trace the state of the human

operator and controlling factors. During

the development of such systems, there

is particular value in contact-free objec-

tive recording of emotional reactions

(speech analysis, the use of television

channel).
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FIGURE 1.-Closed control system. The control link, in ex-
panded form, combines the actuator devices serving to act
on the object and the measuring devices designed for trans-
mission of information concerning the state of the object
(human operator) performing the operation in correspond-
ence with goal function W. The characteristics of the
control link in the presence of a human operator are es-
sentially dependent on the functional state of the operator

resulting from perturbations of the external (Z,_) and in-
internal (Z6) medium [38].

The solution of these pressing problems should

be made possible by linking the efforts of repre-

sentatives from various scientific disciplines

and specialists in many nations.
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Manned space flight has made prominent a

multitude of questions related to the problem of

the physiology of the human sensory sphere. Ac-

cording to the data of Soviet and American astro-

nauts while they were undergoing gravity changes,

shifts were observed in the functioning of indi-

vidual analysors (sensory organs). This was sure

to be reflected in the overall resistance of the or-

ganism to the complex effect of flight factors, or

in the level of work emciency. A decline in resist-

ance and in fitness for work was noted in most

instances, which points to the practical signifi-

cance of all the studies being performed concern-

ing physiology of the sensory systems during

space flight.

There are not, at present, many investigations

directed toward a systematic study of the sensory
sphere of man during the prolonged influence of

a complex of spaceflight factors, including weight-

1Translation of: Fiziologiya sensornoy sfery cheloveka v

usloviyakh kosmicheskogo poleta. Vol. 2, Part 4, Chapter 3,

Osnovy Kosmicheskoy Biologii i Meditsiny (Foundations of

Space Biology and Medicine), 79 pp. Moscow, Academy of

Sciences USSR, 1972. The authors wish to express their grati-
tude to Professor James R. Lackner for his extensive work in

compiling the American and other works devoted to the prob-

lem of the physiology of the human sensory organs, which

greatly facilitated the writing of this chapter.

lessness. Essentially, we may include from them

only reports concerning the results of space ex-

periments carried out in the USSR and the USA.

Included in this chapter are information about

the isolated influence (for the most part) of certain

spaceflight factors on the functional state of the

analysors, as well as the results of ground-based

experiments where the sensory sphere was stud-
ied with simulation of a varied level of afferenta-

tion (with limitation of visual information and an

unusual working posture).

STATE OF VARIOUS TYPES OF HUMAN

SENSITIVITY DURING SPACE FLIGHT

Weightlessness Phenomena

The most valuable information about the

changes undergone by the sensory sphere during

space flight has been obtained from the astro-

nauts' reports. As early as the first space flight,

Yu. A. Gagarin noted that toward the end of his

stay in a weightless state there was "a sense of

discomfort connected with the absence of pres-
sure of the back and seat of the chair on the

human body" [60]. A similar sensation was indi-

cated by other astronauts. Thus, most crew-

members of the Apollo 7 to 11 spacecraft did
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not feel the weight of various objects and of cloth-

ing [19]. Such phenomena are evidently condi-

tioned by a change in the kinesthetic sensations

as a result of removal of the stimuli of the tactile

mechanoreceptors which are usual for terrestrial

conditions. In the more pronounced cases, the

astronauts complained of pain in the legs and

lower back [20, 21]. The causes are still unclear,

but it may be assumed that they were conditioned

by the unusual position of the astronauts during

sleep (the fetal position), resulting in changes in
the kinesthetic sensations.

The longer space flight of Soviet cosmonaut

G. S. Titov made it possible to reveal one more

type of unusual sensation. During the first min-
utes of his stay in weightlessness, he experi-

enced a sensation of flying in an inverted position

which lasted for about 1.5 min [160]. A. G.

Nikolayev, P. R. Popovich, B. B. Yegorov, K. P.

Feoktistov, and G. T. Beregovoy [154, 161, 196

206] experienced sensations which were the

same in character, but of different duration (min-

utes or hours). During the transition from G-loads

to the state of weightlessness, most US astro-

nauts who participated in the flights of Gemini

and Apollo spacecraft noted a feeling of heavi-
ness in the head similar to that in a person on

Earth hanging with his head down. The phenom-

enon was temporary in character, and had no

influence on the spatial orientation of the astro-

nauts [19, 20, 21]. Explanations for these phe-

nomena are quite contradictory. They are con-

sidered by some to be the result of redistribution

of blood, that is, congestion in the head [19, 20].

Others consider them a disorder of systemic

functioning of the analysors which reflect space,
as a result of change in afferentation from all

the mechanoreceptors, and chiefly from the

otolithic part of the vestibular apparatus [47, 56,

98, 200]. Both viewpoints apparently are valid to

a certain extent, although the latter has certain

advantages.
The cosmonauts noted that illusions are in-

tensified during rapid head movements and are

analogous to sensations during action of the

Coriolis forces [134, 159, 160, 196]. Astronauts

who had illusory sensations during flight devel-

oped, in a number of cases, the space form of

motion sickness. Motion sickness, as a rule, was

expressed quite weakly, on the microsympto-
matic level, and was not essentially reflected in

the level of work fitness [20, 21, 90, 98, 154, 182,

183, 184]. It was observed in four of the 22 Soviet

cosmonauts. Disorders of the vestibular function

in US astronauts are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1.-- Vestibular Function in US Astronauts

Project

Mercury
Gemini

Apollo

6
20
27

Unpleas-
ant sensa-
tions in
stomach

Nausea,
vomiting

Spatial dis-
orientation,
illusion of
inverted
position

Appetite. Data about changes in appetite were

obtained during the flights. G. S. Titov reported

absence of appetite, and V. F. Bykovskiy and

V. V. Tereshkova mentioned reduced appetite

for sweets and a desire for foods of pungent taste.

There was substantial change in appetite when

the space form of motion sickness developed

[19, 20, 21,159, 160, 1611.
The report on characteristics of the sensation

of hunger in astronauts under conditions of

weightlessness should also be noted [19]. Hunger
was the same as under terrestrial conditions, but

occurred more rarely, even though less food was

consumed. Members of one crew reported that

a sensation of fullness in the stomach interfered

with consumption of the usual quantity of food
and drink. It would seem that the conditions of

weightlessness had an effect, to a certain extent,

on the receptor apparatus of the interoceptive

analysor.

Visual phenomena. Subjectively, the astronauts

did not note any essential changes in the visual
function. Their visual acuity increased in a num-

ber of cases; they were able to distinguish ter-

restrial reference points-rivers, lakes, roads,

cities, automobiles, and groups of people, and at

night to identify main streets. Their observations
included the wake of moving ships on the water

[19, 20, 21, 36, 140, 154, 160, 161].

Hypotheses have been proposed concerning

the psychophysiologic mechanisms of the phe-
nomenon described. Leonov and Lebedev [117]
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considerthat anillusoryfeelingnf cognitionoc-
curredin theastronautsdueto euphoriafroma
decreasedamountof impulsesfromgravirecep-
tors andproprioreceptorsin weightlessness.In

weightlessnessis causedbyincreasedfrequency
of physiologictremorsof theeyeballs.Themore
probablehypothesisofPetrov[143,144]presumes
that thehighresolvingpowerof visionin astro-
nautsmaybecausedbytwofactors:aconsider-
abledegreeof initial visualacuity,anddiscrimi-
nationof objectsaccordingto secondarysigns,
thatis, imaginingtheobjects.Forexample,see-
ing the tracesof the wakeof a shipin anopen
sea,in theformof anacuteangle,anastronaut
distinguishedtheshipaswell.

Color. The astronauts, as a rule, in all reports

mentioned the broad range of colors observed in

flight when they examined terrestrial objects and

the sky. However, their descriptions differ. Yu. A.

Gagarin reported that the stars seemed to be sur-

rounded by a sky-blue aureole, P. I. Belyayev

noted a red halo, and J. Glenn did not see any

aureole [156]. There are similar differences in the

description of the color of the Earth's halo and

the surface of the Moon. Crewmembers of Apollo

10 spacecraft saw the surface of the Moon as

tinted primarily with a brown color; F. Borman,

commander of Apollo 8, asserted that it was of

a gray color, and so forth. Thus, color perception

in space is not the identical process as is color

perception on Earth. An understanding of its

mechanisms requires further study and is prob-

ably connected not only with the peculiarities of

the physiology of vision, but also with external

lighting conditions of the objects at the moment
of observation.

Flashes�optical patterns. The astronauts also

stated that during flight they observed flashes of

light (stripes. dots) at a frequency of 1 flash/2 min.

both when eyes were open and closed. The mech-

anism of this phenomenon is still unclear. Re-

searchers are, for the most part, inclined toward

the opinion that the flashes (photopsia) are caused

by an external source of radiations, evidently of

cosmic origin.

The astronauts' own reports during space

flights have been augmented with experimental

materials concerning the state of the human

sensory sphere. Popov. Boyko [147], and Ivanov

et al [85] studied visual acuity and the operative

visual work-fitness in cosmonauts V. M. Komarov,

P. I. Belyayev. A. A. Leonov, and B. B. Yegorov

terns in the form of dashed lines, which were

pasted into the cosmonauts' on-board log and
viewed from a fixed distance of 300 mm. The

selection of patterns included 25 focusing pat-

terns with different frequencies of dashes, mak-

ing it possible to test visual acuity within the
limits of 0.3 to 2.2 units. It was found that there

were practically no changes in visual acuity.

The level of operative work-fitness was studied

by means of a set of the same dash-shaped

focusing patterns. In this case, the optical pat-

tern was determined in which the astronaut was

able to see not only the direction of the dashes,

but also to count their number. The operative
visual work-fitness of all the cosmonauts de-

creased. For working, the cosmonauts selected

focusing patterns averaging 20% higher than their

threshold of vision, the only exception being

B. B. Yegorov. For him, this number was close to

43%. Ivanov et al [85] believe that the cause is

discoordination of movements in a group of the

oculomotor muscles. These same experiments

established that in the cosmonauts, the subjec-

tively evaluated brightness of the colors ex-

amined decreased notably: P. I. Belyayev averag-

ing 26% and A. A. Leonov averaging 25%.

Yuganov et al [206] and Volynkin and Vasil'yev

[181] reported the results of vestibulometric

studies during the flight of the Voskhod space-

craft. The excitability of the vestibular apparatus

with respect to a galvanic current was deter-

mined. There were no changes of the threshold

noted under these conditions. However, the

authors note that, because of the small number of

measurements, it is not possible to derive final
conclusions.

An analysis of the material which has been

presented points to the conclusion that changes

occur to a certain extent in the sensory sphere

when the complex of spaceflight factors is acting

on man. However. the limited number of observa-

tions and considerable complexity of the flights

have made it difficult to obtain the necessary

574-271 0 - 75 - pt.2 - L2
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information. Ground-based experiments, chiefly

simulating individual flight factors, have provided

supplementary data about the state of the sensory

sphere of man under unusual conditions.

HUMAN SENSITIVITIES DURING

SIMULATED SPACE FLIGHT

AND ELEMENTS OF

ASTRONAUT ACTIVITY

Short-Term Weightlessness Illusions

Several methods are employed at present under

terrestrial conditions to study the influence of

weightlessness on the organism. Short-term

weightlessness is produced in special elevators,

swings, in devices of the "Roman tower" type,

and so forth [73, 120, 121], also during airplane

flights along a parabolic curve [10, 14, 15, 16,

41, 48, 49, 88, 89, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96].

The studies have confirmed the observations

of astronauts concerning possible occurrence of

illusory sensations during transition to the state

of weightlessness. Three groups may be dis-

tinguished, according to the character and

acuteness of the sensory reactions. The first

group includes persons who undergo no reduction

in fitness for work and whose subjective state

of well-being does not change in the state of

weightlessness. They have no illusory sensations,

and become well-oriented in space. In the second

group are test subjects who have illusory sensa-

tions (falling down, turning upside down) which

disappear after 12-15 repetitions of weightless-

ness. The third group consists of those who

develop motion sickness quite rapidly and in

whom signs of adaptation are observed only

after 20-30 exposures to weightlessness [41, 89,

139, 2111.

In subsequent studies, refinements were in-
troduced into this classification. It was estab-

lished that the acuteness of illusory sensations

depended on flight experience of the test subjects

and positioning of the human body in the working

site, and the physiologic mechanisms of the

illusion of being turned upside down were dis-

covered [64, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96]. Thus, in the

experiments of Kitayev-Smyk with 193 partic-

ipants (92 were aviators or parachutists), under

the influence of weightlessness lasting 21-30 s,

in 25% of the persons who lacked flight experi-

ence spatial illusions were not observed. In 16%,

at the beginning there was a sensation of falling

and sinking, accompanied by fear, changing after

3-5 s into a sensation of pleasant lightness,

"floating," and happiness. In 52%, the test

subjects did not feel the absence of the Earth's

attraction but a change in its direction, i.e., they

felt that they were lying on their chests, backs,

and sides. The illusions continued for as long as

26-30 s with a weak, negative emotional coloring.

In 7% of the cases, both illusions of falling and

of turning upside down were observed, which

evoked strong fear and disorientation in space.

In most of those with flight experience, the

illusions were insignificantly acute.

Visual illusions. In another series of experi-

ments with 28 participants, test subjects were

either in darkness or in daylight. Under condi-

tions of short-term weightlessness, they were

shown various figures-in the dark, bright

figures; in the light, black figures against a white

background. Illusory sensations observed in 19

subjects were:

increase in dimensions of the figure (12

persons)

movements of the figure (seven persons)

distortion of the shape (13 persons)

appearance of a violet halo around the bright

figure (four persons).

As a rule, the illusions appeared during the first

seconds of weightlessness.

TABLE 2.--Frequency of Illusory Sensations in

Test Subjects During Flights Producing Short-

Term Weightlessness (in Percentage of the

Number of a Given Group)

Group
of test
sub-

jects

Aviators
Nonavi-

ators

Consecutive number of weightlessness regimen

_20-30

____1 10

p=_:- :,UCrBILI_I_ OF THE

0_ :-,, _ PAGE I_ POOR
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analyzing subjective accounts and special ques-

tionnaires. Forty-one persons (30 were aviators)

were examined. In the 950 flights carried out,

there were 3010 regimens of weightlessness

produced (each regimen was 20-37 s). The fre-

quency of illusory sensations in the test subjects
is shown in Table 2.

Labyrinth illusions. The studies of Graybiel

and Kellogg [64] aimed to establish conditions

under which the illusion of turning upside down

occurs. In short-term weightlessness during an

airplane flight along a parabolic curve, they com-

pared the indices of sensorimotor coordination in

persons with normal and imperfect functioning of

the labyrinth, in three variants of the experiments:

position of free floating

position of limited movement

"standing" position with reference to the
cabin floor.

The experiments showed that none of the test

subjects with imperfect labyrinth functioning

experienced illusions of turning upside down,

while some of the healthy persons experienced

the illusions in all variants of the experiments.

The authors consider that the otolithic receptors

are responsible for the genesis of the illusions.

Head movements in weightlessness lead to a

normal but weakened stimulation of the semi-

circular canals and to completely altered stimula-

tion of the otoliths. In experiments with rabbits,

Yuganov et al [213] demonstrated that the ocular
musculature tone declines under conditions of

weightlessness. Their hypothesis is that move-

ment of the projection of the visual after-image

in space under alternating influences of G-loads

and weightlessness is determined by vertical

displacement of the eyes resulting from reflex

influences from the otolithic apparatus.

Later, Miller and Graybiel [131] utilized the

specific otolith-function index for counterrota-

tion of the eyes during changes of position in

space to make it clear that the duration of otolith

stimulation declined as gravitation was reduced.

Persons with reduced labyrinthine functioning

(deaf-mutes) showed significantly decreased

reaction compared with healthy persons. After

I 1 .... __ . 1_., 1 "._i £1._1_. t_! ......
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et al [86] concluded that stimulation of the otoliths

during weightlessness, in the absence of changes

in linear acceleration, may cause disorientation

and illusions during flight.

The literature contains contradictory data on

the frequency of sensory disorders. Vertigo was

observed in 25 of 47 persons [52], and during

parabolic flight, 50-60% of test subjects experi-

enced vertigo and nausea [41]. However, Yuganov

et al [211] found unpleasant sensations in only

one of 39 test subjects during flights under

conditions of weightlessness, which is explained

by the participants being absolutely healthy fliers.

Vestibular apparatus illusions. Sufficiently

complete information concerning the function of

the vestibular apparatus has been obtained in

airplane flights along a parabolic curve. Under

conditions of short-term weightlessness, the

thresholds of sensitivity to galvanic current in-

creased (by 0.5-67 mA), duration of postrota-

tional nystagmus was shortened (by 1-17 s),
duration of counterrotation illusion was shortened

(by 1-12 s), and the latent period of illusion of

rocking was lengthened (by 7-16 s) [204, 210,

212, 217]. It was concluded that under conditions

of weightlessness there is a pronounced change

in the excitability of receptor formations of the

semicircular canals. "The hypothesis stated is

that such changes are conditioned by inhibiting
influences on the semicircular canals from the

otolithic apparatus. The authors note that study

of the problem concerning interrelations between

otolithic and ampullar apparatuses is far from

complete. It was possible to show some depend-

ence only by analysis of the vestibulomotor reac-

tions (nystagmus and others). Further studies

are necessary, taking into account the vestibular-

vegetative reflexes and sensory reactions [202,

204, 2051.

Gorshkov [54] determined the sensitivity

thresholds of the otolithic part of the vestibular

apparatus to linear accelerations, which in-

creased under conditions of short-term weight-

lessness. While the threshold of sensitivity under

terrestrial conditions fluctuated within the range

of 0.005-0.01 g, the threshold of electrical

excitability was 2.0-4.5 mA, under conditions of
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weightlessnesstheywere0.005-0.05g and3.5-
5.2 mA, respectively.Thesechangesare ex-
plainedin termsof peculiaritiesof the intra-
centraldominantrelations,rl/eightlessnessis a
minusstimulus[202],whichcreatessucha high
levelofexcitementin theotolithsthatthestimu-
lationmustbe of greatstrengthto evokean
illusionof rollingormovement.

KopanevandKolosov[102]confirmedthatthe
excitabilityof thevestibularanalysordecreases
underconditionsof weightlessness,andat the
sametime, introducedsomerefinements.In
personsresistantto the weightlessnessfactor,
an increaseof the thresholdswas regularly
observed,whilein thosenotresistantto weight-
lessness,the excitabilitythresholdsincreased
only moderatelyif at all, and in somecases,
declined.

Insignificantdeviationsin perceptionof a
verticalline are observedin humansduringa
shorttermof weightlessness[77].Sasaki[154]
foundthat depthperceptiondecreasesduring
parabolicflights.Carefulstudiesby Kitayev-
Smyk[91, 92,93, 94, 95] showedthat visual
acuity did not changesubstantiallyduring
short-termweightlessness.At a high levelof
tonesaturation,colorsensitivityincreasedtoward
red andyellow;at low saturation,chromatic
sensitivitydeclined.Reactionsof the eyemus-
cularapparatusvariedduringshort-termweight-
lessness.In mostcases,therewasanincreasein
accommodationcapabilitiesanda decreasein
theabilityto attainmaximumconvergence.

Thefunctionalstateof themotoranalysorhas
alsobeenstudiedduringairplaneflightsalonga
Keplerianparaboliccurve where short-term
weightlessnesswas produced,and in various
high-speedelevators.

Motor Activity and Coordination

Scientists,manyyearsago,attemptedtorepre-
sentthenatureofman'smotoractivityinweight-
lessness.In 1883,Tsiolkovskiy[175]pointedout
thatin "freespace"(underconditionsofweight-
lessness)therewouldapparentlybechangesin
the leg functionsas a supportingapparatus.
Primarily,theywouldcarryout"graspingmove-

ments,like thoseof tensorsto maintaina posi-
tion" or wouldserveto "push thingsaway."
Later,Haber[7]notedthattheabsenceofweight
wouldseriouslychangesensorimotorcoordination
due to destructionof interactionbetweenthe
visual,tactile,andmotoranalysors.Thepossible
onsetof disordersin the coordinationof move-
mentswasalsoindicated[4,45];whenmoving
underconditionsof weightlessness,manwould
developexcessenergy,correspondingto the
terrestrialstereotypeof movementbut inad-
equatefornewconditions.Thesedisorderswould
disappearquite rapidlyas a resultof compen-
satory reactions.The hypotheseswere sub-
sequentlysubstantiatedexperimentally.

Studiesweremadein producingweightless-
nessin a "Roman"towerdesignedbyLomonaco
et al [120,121],andGurfinkel'et al [73],in the
high-speedelevatorofMoscowUniversity.Motor
coordinationwasmonitoredin30healthypersons
underthe influenceof weightlessnessfor 1.7s.
The test subjects,eachat his characteristic
rhythm,wasrequiredto hit a target15cm ill
diameterwitha pencil.In comparisonwith the
controltests,in thesesubjectsa scatteringover
the entiretargetwasnoted,whichdecreased
considerablyasthetaskwasrepeatedina state
ofweightlessness.Toelucidatetheroleofstimu-
lationstothevestibularapparatuswhenprecision
of themovementsvaried,thesamestudieswere
carriedoutonfived_af-mutesinwhomtherewas
lessdiscoordinationof movements.Thispointed
out the importanceof the labyrinthfunctionin
thegenesisof motordisorders.

In otherexperiments[73],the test subjects
alsohit a target,but therewereno essential
changesin precision.Oneof the limitationsof
theexperimentsdescribedwastheshorttimeof
weightlessness(no longer than 2 s) which
alternatedwith accelerations.This made it
extremelydifficultto analyzethematerial.

Parabolic Flights and Related Experiments

More .complete information on the character

of motor activity under weightlessness condi-

tions was obtained during parabolic flights.

During weightlessness of 15-25 s, Grossfield
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test subjects had in hitting a target with their

hands, and failure to do so in individual cases.

In other tests [14], the experiment was somewhat

complicated. The test subjects, eyes open or

closed, drew crosses along diagonal lines from

top to bottom in special squares. While the test

was entirely satisfactory under terrestrial condi-

tions, the test subjects, without control of vision

in weightlessness, in most cases after the third

image, deviated from the line they were drawing

by 90 ° toward the upper right corner. Such

changes could be explained by domination of the

muscle tone raising the arm.

Similar data were obtained by Gerathewohl

[50, 51] in studying the accuracy of hitting a

target. In a state of weightlessness, the test

subjects hit a point approximately 1 cm to the

right and above the target. Discoordination of

movements was more pronounced at the begin-

ning of weightlessness, and compensation for

the disorders began after five or six repetitions.

Signaling from the tactile and visual analysors

evidently plays a definite role in the develop-

ment of this compensation.

A more complete study was undertaken by

Yuganov et al [196, 210, 212, 213] on the nature

of motor activity under conditions of short-terv,

weightlessness. The muscular power of wrists,

coordination of movements during writing tests

and while working on a special coordinograph,

precision with which definite muscular efforts

could be maintained, and the bioelectric activity

of musculature during static and phasic move-

ments were recorded. Muscular force was de-

termined by a hand dynamometer. The coordi-

nation of movements was studied by means of

two types of coordinographs, one of which was

a device of five clusters (contacts), which the

test subjects hit with a metal pencil. The other

was a panel with six targets, each target consist-

ing of tings with different resistances. Whenever

the electrode (located in the index finger of the

glove) hit the target, a signal of corresponding

magnitude was transmitted to the recording

instruments. The prescribed muscular effort of

750 g was generated and maintained on a special

dynamograph. The test subjects, visually moni-

toring their own actions, squeezed a lever with the

right thumb and with eyes closed, maintained

the effort throughout the period of weightlessness.

The studies, carded out with 26 test subjects,

_ _ LCJLIJIIOII_ _t LJLIa L lit O_ /v _t _Lt_ v_ ......

measurements, the magnitude of the muscular

effort declined by 4-22 kg when there was an

initial magnitude of 45-65 kg. During flights

along a parabolic curve, the decrease in the
astronauts' muscular effort was somewhat less:

for the right hand, by 6-12 kg, and for the left

hand, 4-12 kg [88]. The same general pattern of

changes was maintained when the test subjects
were fastened to their work sites and when

allowed to float freely in the aircraft cabin. The

authors explained such shifts in terms of a

lowering of the musculature tonic tension, which

was confirmed by data on the nature of changes

in muscle bioelectric activity. As a rule, under

conditions of weightlessness, a decrease was

noted in amplitude of the neck muscles and hip

flexors and extensors [209, 210, 213].

Data of "writing tests" indicated that short-

term conditions of weightlessness have no

essential influence on the handwriting of most

test subjects. This was explained, in large part,

by the test subjects being fastened firmly to

their working sites during the flight experiments.

Muscular Efforts

Measurement of precision with which specific

muscular efforts could be maintained is shown

in Table 3. In weightlessness, only four of 14

persons could maintain the precision of static

work practically unchanged; in the remaining

10, an error of 150-1250 g was observed when

the given effort was 750 g. Such a phenomenon

is considered the consequence of the fact that

man does not expend efforts to perform static

work to hold up his hand in weightlessness, and

in connection with this, the magnitude of the

specific effort increases 1.5-2 times in relation

to the initial magnitude [211]. Signs of adapta-

tion were revealed during repeated study.

During the first seconds of weightlessness, the

test subjects were practically unable to repro-

duce a prescribed effort of 500 g (fluctuations
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from 0 to 400 g), but after repeated flights, the

error in reproduction amounted to approximately

30-40 g [25]. Table 3 shows the state of the

time reflex (performance of a time test during

20 s). It became clear that, under conditions of

weightlessness, the reflex time is shortened in

most of the test subjects (10 of 14).

TABLE 3.--Test Subjects' Maintenance of Pre-

scribed Muscular Effort (750 g) and Time Re-

flex (20 s) under Terrestrial and Short-Term

Weightlessness Conditions

Muscular efforts (g)

Terres- Weightlessness

Flight 1 Flight 2

750 1200

750

800 750

850 750

900 1000

1000

1000

1000 900

1000 900

1200 1200

1200 1000

1300 1200

1700

2000 1500

Test

subject

trial con-

ditions

1 750

2 760

3 750

4 750

5 780

6 750

7 750

8 750

9 750

10 750

11 750

12 750

13 780

14 750

Time characteristics
(s)

Terres- Weight-

trial con- lessness

ditions

20.8 15.8

20.5 19.8

21.0 21.7

19.1 19.8

19.0 14.4

19.5 19.1

19.0 18.4

18.1 17.4

20.0 17.4

20.0 19.1

20.2 20.6

21.1 17.8

19.0 20.2

21.0 19.7

Motor Disorders

Animal experiments were performed to clarify

mechanisms by which motor disorders develop.

With rabbits and dogs as test animals, Yuganov

et al [209, 210, 213] studied the bioelectric activity

of muscles in animals with intact labyrinths and

in those labyrinthectomized. As a rule, the bio-

electric activity of the antigravitational skeletal

musculature decreased in all intact animals under

conditions of short-term weightlessness, indica-

ting changes in the muscular tone, but these

changes were insignificant in the labyrin-
thectomized animals. Other researchers also

noted that motor disorders during weightlessness

were less pronounced in labyrinthectomized

animals [14, 15, 16, 48, 81,157].

Yuganov and Afanas'yev [203] found that this

rule held only when considerable time had passed

after labyrinthectomy and the motor disorders

caused by removal had been compensated for.

When this had not occurred, the animals behaved

the same as the intact animals under conditions

of weightlessness.

When analyzing data concerning motor dis-

turbances under conditions of weightlessness, it

should be remembered that the nature of the

motor disturbances depends on the degree to

which they are secured. Tsiolkovskiy pointed

out that, when not fixed in place, a human being's

insignificant movements (even breathing) might

bring about involuntary body movement in space,

which has been confirmed experimentally. Ani-

mals not fixed in place revolve in space in quite

a disorderly manner, resulting from the peculi-

arities of stimulation and interaction of the

analysors [14, 81, 196, 198, 209]. Human test

subjects behaved approximately the same, which
had substantial influence on the nature of their

motor activity. In this case, test subjects only

moved about in the aircraft cabin by guy ropes, or

they would bounce off the cabin wall and es-

sentially be unable to write. Simple operations

were carried out with difficulty [196,211,212].

The materials cited concerning motor activity

under conditions of weightlessness permit the

conclusion that motor activity is essentially

undisturbed if the test subjects are fastened in

position at their working sites. Moderate motor
disorders have been observed: discoordination

of movements, disturbance of the precision with

which they can reproduce specified muscular

efforts, and others. The subjects successfully

carried out routine work operations which did not

require great precision. The results were opposite

when they were not secured. When "floating"

freely in conditions of weightlessness, subjects

would try to maintain the body in a certain equi-

librium in relation to the surrounding objects.

Clearly, under these conditions it became impos-

sible to carry out more-or-less delicate motor acts

because each movement would destroy equi-

librium and displace the body in space.
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Duringorbital spaceflight, the astronautis
subjectedincessantlytonoisesfromoperationof
variouslife-supportunitsandsystems.Loudness
of jet equipmentnoisereachessuperpainful
values(upto 145dB)andthereis a tendency
towardfurtherincrease[84].RothandChambers
[152]indicatethatmeasuresto protecttheastro-
nauts from noiseare anticipatedfor modern
spacecraft.Theyfeelthatnoisecontrolatpresent
shouldbe directedbasicallytowarddeveloping
protectivemeansfortheauxiliarystaffonEarth,
not for the astronauts.It is hardlypossibleto
agree.Duringprolongedflight,theuninterrupted
noisehasanunfavorableeffect[111].Inthiscase,
noises,which influenceall humananalysors,
primarily changethe functionof the auditory
analysor.

Theactionof acousticstimulicanevokevar-
iousresponsereactionsin theauditoryanalysor,
rangingfromreversiblephenomenato persistent
pathologicstates.Threetypesof reactionsofthe
auditoryanalysortoacousticstimuliare:adapta-
tion, fatigue,and acoustictrauma.Auditory
adaptationis manifestedin loweredsensitivity
of theanalysorandis regardedasa physiologic
processcontinuingduringtheperiodofactionof
noisesof lowintensityandduration.Fatigueis
manifestedalso in loweredsensitivity,main-
tainedfor a considerableperiodafterthe influ-
ence.Duringthe prolongedactionof intense
noises,an irreversibleprocesssuchashearing
impairmentordeafnessmaysetin [84,110,115].

Organic Changes

The influences of adaptation and auditory fa-

tigue are not the only functional shifts which

occur when noise affects the organism. Noise

changes the functional state of the central nervous

system (CNS). When this happens, test subjects

complain of a feeling that their ears are stopped

up, noise and ringing in ears, deterioration of

hearing, and torpidity, apathy, headache, and loss

of appetite. The electroencephalogram (EEG)

shows, as a rule, during chronic action of noise,

reduction in amplitude and frequency of the

a-rhythm, the appearance of slow waves (0-

rhythm). Also noted are: decrease in the stability

of clear vision, which is more pronounced the

more intense the noise; an increased sensitivity

of peripheral vision and weakening of the scotopic

vision; decrease in sensitivity of vision " -'I.OW_IU

orange rays, and heightened sensitivity toward

blue-green rays [107, 108]. There are changes in

the flow of visual afterimages. Noise influences

the vestibular analysor: vertigo commences, the

body's stability is disturbed [186], and there may

be illusory sensations in regard to movement of

objects in space [1, 38, 42].

When an acoustic energy with intensity higher

than 125 dB acts on the organism, the noise exerts

a direct, unfavorable influence on the mechano-

receptors of the skin [215]. The mechanism by

which noise.s influence the organism is quite com-

plex. During the action, the functional state of the

higher sections of the CNS changes, primarily the

cerebral cortex. Nor can the significance of the

function of the reticular substancc bc ruled out,

the activity of which increases during acoustic

stimulation [191].

Changes occur in the sensory sphere when the

human is subjected not only to "orbital" noise,

but also to various factors connected with the spe-

cifics of space flight: isolation, hypodynamia,

work schedule, rest, feeding, and clothing. When

high-frequency noise with an intensity of 74-76

dB acts on the human auditory analysor inces-

santly for a prolonged period (up to 30 d), this will

lead to a feeling that the ears are stopped up and

to a decrease in hearing [214]. Such sensations are

accompanied by an increase in the auditory

thresholds of 20-30 dB and increased readapta-

tion time, 2-3 times the original values. Restora-

tion of auditory sensitivity takes place during 48 h.

Analogous data have been obtained by other

researchers [106, 195].

On the basis of data cited, it was concluded that

high-frequency noise levels with 74-76 dB inten-

sity cannot be recommended as permissible for

spacecraft cabins during the orbital phase of

flight. Studies were continued to elucidate the

characteristics of the human auditory system's

reaction to acoustic actions during space flight.

The influence of high-frequency noise with

intensity up to 60-65 dB, with exposure up to 60 d,
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wasstudied.Duringthe periodof manydays'
exposuretonoise,thethresholdsof auditorysen-
sitivity changedwithin insignificantlimits (5-
15dB).A comparativeevaluationwasmadeofthe
dynamicsof auditorysensitivitythresholdswith
humansexposedtohigh-frequencynoisesof 74-
76dBand60-65dBintensities.Thisevaluation
showedthatin thefirstcase,changein theaudi-
tory thresholdswas1.5-2timesgreaterthanin
thesecond.

Thesteadyincreaseof hearingthresholdsdur-
ing noiseexposureandconsiderablefluctuations
inauditorysensitivity(greaterthan20dB)provide
evidenceof exhaustionof theadaptativemecha-
nismsandfatigueof theanalysors.Thestabili-
zationof the auditorythresholdsin dynamic
audiometry(up to 15dB)reflects,to a certain
degree,persistentcompensation[112]andgood
adaptation.Differencesinphysiologicreactionsof
theauditorysystemduringexposureto noisesof
differentintensitiesmay,apparently,haveprog-
nosticusealsoduringexposuretootherfactorsof
spaceflight,particularlytoconditionsofisolation
andhypokinesia.Krylov[112]demonstratedthat,
with favorabletoleranceto hypodynamiafor
2weeks,fluctuationsofhearingthresholdsondif-
ferentdaysandatdifferenttimesofthedaydonot
exceed10-15dB.In severeconditionsof hypo-
dynamia,fluctuationsin auditory sensitivity
reach20-25dBormore[195].

Vibrations

Theastronaut'sbodyis affectedbyvibrations
alsoduringspaceflight,whichmayact on the
humansensorysphere.It hasbeenestablished
thatreactionsoftestsubjectsvariedfromafeel-
ingofdiscomforttoanticipationofpainasaresult
ofgeneralverticalvibration[23,53,119,133,170,
187,192].Vibrationscanbetoleratedsubjectively
moreeasilywhenstandingthanwhenseated,
apparentlydue to flexingof the legs[82].For
spacecraftflights,thesedentary(semirecumbent)
positionis morecharacteristicforcrewmembers.

Exposureto verticalvibrationcausesprimary
functionalchangesin highernervousactivity.
Thisis manifestedin thedevelopmentofphasic
statesandintheappearanceofawidespreadpro-

tectiveinhibition,whichis expressedclinically
by feelingsof apathyand somnolence.Subse-
quentchangesmayoccurin vibrational,tactile,
and painfulsensitivity,as wellas disordersof
visual,vestibular,andotherfunctionsoftheorga-
nism.Manmaydevelopa neuroticstateaccom-
paniedbyfatigue,variousparesthesia,pain,and
otherunpleasantsensations[84].

Organic Changes

Deterioration of vision is the basic psychophys-

iologic effect of the unfavorable influence of vibra-

tions in spacecraft [162]. Lowering of visual acuity

is directly dependent on the amplitude and fre-

quency of vibration [143, 144]; visual acuity

decreases as the amplitude increases. Its greatest

changes, reaching 40%, are observed at a vibra-

tion frequency of 20 Hz and an amplitude of

1.6 mm. The changes in visual acuity occur after

the beginning of vibration and remain at a con-

stant level during the entire period of exposure;

aftereffects last several minutes. The mechanism

of such vision disorders is conditioned by the

mechanical oscillations of the eyeball. The

greater decrease in visual acuity at a vibration

frequency of 20 Hz is apparently explained by the

presence of resonant oscillations, which have not

been observed at other parameters of vibrations.

Similar results have been obtained by other

researchers. Coermann [35] found that visual

acuity deteriorated at frequencies higher than 15

Hz, especially in intervals from 25 to 40 Hz and

from 60 to 90 Hz, and in some persons, from 50

to 55 Hz. The deterioration of visual acuity in the

interval from 60 to 90 Hz is conditioned by reso-

nance. Dennis [40] believes that the decrease in

vision in the interval of 20-40 Hz is explained by

movement of the eyes resulting from the reso-
nance of the soft tissues of face and skull.

Prolonged exposure to vibration (4-8 h) does not
have a noticeable effect on the state of the audi-

tory function. A change in hearing was observed

only with simultaneous exposure to vibrations and

noises of 105-110 dB, in which spectrum high-

frequency components predominated [126].

When Mikulinskiy [130] used human subjects

to study physiologic characteristics of the effect

._ ::()_iLiTY OF THE

O_: ......... fiAGE IS POOR
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of low-frequency vibrations up to 16 Hz with high

amplitudes of 2-16 mm, he observed a unique

reaction of the organism which differs from reac-

tions during exposure to high-frequency vibra-

tion. Shifts in the body's resistance clearly

manifested-a lowering of pain and skin sensi-

tivity, while the vibrational sensitivity remained

unchanged.

The physiologic mechanisms of the influence

of whole-body vibrations on the human organism

are quite complex. The organism's reaction to

the effect of whole-body vibration is conditioned

by that flow of impulses resulting from stimuli of

the peripheral nerve endings, and of the receptors

of the displaced organs of the abdominal cavity

and small pelvis [2]. Vibration sickness is the

result of the onset of a parabiotic state in the

CNS, chiefly in the centers of the spinal cord.

Accelerations

Few studies concern changes in functions of

the sensory organs upon exposure to transverse
accelerations. There are limited data on the

functions of vision and of the vestibular apparatus.

Vision is highly vulnerable when prolonged over-

loads of varying magnitudes and directions are

acting on the organism [9, 153]. The light sensi-

tivity of the eye and changes in the field of vision

have been fully studied.

Depending upon the magnitude and duration

of the action of G-loads, in disorders of vision, a

number of successive phases is characterized by

the appearance of subjective sensations. The

earliest phase of visional disturbance is the sub-

jective sensation of fogginess or grayness with

weakening of the peripheral vision. At this phase,

the sensory sensations which appear are grayout,

haze, whitish fog, and seeing through rain or fog.

Thereafter, peripheral vision begins to disappear,

and central vision weakens. Finally, there is

complete loss of vision, the blackout. At this

stage, test subjects note complete blackness

before their eyes, while maintaining conscious-

ness and hearing. In individual cases, visual

disturbances are accompanied by illusory sensa-

tions such as the appearance of luminous dots

and colored circles of radiance. The phenomena

of the grayout and blackout vary widely in indi-

viduals. The threshold of their appearance

depends on the person's posture with respect to

the G-load vector, magnitude and duration of its

operation, and functional state of the organism.

Organic Changes

Deterioration of functional capabilities of the

visual analysor during exposure to G-loads is

observed before the appearance of grayout or

blackout. As the magnitude of the influence in-

creases, there is often a reduction in the visual

acuity, narrowing of the field of vision, a drop in

contrast sensitivity, and an increase in time dura-

tion of the response reaction to color signals

[11, 104, 177]. Total loss of vision with the body

in the optimum position sets in during exposure to

G-loads in the range of 14-16 units.

Under actual flight conditions, short-term

visual disturbances- grayouts- have occurred

in some cosmonauts during Earth-bound descent

of Vostok spacecraft [180]. During exposure to

G-loads, changes in the functional state of the

vestibular analysor are also possible. This is

confirmed by change in the excitability thresh-

olds to galvanic current, and by the character

and degree of acuteness of the basic indices of

caloric and postrotational nystagmus under these

conditions [202,205].

It is presumed that any influence of G-loads of

constant magnitude, as well as increase in the

magnitude of a G-load, evoke activation of the

indices of a nystagmic reaction. The decrease of

the G-load is also an external agent leading to

inhibition of nystagmus. Such effects are ex-

plained in terms of characteristics and peculi-

arities of the functional interaction between

cupular and otolithic apparatuses under condi-

tions of increased positive G (the action of G-

loads). From the standpoint of the appearance and

acuteness of vestibular-sensory and vestibular-

vegetative reactions, the forecast of human work-

ing capacity under conditions of increased posi-

tive G forces may be recognized as favorable[205].

Spaceflight experience also indicates that in

the individual stages of a flight, because of imper-

fect systems for the craft's orientation and
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stabilization,astronautsareexposedto theinflu-
enceofangularaccelerationsandCoriolisforces
of insignificantmagnitude[90].Theseinfluences
will be morepronouncedin spacecraftwith
simulatedpositiveG forces[57,203,207,216].A
currentdetailedstudyconcernstheinfluence,on
thefunctionalstate,of certainvestibularstimuli
analysors,chieflyduringrotationswhenangular
accelerationsareoperative.

Darwin[37]first observedthe possibilityof
sensorydisturbancesappearingunder these
conditions,notingthatwhenmanis subjectedto
rotationsthereis a sensationof apparentself-
rotation,dependingon thepositionof thehead
in space.Mach[122]analyzedsensationsduring
rotationandconcludedthattherearesixtypesof
rotationsensations.Twoeachof the sixsensa-
tionsareorientedin oppositedirectionsandcor-
respondto stimulationof neuralreceptorsof a
definitepairof semicircularcanals.

Orientation and Illusory Sensations

The part played by the otolithic section of the

vestibular apparatus in the orientation of animals

in space was first pointed out by Delage [39],

later by Kreidl [109] and others. When the func-

tioning of the otoliths (or in animals, different

versions of "otocysts") was disturbed, signs of

disorientation in space were observed and illusory

sensations of an upside-down position occurred.

Interest in research on vestibular-sensory reac-

tions increased with the development of air

transportation, since most aviators experienced

vertigo and illusions of counterrolling, rolling,

and tail heaviness during flights under complex

weather conditions. Studies of 685 fliers (478

flying jet planes and 207 propeller planes) showed

that they had vertigo and illusions of counter-

rolling [18, 168]. In 47% of the fliers, these

phenomena were greatly pronounced. Approxi-

mately the same findings are reported by other

investigators [165, 172, 201, 208]. Sensory dis-

turbances are most frequent in so-called blind

flights, i.e., instrument flights.

In fliers experiencing illusory sensations, a

maximum of 96% was found according to data

of Clark and Graybiel [26], who interviewed 137

fliers with an average 675 h flight experience.

Illusory sensations were essentially erroneous

ideas of attitude and movement of the plane, such

as pitching, diving, and banking; the sensations

ranged from one of light banking to flying upside

down. Tolokonnikov [172] categorized four groups

according to duration of the counterrolling illu-

sion. Individual acuteness of counterrolling

illusions was measured in 105 cadets; the illusion

was of prolonged duration in most of the unsuc-

cessful cadets [219].

As further progress was made in mastering

outer space and as the related sensory disorders

were detected, the vestibular-sensory reac-

tions again attracted researchers' attention.

Yemel'yanov et al [199] proposed the use of a

rocking and rotating seat installed on an unstable

support for determining sensitivity to illusions

in space of banking and total disorientation.

Under these conditions, loss of equilibrium (more

than 30 s) with total disorientation for 10-15 s

is observed in persons with an inclination toward

disorders of spatial orientation in flight.

During and after rotation, thresholds of cutane-

ous sensitivity increase, as a rule [218], cutaneous

temperature drops [137, 150], auditory sensitivity

changes [7, 47, 132], light sensitivity decreases

[17], and depth vision deteriorates. Grigor'yev

[69] studied the cutaneous temperature of human

beings under the influence of angular accelera-

tions of various magnitudes (subthreshold, thresl_-

old, and superthreshold stimuli). When sub-

threshold accelerations (0.05°/s 2) are used,

changes in skin temperature are different in

principle from those when superthreshold stimuli

are used. With subthreshold accelerations there

is an increase in temperature, and a decrease in

temperature with superthreshold stimuli.

When test subjects were rotated in a B_r_iny

chair, 84% exhibited changes in the thresholds

of auditory analysor sensitivity to sounds of 128

and 2048 oscillations/s, respectively, there was

an increase of the thresholds in 45.6%, a decrease

in 25.2%.

One of the causes of the adverse influence of

ejection is the rotation at high speed around the

center of gravity of the body, according to

Sperry [163]. When a rotation speed of 120 rpm
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continues for 3 s, there are headaches which may

last for days and be accompanied by disturbance

in the equilibrium function ("swinging of the

room to right and left").

Test subjects were rotated, _lLu_,-:'t'--.m _u,_,,,,_,_o-'_.......

positions or lying on their sides, with an accelera-

tion of the order of 65 and 80 min/s". The axis of

rotation passed through the center of gravity. The

G-load in the "pelvis-head" direction amounted

to about 18 units. Under these conditions, dis-

turbances of vision (light and dark spots in front

of the eyes) were observed [169].

Possible disorders of the sensory sensations

during exposure to Coriolis accelerations were

first pointed out by Purkinje [148], later by

Voyachek [185]. Unlike angular accelerations,

Coriolis forces influence both the receptor forma-

tions of the vestibular analysor and those of other

analysors (proprioceptive, interoceptive, and

others). The influence of Coriolis forces on the

huma,l organism has been studied by many re-

searchers [3, 22, 44, 101, 102, 116, 127], and

significant contribution to the resolution of this

problem was made by Graybiel and colleagues

from slow-rotation room experiments [31, 62, 65,

68, 129, 135].

During the first stages of the studies, many

were performed with rotations not exceeding

24-48 h. Subsequently, the duration was in-

creased; examples of the experiments are shown

in Table 4. During these experiments and later

ones [68], sensory disturbances were observed

in some of the test subjects: illusory perceptions

of spatial sensations, vertigo during head move-

ments, and the like. The disturbances were

notably intensified when the test subjects were

subjected to the forces of rotations exceeding

permissible limit values: 14 data speed 36°/s,

7 data speed 40°/s, 4 data speed 60°/s, or when

stability of the vestibular analysor was lowered-
due to disturbance in the rest schedule, influence

of flight factors, and other conditions.

Information on sensory disturbances was

obtained in experiments with exposure to oscil-

lations. Motion sickness sharpens the senses of

smell and taste, however, the human being can-

not endure noise and loses his appetite, vision

becomes less clear, and visual uncertainty arises

[149. 174, 1881. Information on tile clinical

treatment of seasickness has been carefully

analyzed [188]. The data indicate that when

there is motion sickness, apathy occurred in

95% of the cases, loss of appetite in 81%, and
headache in 78%.

TABLE 4.--Experiments on Influence of Coriolis

Forces

Duration of
Study Rotation speed

experiment

Newsom et al [138]

Galle and Yemel'yanov

[44l

Graybiel et al [65]

Guedry [721

5d

7d

12d

2 wk

36°/s

10°/s, 40°/s

60°/s

18°/s

uninterrupted

Oscillation Studies

In the literature on the effects of oscillations on

the analysors. Lapin [114] studied the effects of

oscillations on the olfactory analysors in 11

persons. During oscillations, the acuity of the

sense of smell changes, more noticeably toward

hyposmia, in the presence of weak stimuli to the

otolithic apparatus. Kopanev [100] studied the
effect of oscillations on the functional state of the

visual analysor. The method of adequatometry,

proposed by Makarov [123], was used in the

investigations. In most of 79 persons, motion

sickness in its latent form reduced excitability

and lability of the visual analysor and lowered

the speed of adaptation to darkness and the

acuity of vision. The decrease in the excitability

of the visual analysor was directly dependent

upon the duration of exposure to oscillations.

Funtikov [43] later studied the excitability of the

visual analysor during rolling at sea and drew

similar conclusions. Noteworthy studies were

carried out by Graybiel, Kitayev-Smyk, and

Yuganov on the physiological mechanisms of the

oculogyric, oculogravic, and autokinetic illusions

which occur under the influence of vestibular and

other stimuli [63, 71, 84, 93, 94, 151].

The oculogyric illusion results from stimulation

of the vestibular apparatus when the human is
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exposedto angularaccelerations.It ismanifested
in apparentmovementof objectsin thefieldof
vision,or in field of visionmovementitself.

A test subjectwas rotatedin a chair or a
modernizedLink cabinfor thepurposeof repro-
ducingtheillusions.Thechairwasplacedin the
centerof a dark,cylindricalroomona rotating
platform.A brighttargetwasinstalledopposite
the test subject;the cylindricalroomand the
targetrotatedsimultaneouslywith the chair.
Thevelocityof rotationwas1-25rpm(upto 20
rev inall)andilluminationintensitywasvaried.
Theapparentmovementof thetargetdepended
on thedirectionandforceof rotationofthesub-
ject,onthepointwherehisgazewasfixed,and
onthepositionofhishead.If thetestsubjectwas
subjectedto powerfulrotation,severalillusory
effectscouldoccur;acutenessoftheillusionwas
greaterafterrotation.Underconditionsof weak
illumination,the phenomenaoccurredwith
smallerstimuli,correspondingto rotaryacceler-
ationof0.2-0.3°/s2.

Graybieletal [61]relatetheappearanceofthe
oculogyricillusionto the trace stimuliof the
retinaduringtheperiodof theslowcomponent
of nystagmus.Thisinterpretationis validatedby
the conformityof the sensationsof the target
movementin timeanddirectionwithnystagmus.
If thenystagmusappearedin theformofphases
(a first positivephase,a first negativephase,a
secondpositivephase,andsoforth),thedirection
of movementof thevisualobjectalsounderwent
correspondingchanges.However,a numberof
authorsdo not agree.Cawthorneet al [24]
observedthattheoculogyricillusioncanoccurin
the absenceof nystagmus.Otherauthorsnote
that theoculogyricillusionis observedtogether
withvisualafterimagesandastabilizedimagein
theretina[176];thustheyconsidertheexplana-
tionofGraybielandothersinsufficientconcerning
the mechanismof the oculogyricillusion.Obvi-
ously,thereis still not completeclarity con-
cerningthe psychophysiologiccausesfor the
phenomenon.

Oculogyricillusionsevidentlycan occur in
flight,especiallyat night,whensensitivityofthe
vestibularapparatusto angularaccelerations
increases.Theillusionsoccurfarmoreeasilydur-

ingrotarymotionofanairplaneif visualcontrolis
alsodifficult.Theoculogyricillusionexemplifies
a shift in visualperceptionbeginningasa result
of stimulationto the vestibularapparatus.The
reversesituationcanalsooccur,whenshiftsin
vestibularsensationscandevelopasa resultof
stimulationof thevisualanalysor-forexample,
thedevelopmentof motionsicknessduringopto-
kineticstimuli.

An illusionin theauditorysphereissimilarto
theoculogyricillusion[27].After beingrotated,
test subjectsmademistakesin identifyingthe
positionofasoundsource.Apparentlytheyhada
persistenttendencyto locatethe sourceof the
soundtheyheardin the directionoppositethe
rotation.Theauthorscalledthisillusiontheaudio-
gyric illusion.Thesedatawerelaterconfirmed
[5, 171]by demonstratingthat whenthevisual
field is rotatedaroundthe test subject(who
remainsimmobile),he perceivessoundsdis-
placedin the directionof rotation.Theaudio-
gyric illusionhasbeenrelatedto the binaural
effectandto theheadpositionof thetestsubject
duringrotation[113,118].It hasalsobeenrelated
totheillusorydisplacementofobjectsin thefield
of vision[55,59,60,67].

Oculogravic Illusion

The oculogravic or vestibular-visual illusion is

manifested as an apparent motion of a visual

reference point, or portions of it, during definite

changes of accelerations acting upon the human

subject, such as when the power of gravity is

decreased or disappears. The illusion begins as a
result of simultaneous stimulation of the otolithic

apparatus and semicircular canals. The effect of

the illusion is that immobile objects acquire an

illusory movement in the direction of the resultant

force of gravity and the inertial forces when the

movement is accelerated.

This phenomenon has been studied extensively.

It is presently believed that the oculogravic illu-

sion results from a central integration of the feed-

back afferent signals from the oculomotor

muscles, which were subjected to vestibular tonic
influences when the accelerations underwent

change [26, 29, 32, 59, 67, 92, 93, 94].

REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE

ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
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order to produce the oculogravic illusion. The
cfiair could be fastened in various positions. The

experiments showed that at the moment of rota-
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ment with the resultant force, which is made up of

the centrifugal and gravitational forces. All

objects within the subject's field of vision are
included in the scheme of orientation. There is

direct correlation between the accelerations and

the degree of aberration of a bright point which

has been purposely fastened in place. As the cen-

trifugal force is increased, the point is displaced

upward until it seems to the test subject that he is

moving in the opposite direction. When the veloc-

ity is decreased, the bright point, on the contrary,

is displaced downward. Oculogravic illusions also

occur when there is a lack of sensitivity in the

semicircular canals to adequate stimuli, but the

otoliths retain their function.

The thresholds of the oculogravic illusion were

studied by means of special devices which made

it possible to produce rotation with the test sub-

jects in different positions (standing up, lying on

their sides, or with legs up), with the head fas-

tened in one place [67]. The thresholds of the illu-

sions in the standing position corresponded to a

rotating velocity of 1.5°/s z for 75% of the correct

replies. When the subjects were lying on their

sides, the thresholds increased to 8.9°/s 2. The

studies justified relating oculogravic illusions with
the function of the otoliths.

Oculogravic illusions were similar to those in

fliers during steep banks. Studies were carried

out during flights [28]. The test subject was in the

rear seat of a two-seater plane, the instrument

panel was concealed, and the visual object was a

centrally located bright spot. The experiment was

performed in darkness. Head movements were

restricted, and in some experiments the head was

turned 85 ° to the left and fastened in position. The

values of the prescribed accelerations varied from
o 21.0004 to 1.0925/s, and in direction from 1.7 to

23.7 °.

From the beginning of the acceleration, 4-6 s

passed until the shift of the bright spot. The

apparent shift of the visual object had definite

relationship to the linear acceleration. When the

head was turned to one side, this shift was espe-

cially pronounced in the counterclockwise direc-

tion at the moment the acceleration increased,

and in the clockwise direction when it decreased.

ct.:c._ _c _t._ vis,,_l object .... accompanied hvdlIIILI_ UI LIIU u_t ,,u_u --j

movements of the test subject. The subject ori-
ented himself in relation to the resultant of the

aerodynamic forces, as a rule, hut the apparent

movement of the bright spot did not coincide in
time with action of the total force. This led to the

conclusion that the illusions resulted from stimu-

lation of the otoliths, but not from stimulation of

the proprioceptors.

Contrary to the oculogyric illusion, the oculo-

gravic illusion (in Graybiel's opinion) is not related

to nystagmus or other eye motions. Causes of the

illusion must be sought in the psychophysio-

logical mechanisms. The oculogravic illusion is an

example of sensory "cooperation," when visual

signals are subordinate to afferent impulses which

occur when the resultant force (from combined

aerodynamic and gravitational forces) acts upon

the test subject. Kitayev-Smyk [94] regards the

oculogravic illusion as a portion of the illusory

distortion of visually perceived space, which

occurs during change in gravitation.

Perception of the oculogravic illusion did not

commence immediately, it was observed [29],

even though the vector of the operating force

attained constant values; rather, a certain delay

was noted. The dynamics of the illusions depend

on the level of illumination (at a higher illumina-

tion, the illusions are less pronounced), on the

functional state of the labyrinth (illusions may be

absent in deaf-mutes), on the visual stimulation,

and on other conditions [32, 33, 34]. Illusory sen-

sations in the auditory function during rotation on

a centrifuge were studied and it was found that

audiogravic illusions occur [66]. Experiments

demonstrated that these illusions are analogous to

the oculogravic illusion, except that they are in

the sphere of the auditory analysor.

A human has great difficulty in determining his
movements and the movements of others in the

dark, especially when subjected to the influence
of accelerations. The researchers studied this

phenomenon in a Link cabin, finding that in addi-

tion to effects of vestibular stimuli, a special form
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oftheso-calledautokineticillusionalsoappeared.
Thisdesignatesa movementof theobjectin the
fieldofvisionwhentherearenovisualsupporting
pointsfor comparison.

Autokinetic Illusion

The autokinetic illusion is observed when an

aviator fixes his gaze on an immobile point out-

side the cabin against a uniformly colored back-

ground, and after a time perceives that the point

is moving. The practical significance of such an

illusion with relation to a cosmonaut's activity is

that it might serve as a precondition or cause of an

accident during landing, especially on the surface

of other planets [84].

Graybiel and Clark [58] elucidated some of the

properties of autokinetic illusions, which they

studied under laboratory conditions (with 500 test

subjects) and during flight at night. In the labora-

tory, they used a Link cabin and bright target

located 2 m and 10° below eye level, also visual

objects of various sizes and shapes, the locations
of which varied with reference to the cabin. The

test subject was sometimes given the task of mov-

ing the cabin in the direction toward which the

light spots appeared to be moving. In most test

subjects, the illusion that the light source was

moving occurred after his gaze had been fixed on

it for several seconds. The erroneous sensations

continued for 9-12 s (average 10 s) which was

approximately half the time the object had been

fixed in place.

The movements usually were of small ampli-

tude (3-4 °) and slow speed (0.2-0.3°/s), although

sometimes the speed and amplitude were greater.

Their directions (highly varied) were not taken

into account. In general, the visual object did not

move far from the original position. Test subjects

usually were unable to distinguish the actual

movement of the light source from the apparent

movement. There appeared to be only limited

possibilities of suppressing the phenomenon. An

increase in dimensions and number of the light

objects led to a decrease in the degree of auto-

kinesis, especially when the illumination was

increased. The autokinesis was also inhibited

when the visual object moved rapidly, or when

attention was fixed periodically on other visual

reference points for 10 s.

Illusions of the movement of a single light

source during flight in a dark night were, as a rule,

slow, had low amplitude, and lasted 10-15 s.

When there were two light sources, the illusion

decreased; if there were many, the illusion would

disappear. It is felt that the optical illusion

described plays a role in accidents during night

landing. The appearance of the autokinetic illu-

sion during flight is facilitated by: darkness,

presence of only a single light of low intensity,

prolonged fixation of the gaze on the light source,

and fatigue, as well as other conditions.

Movements of Head and Torso

Under normal conditions, inclination of the

head or body in an illuminated site does not lead

to change in perception of the spatial position of

visual objects. However, it was noted that if the
head is inclined in a darkened room, the spatial

position of bright lines begins to appear to be

changing [8]. Later studies indicated that the

direction of displacement depends on the degree

of inclination of the head; at small inclinations of

no more than 60 °, displacement in the direction of

the inclination is 7-8 °, when the inclinations are

greater, movement in the opposite direction can

reach 40-50 ° [12, 136]. Similar phenomena were

observed when the test subject was returned to

the upright position; in this position, when the
visual vertical is evaluated, small errors of about

2-3 ° are assumed [189, 190]. Other investigations

showed that when the body is inclined, there are
aberrations in identification of the tactile-kines-

thetic vertical, localization of auditory stimuli,

and evaluation of the spatial position of the body

with reference to the postural vertical [13. 113,

1251.

It has been proposed that the otoliths and the

proprioreceptors of the neck muscles play a role

in genesis of the illusion [190] and that kinesthetic
information from torso muscles and extremities is

significant in reducing illusions [34]. The impor-

tance of visual information when determining the

visual gravitational vertical has also been con-

firmed [6, 124].
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Influx of Distorted Information Along the

Visual Channel

The coordination of movements performed with

eyes closed is disturbed substantially if the visual
perceptions are "^ .......... a,, t... m ..... r °p,,,;°l
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optical devices. This was shown at the end of the

19th century [164] and established that a dis-

placed visual field influences and changes senso-

rimotor coordination; errors in aiming and hitting

targets have been observed [80, 194]. After a few

days the human subject adapted himself to these

conditions, and movements were carried out pre-

cisely. Together with sensorimotor changes dur-

ing the perception of distorted visual signals,

shifts in the perception of space were observed

in the straight-ahead position [78, 79], as well as

changes in coordination of eyes and head [80,

128], and illusory perceptions when localizing a

sound source [145, 146].

Adaptation of sensorimotor reactions has been

discussed in the ldterature with an intent to deter-

mine whether it results from correcting distorted

visual perception or is a byproduct of goal-

oriented movements, taking into account the

peculiarities of visual perception. Attention was

directed to the intercoordinational links of both

arms which are of great significance in the proc-

ess of adaptation [79, 87]. Experimental data

point to the importance, for this process, of active
movements when a distorted reflection of visual

space is perceived [79]. While not denying the role

played by active movements, it is believed that

there may be adaptation also in the process of

carrying out passive movements [83]. Other inves-

tigators found satisfactory adaptation in both

active and passive movements [158]. Evidently, it

may be concluded that movements are not the

only condition for adaptation to perception of a

distorted visual representation of space. However,

active movements lead to adaptation more rapidly

than passive movements.

PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS

OF SENSORY DISTURBANCES

AND PROPHYLACTIC MEASURES

Sensory disturbances during space flight may

be conditioned by numerous causes. A simple

movement of head and torso under terrestrial

conditions at a lowered illumination brings about

illusory sensations. During space flight, however,

this phenomenon would apparently be more

pronounced.

Two groups of causes for sensory disturbances
are: internal and external. The internal are con-

nected primarily with change in the functional

state of individual analysors, the external with

specific conditions of the external environment

and its inherent individual factors. Such a divi-

sion is quite arbitrary, since these groups

of causes act simultaneously with different spe-

cific significance for each situation. Both external

and internal causes exert considerable pressure

on the neural and humoral regulatory mecha-

nisms, for they are forced to act against a changed

afferent background. This background is attained

in many ways, such as by changing the magnitude
of the stimulation force of apparatus receptors in

one or several of the analysors. The effect is

attained when the magnitude of the stimulus is

both increased and decreased. In both cases,

changes occur in the correlations which usually

exist between the afferent signals from different

analysors, for example, the effects of noise and

weightlessness. When there is noise stimuli, the

primary influence is on the auditory analysor (plus

load), and during weightlessness on the mechano-

receptors of a number of analysors (minus load).

At present, there is fairly complete medical

knowledge about the physiologic mechanisms of

the influence of any given factor on the human

organism and the physiologic mechanisms of

development of sensory disturbances. Weightless-

ness is an exception; data concerning the influ-

ence of lowered weight in the genesis of sensory

disturbances are contradictory.

Physiologic Reactions

Most researchers believe that the physiologic

shifts during weightlessness are conditioned by

disturbance of the analysor interactions, espe-

cially the vestibular and visual [46, 56, 57,

74, 75, 105,141,142,166, 167, 179]. Experimental

results plus data in the literature led to opinions

on the direct and indirect influences of weight-
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lessness on the human organism r1,,.,1 .,.,. __[JL_ IJ. It llt3_e

opinions serve to explain the sensory disturb-

ances which have been observed under weight-

lessness conditions (Fig. 1). "Direct action"

designates the entire complex of reactions deter-

mined by decrease in the deformation and

mechanical tension of the body structures when

the body is in a state of weightlessness (complete

or partial). As a result, there are unusual afferent

influences from all mechanoreceptors, substantial

changes in the mechanical conditions for the

functioning of many systems in the organism, and

probably structural changes. A possible conse-

quence of the direct influence of weightlessness

may be the disturbance (failures) of movement

coordination, since movements are completed

according to the normal terrestrial stereotype,

taking into account the weight of the extremities.

The functioning of the auditory, vestibular, and

visual analysors may undergo changes to a cer-

tain extent, since the weight of the auditory ossi-

cles, otoliths, and eyeballs decreases ("dis-

appears") during weightlessness.

The indirect influence of weightlessness is a

comprehensive term. It embraces the entire com-

plex of physiological reactions resulting from

change in the functional state of the CNS and

coordinated functioning of the analysors-under

the influence of unusual afferent impulses from

mechanoreceptors of the vestibular, interocep-

tive, motor, and other analysors, as well as altered

hormonal influences. There are resultant disturb-

ances in the systematic functioning of the analys-

ors participating in analysis of spatial relation-

ships and in positioning the body in space; the

statokinetic stability is lowered, and space

motion sickness develops.

As the organism remains in weightlessness, in

most cases it becomes adapted to these unusual

conditions. The physiologic foundation of such

adaptation evidently is formation of a new sys-

tematic function with the CNS functioning on a

level adequate for the unusual conditions, the

state of weightlessness. The sensory, motor, and

vegetative components are integrated on a level
sufficient for these conditions.

There is an effort at present to establish the

significance of different analysors in the genesis

__ _ ...... I-...... I. ...... .l • ..:+ bjOl Ul_tUtUtttl_ts_ u_o_lv_u In t,_ su ects ...;'_+h=_.._

state of weightlessness. Investigators [46, 90,

202] recognize the significance of the vestibular

analysor in the constellation of analysors reflect-
• .i . .1 rl A1

ing space, in experiments wlm turues tl+l, cats

[157], and mice [203], a preliminary destruction of

the vestibular apparatus was noted which makes

possible better orientation for the animals under

conditions of weightlessness. Motor disturbances

under conditions of short-term weightlessness

were less pronounced in five deaf-mutes than in

unimpaired individuals [120, 121].

Vestibular and Otolithic Apparatus Effects

The vestibular apparatus under conditions of

weightlessness is evidently the source of altered
stimuli which disturbs the coordinated work of

the analysors, and removal of the apparatus pre-

vents development of motion sickness to a cer-

tain degree. At this level, Yuganov [202] studied

the reciprocal interrelations between the otolithic

apparatus and the cupuloendolymphatic system.

Primarily on the basis of theoretical concepts, a

number of investigators think these reciprocal

interrelations should be substantially changed

under conditions of weightlessness. That is, func-

tions of the otolithic apparatus should be cut off,

and sensitivity of the semicircular canals be

increased [45, 49, 76, 90, 141, 142, 159, 160, 161].

Yuganov [202] concentrated on determining

the excitability of the otolithic apparatus in

weightlessness. Studies were carried out by the

indirect methods of postrotational nystagmus,

illusion of counterrolling, latent occurrence of

illusion of oscillation, and threshold time of

unbending; and by the direct methods of deter-

mining excitability by means of galvanic current.

It was established that under conditions of weight-

lessness, in all subjects there was an increase in

the latent period of occurrence of the reactions, a

decrease in duration of the counterrolling illusion

and postrotational nystagmus, defensive move-

ments were less pronounced, and thresholds for

galvanic current increased. The data indicated a

decrease in excitability of the semicircular portion
of the vestibular apparatus.

It was taken into account that these changes

could not have been evoked by the special char-

_(_ 574-271 0 - 75 - pt. 2 - 13
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acteristics of the influence of weightlessness on

the semicircular canals, for weightlessness was

not reflected in the inertial properties of the

endolymph. Thus, it was concluded that the

changes were determined by influences from the

otolithic apparatus. It followed that under con-

ditions of weightlessness, the otolith is not

turned off; on the contrary, weightlessness is an

unusual "minus-stimulus, determining the occur-

rence of specific vestibular reactions." Experi-

ments showed that the nystagmic reaction de-

pends on the absolute magnitude and direction

of weight changes. That is, inhibition of the

nystagmic reaction is observed when weight is

decreased, and the nystagmic reaction is activated

when weight is increased.

There are convincing experimental results on

the role of the vestibular apparatus in the genesis

of space motion sickness, but this does not apply

to the other analysors. Schock indicates the

significance of the proprioceptive stimuli impulses

in orientation under conditions of weightlessness

[157]. He cites the work of Strughold who

anesthetized the gluteal muscles, then tested the

degree of difficulty of orientation in space under

the influence of short-term weightlessness. In

experiments on rats and mice [198] it was revealed

that during weightlessness, the animals rotated

less when in contact with the wall of the con-

tainer. The implication was that stimulation of

the cutaneous-mechanical analysor improved

orientation in space, which was substantiated by

the experiments of Kolosov [96]. When test sub-

jects were fastened in their work places, stato-

kinetic disorders were less pronounced.

A knowledge of the physiologic mechanisms by

which spaceflight factors influence the human

organism, and knowledge of physiologic mech-

anisms in developing sensory disturbances, pro-

vide means of planning a procedure in prophy-

laxis. The procedure may follow two directions:

(1) elaboration of means aimed at heightening

specific and nonspecific resistance of the orga-

nism; and (2) perfecting the spacecraft technically.

Adaptability of the Organism

The functional and compensatory capabilities

of living organisms are perfected by conditioning

during terrestrial testing, and in airplane flights

along the Kepler parabola, by using pharmaco-

logic agents, conditioning the central nervous sys-

tem, and other means [19, 20, 21, 56, 57, 74, 90,

115, 178, 202]. The physiologic regulatory mech-

anisms are perfected during this process in regard
to altered conditions of the external environment.

Thus, during experiments in an anechoic cham-

ber, there was change in the flow of information

reaching the central nervous system from the

sensory organs, and the habitual coordinated

activity of the analysors was disturbed because

of the small chamber, limitation of movements,

and absence of external stimuli. Sensory dis-

turbances were observed in some subjects. Estab-

lishment of new intercentral connections and

relations and transition of the central nervous

system to a new functional level increased the

adaptive properties of the CNS, which is the

foundation for more rapid adaptability of the

organism to altered conditions of the external

environment, in particular to weightlessness. As

conditioning continues, illusory sensations occur

more rarely, become shorter in duration, and are

easily surmountable; this, approximately, is

observed with vestibular and other types of con-

ditioning. As a result of these measures, altered

signalization from various organs and systems

develops. During the process, the neuroreflex

mechanisms are perfected, and resistance to

spaceflight factors is heightened.
In recent efforts to avert illusions, there has

been wide use of astronauts flying in airplanes

along the Kepler parabolic curve with simulated

short-term weightlessness, as well as training in

an aqueous medium. The astronaut becomes

acquainted with various illusions and is able to

devise means of combatting them, after being

exposed to such conditions.

The second direction in combatting sensory

disturbances is also important: perfecting space-

crafts technically and creating optimum physio-

logic and hygienic living conditions in the cabins.

Measures which make it possible to decrease

sensory disturbances are: removing effects of

noises and vibrations; reducing linear and angular

accelerations in both magnitude and duration;

designing special protective equipment; and
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fastening the astronaut in his working place. Such
measures do not, of course, mean the removal of

the harmful influences of weightlessness. In
_r ...... •....... l A tl_spauet_lalt t_attyitl_ UUL piolongeu flights, ....

most effective means will be creating an artificial

gravity [57,207].

In the overall system of biomedical prepara-

tion of astronauts, significance is ascribed to the

physical training. Experience shows that, by

means of reasonably selected exercises and sys-

terns of applying them, it is possible to obtain
positive results in the prevention of illusions in

persons with heightened sensitivity of the vestib-
ular analysor.

Prophy!av_s of sensory disturbances is not

accomplished only with a program of special

training. The entire preflight program of work,
rest, and nutrition must also be observed strictly.
The creation of optimum living conditions also

may be regarded as an important component of
the struggle against sensory disturbances.
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Chapter 16

ASTRONAUT ACTIVITY

JOSEPH P. LOFTUS, JR., ROBERT L. BOND

NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas USA

AND

ROLLIN M. PATTON

NASA Ames Research Center, Moffet Field, California USA

Manned space flight evolved from the conflu-

ence of two adjacent lines of technology. One line

was developed from experience with high-per-

formance and experimental aircraft; the other

evolved from experience with rocket-propelled

vehicles. The characteristics of manned space-

craft have been derived almost completely from
the traditions of aircraft. At the time rocket tech-

nology was progressing at a rate that would make

manned space flight feasible, high-performance

aircraft already were operating at altitudes func-

tionally equivalent to space flight. Control stabil-

ity over a wide range of dynamic conditions had

been studied, and substantial empirical and ex-

perimental data about optimum methods of inte-
grating man into the vehicle, both as a control

element and as a system and mission manager,

had been developed. Major modifications to crew

accommodations in the progression from aircraft

to spacecraft were: geometric accommodations
to the acceleration environments of launch and

entry, and to the weightless conditions of orbital

flight [6, 42]. Other modifications were induced

by the shiplike characteristics required for long-

duration missions, which imposed system servic-
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ing requirements and long-term habitability man-
agement on the spectrum of crew duties.

The effects of the space environment on man's

sensory and motor performance and on higher

order mental functioning could not be predicted

with certainty. Therefore, man's role at the begin-

ning of manned spaceflight programs was that of

a semipassive passenger whose capability had to

be demonstrated and who could act as a backup

system if a primary system failed. With continued

successful task accomplishment, man's role in

spacecraft has evolved to that of mission manager

where crewmen supervise highly automated sys-

tems and manually execute critical operations. In

this capacity, the crewman provides the capabili-

ties to select the systems configuration and modes

most suitable for characteristics of the particular

mission phase and to reconfigure the systems to

influence system performance during off-nominal
conditions.

Optimization of the crew-to-spacecraft inter-

face is not a specific objective of any manned

spaceflight program. This is important to note in

any review pertaining to spacecraft design details

influenced by the interface between crew and
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spacecraft.Thedesignobjectiveis tooptimizethe
achievementof programobjectives,not thecon-
figurationof thecrewcompartment,thedisplays
andcontrols,ortheotherinterfacesthroughwhich

ofinterfaces,asinallothersystems,compromises
aremadeto eachof the interfacingelementsto
achieveoverallprogrameffectiveness.

Thesectionsthatfollowdescribethecharacter-
isticsofmanpertinenttothedesignandoperation
of spacecraft,geometriccharacteristicsofspace-
craftthat definethedegreeandtypeofconfine-
mentimposedonthecrew,andcharacterofequip-
mentmanagementandhousekeepingnecessary
forhygiene,comfort,andsafety.Thecontrolsand
displaysof eachspacecraftaredescribedtoindi-
catethedegreeto whichcrewfunctionsbecome
integralto functionsof thetotalspacecraft.The
last sectionsummarizesthecontributionof the
crewto systemreliabilityandperformanceand
notesthe increasingsignificanceof the crew's
rolein scientificobservationandexperiment.l

humanoperatorcanrespondto theunforeseen
andoperateatalevelofcomplexityexceedingany
reasonableamountof premissionplanningand
programingof on-boardautomaticcontrolequip-
ment.Sofar, manis theonlyreal-timesystem
capableofacceptingandoperatingonasynchron-
ousandnonsequentialinputdata.However,cer-
tain functionshavebeenidentifiedwhereman
couldbeexpectedto performmorepoorlythan
themachine.His limitationsincludearelatively
lowinformation-handlingrate,limitedshort-term
memory,andpoorperformanceindetectinginfre-
quentsignalsfor whichthetimeofoccurrenceis
unpredictable(vigilancetasks).

Recentdesignpracticesemphasizeatrendto-
wardviewingthehumanoperatorasasystemcom-
ponentrecognizingthatoptimal use of man may

involve a task that a machine could do better, but

in which operator performance expected would

be adequate to perform the function. In such cir-
cumstances, his availability should be exploited
when cost effective.

MAN/MACHINE FUNCTIONAL

CAPABILITIES

Historically, studies of man/machine interfaces

have focused on proper allocation of system op-

erating functions between man and machine [1,

3, 6, 8, 9, 13, 16, 24, 27, 28, 30, 35, 43]. A typical

approach has been to analyze task sequences to

discover task components and allocate these func-

tions to man or machine, depending upon which

would be better at the particular task. Man is able

to handle a variety of information processing tasks

in which input (sensory) and output (motor) as-

pects vary widely. He is able to store and recall

great amounts of information pertinent to system

operation under both normal and emergency

conditions. He is able to operate as a decision-

maker through his capability to evaluate informa-
tion and to distinguish between useful and unusa-
ble and irrelevant information. He can solicit addi-

tional information from the system when

necessary, attd can estimate probabilities. The

The data presented were prepared from material compiled
by N. D. Zavalova and V. A. Ponomarenko of the USSR [50],
and J. P. Loftus, Jr., R. L. Bond, and R. M. Patton of the US,
who prepared reviews and abstracts of the literature in their
respective nations and languages.

Senses as Information Collectors

In operating a spacecraft, the crewman is re-

quired to perform a variety of tasks beginning with

gaining information through his sensory appara-

tus. Vision, hearing, and proprioception are the

most important senses for information collection

during space flight. The information is processed

in various ways, and appropriate control adjust-
ments are made to obtain and maintain the de-

sired state of system operation, correct out-of-

tolerance conditions, and achieve new modes of

operation when necessary. Research in these proc-

esses as they occur in man has been conducted

for many yeats. The information obtained from

research is valuable in defining the proper role of

man in the operation of manned space vehicles.

Man's capabilities for sensing data have been

studied longer and more thoroughly than any

other aspect of his performance. Much informa-

tion is available concerning the basic processes

of seeing, hearing, and sensing motion. Signifi-

cant aspects of man's sensory capabilities are
shown in Table 1. Such data are in substan-

tial agreement in US and Soviet handbook

compilations.

The most significant sense, vision, has been
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TABLE 1. "Characteristics of the Senses

Parameter Vision Audition Taste and smell Touch Vestibular

Accelerative force:Sufficient

stimulus

Spectral range

Spectral

resolution

Dynamic range

Amplitude resolu-

tion -_

Acuity

Response rate for

successive stim-

uli

Reaction time for

simple muscular

movement

Best operating

range

Light-radiated elec-

tromagnetic en-

ergy in the visible

spectrum

Heavy particles

Wavelengths from

400 to 700 ttm

(violet to red)

120 to 160 steps

in wavelength

(hue) varying from

1 to 20 ttm

] - 90 dB (useful range)

for 3 × 10 -_ cd/

cm 2 (0.00001 mL)

to 32 cd/cm z

(10 000 mL)

AI

Contrast = T
= 0.015

1° of visual angle

--0.1s

0.22 s

500 to 600/zm

(green-yellow)

107.6 lm/m 2 (10

ft-ca) to 2152 lm/

m 2 (200 ft-ca)

Sound-vibratory en-

ergy, airborne or

structural paths

20 to 20 000 Hz

3 Hz (20 to 1000

Hz) 0.3 percent

(above 1000 Hz)

140 dB

0 dB = 0.0002

dyn/cm z

0.5 dB (1000 Hz at

20 dB or above)

Temporal acuity

(clicks) = 0.001 s

0.01 s (tone

bursts)

0.19 s

300 to 6000 Hz

40 to 80 dB

Particles of mat-

ter in solution

(liquid or

aerosol)

Taste: salt, sweet.

sour, bitter

Smell: fragrant,

acid, burnt, and

caprylic

Taste: = 50 dB

3 × 10 -_ to 3%

concentration

quinine sulphate

Smell: 100 dB

Taste: = 0.20

Smell: 0.10 to 50

Taste: - 30 s

Smell: - 20 to

60 s

Taste: 0.1 to 10

% concentration

Tissue displace-

ment by physi-

cal means

> 0 to < pulses/s

Apps
--- _ 0.10
pps

30 dB

0.01 to 10 mm

AI
-- nonlinear and

I large at low

force levels

0.15

Two-point acuity

=0.1 mm

(tongue) to

50 mm (back)

Touches sensed as

discreet to

20/s

0.15 s (for

finger motion, if

finger is the one

stimulated)

Linear and

rotational

accelerations

Absolute threshold

0.2°/s

0.10 change in

acceleration

1 to 2 s nystag-

mus may persist

to 2 min after

rapid changes in

rotation

1-g accelera-

tion directed

head to foot

REPP_ODUCIBILITY OF THE

O}_iG_AL PAGE IS POOR
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TABLE 1. --Characteristics of the Senses - Continued

6O3

Parameter

Indications for use 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Vision Audition

Spatial orienta-

tion required

Spatial scanning

or search re-

quired

Simultaneous

comparisons re- 3.

quired

Multidimensional 4.

material

presented

High ambient

noise levels

1. Nondirectional

warning or emer-

gency signals

2. Small temporal

relations im-

portant

Poor ambient

lighting

High vibration or

g-forces present

Taste and smell Touch

1. Parameter to 1. Conditions un-

he sensed has favorable for

characteristic both vision and

smell or taste audition

2. Changes are 2. Visual and

abrupt auditory senses

Vestibular

1. Gross sensing

I of acceleration

information

studied extensively. The basic operation of visual

receptors is reasonably well understood, as are

certain mechanisms of color vision, characteris-

tics of depth and distance perception, and con-
ditions under which various visual illusions are

produced. In addition to viewing displays inside

the spacecraft, other significant tasks involve

viewing features outside the spacecraft.

1. Visual reference to the horizon or other

external reference criteria for spacecraft

heading and spacecraft orientation in

pitch, roll, and yaw;

2. Visual observations of a ground plane for

reconnaissance or determining spacecraft

location;

3. Visual observations in surrounding spac6
for reconnaissance or maintenance of

relative position of one spacecraft to

another;

4. Stellar navigation and astronomical ob-

servation;

5. Observation of external indications of the

function or malfunction of components of

the spacecraft.

In a spacecraft where the astronaut could

assume a variety of orientations during weight-

lessness, there was concern for possible diffi-

culty in reading instruments designated for

viewing from a particular orientation which might

increase errors and reading time. It was thought

that, either the spacecraft should be designed to

provide a consistent visual up, or displays be

designed for ready interpretation by an observer

in any position. Such difficulty has not occurred

so far, perhaps because spacecraft built in a

gravity field have an inherent up, and, although

work stations may be at substantially diffierent

orientations to each other, each has its own axis
of action.

Man's ability to perceive change in either

sound level or composition has been widely

studied. The sensitivity of the ear to changes in

frequency or intensity is quite high; however,

ability to assign absolute values to either fre-

quency or intensity is poor. The most useful

operational auditory cues are the abrupt, or

those with dramatic change in character. Even

with such restrictions, there are many uses of

auditory cues because they do not require di-

rectional focus by the crewman. Mechanical,

pneumatic, and pyrotechnic systems are moni-
tored for function or malfunction and alarm

signals are used to waken crewmen or direct

their attention to appropriate displays when
conditions are abnormal.

Interaction between vestibular organs of bal-

ance and the vagal nervous system has been

studied to find effective palliatives for motion

sickness. Great concern had been expressed

that such malaise would impact crewmen who

were being abruptly placed in the weightless

condition after launch acceleration. Discomfort

has been reported on several flights but has never

precluded successful continuation of the mission.

The widely known illusions and disorientation
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caused by moving the head during acceleration

have been experienced by most pilots, but none
of the incidents has been forceful enough to

interfere with normal operations.

No explicit use was planned for man's ability

to detect the condition of systems through taste
and smell, although the sensitivity of this capa-

bility, recognized as aiding in detection of anom-
alous conditions, has been used on several

occasions.

The greatest value of the astronaut as a system

operator is in complex information processing.

In performing any operational task, the astro-

naut must first gather information from a variety

of sources, including instrumentation, data

transmitted by voice from the ground, and di-

rectly observable features of his environment-

both internal and external to the spacecraft. He

must delete useless or obviously inaccurate

information but retrieve necessary information

from long-term or short-term memory storage to

supplement present information and evaluate

its meaning. He must call for more or better in-

formation if that which he has is inadequate.

Finally, he must decide on appropriate control
action.

Information and Deeisionmaking Models

The question of how decisions are derived

continues to be investigated. Two early models

of information processing and decisionmaking

(decision theory and information theory) have

been used to define man's role in spacecraft

operations. Significantly, each model of man is

an analog or variation of models used in commu-

nication systems or computer design theory.

Developments in this field have proved at least

partly applicable to the description of human de-

cision processes, and demonstrate the utility of

viewing man as a system or system element

with operating characteristics analogous to hard-

ware systems. The models also aid in assessing
the value of crew intervention.

Decision Theory

Decision theory, developed by Edwards and
others [10, 11, 47], concentrates on the risks

in reaching a decision. The theory begins by

assuming that the individual will always optimize

benefits and is never completely informed in
advance about the outcome of his choice. In

situations of concern, at least two or more

alternatives exist, and each has two or more

possible outcomes. Two questions arise: the
first concerns the probabilities attached to

possible outcomes; the second, the utility of each

outcome, that is, where each stands on a scale

ranging from highly desirable to highly undesirable

(+1 to-l). Decision theorists speak of a payoff

matrix that specifies attendant gains and losses

for each possible choice, both when that choice is

right and when it is wrong. Multiplication of

utility by probability results in expected utility
and forms a basis for the choice of one possible
course of action over another.

In principle, a fully automated decision sys-
tem could be computer-implemented. However,

this is possible only if all contingencies can be

foreseen and all probabilities and utilities stated

explicitly. Even if this could be done, there is no
adequate strategy that will at all times establish

rules to minimize losses and maximize gains to

the system for every decision point.

In practice, decision situations are often am-

biguous in structural and temporal values, and
the information on which the decision must be

based may be incomplete, contradictory, or un-
reliable. The human decisionmaker can often

make appropriate choices under such circum-

stances by assigning what are termed subjective

expected utilities to the alternatives. Obviously,

experience and training enhance judgment in
decision situations. Astronaut and cosmonaut

selection and training are strongly influenced by
these considerations as is the selection of con-

trol and display design strategy.

Information Theory

The information theory model was originally

developed to study transmission characteristics

of communication systems, and has been used

to study the rate and accuracy of human infor-
mation processing [4, 12, 14, 26, 32, 36, 41, 44].

Information has been defined as the aspect

of a message that reduces uncertainty; the unit
of measurement is the bit. One bit of information

is defined as the amount that reduces uncertainty
by one-half. Thus, in a situation where two al-
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ternativesareequiprobableasfarastheinforma-
tion receiverknows,one bit of information
permitsselectionofoneortheother.Theamount
of information(usuallydenotedby the symbol
H) is given by the formula//=logzn, where n is

the number of equally probable alternatives.

This formula is used where many alternatives

are possible requiring only that they be equally

probable.

Where events are not equiprobable, the usual

case, information content declines but can be

calculated by a somewhat more complex pro-

cedure. A formula commonly used is RT=

0.17-t-0.14 logzn, where n is the number of
alternatives, and reaction time is used as the

measure of uncertainty.

Developments in information theory have en-

abled measurement of the quantity of informa-

tion conveyed by one or more stimuli dimensions
and the maximum rates for human information

processing. In operation, subjects could accu-

rately identify as many as 15 pointer positions

on a scale, thus transmitting 3.9 bits. This is an

unusually high figure for a single-stimulus

dimension; multiple dimensions give improved

performance.
Another consideration is the rate at which

information can be processed (i.e., human

channel capacity). Test results of channel capac-

ity in sequential dial reading and air traffic con-

trol tasks indicate that appi'oximately 8 bits/s
may be realistic maximum value.

Both theories endeavor to characterize com-

plex human activities in simple mechanistic

terms. A man does, on occasion, act in such a

simple mechanical manner, but, when simple

modes of action are inadequate, he resorts to

more complex strategies or processes for which

no adequate model exists. Numerous authors

have discussed the inadequacy of these theories

and models as descriptive of man's decision

formulation and information acquisition proc-

esses [23, 26, 33, 45]. Others have challenged the

relevance of the model variables to design

criteria [7, 23, 33]. Although there are real and

significant shortcomings to these theories and

models, they are of some use in formulating a

figure of merit which may be used to assess design

alternatives in engineering trade studies.

Displays and Controls

In the operation of any complex system,

numerous displays and controls are available to

the operator for monitoring system status and

maintaining or altering that status. A closed-loop

tracking system is used to control the attitude

and flight path of spacecraft. Given a set of de-

sired vehicle motion characteristics, a system

must be developed in accordance with the ex-

pected inputs and control characteristics with

the characteristic transfer function of the op-

erator linking the two. This human transfer func-

tion must account for man's sensory and per-

ceptual processes, reaction and decision times,

and accuracy in force and direction of control

movements. All these affect his characteristic

as a link between display and control.

Closed-loop tracking systems incorporate a

means for sensing the system output and present-

ing a form of error information to the astronaut

through a feedback loop, permitting him to adjust

controls to minimize error. This process is con-

tinuous in tracking tasks.

The control order of a system is determined by

the order of the mathematical equation necessary

to define the human transfer function. Zero order,

or position control, means the operator's control

output directly determines the system output; the

only concern is the necessary amplification or

gain (equivalent to arithmetic multiplication). First

order, or rate control, means the operator must

perform an operation equivalent to differentiation

to perform the task. Second order, or acceleration

control, in effect, requires double differentiation.

In general, tasks involving second-order or

higher order functions are not suitable for man-

ual systems. There is evidence that humans per-

form integration better than differentiation, but

performance deteriorates if too much such activ-

ity is required. These requirements often can be

eliminated by designing the machine to perform

integrating and differentiating functions and to

display the results of these computations to the
operator. Such "aiding" of the operator makes

integrated flight control displays more effective

than the sum of the input data.

Servosystems. In the type of system under dis-

cussion, man operates in a manner analogous to

a closed-loop servosystem. A basic assumption of

574-271 O- 75 -pt. 2 - 14
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linearity-that the observed response of a sys-

tem to multiple inputs equals the sum of the re-

sponse to the separate inputs-is made in servo-

system theory. However, humans are not linear.

In practice, functions are developed for particular

cases that consist of a linear component and a

remnant. The latter includes both systematic non-
linear elements and noise elements that are ran-

dom and unpredictable.

The ability of pilots to operate manual control

systems successfully in response to various forc-

ing functions has been studied extensively. Speci-

fication of successful tracking limits of complex

functions, such as those that occur in turbulent

air, is of particular importance to aircraft design-

ers. Human bandwidth characteristics preclude

successful operation at frequencies higher than

approximately 3 Hz. Because the operational re-

gimes of manned spacecraft have not encountered

extensive regions of such random phenomenon as

turbulence, system design has been somewhat

simpler.

The inclusion of man in the control system

rather than use of a servosystem is desirable be-

cause the crewman is inherently adaptive. The

pilot is not only adaptive in a gain-varying sense,

but also he is adaptive in the sense of imposing

purpose. He can operate to varying criteria of pre-

cision and time to complete a given maneuver.

This is particularly important in spacecraft en-

ergy conservation.

The application of knowledge about man's ca-

pability to definition of his role in a new system

has been assessed in many ways. Walker [48]

endeavored to evaluate the benefit of the pilot to

the X-15 experimental rocket aircraft program.

He concluded that system redundancy in a piloted

vehicle gave the greatest potential for mission

success, and that elimination of either redundancy

or the pilot had comparable impact (an estimated

40% reduction in successful missions, based on

an analysis of 44 flights).

In another line of reasoning to define man's

role in space flight, the endeavor was to assess

his contribution to time-dependent system re-

liability [19, 20, 31, 38]. With the use of per-

formance data characteristic of systems oper-
ational between 1950 and 1960, various studies
led to the conclusions that man's contribution

to mission success lay in the maintenance of

redundant systems, and that for long-term mis-

sions, he was cost-effective in this role. Such

arguments are highly sensitive to the state

of the art in electronic piece parts, and the

effect of integrated circuits was not foreseen.

Although these study results continue to have
force for some electromechanical and mechani-

cal systems, the argument is substantially mod-

ified from the early conception of primarily
electronic system maintenance.

Stress. In contrast to those considerations

that argued for the inclusion of man in space

systems, there have been concerns about man's

response to the physiologic and psychologic

stresses of space flight. Isolation, confinement,

and disruption of the diurnal cycle have been

studied as significant forms of stress [25, 37,

49, 51, 52]. In general, experimental studies

identify performance degradations, such as

longer periods required to complete tasks,

higher error rates in the execution of tasks, and

reduced ability to concentrate.

In the limited number of space flights so far,

such performance losses have not been observed.

Failure to observe such degradation is attributed

to substantial overtraining of flight crews for the

tasks they must perform, diverse and interesting

stimuli present in the real environment con-
trasted with minimum stimulation environment

in simulations, and stronger motivation in

flight crews compared with test subjects. The

selection of cosmonauts and astronauts is strongly

biased to identify men of superior psychologic

stability and stress tolerance. The relevance of

sensory deprivation studies to current space-

flight operations seems marginal. Confinement

is not frustrating to the crewman's purpose or

desire; the flight activities required of him are

varied and demanding, not minimal and mo-

notonous. Finally, the crewman is in frequent or

continuous voice communication involving both

work and social topics. Normal operations of

space flight contrast significantly with the con-

ditions that induce isolation symptoms.

Work-rest cycles. The variation of work-rest

cycles has been studied intensively because of

its significance to productivity and safety. Op-

erator efficiency is highest when a stable 24-h
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periodof workandrestis mamtalneu...... File ,,Lost

important benchmark is a consistent time for

sleep. Other cycles, such as 4 h work followed by
4 or 2 h sleep, have been studied and are less

satisfactory, both physiologically and psycho-

logically, than the customary 24-h day, with an

uninterrupted 8 h sleep.

Although the orbital period of the spacecraft

may be only 90 min and the track over the ground

varies continuously, generally it has been pos-

sible to design spacecraft systems and plan

flights so crews can sleep their accustomed

cycle.

A common argument for the inclusion of man

in a system is the use of human judgment; that

is, the ability of man to perceive the relevant

in novel situations and to improvise and react

intelligently to the unanticipated. This argu-

ment, although hard to quantify, is applied

equally to man's role as a system operator or as
a scientific observer and is consistent with

historical experience (e.g., Darwin's insight as

a function of his voyage on the Beagle).

The role of the crew in manned spacecraft,

as it has reflected these theories, considerations,

and studies, is discussed in subsequent sections

of this chapter.

GEOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS

The most prominent characteristic of manned

spacecraft is orientation of seating so that

launch and entry loads are imposed on the

crewman transversely, that is, from front to
back rather than from head to foot. This orienta-

tion maximizes physiologic tolerance to accelera-

tion. Orientation of interior work stations

is fixed by this consideration in Mercury, Gemini,

Vostok, and Voskhod spacecraft. In the Apollo

command module, a second array of interior

work stations is oriented at 90 ° to the launch-

and entry-oriented main display console. These

stations are used for operation of the navi-

gation optics, food preparation, and other

functions. The Apollo lunar module was con-

figured so as to provide maximum visibility

with the smallest possible window. Because

flight acceleration loads are less than 1 g and

the worst-case landing impact loads are small,

1 I ".1the crewmen carl aitenuate such loaus with

their legs and be positioned upright close to

the front of the spacecraft with the window

oriented so that they can see down, ahead, and
to the sides.

The Soviet Soyuz spacecraft has two habitable

modules: the command module, with primary
controls arranged in panels accessible from the

: launch and entry couch; and an orbital module,

with stowage compartments and work stations

arranged around the periphery of the space-

craft. The Salyut configuration establishes a

conventional gravity-oriented architectural ar-
rangement relative to a floor on one side of the

spacecraft. This spacecraft has three discrete,

though not isolated, volumes: transfer tunnel,

console area, and (in the region of maximum

diameter) a large working area. Instruments and

viewing ports are provided at locations through-

out the spacecraft.

The Skylab configuration is controlled by the

need to maintain a central-axis transit passage
and by the endeavor to achieve a conventional

architectural arrangement normal to the major

axis of the spacecraft. By all previous standards,

the Skylab orbital workshop module is a spacious

spacecraft. This configuration is attributable, in

part, to its derivation from an existing structure,

the Saturn IVB (S-IVB) stage, and in part to

the need for assessing the value of greater

volume to the operational effectiveness of longer
missions. Volume use rate also will be low,

reflecting the restrictions of the initial launch

weight and the limited payload to and from Sky-

lab that can be accommodated by the Apollo

command module. Distribution of volume among

so many modules and levels has some disad-

vantages in the loading and transportation of

equipment through the assembly.

The general configurations for each American

spacecraft and current Soviet manned space-
craft are shown in Figures 1 to 5.

The relationship of crew size, pressurized

volume, and usable volume of each spacecraft
is shown in Table 2. The usable volume is de-

fined as that within the pressure vessel not

occupied by equipment and that can be used for

temporary stowage, movement by the crewmen,

or other functions that enhance habitability. The
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FIGURE 1.--Mercury capsule internal arrangement.

volumes increase noticeably from the first to the

present spacecraft configurations. For the Mer-

cury and Apollo command module spacecraft,

the relationship of the pressurized volume to

effective free volume reflects that most equip-

ment was installed within the pressure vessel.

Gemini and lunar module spacecraft had only

the crew instrument panels and portions of the

environmental control system installed within

the pressure vessel. Estimates of the volumes for
Soviet spacecraft indicate similar arrangements.

There are relationships of spacecraft volume,

mission duration, and crew size to similar values

for submersibles and aircraft (Fig. 6). In all

vehicles, the pressurized or conditioned volume
of the vehicle increases as a function of both

crew size and mission duration. Mission duration

can be varied extensively for a given vehicle;

however, for smaller vehicles, significant stresses

may be placed on the crewmen.

Fraser [15], in 1965, reviewed extensively the

literature compiled on the effects of confine-

ment. He indicates that motivated and experi-

enced personnel, occupied with meaningful tasks
and informed as to the status and duration of the

mission, need a volume of 0.7 to 3.5 mZ/man

for missions of 7-10 d and that 4.24 mZ/man

appears to be adequate for missions as long as

30 d. Present spacecraft are adequate by such

standards, which flight experience substantiates.

However, more general experience indicates that

such cramped quarters are not eflqcient for larger

populations or for small crews subjected to high

workloads.

Stresses placed on the crew by limited volume
are: lack of movement and exercise that leads

to physiological deconditioning; loss of et_ciency

as two or more crewmen endeavor to pursue their

duties without interfering with each other; and

sleep disturbance when one crewman's motion
disturbs others.

Spacecraft dimensional characteristics become
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FIGURE 2.-Gemini spacecraft equipment arrangement.

significant as total spacecraft size and volume in-

crease. Movement of crewmen and equipment

can disturb the spacecraft and experiments. Such
movements also can induce crew hazards from

too-rapid free flight, tumbling, and impact on

protuberances. Crewmen must also exercise

caution in movement to avoid inducing vestibular
disturbances.

Crew and medical reports indicate that in-

creased volume of the Apollo spacecraft and

opportunity for movement have removed many

of the discomforts and debilitating effects of the

close confinement characteristics of Mercury

and Gemini spacecraft. For future space vehicles

with increased performance, more volume for

each occupant will enhance both efficiency of

operation and habitability.

STOWAGE, HOUSEKEEPING, AND
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITIES

The weightless environment, confined volume,

and considerations of safety and efficiency make

stowage accommodations and housekeeping pro-

cedures a significant part of the crewman's total

activity. During extravehicular activity (EVA),

safety precautions become even more significant.

The dynamics of object movement in orbit are

such that items not secured to the spacecraft or

to the crewman will separate rapidly; conse-

quently, efficient operation requires orderly pro-

cedures and careful stowage and handling of all

items. Because of inherent interdependency of

extravehicular activities with stowage and house-

keeping, these tasks are discussed collectively.
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The Mercury spacecraft pilot was restrained by 
his couch harness assembly and by the space- 
craft’s interior confines. The spacecraft was de- 
signed as a one-man vehicle, with all items neces- 
sary for either vehicle control or personal use 
within reach from the crewman’s restrained posi- 
tion in the couch. Only one stowage compartment 
was available, which was used for flight check- 
lists and other documents. Other equipment items 
were stowed in bags, pouches, or on specific at- 
tachments to the interior structure. 

The Gemini Program introduced a spacecraft 
with a two-place, side-by-side seating configura- 
tion (Fig. 2). Quarters were still cramped, and 
essential cockpit activities again were confined to 
the approximate reach envelope of the seated 
crew. However, increasing activity by the crew- 
man in more complex mission operations is evi- 
denced by the increased number of stowed items 

comparcd with that of the Mercury spacwraft 
(Table 3). The advent of several compartments 
within the cockpit for stowage of specific items 
generated the need for disciplined management 
of loose items to make efficient use of space, avoid 
time lost searching for stowage space for items 
in use, or recover from stowage items required 
for anticipated activities. 

The increase in the number and scope of Apollo 
and Skylah mission objectives is indicated by the 
growth in the number of stoweditems. This growth 
reflects increase in crew size, duration of missions, 
and emphasis on scientific objectives as opera- 
tional maturity evolves. An analysis of the infor- 
mation in Table 3 shows that growth is caused 
primarily by time-dependent operational items 
(e.g., food and film) and by increased emphasis on 
scientific and applications experiment activities. 

The number of items increased, also the di- 

FIGURE 3. - Apollo command and lunar module configuration. 
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FIGURE 4. - Skylab spacecraft configuration. 

versity and complexity of the items. Table 3 indi- 
cates that the number of stowed items increased 
by a factor of 4, even when the items attributable 
to more crewmen and a longer mission were 
omitted. 

A problem not apparent in the tabulation of this 
experience is the demand placed on the crew to 
become familiar with all equipment manipula- 
tions. Each unit is simple in its operation and 
stowage, but the proliferation of such items places 

great demands on the crew. To contend with these 
factors, extensive use of decals and placards with 
appropriate instructions is required which helps 
to minimize training requirements and save tirm 
during mission operations. 

EVA Consideration3 
Preparation for EVA is one of the most demand- 

ing activities for space crews. The cabin to be de- 
pressurized must be properly organized, the equip- 
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ment donned, and its operation tested. In the 
limited volume of the spacecraft, this requires 
well-planned procedures, teamwork, and exten- 
sive training. The need for such careful simula- 
tion and training was established during some of 
the early Gemini extravehicular activities, when 
astronauts were not able to complete planned 
tasks. The simulation of weightlessness by water 
immersion has been an effective method for de- 
veloping procedures and training astronauts. The 

water immersion simulation is augmented by short 
periods of zero g produced in aircraft. 

Both astronauts and cosmonauts report that 
EVA is pleasant, with no difficulties in orientation 
[18, 211. The crewman appears to use his body or 
the spacecraft as a frame of reference and is not 
disturbed by his relative location to the Earth and 
spacecraft. Because vision is the only sense stim- 
ulated and because it provides adequate refer- 
ence, there are apparently none of the illusions 

11 

L 

Design outline of the “Salyut” orbiting scientific station 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 

Antennas for the rendezvous 
radiotechnical system 

Solar battery panels 
Antennas for the radio 
telemetric systems 
Beacons 
Orion stellar telescope 
Air-conditioning unit 
Motion picture camera 
Photographic equipment 
Equipment for biological 
experiments 
Refrigerator for food supply 

11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 

15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 

Sleeping berth 
Water supply tanks 
Water collectors 
Motors of orientation system 

Fuel tanks 
Sanitary and hygiene unit 
Micrometeroid registration sensor 
Treadmill 
Work table 
Central control post 
Tanks for pressure charging system 
Cosmonauts’ sighting device 
Engine assembly of the Soyuz spacecraft 

FIGURE 5. - Soyuz-Salyut spacecraft configuration. 
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TABLE 2.-Relationship of Crew Size and Spacecraft Volume
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Pressurized Effective spacecraft Habitable volume

Spacecraft No. crewmen volume, 1 m a interior free per crewman, m 3

volume, 1 m a

Mercury 1 1.42 0.71 0.71

Vostok 1 2.55 2.00 2.00

Gemini 2 2.27 1.15 .57

Voskhod 2 or 3 4.85 3.68 1.84/1.23

Apollo

Command module 3 8.95 7.27 2.41

Lunar module 2 6.63 5.25 2.62

Soyuz

Command module 1 to 3 4.81 3.96 3.96/1.32

Orbital module 1 to 3 6.22 4.53 4.53/1.51

Salyut 3 90.00 81.00 27.00

Skylab

Cummand module

Orbital assembly total

Multiple docking assembly

Airlock module

Orbital workshop

8.95

351.17 a

32.57

16.99

301.61

7.24

316.06

28.30

12.74

279.71

2.41

105.35

1 Pressurized volumes are derived from design data for US spacecraft and from reports in literature for USSR spacecraft.

2 All effective free-volume estimates are based on geometric analyses.

3 Total volume of all modules of the orbital assembly.

customary when sensory cues conflict. Certain

visual illusions are present to a greater degree

than when the crewman is inside the spacecraft;

bright stars seem closer, and dim stars seem far-

ther away. This illusion appears to somedegree
in all orbital and in many high-altitude aircraft

flights.

The _t-g environment of the lunar surface proved

to be both a help and hindrance to crewmen dur-

ing EVA. Loads heavy and cumbersome in 1 g

become quite manageable in _ g. However, light-

weight items reacting readily to Earth gravity tend

to respond quite slowly in reduced gravity and

can become critical in the development of a proper
time line. Lightweight items, such as thermal

blankets, have inherent stiffness and must be

placed in the specific location desired in the

_-g environment; in a 1-g environment, the mass

overcomes the stiffness and items fall into place.

To develop the lunar surface time line properly

for a given mission, the crew begins exercises

without suits to gain familiarity with all items and

progresses through a set of activities wherein

each step approximates more closely the actual

lunar surface activity in terms of procedural

details and time planned. Final practice runs are

made in pressurized suits using working models

of actual hardware and adhering strictly to time

allocations and procedural details.

Adaptation to the _-g environment has proved

reasonably rapid. Movement across the surface

averages 0.38 m/s during the first excursion and

increases to an average of 0.61 m/s for later ex-
cursions.

Despite the extensive training, the activities

take almost 30% longer during flight than during

training. This additional time is caused, in part,

by the extra time required for each movement
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whenmomentsof inertiaarehighandcontrol
capabilitydependentupongravityforceslow,
andinpartby thetimerequiredto assesschar-
acteristicsof thereal-timesituation.

TheEVAexperiencesofarisshowninTable4.
Anincreasingdemandhasbeenplacedonlunar
missioncrewsin termsoftimeallocatedtoactual
surfaceEVAexcursions.As theApolloprogram
matured,greaterconfidencewasgainedinhard-
wareperformance,andcrewcapabilitywasbet-
ter understood,therewasa largercommitment
to surfaceEVAasafunctionoftotalsurfacestay
time.TheinitialApollomissioncommittedonly
10%ofsurfacestaytimetoEVA,whilesubsequent
missionscommittedasmuchas30%oftotallunar
staytime.Mostofthisadditionalexplorationca-
pabilitywasafunctionofsystematicallymaturing
hardwareandprocedures.

OrbitalEVAprovedmorepredictableassoon
as propertechniquesweredesigned.Efficient
methodsprovidedfor thereturnofprimaryimage
materialsto Earth,addingsignificantlyto the
lunarscienceexperiments.In Skylab,therewere
provisionsfor EVAto recoverthefilmcanisters
fromtheApollotelescopemount.Thetechniques
for this operationincludedtheuseof handrails,
tethers,and supportssimilarto thoseusedon
Gemini12,Soyuz,andApollospacecraftfor ex-
travehiculartransfer,andfor film recoveryfrom
theApolloscientificinstrumentmodule.

Structuralfailureof themeteoroidshielddur-
inglaunchandsubsequentfailureduringthemis-
sionofotherequipmentledto agreatnumberof
excursionsandtasksnotconsideredin theorigi-
nalplans.Thecrewsuccessfullyexecutedrepairs
andadjustmentsfor whichno preflightdesign
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T .... 3.-Spacecraft ..... _ ......... e, ts ....
(All numbers are typical and vary for specific missions)
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Class of equipment

Food and hygiene?

no. items

Experiment equipment,

no. items

Television and photo-

graphic equipment,

no. items

Extravehicular activity

equipment, no. items

Operational equipment,

no. items

Total no. of items

No. stowage compart-

ments

Nominal mission

duration, d

No. crewmen

Mercury Gemini

Spacecraft

1

Skylab iApollo

Lunar module Orbital assembly module

Command Command i

module Ascent Descent module _ Multiple Airlock Orbital

stage stage docking module workshop

adapter

10 46 200 40 0 45 0 0 743

16 7 12 4 33 22 192 6 330

7 52

0 21

15 70

48 !96

0 13

40 18 7 35 0 0 254

30 62 5 35 1 2 14

230 89 8 285 44 417 455

5!2 213 53 422 237 425 1796

32 22 8 32 14 8 186

8-14 1-3 5 140

3 2 3 3

_-1½ 3-14

l 2

t Planned.

For each of three spacecraft.

a One unit of food is three meals for one man.

provisions had been made. The success of these

endeavors confirms the adequacy of the basic de-

sign provisions and the training regimen. Orbital

EVA offers no significant difficulty if the crewman

has adequate cooling in his life-support system

and mounting provisions which allow him to react

to forces appropriately.

Increased duration and complexity of missions;

increased number, duration, and complexity

of extravehicular activities; and forces during

launch, spacecraft maneuver, and entry all

demand orderly progression of equipment from

stowed positions to use positions and to disposi-

tion locations. Many hours are spent by crews

during preflight training to become thoroughly

familiar with stowage provisions for each item

and with the sequence in which the item is un-

stowed, used, and restowed or jettisoned. The

precision with which these actions are performed
has significant influence on the time allotments

provided within the operational time line. Realis-

tic values must be determined during preflight

training for the times to be allocated to these

activities in the mission flight plan. All astro-

nauts and cosmonauts, during and after their

missions, have remarked on the importance of

order and discipline in these activities to effi-

cient conduct of the mission. The consistency

with which this aspect of each mission is dis-

cussed by astronauts and cosmonauts indicates

that this aspect of accommodating to the weight-

less environment is a source of significant stress,

where new design approaches might be beneficial.

It is noteworthy that only in these housekeeping
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TABLE 4.-Extravehicular Activity Summary

Mission

Voskhod 2

Gemini 4

Gemini 9

Gemini 10

Gemini 11

Gemini 12

Soyuz 4

Soyuz 5

Apollo 9

Apollo 11

ApoHo 12

Type of EVA

Earth-orbital

Earth-orbital

Earth-orbital

Earth-orbital

Earth-orbital

Earth-orbital

Earth-orbital

Earth-orbital

Earth-orbital

Lunar-surface

Lunar-surface

Objective

Demonstrate feasi-

bility of EVA

Demonstrate feasibility

of EVA

Demonstrate maneu-

vering capability
with hand-held

maneuvering unit

(HHMU)

Retrieve experiment

package

Demonstrate astronaut

maneuvering unit

(AMU)

Perform experimental

star photography

Retrieve experiment

package

Evaluate HHMU

Perform star photog-

raphy

Remarks

First EVA; all

objectives satisfied

All objectives were

satisfied

Successfully retrieved

experiment package

Difl%ulty in AMU

donning and visor

fogging led to early

termination of EVA

All objectives were

satisfied

First transfer of

tethered crewman

between undocked,

orbiting vehicles

Experiment package

retrieved

EVA terminated early

because of metabolic

overload of crewman

All objectives were

satisfied

Transfer successful

Transfer successful

All objectives were

satisfied

This was first two-man

EVA

All objectives were

satisfied

This was first lunar-

surface EVA

Standup

EVA time,

h:min

0 0

0 0

Perform simple work

tests

Evaluate HHMU

Perform star photog-

raphy

Evaluate matrix of

simple tasks

Evaluate translation

and restraint aids

Perform experimental

photography

Transfer crewman

between spacecraft

Transfer crewman

between spacecraft

Demonstrate lunar

module to command

module transfer

capability

Demonstrate adequacy

of Apollo EVA equip-

ment and procedures
Demonstrate lunar-

surface EVA

capability

Gather samples

Emplace experiment

station

Emplace experiment

station

All objectives were

satisfied

00:50

02:10

03:24

00:47

Umbilical

EVA time,

h:min

00:12

00:36

02:07

00:39

00:33

02:06

Free

EVA time,

h:min

00:15

00:15

00:47

02:48 per

astronaut

07:56 per

astronaut

_ v2RoDUCIBILITY OF
:_,_-_:_INAL PAGE I_ POOB
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TABLE 4. -Extravehicular _ctivity Summary- Continued

Mission

Apollo 12-

Con.

Apollo 14

Apollo 15

Apollo 16

Apollo 17

Skylab

1st visit

Type of EVA

Lunar-surface

Lunar-surface

Trans-Earth

Lunar-surface

Trans-Earth

Lunar-surface

Trans-Earth

Objective [ Remarks

Conduct geological

traverse and

sampling

Inspect and recover

parts of Surveyor 3

spacecraft

Perform scientific

experiments '

Emplace an experiment

station

Conduct geological

traverse

Perform scientific

experiments

Emplace an experiment

station

Conduct extended trav-

erse using lunar

roving vehicle

Recover film from

service module

instrument bay

Perform scientific

experiments

Emplace an experiment

station

Conduct extended trav-

erse using lunar

roving vehicle

Recover film from

service module

instrument bay

Perform scientific

experiments

Emplace an experi-

ment station

Conduct extended

.traverse using lunar

roving vehicle

Recover film from

service module

instrument bay

Earth-orbital Deploy failed solar

array

Deploy failed solar

array

Retrieved and installed

film packs

Retrieved and installed

film pack

Deployed samples

Repaired equipment

See footnote at end of table.

All objectives were

satisfied

All objectives were

satisfied

All objectives were

satisfied

All objectives were

satisfied

Attempt failed

All objectives were

satisfied

Standup

EVA time,

h:min

00:38

00:35

Umbilical

EVA time,

tl:min

00:39

01:24

01:07

4:59 per

a_trollaUt

Free

EVA time,

h:min

09:20 per

astronaut

18:35 per

astronaut

20:15 per

astronaut

22:04 per

astronaut
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TABLE 4.-Extravehicular Activity Summary-Continued

Mission

5kylab _-

Con.

2nd visit

3rd visit

Type of EVA Objective Remarks

All objectives were

satisfied

Retrieved and installed

fihn packs and

samples

Mounted experiment

Deployed sunshade

Repaired gyros and

experiment covers

Cleaned occulting
disk

Installed and retrieved

film pack

Mounted samples and

experiment and ex-

periment apparatus

Repaired experiment

apparatus

Observed Comet

Kohoutek

Documented space-

craft exterior

systems

Made atmospheric and

contamination

observations

All objectives were

satisfied

Standup

EVA time,

h:min

Umbilical

EVA time,

h:min

13:42 per

astronaut

22:15 per

astronaut

Free

EVA time,

h:min

1 Preplanned mission objectives contained 18 discrete tasks and required 14:30 hours of EVA for each of the crewmen.

Contingency and mission objective opportunity tasks numbered 51 and extended actual total EVA time to 40:56 for each of

two crewmen and an additional 35 minutes of standup EVA.

activities and in the related extravehicular activi-

ties does flight performance require significantly

longer amounts of time than performance in

training simulators.

CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS

The complexity, size, and number of display

consoles in spacecraft have increased with more

complicated missions and design commitment
to the maximum effective use of crewmen. Panel

layouts from each US spacecraft are shown in

Figures 7-11 and for Soyuz spacecraft in Figure

12. This growth, in terms of types and number of

components for US spacecraft, is shown in Table

5. The technology of display and control com-

ponents grew substantially more sophisticated

from Project Mercury to the Gemini program, and

this new technology was further refined for the

Apollo and Skylab programs. Increased com-

plexity of the displays and controls emphasizes

the importance of crew functions on success

of the mission; the emphasis is on finding the

most efficient means to convey information to
the crew.

The Mercury display and control panel is

noteworthy for relative simplicity of displays,

large number of sequential backup controls, and

prominence of sequence and time displays. The

instrument panel illustrated in Figure 7, for the

last flight (Mercury-Atlas 9), reflects the most

complex configuration of the series. The major

factors in the derivation of this configuration
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"rlaD_r,.... o.--_,,_,,=P ..... Control and n-,_l_, rr ....... ;o,;_o

Device characteristic

Panels
Work stations

Control elements (total)

Circuit breakers

Toggle switches

Pushbutton switches

Muhiposition rotary switches

Continuous rotary switches
Mechanical devices

Unique devices a

Display elements (total) _
Circular meters

Linear meters

Digital readouts
Event indicators

Unique displays 4

lnflight measurement points _
Telemetered

Displayed on board

Caution and warning

Input

Analog signal

Discrete signal

Output

Mercury Gemini

3 7

1 2

98 286

(20) 2 107

56 123

8 20

6 19

3 0

3 13

2 4

45 68

16 7

0 25

3 14

19 16

7 6

100 225

85 202

53 75

9 10

9 10

0 0

9 l0

Spacecraft

Apollo

Com- Lunar

mand module

module

28 12

5 2

721 378

264 160

326 144

13 7

21 16

35 21

57 26
5 4

131 144

24 6

33 25

18 13

47 96

9 4

475 473

336 279

280 214

64 145

42 45

22 100

35 34

Com-

mand

module

26

5

76O

256

372

15

19

36

57

5

152

23

33

19

68

9

521
365

289

61

33

28

35

Skylab

Orbital assembly module
1¢

Multiple

docking Airlock

adapter

31 58

3 4

350 694

19 307

239 326

12 0

50 22

17 3

7 35

6 1

222 323

1 0

14 64

2O 1

182 258

5 0

918 521

918 521

167 129

97 91

2 87

95 4

13 38

i Numbers for each program vary, depending on particular spacecraft.
2Fuses, not circuit breakers, used in Mercury.
a Three-axis hand controllers, computer keyboards, etc.
4 Flight director attitude indicator, computer displays, entry monitor, cross points.

Orbital

workshop

74

8

363

214

88

0

32

9

18

2

116

2

42

18

5O

4

281

230

30

8

were:

the principle that there would be redundant

means available to accomplish all critical

functions;

the need to have available both on-board and

ground data concerning the status of con-

sumables;

the need, with intermittent communications,

to maintain a common time reference with

the ground control system to control mission

sequences and the retrofire maneuver, which

initiates ballistic entry.

To save weight and power, attitude was dis-

played on a meter with three movements: a hori-

zontal needle moving in the vertical plane for

pitch and two vertical needles (one at the top and

one at the bottom) moving horizontally to display

yaw and roll. Attitude rates were displayed on

separate movements arranged around the attitude

indicator.
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tion and control system could perform all the 
critical flight maneuver sequences; in fact, the 
system had been used for unmanned flights. On 

+L- L,LL  -ro..rmen bIb.....UI. =sed 2 
rate-command mode to conserve propellants. The 
simplicity of the systerii reflects minimal demands 
on the crewman and simplicity of the mission. 

The Vostok and Voskhod spacecraft also had 
relatively simple controls and displays. Both 
portholes and a periscope were used for viewing 
outside the spacecraft. Systems displays were 
simple, circular meter movements. The most 
prominent display element was an Earth sphere 
that provided reference to groundtrack. 

The Gemini panel (Fig. 8) was notably more 
complex than that of the Mercury. The Gemini 
panel introduced the computer keyboard and 
digital readout; the integrated display of attitude, 
attitude error, and rates on the flight director 

manned fiig;,t3, as * 

attitude indicator: the comparative display uf re- 
dundant system conditions; vertical-scale meters; 
and the extensive use of circuit breakers, not 
only to protect circuits but also to disarm selected 
systems rillring certain mission phases. The panel 
arrangement was similar to that of aircraft, in 
that flight-control displays were furnished for 
each crewman (command pilot and pilot), sup- 
porting systems were centrally located and 
shared, propulsion systems were primarily acces- 
sible to the command pilot, and navigational 
systems were primarily accessible to the pilot. 

Increased complexity of the spacecraft and 
mission objectives resulted in additional sub- 
systems (e.g. the inertial reference unit, the radar 
system, and the computer) and in greater com- 
plexity and redundancy in other systems (e.g. 
the attitude maneuvering system and electrical 
power systems). These complexities were re- 
flected in the larger number of display and control 

Instrument panels 

Spacecraft 20 

Main 

FIGURE 7. -Mercury spacecraft instrument panel. 
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FIGURE 8. -Gemini spacecraft displays and controls. 

elements and increased telemetry of data to the 
ground. To accommodate display requirements, 
many of the meters were time-shared among 
several parameters for a subsystem or among 
redundant systems for a single parameter. 

Experience with the display and control system 
indicated that the integrated display of attitude 
and rate information on the flight director atti- 
tude indicator was superior to the Mercury dis- 
play. For most flight modes, a local vertical 
reference was useful; for rendezvous, however, 
maneuvers were more effectively visualized in a 
target-centered inertial frame. 

The use of vertical-scale meters conserved 
panel space and provided a more effective cross- 
check than had been attainable on the Mercury 

5 1 4 - 2 7 1  0 - 1 5  - ~ t .  2 - 15 

spacecraft with circular meters that were in line 
only at the 9 and 3 o'clock positions. Sirnilarity 
of the cockpit to that of high-performance air- 
craft illustrates the degree to which .the crew had 
been allocated a similar role. With ground as- 
sistance in navigation and flight planning, the 
mission could be conducted from on-board the 
spacecraft. 

The Apollo command module and lunar module 
display and control panels (Figs. 9, 10) are three 
to four times more complex than the Gemini 
panel. The increase in complexity results from 
additional mission phases and level of system 
redundancy provided. The Apollo Program in- 
cludes all the elements of planetary exploration. 
No previous spacecraft has had more than a 
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fraction of this capability; at least a second gener-

ation of spacecraft must be developed before

another program will require such capability.

The left side of the main panel of the command

module (Fig. 9) is arranged for the commander

and has the displays and controls for launch,

entry, and all propulsive maneuvers. The center

section provides access to guidance, navigation,

and propulsion functions; the right center and

right panels contain primary displays and con-
trols for the sustaining systems (environmental

control, communications, and electrical power).

In addition to the main panel array accessible

from the couch, 17 to 20 other panels are located
elsewhere in the command module. The most

significant are the guidance and navigation

station in the lower equipment bay, where navi-

gational optics are located, and the environmental

control system management panel in the lower

left equipment bay, where a large number of

mechanical controls are located. The other panels

have controls and displays for special system

functions.

In Figure 9 and in Table 5, several trends are

evident in the Apollo console arrangement.

Circular meters are used in only a few cases and

only for parameters with a limited range of ex-

cursion; vertical meters are predominant and

are time-shared by switching to display a param-

eter for several redradant systems; prominence

in access and visibility is provided for the flight

director attitude indicator, the display and key-

board, and the caution and warning matrix; dis-

crete elements (such as circuit breakers, toggle

switches, and event indicators) are used exten-

sively. Discrete controls and displays are used

751 3 7"_

......1.Flightlcontrol 5. Cautio a d warning

2. Sequencing 6. Environmental
3. Communications 7. Electrical

4. Propulsion

FIGURE9.--Apollo command module display and control panel.
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FIGURE 10.- Apollo lunar module display and control panel.

more extensively in diagnostic procedures than

in nominal system reconfiguration.

The lunar module panel (Fig. 10)indicates

many of the same points noted for the command

module panels. Circular displays are used only

for secondary parameters; unique devices, such

as the flight director attitude indicator, the dis-

play and keyboard, and data entry and display

assembly are most prominent. The large number
of discrete control elements is related to the

several configurations of the lunar module after

launch; that is, to the parallelism of ascent- and

descent-stage subsystems for electrical power,

environmental control, and propulsion. The

panel arrangement is typical for two-man, side-

by-side flight vehicles. Each astronaut has the

primary flight instruments located in the same
visual scan area with a window. The commander

on the left has access to the flight-control and

propulsion systems; the lunar module pilot on

the right has access to the alternate flight-control

system, the abort guidance assembly, and the

sustaining systems.

One of the most significant aspects of the

lunar module displays is the importance of the

caution and warning system. This system is

substantially more complex than that in any

other spacecraft because the lunar module is

either in powered flight (landing, ascent, and

rendezvous) or in a dormant state (while the

crew sleeps or is absent on the lunar surface)

during its active life. Because these mission

characteristics allow the lunar module crew

little time to monitor many subsystem functions,

the caution and warning system and the Mission

Control Center via telemetry act as a third crew-

member to perform this status monitoring
function.

The Skylab command module displays repre-

sent only minor modifications from the Apollo
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configuration,but the controlsanddisplaysin
the remainderof the modulesarea significant
departurefrompreviousspacecraft.Forexample,
Figure11showsthecontrolsanddisplaysforthe
Apollotelescopemount.This panel,locatedin
themultipledockingadapter,providesforcontrol
of thesolartelescopesandinstrumentslocated
on themount.Whilethis panelis of thesame
orderof complexityastheGeminicontrolsand
displays,its purposeis to acquirescientificdata,
nottoconductflightoperations.

Notablecharacteristicsof the panelare:use
of cathode-raytubesto displaytelescopeviews
and amplitude-timeplot of x-rayactivity;ex-
tensiveuseof digitaldisplays;andrelativelylow
proportionofdatadisplayedtothosetelemetered.
Again,the typesof displaysreflectadvancesin
spacecrafttechnology,suchascathode-raytubes

beingconditionedto endurelaunchvibration
andaccelerationenvironments.Digitaldisplays
arerequiredto provideadequatescaleresolution
fortheparametersofinterest.

Thefractionofdatadisplayedtoensureproper
dataacquisitionisasmallproportionofthosedata
requiredfor eventualanalysis.Thisreflectsthe
programandflightplanningemphasisonusing
flightcrewtime to acquiredata,with data re-
ductionand analysisto be performedon the
ground.A certainamountof dataanalysiswill
bemadeduringthe missionto allowevaluation
of achievementandto replanfurtherdataac-
quisition.Thedesignlogicof thisconsoleis the
sameasthatfor theflightcontrolsanddisplays.
Theobjectiveistoprovideacapabilityforautono-
mousspacecraftoperation,which,in this case,
is supplementedby ground-baseddataanalysis

FIGUREll.-SkylabApollotelescopemountdisplaysandcontrols.
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FIGURE 12. -Soyuz display and control panels. 

and up-link command to enhance effectiveness 
and reliability. 

The bulk of controls and displays in the orbital 
assembly is used for experiment operation and 
control, which is shown in Table 5 .  The opera- 
tional instruments are used primarily for house- 
keeping; that is, maintenance of thermal and 
habitable environments and control of con- 
sumables such as water, oxygen, nitrogen, and 
electrical power. 

The magnitude of this trend to increase 
scientific operations relative to flight systems is 
evident from the number of work stations and 
panels in the orbital assembly modules. The 
large number of panels reflects the number of 
experiment installations in each of the various 

modules. The numbers in Table 5 indicate that 
each panel is small and devoted to operational 
controls for the experiment. Data for experiments 
other than the Apollo telescope mount are re- 
turned to the ground primarily by voice link 
during the mission, and by written forms, film, 
and magnetic tape at the end of each crew visit. 

For all spacecraft, the degree to which the 
flightcrew can be  assisted by the ground in 
system monitoring is indicated by comparing the 
niurnber of avai!able neaswenierits displayed 
with those telemetered. The crew and the ground 
share a common set of parameters; that is, those 
parameters critical to crew safety and the correct 
execution of powered flight maneuvers. The 
ground also has access to a large number of 
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sensorsnot displayedto the crew,as well as
accessto dataona continuousbasisthatis ac-
cessibleto the crewonly asa discreteevent.
Theground-basedflightcontrolteamcanmain-
tain continuoustime historiesof parameters,
neverneedsto timeshareparametersonadis-
play, and has independenttrajectory data
availablefrom ground-basedtrackingthat are
notdirectlyavailableto thecrew.Also,ground-
basedpersonnelcansizetheirteamto thetask
at handandaffordto assigncontrollersto par-
ticular functionswithoutthe need for time
sharingtheir attentionamongseveralfunctions.
Becauseof theseadvantages,bothanalogand
discretedatanot furnishedthe crewaretele-
meteredto the ground,anddatathataretime-
sampledbythecrewaremonitoredcontinuously.
The groundhasprimaryresponsibilityfor de-
tectingall gradualdegradationfailure modes,
for example,gyro drift. Samplingrates are
selectedasafunctionof thedynamicvariability
of theparameterandtheresolutionrequiredfor
flightcontroldecisions.

Throughthespacecraftandexperimentstatus
informationconveyedby this telemetry,the
MissionControlCentermonitorsthespacecraft
for thecrewwhiletheysleepor addressthem-
selvesto scientificobservationsand experi-
ments.Thetelemetrydataallowboththeflight-
crewandMissionControlCenterto confirmthe
conditionsof all spacecraftsystemsandassure
thatproperproceduresarebeingfollowed.These
dataarealsousedto aidthecrewin replanning
theflighttotakeadvantageof unexpectedoppor-
tunitiesorrecoverfromthefailureofaparticular
instrumentor previouslyplannedexperiment.

Theuniquecontroldevicesanddisplaysare
primarilyassociatedwith flight controlof the
spacecraft.Theyare the mostcomplexof the
controlanddisplayelementsandcanbetypified
by a descriptionof the primaryguidanceand
navigationsystemdisplayandkeyboard.

The Apollo primary guidance and navigation

system's display and keyboard is the most com-

plex and powerful of the unique crew interface

elements (Fig. 13) [3, 22, 40]. It displays the status

of the computer, inertial systems, and program

within the computer. With this device, the crew

can monitor program status and activity, and

sequence and initialize the systems as desired.

Communication between crew and system is

conducted in terms of a set of program blocks

identifying specific functions such as preflight

operations (0X), monitoring launch (1X), and

lunar module rendezvous (7X). The second digit

identifies specific program activities within

each major set. Within each program block, a

set of two-digit verbs and nouns specifies actions

to be performed and the object of the action,

including the data to be entered into the calcu-

lation or to be displayed during the calculation.

The computer can also drive the flight director

attitude indicator sphere and error needles to

provide analog displays. Figure 14 illustrates

characteristics of a typical program element;

in this case, the program for executing a com-

mand module maneuver to change orbital param-

eters by using targeting information furnished
by the ground-based navigation system.

When the computer program requires a crew

management decision about the acceptability

of results or the need for new input data, the

crewman is queried by flashing the'verb and noun

displays. This two-way communication between

crew and computer is quite complex, requiring

approximately 10000 key strokes to complete

all elements of a lunar landing mission. Ap-

proximately 40% of all crew training for a lunar

landing mission is required to master the sys-

tem. In this system, as in the others described,

much of the complexity derives from providing

crew access to a very low level of function. To

guard against procedural errors, on-board data

are provided to reinitialize erasable memory if

an error occurs, and the probability of error is

reduced by training each crewman to a high

level of proficiency and assigning to each specific

mission phase operations.

Another class of crew activity, related to con-

trol and display, is effected by crew observation

of exterior objects through either the windows or

the optical systems used to aline the inertial

reference systems. In these activities, the crew

has the task of recognizing complex patterns

and providing either direct steering commands

or input data to the automatic systems. The crew

performs such functions in docking, rendezvous

targeting, erecting and alining the inertial plat-
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FIGURE 13.-Guidance and control

forms, aiming scientific instruments, and Ianding
the lunar module.

The view from the lunar module as it ap-

proaches lunar landing and the system used

during this maneuver are shown in Figure 15.

The display and keyboard of the primary

guidance and navigation system displays the

elevation and lateral angle of the target point.

If the target is not a suitable landing point, in

the pilot's judgment, he can redirect the system

to a more acceptable target by input of the coordi-

nates of the desired site. The computer will

then retarget. Alternatively, the crewman can

take over and perform the complete maneuver

manually. In this and other uses of the crew's

primary senses as part of spacecraft information

acquisition, there is no way to perform the func-
tion without the crewmen.

The Soyuz control panels (Fig. 12) illustrate

several notable differences from US spacecraft.

The main console consists of a central panel

system display and keyboard.

and two identical side panels. The side panels,

one accessible to each crewman, are the master

sequence controls and present a vertical column
of switches and annunciators activated in ac-

cordance with the mission phase and system

configuration desired.

The central console contains displays shared

by the two crewmen. The navigation indicator,

an Earth globe, displays latitude and longitude,

period of rotation, daylight and dark periods,

and nominal landing point. The caution and status

panel indicates subsystem status. The cathode-

ray tube is used to display systems performance
data and as a monitor for a television camera

located on the longitudinal axis. The television

scene is used for Earth viewing, rendezvous, and

docking. System status values also can be dis-

played on this tube. A rear screen projection

panel displays procedural data; when each

function' is completed, that inscription becomes

dim. A digital data entry device allows the crew-
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P30-External Delta V Program

Purpose:

1. To accept targeting parameters obtained

from a source(s) external to the CMC

and compute therefrom the required

velocity and other initial conditions re-

quired by the CMC for execution of the

desired maneuver. The targeting param-
eters inserted into the CMC are the

time of ignition(TIG) and the impulsive &V

along CSM local vertical axes at TIG.

2. To display to the astronaut and the

ground certain specific dependent vari-
ables associated with the desired maneu-

ver for approval by the astronaut/ground.

Assumptions:

1. Target parameters (TIG and &V(LV)) may

have been loaded from the ground dur-

ing a prior execution of P27.

2. External Delta V flag is set during the

program to designate to the thrusting

program that external Delta V steering
is to be used.

3. ISS need not be on to complete this

program.

4. Program is selected by DSKY entry.

Selected Displays:

1. VO6 N33

Time of ignition for
external &V burn

OOXXX..h

OOOXX. min

OXX.XX s

2. VO6 N81

Components of &V(LV) XXXX.X ft/s

3. VO6 N42

Apocenter altitude XXXX.X nmi

Pericenter altitude XXXX.X nmi

&V XXXX.X ft/s

4. V16 N45

Marks (VHF/optics)

Time from external

&V ignition XXbXX min/s

Middle gimbal angle XXX.XX deg

CMC--command module computer

Delta V=thrust applied to change orbital

ephemeris

ISS--- inertial subsystem

DSKY=display and keyboard
CSM= command and service module

FIGURE 14.--Typical guidance program.

XXbXX marks
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\
Horizon,

_40_/Nominal

"_.._. - _,_5_ !__ landing

site
30_.4 m)_. _0. "_

-70 Landing

gear pad

FIGURE 15.--Landing area perspective as seen by the lunar

module pilot during final approach.

man to program the automatic system for the

orientation and magnitude of maneuvers. Elec-

trical power system performance, event timers,

and radar range and range rate indicators are

arrayed to the left of the periscope viewing

screen. The periscope optics can be rotated to

view the Earth beneath the spacecraft, the Sun,

or a target vehicle; the peripheral field of view

includes the visible horizon.

These displays and controls reflect the same

reliance on ground-based navigation and flight

planning assistance as US spacecraft and are

adequate for all Earth-orbital operations of

maneuvering, rendezvous, and docking. The

most notable differences from US spacecraft

are reliance on programed sequences in the

management of subsystems, and absence of

large numbers of discrete controls for mal-

function isolation. The lesser volume occupied

by the displays and controls contributes to the

greater habitable volume in Soviet spacecraft.

MISSION EXPERIENCE

The crew's role has become increasingly
complex and diversified as flight experience has

increased. The early Mercury, Vostok, and

Voskhod flights tested man's ability to endure

in space and matured to demonstrate the po-

tential value of Earth observation systems,
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Maneuver

m 1

i i 2
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maneuver initiated Auto fuel, Gyro switch
Reference h: min, G.c.t. Control mode Ib kg position

Window 01:41 FBW-Iow 0.39 .18 Normal

Periscope 01:50 FBW-Iow 0.32 .15 Free
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FIGURE 16.- Mercury attitude maneuver.
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man's ability as a scientific observer, and the

capacity of the crew to overcome substantial

system failures and return the spacecraft to

Earth. The Gemini Program demonstrated not

only several rendezvous techniques, but also

the ability to conduct simple and meaningful

experiments. On the Gemini 8 mission, the

crew successfully handled an unexpected and

potentially catastrophic failure in the attitude

control system. Each Apollo mission has been

substantially more complex in both operational

and scientific objectives. In this program, again,

the Apollo 13 crew proved the capability to return

to Earth safely even after a major system failure.

The Skylab crew repair of equipment extended

the life of the spacecraft and restored to opera-
tion several scientific instruments. In the Soviet

space program, Soyuz and Salyut missions simi-

larly demonstrated that the crew can perform

critical operational duties in maneuvering space-
craft and operating complex scientific instru-

ments. Such a record indicates that man

contributes substantially to space systems.

Performance of the crew in the flight environ-

ment reflects the effect of extensive training in

preparation for the mission. Figure 16 illustrates

a typical comparison of Mercury crew per-

formance in flight and during training. The

maneuver is smooth, end conditions are precise,
and control fuel cost is near optimum with less

than 10% of the automatic system require-

ment [39]. The fuel saving is possible because
in some cases the crew can select lower maneuver

rates and more efficient sequences than the

automatic system. Similar data for rendezvous

maneuvers of the Gemini 9 flight are illustrated

in Figure 17. Again, the consistency of per-

formance is noteworthy. The propellant con-

sumption in flight was less than that during simu-
lation because the mission differential altitude

was only 22.4 km (12.1 nmi) while the simulation

data were gathered at a differential altitude of

26.8 km (15 nmi) [46]. The crew relies on the

computer to calculate magnitude and direction

of major maneuvers but controls final station

keeping and docking directly.

_! _ _ ,Y UCIBILITY OF THE

0_.: ::,::_L PAGE IS POOR
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Docking and Lunar Landing

Crew performance in the Apollo missions is

illustrated by the execution of two critical

maneuvers: docking and lunar landing. The

docking maneuver normally is performed with

the control system configured so that spacecraft
attitude is held within a band of-+0.5 ° in all

axes, while the pilot controls closure velocity

and lateral and vertical displacement manually.

Table 6 shows the relationship of several sig-

nificant parameters as reflected in the system

specification, measured during piloted simula-

tion tests, and estimated from telemetered data

and crew reports for 10 Apollo missions. Clearly,

flight performance is quite precise. The system

capability is dictated by contingency modes

not yet experienced in any flight. Simulation

data include degraded system modes of opera-

t/on and show increased variability in execution

of the maneuver. Thc greatest variance in per-

formance for degraded modes of control does

not appear to be in the docking performance

parameters, but in the time required and the pro-

pellant used to execute the maneuver. Both

these values vary significantly as a function of

the degree of control system degradation. Ample

contingency propellant is available for critical

lunar docking; neither the lunar nor the transpo-

sition docking are time critical.

The lunar landing also illustrates the com-

bination of manual and automatic system con-

trol modes. During descent, the crew can select

a manual descent mode by which they can con-

trol vertical and horizontal velocity while the

autopilot provides an attitude hold. Figure 18

shows specification performance limits of the

vehicle structure in terms of the velocity at

touchdown that the landing gear can attenuate;

that is, 3.05 m/s vertically at 0 m/s horizontally

and 2.13 m/s vertically at 1.22 m/s horizontally.

The ellipsoids centered at 1.83 m/s vertically

represent the probability region of touchdown

conditions. These probabilities are based on

simulation of many landings with system per-

formance varying within specification limits,

and manual control based on instrument displays.

The flight points in Figure 18 represent Apollo

lunar landings. The point plotted for the lunar

1__. J:.__ ---:--: ..... L:-1- -k ..... 6L_

t/:tllUlll_ tl d.llllll_ V UIIIUIII3 _ tILt '_q _ till3 average
landing condition for a set of training flights.

That landings executed on the Moon are softer

than those simulated is not surprising. Even
• .1 l 1 . i . i • .1 r

UUS[ IJ_l.I'wltn DlOWlng ODSCunng rue SUrlac_
the time of touchdown, the pilot obtains signifi-
cant information not available in simulations.

Flight provides real proprioceptive and visual

cues that are absent or incomplete in simulations.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the flight

maneuver is scored by the crewman on how gently

he can execute the landing when he has arrived
at a suitable touchdown location. In the simula-

tion, the most readily obtainable performance

measurements are the time and the propellant

remaining as soon as acceptable conditions are

attained. The margin reflected in these values

becomes the index of success. The difference in

the simulation and real flight situations appears
to bias the results in different directions. Con-

sequently, simulations are characterized by a

positive rate of descent at landing probe contact,

while flight landings are characterized by a

near-zero rate of descent at probe contact and

by a short delay in cutting off the descent en-

gine after probe contact is established.

Crew Reliability

Demonstration of a high degree of predict-

ability of crew reliability has been another facet

of mission experience. A major simulation of

the Apollo mission was conducted to assess

potential reliability of crew performance [17,

34]. This simulation reflected the configuration

of the spacecraft as nearly as possible, illus-

trated routine and most demanding procedures,

and used as test crews personnel who met many

criteria for astronaut selection. Several were,

in fact, later selected for the astronaut group.

Study results indicated that crew performance

could be expected to be very good. Procedural

reliability varied from 0.94 to 0.98 as a function

of mission phase or of the particular crew con-

sidered. Two of the crews were not given feed-

back about their performance during training,

and their error rate was higher than that of the

three crews who were given such information.

Astronaut crews have always been furnished
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TABLE 6.-Spacecraft Docking Maneuver Characteristics

Characteristic Design envelope Average of Average of
simulation results mission results

Closure rate, cm/s

Lateral displacement, em

Lateral displacement rate, em/s

Rotational rate (any axis), deg/s

Rotational misalinement, deg

0.3-30.5

30.48

0-15.0

1

+10

10.4

6.10

.91

.06

.9

6.89

3.94

1.12

feedback on performance during training.

Conclusions from the study were:

1. Mission time-dependent performance in

simulation increased variability rather

than effecting any absolute change in

performance.

2. Variations in constancy of workload ap-

peared to be more important than peak

workload as a factor in crew performance

against the criteria that were used.

3. The criticality of "error" gave indication

of no significant deviations in the per-
formance of discrete task elements but

could become significant in such in-

tegrated error tasks as manual nulling

of steering errors in trajectory guidance.

The conduct of such studies is very difficult.

Selection, and especially training, of test crews

is necessarily much less rigorous than it is for

flightcrews. Flightcrew training includes par-

ticipation in many systems definition and de-

velopment activities and in information ac-

quisition opportunities of their roles in the man-
agement structure. It is even more significant

that such simulations cannot make predictions,

but can only mimic the influence of real-time

purposive behavior.
A substantial artifact in all simulations is that

they must establish readily accessible criterion

measurements to produce quantitative and

repeatable performance data so that design,

procedure, or training decisions may be'made.

When properly selected, the character of these

measurements is such that they bear direct

relationship to a real optimum solution; however,

by virtue of the simulation mechanization, the

relationship is often a secondary measure of

successful "real world" performance. It is not

intended to find fault with such endeavors, but

merely to note an inherent limitation that is

particularly significant as the human "purpose-
dominated" element is introduced.

This factor is most conspicuous in discrete

element performance, as it is measured to es-

tablish a "reliability" number in the study noted.
For a criterion, the checklist must be the stand-

ard. The difficulty with such a standard is in-

dicated by noting that 17% of the switching er-

rors by crews is attributed to lack of clarity in the

checklist. Even after correction for clarity er-
rors, the standard must remain because it is

readily counted. Such a measure, although

neatly quantitative, is hard to weigh in terms of
significance because many such errors are of no

consequence or are recognized and reversed by
the crew. To note such deficiencies is to note that

few laboratory tests are as complex as the real
event.

Analysis of selected samples of flight telemetry

for several missions has furnished data compar-

able to those from simulation studies. The switch-

ing error rate was very low; reliability, as meas-
ured by compliance to the checklist, was 0.996.

All errors noted were promptly detected and

corrected by the crew without ground comment.

The bulk of errors occurred during keying opera-

tions of the display and keyboard of the primary

guidance and navigation system.

In another analysis of these data to establish

crew workload, the information processing rate

during the lunar landing was estimated at 3.90

bits/s with most of the data flow being the lunar
module pilot's callouts of descent rate and al-

titude to the commander. Because this is the

period of highest crew activity during the mis-
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FIGURE 18.- Lunar landing performance.

sion, this information processing rate represents

a maximum to be expected. Less demanding

maneuvers are characterized by rates between

1 and 2 bits/s.

These data substantiate the observation that

crew performance is very reliable. All errors

observed were indifferent in consequence and

detected and corrected promptly by the crew.

Perhaps the error correction effectiveness is

more noteworthy than the exceptionally low rate
of error incidence.

Scientific Observations

Man's unique contribution to the scientific

objectives of space missions is less readily

quantified but not less significant. Both cosmo-

nauts and astronauts have made significant

scientific observations since the very first flight,

and this facet of their activity has increased mark-

edly as basic operational systems and procedures

have developed during the decade 1960-1970.

The simplicity of early spacecraft and test

character of the missions limited early scien-

tific activity to observations on the crew's

performance, and observation, and photography

by the crews. Crew activity indicated that the

human could and did effectively adapt to space

environment, not encounter any significant

sensory disturbances, and perform effectively

under the stresses of the missions as psycholog-

ically stable individuals.

Phenomena observed during early flights in-

cluded weather patterns, refractive distortion of

the Sun at sunrise and sunset, presence and al-

titude of the night airglow, layered structures in

the Earth atmosphere, and geologic and geo-

graphic structures. These crew observations were

supported by photographs that permitted later,

more extended analyses.

During all orbital flights, synoptic terrain

photography has provided useful products for

both geologic and topographic mapping. Photo-

graphs of the oceans under various angles of
solar illumination indicated sea states as a func-

tion of glitter. Both the observed resolution and

that apparent in photographs was greater than

many anticipated.

Star sightings made during both day and night

viewing conditions included identifications

down to 5.95 magnitude at night and 4.00 mag-

nitude at day. Meteors, auroras, and other satel-
lites also have been observed.

In additionto these observations, experiments

were conducted on biologic specimens (sea

urchins, frog eggs, and white blood cells); effect

of spacecraft passage on ion flow; and effects of
micrometeorite impact on prepared samples

[5, 29].

The major manned scientific missions have

been the Apollo lunar surface explorations,

Apollo lunar orbit observations, Skylab solar,

medical and earth resources observations, and

Salyut astronautical and electromagnetic fields

experiments. The eight Apollo missions to lunar
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orbit and the six lunar surface explorations have

been notably successful. Crew observations pro-

vided the basis for selection of photography, in-

strument observations, and geological samples.

The productivity of subsequent analyses has

been markedly improved by supplementary notes

and priority selection provided by the crew.

Among significant observations made by crews

are the degree to which color variations in the

lunar surface are most pronounced at low sun

elevation, prevalence of breccia formation, detec-

tion of light flashes from several regions (even

though these could not be located to specific

coordinates), and similarity of the near and far

sides of the Moon in the detailed characteristics

of geological units.

On the Soyuz ll-Salyut mission, cosmonauts

operated an astronautical telescope and per-

formed an electromagnetic fields experiment.

Success in demonstrating high-frequency sec-

ondary electron resonance in space and acquisi-

tion of spectrograms of Beta Centauri and Lyra

were attributable to the same crew efficiency in

operating space experiments as in operating the

spacecraft. The ability to control experiments and

react to the character of the data being acquired

significantly improved the final data and experi-

mental results [31.

The Skylab experience embodied two unique

new elements: extended operations on orbit of a

complex man-operated scientific facility for med-

ical, solar, astronomical and terrestrial observa-

tions; and the capability to revisit this facility

modifying the crew skill complement and instru-

ment complex. Crew intervention not only sus-

tained the facility, but also sustained the opera-

tions and modified the original character and

purpose of the observing instruments. The three

visits added new instruments and new observing

protocols. The science skills of the crewmembers

augmented by ground-based facilities and teams

of scientists fostered new methods of operations.

The timing of Comet Kohoutek was fortuitous

in that it provided a unique opportunity to test

this capability.

While it is too early in the assessment of data

collected on this mission to characterize its scien-

tific value, it is clear that properly selected and

trained crews can contribute to the reliability

and productivity of scientific facilities, as they

have to flight systems.

Clearly, the techniques of exploiting man's ca-

pability in the operation of flight systems, mecha-

nisms for the exphlration of space, are well under-

stood. It is not equally clear that there is a body of

information or theory adequate to expolit his

capability in confronting the challenging problem

of how to productively explore this new space

domain or exploit its unique opportunities to as-

sess man and his environment effectively. The

problems before us are not how to use man effec-

tively in managing systems to predetermined

ends, but in how to supplement his unique in-

tellectual functions in exploring these new fron-

tiers of man's inquiry into his own nature and

that of the universe of which he is a part.
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The body is subjected throughout life to in-
numerable stimuli of various kinds and inten-

sities- mechanical, physical, chemical, biological,

and mental. Many stimuli (environmental factors,

various stresses, and so forth) rarely act on the

body individually, but are encountered as a

combined, complex influence. For example, when

a spacecraft enters the denser layers of the

atmosphere, the astronaut is simultaneously

subjected to acceleration, vibration, noise, heat,

changes in the ambient gas medium, and emo-

tional stress. These factors act on a body that

has been exposed for some time to limited space,
weightlessness, increased radiation, and reduced

motor activity. This combined effect is noted in

any phase of space flight; because of the number

of peculiarities related to flight specifics, the

interrelationship and interdependence of the

factors making up the combined effect are more

clearly expressed than under ordinary, terrestrial

conditions. This determines the approaches and

principles used in the study of biologic effects

of spaceflight factors and development of means

and methods for protection or treatment against

their adverse influence under flight conditions.

1Translation of, Kombinirovannoye Deystviye Faktorov
Poleta, Volume II, Part 5, Chapter 17, Osnovy Kosmicheskoy
Biologii i Meditsiny (Foundations of Space Biology and
Medicine), 76 pp. Academy of Sciences USSR, Moscow, 1974.

Consequently, the problem of the combined

influence of spaceflight factors is one of the key

problems of space biology and medicine.

Many works are concerned with this problem.

They are, however, mostly descriptive and ex-
plain qualitative changes in individual organic

functions under the influence of combined flight

factors. Indeed, few experimental studies have

established the quantitative dependence of the

body's reactions under these co_lditions; a few

investigations have been made on the influence

of combined factors on man's work capacity.
Finally, most studies have dealt with simultane-

ous or successive effects of two or, quite rarely,

three factors. Particular note should be given to

publications on results of experiments in flight.
Their significance is diminished for a number of

reasons (to be discussed later), since the results

for the most part, can be evaluated only as reac-

tion to flight conditions as a whole, without dis-

tinguishing any single factor or combination of

factors as responsible for the observed reaction.

The problem of the influence of combined factors

is a pressing one; and it has not been sufficiently
studied.

The opinion of Murray and McCally [86] can

be readily agreed to: the reasons for insufficient

study of this problem are related to a number of

causes limiting the required experiments. First,
639
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planning the experiments is extremely complex.

The possible number of combinations and permu-
tations of even a few factors is tremendous.

Second, these studies require special complex

apparatus (test stands) unavailable in most

laboratories. Finally, since numerous experi-
ments must be made to obtain reliable data, the

cost is great. A significant hindrance is that a

general theory is lacking to explain the basic

principles of simultaneous or successive in-
fluence of combined factors on the body, as well
as the lack of models of their action. Such models

would be of theoretical interest, also of practical

significance for manned flight support.
The results of certain experimental investi-

gations of the combined influence of various

flight factors on the body-vibration, acceleration,

ionizing radiation, altered gas media, and so

forth-are discussed in this chapter. An effort

is made, using specific examples, to show the

dependence of an effect on the force and nature

of the factors, intervals, and sequence of their

application; to estimate the significance of the

initial functional state of the body (reactivity) for
the final reaction to combined influence. Certain

mechanisms of the modifying influence of various

factors on the organism's reactivity are revealed.

The possibility of using mathematical models and

the prospects and most important trends in

investigation of the combined influence of flight
factors are also discussed.

EFFECTS OF COMBINED ACTION

OF FLIGHT FACTORS ON THE BODY

Analysis of available data indicates that the

effects of combined action may differ significantly

from effects caused by each factor individually.

The final effect, its magnitude, and direction

depend on the force, sequence, and duration of

application of factors and their nature [19]. The

indicator (test) is significant, which is used to

estimate the magnitude and direction of the

effect, as well as the form, volume, and initial

level of its functional activity.

In types of interactions, factors may be

mutually additive, synergistic, or antagonistic.

It is possible that the effect of the interaction is

not revealed by tests. With an additive interaction,

the effect of a combination is equal to the sum of

the effects of each factor individually. With a

synergistic interaction, the combination of factors

will yield a greater effect than the simple sum of

each factor's effect. With an antagonistic inter-

action, the overall effect is less than the sum of
the individual effects. The factors related to

flight dynamics will be considered.

Acceleration

Under actual flight conditions, acceleration

may be combined with weightlessness, hypody-

namia, vibrations, temperature variation, effects

of penetrating and microwave radiation, altered

gas medium, and other factors. The direction

and extent to which these factors change the

organism's resistance to acceleration effects

have been described in experimental data.

Acceleration and hypodynamia. Hypodynamia,

resulting from extended bed rest or immersion

in water, causes a reduction in the organism's

resistance to the effects of transverse acceleration

[9, 63, 64, 85]. The dependence of acceleration

tolerance on the duration of hypodynamia has
also been studied. Criteria to evaluate human

tolerance to acceleration were: changes in maxi-
mum tolerable acceleration; shifts in indicators

of the basic physiologic functions; and the time

required to restore them during the aftereffect.
The results of these studies are presented in

Figure 1, which indicates that tolerance for these

factors following 3 d bed rest was unchanged

when compared to the initial level. A gradual

reduction in acceleration resistance began after

7 d of hypodynamia; following 15-20 d bed rest,

the reduction averaged 2.4 g. This reduction had

not changed by the 60th day. Initial acceleration

resistance for all test subjects was restored

between 17 and 50 d following the end of 2

months' hypodynamia.

Analysis of the physiological reactions showed

that, in spite of the lower value of maximum

tolerable acceleration following hypodynamia, a

higher level of physiologic shifts were observed
in most cases. For example, the data in Figure 2

show change in pulse and respiration rates for

one test subject under acceleration before and

after 20 d of hypodynamia. These indicators were

significantly higher following hypodynamia than

in controls, indicating greater stress of the
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body's compensatory-adaptive mechanisms in

response to acceleration following extended

hypodynamia. The authors concluded that two

phases of the organism's changing reactivity to

acceleration develop during hypodynamia. The

first, lasting 15 to 20 d, is characterized by gradual
reduction in acceleration resistance and increased

manifestation of the organism's reactions. The

second is a stabilization phase when the body's
reaction and acceleration tolerance remain at the

level achieved after 15 to 20 d hypodynamia. In

other words, there is adaptation to long-duration

(up to 2 months) hypodynamia.

The main mechanisms of reduction in the

body's resistance to acceleration under the in-

fluence of hypodynamia are obviously related

primarily to reduced hydrostatic blood pressure

and disruption of vascular tone regulation.
These reactions are based on increased excretion

of electrolytes through urine [64, 76] and de-

cre_ased content of biologically active substances

such as serotonin [59], acetylcholine [62], adren-

aline, and noradrenaline [107] in the body. A

satisfactory correlation has been established

between the phase of adaptation under the

influence of hypodynamia and the degree of

electrolyte excretion.

Acceleration and ambient temperature. The

combined influence of acceleration with high or

low temperature has been studied both in

animal [24, 46, 50, 102] and human experiments

[23, 51, 69, 77, 103, 113]. While the number of

works concerned with this problem is relatively

small, the results are in agreement, permitting

a definite conclusion: high temperatures reduce,

and low temperatures increase the body's re-

sistance to accelerations. Burgess presented

data [22, 23] on the drop in resistance to positive

accelerations under the influence of high temper-

ature and hypoxia; he evaluated acceleration

tolerance on the basis of peripheral vision loss,

and cited tests on the work capacity of test

subjects. Figure 3 shows the reduction in acceler-

ation resistance under various cabin air temper-

atures. A reduction in tolerance of 1 g at an air

temperature of 830-89 ° C (181°-192 ° F) was

observed. Coordination was decreased, and in the
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FIGURE 2.-Change in heart and respiration rate frequency before, after, and during acceleration
with test rotation and after 20 days of hypodynamia (test subject B) [63]. 1:1 h before hypodynamia
(heart), 2; 1 h after hypodynamia (heart), 3; 1 h before hypodynamia (respiration), 4; 1 h after
hypodynamia (respiration).
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solutionof relatively simple problems,the
numberof errors increased.In general,the
mechanismscausingreducedaccelerationresis-
tanceunderhigh temperaturesare relatedto
dehydration[51,69,103]andreductionofvascular
tone[113].
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FIGURE 3.-Reduction in acceleration resistance under in-
fluence of various cabin air temperatures [231.

The increased resistance to positive accelera-

tion under low temperatures is illustrated by

Stiehm's data [102]. He established that artificial

hypothermia (below 18 ° C) increases the resis-

tance of rats to acceleration of 30 g and higher.

The maximum effect of hypothermia was noted

at 40 g, when survival time of an experimental

group was 236% greater than in controls (Fig. 4).

His explanation of the increased resistance to

this type of acceleration (head-pelvis) is that

hypothermia decreases oxygen uptake in tissues,

allowing better toleration of brief anemia which

develops in the brain under positive acceleration.

The increased resistance, it can also be assumed,

is related to hypothermia facilitating economical

consumption of macroergic compounds, partic-

ularly by such organs as the brain and the heart

[46].

Acceleration and ionizing radiation. The com-

bination of acceleration and ionizing radiation is

of interest. There are many possible combinations

of these factors; when acceleration is the leading

factor and radiation is the factor changing the

organism's reactivity to acceleration, this

combination has long been of concern to the

authors of this chapter. In series of experiments

[7, 31, 32, 33, 97], the reactivity of an irradiated

organism to critical acceleration values has been

studied. An attempt was made (based on the

survival rate) to establish the dependence of this
effect on the radiation dose. This method of

investigation provides a general concept of the

animal's reaction during the application period

of the extreme stimulus and permits quantitative
evaluation of this state. An extreme stimulus can

reveal latent, unstably compensated mechanisms
not revealed with weaker stimuli.

In Figure 5, showing results of the experiments,

the general direction of the curves is almost the

same for all radiation doses. The animals' resis-

tance to critical acceleration increases 1-2 d

following irradiation and reaches its maximum on

the 5th or 6th day. Resistance decreases by the

7th day, and mortality even exceeds somewhat

the mortality of the control animals. Reduction in

the animals' resistance to acceleration during this

period coincides with the start of death for

animals irradiated with doses of 700 and 850 R. In

the 4-5 d following irradiation, at least for

doses of 500 R and lower, the period is perhaps

a critical break time, when the pathological

process either starts to decrease or continues to

develop. All the body's protective forces are

obviously mobilized at this time, increasing the
acceleration tolerance of the irradiated animals.

Data are relevant that indicate the animals'

resistance to mechanical trauma [97] and hypoxia

[54, 106], which is increased during the latent

period of radiation sickness.
Data on the acceleration tolerance of mice

irradiated with 850 R (Fig. 5, curve 4) permit the

assumption that at higher doses, increased ac-

p,F??T:OpUCIBILITY OF THE
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celerationresistancewouldbeobservedearlier.
Furtherinvestigationsshowthatanimals'degree
of resistanceto accelerationdependson the
radiationdose,and this dependencecan be
representedbyahyperbolicequation[33,97].

Vibration

Vibration,like acceleration, is related to the

flight dynamics of spacecraft and influences the

organism during the lift-off and descent. Thus

the combined effect of vibration with acceleration,

hypoxia, altered temperatures, and ionizing

radiation is significant.

Vibration and acceleration. The combined

influence of vibration and acceleration has only

sketchy coverage in the literature. The effective-
ness of a limited number of these factors in

combination has been evaluated, considering

parameters of the influence, intervals, and

sequence of application of factors. However, the

data obtained so far are useful. Vykuko! [109]
shows the results of acceleration on the human's

resistance to vibration, factors found t,_ be

additive. Acceleration increases the body's

rigidity and reduces its shock-absorbing prop-

erties, which helps to increase transmission of

vibration energy to the internal organs. An

antagonism during the interaction of vibration

and acceleration was detected by Clarke et al [28].
In a study of the influence of these factors on

certain indicators of an operator's work capacity,
it was established that while vibration reduced

visual work capacity, acceleration increased it.

A comparison of these two studies shows that

even when the same factors are interacting,

evaluation of the final effect may depend to a
great extent on the test used.

Vibration and hypoxia. The combined influence

of vibration and hypoxia, studied by Shevchenko

[99] and Megel et al [80], provided significant
results from experiments with rats. Both an

additive and an antagonistic effect were found

with the combination of vibration and hypoxia,

the antagonistic effect was noted in such indi-

cators as oxygen uptake and skin temperature
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restorationfollowingcold load. It was also
concludedthatthecombinedinfluenceof vibra-
tion and hypoxiacauseda reductionin the
organism'sresistanceto acceleration.Megelet
al evaluatedthecombinedinfluenceof vibration
andhypoxiabasedontheanimalmortalityrate:
at altitudeslessthan6000m,mortalityresulting
fromvibrationdid notdifferfromthatrecordeu
at sea level; but at altitudesover 6000m,
mortalityincreasedas a functionof altitude.
Someresultsof Megel'swork are shownin
Figures6 and 7, indicatingthat the effectin
groupswith combinedapplicationof factors
provedsignificantlygreaterthan theeffectsof
eachfactor individually.The significanceof
reducedpartialoxygenpressurein thecombined
influenceeffectisalsoevident.Autopsiesonthe
experimentalratsshowedextensivehemorrhaging
in lungtissue,whichmayhavebeenthedirect
causeofdeath.

Theeffectsof vibrationandhighor lowtem-
peratures[52,58,79,89], andof vibrationand
noise[18,38,53,65,112],havebeenstudiedin
greaterdetail.

Yibration and altered ambient temperature.

In an analysis of the interaction of vibration and

thermal stress, the effect of the combination

depends on various factors:
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nature and force of stimuli

duration and sequence of their application

nature of the tests (shown in a number of

examples)

stimulus topology, i.e., whether the stress

has a local or general effect on the body.

The effect of stress is significant principally for

vibration, ionizing radiation, and heat and cold,

which has been illustrated [58, 79].

Kandror and Talivanova [58] studied the com-
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on the peripheral circulation of humans. The

peripheral circulation was evaluated by occlusion

pletbysmography and eapillaroscopy. It was

snown [nat VlDratlOll _ou ILL, dIII[JlLILRU_5 V. 6 llllll,

60 min) decreases the volume and rate of blood

influx and efflux, and decreases the number of

functioning capillaries and turbidity of the

capillaroscopic background. Heat application

during vibration (heating the contact surface

trom 40 ° to 43 ° C) reduced or eliminated the

vasoconstrictive effect of vibration, where

thermal dilation of vessels effectively counter-

acted the constrictive influence of vibration.
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conclusion is correct only for the effects of local

vibration on the tone of peripheral vessels and

should not be extended to other points of applica-
iion Ol LU tll_ laUtUl _ UYutal£ IIIllUUIIU_.

In experiments on rats, Megel et al showed

that vibration and heat have a synergistic effect

when applied to the entire body. The animals'
resistance to the combined factors was evaluated,

based on survival rate, hematological indicators,

biochemical changes in blood, and macroscopic

and histological changes in internal organs.

Synergism, as an influential factor, has been

pursued in a number of cases by means of com-
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monly used, highly reliable tests. For example,

while heat alone 146.1 ° C, 20 min) did not cause

death in rats, and vibration (5-800 Hz, 17.5 g)

caused the death of 7.5%, a group exposed to

the combined influence of these factors showed a

mortality rate of 65%. More manifest changes in a

group that received application of combined

factors in comparison to the effects of each factor

individually were detected on the bases of such

indicators as hemoglobin level, percentage of

hematocrit, content of glutamic oxaloacetic trans-

aminase (GOT), and weight of the adrenals,

kidneys, and heart (Fi_s. 8 and 9). Some changes

recorded following application of heat and vibra-

tion are reversible. For example, 24 h after the

effects ended, the hemoglobin level, hematocrit

percentage, and kidney weight returned to the.

initial values; but the GOT content and weight

of heart and adrenals remained high.

The possible mechanisms of reinforcement of

effects observed with the combined action of

different factors should be mentioned. Vibration

can cause damage to liver, kidneys, lungs, heart,

and other organs, which Megel demonstrated by

the increased content in serum GOT. The in-

crease in hemoglobin level and hematocrit per-

centage may be related to displacement of liquid

from blood vessels to tissues under vibration
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in.quence. The same influence, mechanism on

these indicators may be the basis for action of
the thermal stressor. Fluid redistribution under

the influence of vibration is probably one of the

main reasens for increased weight of the organs.

The data indicate convincingly that the hypo-

physis-adrenal system is involved in reaction to

the combined influence of the factors. The rapid

increase in kidney weight may result, to some

extent, from the influence of the ant•diuretic

hormone (ADH), which is liberated from the

posterior lobe of the hypophysis as a result of the

stress. ADH stimulates liberation of adreno-

corticotropic hormones (ACTH). The increased

adrenal weight immediately after the combined

influence is retained, even 24 h after the action,

may he explained by the prolonged effect of
ACTH.

The experiment of Megel et al [79] should be

highly rated. However, their assertion cannot be

given concurrence that the effect of the combined
influence of vibration and heat on the survival

rate cannot be predicted on the basis of informa-
tion on the effectiveness of each of the factors.
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An approach and formula have been presented

[36] for satisfactory predictions of combination

effects in many cases, including that of

Megel et al.

Investigations on the combined influence of
vibration and noise on men and animals should

be considered briefly. The combination of vibra-

tion and noise has no significant effect on either

physiological indicators (heart and respiration

rates, number of eosinophils, and so forth) or on

work capacity (tracking in two dimensions, and

so forth) of test subjects [39, 53]. If combination

effects arise, they are additive in nature [53].
This additive effect of combined vibration and

noise has also been established by other studies,

in particular, on the immunobiological processes

in dogs [65], and on the hormone-producing

function of the hypophysis in rats [18].

Ionizing Radiation

Ionizing radiation, regardless of the version

of its effects that are in mind, must be analyzed

only in interaction with other factors. Thus, in

flight, changes in the body's radiosensitivity
under the influence of nonradiation factors and

changes in the body's resistance to these factors

[49, 100] can be expected. Consequently, pre-
diction of the course and results of the radiation

reaction (damage) requires various data. Factual
information should be at hand on the mechanisms

of ionizing radiation interaction with at least

the primary nonradiation stressors, and on the

quantitative dependence of the combination

effect on aspects such as power and application

sequence of various factors.

In investigations cited in the literature, vari-

ous methodological approaches were used which
allowed evaluation of the reaction of an individual

organ, cell, system, or of the entire organism to

the combination of ionizing radiation and non-
radiation factors.

Ionizing radiation and vibration. The effects of

the combined influence of ionizing radiation and

vibration have been estimated on the basis of ge-

netic tests. In experiments on lysogenie bacteria
E. coli [94], vibration used both before and after

irradiation significantly increased radiation dam-

age. However, vibration applied before irradiation

intensified slightly the radiation damage, and vi-

bration applied after irradiation did not change

the influence of radiation (number of induced

cells). Parfenov, in experiments with Drosophila

[90], used a broad spectrum of genetic tests-

dominant lethal mutations in males and females,

crossing over in males, and primary nonsepara-
tion of sex chromosomes in female's. He estab-

lished the possibility of producing a weak antag-

onistic effect of the combination during vibration

application before irradiation, and an additive ef-

fect by applying vibration after irradiation. Antag-

onism in the factors' interaction is explained in

that vibration, while retaining its own damaging

influence, can facilitate chromosome placement,

favoring restitution of those split by the ionizing

radiation and hindering their recombination.

Various cytogenetic studies were made of bone
marrow cells and testicles of mice under the com-

bined influence of vibration in various types of

penetrating radiation [13, 14]. Several versions

of the combined influence of the dynamic factor

and ionizing radiation were studied, differing in

strength, nature of stimuli, and intervals between
them. The vibration influence on the radiation re-

action was evaluated by determining the mitotic

activity of cells and a count of various types of

chromosomal restructuring. Results showed that
vibration in all versions studied reduced the effects

of radiation, which was manifested as decreased

frequency of true chromosome restructuring and,

particularly, of fragments. The data are partially

presented in Figure 10, which shows that the max-

imum effect of the dynamic factor was recorded

when it was applied before irradiation.

Pathomorphological changes in the hemopoi-

etic organs of mice under the combined influence

of vibration (60 Hz, 60 min) and ionizing radiation

(protons with E = 660 MeV, 855 rad) were studied

in detail [48]. Similar to the preceding experiment

[14}, the combination effect depended on the in-

terval between applications and sequence of in-

fluencing factors. There was reduction in radia-

tion damage in those animal groups where the
interval between effects did not exceed 1 d. This

effect was manifested by a smaller amount of my-

elopoietic tissue death in spleen and bone marrow,

and earlier restoration of all types of hemopoietic
cells. An increased interval between effects

to 3 d caused a weakening of the antagonistic
effect.
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When vibration was app!i;ed after irradiation,

the factors interacted synergistically, in other

experiments. Animals exposed to the combined
influence exhibited more severe damage of hemo-
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tive reactions, compared with groups exposed to

vibration and radiation individually. The syner-

gism was most clearly expressed when the dy-

namic factor was applied 5 d after radiation. The

lymphoid tissue was particularly damaged. During

restoration, extensive foci of necrosis were de-

tected in bone marrow and spleen. Restoration of

volume and cellular composition of spleen follicles

was slower, and differentiation of cell forms in
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FIGURE 10.-Frequency of nuclear destruction in bone mar-
row cells of mice under influence of dynamic factors before
(A) and after (B) irradiation [14]. 1: x-rays. 2:700 Hz
vibrations with subsequent irradiation 24 h later (350 R).
3: Acceleration 10 g with subsequent irradiation (350 R)
24 h later.

bone marrow and their maturation were retarded.

The combined influence of vibration and ioniz-

ing radiation on various functions of the central

nervous system (CNS) was studied by various in-

w_dgators [11, 12, 66, 70, 71, 72] who showed con-

vincingly that vibration may significantly change

CNS reactivity to radiation, and that the mecha-

nisms of this dynamic factor's modifyinginfluence

are complex and varied. The application of vibra-

tion before whole-body y-irradiation has a protec-

tive influence on the oxidative processes in brain
tissues. When both irradiation and vibration were

applied separately, it caused depression of the

oxidative processes. However, when these two

factors were applied together, the effects were

not additive. For certain periods, the effect of the
combined influence was less than that of radiation

alone.

The combined influence of vibration and radia-

tion caused significant disruptions in the func-
tional state of the reflex arc of the defensive flexor

reflex, according to Kuznetsova. This is mani-

fested as changes in excitability thresholds and

the length of the latent period of this reflex. Re-

actions to stimuli sometimes included parabiotic

phases. Livshits et al [70] showed that under the

combined influence of vibration and x-rays (50 R),

the conditioned reflex activity changes during the

first week reproduced the vibration effect in all

details. During the next week, an unclear tend-

ency toward summation and combination of the
effects of both factors was observed. The domi-

nant influence of vibration during the initial pe-

riod following irradiation and its dependence on
the radiation dose were also noted in other works

[4, 5, 6, 11, 47, 72,741.

In studies (particularly those of L'vova [73, 74])
on the combined influence of vibration and ioniz-

ing radiation, emphasis was placed on the use of

such integral indicators as survival rate, mean sur-

vival time of animals killed (SKA), change in ani-

mals' body weight, and specific tests on reaction

of the hemopoietic system. Experiments on mice,

rats, and dogs showed convincingly the primary

dependence of the combination effect on the

strength and sequence of applying stressors.

Antagonism was noted in groups where the in-

terval between application of the dynamic factor

and irradiation was 4 h or 1 d; synergism was
noted when the interval was reduced to 2 h or in-
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creasedto 5 d. Whenvibrationfrequencywas
increasedto 700Hz, themodifyinginfluenceof
vibrationwasalsochanged.For example,when
vibrationatthisfrequencywasapplied1dbefore
or5 dafterirradiation,thedamagebecamemore
severeinsteadof reduced,aswasobservedfor
70Hzvibration.In otherwords,antagonismwas
replacedwith synergismfollowingchangein vi-
brationfrequency(Fig.11).

In experimentsof L'vovaontheeffectsof re-
peatedapplicationof vibrationandone-timeir-
radiation,the interactionin all versionsstudied
wassynergistic.Thus,thefactualmaterialreli-
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ably indicates the possibility of significant change

in the reactivity of the organism to radiation under

the influence of vibration, which finally influences
the course and outcome of radiation reactions

(damage). The effect of the factors' influence may
be either additive, synergistic, or antagonistic.

Finally, the effect of the combined influence may

not appear.
What, then, are the possible paths and mech-

anisms of this unique modifying influence of vi-

bration on the radiation reaction? Vibration, act-

ing on the organism through the central nervous

and endocrine systems, possibly changes the or-

ganism's functional state, increasing or decreas-

ing the activity level of various organs and tissues,

including those that are radiosensitive. This is the

indirect path. However, it cannot be ignored that
there is direct influence of vibration on ceils of the

hemopoietic organs, intestinal mucous membrane,

and on other organs which undergo functional

changes. This has been confirmed by experimen-

tal data. Vibration can significantly change the

functional state of the nervous system, causing,

for example, reduction in cerebral cortex activity

and general defensive inhibition [71]. Vibration

can also cause depression of oxidative processes

[72]. This stressor increases the function of the

hypophysis-adrenal system [48, 97] and the con-
tent of the body's biologically active amines

[8, 91].

Change in the hemopoietic system's functional
state under the influence of vibration and conse-

quent change in its radiosensitivity are significant.

A limited list of changes in the hemopoietic sys-
tem from vibration influence includes the reduc-

tion in mitotic activity of cells in bone marrow

and spleen, increase in adhesion of chromosomes

in various stages of the cellular cycle [14],

increased death rate of lymphoid cells in the

spleen [48], and ,neutrophilic leukocytosis,

lymphopenia, eosinopenia, and thrombocytopenia

[74]. These changes must influence the hemo-

poietic system's sensitivity to radiation and in
the final effect to the combined influence of the

two factors.

Changes in the quantity of leukocytes, lympho-

cytes, and eosinophils in the peripheral blood of

dogs were noted when the animals were subjected

to the influence of vibration, T-rays, and their

combination (Fig. 12). In dogs subjected to the
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combinedinfluenceof the factors,thereaction
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after irradiation compared with reactions in

groups subjected to only vibration or only radia-

tion. These indicators and others of change in the

hemopoietic system's tuncuona__ " ' state cotre,ate' "

satisfactorily with an integral indicator such as

survival rate [4, 7, 74] and convincingly show

the hemopoietic system's significance in the
mechanism of the combined influence of vibra-

tion and radiation.

Ionizing radiation and acceleration. In various

versions of experiments with one-time applica-

tion of ionizing radiation and acceleration, the

effect observed was dominantly antagonistic.

Acceleration is a "protective" agent, reducing

the organism's reaction to radiation influence.

Signs of reduced radiation effect under accelera-
tion influence have been noted with various

methods of investigation: cytogenetic [14, 45],

histological and pathomorphological [35, 48],

biochemical [1, 4, 91], hematological and radio-

biological [1, 4, 9, 32, 56, 61, 68].

Curves of mice mortality have the same S-
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acceleration and irradiation (depending on dose),

as with radiation alone. Processing these curves

by trial method showed that with combined

accclefal.lon dllU 111 _LII/:tUOII s LLS50/30 iS IUV R

higher than with radiation alone. Rat experiments
showed that acceleration in combination with

radiation did not significantly change the value

of LDs0 [114].

Acceleration and irradiation may act syner-

gistically. It was shown in particular that with

relatively short intervals (5 min to 2 h) between

the application of acceleration and radiation,
acceleration can reinforce radiation influence.

Figures 13 and 14 show that with combined

application of acceleration and radiation, the

LDs0/30 for rats is approximately 50 R lower
than when radiation is used alone. When the two

factors are applied together, the dogs' reactions

(in regard to lymphocytes and eosinophils) are

more strongly expressed than when either factor

is used individually. Only synergistic effects have
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beenobservedsofar with repeatedapplication
of accelerationandradiation.Theincreasein
radiationdamageunderaccelerationinfluence
has beennotedbasedon such indicatorsas
survivalrate, survivaltime of killed animals
(SKA),and rate of reparationprocesses[25,
43,61].

The generalaspectsof mechanismsof the
modifyinginfluenceof accelerationonradiation
effectsarerelatedprimarilyto thehypoxiathat
arisesunderaccelerationinfluencein various
bodyorgansandtissues,includingthosethatare
radiosensitive.Thereductionin oxygenuptake,
for example,bytissuesof spleenorbonemarrow
may accountfor their increasedradiationre-
sistance.Furthermore,hypoxia(particularlyin
the hypothalamusarea)cancausemobilization
of adaptationmechanisms(changesin contentof
serotonin,ceruloplasmin,andsoforth),or leadto
formationof the specifichemopoieticfactor,
whichalsoinfluencesincreasedradiationresist-
ance [97]. The role of nervousmechanisms
relatedto thedevelopmentofextremeinhibition
in cerebral cortex cells and simultaneous
deinhibitionof subcorticalcenterscannotbe
excluded[70,71,110].
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FIGURE13.--Influence of combined effects of acceleration
and T-rays on survival rate of rats [97].

Finally, Zharova et al [115] studied the survival

rate and remote (up to 2 years) reactions of the

hemopoietic tissue of mice under the combined

influence of transversely directed acceleration

(10 Gx, 15 min) and x-rays (400 R). Significant

differences were revealed only in the 5th month

after exposure. By this time, of animals subjected

to the combined influence, 90% died; the group

exposed to x-rays alone suffered 65% mortality;

while those exposed to acceleration only were

alive. Leukemoid reactions, which are difficult

to differentiate from true leukoses, were more

frequent in mice subjected to the combined

influence of the factors than in other groups of
animals. These data indicate that the direction

and magnitude of effects depend also on the

period of time that elapses following the applica-
tion of the factors.

Weightlessness and Ionizing Radiation

Biological experiments aboard Soviet and US

spacecraft (Sputnik 2-5, Vostok, Voskhod, Dis-

coverer 17 and 18, Gemini 3, and Biosatellite II)

have been reviewed in detail [5, 18, 35, 41, 57].

The data indicate overwhelmingly that it is not
possible to segregate the effect of radiation in

combination with weightlessness from the com-

plex of flight factors.

The most successful experiment on the com-

bined influence of weightlessness and ionizing

radiation was that on Biosatellite II. Its ionizing

radiation source permitted a relatively heavy

radiation load to be used on various biological

objects, and strict control of the load. A significant

shortcoming was the brief flight time (45 h) and,

consequently, determination of the weightless-

ness influence. In experiments on Drosophila

melanogaster, irradiation during flight led to

greater mortality, and a greater percentage of

chromosome restructuring and sex-linked reces-

sive lethal mutation in actively growing and

metabolizing objects, than were evident in various

terrestrial control objects. It was assumed that

these developments resulted from the interaction

of radiation and weightlessness [88]. The action
of these two factors in combination was also

considered the cause of an increased number of

specimens showing anomalous development of

thorax and wings [20].
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fluences the cell spindle apparatus, causing

various mitotic disorders, which was first estab-

lished by using bone marrow cells of mice [13]

and on microspores of Tradescantia paludosa [40].

A less clearly expressed influence of flight

conditions and, primarily, weightlessness on the

effects of radiation was detected in experiments

with Tribolium confusum [21], lysogenic bacteria

[78], and other biological objects. In analyzing

the material, the authors justifiably show great

caution in evaluation of the effects of weightless-
ness and its combination with radiation. The

findings on Biosatellite II require confirmation

with similar, but longer experiments for further

study of the combined influence of weightless-
ness and radiation.

Ionizing radiation and SHF-band radiation.

The combined influence of ionizing and SHF-band

radiations is studied in two areas-experimental

and hygienic. Investigations are concentrating

on combined effects of ionizing radiation and,

particularly, SHF radiation, because of increasing

use of equipment which generates electromag-

netic fields at various frequencies on spacecraft
and stations.

Data on the mechanisms of biological effects

of ionizing and microwave radiation indicate
that these radiations in combination can act as

synergists or antagonists, which is confirmed by

experimental material. In experiments on rats,
the influence of continuous microwave radiation

reinforced the effect of T-rays, while pulsed

microwave radiation weakened their effect [92].

This was determined by the mortality rate of the

experimental animals; it should be emphasized

that the animals were exposed to microwaves

before exposure to T-rays. The effect of the com-

bined influence of microwaves and ionizing radia-
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tion depends on the sequence of application of

both factors [83, 84, 96, 104]. The use of micro-

waves before ionizing radiation weakened the

organism's reaction to the radiation, while use
of microwaves after the radiation reinforced it.

Synergistic effects during the action of SHF

radiation and T-rays were obtained by the authors

of this chapter with Tikhonchuk [37]. The com-

bined influence of the factors was estimated

on the basis of mortality (LDs0/3o) and SKA,

changes in weight, and certain hematologic tests.

The data, partially presented in Figures 15 and

16, indicate that preliminary exposure to an

SHF field makes radiation damage more severe,

which is clearly seen in displacement of the

LDso/30 and dynamics of the changes in neutro-

phil and lymphocyte content. The greatest effect

was observed in the SHF radiation application

with ppm=100 mW/cm -2. Combined applica-

tion of the two factors reduced LDso/3o by 200 R

and significantly decreased neutrophil and

lymphocyte content as compared with the

influence of T-rays alone. Finally, from clinical

examinations of persons working under exposure

to SHF and soft x-rays firmly, it is concluded
that the effects of these two harmful factors

generally reinforce each other [27, 60].

Ionizing radiation and hypoxia. A review of

studies on the combined influence of ionizing

radiation and hypoxia requires an evaluation, if

only general, of possible effects of this combina-

tion, since there is great probability of body ex-

posure to these stressors during space flight.

Conclusions from available works are:
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Acclimatization to hypoxia can significantly

increase the body's resistance to the

effects of ionizing radiation [15, 106].

The "protective" effect of hypoxia is mani-

fested during one-time application of this

factor by starting with acute hypoxia be-

fore irradiation in the presence of ordinary

oxygen [24, 67], and is particularly effec-

tive in dealing with hypoxia [106].

The factors here interact as antagonists.

Reports in the literature on the influence of

hypoxia following irradiation are contra-

dictory, which probably results from the

period of radiation damage during which

hypoxia and radiation application mode
are combined.

Hypoxia applied 13 to 25 d after irradiation

(each day 18 h/d for 30 d) slightly increases

the survival rate; but when applied 1 to

4 d after irradiation, hypoxia increases

mortality [87].

While the mechanism of the "protective"

effect of hypoxia was discussed under the

combined influence of ionizing radiation

and acceleration, it should be added that

the positive influence of repeated applica-
tion of this factor between the 2nd and

3rd weeks of radiation sickness may be
related to some stimulation of the hemo-

poietie organs.

QUANTITATIVE METHODS
OF EVALUATION AND PREDICTION

OF FLIGHT FACTORS' EFFECTS

The basic purpose in establishing methods to

estimate quantitatively the influence of the com-

bined action of stress factors during space flight
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is to enablepredictionof bothdirectandremote
resultsofthisinfluence.Thiswouldbesignificant
for timelydevelopmentof preventivemeasures
andeffectivemedicalmonitoringin spaceflight.
Thisisnotaparticularproblemof spacebiology
and medicinebut relatesto astronauticsas a
whole.The possibilityof comparativelyprecise
quantitative(althoughprobabilistic)predictionof
the influenceof combinedeffectsof spaceflight
factorsoncrewmemberswill alsoallowquanti-
tative estimationof spacecraftrequirements
(sinceacrewis aboard)andthefail-safefunc-
tioningof the entire bioengineeringcomplex
(crewpluson-boardsystems).Designerswill thus
be providedwith neededinformationto plan
flightsystemsandthespacecraft.

Materialhasbeenaccumulatedon applying
quantitativemathematicalmethodsto investiga-
tionof thecombinedinfluenceof flightfactors.
Deanet al [38, 39] useddispersionanalysis
methodsin workon the combinedinfluenceof
factors.AntipovandDavydov'sfactoral-analysis
planshavebeensuccessfulin predictingthe
influenceof a radioprotectoron survivalrate
underconditionsof unevenirradiation,andin
interpretingdataof Megelet al [36,79,80]on
thecombinedinfluenceof vibration,hypoxia,and
hightemperatures.However,this is onlya first
attemptin seekingapproachesto solvingthe
problem.

The key to the solutionis probablyin the
creationof adequatemathematicalmodelsof
biologicalsystemssubjectedto the combined
influenceof stressfactors.Similarmodelsare
designedwithcertaininitialprerequisitesforthe
predictionof the developmentof the stateof
the modelsystemas affectedby time. The
pragmaticvalueof heuristicmethodsof predic-
tion mustnotbeignored.In thiswork,thepro-
fessionalskillsandintuitionof ateamof experi-
encedmedicalexpertsis combinedwith the
capabilitiesof rapid informationfrom modern
computers.Thevalueof thesemethodsat the
presentstagein solvingmedicalmonitoring
problems(particularlyin monitoringindividuals'
states)is generallyrecognized.However,this
doesnoteliminatetheneedfor developingand
improvingformalalgorithmsforpredictionbased
onstatisticalanddynamicsimulationmodels.

Experimentalstudyof theeffectsofcombined
actionof factors,thetraditionalformof investi-
gationof medicaldoctorsandbiologists,will not
becomeless importantas quantitativemathe-
maticalmethodsare introducedinto medicine
and biology.On the contrary,experiencewith
mathematicalbiologyhasshownthatthe identi-
ficationofmodels,withoutwhichtheirintelligent
applicationisnotpossible,requiresexpandingthe
volumeof experiments.However,thevarietyof
work by experimenters,differencein methods
used,arbitrarinessof selectionof factorlevels
applied, frequent duplication,and so forth,
greatlyreduceeffectivenessin thestudyof this
problem.

Quantitative Description of Stress Factors'

Influence on a Biological System

The development of effective methods of quan-

titative description of the influence of various

stressors on individual physiological systems and

the body as a whole, the combined influence of a

number of stress factors, as well as prediction

of these factors' aftereffects for the biological

system being studied, require a transition from

verbal characteristics to precise formalized de-

scription. This applies not only to construction

of a mathematical model of a biological system

(detailed below) but also to assignment of the
stressor actions. A characteristic such as the

intensity of an action (radiation dose, acceleration

amount, and so forth), which is easily interpreted

and usually readily measurable, is widely used.

Nevertheless, assignment of an action in a

number of even relatively simple situations by

means of a single scalar parameter is not complete

enough. Other characteristics of the factor must

be considered (e.g., not only intensity but also

spectral composition of radiation, and so forth).

The greatest difficulties are in assigning the
action's time structure.

In an analysis of the time structure stressor

actions, the first step is to differentiate between

two main types of action (mode of factor applica-

tion); these differ in relationship between duration

of application time of the stressor to the biological

system, and duration when reaction of the system
to the factor is observed and studied. The first
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typeis whenthestressfactoractsoveraperiod
substantiallylessthantheobservationperiodof
the system.The secondis whenthe factoris
appliedthroughoutthe observationtime or at
leastasignificantportionofthis time.

Thedifferencein principlebetweenthesetwo
modesof stressoractionsis that in thefirst,the
biologicalsystem,oncedisplacedfromitsinitial
state,returnstoit orshiftsto anotherstablestate
without the stressor.Thus, changesin the
biologicalsystemareeitherattenuatingreactions
to the initial stimulusor processesfor which
stressfactor applicationservedas a starting
mechanism.In thesimplestcase,whenthestress
factoris appliedfor a veryshorttimecompared
tothecharacteristictimeofthesystemreactions,
thetime structureof factorapplicationis insig-
nificant.Only its intensityis significant.The
secondcaseshowsessentiallythesystem'sadap-
tationto a continuouslyappliedstressor.It can
be said,usingananalogyfrommechanics,that
thefirst actionmodeof stressfactorsgenerates
"free" oscillationsofthebiologicalsystem,which
are observed.The secondgenerates"forced"
oscillations.Thespecificfeaturesof anumberof
stressorsallowtheir applicationin onlyoneof
thesetwo modes(if limitedto examinationof
stressors),whicharecompatiblewiththeadapta-
tive and restorativepotentialof the biological
systems.

Theexpediencyofdifferentiatingbetweenthese
two basictypesof time structuresof stressor
actionsis obvious,sinceit allowsmoreprecise,
logicalexperimentplanning,involvingobservation
of the biologicalsystem'srestorativeprocesses
afterthestressor'sactionoradaptationprocesses.
Manyactualsituationswherethebody(orfunc-
tionalsystem)is subjectedto thecombinedin-
fluenceof anumberoffactorscanbeinterpreted
as a combinationof elementaryprocessesbe-
longingto oneof thesetwomaintypes.In these
cases,the conceptof theobservationperiodof
the systemshouldbe refined.Thisquantity,of
course,cannotbearbitrarilyselected.Thenatural
scalefor it is thecharacteristictimeof change
andotherprocessestypicalof thatsystem,orfor
complexsystems,forthatsystem'slevelinwhich
the stress factor's reactionsare essentially
concentrated.
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lberallandMcCulloch[55]prcsenta scaleof
timeconstantsfor man:nerveprocesses(0.3s),
chemometabolicprocesses(3 s), neurohumoral
processes(3 min),hormonalprocesses(7 min),
primarycircadianrhythm(1 d), behavioralre-
actions(10d), and soforth.Thevaiueof time
parameterscharacterizingthe responsivereac-
tionsand their modificationis informativein
thatnotonlycanjudgmentsbeformedconcern-
ingthedegreeof a stressor'sinfluencebutalso
thosesystemsin whichthestressoris basically
concentratedcanbedetermined.Asexamples,a
numberof investigationscanbe citedon the
organism'spostradiationrestoration[2, 17,30,
82,95] and the influenceof toxicologicaland
pharmacologicalagents,accelerationandvibra-
tion[32,35,43].

Fortheentireorganismin mice(survivalrate
test),thehalf-restorationperiodfollowingacceler-
ationisca3handfollowinginjectionofcystamine,
1.5 h. However,whenthesetwo factorsare
combined,thehalf-restorationperiodis extended
to 24h andmore[34,35].Theadditionalapplica-
tionof accelerationandvibrationincreasesthe
half-restorationtime followingthe radiation
factorfrom 4-5 d to morethanhalf againas
long [30, 43]. The periodsrequiredfor half-
eliminationof thestressorreflectthehemopoietic
system'srestorationrate,primarilydamagedby
theradiationfactor,aswellasthatofthecardio-
vascularsystem,primarilyinfluencedbyaccelera-
tion.Cystamineeliminationis apparentlydeter-
minedby the detoxificationrate in the paren-
chymatousorgans(liver,kidneys).

Synthesisof Models of Biological Systems

The problems in constructing models to de-

scribe dynamics of biological systems, including

models to analyze and predict adaptation and

restoration processes following the combined

application of a set of stressors, are properly

considered to be among the most pressing and

complex problems of modern science. Numerous

researchers have been interested in this problem

since the beginning of the century, and there

have been endless publications; but significant

results continue to be relatively rare and, un-

fortunately, have never been integrated into a
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single,well-ordereddisciplinesuchas mathe-
maticalphysics.All of the basicdifficultiesof
mathematicalbiologyhavenot beenovercome,
despiteclaimstothecontrary,butsomescientists
are unnecessarilypessimistic.Rashevskiy,for
example,hassaid that "the currentlevel of
developmentof physicsis possiblystill insuf-
ficienttoexplainthebasicbiologicalphenomena,
and,therefore,wearefullyjustifiedin raisingthe
questionof whethernewphysicallawsmightbe
requiredfor this purpose"[93].However,in
disagreementwiththisview,thedevelopmentof
biologyandall its currentsuccesses(particularly
in molecularbiology)arerelatedtotheextensive
introductionof methodsfromtheexactsciences
into biologyon the basisof knownbasicregu-
larities.Also,passivewaitingforthediscoveryof
speciallawsin theexactsciencesapplicableto
the life scienceswouldprovefruitlessfromthe
purelypracticalstandpoint.

Thetruereasonfor difficultiesencounteredin
introducingmethodsfrom the exactsciences
into biologyis relatedto the basicdifference
which,fromthestandpointof thegeneraltheory
ofsystems[81],isbetweenanimateandinanimate
objects.The descriptionof anynaturalobject
alwaysinvolvesa hierarchicalstructure.How-
ever,therelationshipbetweenstructurelevels
for inanimateobjectsis usuallyrelativelyweak,
whichallowsproblemsto bebrokendowninto
anumberof tasks,eachrelatingtoasinglelevel.
Forexample,in solvingproblemsof engineering
thermodynamics,it is possiblein the first
approximationtoignoretheatomicandmolecular
propertiesof substancesand to utilize heat
capacityvaluesandkineticconstantsasphenom-
enologicalparameters.Thissituationis rarerfor
biologicalsystemsbecauseof thecloserelation-
ship betweenhierarchicallevels.For example,
biochemicalprocessesinmuscletissuedetermine
the tonusof theneuromuscularapparatusand
theentireorganism'sstateasawhole.

Therelationshipsbetweenlevelsofabiological
systemarerichanddynamic,hinderinguseofthe
standardmethodofbreakingdownproblemsand
analyzingmodelsof processesat one level
separately,andof consideringthe influenceof
neighboringlevelsby meansof effectivevalues
of the model'sparameters.An examplewhich

partly confirmsthis is thecomparativesuccess
of quantitativemethodsof analysisof biological
systemsin the investigationof hereditarystruc-
turesand populationdynamics;i.e., at the two
extremepolesof the space-timescaleof hier-
archicallevels,wheretherelationshipbetween
neighboringlevelsis lessintimatethanbetween
thetissueandsystemlevelsand,correspondingly,
thesystemandorganismlevels.

The greatestsuccessesin constructionof
mathematicalmodelstoanalyzethestressfactor's
influencehavebeenachieved(notaccidentally)
in radiobiology.Here, within certain limits,
methodscanbeusedwhichdonotconsiderthe
true damagemechanismto thetissuesof body
systems,but ratherreplaceit with aneffective
model.ForexamplesseeBlair'shypothesis[17],
DankovandLogofet'smodel[29],andothers.

Nevertheless,theonlyintelligentalternativeis
continuationof tenacious,persistent,andpains-
taking work on the synthesisof mathematical
modelsof biologicalsystems.Thisproblem,the
reactionof the organismandits systemsto the
combinedinfluenceof stressfactors,has a
reasonablechanceforsuccessfulsolution.

Thestandardmethodfor constructinga func-
tional modelof any biologicalsystemis the
synthesisof a modelaccordingto whichthe
initial systemis assumedoptimal.Therecanbe
nodoubtthattheinitial systemis in somesense
truly optimal,sinceotherwiseit wouldprobably
have been eliminatedduring the courseof
naturalselection.Unfortunately,it is difficult
to formulatean obviouscriterionfor natural
selection.Thus,thestudyofabiologicalsystem's
reactionto a certain stimulusis frequently
complicatednotonlybytheuncertaintythatthe
optimal criterionselectedis adequateto the
specificsituation,but alsoby uncertaintythat
the selectionwill be correctunder different
conditions.Selye'sconcept[98] is fruitful in
thisconnection:thegeneraladaptationsyndrome
confirmsthepresenceofnonspecificcomponents
in theorganism'sreactionto a broadandvaried
rangeof stresssituations.A certaingenerality
aboutthe body and its systems'reactionsto
stressorsfacilitatesconstructionof a single
methodof quantitativedescriptionof combined
applicationeffectsof stressors.
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approaches to the solution of this problem; a

comparative discussion of these approaches will

follow in the remaining sections of this chapter.

Construction of

Regression Multidimensional Models

and Methods of Experimental Planning

The use of statistical methods in biology, com-

pared to other branches of mathematics, has a

more ancient tradition and apparently has yielded

the greatest results, which, in turn, have had a

stimulating influence on the development of the

methods. Fisher's creation of dispersion analysis

[44] is an obvious example. Problems that are

traditional for statistics are those that require

an estimate of the comparative significance of

various factors which go together to produce a

measurable effect, as well as problems of re-

gression analysis-determining the dependence

of the mathematical expectation of a measurable

random quantity on a certain argument.
The selection of experimental planning meth-

ods is important to the problem of the combined

influence of factors. The problem of planning,

at its inception in the 1920s and 1930s, was con-

sidered one of averaging the influence of un-

monitored factors. Experiments were fully

randomized, so that by treating the results with

dispersion analysis methods, it was possible to

distinguish clearly the influence of the unmoni-

tored factors. Subsequently, a more general

statement of the problem was used-the experi-

mental plan was composed to allow the minimum

number of measurements to be used to deter-

mine, in the set of permissible levels of factors,

the functional dependence between the factors

studied and the quantitative characteristics of

the effect caused by their action. Since in most

cases, the form of the functional dependence is

assumed known with an accuracy based on the

parameters, the problem is essentially one of

estimating regression coefficients with certain

fixed properties (th-optimal plans generate an

information matrix with the greatest value of

the determinant; the covariation matrix of an

A-optimal plan has the smallest value, and so

forth).

Thus, construction of regression models by

means of the widely developed methods of ex-

perimental planning is one possible and promising

method of investigating the problem of the com-

bined influence of stressors. A group of authors

in a study of aot,_matinn of medical monitoring

in space flight [111] predicted use of multi-

factor and multidimensional models in space

medicine and biology. However, this trend is far
from universal and has its basic limitations.

First, even with a small number of factors, the
need to consider the interaction time structure

in even trivial situations increases the problem's

dimensionality so much that solution is difficult

even using modern computers. Second, the

number of experiments necessary to construct

a response surface with the proper accuracy

(particularly when extreme points of this surface

are sought) frequently exceeds the possibilities

of biomedical studies. It is not always possible to

observe the initial prerequisites on which the

method of multidimensional regression analysis

is based (for example, error-free measurement of

independent variables). Also, practice has shown

that multidimensional regression analysis is

sensitive to such disturbances; when these dis-

turbances are present, it is rarely possible to

produce significant results. Finally, statistical

models basically describe the relationship be-

tween an influence and the final effect, frequently

without revealing completely the causal mecha-

nism and dynamics of interaction of stressors and

the biological system.

These reasons indicate that the role of regres-

sion models is limited in constructing a theory

on the combined influence of stress factors, even

though it is quite possible to effectively utilize

these models in certain specific situations. A

particularly successful example of the applica-
tion of statistical methods is the work of Dean,

McGlothlen, and Monroe [38, 39].

Dynamic (simulation) Models of Biological

Systems and the Homeostatic Concept

The most traditional and natural means of'

describing a dynamic system mathematically is

assignment of the correspondence between the

set of input actions and observed variables by

means of an operator, the structure of which

reflects the combination of causal relationship in
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the system.Theconstructionproblemof such
a functionalmodelfor a biologicalsystemwas
formulatedby Lyapunov[75]. Conditionsfor
successfulsynthesisof themathematicalmodel
requirea set of elementaryprocesses(events),
which,it ishoped,canbeformalizedtotheextent
requiredand givepreciseidentificationof the
set's characteristics.This definition,in basic
terms,andtheconditionswhichfollowfromit
arevalidfor a muchbroaderclassofsituations.
However,theconstructionspecificsof modelsfor
biologicand othersystems(economic,social)
comparedto systemsstudiedin physicsand
chemistryconsistbasicallyof difficuhiesin
observingtheseconditions.The richnessand
abundanceof relationshipsin biologicalsystems
preventpreciseaxiomaticsegregationof ele-
mentaryobjectsandtheir typesof interactions,
and identificationof valuesdescribingtheir
parameters.

Thediffcultyin constructingbiologicalsystem
models(asdiscussedin earliersections)means
thatlessrigidrequirements,fromthestandpoint
oftheiradequacyandcompleteness,mustbeused
thanin mathematicalphysics,for example.The
studyShouldalsobelimitedtotherequirementof
a reasonablygooddescription(simulation)of at
leastcertainprocessesin thesystemwhichare
essentialin eachcase.A goodexampleis the
descriptionof radiationdamageto the set of
identicalelementarysystems[3]. The model
allowsameaningfulinterpretationoftheparam-
etersof T-distribution,indicatingthenumberof
elementarysystemsdamagedwithoutrevealing
manysignificantaspectsof the internalmecha-
nismsof the organism'sreactionto thestressor
in question.Radiobiology,togetherwithpopula-
tiondynamics,is theareaof biologywherethe
greatestsuccesshasbeenachievedin the ap-
plicationofmathematicalmodels.Otherworksof
interestto spacebiologyandmedicineshould
bepointedout [2, 10,17,30,36,82].

Thespecificsof the problemin question,the
combinedinfluenceof stressfactors,aresuch
that in mostcasesof practicalinterestit is
necessaryto studythe factors'effectson the
organism'stissueandbasicfunctionalsystems
and,correspondingly,composesimulationmodels

of thebiologicalprocessesinthegivensubstrates.
The mostadequatemathematicalapparatusin
this caseis a systemof differentialor (particu-
larly consideringthe needfor digitalcomputer
modeling)differenceequations.Thus,the pos-
siblestatesof theorganismcanbe interpreted
as pointsof a certainvectorspacein which
the occurrenceof physiologicalprocessesis
representedbytrajectories.Simplemathematical
considerationsshowthattheoperatormentioned
at thebeginningof thissection,whichdescribes
thebiologicalsystem'sstructureofrelationships,
mustbenonlinear.Thebiologicalimportanceof
this is that it allowsadequateinterpretationof
theexistenceof manystablestatesor statesof
regularcyclicalchangeof physiologicalparam-
etersin a biologicalsystem.Thischaracteristic
featureoftheclassof simulationmodelsinques-
tionwasdetermined,basedonpurelyphysiologi-
calconsiderationsasearlyas1937[105].

The difficultiesin identificationandanalysis
of nonlinearsystemsencounteredin natureare
well-known.In this case,theyareincreasedby
variationof parametersof the modelunderthe
influenceof externalaction.The summation
influenceof variousfactorson thereactingsub-
stratecanchangeits lability,functionalmobility,
and so forth, and therebybasicallytransform
the substrate'sreactionto theprimarystimulus
[108].Theproblembecomesextremelycomplex
if thepracticaldifficultiesareadded,in particu-
lar, theinsufficientformalizationofthesymptom
complexof physiologicalandpathologicalstates.
Nevertheless,thereareexamplesof successful
applicationof simulationmodelsin spacebiology
andmedicine,notonlyin radiobiologicalbutalso
physiologicalaspects.

Onepossibleapproachto theconstructionof
a generalsimulationmodelfor investigationof
the combinedinfluenceof flight factorsis the
homeostaticconceptin combinationwithSelye's
conceptofthegeneraladaptationsyndrome[98].
ThehomeostaticconceptwasusedbySvirezhev
to predictthestateof crewmembers'organisms
duringspaceflight.It wasassumedthatthestress
factors' effectcouldbe describedin the time
intervalbymultidimensionalvectorA(t),ofwhich
thecomponentsai(t)arefunctionsdescribingthe
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stressfactors'intensityandtimestructure.The
stateof the bio!om_calsystemcouldbe repre-
sentedin a certainspaceofobservedcharacter-
isticsX. Thehomeostaticconceptassumesthat,
in the statecorrespondingto the physiological

.L .... !..... f Y _,-,_ ln,_li_od in a rather
llOl lit, LtI_ • uxu_o _. ...............

narrow area which may be expanded slightly by

natural biological variability for the groups of

systems studied. For stress actions not too high in
intensity, and which are compatible with the

system's adaptation potential, there is a homeo-

static curve-a trajectory in X, significant varia-

tions from which indicate pathology of the process

observed. In phase-space terminology, the physio-

logically normal state is a certain focal point for

the area of stability, filled with a trajectory ter-

minating in it. This is the homeostatic curve.
The use of this model, in combination with

heuristic prediction methods, has yielded posi-
tive results in medical support and monitoring for

a number of flights, and has considerable promise

as well for constructing a theory on the combined
action of stress factors.

Further development and improvement of the

dynamic model of the general adaptation syn-
drome should include refinement of the bound-

aries of areas corresponding to states represented

as "alarm," "resistance," and "exhaustion" [98].

Variation of qualitative composition of the com-

plex of stressors, intensity of their levels, and the
time structure of the actions make it possible to

estimate the sphere of applicability of the basic

statements. It was upon these that the model's

synthesis was based, including the general

adaptation syndrome hypothesis.
In addition to the development of general

dynamic models, there has been fruitful work on

the creation of models simulating particular

cases of stress factor application. These models

have a more limited range of application but re-

flect the regularities of processes occurring in

specific situations more deeply and completely.

Another possibility cannot be excluded. That

is the effective study of biological systems by

combining models which relate to various aspects

of the phenomenon studied, but merging to yield a

complete description of the phenomenon within
the framework of a certain concept similar to the

principle of complimentarity.
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Summary

The experience accumulated by space biology

and medicine convincingly proves the pressing

nature of the problem of the combined influence

of factors, in its complexity and variety. The in-

vestigation both of specific mechanisms of the

interaction of specific combinations of stress

factors and of the general regularities of their

combined influence, as well as the development

of the most precise possible quantitative methods

for prediction of effects arising under the influ-

ence of these factors are not only important

general biological problems, but also of primary

interest for solving a number of important prac-

tical problems in astronautics. The synthesis of

methods to predict reliably the results of com-

bined application of stressors under various

spaceflight situations will greatly aid technical

projects for future spacecraft. It will become

possible to determine requirements for the

arrangement and structural specifics of space-

craft. This will apply also to their lif_-support

systems.
The production of quantitative characteristics

relating the evaluation of the crewmembers' con-
ditions to levels of intensities and parameters

characterizing the time structure of stressor

actions will allow optimal versions of plan deci-

sions to be selected. High reliability will be

assured of crewmembers' work as elements of a

single man-machine complex with intelligent

requirements placed on the technical equip-
ment. The usefulness of a successful solution of

the problem of the combined influence of factors
cannot be overestimated in the development of

methods of preflight training, preventive medi-

cine, and postflight rehabilitation of astronauts,

as well as algorithms for medical monitoring and

control during the flight.

The many examples presented indicate that

an influencing factor may stimulate reactions

which are defensive-adaptive in nature and in-

crease the resistance of the organism or an organ

to the effects of other stressors. From the stand-

point of the general adaptation syndrome

theory, increased resistance during stress pro-

vides the necessary resistance of the organism
to the effects of stimuli of another nature.
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However, the so-called cross resistance in a

number of cases was not observed, but rather

"cross sensitization," in that the development

of resistance to a given agent is not accompanied

by a reduction, but rather by an increase in

sensitivity to another factor.

Even though a significant part of the reactions
to a combination of stressor actions which have

been studied can be interpreted from the general

adaptation syndrome (which is doubtlessly fruit-

ful), there is an abundance of specific effects re-

lated to specific reaction mechanisms, which, in

turn, are related to the tropism of the stress factor

for a given biological system. For example, it can

be assumed that the stressor's influence in many
cases is transmitted through the autonomic nerv-

ous pathways to various tissues and organs, in-

cluding the medullary portion of the adrenals,

which secrete epinephrine and norepinephrine.

Similarly, a stressor may act on the posterior seg-

ment of the hypophysis and stimulate secretion

of vasopressin, which has a significant influence

on the cardiovascular system.

A simple listing of possible mechanisms of com-

bined factor influence emphasizes the complexity

of the problem. Still more complex is the develop-

ment of reliable models for reliable quantitative
prediction of effects.

Combined research in a number of countries

would have a highly fruitful and stimulating in-

fluence in developing adequate mathematical

models of the combined influence of stressor ac-

tions on biological systems. This is particularly

true for the organization of experimental work.
Selection and coordination of standard conditions

for experiments, a search for common criteria for

evaluation of effects observed, and other similar

measures would permit comparing the experi-

ment results of different researchers, and make

possible the intelligent allocation of research tasks.

International cooperation in planning experimen-
tal work would greatly increase its effectiveness.

The interpretation of the experimental data is

possible both within the framework of statistical

description by means of muhifactor and multi-

dimensional regression models, and by means of

portrait models simulating the causal mechanism

of the most important regularities of the process

observed. However, the most meaningful and

promising results should be expected from the

construction of analytic and algorithmic models
of the process in question. Thus, attention must

first be given to the construction of models of the

influence of specific combinations of factors char-

acterizing actual flights, and to models of the non-

specific influence of individual factors, in order

to reveal the general regularities of reactions to
their combined influence.
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A distinctive feature of space biology and

medicine is the requirement for telemetric

methods in collecting scientific information,

providing medical monitoring during flight, and

solving diagnostic and prognostic problems.

Physiologists encountered for the first time, in

manned space flight, the need for strict con-

formity of the volume of information transmitted

with the carrying capacity of telemetry channels.

It became necessary to design new data-measur-

ing systems and to program their operation. Selec-

tion of the most suitable investigative methods

for medical monitoring of man in space became of

prime importance, to make appropriate modifica-

tions to the chosen methodologies, and to extract
the maximum amount of information about the

organism's physiologic systems from these space

experiments.
Biomedical information was first transmitted

from a spacecraft to Earth during the flight of the

dog, Layka, in the second Soviet Earth satel-

'Translation of. Metody Issledovaniya v Kosmicheskoy

Biologii i Meditsine. Peredacha Biomeditsinskoy Informatsii.

Osnovy Kosmicheskoy Biologii i Meditsiny, pp. 1-86. (Foun-

dations of Space Biology and Medicine). Vol. II. Part 5.

Chapter 2. Moscow. Academy of Sciences USSR. 1973.

lite. Thereafter, a wide spectrum of physiologic

methods for examining and monitoring the organ-

ism during space flight was tested in Earth

orbiting physiologic laboratories in the second

and third Soviet spacecrafts. From these experi-

ences, a system of remote medical monitoring was

developed for the first cosmonaut, Yu. A. Gagarin.

The Mercury program laid the foundation for

subsequent comprehensive biologic measure-

ments in manned orbital flights.

Development of manned space flight poses new

and increasingly complex problems for physicians

and biologists. No other area of scientific en-

deavor has such dynamic goals, techniques, and
observations. There is also a close link between

practical constraints and development of a re-

search capability in space science and space

exploration [32, 85, 86]. In this matter, investiga-
tive methods are of utmost importance, specifi-

cally in obtaining information on reactions of the

livin_ organism to the combined factors of space

flight. Longer and more distant flights make it

imperative to solve problems of forecasting the

astronaut's physical condition, and to develop

new approaches to monitor the activities of crew-
members, based on the concept of the spacecraft

668
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as a totally autonomous system [68]. For this

reason, automated recognition of physiologic and

medical status is a pressing requirement at the

present stage of development of space biology
and medicine.

PHYSIOLOGIC MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS

IN SPACE RESEARCH

Information about an astronaut's condition

during space flight reaches Earth via three chan-

nels: radiotelemetry, television, and radio com-

munication. Radiotelemetry is the principal

method of transmitting physiologic parameters

recorded in the form of oscillograms. Television

monitoring permits examination of the astro-

naut's motor activity, posture, facial expression,

behavior, and activities. The study of radio con-

versations permits evaluation of his verbal

activity, adequacy of answers, accuracy of re-

ports, and intellectual level. For this reason, all

flight data, including radiotelemetry, television,

and radio dialogue, must be analyzed for com-

prehensive assessment of the astronaut's
condition.

The set of devices that permits physiologic

readings on a spacecraft includes sensors and

electrodes, physiologic radioelectronic equip-

ment, instruments for accumulating and process-

ing data, devices for transmission of information

from spacecraft to Earth, and, finally, ground-

based equipment for receiving, decoding, and

recording. This entire arrangement could be

called a "physiologic measuring system" [18].

The data acquisition system is the first element

in the physiologic measuring system. It converts

physiologic measures into electric signals, or it

transduces bioelectric potentials. Special sensors

or electrodes are needed to meet these two objec-

tives. Development of sensors and electrodes for

use in space flight presents some difficulties.

The sensor must continuously operate for long

periods with stable operating characteristics

during and after exposure to vibration, accelera-

tion, and various atmospheric factors (increased

temperature and humidity, decreased barometric

pressure). Because it cannot be replaced in case

of malfunction, it is imperative to constantly

search for new methods of recording physiologic

reactions, design better types of sensors, and pay

r I _-1 ......carelm attention to pmce,ne,t of sensors on ,t._LIllE;

subject's body. While the inconvenience of some

examinations is brief on Earth, during flight it

becomes an ever-present factor. Sensors and

electrodes should not hamper the astronaut i,,

his work, nor lead to discomfort. This applies

equally to animals, since discomfort elicits rest-

lessness in them, as well as increased motor

activity, which can affect the results of physi-

ologic examinations.

The placement of sensors and electrodes on

the test subject (man or animal) involves special

problems. Most sensors and electrodes must be

applied at specific points, and even minor shifts

may substantially distort the tracings. In animal

studies, a solution to this difficult problem was

implanting electrodes under the skin or in the

muscle, using special surgical techniques to

assure exact placement of the sensor (for ex-

ample, bringing out the dog's carotid to a skin

flap to measure arterial pressure), or even im-

planting sensors in the animal's chest cavity. It

is a considerably more complex matter to posi-
tion and immobilize sensors and electrodes on

the human body. At present there are many pro-

posals for pasting electrodes and sensors on the

skin, sewing them into clothing, inserting them

in the physiologic orifices (rectum, nose, mouth)

and even imbedding them under the skin. A de-

scription follows of different types of sensors and

methods for immobilizing them.

Physiologic Data Recording Equipment

The equipment for recording physiologic data

on-board a spacecraft presents several substan-

tial differences, compared with such usage on

Earth. These differences relate, on the one hand,

to weight, size, and electric power constraints;

on the other, to specific conditions under which

the equipment must operate. Feasibility of record-

ing specific indices in flight is determined by

characteristics of data acquisition channels;
these characteristics must conform to the

physiologic characteristics of information for

which a specific channel is intended. To deter-

mine the quantity of information, the total num-

ber of signals possible under these conditions

must be known, and the probability of appearance

of each. To simplify the concept, all signals will
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be considered equally probable. As the measure-

ment unit for quantity of information, the unit

choice of two equally probable states is taken. In

a digital transmission system, information (H) is

measured-in binary units per second (bits),

according to the formula

H = n • log2 m

where H is the quantity of information in bits/

second; n is the rate of transmission, and m is

the number of equally probable possible states.

The quantization rate or number of points

transmitted per unit time must be twice the

maximum signal frequency (the sampling theorem

of Kotel'nikov and Shannon) for undistorted

transmission of the signal over a radio channel.

This thesis is one of the most important in com-

munications theory, and as applied to physiologic

data, permits determination of the sampling rate

required for unambiguous transmission via a

digital signal channel (Table 1).

Each digital radiotelemetry channel is designed

to transmit a specific maximum quantity of in-

formation. The channel carrying capacity is also

determined in binary digits per second. The

ratio of the quantity of information that is trans-
mitted over the channel without distortion to the

total channel capacity is called the coefficient

of useful signal channel operation. The smaller

the channel capacity, the higher the coefficient

of useful operation for a given signal sample rate.

The choice of methods for examining man and

animals on spacecraft and satellites is closely

related to problems of acquiring and transmitting

biological data. There are broader opportunities

for using diverse methods in flight experiments

with animals. For this reason, such experiments

furnish not only scientific information but also

evaluate the effectiveness of different sensing

methods for later transfer to manned spacecraft.
Since the second Soviet satellite was launched

with the dog Layka, there has been a revolution

in biomedical instrumentation. Many medico-

physiologic measurements which are now routine

both on Earth and in space became feasible

solely through the application of technologic

advances that originated in space research. How-

ever, increasingly we encounter significant

restrictions in the use of important methods

during flight. Recently there has been an impres-

sive increase in medicophysiologic data acquisi-

tion for research and medical monitoring [43].

Secondary use of some monitoring systems for

investigative purposes is growing in importance.

Table 2 summarizes monitoring and examina-

tion methods, outlining acquisition and trans-

mission of data, and some of the principles in

physiologic measurement systems on Soviet and

US spacecraft and satellites. Three directions

can be distinguished in development of physio-

logic methods for manned space flight:

1. Search for methods, development and

testing of systems for medical monitor-

ing of astronauts in flight (Vostok 2 to 5

space satellites, Mercury, Apollo);

2. Development of systems for automated

physiologic experiments in space
(Cosmos 110, Biosatellite III);

TABLE 1.-General Estimates of Physiologic Signals Bandwidth and Carrying Capacity of

Radiotelemetry Channels Transmitting Such Information

Physiologic parameter

Electrocardiogram (ECG)
Electroencephalogram (EEG)
Electromyogram (EMG)
Pneumogram (PG)
Thermogram (TG)

Frequency
spectrum,

permissible
top limit

nz

50
100
500

4
0.005

Quantization
level

%accuracy

5
5

20
25
0.5

No. discrete readings

time

100
200

1000
8
0.1

Data
quantity

Carrying
capacity
required

amplitude bits/s bits/s

4O0
8O0

30O0
16
0.1

16
16
8
4

256

500-600
900-1000

3500-4000
20-25

0.1-0.2

l'J, "A ._ _T ('_
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TABLE 2.--Biomedical Data Acquisition and Transmission on Spacecraft and Satellites

Spacecraft Launch Physiologic measurement methods Distinctions of on-board medical References

and satellites year equipment and biotelemetry systems

1957 [34]2nd Soviet

Earth

satellite

2nd-5th Soviet

spacecraft-

satellites

Vostok

spacecraft

Mercury

capsules

Voskhod

spacecraft

Soyuz

spacecraft

Gemini

spacecraft

Cosmos 110,

simulated

Earth

satellite

Apollo

spacecraft

Biosatellite III

Salyut orbital

station

1960-1961

1961-1963

1962-1965

1964-1965

1967-1971

1966-1967

1966

1968-1972

1969

1971

Electrocardiography, pneumography,

arterial oscillography, aetography

Electrocardiography, pneumography,

phonocardiography, sphygmography,

electromyography, actography,

arterial oseillography, body

temperature reading,

seismoeardiography

Electrocardiography, pneumography,

seismocardiography, kinetocardi-

ography, electrooeulography,

electroencephalography, galvanic

skin reflex

Electrocardiography, pneumography,

arterial pressure and body

temperature readings

Electrocardiography, pneumography,

seismocardiography, electrocardi-

ography, e!ectrodynamography,

motor acts of writing

Electrocardiography, pneumography,

seismocardiography, body

temperature

Electrocardiography, impedance

pneumography, arterial pressure

and body temperature

phonocardiography, electro-

encephalography

Electrocardiography, sphygmography,

seismocardiography, aortic

pressure

Electrocardiography, impedance

pneumography

Electrocardiography, impedance

pneumography, electroencephalog-

raphy, changes in blood pressure

by catheterization of pulmonary

vessels, arterial and venous system,

brain temperature with implanted

sensors, study of behavorial

reactions

Electrocardiography, pneumography,

seismocardiography, kinetocardi-

ography, sphygmography of

femoral artery, arterial pressure

by tachooscillographic method

Equipment was turned on with a

program device

Commutator for successive measure-

ment of slowly changing

parameters, electrocardiophone

Placement of preamplifiers in

cosmonauts' clothing; multipurpose

use of amplifier channels

Automatic arterial pressure reading,

system of ECG and impedance PG

tracing using common electrodes

Distinction of two units: medical

monitoring and medical examina-

/inns" special medical monitoring

panel upon going into orbit

Special medical monitor panel for

recording body temperature and

pulse while going into orbit [space]

Use of special on-board tape

recorder for medicophysiologic

parameters

Electric stimulation of receptor zones

of carotid sinus using a programed

stimulator; automatic administration

of pharmacologic agents

Upon exit on the moon's surface,

pulse rate was retranslated in the

lunar modulate and through its

telemetry system to Earth

Automatic analyzer of calcium,

creatine, and creatinine in urine;

special biotelemetry device with 10

channels operating at an access

speed of 100/s and one "slow"

channel (10/s)

On-board tape recorder to record

investigative information: special

unit of investigative [research]

equipment

[11,131

[18, 90, 91]

[71,93, 110,

III]

[18,1081

[78, 1161

[6, 47, 55]

[811

[29, 31,32, 55]

I [2, 3,701
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3. Development of systems for medico-

physiologic examination of the human

organism in space (Voskhod, Gemini,

Soyuz 1).

The block diagrams in Figures 1, 2, and 3

illustrate the biotelemetry systems of Vostok 3,

Voskhod 1, and the artificial satellite, Biosatellite

3, as examples of the construction of physiologic

measurement systems. In manned flights, especi-

ally in the early stages, attention was focused on

medical monitoring. The development and testing

of research equipment was of secondary signifi-

cance until recently. However, with increased

duration of flights, prognostic information is

becoming increasingly necessary. To obtain such

information, broader programs of physiologic

measurements will be needed and most impor-

tantly, in-depth mathematical analysis of flight
data and addition of necessary tests of functional

capacities.

METHODS OF CLINICOPHYSIOLOGICAL

EXAMINATION IN FLIGHT

Methods of Examining

the Circulatory System

Electrocardiography. To record the ECG in

the course of space flight, it was necessary to

develop an essentially new technique. This was

characterized by absence of interference with

astronauts performing their flight assignments;
absence of skin irritation or discomfort in studies

lasting many days; adequate diagnostic value in

the data; and absence of distortions in records

during conversion and transmission to Earth. All

this necessitated special research to develop

electrodes, select placement points for them, and

find means of providing long-term immobilization

[5, 8, 96, 119].

The chief prerequisites for surface electrodes

in long-term monitoring are: (1) reliable mech-

anical attachment, and (2) reliable electric contact

[36]. Additional difficulties are raised by such

factors as the presence of contact potentials
between the surface of a metal electrode and the

electrolyte in which it is dipped, the need to
reduce resistance between the electrode and

skin, and to make the input impedance of the

signal amplifiers as high as possible. Ideally, the

input impedance of the amplifier should be in-

finite, and that of the electrode system very low.

Then, changes in resistance occurring in the

"electrode-skin" system with body movement

would not affect the potentials at the amplifier

input generated by the contact potential battery.

The amplifier should serve as an electrostatic

measuring instrument in relation to the electrode

system that is insensitive to any current from

other tissue generators or electrode-electrolyte
batteries.

Progress in developing electrodes can be illus-

trated from the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo

programs. The liquid electrode developed for

the Mercury project consisted of a silicone rubber

ring that supported a disk-screen of stainless

steel with 40 holes (Fig. 4, A). After the electrode

was placed in the space between the steel disk

and the skin, electrolyte was added. However,

these electrodes produced much interference in

flight when the astronaut moved [62], probably

due to polarization. For this reason, in the Gemini

flights, the design of the electrodes was much

improved by use of a pure silver disk with an
anodized surface [37]. The ECG electrodes for

the Apollo flights differed in that a hard plastic

cap was used to enclose silver-silver chloride
electrodes.

Low interelectrode resistance is important in

assuring prolonged interference-free ECG re-

cording. For this purpose, different pastes and

methods for treating the skin are used (cream,

soap, finely ground pumice, or a mixture of alco-

hol and ether). For the Mercury program, a

paste was developed that did not irritate the
skin for 48 h. In its latest modifications, 0.5%

propyl-p-hydroxybenzoate was added as an anti-

bacterial agent. The paste method was used to

immobilize the electrodes on the skin (during the

flight of Yu. A. Gagarin and all US flights) or

they were taped on.

During the flight of G. S. Titov, the electrodes

were either pasted on (as in the MX lead) or

taped (as in the DS lead) [8, 91]. Subsequently,

a complete change to the tape system was made

on Soviet spacecraft. This system includes a

chest belt with buih-in silver electrodes of

18-20 mm diameter, with grooves for the paste,

and two straps crossing over the astronaut's
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chestandattachedtohisback.Therearerubber
segmentsin the belt that helpto providegood
contactbetweenthe electrodesand the skin.

Twobipolarchestleadsresultedfromexperi-
mentaA1research,whichwere namedMX and
DS[91]andchosenfor the Vostokspacecraft.
The advantagesinclude minimumlevels of
interferencefrom electromyographicpotentials,
convenientattachmentof electrodes,andhigh
diagnosticeffectiveness.In the MX derivation,
theelectrodesareplacedon themidlineof the
chestat the levelof themanubriumandxiphoid
process,and the DS leadis alongthe mid-
axillaryline on the rightand left, at the fifth
intercostalspacelevel.ThusMX is referableto
thesternalgroupandDSto theaxillarygroupof
leads,accordingto Roman[96,97].

The systemof electrodeplacementin the
Mercuryprojectconsistedof threeelectrodes
fortwoECGleads.Subsequently,afour-electrode
systemwasdeveloped.In the Geminiflights,
the DSelectrodeswerealsousedto recordthe
impedancepneumogram(Figs.4 and5).There
is nodoubtthat a searchfor convenientelec-
trodesandplacementpointsfor electrocardiog-
raphyduringspaceflightsshouldcontinue.For
example,a verypromisingelectrodemodelpro-
posedin the GDRcouldbe mentioned.Three
disksof 20-30mm diameterare placed5-10
mm aparton an insulatingplate.The outside
disksareactive,andthe middleone("Earth")
servesto diminishinterferencefromsurrounding
equipment.

The"spray-on"electrodesproposedbyRoman

14

f

12

13

L-_ m

I
I

I
I

FIGURE1.-Block diagram of the biotelemetry system of BiosateUite III.
Legend: (1) experimental data

(2)
(3)

(4, 5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(10)
(11, 12, 13)

(14)

65-channel switchboard
65-channel decoder
telemetric transmitters at a frequency of 136.68 mHz
coaxial switch

duplex
command and telemetry antenna system
mechanical switch
biomedical analogue printer-tape recorder
experimental and engineering data
time mark
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[96] are of great interest. Such electrodes con-
sist of metal and cement dust which, along with

solvent, is applied to the skin using a special

sprayer. The sprayed-on electrode is about 1 mm
thick and 19 mm diameter. A fine wire is used

to derive biopotentials. The mean interelectrode
resistance is about 70 kohms. Three types of

electrodes to record electrocardiograms for 30 d
or more are proposed [95].

1. Electrodes with lithium chloride used

without paste and mounted on a belt

system: interelectrode resistance is
about 15 kohms; an amplifier with a

b) Visual indicator

,/_ c) Recordingdevices

d) Audio

indicator

FIGURE 2.--Block diagram of Vostok 3 telemetry system.

EEG, EOG, preamplifiers for EEG and electrooculogram recording

ECG, amplifier for ECG recording

Amp-l, Amp-2, ECG amplifiers used to record EEG and EOG

PG, amplifier for pneumogram recording

GSR, system for recording galvanic skin reactions

ECP, electrocardiophone, system for current transmission of pulse rate using the "signal"

(S) transmitter

AR, autonomous recorder for pulse and respiration rate while landing

OBR, on-board recorder

RTS, radiotelemetry system

RD, recording device

S, short-wave transmitter and receiver "signal"
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bandpass of 2-50 Hz and an input

resistance on the order of 1000 meg-

ohms is used.

2. Subcutaneous electrodes: stainless steel

and tantalum wire clips, 6 mm long,

were used; as early as 3 d after im-

plantation, discomfort disappears; in-

terelectrode resistance reaches 50

kohms.

3. Insulated electrodes consisting of alumi-

num disks covered with a thin insulat-

ing layer: resistance between the skin

and electrode is over 30 000 megohms;

a special circuit is used with a field-

effect transistor connected to the elec-

trode inside a grounded screen.

To improve the clinical quality of ECG re-

cordings, some authors propose an amplifier with

_/ k_

EcGTi Y PG+SCGr .Ts

I .1 i

_ I J ECG I_ , I

PG + SCG_ =--

OBMD

EEG I
f) Electrodes --" EOG :] MAD

sensors : DMG
w

_a) Photo-
RTS recording

device

b)
Device for visual

observation

c)sh°rt'wave 1

transmitter

and receiver _-=

"signal"
d)Recording

I e)Audio control

FIGURE3.-- Block diagram of Voskhod 1 biotelemetry system.

ECG, amplifier for ECG recording

PG & SCG, amplifier for recording seismocardiogram and pneumogram on the same channel

CB, chest belt

MAD, medical amplifying device to record on the same channel the EEG, electrooculogram

(EOG), dynamogram (DMG), and writing coordination (WC)

OBMD, on-board memory device

RTS, radiotelemetry system

PECP, pneumoelectrocardiophone for transmission of pulse and respiration through the "signal"

transmitter
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A 35mm
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(b) 20.6 mm
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FIGURE 4.--Electrodes and sensors in the Mercury and Gemini programs.

A improved electrode for ECG recording

(a) electrode casing (3) coating

(b) electrode disk (4) perforations

(1) silicone rubber (5) wire attachment

(2) thin disk of pure silver anodized (6) outlet wire
with silver chloride

B placement of electrodes for ECG recording

(1, 2) DS lead electrodes

(3, 4) MX lead electrodes

C cuff for arterial pressure measurement

(1) nylon casing

(2) Velcro covering

(3) pneumowire of neoprene rubber
D design of NASA-Azimuth electrodes installed in the cosmonaut's helmet to record the EEG

(1) plastic ring (8) silastic insert

(2) silver contact (9) electrode paste

(3) silver chloride (10) amplifier's metal contact

(4) pressed silver powder (11) outlet wire

(5) fire-polished glass disks (12) electrostatic screen

(6) acetylcellulose sponge (13) plastic covering

(7) rubber ring (14) silastic insulation
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a limited frequency bandwidth. Roman [96] indi-

cates that restriction of the high-frequency re-

sponse to 100 Hz does not influence the clinical

information in the tracing; with a limit of 50

Hz it leaves the ECG virtually unchanged; with

a limit of 25 Hz some distortion occurs. A low-

frequency cutoff at 0.2 Hz does not reduce
clinical usefulness. The effect of muscular inter-

ference as related to different amplifier band-

widths was investigated by Freiman et al [39].

Optimum results were seen in a channel with

interference, in which maximum signal/noise

ratio was obtained by adjusting the frequency

bandpass.

9

13

:E

E

._.{
14

6

-]

-1
1

FIGURE5.-Block diagram of control system for biochemical
automatic device for urinalyses during flight of Biosatellite 3.
(1, 2, 3, 13, 14) inputs of time marks (1 min, 5 min, 1 h, 24 h)

(4) timer (control system of timing sequence of
commands)

(5) device for calcium analysis
(6) telemetry on-switch
(7) suction pump
(8) data storage [collection] system
(9) sample collecting command

(10) urine sample control
(11) creatinine analysis device
(12) telemetry output

Phonocardiography. The value of phonocardi-

ography in a cardiologic examination is that it

permits objective registration of the volume of

sounds, their phase correlations, and a number of

variable cardiac cycle characteristics. Since

astronauts are a specially screened and trained

group without pathologic heart murmurs, it is

useful to concentrate on recording heart sounds.

A special method developed and named "integral

phonocardiography" [27] consists of picking up

the low-frequency envelope of audio frequencies,

by detection and integration of the output

signals of the phonocardiographic amplifier.

Radiotelemetry channels with considerably

smaller capacity can be used mostly to transmit

the "integral" curve than to transmit an ordinary

phonocardiogram. The method of "integral"

phonocardiography was used in flight experi-
ments with animals on the second and third

Soviet satellites.

Phonocardiography was used by US research-

ers in the Gemini 4 flight [103]. Phonocardio-

grams were recorded on both crewmembers

using miniature microphones weighing 7 g

attached to the chest with special paste. A pre-

amplifier was installed in the space suit. Phono-

cardiograms were obtained on-board on a tape

recorder, then retransmitted, and the data

analyzed on Earth.

Seismocardiography. Electric and sonic phe-
nomena associated with cardiac contractions do

not furnish information about the ultimate results

of cardiac activity, such as the force, rhythm, and

rate of blood ejection from the ventricles into

the large arterial trunks, or how the heart fills

during diastole. Ballistocardiography is one in-

vestigative method of these functions. However,

it is practically impossible to use its clinical

variants in space flight. For this reason, a special

modification of ballistocardiography was de-

veloped and named seismocardiography (SCG)

[22]. In essence, this involves registration of the
third and fourth derivations of the dorsoventral

(or longitudinal) ballistocardiogram. The principle

of sensor operation is based on translation of

chest wall pulse movements into oscillations of an

inert (seismic) mass, elastically connected to the

object being measured. The first sensors were

tested in flight experiments with animals.

The seismocardiographic complex consists of

two distinct parts (cycles): systolic and diastolic

(Fig. 6). The amplitude of each cycle is directly

related to the magnitude of cardiac contraction

in a given phase. The decay time is related to

the time relations between these forces. Since

the frequency of oscillations of the seismic mass
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properisratherhigh,respiratoryexcursionsand
otherslowbodymovementshavevirtuallyno
effectonthetracing;thereareonlysomevaria-
tionsofamplitudewithrespirationonthetracing.
As arule,goodtracingsareobtainedonlywhen
thesubjectis at completerest.TheSCGsensor
wasfirst usedin testson humansduringthe
Vostok5and6flights[21].Theseismogramswere
recordedon thesametelemetrychannelasthe
electrooculogramwhichwasfeasiblebecauseof
thedifferentfrequencyspectraoftheprocesses.
Subsequently,on Voskhodand Soyuzspace-
craft, seismocardiographybecameone of the
continuousmedicalmonitoringmethods.

Kinetocardiography. During the flight of G. S.

Titov, a sensor in the form of a miniature micro-

phone with a one-transistor preamplifier [11]

was used to record the kinetocardiogram. The

tracing thus obtained characterizes local chest

wall vibrations and permits evaluation of cardiac

cycle phases, as well as coordination of right and

left heart contractions. The pickup was placed

in the apical pulse region and attached to the

inner surface of the chest strap. Vibration of the

chest wall was recorded in the frequency range

10-20 Hz. The defects in the electromagnetic

sensor were its low sensitivity and the impossi-

bility of transducing vibrations in the frequency

range of the order of 1-5 Hz. For this reason,
efforts were subsequently made to develop kineto-

cardiographic pickups using piezo elements [20].
Arterial pressure measurement. Methods of

measuring arterial pressure are usually classified
as direct and indirect. Direct methods were used

in flight experiments with animals (Cosmos 110
and Biosatellite III). A system with pulsed

delivery (heparin) was installed on Biosatellite III

to improve patency of implanted catheters. Four

catheters (two venous and two arterial) made it
possible to obtain reliable information about

blood pressure dynamics. Sensors, in the form

of ordinary electric bridges, were used; one leg of

the bridge changed parameters, depending on

pressure on the sensor diaphragm.

To record arterial pressure in astronauts, in-

direct methods used were oscillography (USSR)

and audio (USA). Arterial oscillography is based
on recording pressure fluctuations in a cuff

depressing a vessel. Tachooscillography (method

Ac Is

sa \lJ'_Em

Ip

Er Ir Fr Dy Sa

T

I k

KT 'L,

- 'M;UM,

FIGURE &-Samples of cardiosignals recorded in space
flight (ECG, PhCG, SCG, KCG) and under experimental
conditions (VbCG, PCG, DEG, BCG).

ECG, electrocardiogram
SCG, seismocardiogram
KCG, kinetocardiogram

(Sa) atrial systole
(Ac) phase of asynchronous contraction
(Is) phase of isometric contraction

(Em) phase of maximum ejection
(Er) phase of reduced ejection
(Ip) protodiastolic interval
(Ir) phase of isometric relaxation
(Fr) phase of rapid filling
(Dy) phase of slow filling

BCG, ballistocardiogram
PCG, perimetric cardiogram

VbCG, vibrocardiogram
DEG, dielectrocardiogram
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of Savitskiy[98])recordsthevelocitycomponent
of oscillations.The audiomethodis basedon
recordingsonicphenomena(Korotkoffsounds)at
thearterialcompressionsiteusingamicrophone.
The oscillatorymethod,first testedduringthe
flightof Layka,wasthenusedin experimentson
thesecondandthirdSovietspacecraft-satellites.
A compressorcuff.placedonthecarotidexposed
in a skinflapwasusedto measuretheanimal's
arterialpressure.Sincethecuff is small(about
3 cm2),anautomatedplungerdevicewasused
to createpressurein it, this deviceis a metal
cylinderwith a carefullygroundplunger.The
sizeof thecylinderwassuchthata pressureof
up to 220mmHg wascreatedin the cuffwith
eachplungerstroke.The pressurein the cuff
changedlinearlyandwasconvertedintotension
bymeansofanelectricmicromanometer.

Duringthe flightof Voskhod,B. B. Yegorov,
cosmonaut-physician,tookarterialpressureread-
ingsoncrewmembers,usinganordinarysphyg-
momanometer.Maximumandminimumpressures
were determinedby auscultationof Korotkoff
sounds.In the MercuryandGeminiflights,an
automaticsphygmomanometricsystemwasused
withanaudiomethodtodeterminepressure[71].
In the first orbitalflightof J. Glenn,therewas
noautomaticpressuredeviceandtheastronaut
pumpedair into thecuffwitha bulb.An auto-
maticpressuredevicewasusedinallsubsequent
flights,wherea pressureof 220mm Hg was
reachedin 30s.Specialsafetyfeatureslowered
thepressureif it heldatmorethan60mmHgfor
over2 min.Cuffpressuredroppedata linearrate
from 220to 60mm Hgby meansof a special
pressureregulator.The microphonewasin the
lowerpartofthecuff,whichturnedouttobethe
mosteffectivefromthestandpointof sensitivity
andnoise-proofqualityof themeasuringsystem
(Fig.4,B).Thepressurecurveandarterialphono-
oscillogramwererecordedonthesametelemetry
channel.A miniaturepiezomicrophonewas
developed,3.5 cm diameterand0.5cm thick,
withsignificantlyreducedinterference.

Sphygmography. Carotid sphygmograms were

recorded on dogs during the third and fourth

Soviet spacecraft-satellite flights. For transducing

carotid pressures, the casing of the cuff was
enclosed. Instead of a rubber cuff, a tubular

sensing element filled with graphite or piezo

crystal was used. A bridge network was devised
for the graphite transducer. The bridge capaci-

tance in the RC network formed a simple low-

frequency filter, limiting the frequency band

and thus lowering the interference level. Due to

the solid contact between the pickup element of

the sensor and vessel, the cuff sphygmographic

sensors produced very stable tracings. Movement
of the animals and even vibration had little effect.

Development of new methods of studying blood

circulation in space flight. Electroplethysmog-

raphy is one of the promising techniques in space

cardiography. It is known in two variants:

rheography, developed in 1945 by Poltzer, Marco,

and Hohzer, and dielectrography, devised by

Atzler and Leman [17]. In both, readings are based

on use of high frequencies, but with rheography

changes in ohmic components of complex re-
sistance in living tissues are examined primarily,

while with dielectrography the capacitance com-

ponent is considered.

For man, electroplethysmography is probably

the only method, acceptable in space flight, of

studying blood supply to the brain. Work in the

field of intracranial electroplethysmography

(rheoencephalography) resulted in development

of radiotelemetry systems to study blood supply

to the brain [74]. More recently, a phase-sensitive
circular detector has been used, which removed

the chief disadvantage of rheoencephalography-

nonlinearity of voltage-ohmic characteristics near

the balance point of the bridge [74]. Diagnostic

importance is attributed to thoracic and abdom-

inal rheography [18]. A method of chest rhe-

ography has been developed using additional
electrodes inserted in the astronaut's chest

strap. Recording the rheogram of the pulmonary

artery appears to be a useful application.
The need for continuous contact between the

electrodes and skin limits the area and duration

of application of this technique, in spite of the

definite practical value of rheography to examine
central and peripheral circulation. For this rea-
son, attention was concentrated on investigation

of contact-free techniques, in particular, dielec-

trocardiography. Two types of instruments have
been developed [42]; the first is based on the

principle proposed by Atzler and Leman [17],
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wherethegeneratoroperatesat a frequencyof
8 MHz.Theoutputtank circuit or "secondary
circuit" is inductivelycoupledto thegenerator,
andthepatient'stissuesconnectedtoit formthe
capacitance.Changesin amplitudeof generator
oscillationsduetochangesinbehaviorofcurrent
in theprimarytankcircuitarerecorded.Changes
intheresistivecomponentofthesecondarycircuit
affectthisbehaviormorethanchangesincapac-
ity. Thus,this systemprimarilyrecordschanges
inresistivelossesin thetissuecapacitance,rather
thanchangesindielectricconstant.Torecordthe
true dielectrocardiogram,an instrumentwas
developed,basedon the principleof frequency
modulationwith a sensitivityof 1mV/0.001mF
uponrecordingonanyelectrocardiograph.Figure
5illustratesadielectrogramtracingin theregion
of the fifth intercostalspacealongtheanterior
axillary line. Becausethe electrodescan be
placedin theclothing,withoutskincontact,this
isapromisingtechniqueforwideuseinprolonged
spaceflightsfor bothmedicalmonitoringand
researchpurposes.

Vibrocardiographyisapromisingtechniqueto
studycardiodynamics.This method,developed
by Agresset al [9, 10],is a variantof ballisto-
cardiographyand low-frequencyphonocardiog-
raphy.A sensitivepiezomicrophoneandamplifier
systemwithafrequencybandof 2-2000Hzare
used.Vibrationsarerecordedfromapointin the
fourthintercostalspace,2 cm to theleft of the
sternum.A 1-2cmshiftofthemicrophonedoes
notaffecttheshapeof thetracings.Ferruginous
pastesareusedto eliminatefrictionbetweenthe
pickupandtheskin.Thepolarityofthetracings
is indicatedby the conventionthat outward
movementof the chestwall producespositive
deflections.Thevibrocardiogramis describedby
thesameindicesastheballistocardiogramwaves
(Fig.5):H corresponds to the start of isometric

contraction, L to opening of the semilunar valves,
and Lz to closure of semilunar valves. A formula

has been proposed for indirect estimation of the

stroke volume from the vibrocardiogram [9]. This

formula was derived by comparing vibrocardio-

gram data to the results of estimating minute

volume by the dye dilution method (coefficient of

correlation: 0.90).

A method of perimetric cardiography (PCG)

was developed in order to obtain information

about the cardiac cycle phases. It is based on

recording microfluctuations in the chest perim-

eter by means of a pickup installed in the chest

strap [24]. In a simplified variant of this tech-

nique, a carbon respiration pickup was used

(resistance: 1.5-3.0 kohms), as well as a dif-

ferentiating RC circuit, and electrocardiographic

amplifier. The PCG is recorded during breath-

holding. The structure of the curve corresponds

to that of the acceleration kinetocardiogram

(Fig. 5).

Ultrasonic Doppler cardiography [107] is

promising for use in long space flights. This

technique is based on recording reflected ultra-

sonic oscillations, the frequency of which are

distinct from transmitter frequency, and the

faster the object moves, the greater this distinc-

tion (Doppler effect). Furthermore, the fre-

quency-amplitude characteristics of the reflected

signal depend on the acoustic properties of the

medium and changes in tissue density at different

phases of the cardiac cycle. To obtain informa-

tion about the phase relations of cardiac contrac-

tions, a noninterference method of ultrasonic

Doppler cardiography was developed which per-

mits examination of man's cardiac activity during

physical activity. Quality of the tracings is as

good as the ECG recorded in the Nebov leads.

The pickup is a piezo element-a cylinder of

12 mm diameter and 6 mm thick-attached by

means of an elastic belt in the region of the fourth

or fifth left intercostal space. A system has also

been developed and tested for radio transmission

of the ultrasonic Doppler cardiogram using a

miniature radio transmitter worn by the subject

[60].

Considerable attention is being given to devel-

oping methods of studying peripheral circulation.

Work is in progress at the Stanford Research

Center on a direct force method of measuring

arterial pressure [92]. A transducer was created

which measures arterial pressure according to

movement of the skin surface above the artery.

The artery is assumed to lie on a hard base with

elastic walls, surrounded by homogeneous tissue.
The mathematical model of the measurement

R '_:':CODUCIBILITY OR THE
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systemisbasedontheassumptionthatdistended
and constrictedtissuescanbe representedas
linearsprings.Thepickupis 1.5mmwideand6.5
mm long.At a pressureof 40 mmHg, it was
necessaryto measureaferceef5.5 g which_ with

deviation of up to 3 mm, elicited a deformation of

1.8 kg/cm. When the sensor pressure was re-

duced, it was found to be sensitive to inertia of

movement of the transducer itself, as well as

extremely thermosensitive. Further development

of this technique resulted in a pickup to measure

small forces with a shift close to zero, using a

lever dynamometer system with feedback. A

laboratory prototype of the instrument has been
constructed with a Hall effect transducer. One

of the main advantages of the direct force princi-

ple of measuring blood pressure is that ideal,

absolute calibration is possible. The main prob-

lem is to place the transducer correctly on the

artery.
Another method of indirect measurement

of arterial pressure makes use of a pickup

located on the ear, with recurrent squeezing of

the helix [111]. This pickup consists of a cor-

rugated ring and blood pulsation detector which

measures the fluctuations in transparency of the

capillary bed to infrared light. Control experi-

ments showed that the technique is very accurate

and presents no inconvenience to the patient.

Methods for studying vascular tonus are of

particular interest. A valuable method for

studying peripheral circulation, including venous

tonus, is that of Arinchin [16], which is based on

recording volumetric changes in the extremity

with gradual elevation of pressure in a cuff worn

proximal to the region examined. The degree of

elevation of the plethysmographic curve serves

as a measure of venous tonus. Step-by-step pres-
sure elevation is a more accurate method.

External Methods of Examining

the Respiratory System

In the course of preparations for flight experi-

ments on the Vostok spacecraft, different sensors

were tested for pneumography, including those

based on piezoelectric effect, wire potentiom-

eters, and tensiometrie circuits. All were found

unsuitable, due either to large size or the need to

develop special amplifying and measuring cir-

cuits. From the standpoint of simplicity and

economy, a graphite sensor was found the most

suitable; it consists of a rubber tube filled with

carbon granules (microphone type). When un-

stretched, such a sensor has a resistance of

100-500 ohms. When stretched, the resistance

increases to several thousand ohms. The sensi-

tivity of the pickup can reach tens of ohms per

millimeter of displacement. To measure respira-

tion during space flight, the carbon sensor is

attached in the chest belt in a manner so that it

would be distended along with the rubber seg-

ments of the belt during respiration.
The contact sensor is another device for

pneumography. It is based on opening and clos-

ing an electric circuit by means of a microswitch

controlled by a plastic capron 2 cable. The contact

sensor operates whenever there is a change in

direction of movement of the plastic capron cable

which is attached to the chest belt at the opposite

end of the rubber section in the belt. Square

pulses are recorded, which correspond to inspi-

ration and expiration. From a reliability stand-

point, the contact sensor is preferable to the

carbon, since its operation is not impaired when

the initial tension of the belt is altered.

A special belt with both carbon and contact

sensors recorded respiratory excursions in ani-
mals. Elastic inserts were sewn into the belt so

that an increase in perimeter of the dog's chest

in inspiration and a decrease in expiration elicited

extension or contraction of the rubber tube con-

taining carbon granules. The design of the belt

included techniques to standardize the tension

of the tube against its resistance.
Different methods were used to record respira-

tion in US space studies: pneumography (rubber

tube with copper sulfate solution), pneumo-

tachography (variant with heated thermistor

attached in the form of microphone in the flow of

exhaled air), and impedance pneumography

(measurement of electric resistance of the chest).

According to a number of authors, the respiratory

changes in impedance with the electrodes in the

sixth intercostal space, on the right and left, along

the mid-clavicular line, are proportional to

2Capron is the Soviet equivalent of nylon.
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magnitudeof pulmonaryventilation[57].There
are reportsof a miniatureimpedancepneumo-
graphtobeplacedintheastronaut'sclothing[73]:
the dimensionsare13x 56x 94mm; it weighs
125g.Toreducethenumberofelectrodesonthe
astronaut'sbody,specialbandpassfiltershave
beendevelopedwhichpermit usingthe same
electrodesto recordthe ECGandimpedance
pneumogram.The filtersare tunedto the fre-
quency of the pneumograph generator and con-

nected to the input of the ECG amplifier [37, 44].

There are advantages to the impedance

pneumography method, compared with other
methods that do not use face masks, since it

makes possible quantitative estimation of pul-

monary ventilation. However, it is not suitable for

lengthy studies, thus the possibility of recording

respiration by dielectrography merits attention.
A miniature transistorized instrument has been

developed which records changes in value of the

reactance phase angle, in the capacitor formed

between the electrode plates by a chest segment

[41]. The generator has an operating frequency of

8 MHz; one of the plates is mounted on the back

of the chair, and the other is the "ground." Thus,

respiration is recorded without contacts. This

development of a high-frequency method for

recording the dielectrocardiogram has prompted

efforts to use it also for quantitative estimation of

lung volumes. In such use, the electrodes, in the

form of foil plates, are sewn into the subject's
shirt.

Methods of Examining

the Vestibular System

After vestibular and vestibulosensory disorders

were discovered during the flight of G. S. Titov

[91], physiologic measures were included to
characterize the functional state of the vestibular

system. Special tests were developed providing

'for alternate coordination and load tests [42,

90], which included evaluation of spatial orienta-
tion with eyes closed and open, a series of head

and body bends and finger-to-nose tests, deter-

mination of ability to perform fine coordinated

acts (writing, drawing with eyes open and shut).

To assess different reflex changes due to vestibu-

lar stimuli, it was very important to make a

complex evaluation of all the other parameters

recorded: ECG, respiration, and EEG. Electro-

oculography was added to the telemetry pro-

gram, starting with the flight of A. G. Nikolayev.

There are considerable methodologic diffi-

culties in performing electrooculography in

prolonged space flights. Thus, it is virtually im-

possible to use nonpolarizing electrodes. It

is not possible to assure reliable contact between

electrodes and skin, when they are placed at

predetermined points for long periods. Thus,

it was necessary to develop a method of recording

electrooculograms under specific conditions. In

the first two flights, silver electrodes were used,

mounted in plastic spring inserts firmly con-
nected to the helmet. The electrodes made close

contact with the skin, in the region of the zygoma,

near the external angles of both eyes. Eye move-

ments to the right and left elicited both biopoten-

tials related to eyeball movement and action

potentials of facial and oculomotor muscles. The

potential level was 50-100 /zV. This made it

necessary to use a preamplifier with a gain of

about 20. AC amplifiers were used, so that the

electrooculogram was recorded as the first

derivative, i.e., a velocity curve [11].

A method was subsequently developed to

record the electrooculograms with detachable

electrodes, located in the immediate vicinity of

the external angles of the eyes, and connected

to amplifiers by means of snaps on the helmet.

This method furnished better tracings, but re-

quired preliminary instruction and training of
astronauts.

Subthreshold electric stimuli have also been

proposed [116], to study the sensitivity of the

vestibular system, in addition to suprathreshold

stimuli. Electric stimulation of the vestibular

apparatus was used as a diagnostic test by the

cosmonaut-physician, B. B. Yegorov, in studies
on Voskhod.

When examining the vestibular system, body
and head movements are also taken into con-

sideration, as well as movements of the eyeballs.

Special sensors in the cosmonaut's helmet [118]

can be used for objective recording of such move-

ments. Head movement studies are important

in determining the accuracy of vestibular test

performance, as well as in evaluating reflex
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reactions to stimulation of the vestibular system.

Special tests were performed in the Vostok

flights for the purpose of evaluating coordination

of movements, which included writing tests
.... "_1-;_ _T/" i-]_lAr;lr_ar _tr21";s't11Q _rs_nrn_trlt_ _rllrgg

with eyes open and shut. Analysis of different

autonomic reactions, such as pulse and body

temperature [77], is important in assessing the

condition of the vestibular system. Effects of

vestibular stimuli on electric potentials of the

stomach have been shown [58]. Since vestibular

dysfunction is associated with diverse autonomic

and coordination disorders, development of

special tests for automated examination of vestib-

ular functions may evolve along lines of measured

loads with recording and processing of param-

eters such as: rhythm of cardiac contractions,

motor reactions, and galvanic skin potentials.

Methods of Examining the Central Nervous

and Musculoskeletal Systems

Investigation of man's working efficiency is

of primary importance in order to solve the prac-

tical problems of manned space flight. Problems

pertaining to guiding a spacecraft can be solved

only on the basis of optimum choice of data

characteristics of the "man-machine" system

with the necessary coordination of voluntary
movements.

The interfaces between the astronaut and

spacecraft systems are of both scientific and prac-

tical interest. It is important to determine the

effect of spaceflight factors on neural information

processing. Thus, weightlessness is associated

with a decreased flow of afferent impulses,

a circumstance which aggravates hypodynamia

and relative isolation. Processing of information

in the astronaut's central nervous system and

performance of previously learned, skilled motor

acts can also change under the unique conditions

of space flight. The practical aspect of this prob-

lem is ultimately related to the astronaut's

ability to carry out purposeful action and, in

particular, performance of processes involved in

controlling the spacecraft.

The flights of Soviet and US astronauts indi-

cate that man can perform in space, all the

complex operations involved in guiding the space-
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craft: preparing for docking, moving from one

spacecraft to another, performing assembly

work, astrophysical observations, photography,

and others. However, operations take more time

in space, than on Earth, and are more tiring [1081.

Capacity for purposeful activity is closely re-
lated to the condition of the nervous and muscular

systems. The first investigations of these systems

were partially made during flight experiments

with animals. Actography and electromyography

were used. Subsequently, the content of radio

conversations, television data, and analysis of

entries in the spacecraft log were used to evaluate

astronaut activity. Electroencephalography (EEG)

was an important method for studying the con-

dition of the central nervous system.

Actography. Motor activity in space flight

can be studied by television data, as well as
from incidental occurrence of mechanical

artifacts in some physiologic tracings, for

example, EEG or seismocardiogram.

For the study of motor activity in animals, two

types of pickups were used. One consisted of a

potentiometer controlled by a nylon string con-

nected to the dog's clothing. Three such pickups,

installed in different parts of the cabin and re-

cording the animal's movement along three

perpendicular axes, furnished information about

the animal's spatial position and motor reactions.

However, this was not sufficient to investigate

the magnitude of effort, so a different type of

sensor [117] was developed, built into cables

that attached the dog to the cabin floor. These

contact-potentiometric sensors were switched

on only when the cable was extended, and their

resistance changed in proportion to the force

applied.

Analysis of movements compared the acto-

grams to the television image. From combined

evaluation of all data, it was possible to gain an

idea about the animal's behavior in a weightless

state. Telemetric actogram recording is also of

some value in assessing other indices, since it

demonstrates artifacts related to the animal's

movements.

Dynamography. Force exerted on a wrist

dynamograph was chosen as a test muscle load

for programed medical examinations. Such a load

can be used whatever the space limitations, and
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withtheappropriatesettingof squeezerateand
force,it is possibleto obtaininformationabout
thetimeandforcerelationsin theactof move-
mentcoordinationand aboutthe cosmonaut's
physicalfitness.

An electrodynamographwas developedto
recorddynamogramswhichhasa linearscale
overarangeto 50kg.Bothforceandendurance,
aswellasfatigability,canbeexaminedwiththe
electrodynamometer.Endurancestudieswere
madeonthetimeof maintaininganeffortequal
to half the maximumeffort,or of the ratioof
forceexecutedat thestartto the magnitudeat
theendof asetinterval,duringwhichaclose-to-
maximumexertionwasmaintained.Ergography
was usedto studyfatigue.The subjectwas
assigneda rate and forceto maintain(onan
arbitrarybasis).Fitnesswasthenevaluatedon
performanceoveraspecificinterval.

Thedynamographtestwasaddedto theflight
programontheVoskhodspacecraft.Theproblem
consistedof squeezinga wrist electrodynamo-
graph[28]for1min,rhythmically,withthesame
forceandduration.All cosmonautsshowedsome
changesin thedynamogramduringflight.Thus,
this first experiencewith the dynamographin
flightwassuccessfulanddemonstratedsomeof
thecharacteristicaspectsof acoordinatedwork
loadinweightlessness.

Recording motor acts of writing. During the

flights of the Voskhod series, an effort was made

to evaluate movement coordination in weightless-

ness, based on handwriting. For this purpose,

the cosmonauts' entries in the spacecraft logs

were analyzed by handwriting experts. It was con-

cluded that in a weightless state, there are

deviations in handwriting [66]. For this reason, a

method was developed for objective recording

of motor acts involved in writing, with telemetric

transmission of data. A special induction-type

instrument was designed and added to the on-

board equipment of Voskhod [18].

The device consists of two wooden (or plastic)

platforms, firmly connected to four flat, fiber

glass springs. These platforms can move only in

the direction perpendicular to the plane of the

spring. A permanent magnet and induction coil

are attached to opposite platforms. If a sheet of

paper is placed on the top platform of the instru-
ment and a letter or digit written on it, the move-

ment of the pencil is transmitted to the platform
and causes it to move. As a result, an induction

current is generated in the coil, proportional to

the rate of pencil movement and to the sine of the

angle formed by the direction of movement of the

platform and direction of pencil movement. An

ordinary ECG channel is used to record the

signals. The data obtained with this device during

the Voskhod flight revealed a number of devia-

tions of writing movement coordination. Oscillo-

gram analysis of the time required to draw a

double spiral showed average increases of 51%

when writing with eyes open, and 17% with eyes

closed. Impairment of stereotyped movement was

also observed. Motor skills involved in writing

the number 6 and in drawing were less impaired

than more complex movements, which can be

attributed to the greater degree of automatization

in the former. Subsequent development of tech-

niques to record writing motor acts was related

to attempts to quantify some psychologic tests

[28] and to create new types of sensors [12, 18].

Electromyography. Experience in telemetric

electromyogram recording was gained during

flight of the third Soviet satellite-spacecraft. To

transmit the relatively high-frequency signals

of muscular biopotentials (up to 500 Hz) through

the telemetry channels, "integral" electromy-

ography was used which consists of detection

and integration of amplifier output signals. The

method of integral electromyography furnishes

data about EMG changes during movement and

static loads which, combined with the actogram,
could be used to describe the motor acts of

animals in flight. The theoretical substantiation

of integral electromyography ensues from the

following considerations. The EMG parameters

are determined by the quantity of motor units

active at a given moment, frequency of discharges

in each, and degree of synchronization thereof.

With isometric contraction, the area under the

EMG integral curve is proportional to the force

of contraction, but in actual measurement this

relationship does not hold, due to greater syn-

chronization of motor units at high-force levels.

For moderate and average loads, the mean
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amplitude is a measure of tbrce and the mean

frequency a measure of load. Thus, the integral

EMG with measured loads permits investigation

of the fatigue process, and in the case of spon-

taneous activity, it permits evaluation of mean

expenditure of energy, which has a direct bearing

on the study of energy metabolism.

The first myographic research in flight had the

goal of comparing the level of spontaneous

muscular activity under normal, increased, and

decreased gravity. Since the animal's head

participates actively in all motor reactions

(exploratory, alimentary, protective), the elec-

trodes were implanted in the region of the

splenius cervicis muscle. To obtain control

tracings, a 2-2.5-kg weight was suspended from

the dog's head. This was associated with static

muscular tension which was well-recorded by

the method.

Electroencephalography. The differences in

electric activity of the brain in calm waking,

sleeping states, and intensive mental work are

well-known. In the USSR, the EEG was recorded

during the flights of Vostok 3, 6, and Voskhod 1,

while the cosmonauts were working actively,

during communication with ground bases, and

while performing various work operations. In the

US, EEGs were recorded on F. Borman, while

awake and asleep, during the first 55 h of his

flight in Gemini 7.

Several methodologic problems had to be

solved to record the EEG under spaceflight con-

ditions: secure contact between the electrodes

and scalp for several days; choice of the most

effective, and most interference-free EEG leads

from the standpoint of medical monitoring;

placement of electrodes in the space inside the
helmet in a manner so as not to elicit discomfort

or difficulty in working [53, 54, 56, 69, 122]. In

solving these problems, different variants of EEG

examinations were tested. EEG recordings were

made from different points on the skull, mono-

polarly and bipolarly, with investigation of reac-

tions to opening and shutting the eyes, and rhythm

assimilation. A study was also made of the inter-

ference-free quality of tracings while blinking,

clenching the jaws, turning the head, and moving

hands and body. Soviet investigators chose the
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"forehead-occiput" lcad. To assure reliable pro-

longed contact between the electrodes and skin,

contact pastes and depilatory agents were used.

Electrodes similar to those used for ECGs, along

with a Perlon washer-liner, were mounted on the

inner surface of the helmet. The wiring was sewn

under the lining and led out to a common con-

nector. This system of biopotential derivation was

tested in experiments lasting many days and

yielded good results.

Special preamplifiers were developed to permit

recording the EEG through existing ECG

channels in the on-board equipment. The use of

preamplifiers worn by the cosmonaut, aside from

purely technical advantages, is also significant

in improving the interference-free quality of the

EEG channel. EEGs recorded on the cosmonaut

during flight reflect blinking and motor activity.

When analyzing tracings, it is important to care-

fully select segments free of interference, or to

insure that automatic analysis techniques are

capable of recognizing recorded segments im-

paired by movement artifacts.

In EEG studies of the Gemini 7 flight, US in-

vestigators used two pairs of electrodes which

consisted of silver chloride disks in small plastic

caps, filled with electrode paste and attached to

the scalp by glue. Flight EEG data were recorded

on a special magnetic tape recorder with a 7-

channel, 100-h recording capacity. The scalp was

first treated to remove superficial layers of

epidermis. At the site of the electrodes, depres-

sions in the helmet lining assured comfort

during lengthy recordings. In this experiment,
attention was concentrated on evaluation of

sleep states. Two consecutive 20-s segments of

the tracing were analyzed every 2 min during

sleep periods; while the astronaut was awake,

30-s segments were analyzed every 10 min.
Data evaluation was by computer analysis (see

below).

Electric resistance of skin. Two methods of

recording galvanic skin reactions have been

tested: by recording electric potentials of the

skin (Tarkhanov) and by recording electric

resistance of the skin (Ferre). Both methods yield
similar results. Galvanic skin reactions are con-

sidered to indicate the pilot's alertness and

574°27t 0 - 75 - pt. 2 - 19
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consciousness. Various emotions-excitement,

fear, terror-may be clearly detected by this

method, so that it is recommended in many

space research telemetry programs.

Two types of instruments were developed to

record galvanic skin reflexes in flight. One
measured absolute skin resistance and slow

changes therein; the other recorded only fast
oscillations of resistance. On Vostok 4 and 8,

the former type of instrument was installed, and
on Vostok 5 and 6 the latter type. The electrode

problem turned out to be quite complex; it was

necessary to provide for lengthy recording of

skin resistance. However, errors were observed

even in brief tests, due to increased interelectrode

resistance, resulting from impaired contact and

polarization phenomena. It was also necessary to

preclude discomfort because of prolonged attach-

ment of electrodes on the skin. Under spaceflight

conditions, it was necessary to record contin-

uously for several days. Electrodes similar to

those used in electrocardiography, proper treat-

ment of the skin, and choice of appropriate paste

solved this problem. The electrodes were placed

on the plantar and calcaneal surfaces of the

cosmonaut's foot and immobilized with an

elastic bandage.

The nonspecificity of galvanic skin reactions

makes it imperative to compare them con-

stantly with other physiologic indices, to the radio

conversation record, and to the television image.

It is difficult at present to assess the value of this

method for medical monitoring, and more exper-

ience must be gained in recording spontaneous

and induced reactions under different stress

situations.

Efftciency studies. Under spaceflight condi-

tions, the diversity of the astronaut's activities
furnishes extensive material to evaluate his work

efficiency and medical fitness. Radio contact,

entries in the spacecraft log, special observations,

procedures pertaining to spacecraft maneuver-

ing-docking, extravehicular activity, reentry

procedures-all of these professional steps

characterize the astronaut's efficiency.

Investigation of tension and fatigue processes

in the astronaut is of practical value only if it is

possible to obtain immediate on-line results.

FACTORS ON MAN AND ANIMALS

This would permit taking steps, such as reducing

workload, reassigning duties, and adding stimu-

lators, to minimize a further predictable decline

in efficiency.

In evaluating the cosmonauts' work, considera-

tion is given to the results of psychophysiologic

measurements, including verbal responses during

flight, accuracy in performing different operations

and time spent on them, and data obtained from

television monitoring of work movements [20, 48].

The simplest behavioral problems can be studied

on animals. Thus, television observation of dogs

on the second and third Soviet satellite-spacecraft

resulted in several important conclusions con-

cerning the capacity of the animal organism to

perform purposeful acts in weightlessness.

Special investigations were conducted on the

US Biosatellite III [5]. A monkey was trained to

solve two problems: to perceive a symbol pre-

sented and to find a similar one, and a visual-

motor problem for coordination of arms and eyes.

For the first problem, the animal viewed a panel

having five windows (one in the middle and four

at the periphery). First, any one of four symbols

(square, triangle, circle, cross) appeared for 5 s
in the central window which was then extin-

guished. Twenty s later, all four symbols ap-

peared in the four outer windows. The monkey

had to pick out correctly the symbol in the outer

windows which it had been shown 20 s before.

The second problem was based on using two

concentric rings around a circular screen. The

outer circle had a cone-shaped opening of 12 mm

diameter, and the inner one had a microswitch,

which, when the rings were corotated in the same

direction, coincided with the opening for less

than 1 s. The disks rotated at speeds from 60 to

100 rpm. The monkey had to observe the co-

incident position of the ring and opening and de-

press the button at the moment they coincided.

In both problems, the monkey was rewarded with

food tablets for correct solutions. A computer

was used to control panel signals and to record

test results [49].

Biologic Analysis of Body Fluids

Thorough investigation of reorganization mech-

anisms for neurohumoral regulation under unique
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conditionswouldnotbepossiblewithoutbiologic
analysisof theorganism'sfluids.Urinalysesand
bloodtestsareextremelyimportantto diagnose
a numberof illnesses.Underspaceflightcondi-
tions,therearedi_fficu!tieswithsuchpmblems_
Withoutdwellingon theblood,urine,andsaliva
testspresentlyperformed(specimenscollected
beforeandafter flights),discussionwill center
onthesystemofautomaticurinalysisusedduring
theBiosatelliteIII flight[5].

Urinewascollectedfromthemonkeyusinga
siliconerubbercatheterimplantedinthebladder.
The automatic urinalysis instrument was
30x17×13cm,weighed6.8kg,andused6.5W
power.Theinstrumentcontainedall necessary
reagentsto perform450analysesin 30d. Cal-
cium, creatinine,and creatinelevelsin urine
wereestimated.Analysiswasmadein a clear
cylindricalcontainer,and the chamberwas
transilluminatedwith light of appropriatewave-
lengthfor eachanalysis.Fluorescencewasused
in the calciumanalysis,and creatininecolor
absorptionin the creatininetest.Thecontainer
wasfilledandemptiedwitha plunger.A pump
alsowashedout thechamberafter completing
theanalysisanddeliveryofcalibrationsolutions.
Two milliliters was the maximumvolumeof
urinefor ananalysis.Thephotoelectriccell sig-
nal, proportionalto the concentrationof the
elementanalyzed,wasencodedasabinarysignal
to the dataprocessingsubsystem,thento the
telemetrysystemof the spacecraft.Figure6
illustratesthe functionaldiagramof the auto-
maticurineanalyzer.The logiccontrolcircuit
is the commandcenterof the instrument;its
principalelementis a timer that receivesdaily
and hourlysignalsfrom the spacecraftinstru-
ments,andgeneratessuccessivecommandsfor
two analyzersat 0300,0900,1500,and2100h.
Eachsuccessivecommandcontrolledthe cor-
respondingvalves,pumps,anddevicesthrough-
out the measurementcycle,includingthe final
encodingofoutputdatain thetelemetrysystem.

It is presentlyplannedto installautomatic
urine, blood,and salivaanalyzerson orbital
stations,suchinstrumentsbeingin the design
or developmentstages.Studiesarein progress
alsoon the processingof differentbiochemical

indices,in orderto determinewhichmethodsof
gatheringand analyzinginformationare most
effectiveunderspaceflightconditions[53].

ANALYSISAND EVALUATIONOF DATA
Automationof MedicalMeasurements
Thebroadeningofresearchproblems and need

to increase reliability of medical monitoring
are related to the increased quantity of data

subject to transmission from spacecraft to Earth.

At the same time, diagnostic and prognostic

problems arise, the solution of which requires

increasingly complex methods of data analysis.

In this connection, automation of medical and

physiological measurements and use of electronic

computers are acquiring considerable signifi-

cance in space medicine. At present, develop-

ment in this direction involves two aspects:

development of on-board systems of auto-

matic data analysis, and use of computer

technology to process telemetry data
on Earth.

In considering the possibility of transmitting

the maximum quantity of data through channels

with limited capacity, the first awareness should

be of theses in information theory; in particular,

those branches dealing with optimum coding

methods. In the ECG, for example, it means deal-

ing with a periodically strictly repetitive process

(with the exception of extrasystoles). If only
the necessary useful information is extracted

from the data, 10 or 100 times less capacity

will be needed in the telemetry channels than

for transmission of the original data [21]. An

algorithm of extreme bounds or limiting condi-
tions has been proposed, which consists of de-

termining the positive and negative extremes

and development of a code characterizing the

ECG type. The authors propose using the method

of extreme bounds for ECG transmission via

telemetry channels with small capacity, with com-

putation of the main intervals in the tracing,

and transmission of a series of numbers, the

first indicating the type of curve, and the follow-

ing numbers the values of the intervals. For

complete transmission of the ECG, six numbers

are required, instead of the 100-200 with direct

quantization.
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Manyauthors[61]havetried to describethe
ECG usinga minimumnumberof measure-
ments.Forexample,it hasbeensuggestedthatthe
ECGbeapproximatedto theFouriersineseries
[18],inwhichcase,20readingswouldreproduce
theECGformwithanaccuracyof 1-2%.

Principleshavebeendevelopedfor coding
electromyogramsand EEGsfor transmission,
on the sametelemetrychannel,of datafrom
four biopotentialleads.The codingprinciple
consistsof determiningthefrequencyandampli-
tudecharacteristicsof theprocessandshaping
signalsthatreflectthesecharacteristics[83].

An automaticlogicdeviceevaluatesthe set
of parametersaccordingto assignedcriteria.
Thesedevicesoperateon a "rigid" program
whichisdeterminedbythedesignofthe instru-
ment.Differenttypesof automaticlogicdevices
aredescribedin theliterature[61].

McLennan's[69] wasoneof thefirst designs
for an on-boardautomaticdevice.His system
outputsto the telemetrychannelinformation
aboutthephysiologicconditionandefl_ciencyof
the astronaut.It operateson the principleof a
scanningdeviceto reviewall datacomingfrom
the astronaut,followedby binaryselectionfor
eachchannelandformationof an arbitrarysig-
nal(code)usingsimplelogicsystemsofthe"and"
and"no"type.

Electronicdigitalcomputersoffertotallynew
opportunitiesto formulateandsolveproblems
of medicalmonitoring,diagnostics,and prog-
nosticsin space.The presentlevelof medico-
physiologicalknowledgealreadypermits the
designingof on-boarddiagnosticdevices.More-
over,theirlevelof technologymakesthemquite
'reliableand providesfor appropriatesizeand
weightindices.

Experiencehasbeengainedinusingelectronic
computersto analyzebiomedicaldatain clinical
physiology.The first stepshavebeenmadein
theuseof computertechnologyto solvespecific
problemsof spacemedicine.Threemathematical
methodsof analyzingdatafromspaceflightswill
be discussed;theseexamplespertainto neuro-
physiologicandcardiologicinvestigations.

Computer analysis of EEGs. To analyze the

sleeping state during space flights, computer
analysis was made of EEGs taken on astronaut

FACTORS ON MAN AND ANIMALS

F. Borman on Gemini 7. Telemetry data were

recorded on magnetic tape, then analyzed in the

Space Biology Laboratory of the University of
California.

Analysis methods were developed on the basis

of searches for correlation among EEG, atten-

tion, and psychologic tension [1, 4, 6, 7, 120].
Auto- and cross-correlation, as well as auto- and

cross-spectral methods were used. The coherence

function was computed as the statistical measure

of correlation between different biopotential

regions of the scalp at each frequency:

coh = { [Avet(PP' -4-QQ') ]2

+ [Avet)PQ' + QP']2}/SS'

where coh is the coherence function; Avet is

time averaged value; P, Q, and S are input values

of digital filters according to phase squared with
an axis at a frequency of f. P', Q', and S'

result from second channel filtration. Analyzed

data were displayed on special plots with time

plotted on the X-axis, frequency on the Y-axis,

and coherence levels as a Z-axis modulation

(shading from white to black). Contour lines

joined points of identical coherence level. In
this way, a continuous map was constructed,

covering several hours of data.
To obtain initial data on normal values and to

characterize individual EEG records in different

states, astronaut candidates were examined

[109]. Tracings of good quality wei'e obtained from

200 subjects tested in perceptual and learning

tasks using a programing device. A data file

was made up for 50 of 200 subjects, with refer-

ence both to rest and to selected sleep periods.

As a result, a spectral plot was obtained, from

0 to 25 Hz, for each part of the scalp (Fig. 7).

Contour plots with results of processing space-

flight data were made for two consecutive epochs,

each 20 s, every 2 min during sleep, and for two

epochs, each 30 s, every 10 min when awake.

These data were compared to control EEGs of

F. Borman, including the data in the "norm file"

and those obtained in simulated flight. With this
method it was shown that 1 min before lift-off,

the plotted area of intensified 0-rhythm merges

with increasing oscillations in the a- and /3-

rhythm zones, which relates to great concentra-

tion and orienting reactions. Immediately before
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creased by about 10 times in many areas, as a

reaction to marked nervous and physiologic

excitement. These increased densities then
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10 Hz wiihin the first 30 min of flight. From other
experimental studies on EEG coherence in

physiologically and psychologically stressful situ-

ations, high levels of coherence in the 3-9 Hz

range at the end of the first orbit can be explained

as consistent with a relaxed state after strong
psychic emotions.

Mathematical analysis of heart rhythm. Mathe-

matical analyses of a dynamic series of RR

intervals in the ECG were made in recent years

by Soviet researchers in experimental physiology,
clinical practice, sport medicine, and space

medicine [18, 43]. The sequence of intervals was

postulated to be a random stationary process with

the property of ergodicity [83]. From data ob-

tained by different authOrs in studies of sinus

arrhythmias, it can be concluded that there are
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in autonomic regulation, as well as mechanisms

that control cardiac rhythm by central regulation
at cortical-subcortical levels.
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changes at all control levels. Fluctuations in

cardiac rhythm with respiration are related

essentially to disturbances in self-regulating

systems, whereas nonrespiratory fluctuations re-

fleet influences of central, mainly neuroendo-

erine, systems [88]. It would therefore appear that
a series of ECG intervals should contain infor-

mation about the state of each regulatory system,

as well as on the nature of interactions among
them [89].

The feasibility of evaluating neurohumoral

regulation of circulation from cardiac rhythms

and of drawing conclusions about the state of

the entire organism is particularly important to

space medicine, where the volume of physio-

logic data transmitted from spacecraft to Earth
is limited.
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Segmentsfor analysiswere selectedfrom
telemetrytracingsof ECGsor SCGs[seismo-
cardiograms]and included 100-120cardiac
cycles.Thissamplesizewasdeterminedto be
sumcientlyreliablestatisticallybecausewithin
theframeworkof a singletelemetriccommuni-
cationsession,sucha volumeof datacould
alwaysbe distinguishedfrom a backgroundof
noiserelatedtobothtechnicalreasonsandmotor
activityof thecosmonaut.

Fourmethodswereusedto analyzedynamic
seriesof RRintervals:histography,autocorrela-
tion,spectralanalysis,andcardiointervalography.

Histography,or variationpulsimetry,demon-
stratesthe law of distributionof the indexin
question.The typeof distributionandtypeof
variationcurveare relatedto the stateof the
autonomicnervoussystem.

Theautocorrelationfunctionwascalculatedto
demonstratetheinternalstructureoftheprocess.
The morehomogeneousthe dynamicseriesof
RR intervalsunder study, the slowerauto-
correlationfunctionswill reachzero,andthe
morestationarythe process.A nonstationary
processshowsa sharpdropof correlationco-
efficientto zero,evenafterthe first shift.De-
centralizationof controlleadsto intensification
of respiratoryarrhythmia,andthe autocorrela-
tion function,whichrapidlyreacheszero,then
indicatesthe presenceof periodicrespiration.
In astateof tension(work,emotion)averyslow
dropof autocorrelationfunctionisobserved.The
processbecomesmorestationaryandrespiratory
periodicitylevelsoff.

The presenceof periodicfluctuationsin the
processunderstudycanbedemonstratedonthe
cardiointervalogramor autocorrelationfunction;
however,spectralanalysisis themosteffective
for quantitativeevaluationof differentperiodic
components[89].

Investigationof slowwavesof cardiacrhythm
is of greatinterest;apparently,theyrelatedi-
rectlyto the activityof neuroendocrineregula-
tion mechanisms.Cardiointervalographyis the
simplestmethodof demonstratingsuchrhythms.
Compressioncardiointervalography-timesum-
mationfor 10,30,and60 beats-wasusedto
smoothoutrespiratorywaves.Thisdemonstrates
waveswithperiodsof 30to 150s[89].

Diagnosticand prognosticvalueof suchan
analysiswasconfirmedin acardiacrhythmstudy
of operatorsperformingmonotonouswork.It was
shownthat appearanceof markedslowwaves
(30-100s)wasoneof theearlysignsof mental
fatigueandprecededan increasein numberof
errorsmadein the operatoractivity[18].Onset
andintensificationof slowwavescouldbe at-
tributedto "disinhibition"of subcorticalstruc-
turesas a result of developmentof extinction
inhibitionatcorticallevels.

Thesemethodsof mathematicalanalysisof
cardiacrhythmicitywereusedto processdata
obtainedduringSovietspacecraftandsatellite
flights.Variationpulsimetrywas first usedto
assesstheconditionof cosmonautsV.F. Bykov-
skiyandV.V.Tereshkova[83].

Thefirstexperimentsin theuseof autocorrela-
tionanalysisof cardiacactivitywereperformed
byVenttselandVoskresenskiy,andChekhonad-
skiy [83], to analyzedataontheVoskhodflight.
It wasestablishedthat alongwith respiratory
variationsofcardiacrhythm,therearealsoslower
fluctuationswith a periodof 70-80s. During
flight,therewasatendencytowardlongerperiods
of slowwavesandalongertimeforextinctionof
the autocorrelationfunction to zero. These
changesareinterpretedasanincreaseincentral-
izedcontrolof cardiacrhythms.Fromspectral
analysisof slow wavesin cosmonauts[86],
activityof centralregulatorymechanismswas
found greatestduring the first orbit. From
autocorrelationandspectralanalysisof cardiac
rhythms,it wasestablishedthat thereare in-
dividualtypesofautonomicregulation:theywere
normotonicinV. M.Komarov,vagotonicinK.P.
Feoktistov,andsympathicotonicinB.B.Yegorov.

Duringthe long flight of Soyuz9, variation
pulsimetrydemonstratedchangesrelatedto
emotionalstress(lst, 15th,and 19thd of the
flight)and readjustmentof regulatorysystems
(12thd),whenonlytheamplitudeofthedistribu-
tion modeincreased.Other statisticalindices
wereunchanged.Theemotionalchangesonthe
1stand19thd areunderstandable,markingthe
start and endof flight,andthe 15thdaywas
apparentlyone of emotionaltensionsinceon
thisdayV. N. NikolayevandV. V.Sevastyanov
surpassedthe prior recordset by the crewof
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Gemini 7 for length of time spent in space.

Variation pulsograms obtained while the cosmo-

nauts slept are of some interest. It can be con-

cluded from the pulsograms that along with

deep sleep when there is a marked prevalence

of vagal tonus, there are times of "intense"

sleep when the variation pulsogram presents

sympathotonic features. Sympathotonic episodes

are characteristic of rapid-eye-movement (REM)

sleep associated with dreaming. Figure 8 illus-

trates samples of variation pulsograms in different
functional states.

3el$11tocitlUloglaVny, u_t_iuatory processes arc

mostly related to heart activity proper [118].

SCG spectra were studied using a method

developed under the guidance of Professor V. A.

ppli ........Zverev as a ed to t_t_t, analysis. _ne loga-

rithms of the spectra are studied by means of

an optical analyzer. From 2-3 to 8-10 cardiac

SCG complexes are analyzed, with a resolution

of up to 0.1 Hz. SCG spectra ean be interpreted

by analogy to BCG spectra, since they refleet the

same phenomena, the only diff_rence being that

there are no oscillations in the SCG spectrum

that are related to the actual frequency of the
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FIGURE 8.-- Statistical characteristics of cardiac rhythm with

different states of the organism (histograms).
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Spectral analysis of the seismocardiogram.

Seismocardiography is one of the derivatives

of dorsoventral ballistocardiography (BCG) and

bears information about oscillatory phenomena
associated with cardiac contraction and shift of

blood masses to the major vessels. The cardio-

vascular system comprises a series of oscil-

lators generating oscillations of different fre-

quencies and amplitudes. The ballistocardiogram

reflects pulse fluctuations of the body's common

center of gravity. Techniques of kinetocardi-

ography and vibrocardiography permit recording

local oscillations. Seismocardiography differs in

that it shows, differentially, the fluctuations of

the entire chest wall without picking up, as does

ballistocardiography, body movements as a

single system. Thus, it can be assumed that in
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FIGURE 9.-Spectral analysis of seismocardiogram. Salute

1 orbital station, cosmonaut G. T. Dobrovol'skiy.

(a) 3rd orbit (lst day)

(b) 243rd orbit (15th day)

(c) 326th orbit (20th day)
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"Earth-ground" system (5-6 Hz). This permits

interpretation of the correlations between the

first and second spectrum harmonics and width

increases relative to impairment of normal cor-

relations between the right and left heart parts.

In progressive mitral stenosis, characterized by

gradual development of pulmonary hypertension,
with an increased load on the right ventrical and

a relative underload on the left one, a predom-
inance of the second harmonic over the first is

observed. The width of the spectrum increased

from 14-+0.7 Hz, which is normal, to 18-+0.4

Hz (P 0.001). These changes correspond to
greater changes in the ballistocardiogram [119].

Figure 9 illustrates the seismocardiographic

spectra of cosmonaut V. A. Dobrovol'skiy, Salute

1 orbital station commander, on different flight

days. When compared to spectra from the pre-

launch period and first flight day, there was

subsequently a gradual broadening of the spec-

trum from 25-30 to 45-50 Hz, and some drop in
amplitude of the first harmonic. Since spectral

seismocardiography data constitute the only

information about changes in the state of the

heart and pulmonary circulation during flight,

such data should be considered of prognostic
value.

Questions of Medical Monitoring

and Diagnostics

Analysis and evaluation of data obtained

during space flights are directed toward solving

problems of medical monitoring, diagnostics, and

prognostics. Medical monitoring at present is

based on on-line evaluation of telemetry, tele-

vision, and radio communication data. Attention

is focused primarily on the cosmonauts' general

well-being and condition, and their degree of

efficiency. Aside from vestibulovegetative dis-

orders, specific manifestations of the effect of

weightlessness on the human organism have

been subtle and incompletely observed. Con-

sequently, criteria for evaluation of the physical

condition of cosmonauts and decisionmaking are

based on the usual clinical conceptions. On the

basis of practical problems, these states of the

subject can be proposed: normal, stress, threaten-

ing, and critical [48]. Such a classification is

quite arbitrary, but permits development of a

system to identify states from relatively concrete

signs that can be obtained during flight.

When developing diagnostic algorithms applic-

able to on-board conditions, a number of factors
must be taken into consideration: nature of initial

information, means of expressing it for input to

a machine, methods of analyzing and evaluating

data, and others. The choice of parameters to be

monitored is of the utmost importance. It has

already been stated that the problem generally

involves minimizing input data without diminish-

ing diagnostic effectiveness. Final choice of

parameters depends on duration and objectives

of the flight, type of spacecraft, and composition

of the crew. The theoretical aspects of choosing

a set of parameters for medical monitoring in

space flights are based on criteria of need and

adequacy of parameters (including analytical

methods). These serve to diagnose changes in

the main physiologic functions and efficiency of

cosmonauts attributable to flight factors, provide
the possibility of predicting later reactions, and

differentiate between physiologic and pathologic

states, including identification of specific reac-

tions [78]. A specific monitoring problem in

flight may be cited: the investigation of altered

neuroendocrine regulation and degree of stress.

Correlations may be determined between indices
from deviations from normal values or from

expected relationships. For a quantitative evalua-

tion of effects of different factors on the physio-

logic indices under study, covariance analysis

may be useful.

The development of basically new methodologic

procedures is imperative, in particular, "no-

contact" systems of gathering data, methods for

examining the internal medium of the organism,

and appropriate examination programs to back

up long space flights [85]. There is need to develop

rapid methods of gathering necessary data, while

algorithms are needed for rapid transfer of

commands using the on-board computer.

Development of on-board automatic data proc-

essing systems will open the way, first of all,

to back up on-line medical monitoring, by trans-

mitting summarized computer data to Earth via

narrow-band telemetry channels, as well as using

data independently on-board the spacecraft.
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dicated that it is not possible to diagnose an

illness by means of an on-board computer [114].

It can only be a question of identifying dangerous
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grams for processing medical data on-board a

spacecraft could vary, depending on the capa-

bility of on-board computer devices, availability

of additional equipment, and data volume [56].

In choosing automation systems, the data proc-

essing scheme will be of the utmost importance.
Conditions that must be taken into consideration

in regard to an on-board computer are: (1) data

are acquired directly from the cosmonaut; (2)

the computer capabilities may be limited in

operation speed and in memory, although current

computer developments show a rapidly changing

state of the art for both; (3) in solving problems

pertaining to on-line monitoring, it is necessary,

at the same time, to provide for transmission of

partially processed data to Earth through a
narrow-band communication channel. The first

problem that arises here is addressing data to

the computer. Regardless of whether the data

stream is in the form of pulses or quantized values

of the parameter in question, it is converted into

a series of numbers stored in the buffer memory

of the computer. These data can subsequently

be analyzed in three ways [21]: (1) display by

typical clinicophysiologic analysis techniques,

as for example, in isolation of specific ECG

intervals and waves; (2) bionic; and (3) mathe-
matical-statistical.

The first of these directions refers to methods

of amplitude and period analyses, since the most

common method today is determination of time

intervals and wave amplitudes of different

oscillograms with calculation of indices and

indicators. Clinical methods for these analyses

are not complicated. However, from the stand-

point of the computer programer, this is the most

complex form of analysis, since exact identifica-
tion of different waves and intervals on the

tracing is required. Actual demonstration of

definable amplitude and time indices often

becomes a most complex logical problem.

The bionic approach is related to the problem

of pattern recognition. The machine simulates

the activity of an experienced specialist who

determines the nature of deviations or makes a

diagnosis according to the appearance of the

curve alone, without making any calculations.

Similar to a physician, the computer compares
data submitted to the standards stared in its

memory. The standard closest to the curve under

study is retrieved and its number reported to
the doctor.

The mathematical-statistical method of analysis

consists of calculating a number of strictly mathe-
matical indices and functions. This is an un-

familiar form of analysis for a physician, but the

most adequate for the computer. Experience in

histographic, autocorrelation, and spectral

analyses of a dynamic series of cardiac cycles of

other physiologic data, including electroen-

cephalograms, has revealed that mathematical

analyses are adequate to estimate physiologic

differences. The latter would have required

extensive examinations to be identified by the

usual techniques and most probably would have

escaped detection without such sophisticated
analyses. Thus, on the basis of mathematical

analysis, it was possible to prepare the algorithm

for monitoring the cosmonaut's condition with

only one parameter available: rhythm of cardiac

contractions [18, 88].

These analysis methods for medical data can

also extend to physiologic processes recorded
in both micro- and macrotime intervals. It is

possible to obtain new and effective diagnostic

criteria in this manner, provided that due regard

is paid to statistical constraints in dealing with

short data epochs.

Considerations in Predicting

Man's Condition in Space Flight

Problems pertaining to prediction of the

physical condition of cosmonauts are acquiring

increasing urgency in view of longer flight dura-

ations. However, it turned out that the solutions

were very complex, because of inadequate con-

cepts of the mechanism underlying pathologic

shifts in the organism's status, that might be

specifically attributable to weightlessness.

Several investigators have voiced the opinion

that it is impossible to predict human endurance

on prolonged space flights on the basis of existing
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techniquesandknowledge[65,97].Indeed,it
is not possibleto usethetraditionalapproach
to prognosticationin clinical practice and
physiology,whentheconditionor illnesswhose
courseandoutcomemustbepredictedhasbeen
observedmanytimesat differentstagesin de-
velopment.Unlike terrestrialconditions,the
adversestatesandchangesthat must bepre-
dictedhaveyet to be observedin space,with
thepossibleexceptionof motionsickness.Thus,
therearenotyetanyfactstodesignapredictive
systemforexpectedpathologicstates.

Demandsof practicedictate,in somecases,
an empiricalapproachto prognostication.For
example,the resultsof the GeminiandApollo
flightswereusedtopredictsatisfactorytolerance
of astronautsto the Moon[37,46,47].In the
physiologyof stressfactorsthereareonlyiso-
latedattemptsto predictdevelopmentof some
reactionsand conditions:consideringinitial
dataor analyzingthe dynamicsof the ongoing
processin thermalcollapse[105],decompression
[101],andoperatoractivity[100].Theforecasts
of Dietlein[37],asappliedto longspaceflights,
meritattention.In 1964hedescribeda scheme
of possibledevelopmentof symptomsfor flights
ofvariousdurations.

Threetypesof methodsfor forecastingman's
conditionin prolongedspaceflights can be
distinguishedatpresent.

1. Methodsbasedonusingexperienceand
intuitionof highlyqualifiedspecialists
emergingas experts.Thesemethods
havebeendevelopedin the areaof
scientifictechnologicforecastingand
namedheuristic,sincetheyareused
underconditionsof highlevelsof un-
certainty[51, 84].Duringthe Salyut
orbital station flight, a variant of
heuristicforecastingwasusedinvolv-
ing expertevaluation.Goodcorrelation
wasobtainedbetweenpredictedand
actual parametersof the medical
monitoringsystem,whichindicatesthat
it is purposefulto continuedeveloping
thislineofresearch.

2. Methodsbasedon functionalcharacter-
isticsof a seriesof measurementson
whichprognosisismade,andofcorrela-

tionsbetweenthem.Differentialequa-
tionsof discretealgorithmsare used
to approximatedataas a functionof
time. Mathematicalmethodspermit
short-termpredictionof dynamicproc-
essesand of their progressionas
appliedto problemsof spacemedicine.
Theyareofgreatscientificandpractical
interest.

3. Methodsbasedonknowledgeof physio-
logicconcretelawsgoverningthefunc-
tionto beusedin estimatingprognosis.
This categoryis most attractiveto
spacemedicine,sinceit openstheway
for broadpracticaluseof knowledge
accumulatedto the present about
man'sreactionstostressingfactors.

Two variantsof forecastingsystemsbeing
developedin the USSRandUSA will be dis-
cussedonthebasisof thelastcategory.

Investigative (research)prognosis [20]. Since

a system cannot be built for predicting ex-

pected pathologic states within the framework

of existing scientific knowledge about the effects

of spaceflight factors on the living organism, the

concept of a standard prognosis cannot apply to

solutions of this problem. However, there is

another approach to prognosis, called investi-

gative or exploratory, which is the way one

of the founders of modern forecasting, Erikh
Yanch, defines the difference between these

approaches.

Investigative forecasting starts with the

base of knowledge available at the

present time and is directed toward

the future, whereas normative fore-

casting first assesses future goals,

requirements, and needs, and then pro-

ceeds in the opposite direction, toward

the present [112].

The working hypothesis of exploratory prog-

nosis proceeds from the well-known thesis that

tonic activity in regulatory systems, including

the sympathoadrenal system and cerebral mech-

anisms of regulation, are common to all adaptive

reactions of the organism in response to stress

factors. This leads to mobilization of protective

systems that assure the necessary end effect
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Consequently, the stress [tension] state could

be viewed as the state typical of the first develop-

mental stages of any pathology, and it could be

adopted as the base in investigative prognosis.

The presence may be noted of both positive and

negative vectors of this state as projected into

the future. In introducing the arbitrary term,

"vector of state," it may be defined as a measure

of impairment severity and tendency to develop

a specific state of the organism. Thus, the re-

search focus was to find criteria that would permit

detection of a tendency to change in the stress

state, in the direction of overstress or normaliza-

tion, i.e., to determine the vector of state. It

should be noted again that the stress state does

not imply emotional or physical stress alone, but

also the changes in regulatory mechanisms that

are associated, with any readjustment of a func-

tional system to a new reaction level. Such

changes can be either specific or nonspecific;

the latter are mostly referable to the sympatho-

adrenal complex.

The search for prognostic criteria, i.e., fine

indices of current condition and tendencies

toward change in physiologic functions, proceeded

on a hypothesis postulating that all states

undergo four stages [87]:

1. Temporary functional nonconformity;

2. Impaired information flow;

3. Impaired metabolism;

4. Structural disturbances.

Consequently, to solve prognostic problems,

it is useful to investigate the level of temporary

disorganization, since changes at this level

precede informational, energetic, and structural

disturbances.

Thus, the proposed method of prognosis is

based on two principles:

1. Determination of tendencies toward

change in stress state in the direction

of overstress or normalization;

2. The search for prognostic criteria on

the level of temporary function

disorganization.

The difference between standard and investiga-

tive prognosis is illustrated in Figure 10. On the

abscissa is shown the scale of states and state

vectors corresponding to the prognostic principles

adopted in clinical practice or proposed for space

medicine.

On the ordinate are shown the various levels of

organization of a living system: time-informa-

tion-energy-structure. The diagonal arrows

show that the prognostic criteria should be opera-
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FIGURE 10.-Diagram of investigative prognosis in space
medicine.

tive primarily in the prognosis areas that corre-

spond on the one side, to borderline conditions

between normality and stress, and on the other

side, to overstress at certain informational levels

and energetic change.

During task performance, techniques were

used to obtain information about the state of
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neurohumoral regulation and the circulatory

system. Only methods that had been either pre-

viously tested or could be used in the future for

direct, on-board readings on a spacecraft were

selected. The choice of prognostic criteria was

based on indices of temporary [or time-related]
organization of functions. Two types of fluctuat-

ing processes in the organism were investigated:

circadian (with a period close to 24 h) and

cardiac-respiratory rhythms (periods of 0.5 to

10 s).

Circadian periodicity was studied from pulse

rate, body temperature, and sodium concentration

in mixed saliva [25]. The last parameter is related

to the condition of the sympathoadrenal system

and may be viewed as an adjustment index of
the organism's control systems to a set rhythm of

work and rest; and as a tension degree indicator

of function regulating mechanisms [25]. Cardio-

respiratory rhythms were studied by mathemati-

cal analysis of a running series of RR intervals

on the ECG with construction of histograms and

autocorrelation functions (see above). Changes
in the statistical characteristics of cardiac

rhythms are an important index of sympatho-

adrenal system activity and state of neurohumoral

regulation of the circulatory system [88]. Factors

simulating some of the spaceflight conditions

were used in trial studies.

Studies were made of the adaptive reactions

of the human organisms to experimental hypo-

kinesia, artificial and natural time shifts, anti-

orthostatis, and combinations of these factors.

A series of studies, used to form certain con-

clusions, included investigation of the normal

variation range of the indices chosen, develop-

ment of models of different states, and investiga-

tion of adaptive reactions to these experimental
factors.

The conclusion was reached that determination

of individual adaption types and evaluation of

the organism's functional reserve are important

in predicting probable pathologic changes, in

addition to determining the severity and direction
of stress reactions.

For on-line evaluation of normal, disturbed, and

stressed states, the statistical characteristics

of cardiac rhythm (M, Mo, AMo, A, X), data on

sodium levels in mixed saliva, indices of function

synchronization, and circadian parameters can

be used. Trends involving a massive decline in

all these indices (for AMo-a rise) is prognos-

tically unfavorable, and indicates development

of overstress in regulatory systems, which could

lead ultimately to regulation breakdown, severe

debilitation, and appearance of specific syn-
dromes.

As an example of this, in Figure 11 is shown the

variations of pulse, body temperature, and

sodium concentration in saliva during a 64-h

sleep-deprivation experiment [23]. Compared

with control levels, during the experimental

period there was a decline of mean 24-h salivary

sodium level and marked function desynchroniza-

tion. Recovery to control state was still incom-

plete even after 3 d.

The length of recovery for different factors is
one of the functional reserve indices of the

organism. Significant debilitation eliciting regu-

latory disturbances is manifested by an inade-

quate reaction to tasks. The amplitude of daily

fluctuations of different parameters can also

serve as a good indication of functional reserve,

since it reflects the organism's response to
routine "natural load," the change in environ-

mental conditions. It is useful to use the differ-

ence between measures of function at rest and

during activity as the amplitude index of daily

fluctuations. A daily adaptivity index (PSad) has

been proposed, defined as the percentile ratio
between the 7 and ll-h difference in value of the

parameter to the initial 7-h value [23].

The characteristics of the organism's regula-

tory systems must be known in order to establish

the individual type of adaptation. Just as Pavlov

described the properties of major nervous func-
tions at the cortical level by their force, balance,

and lability, it would be useful to develop anal-

ogous criteria for systems implementing inter-

action between the organism and environment.

Thus, types of adaption may be classified accord-

ing to lability of function in systems important

for brief and long flights. The extreme types,

ranging from sluggish to highly responsive, are

notable, respectively, for faster or slower read-

justment of the organism to a new level and

rhythm of activity. Various manipulations will

test lability of physiologic systems including
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the sluggish adaptation type, in contrast to the

flexible, is characterized by slower synchroniza-

tion of circadian and other biological rhythms

[231.
In the antiorthostasis test, individuals with

good flexibility of regulatory systems were charac-

terized by a greater range of changes in cardio-

dynamic parameters during adjustment to a new

functional level. The passive ortho-test performed

immediately after orthostasis was usually well-

tolerated by such individuals. When using the

"phase plane" method to analyze types of

adaptation, tolerance to orthostatic tests could

be forecast according to the "area of regulation"

(region circumscribed by the phase trajectory of

the system of parameters under study) and

vector of transition (magnitude and direction of

the segment of the phase trajectory in the first

minute after switching the subject from anti-

orthostatic to orthostatic position). A small area

of regulation and large transition vector are

prognostically unfaw)rable [23].

Thus, pred_iction of the organism's condition if

exposed to physical and psychological stress,

from the standpoint of biomedical prognosis, now

permits establishment of a number of effective

criteria that evaluate the direction of the adap-

tive process, severity of stress state, individual

type of regulation, and functional reserves of

the organism.

Clinicofunctional approach to prognosis. The

changes in functional state of the organism under

spaceflight conditions could be viewed as quanti-

tative and qualitative shifts relating to changes

in functional reserve and defense capabilities.

This is in reference to detection of early and

minor changes in different systems and organs

in the course of extensive and diversified exam-

inations. Scientists at Beckman Instrument Co.

have postulated that the reserves of the organism

can be evaluated by monitoring the liver, endo-
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crine,and hemopoieticsystems,to whichall
metabolicand stressorchangesare related.
Thedefensecapabilitiesof theorganismandits
susceptibilityto stresscanbeassessedbyesti-
matingtheglobulinlevel,thestateof theleuko-
cyte system,determinationof phagocytesand
leukocytes,as well as microbiologicstudies.
The problemis to detectmicrosymptomsof
changesthatarenotsymptoms,perse,ofillness
andthatappearlongbeforeonsetofillness[50].
It isassumedthatthetruepictureofthechanges
canbedetectedonlythroughintensivesequen-
tial examinationsinvolvingmanyreadingsand
comparingthemtotheinitial data.

Basedon this concept,BeckmanInstrument
Co. withLockheedCorp.,underthe guidance
of NASA,developeda systemof biochemical
and hematologicanalysesin space,including
collectionandstorageofbiofluidsandadaptation
of a numberof clinicaltechniquesto spaceflight
conditions.Thesetechniqueshavebeenapplied
in theSkylabprogram.In gatheringinitial data,
it is plannedto devotespecialattentionto in-
vestigationof circadianrhythmsandfluctuating
phenomenaindifferentsystemsof theorganism.
A seriesof testsis beingdevelopedto demon-
strateprimaryresponsesto stress.Importance
is attributedto metabolicstudies,in particular
to changesin bloodsugarandcalcium.

In developinga systemof prognosticreadings
in space,specialistsconsiderit imperativeto
collectbloodat specificintervals,but not too
often.Emphasisis on examinationof natural
fluids:sweat,saliva,andtears.Specialattention
wasgivento the studyof salivaryglandsecre-
tion.Specialtechniqueshavebeendevelopedto
collectand automaticallyanalyzesalivaryse-
cretion with telemetryof the measurement
results.Salivawill beexaminedin a dailycycle
with estimationof potassium,sodium,calcium,
andalbumen.Globulins,proteins,glucose,and
lipidcomponentswillbemeasuredinblood.The
pH, proteins,and glomerularfiltrate will be
examinedin urine.An automatedbiochemical
analysissystemhasbeendeveloped,with man-
ual input of material,and automaticanalysis
with outputof the resultsin a specialcodeto
theon-boarddigitalcomputer.

Extensiveand diversifiedstudiesare being

conductedonEarthto obtaindataontherange
of normalvariationsand prognosticvalueof
gathereddata [100].It is plannedto obtain
400-500parametersfrom eachindividual,in-
cludingbiochemicaland hematologicalmeas-
urements,examinationof respiratory,digestive,
nervous, and cardiovascularsystems,and
anthropometry.Newlydevelopedtechniqueswill
alsobe used,suchasexaminationof salivary
secretion(Fig.11).Individualvariabilityof the
parameterswill be investigatedby taking
readingsseveraltimesa day.It is plannedto
conductsuchextensiveexaminationstwice a
year.

Thus, the systemof prognosticationbeing
developedin theUSis directedtowarddemon-
strationof negligible,subclinical,earlychanges
in systemsandorgansby meansof diversified
automatedexamination.The areaof prognosis
is referableto borderlinestatesbetweennormal
andstress.Thesearchis directedfromnormal
to subclinicalshiftscharacterizingthefunctional
reserveandprotectivecapabilitiesof the orga-
nism.On the diagrampertainingto forecasting
principles(Fig. 10), this clinicofunctionalap-
proachcouldbe viewedas the first stageof
clinicalprognosticationwhichendsin the area
of borderlinestates.It shouldbenotedthatthis
approach,in essence,isanalogoustotheconcept
of massscreeningfor early detectionof pre-
morbidstates.

DIRECTIONSAND TECHNIQUES
FOR FURTHER IMPROVEMENTOF

PHYSIOLOGICMEASURINGSYSTEMS
IN SPACE

Themethodsof examinationandproblemsof
transmittingbiomedicaldata,beingdeveloped
atpresentbyspacemedicine,arethefoundation
forfutureresearchwithregardtomedicalbackup
of long flights on orbital stationsand inter-
planetarycraft.

Lovelaceand Schwichtenbergindicatethat
thefarthermanis fromEarth,themoredifficult
it is to assurehissafeexistenceandreturn[65].
Forthisreason,reliablemedicalmonitoringand
collectionof physiologicdataon the effectsof
interplanetaryfactors on man are becoming
important[51].
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l ne participation of a pny_,_,an as a crcw-

member is one of the chief distinctions of the

physiologic data-measuring system on an inter-

planetary craft. Many studies [30, 65] discuss the

need for inclusion of a doctor in lnterpianetttly

expeditions. The long duration of an interplane-

tary flight and availability of a doctor in the crew,
as well as use of on-board systems of automatic

processing and storing of data make it imperative

to develop new principles in the design of physi-

cal measuring and data systems. In the first place,

there is need to define the chief problems that are

to be solved by physiologic readings on the inter-

planetary craft. At least four such areas can be
defined.

1. Periodical on-line medical monitoring by

the on-board physician, at different

phases of flight.

2. Routine general physical examinations of

crewmembers by a dispensary system

to cvaluate their health and gather
scientific information on the effect of

factors inherent in long interplanetary

flight on the physiologic functions of

man.

3. Medical examinations performed for the

purpose of in-depth monitoring of

different systems and organs, and to

diagnose illness that might occur during

flight.

4. Transmission to Earth of the principal

results of all the above physiologic

measurements.

Medical checks on an interplanetary craft

should be made periodically, on a scheduled

basis, as well as extemporaneously, when there

is a possibility of dangerous deviations in the

physical condition of crewmembers. It is impos-

sible to anticipate all such situations in advance.

Some may be cited: repair work involving extra-

vehicular activity, significant increase in radio-

activity, malfunctions in air-conditioning and heat-

regulating systems, and slowing down the craft

for maneuvers and landing. Under such condi-

tions, the necessary sensors and electrodes are

applied by the doctor (or the cosmonaut himself),

and the proper on-board equipment is turned on

(the intracabin telemetry system is used). The

data should be displayed in a summarized form

_a,tu, if ,,,_ so ,.,;_hao, ;n tho;r nr;marv

form) on a specially equipped medical panel. At
the same time, these data should be stored in a

memory device, then transmitted to Earth in ab-
k .... :--- J £ J.--: .... L_A..I^.3
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tion session.

Many studies [11, 14, 73, 80] deal with develop-

ment of in-cabin telemetry. Some of the essential

specifications for such systems [18] are:

1. Equipment carried by the cosmonaut

should be of minimum weight and size,
and should offer maximum continuous

operating time without changing the

power pack.

2. A good quality recording of monitored

physiologic parameters should be

provided while the cosmonaut is

active or when he is in any of the

compartments of the spacecraft.

3. The system of electrodes and sensors

should not hamper tile cosmonaut in

his activity and should not cause

discomfort when worn for any length of
time.

Several multichannel biotelemetry systems

have been developed for acquiring and trans-

porting data in the spacecraft cabin, including

an eight-channel system using pulse amplitude

modulation (PAM) [80], a number of systems

with frequency modulation of audio subcarriers

[11, 13], a modulation system with separate

carrier frequencies for each channel [18], a

miniature biotelemetry transmitter on a tunnel

diode [102], systems with power supplied by an

artificially created electromagnetic field [74],

with biological power supply [64, 75], and others.

Routine, dispensary-type, medical examina-

tions of the crew should be comprehensive in

order to assure prompt detection of even minor

health deviations and to obtain sufficiently

complete scientific information. A definite set

of techniques, standardized and tested in ad-

vance, with a wide range and concrete program.

will permit the use of reliable algorithms for

primary automatic processing of data on-board

the spacecraft. A special reference "library"
will also be needed for evaluation of the examina-

tion results. Even if it is assumed that such
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examinationswouldbemadeonlyonceamonth,
storageof records accumulatedduring the
entireflightwouldposeacomplicatedproblem.
For this reason,this problemshouldfirst be
investigatedjointlybyphysiciansandengineers,
to determinethe extent of preliminarydata
processingbothfor storageon-boardthe craft
andfortransmissiontoEarth.

Specialmedicalexaminationsmaybeincluded
in thoseplannedin advancein the eventof
specificchangesappearingin differentorgans
andsystems,orphysiologicalreadingstakenfor
researchpurposesmaybe used.Examinations
mayalsobeinitiatedto determinethecondition
of crewmemberswhodevelopa setofsymptoms
notyetknownonEarth.

The lack of continuouscommunicationbe-
tweenan interplanetaryspacecraftand Earth,
the smallvolumeof medicalinformationtrans-
mitted,theimpossibilityof renderingassistance
fromEarth(withtheexceptionofconsultation)-
makeit necessaryto considerin detailthepossi-
bility of morbidityamongcosmonautsduring
longflights,andmethodsof diagnosisandtreat-
mentunderthesespecificconditions[90,113].
It mustbebornein mindthatwhileacosmonaut
may be consideredabsolutelyhealthyat the
startofa flight,andhisreactivitydoesnotdiffer
in anywayfromthatobservedonEarth,astime
passeshis reactivitymay changeunder the
influenceof flight conditions.Suchfactorsas
prolongedisolationand hypodynamiadiminish
thedefensepropertiesof theorganism.Environ-
mentalfactorsin interplanetaryspacemayalso
have an adverseeffect on the cosmonaut's
organism.Vasil'yev[104]showedthat weight-
lessnessandhypodynamialeadto decreasein
orthostaticand vestibularstability,increased
infectionsensitivity,decreasedaccelerationand
physical-loadtolerance,and alteredreactivity
of theorganismto pharmacologicagents.

Illnessduringan interplanetaryflightcanbe
classifiedin oneof thesegroups:(1)illnessdue
to livingconditions(hygienicenvironment,diet,
routine,psychologicfactors);(2) illnessdueto
effectsof interplanetaryspacefactors(cosmic
radiation,electromagneticfields,weightlessness);
(3) pathologyrelated to endogenousfactors

(autoinfection,impairednervousandendocrine
regulation).The concurrenteffect of several
factorscan apparentlyelicit complex,serious
pathologicforms not known on Earth. New
nosologicalentitiesmayalsoappear,dueto the
effectof cosmicfactorsnotyetknown.

Theapproachto morbidityamonginterplane-
tary crewsfromthestandpointof probabilityof
onsetofdifferentdiseasesisextremelyimportant
in planningboth diagnosticproceduresand
therapeuticcare.Thus, it is certainthat the
probabilityof pneumoniaor appendicitisduring
alongflightisgreaterthanthatofotherillnesses.
The possibilityof ratherfrequentdisturbances
of coronarycirculationis not ruled out, since
flight tensionand living conditionscanaffect
bloodsupplyandmetabolismin themyocardium.

In investigatingmorbidityduringinterplane-
tary flights,broadusewouldbe madeof the
varyingprobabilityof illnessconcept.In a given
set of environmentalconditions,obviously,the
probabilityof somediseasesincreasesand of
others,decreases.Thus,indietarydisturbances,
there is a greaterprobabilityof alimentary
dystrophy,avitaminosis,and others;underthe
influenceof cosmicradiation,thereis greater
probabilityof radiationsickness.If thediversity
of pathologicformsandthecourseof illnessis
alsoconsidered,whatis observedwill depend
on concomitantdisturbancesreferableto living
conditionsor appearanceof adverseexternal
factors.Complexmathematicalanalysisisclearly
requiredhere,with theuseof moderncomputer
technology.

Designof diagnosticsystemsona spacecraft
has inherentspecificsrelatedto thesefactors:
(a) volumeof memoryand speedof on-board
computerdevicesare limited; (b) the most
diversedatain the mostdiverseformareto be
transmittedto the diagnosticsystem(oscillo-
grams,directlyfromman,digitaldata,complaints
andcodeddata,andothers);(c)numberof prob-
able diagnosesis quite large; and (d)setsof
symptomsmayappearthat arenot yet known
andcannotbeanticipatedinadvance.

Difficultiesinvolvedin developinga general
purposediagnosticsystemonan interplanetary
spacecraftcouldbe reduced,to someextent,by
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as providing for solution of special diagnostic

problems on the computer on board according to

programs that could be developed, if necessary,

by mathematicians on the craft, with physician

participation. Nor should it be forgotten that

consultant aid from Earth is available, but this

is related to the next problem, that of transmitting

data to Earth.

In interplanetary flights, there is a limited

supply of power on board the spacecraft. More-

over, the greater "astronomical" distances may

limit wideband and prolonged radio communica-

tions. It has been assumed that the capacity of

telemetry channels and time of transmission will

be hundreds of times smaller and limited ex-

change of information between spacecrew and

Earth. However, greatly expanded data band-

widths (tens of kilobits/second) have now been

proven at interplanetary distances in US un-

manned spacecraft and give promise of much

better biomedical data transmission capabilities

for manned interplanetary missions.

It is difficult at present to perform the neces-

sary calculations on needed data bandwidths.

,towevet, u,,,.,_u,t,_o may rcmain in +..... ;,,;,.,

large quantities of medical oscillographic data.

Apparently, coded, summarized data will be the

chief means of data exchange with Earth. For

this reason, a start should be made now to work

on a new "code language'" to express all neces-

sary medical and biological data and concepts

that may be required in interplanetary flight.

Space medicine should have acquired the

necessary means for exchanging information

between countries widely separated on the

Earth's surface, just as there is an international

exchange in other fields of scientific endeavor.

Also to be kept in mind is the possibility of and

the need for automatic distribution of codes used

by the on-board computer for transmitting data

to Earth after each scheduled and unscheduled

clinicophysiologic examination.

Thus, the system of diagnostic readings on an

interplanetary spacecraft will differ appreciably

from the systems as known today. The compara-

tive characteristics of three types of physiologic

measurement systems (for brief and long space

flights, and interplanetary spacecraft) are given

in Table 3.

TABLE 3.- Characteristics of Physiologic Measurement Data Systems for Different Purposes

Short flights (up to 5 d) Long flights (up to several mo) Interplanetary flights

During flight all sensors and electrodes
are on the cosmonaut

Cosmonaut is wired to on-board equip-
ment

On-board medical equipment is con-

trolled automatically from Earth or
on-board programed computer

Physiologic data are recorded only dur-

ing periods of direct communication
with landbased centers

Physiologic data are transmitted in the

form of oscillograms

Only a minimum number of sensors and

electrodes for medical monitoring are

on the cosmonaut; most are applied by

him for brief examination periods

In-cabin radio links are used for medical

monitoring

Manual control in addition to automatic

and programed

Bulk of physiologic data recorded and

stored during periods without commu-

nication to ground, with subsequent

automatic transmission of all data to

Earth

Physiologic data transmitted only par-]

tially in oscillogram form; most data]

are transmitted in digital and sum-I

marized coded form

Sensors and electrodes of medical moni-

toring system and all other sensors ap-

plied by the on-board physician

In-cabin radio links used for medical

monitoring

Physician controls the equipment

Data recorded by on-board devices with

storage in processed form; only a small
part of summarized data transmitted

to Earth

Physiologic data transmitted to Earth only
in summarized form

574-271 0 - 75 - pt. 2 - 20
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Problems of diagnosing dangerous states

should be closely related to solving problems of

rendering medical care on board spacecraft.

Rapid identification of pathologic states has the

goal of speedy rendering of aid, which should be

qualified and effective. In interplanetary flight

conditions, both diagnostics and care must be

automated. Immediate emergency care, for exam-

ple, delivery of oxygen to one of the compart-

ments, could be given either by depressing the

proper button on the physician's panel or auto-

matically, on the basis of generating the appro-

priate command by the computer that is perform-

ing on-line medical monitoring. The latter deals

with a typical example of biologic control for the

purpose of rendering therapeutic care. Orbital

space station flights should be one of the impor-

tant stages in solving the above problems.

During such flights, new investigative methods

and promising systems of automatic processing

and transmission of biomedical data can be

tested. Man's prolonged stay on orbital stations

will undoubtedly furnish valuable scientific

information about the regulating mechanisms of

functions in weightlessness, and allow a more

concrete approach to the solution of problems in

medical monitoring, diagnostics, and prognosis

in interplanetary flight.

Thus, the promising directions of developing

methods for physiologic and medicobiologic

measurements in space are related to flights on

orbital stations and interplanetary craft. This

broad gamut of tasks and problems requires

deeper analysis of experimental material and, on

this basis, further development of space medicine

methodology. There must be continued devel-

opment of collection methods to automatically

process diagnostic and prognostic data. Research

in these directions should definitely be focused

not only toward solving specific problems of

space medicine, but also toward concurrent

development of medicine and public health care

on Earth.

In conclusion, it should be mentioned that use

of the principles of normative prediction in re-

search is now making steady progress. Such

principles are used in current work in the US

and the USSR on orthostatic tolerance prediction

using lower body negative pressure (LBNP). A

number of methods have also been developed in

the USSR for prediction of motion sickness

tolerance, and initial stages of mental fatigue for

detection of early signs of heart maladjustment

due to right-sided congestion, and others. The

cardiac rhythm mathematical-statistical indices

and seismocardiographic data regularly mon-

itored by the operational medical control system

are used as predictive criteria. Further progress

of the normative approach to medical prediction

in space would be associated, first, with a

widening of the range of on-board physiologic

measurements, and second, with better under-

standing of individual crewmember response

types.
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APPEARANCE AND VOLUME OF

PROBLEM- BIOLOGIC INDICATION

OF SPACE AREAS

The first biologic experiments aboard high-

altitude rockets and satellites had predominantly

an applied scientific-investigative character. It

was necessary to verify the ability of highly
organized animals to withstand the effects of

lift-off, orbital flight, descent, and landing of

flight vehicles and to check the operation of

life-support systems. These investigations proved

the possibility of manned space flight, and sub-

sequent flights of cosmonauts confirmed the well-

founded evidence. A consequence of the imme-

diacy of this practical scientific goal and its

importance was that many continued to consider

space biology an applied science concerned with

providing support for manned space flight, and

all experimental work in this area was directed

toward determining biologic guidelines for new

space research. The foundation of many initial

such tests devolved (to a certain degree) from an

intuitive striving of man to further verify his

experiences, not from an attempt to master new

ones.

The support of manned space flight, the im-

portance of this problem notwithstanding, is
obviously an incidental task for space biology.

_Translation of, Biologicheskaya indikatsiya novykh kos-
micheskikh trass (Vol. II, Part 5, Chapter 3, 90 pp., Osnovy
Kosmicheskoy Biologii i Meditsiny (Foundations of Space
Biology and Medicine). Academy of Sciences USSR, Moscow,
1972.
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From the viewpoint of biology, space flight is

primarily an instrument for studying fundamental

problems, making it possible to study the nature

and properties of living organisms by new,

previously unavailable methods, and opening

fields of investigation in which biologic thcory

is in no position to make trustworthy predictions.

New elements of the environment created by

space flight are significant for biologists. These

phenomena are: a prolonged state of weightless-

ness, weightlessness with ionizing radiation,

absence of circadian rhythms, and finally, an

increased radiation background of high-energy

particles which cannot be simulated on the
Earth's surface.

These four factors have three characteristics

of exceptional biologic interest. First, the in-

fluence of these factors on biologic objects during

space flight is continuous and practically un-

changing. Second, terrestrial organisms through-

out the entire history of their existence and

evolution, have not encountered these influences.

Third, exposure to these actions does not cause

immediate death of the organisms, which permits

varied and accurate quantitative experiments.

Thus, the nature and properties of the basic

environmental factors during space flight open

a unique experimental approach to study cardinal

questions of biological science: the role of

gravitation in the appearance of life and realiza-

tion of vital processes, determination of onto-

genesis, and the autogenic nature of biologic
evolution.
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Seriousdevelopmentof theseproblemsis a
matterforthefuture.Theexperimentsconducted
previouslyhavedealtwithmorelimited,although
equallyseriousproblems.Experimentalbiologic
investigationsin the upperlayersof the atmos-
phereandinspacehavebeenconductedformore
than35years,butthegoalsoftheseinvestigations
havechangedrepeatedlywiththeappearanceof
newproblemsconfrontingscienceandmankind
and,proportionately,withtheincreasein knowl-
edgeofspaceenvironmentaswellasin connec-
tion with practicalrequirementsof conquering
space.

Biologicinvestigationsinspacearedividedinto
threedistinctperiods,accordingto whichtask
isgivenpriority.Thethirdperiodofinvestigation
is drawingto a close,anda new,fourthperiod
is beginning.The first threeperiodscouldbe
examinedwithintheframeworkof the problem
ofbiologicguidelinesforstudyofspace.However,
the natureandtasksof the fourthperiodare
significantlymorecomplex,whichshowthatthe
earlierexploratoryproblemsofbiologicguidelines
areoutdated,theirvariousaspectsdiverginginto
independentbranchesof spacebiology.

EVOLUTIONOF GOALSANDMETHODS
IN BIOLOGICGUIDELINESFOR

SPACE RESEARCH

The first period of biologic investigation lasted

from the early 1930s to approximately the late

1940s. These investigations were brought about

and stimulated by two new scientific discoveries:

ionizing radiation of cosmic origin on the surface

of the Earth, and evidence of mutagenic activity

of ionizing radiation. A hypothesis made in com-

paring these discoveries was that spontaneous

mutations in living organisms are, in fact, not

spontaneous, but result from exposure to natural

ionizing radiation, which, consequently, must be

a most important factor in biologic evolution. In-

vestigations of the first period were not more than

an experimental verification of this hypothesis and

were carried out to explain the effect of cosmic

ionizing r_diation on the evolutionary process.

The problem attracted the attention of many dis-

tinguished biologists, including Kol'tsov, Timo-

feyev-Ressovskiy, Nadson, Friesen, Miiller, and

others. Investigations in this field conducted on

the Earth's surface yielded poor results. The ques-

tions concerning the genetic and evolutionary sig-

nificance or cosmic rays were expected to be solved

if experimental biologic material could be placed

on the peaks of high mountains and on balloons

ascending into the stratosphere. Such proposals

were specifically expressed by Kol'tsov, Nadson,
and Miiller at the first All-Union Conference on

the Study of the Stratosphere, held in 1934. Their

hypotheses and investigations were supported by

Korolev, a conference participant, who, through-

out his life, devoted a great deal of attention to

biologic studies in space.

The experiments were conducted on mice and

certain species of arthropods, including Droso-

phila, on higher and lower plants, microorganisms,

and cell cultures of mammalism tissues. The cul-

minating point of the investigations of the first

period was the genetic experiments conducted

aboard the stratospheric balloons SSSR-1, BIS

and Explorer 2, USA. The results proved negative

as were the results of the majority of the other ex-
periments. It was believed that cosmic radiation

could not significantly influence the processes of

biologic evolution, inasmuch as the mutagenic ef-

fects were not great. Later, however, this conclu-

sion was reexamined, since the results of earlier

experiments had been extrapolated without tak-
ing into account the period of maturation of em-

bryonic cells and duration of the reproductive

period. It is now generally accepted that in bio-

logic species with a reproductive period measured

in decades, a significant part of the mutations that

accumulate in embryonic cells in a generation are

caused by natural ionizing radiation. Man, of

course, is one of these species.

These earlier experiments had great signifi-

cance even though the results were negative. They

attracted attention to the relationship between

duration of the reproductive period and the mag-

nitude of mutation load. There was also improve-

ment in the concept about the nature of sponta-

neous mutations. Finally, experience accumulated

in the autonomic exposure of biologic material in

the upper layers of the atmosphere turned out to

be exceptionally useful.

In the second period of biologic investigations

in space, from the 1940s to the 1950s, attention

was directed primarily toward an explanation of
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thebio!o_ceffectivenessofprimarycosmicrays.
Interestin the problemarosein connectionwith
the gradualincreasein the flightceilingof air-
craftandtheanticipatedappearanceofsatellites.
Experimentswereconductedwithbio!o_cobjects
placed in aircraft, balloons, ballistic rockets, and

the first satellites. However, exposure was mainly

achieved by placing test objects in balloons, the

flight altitude of which had by that time reached

20-30 km, i.e., the upper boundaries of penetra-

tion of the heavy particles of primary cosmic rays.

Furthermore, the flight duration of balloons and,

consequently, the exposure time of experimental

biologic material, had been increased to approxi-

mately 1 day.

The intensity of the experimental investigations
increased significantly in the second period. Ex-

periments were conducted on mice, hamsters,

rats, guinea pigs, rabbits, cats, dogs, and primates.

Numerous arthropod species were also studied,

as well as a great number of higher and lower
plants, bacteria, and viruses.

The specific nature of the tasks required the

participation of many physicists-specialists in

the interaction of high-energy particles. New

methods of investigation had to be developed and

used with the common, classical genetic and cyto-

logic methods of analysis. In particular, the cyto-

logic method was widely employed to record tracks

left by heavy particles in nerve tissue, retinas,

skin, and other mammalian tissues, following

flights into the upper layers of the atmosphere.

Another method was to expose certain biologic
materials in balloons-mammalian tissue cul-

tures, arthropod eggs, seeds of higher plants-

together with self-contained physical cosmic-

radiation dosimeters, photoemulsions, and films.

With this method, biologic objects were either im-

pregnated with special photoemulsions or placed
on sensitive film. This allowed simultaneous re-

cording of the same cosmic-radiation particles

passing through the physical and biological sys-

tems, determination of the type of particles pass-

ing through, and determination of the biologic ef-

fect evoked by them. Thus, a clear relationship
was established between the two.

A method of calculating depigmented hairs in

mammals proved quite useful for estimating the

biologic action of primary cosmic radiation;

this effect was produced by ionizing particles

passing through the hair follicles. Inasmuch as

the mechanism of pigment formation in hair is

quite well-known, a conclusion could be formed

concerning the number of cells which co,lid be

disrupted by one heavy particle of cosmic
radiation.

The use of so-called phantoms had certain

significance for determining the absorbed doses

of cosmic radiation. Investigations with phantoms

revealed an exponential decrease in the frequency

of tracks left by heavy particles proportionate

to the increase in the depth of the atmosphere.

Strictly speaking, the goals sought in the

second period of biologic investigations in space

were not achieved, and the corresponding tasks
remained unfulfilled. The reason was not because

the volume of investigations and methods used

were inadequate or conducted in an unqualified

manner. The explanation is found elsewhere.

The goals simply could not be achieved; because

with the inadequacy of scientific data in the more

fundamental fields of knowledge, they had been

incorrectly formulated. Recognition of this situa-

tion is one of the most important results of the

investigations. However, this was not the only

benefit. Frequently, in the history of science,

investigations conducted in a purely applied

field yielding results of no practical significance

have made important contributions to theory and

components of a more general scientific disci-

pline. Thus, these investigations provided a better

understanding of the effects of differences in

linear energy losses of ionizing particles during

their passage through living tissues. It was also

possible to refine general concepts concerning

the biologic action of ionizing radiations.

It became obvious that during a comparatively

short stay in space, cosmic ionizing radiation

cannot evoke biologic effects either in populations

of embryonic cells of the organism or in popula-

tions of their somatic cells to an extent compa-

rable with any standard radiation source with

irradiation given in a single dose. Moreover, the

biologic effects of cosmic radiation cannot be

compared with x-ray or T-ray irradiation in

any significant dose range, without which, of

course, relative biologic effectiveness cannot be
determined.

574-271 O o 75 - pt.2 - 21
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Cosmic radiation acting on individual cells

causes changes that are different in character

from those following exposure, for example, to T-

rays. However, in the organism as a whole, which

consists of many billions of cells, and even more

so in a population of organisms, the genetic effect

of cosmic radiation during a comparatively short

term in space cannot be detected since it is lower

than the mutation level of noise.

The goal of the investigation, in the comparative

study of the biologic effects of cosmic radiation,

should consist in setting up standard genetic

parameters in the populations of cells and orga-
nisms that would exist for a long period in an in-

creased radiation background created by primary

cosmic radiation. The time has not yet arrived for

an experimental study of this problem; the tech-

nical capabilities for setting up the corresponding
tests do not exist, and the processes within pop-

ulations of organisms located in an increased radi-

ation background created in laboratories and "ter-

restrial" types of ionizing radiation are far from

fully known.

The third period of biologic investigations be-

gan in the early 1960s with the event of recover-

able satellites. The basic goal was to study the

effect of the state of weightlessness, both by itself

and in combination with other outer-space and

spaceflight factors, on the hereditary structures
of the somatic and embryonic cells of various

organisms. Experiments in this period, as well as

those previously, were conducted on organisms
of various taxonomic classification-from viruses

to primates. Understandably, emphasis was on

the study of the smaller and, consequently, lower

species. A great many scientists, among whom

were the most important contemporary biologists,

participated enthusiastically.

An important scientific achievement of this pe-

riod was establishing that the state of weightless-

ness does not, of itself, possess any mutagenic

activity, and is not a mutagenic agent, at least in

regard to genetic and chromosomal mutations.

The practical and general significance of this dis-

covery is: it became clear that mutations can be

caused only by those agents in which the energy

quanta or fluctuations are in the same order of

magnitude as the levels of molecular energetic
bonds. This view is now so obvious that it seems

experimental verification should not have been

required, although actually, its self-evidence is
the basic result of experiments.

It was further demonstrated that, although

weightlessness does not induce mutations, its ac-

tion is not neutral for the ultimate frequency of

mutations. This pertains primarily to mutations

which appear because of double-hit or more com-

plex mechanisms, inasmuch as weightlessness
can affect the behavior of chromosomes in the

intermediate stages between the occurrence of

chromosomal breakage and fixation of mutations.

Interest increased during this period in study

of the effect of an increased gravitational field

upon the genetic mechanisms of cells and orga-

nisms. Corresponding experiments on numerous

organisms confirmed a previously established

fact, that gravity in excess of 1 g does not induce

mutations, but does modify the rate of radiation-

induced and, in all probability, spontaneous mu-

tations. The direction and magnitude of the modi-

fying effect in this case can vary, depending upon
the means and order of application of agents, type

of mutations, species of ceils, and structure of

cellular population exposed to the action.

Thus, this curious fact was revealed: both an
increase and a decrease in the force of normal

gravity generally have similar effects on the ge-

netic systems of the organisms. Primary muta-
tions in both cases are not induced, and selection

and realization of existing primary mutation dam-

ages have a different character than under ordi-

nary conditions. This means that the normal spon-

taneous mutation rate of organisms on the Earth,

at least regarding certain types of mutations, is

determined by the magnitude of the gravity force
as well as other factors. Change in the force of

gravity will cause change in the spectrum and rate

of mutations, and consequently in the direction

and intensity of the evolutionary process. This

concept must be taken into consideration when

experimental problems are related to the exist-
ence of a population of organisms throughout the

course of several generations in space flights or

on planetary stations.

The significance of altered gravity in the ap-

pearance of genome mutations has not yet been

conclusively decided, i.e., its effects on disrup-

tions in the genetic material which lead to the for-
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of this type arise by an entirely different mecha-

nism than do gene and chromosomal mutations.
While the latter are related to intra- and inter-

1 1

molecutar restructurit,g of the -e_cmta,'.... a, .... y suo-'
stance, the former appear as the result of abnor-

mal mitosis. Inasmuch as cell division is an orien-

ted process related to the direction of the

force of gravity, it is entirely probable that a

change in it would have an effect upon that proc-

ess. There has not yet been any precise experi-

mental proof in this regard, although certain data

seem to indicate that such an effect takes place.

The third period of investigations is at present
far from complete. The scientific problems of this

period will be exhausted only after a universal

theory has been developed which describes the

effect of gravitational fields on elementary biologic
structures. Further work needed in this field is

obvious: study should be made of changes in bio-

logic structures in various states, determined by
their unique properties and external effects from

the influence of gravitational fields of various in-

tensities. Complex biologic experiments during

space flights for this purpose should be combined

with the equally useful, but more inexpensive and

simple laboratory experiments.

Tasks confronting investigators at the beginning
of the third period of investigations still are not

fully solved, but a new stage in the conquest of
space places new problems to the fore. Theoreti-

cal and even experimental development of these

problems has already begun, which signifies the

advance of biologic investigations in space to the
next, fourth period.

In general outlines, such are the problems and

history of biologic experiments in space. The basic

factual material obtained by investigators during

the development and growth of new fields of space
research will be discussed. Studies on vertebrate

animals will not be included which are considered

in detail in chapters devoted to physiology and re-

lated questions. During the experiments, biologic

material was exposed in balloons, rockets, and
artificial Earth satellites. Since the means of ex-

posure determines certain characteristic features

of the experiments (altitude and duration of flight,

complex of active factors), the experiments will

be examined according to the means of exposing

till5 lllO.l.l_lllll, IllLlllJtl_ll LIII_I ,¢1,111 l_ll_ltll2t so_el_ rl'lOl-

the chronology in the presentation. The data ob-

tained on microorganisms, on higher plants, and

finally with animals will be examined separately,

provltte DeLl.el syStelllliSatlOll aiau coiivenieii_¢

for discussion.

INVESTIGATIONS DURING FLIGHTS OF

BALLOONS AND HIGH-ALTITUDE

ROCKETS

Experiments on Microorganisms

The first space microhiologic investigation in

space was in 1935 aboard the Explorer 2, USA

aerostat which reached an altitude of 25 km, 286

m-a record for that time. The investigation fo-

cused on the influence of conditions practically

equivalent to open space on the survival of micro-

organisms. Spores of seven species of fungi were

used. The material was placed in small quartz
tubes, both ends of which were sealed with cellu-

lose wadding. The tubes were affixed outside of

the aerostat. In the course of the 4-hour flight the

spores were exposed to low temperature, light

rays, ultraviolet rays, low barometric pressure,

and cosmic radiation. The viability of the spores

of five species following the flight did not change,

while there was a high death rate for spores of

Clostridium sporogenes [14, 112].

Sounding the upper layers of the atmosphere by

baboons with biologic objects aboard was re-

sumed at the end of the 1940s. By this time, the

flight altitude of balloons had increased to 35 km,

i.e., the upper boundary of penetration of primary

heavy cosmic particles. The duration of balloon

flights and the exposure time of the material in-

creased to 1 day. The investigators did not note

any genetic changes during the exposure of neuro-

spores in balloons [20].

The results of sounding the lower radiation belt

by a rocket containing the vegetative fungus Neu-

rospora crassa in project NERV were unclear in

many respects [17]; the rocket ascended verti-
cally to an altitude of 1900 km and remained with-

in the limits of the radiation belt for 26 min. Mu-

tations observed in the experimental material were
200 times more than in the control. The mutants

turned out to be auxotrophic in terms of amino

acids, vitamins, and purine and pyrimidine bases.
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Physiologicdisordersthat werenotedincluded
inabilityof a majorityof thecellsof theexperi-
mentalseries(97%)togrowinaminimalmedium.
Addingaminoacids,vitamins,citrate,succinate,
ketoglutarateor organicacidsto themediumin-
creasedsurvivalandgerminationof thecellsto
variousextents(from16%to 100%).Thelowper-
centage(3.2%)ofsurvivingcellswasonlyslightly
relatedto exposureto theflightfactors,butwas
caused,primarily,bythecellsdryingoutpriorto
beingplacedin milliporousfilters.Theresultof
dryingwasthat4.4%ofthecontrolcellssurvived.
Temperaturein thecapsuledidnotexceed45° C.

Information concerning the radiation situation

was not included in the report.

Experiments on the influence of conditions sim-

ilar to those of open space were conducted by

Hotchin and coworkers during flights of two bal-

loons and two high-altitude rockets [62]. They

used the poliomyelitis virus, the phage TI virus,

and spores of Penicillium sp. and Bacillus sub-
tilis. The balloons rose to an altitude of 35 km, the

flights continuing for approximately 6 h. The alti-
tude of the rockets reached 160 km. Outboard ex-

posure of biologic subjects located on the surface

of milliporous filters was provided by a special de-
vice on the outsides of the balloons. Part of the

material was in the open, and another portion was

screened by aluminum foil of 38-/_m, thickness.

The microorganisms were carried on the balloons

during flights for 90 min in one case and 120 min

in another. External exposure of the material dur-

ing the rocket flights lasted 206 and 143 s at alti-

tudes of 60-124 km and 82-160 km, respectively.

Results of these experiments confirmed Stevens'

data concerning short-term exposure to outer-

space environments: high vacuum, ultraviolet,

and cosmic radiation, as well as great temperature

fluctuations (from + 24 ° C to - 75 ° C), are not spe-
cific lethal factors in regard to microorganisms

during comparatively short-term exposures.
Another scientist, Mitchell, studied the micro-

flora of a television camera which had been taken

to the Moon in April 1967 by the Surveyor 3 space-
craft and returned to the Earth in November 1969

with the crew of Apollo 12. He observed that cells

of Streptococcus mitis, located on the Moon for

950 d, were capable of growth in a nutrient me-

dium after their return to the Earth [4]. Kemmerer

considers that high vacuum and low temperature

on the Moon surface led to freeze-drying of the

streptococci, which accounts for their survival.

Experiments on Plants

A long-term experiment with air-dried barley

seeds was conducted during the flights of balloons

from 1953 through 1958 [40]. The experiments

were accompanied by a photoemulsion control,
which made it possible to take into account the

location where the heavy particles hit the em-

bryos. In the four generations obtained from the

test seeds, 8539 plants were analyzed. In the de-

scendants of 25 seeds with central impact, the

plants had a decreased number of earlets and

grains in the ears compared with the controls.
The descendants of three seeds with central im-

pact of heavy particles, in which chlorophyll mu-

tants were detected, are of particular interest.

Colored mutants, checked for three generations,

stably transmitted the new character. In 18 seeds,

edgewise impact of heavy particles into the em-

bryonic cells was recorded. Curiously, sterility of

the grains struck by heavy particles increased less

significantly than with passage of T-ray quanta.

Radish seeds were also exposed several times

in balloons [104]. The control variants were kept

in a chamber above sea level in the same pres-

sure, temperature, and humidity conditions which

obtained during the flights. The primary cosmic

radiation to which the radish seeds were exposed

in flight for a total of 251 h at an altitude of 24

km did not affect the germination and energy

of sprouting. No differences were found in the dry

and moist weights of the mature plants.

Onion bulbs, corn, and mustard seeds were

placed aboard ballistic rockets launched in the

USA from 1958 through 1960. The experiments

were concerned not only with the effect of cos-

mic radiation on these subjects, but also with the

effects of vibration, acceleration, and weightless-

ness. The method of conducting these experi-

ments and their results have not been reported

in detail. However, there were no genetic effects

found in these vegetables [116].

Experiments on Animals

The first experiment was performed on

Drosophila as early as 1935. Male Drosophila
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of the normal Narchik strain were put aboard the

USSR-1-BIS stratospheric balloon which as-

cended to an altitude of 15 900 m; they were

analyzed following landing for recessive lethals
in the sex chremosome. The differences in fre-

quency of lethals between experimental and con-

trol groups were not statistically significant. On

the basis of this experiment, Friesen concluded

that the role of cosmic radiation of evolutionary

processes on the Earth was insignificant [41]. A

similar experiment on Drosophila, leading to

similar conclusions, was also conducted during

the Explorer 2, USA, balloon flight [14, 64a].

Significant balloon launchings were carried

out in the US, 1951-58, under Skyhook, Man-

High, and Stratolab projects. A basic goal of

investigations during these balloon flights was

to study the biologic effectiveness of the heavy

component of primary cosmic radiation. The

cytotopologic method of investigation was em-

ployed; experimenters counted the number of

tracks left by heavy particles in tissue sections
of mammals which were carried alive in the

flights. Nerve tissue, skin, and retina were pri-

marily the objects of analysis, and mice, ham-

sters, rats, rabbits, guinea pigs, and cats were

used [101, 102, 103, 104, 110, 111]. A significant

number of experiments was conducted, although

many flights concluded unsuccessfully. How-

ever, not in a single case was it possible to esti-

mate successfully the effectiveness of cosmic

radiation or detect its influence on the tissues.

The authors concluded that the selected method

was inadequate for studying the biologic ef-
fectiveness of cosmic radiation.

Mammalian and human tissues in vitro (usu-

ally skin tissue) were frequently exposed in the

balloons. Usually there was parallel topical

recording of the effect of cosmic radiation by

the use of photoemulsions, which were saturated

with transplants according to a method developed

by Eugster and Schaefer [37, 93]. In certain cases,

the skin transplants grew after regrafting to the

donors. Skin transplants saturated with a photo-

emulsion proved an adequate method for re-

cording the number of cosmic-radiation particles

passing through them. However, the specificity

of the biologic effect of the heavy component of

cosmic radiation remained unexplained. In a

number of experiments the observed effect was

difficult to explain. Eugster, who placed the

experimental material aboard a balloon and the

control material in a tunnel or on a peak of

Jun_rau, noted a stimulative effect ,ff the flights

on the cellular activity of the transplants [38,
39, 40].

The investigators who conducted the balloon

experiments considered the most successful

method that of recording depigmented hair in

black mice which was developed by Chase. With

this method, a difference was noted in every case

between the experiment and the control [18, 19,

39]. Chase, taking into account the character
of the effect and the cellular mechanism for

pigment formation, considers that one heavy

particle can disrupt as many as 50 or more cells.

However, a certain number of depigmented hairs

is always found in black mice, and with age, this
number increases. Chase considers that the data

obtained are in need of further verification and

confirmation.

The eggs of the dwarf shrimp Artemia salina

were used in many of the flights, with the viability

of the eggs taken into account. In many cases, the

experiments were accompanied by a photoemul-

sive control [37, 102,103, 110, 111]. Death of the

eggs was noted consistently as the result of direct

hits of heavy particles of cosmic radiation. The

results in one of the experiments were: following

the flight (28-30 km), 100% of the eggs were

dead; in the control kept underground (Simplon

tunnel)-91%; and in the control kept on the

Earth's surface-4%. Considering these data, it

is difficult to agree that a significant fraction of

the effect was caused by exposure to cosmic
radiation.

Unprotected insect eggs were exposed at an

altitude of approximately 15 km. The eggs of

Prodenia ornilhogalli died, as is theorized, from

cold. At the same time, the eggs of Malacosoma

americanum survived [114]. In houseflies and

fleas which were kept in the gondola of a balloon,

no biological changes were noted after landing

[1131.

Pipkin and Sullivan [88], in 1959, proceeding

from M/iller's idea that the heavy component of
cosmic radiation should cause chromosomal

rather than genic mutations, used 10 761 larvae of
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Drosophila in a corresponding experiment aboard
a balloon. The flight lasted 16 h at an altitude of

24 km. The method made possible an alternating

count of genic and chromosomal mutations

arising from the identical genetic system. There

were no differences with regard to both types of

mutations. The authors, however, consider it

possible that those chromosomal mutations which
caused death of the larvae, were thereby elimi-

nated from the count.

Male Drosophila were kept for 12 h at an

altitude of 30 km in another experiment [90], and

the dose of cosmic radiation was 0.25 mrad. The

frequency of recessive lethals in the experimental
flies did not increase in a statistically reliable

manner and translocations were not detected;

at the same time, induced frequency of dominant

lethals was approximately 10%. The effect dis-

appeared after 9 d, i.e., when the spermatogonia

began to be exhausted. It is necessary to note that

following the flight the male flies bred indi-

vidually and copulations were recorded. However,
it is difficult to concur that dominant lethals

appeared under the influences of cosmic radiation.

An experiment with live mammals aboard

ballons, in which genetic methods of investiga-

tion were employed, yielded a negative result [71].

Mice (35 females and 54 males) were in flight for
24 h at an altitude of 24-33 km. No differences

between the experiment and control were de-

tected with regard to fertility, fecundity, gonad

cytology, cyclicity of gametogenesis, and life

span.

When biologic experiments were conducted

aboard balloons, emphasis was on the study of

the effects of cosmic radiation, primarily by

genetic methods. The effect, as a rule, was

insignificant in its absolute expression, if there

was any effect at all, independent of whether

or not statistically reliable or unreliable differ-

ences existed between the experiment and the

control. Thus, it was established that biologic and,

specifically, genetic danger is absent during

flights in the upper layers of the atmosphere,

only when not dealing with extremely large

populations.

Dosimetry of cosmic radiation using biologic

methods under these conditions is exceptionally

complex, because its doses and the resolving

power of the most modern methods of investiga-

tion are at approximately the same level. When

conducting experiments, it is also very difficult

to distinguish changes due to specific flight

factors from those caused by nonspecific factors.

The latter are caused, as a rule, by the differences

in the conditions of maintaining the experimental

and control series, or exposure of the experi-
mental series for a certain time to uncontrollable

conditions.

Significantly fewer biologic experiments with
animals were conducted during rocket flights

than aboard balloons. In these experiments, there

was a certain shifting of the center of emphasis

of the investigations. A great deal of significance

was acquired by the influence of other factors,
in addition to cosmic radiation, which accompany

rocket flight: vibration, acceleration, and

weightlessness.

Launchings were made in the US, 1946-52,

of the V-2 and Aerobee rockets with Drosophila,

mice, and monkeys on board. Most of these

launchings, however, from the viewpoint of bio-

logic investigations, concluded unsuccessfully

and the objects perished. Rocket flights with

animals aboard continued, 1953-57 [60], but

investigations with regard to biologic indication

were seldom conducted during this period. The

chief goals of the launchings were to develop

hygienic requirements and to check life-support

systems.
An experiment with the flour beetle, Tribolium

castaneum, yielded negative results [106, 107].

The rocket was in flight 30 minutes and reached

an altitude of 85 km. Viability of specimens in

various stages from eggs to imagoes was un-

changed. The increase in number of mutations

was statistically insignificant; however, some of

the mutations obtained were previously described.
The launching of US ballistic rockets with mice

and monkeys aboard continued from 1958 to

1960. Egg cells and sperm cells of sea urchin

and Drosophila, in addition to mammals, were

included in a number of flights [3, 116, 120]. No

significant genetic changes in the experimental

objects were detected. There was, however,

decrease in the viability of fertilized sea urchin

eggs, but this result proved to be an artifact

[1201.
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INVESTIGATIONS ABOARD SATEI,I,!TES

AND OTHER SPACECRAFT

The number of genetic investigations in space

increased rapidly with the development of satel-

lites. The first such object, the second Soviet

spacecraft-satellite, could be compared to Noah's
ark. It carried 26 species of animals, plants, and

microorganisms aboard, and many species were

represented by several lines or strains. Particular

attention was paid to the study of weightlessness

and the search for indicators of the biologic risk

in the complex of spaceflight factors in manned

spacecraft.

Experiments on Microorganisms

Opinions concerning radiation background and

influence of the complex of spaceflight factors
have been based on tests. Results that were

utilized included: postflight survival of microbial

cells, spores, virus or phage particles; occurrence

of mutations; level of phagoproduction in lyso-

genic bacteria; and change in the morphologic
and physiologic-biochemical characters of the

microorganisms. The experimental material ex-
posed aboard satellites was in the form of cel-

lular, spore, or phagous liquid suspensions sealed

in glass ampules, and in sealed containers on the

surface of milliporous filters or agar plates.

Lysogenic Strains

The most comprehensive investigations were

conducted by induction of the prophage h in the

lysogenic strain Escherichia coli K-12 (h). This

strain is a convenient biological model which

permits detection of small doses of radiation.

Doses of less than 1 rad induce a detectable

disintegration of the prophage from the bacterial

chromosome; therefore, the lysogenic strain of
the intestinal bacillus E. coli strain was used

more frequently than other microorganisms. The

bacteria were exposed aboard 12 spacecraft with

flight durations varying from 1.5 hours to 3 weeks.

When flight continued longer than 1 day, a slight

but statistically significant increase was noted in

phagoproduction in the experimental material.

However, correlation between the magnitude of

the effect and duration of spaceflight was not
established, which is evident in Table 1.

The effect was higher in those experiments

where it was recorded, than might be expected
from the influence of cosmic radiation at the

doses measured during the flights, and according

to the character of the dose-effect relationship.

TABI,E 1.- The Effect of Spaceflight Factors on Phagoproduction of E. coli K-12 (h)

Spacecraft

Spacecraft satellite

Vostok

Flight time (h) Measured radiation
dose (mrad)

2 26
4 1.5
5 1.5

1 1.5
2 25

94
71

119
71

24
26

22 d

6.5 d
6.5 d

10

0.6
1.3

64
48
75
48

Degree of induced
phagoproduction

Did not exceed
spontaneous level
in the control

1.0
1.2
4.6
1.8
3.6
1.7

[92. 123, 125, 129,
130, 131, 132]

Literature sources

[126, 127, 128]

Voskhod 1 75 1.2 [122]
2 65 1.2

Cosmos 110 36 rad 2.3 [121]

Zond 5 2 rad 1.9 [120]
7 2 rad 2.0
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Thiseffectwasnot consideredanartifact,but
to havebeencausedby the complexeffectof
cosmicradiationand other flight factors.In
speciallaboratoryinvestigationsit wasdemon-
stratedthat vibrationitself doesnot induce
phagoproduction,but on the contrary,inhibits
it. At the sametime, vibrationincreasesthe
sensitivityof lysogenicbacteriato radiation.
Therefore,the conclusionconcerningthe com-
plex effectof spaceflightfactorson lysogenic
bacteriaseemsquitelogical,but nohypothesis
for explainingthe mechanismsof this effectis
proposed.

Theuseof radioprotectorsfl-mercaptopropyl-

amine and cystamine, which block spontaneous

phagoproduction in E. coil, significantly decreased

induced phagoproduction in the flight series

without affecting viability of the bacteria [92].

The flights of Zonds 5 and 7 did not affect the

synthesis level of fl-galactosidase in the intestinal

bacteria; however, in the medium in which the

experimental cultures were grown, a slight in-

crease of colicin and disintegration of the sex

factor from the bacterial chromosome were noted.

Disintegration of the sex factor and auxotrophic

mutations were also studied after the flight of

Cosmos 368. No significant differences were

found between the experiment and the control,

relative to these indicators [72].

Experiments were conducted by Zhukov-Ver-

ezhnikov and coworkers in addition to a study of

phagoproduction in E. coli K-12 ()t), with ,4ero-

bacter aerogenes 1321, E. coli B, Staphylococcus

aureus 0-15, and Clostridium butyricum aboard

both the second spacecraft-satellite and Vostok

1 and 2 spacecraft [124, 126, 127, 128, 130]. C.

butyricum, in addition to spore suspensions, was

exposed aboard the second spacecraft-satellite

in bioelements especially adapted for growing

microorganisms in flight. When the bacteria were

seeded onto the nutrient medium during the

space flights, no changes in their vital activity

were observed. The viability and activity of the

bacteria were evaluated according to the intensity

of gas formation. Information regarding this was

relayed to the Earth by telemetry. After the flight,

the culture of fermenting bacteria did not differ

from the control series either morphologically or

biochemico-physiologically.

On these satellites, no effect of flight factors

was observed with regard to the viability of

1321 and T-2 phage particles. Similar results

were obtained after exposure of the tobacco

mosaic and influenza viruses aboard the second

spacecraft-satellite [59].

The frequency of appearance of biochemical

mutations in E. coli following flights aboard

satellites did not change. At the same time,

space flights induced dissociative forms which

differed from the original bacteria with respect

to colony morphology, increased mutability, and

biochemical properties [68]. An attempt to induce
dissociative transitions and auxotrophic mutants

in Bacillus brevis spores exposed during the
Voskhod 1 flight yielded negative results [87].

Analysis of a large volume of experimental ma-

terial did not reveal any effects of spaceflight
factors on natural microflora in the cabins and

in Apollo 7-11 manned spacecraft. The micro-

organisms taken for study from various locations

in the cabin, from cosmonauts' body surfaces,

and from their waste products did not differ

morphologically or physiologically from the con-

trol variants [12].

During the flights of the Gemini satellites,

experiments (which were a continuation of

earlier investigations carried out on balloons and

rockets [61, 63]) were conducted on survival of
DNA and RNA viruses in several species of

microorganisms. These experiments confirmed

that the space environment is not a specific

lethal factor for terrestrial microorganisms.

Algal and Fungal Strains

During the flight of Vostok 2, a significant

portion (up to 50%) of yeast haploid cells died in
those cells sensitized with low concentrations of

oleic acid. The flight had no effect on the diploid

or the nonsensitized haploid cells [70]. This test

was repeated during the flight of Voskhod 1.

The result for the diploid cells was completely

confirmed, whereas with the haploid ceils the

results were contradictory: in one experimental

series the effect occurred and in another, it was

absent.

The results of the yeast experiments were

remarkable in two respects: they demonstrated

that sensitizing biologic objects can be useful in
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increasingthe decisivenessof tests,and that
additionaldifficultiesarecreatedwhenanalyzing
theeffectwhichhasappeared.

In threespaceflights(2,3, and5 spacecraft-
satellites),thesurvivalof sporesandcertainchar-
acteristicsof myceliumgrowthwerestudiedin
fourstrainsof actinomycetes.Thesecondspace-
craft-satellitecarriedActinomyces streptomycini

Kras _ and --3, and A. erythreus, strains 2577 and

8594. The spores of strain 2577 contain large nu-
clear elements and are resistant to ultraviolet ra-

diation. The spores of strain 8594 have small nu-
clear structures and are sensitive to ultraviolet

radiation. Survival of the spores increased 6 times

in the radio-resistant spores, but decreased 12

times in the radiosensitive strain. Spores of A.

aurantiacus LSB-2201 were placed aboard the

fourth and fifth spacecraft-satellites. In both ex-

periments, 76% death of the spores was recorded.

Clear stimulation of the growth of mycelia was ob-

served in all strains studied, after termination

of the flight. There were no clona!omorphologic

changes [52, 67].

No significant influence of flight factors was

found aboard the second spacecraft-satellite, with

regard to changes in basic physiologic processes

in Chlorella: growth, development, and photosyn-

thetic activity. Immediately after the return of the

specimens to Earth, a significant number of de-

stroyed cells and decrease in photosynthesis were

observed. However, after undergoing 6 days of

culture under ordinary laboratory conditions, the

experimental variants did not differ from the

controls [941.

A detailed genetic study of Chlorella exposed

to space flight was conducted by Shevchenko et al

[98] during flights of Cosmos 109 and 110 [98].
Survival of cells, frequency of mutations, and

processes of sporulation were studied. The space

flight did not influence the parameters under

study. For example, aboard Cosmos 110 the sur-
vival rate of cells of the strain LARG-5 was

97.0 + 1.4%, and in the control, 89.0 _ 1.53%. The

frequency of mutations was, respectively, 0.25-+-

0.06 and 0.25+0.09. The results of the experi-

ments in both flights coincided, even though the
dose of radiation aboard Cosmos 109 was several

times smaller than that aboard Cosmos 110.

In the study of sporulation, no differences were

detected between the experiment and the control

in strain LARG-1. In the remaining four strains,

a deiay in the first mitosis was observed; however,

toward the end of the second sporulation this phys-

iologic effect vanished and sporulation was not de-

layed in any of the strains. The conclusion was

that prolonged exposure to spaceflight factors

does not cause significant changes in the vital ac-

tivity and mutation process in strains of Chlorella
studied.

Similar conclusions were reached by Vaulin

et al after the same tests on strains LARG-1,
LARG-2, and LARG-3 of Chlorella during the

flight of Cosmos 110 [117]. These strains of Chlo-

rella were also used in experiments during flights

of Zonds 5, 6, and 7 and Soyuz 5. The Zond 5 flight

caused significant decrease in viability of cells,

increase in mutability, and stimulated anomalies

in sporulation. The results of the Zonds 6 and 7

experiments were quite contradictory. Aboard

Zond 6 a statistically significant decrease in sur-

vival of cells was observed (91.9_ 0.07 in the con-

trol and 80.2___ 1.78 in the experiment). The mu-

tability of cells did not change. The flight of Zond

7 did not affect the survival of the cells, but had

an antimutagenic effect (0.82 +0.11 in the control

and 0.57+--0.06 in the experiment) [2, 118]. The

reason for these contradictions in the experi-
mental data is not clear so far.

In Chlorella experiments aboard Discoverer 17

[16], differences in cell survival of the experi-
mental and control series were not detected. The

reproduction rate and the mutation process also

were unchanged. This satellite also carried spores

of Clostridium sporogenes. The experimental

spores responded poorly to incubation in a warm
solution of caramelized sugar. Their survival was

approximately 3%; decreased survival of nonin-

cubated spores was also noted.

Spores of both Clostridium sporogenes and Neu-

rospora were studied aboard Discoverer 18. The
effect of incubation in caramelized glucose was

significantly weaker (survival 88%). The flight of

Discoverer 17, however, occurred during a solar

flare, and the biologic objects were subjected to a

dose of 20-33 rad, basically protons.

These microbiologic experiments in space, con-

ducted according to the practical requirements of

astronautics, sought to explain the effect of cos-

mic radiation and weightlessness on living orga-

nisms. The results demonstrated that flight con-
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ditionsdonotcauseanyseriouschangesat the
cellularlevel.Thedataobtainedin themicrobio-
logicexperiments,togetherwith thoseofexperi-
mentsonhigherplantsandanimals,guaranteed
man'ssafetyduringspaceflightsin theorbitsin-
vestigated.Althoughthesemicrobiologicinvesti-
gationswereusefulforthegoalsof astronautics,
their theoreticalvalueis significantlyless.The
investigationsdid notanswer,andindeedcould
notanswer,questionsofhowweightlessnessand
flightfactorsaffectmetabolism,mitosis,growth
of microbepopulations,inductionof mutations,
andsoforth,becauseofinabilityto employade-
quate methods of investigation. When correspond-

ing techniques were used, because of uncon-

trolled conditions in conducting the experiments,

results were obtained which could not be dupli-

cated. In a number of experiments, the means of

exposing the material did not permit determina-

tion of the effects which appeared; the experi-
mental variants were under conditions which ex-

cluded an active physiologic state and normal
metabolism of the cells.

Microbial Populations

The use of normally metabolizing microbe pop-

ulations in space investigations would significantly

increase the value of the experiments by making

it possible to study the true reactions of the micro-

organisms. An experiment which answered this

requirement to a significant degree was con-
ducted aboard the Biosatellite II where cultures

of amoebae, infusoria, bacteria, and neurospores

were exposed. The experiments were conducted

so that the organisms were in a physiologically ac-

tive state for 44 h 54 min of the space flight; they

metabolized normally, grew, and reproduced in

the nutrient media. A source of T-rays emitted by

strontium 85 made it possible to study individ-
ually the biologic effect of weightlessness together
with various doses of radiation.

In an experiment with bacteria, lysogenic

strains of E. coli C600_/_ and Salmonella

typhimurium BS-5 (P-22) were used [75]. Both

strains do not adsorb "their own" phages and

differ in their rate of growth and frequency of

prophage induction. An important feature of

these experiments was that the analysis was

performed on the descendants of bacterial cells

which had undergone several divisions during

orbital flight and were several generations re-

moved from the stress effects of the launch. The

descent process was not reflected since the cells

were in a steady growth phase when tested. The

effects were evaluated by these criteria: (1)

growth of the bacteria-number of viable cells,

(2) density of free bacteriophages, (3) formation

of bacteriophages induced by viable cells, and

(4) uhrastructure of the cells. Bacterial strains

with differing rates of growth were useful meth-

odologically; by the time of descent, the Sal-

monella culture had reached a steady phase of

growth, while the culture orE. coil was in a stage

of exponential growth.

The density of bacterial populations in the

flight series was higher than that of the con-

trol series. The explanation was that the in-

creased density resulted from an increase

in growth rate of the bacteria in flight, as well

as the effect of weightlessness which distrib-

uted the bacteria uniformly throughout the
medium. Because of this, the nutrient sub-

stances were more completely and effectively

used. An interesting observation is difficult to

explain at present: density of the Salmonella

populations of the flight series irradiated with

645 R was higher than that of the nonirradiated

Salmonella. The increase in density of bacterial

populations was linked partially with temperature

conditions and partially with more effective

restoration of cells damaged by radiation under

conditions of weightlessness. Another explana-

tion is that T-irradiation induces radiation mutants

which, under conditions of weightlessness, have

a selective advantage over cells of the original

strain. It is also possible that this is not induction

of mutations, but rather physiologic stimulation,

which leads to an increased growth rate of cells.

Ultrastructural study of the bacterial cells by

electron microscopy did not reveal differences

between the control and experimental series.

Statistically significant data were obtained only

for Salmonella with regard to induction of

phagoproduction. The amount of free P-22 was
lower both in the irradiated strains and in the

nonirradiated experimental variants than in the
control. This result indicates that spaceflight
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factorsdo not enhanceinductionof phagopro-
duction,butinhibitit. It ishypothesizedthatsuch
inhibitionis relatedto an increasein prophage
repression.Theobservedeffectcanalsobelinked
with destructionof certain processesduring
formationof the matureP-22 phagefrom the
prophage.

Prophage Induction

The results of this experiment on the induction

of prophage contradict data obtained by Zhukov-
Verezhnikov et al. Possible reasons for this

difference are that these results can be compared

only arbitrarily, since they were obtained by

different procedures. The Zhukov-Verezhnikov

group used a method that was developed for

actively metabolizing intestinal bacteria to deter-

mine the phagoproduction of lysogenic bacteria

[73]. This procedure is very accurate and usually

permits the induced effect of radiation in doses
of 1 rad and even less to be determined. Since

the experimental cultures were kept in sealed

ampules from the moment of their removal from

the laboratory until their return, under conditions

permitting the lysis of the bacteria, the number

of viable cells should have varied from experi-

ment to experiment. This makes a comparison of

results more difficult. Additionally, the procedure
does not allow an exact count of the number of

free phage particles, since the lysogenic strain

used in the experiments adsorbs free phages; the

adsorbed phage loses its infectious activity and

cannot be counted. Determination of prophage

induction only among the surviving cells cannot

completely represent the effect of spaceflight

factors on the degree of phagoproduetion of the

entire bacterial population, since in such a case

the total phage output (i.e., number of free phage

and phage particles produced by the viable

bacteria) is not taken into account.

The special experiment with E. coil in the 2-day

flight aboard Soyuz 12 was designed to explain

the lack of correspondence in the results obtained

by Zhukov-Verezhnikov and Mattoni. The micro-

organisms were contained in a special instrument

which allowed active multiplication in conditions

of weightlessness. The instrument was controlled

by the cosmonauts; a button pressed at a set

Ullltd U[JI_III_U _L UUIIIIt;ULIUII IJ_;I._qC;q_;ll Lllr-_ t,U_LUtI,_O

of microorganisms and the sterile nutrient me-

dium. Analysis showed that the number of bac-

terial cells increased by 4 to 5 orders during the

experiment, tne increase in " ..... 1 __.._tile UOlltlOl_ 111¢1,111 °

tained under similar temperature conditions, was

approximately the same. It was also established

that weightlessness had practically no effect on

the processes of genetic recombination, repair,

and mutagenesis in the bacteria.
Phagoproduction of the lysogenic bacteria was

higher in the test than in the control in approxi-

mately half the vessels. Disparities between the
test and the control for some of the vessels were

statistically significant when the materials were

processed by traditional microbiologic methods.

There were no differences when the material was

pooled; and significantly, the individual vessels

and the cultivation techniques were almost

identical. Thus, phagoproduction on Earth and

in conditions of weightlessness were the same.
There are then no real differences between the

results of Zhukov-Verezhnikov and Mattoni. The

apparent differences were brought about by

dissimilar procedures in the tests and by the

fact that to evaluate the data from the "space"

tests with microorganisms, it is necessary to

increase substantially the criteria of statistical

significance.

During the flight of Cosmos 605, vegetative

fungi were used for the first time to analyze the

action of weightlessness on living objects. Co-

nidia of four fungi species were implanted on a

solid nutrient medium where they reproduced

during the flight. Differences were established
between the test and the control: conidia of

Aspergillus were contaminated in the control

apparently through procedural errors, and not

in the test. The test Mucor sporangia were half

as large as the controls. More intensive spore

formation was observed in the Helminthosporium.

Micelia cushions in Nyctalis were five times

larger in the test than in the control. At the same

time, the dimensions of the fruiting bodies

decreased 1.5 to 3 times, and in a number of

cases, embryos of the fruiting bodies were formed.

Weightlessness then apparently does not affect

reproduction of vegetative fungi, but their mor-

phogenesis under the force of gravity and in
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weightlessnessare different.The relativesim-
plicity of thesefungi and their sensitivityto
changesin gravitywill clearlymakethemthe
"superstars"in futurebiologicinvestigationsin
space.

Chromosomal Aberrations

Although an increase in the phagoproduction of

the experimental bacteria is statistically signifi-

cant, the causes of the increase can vary because

of spaceflight factors or conditions of storing and

transporting the material, which frequently are

not controllable. Experiments in space should be

conducted in strictly controlled conditions to

avoid confusion in comparing data obtained by

various authors and from repeated experiments

by one group of investigators. Another example is

useful here. A group of US scientists in Gemini 3

and 11 spacecraft experiments obtained incon-

sistent results on the effect of weightlessness and

radiation on cell cultures [1, 10, 11, 91, 93].

Leukocytes of human peripheral blood were

exposed aboard Gemini 3 without irradiation and

with E-irradiation in a dose up to 180 rad with 32

P decay. A postflight study of the frequency and

type of chromosomal aberrations showed no

differences in the frequency of multiple aberra-

tions (rings, dicentrics) between the experiment

and the control. The frequency of single-strike

aberrations was almost two times higher in the

irradiated flight series than in the controls. The

conclusion was that there is a synergistic effect

of radiation and weightlessness on the appear-

ance of chromosomal aberrations. These experi-

ments were repeated aboard Gemini 11; but the

results were not the same. No differences were

detected in frequency of chromosomal aberra-

tions of all types between the experiment and
control series.

Gemini 11 also carried spores of Neurospora

aboard. A count was made postflight of inacti-

vated spores, induced direct mutations, and the

adenine locus [95, 96]. There were no differences

between the irradiated and nonirradiated flight
and control series. The conclusion indicated

absence of the synergistic effect of radiation and

weightlessness with regard to genic mutations,

inactivation of spores in Neurospora, and chromo-

somal aberrations in the leukocyte culture [23].

A similar experiment with Neurospora con-
ducted aboard Biosatellite II used heterokaryotic

neurospores obtained from two different haploid

strains that contained a series of genetic markers

[97]. Survival of the vegetative spores and induc-

tion of recessive lethal mutations throughout the

entire genome and in two adenine loci were

studied. The effect of radiation on frequency of

chromosome breakages and genic mutations was

determined. In the laboratory and aboard Bio-

satellite II, spores were kept on the surface of

moist filters in five special packages placed so

that four received doses of radiation at 500, 1000,

2500, and 6000 rad. The spores in the fifth pack-

age were not irradiated. No differences were re-

vealed in frequency of mutations in the nonirradi-

ated material either on-board or in the laboratory.

The low frequency of spontaneous mutations in-

dicates absence of a mutagenic effect of weight-

lessness or of any other spaceflight factor. The

radiation experiment demonstrated that the dose-

effect curves for survival of heterokaryotypic co-
nidia and curves for induction of recessive lethal

mutations in specific loci were identical in the

experiment and control. An analysis of the

frequency of lethal mutations in the entire

genome did not show differences between the

irradiated flight series and the laboratory series.

Hence, weightlessness itself does not have any

mutagenic effect in Neurospora, and the radiation

effects under conditions of weightlessness are
the same as on Earth. The absence of differences

in the frequency of recessive mutations (point

mutations or chromosomal mitosis) and in the

frequency and type of complementary reactions
was confirmed at the molecular level in the

spectrum of point mutations in the control and

experimental variants.

The effect of weightlessness during the flight of
Biosatellite II was studied also on the amoeba

Pelomyxa carolinensis [36, 89]. The experiment

did not reveal any differences in the rate of

mitosis in the amoebae during or after flight.

Nuclear mitosis in the state of weightlessness

was synchronous, as ii_ the control. Survival of

the control and experimental series was identical.

The material obtained on microorganisms is

difficult to interpret uniformly. However, most

of the data seems to indicate that weightlessness
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cellular or nuclear mitosis, and mutagenesis in

single-cell organisms, and that weightlessness

also does not modify the radiation effect. This
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the subject [108]. However, the results on the

phagoproduction of lysogenic bacteria are clearly
not subordinate to this conclusion.

Experiments on Plants

Effect on Dry Seeds

Most investigations on the effect of spaceflight

factors on plants have been carried out with

seeds. Seeds are convenient for this purpose

because metabolic processes are greatly sup-

pressed, and the nuclei in the cells of meristem

tissue are predominantly at one developmental

stage-interphase. Chromosomal aberrations ap-

pearing under the influence of this factor or any

other are accumulated and maintained up to

germination of the seed. Nuclear damage can be

counted in the first mitotic fissions, which occur

in various parts of the plant at a certain stage of

germination.

R adiosensitivity

The selection of seeds particularly at the

beginning of the investigations, took into account

their radiation sensitivity, since cosmic radiation

is one of the major factors that will affect the

structure of the plant cell in flight. Thus, aboard

spacecraft-satellites 2 and 5, and Vostok 1, air-

dried seeds of two species were exposed which

differed strongly in their radiosensitivity-the

Welsh onion and Nigella. Sensitivity of the onion

to x-rays is nine times greater than sensitivity of

Nigella. With such differences, it was hoped that
an accurate characterization of the biologic

effectiveness of cosmic radiation could be made.

However, a cytologic analysis of the chromosomal
disorders in the cells of shoots did not reveal a

difference between these species, and no differ-

ences were found between the experiment and

the control [67,100].
Seeds of several other plant species, also

aboard these flights, have been well-studied

genetically, and differ with regard to radiosensi-

t;,,;tv f_9 h7] Tho _t_od_ studied were two types

each of peas and corn, and winter wheat. The

percentage of chromosomal disorders increased
in the rootlets of all five species. However, this
: ............. tot;=t;r._ll.J ,;c_nitqt, nnt nnlv in

winter wheat and T-resistant peas. Multiple

breakages were noted in certain cells of the pea
which indicated chromosomal damage by a

single heavy particle. The radiosensitivity of the

plant organism could not be correlated success-

fully with the magnitude of the effect, but the pea

seeds radioresistant to T-rays showed a high per-

centage of chromosomal damage. It is improbable

that there was no relationship between sensitivity

to T-rays and cosmic radiation. Rather, the dose of
cosmic radiation to the seeds in flight was inade-

quate to reveal the differences.

Air-dried seeds of PPG-186 winter wheat and

peas were again exposed on subsequent flights of

Vostok 3 and 4 satellites [66, 99]. No statistically

significant increase in the number of chromosomal

restructurings was detected; however, after the

Vostok 3 flight, a tendency toward an increase in

aberrations was observed. The summary data on

the pea and wheat seeds aboard all satellites up
to, and including, Vostok 3 demonstrated a sig-

nificant difference in vulnerability of the cell nu-

cleus in comparison with the controls. For both

species, there was no correlation between length

of flight and presence of the genetic effect. The

experimental and control material differed in the

types of chromosomal reconstructions. In the ex-

periment, restructurings of the chromosomal type

predominated; while in the control, the chromatid

type was dominant. The increase of chromosomal-

type restructurings was linked to the effect of cer-

tain flight factors on the interphasic nuclei of the

embryonic cells. Of the 14 other species and types

of seeds aboard Vostok 3 (rice, onions, garden

cress, mustard, pine, cabbage, radish, beans, to-

matoes, carrot, lettuce, beets, wheat, peas), only

the pine and bean seeds were cytologically ana-

lyzed [24, 54, 78]. The experimental groups in

both species showed a tendency toward increased
chromosomal aberrations.

A general predominance of chromosomal over

chromatid reconstructions was also detected in

all the experimental species on Vostok 5 and 6

satellites by means of cytologic analysis of ana-
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phasiccellsin theradiclesof carrots,tomatoes,
pine,beans,cucumbers,wheat,lettuce,andmus-
tard[31].In the controls,chromatidrestructur-
ingspredominatedoverthechromosomal;apre-
dominanceof chromosomalrecombinationsover
fragmentswasalsonoted.Thisexperimentshowed
statisticallysignificantdifferencesbetweenex-
perimentandcontrol,withregardto thenumber
ofdamagedchromosomes,onlyin thecarrotsand
tomatoes.Analysisof the seedsconfirmedthat
thesensitivityof seedsto T-raysdoesnotcoin-
cidewithsensitivitytospaceflightfactors.

Theresultsobtainedhereon geneticdamage
weresimilarto resultsthathadbeenrecordedin
previousflights.

Air-driedseedsof the Europeanspindletree
werealsoaboardtheVostok5.Partofthesewere
preirradiatedwith T-raysof s°Coat a doseof
10curies[77].In theserieswithoutpreliminary
irradiation,frequencyof cells with abnormal
mitosesdifferedsignificantlyfrom the control.
Preliminaryirradiationof seedsdid not alter
the resultsof thespaceflighteffect.Eachfactor
madeits owncontributionto the totalpercent
of chromosomaldamage,i.e., their effectwas
additive.In theexperimentwiththespindletree,
pine,andwheataboardVoskhod2, nogenetic
effectwasobservedfollowingtheir exposurein
openspacebycosmonautA.Leonov.

Cornseedswereusedduringtheflightof the
Discoverer32 satellite(27h) and anotherUS
satellite(50h) to evaluatethebiologiceffectof
heavyparticlesof cosmicrays.Theseseedswere
heterozygoticin regardto the factor which
controlschlorophyllformation.A studywasmade
of frequencyof chlorophyllmutationsin the
somaticcells of the third and fourth leaves.
Photoemulsionmonitoringwasusedin thisex-
periment.A slight but statisticallyreliable
increasein frequencyof mutationswasnoted
whichcoincidedwith theresultexpectedbased
oncalculateddata[23].

SeedsonZond4and6automaticstationswhich
circumnavigatedthe Moon were Odessa-17
barleyin naturaland induceddormancyand
Moscow-122barleyseedsin bothradiosensitive
andradioresistantforms[64, 76].The genetic
effectofcombinedexposuretospaceflightfactors
andT-irradiationdependedontheirradiationdose

andphysiologicstateof thematerial.Underthe
sameconditions(normaldormancyof seeds,
radioresistance),an additivecharacterwasob-
servedas a resultof exposureto two factors;
and in the others(induceddormancy,radio-
sensitivity,low doseof irradiation),irradiation
increasedtheeffectivenessofspaceflightfactors.

FollowingtheflightaboardZond5, peaseeds
previouslystoredfor severalyearsandwith low
germinationcapacityrevealedthe "revival"
phenomenonwhichis a highsurvivalrateof old
seedsin theexperimentalseriescomparedwith
the control[43].Thisphenomenonwasalsode-
tectedin old peaseedsaftertheirflightaboard
Cosmos110[25,45].

Mutagenic Sensitivity

Crepis seeds flown aboard one of the Soyuz

spacecraft for 6 d showed a slight but statistically

significant increase in damage of the nuclear

structures [35]. Seeds processed with ethyleni-

mine after the flight showed a higher mutagenic

sensitivity than the control; the spectrum of

mutations was displaced toward reconstitutions

of the chromosomal type. Barley seeds flown
aboard the same satellite showed increased

chromosomal damage [42]. The increase was not

the result of chromosomal-type restructurings,

as noted in most investigations, but rather con-

sisted of individual fragments, multiple breakages
of the chromosomes, and exfoliation of the
chromosomes.

According to Dubinin's analysis of the Crepis

and barley seeds, the conditions of space flight

per se do not alter the chromosomal structure;

nevertheless they make possible the appearance

of potential changes in the chromosomes and

increase their sensitivity to the effect of another

mutagenic factor.

Lettuce seeds, preirradiated with a 10-krad

dose of T-rays, which had various levels of spon-

taneous and induced mutagenesis, were sent up
in the Cosmos 368 satellite. The unirradiated

seeds with a low level of spontaneous mutation

showed an accelerated mutation process as well

as decreased mitotic activity of the fissioning

cells. In the irradiated seeds, no differences with

regard to this indicator were detected between
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ated seeds with a high level of spontaneous mu-

tagenesis were more sensitive to the effect of

spaceflight factors. The postradiation effect of
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modifying effect on radiation damage of the Kapi-

tal variety of pea seeds [115].

Data concerning nuclear damage in the shoots

of the various types of seeds and species are

contradictory. Damage of the genetic structures

is found in some objects on board and not in

others. Genetics effects noted in one flight

frequency are not repeated in another; the reasons

for this disagreement are difficult to explain at

present. It is sometimes thought that the differ-

ences primarily are due to dissimilar original

physiologic states of the seeds and, consequently,
to dissimilar reactions to the spaceflight factors.

Inaccuracies in methodology are also considered

the reason.

As an example of this, the fixed material of the

experiment and the control could be in different

stages of primary mitoses, which would infer the
observation of dissimilar material. The production

of mutations in primary mitoses, proportional to

the growth of radicles, changes after irradiation

or during exposure to chemical mutagens. There-

fore, it is important to evaluate chromosomal

changes in shoots not fixed at the same time point

in primary mitoses, but fixed throughout their

entire cycle at certain time intervals. Not all

species of seeds sent into space, however, have
a determined duration of cellular cycle and its

various phases, which is necessary for correct

positioning of the material.
Cells in the dry seeds of various plant groups

are usually at the interphase stage; however,

seeds can differ in mitotic phases at this stage,

and the appearance of restructurings of various

types is determined by the chromosome struc-

ture in these phases. This is probably the reason
for chromatid restructurings having been ob-

served in some cases and chromosomal restruc-

turings in others.
The correct understanding and interpretation

of the results of the experiment require knowing

how the natural mutation process occurs in seeds,

and taking into account the influences of tempera-

ture, humidity, and growth. The natural mutation

process was not studied in many of the species

sent into orbit.

Effect on Processes of Growth and Development

An effect was noted on the processes of growth

and development of plants during the exposure

of air-dried seeds aboard satellites. This effect

was found partially by accident, during an ex-

planation of genetic effects, and through certain

experiments for which this goal was specifically

set. Stimulation of germinating capacity and en-

ergy of sprouting of seeds was detected during

germination of the Welch onion and Nigella

aboard spacecraft-satellite 2 and Vostok 1

[67, 100]. An especially clear effect was observed

in radioresistant species of Nigella. The stimulat-

ing effect was not considered related to the effect

of radiation (since it should have been more

strongly pronounced in the radiosensitive onion),
but rather it was related to the effect of some

other flight factors, or, possibly a complex of

such factors.

Similar results were obtained on peas and

wheat aboard these same spacecraft [66, 67].

An increase in the sprouting energy of the pea

seeds occurred without change in the mitotic

index, while in wheat it occurred with a decrease

in the mitotic index. In spacecraft-satellite 5

where generally there were no mitoses in the

pea radicles, the sprouting energy was higher.

Stimulation of the growing radicles is connected

with cellular distention.

After Vostok 3, 4, 5, and 6 flights, strain

PPG-186 wheat showed a tendency toward

stimulated growth [54, 55]. After 10 days, wheat

shoots sprouted their first leaves from coleop-

tiles, while in the control plants the leaves were

still within the coleoptile. Following flight

with another type of wheat-the Krasnozernaya

or red-grain-aboard these same spacecraft, a

suppression of sprouting energy and germina-

tion capacity was noted [64]. Phenologic obser-

vations on growth and development of plants

during the vegetative period did not reveal sig-

nificant differences between the experiment and

the control.

In the investigations with seeds of the Euro-

pean spindle tree, a special task was to determine
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the reasonsfor postflightstimulation.Spindle
tree seedsaredistinguishedby a specialchar-
acteristic-theysproutslowlyand with great
difficulty;this characteristicwas usedto de-
terminewhetherspaceflightconditionsstimu-
late germinationof seedsor hastenthe shift
fromthedormantto activestate.This interest-
ing problemwasnotsolvedsincetheseedsdid
not sprout,andthe experimentershad to use
othermeansto forcethemto grow,whichmade
analysisoftheresultsdi_cult[77].

A broaderanalysisof the stimulatingeffect
was conductedon onionbulbsflown aboard
Cosmos110[29].Sproutingof theexperimental
andcontrolmaterialwasobservedfor 10days
afterflight.Datawerecollectedforgermination,
sproutingenergy,numberof chromosomalre-
structurings,mitoticindex,andsizesof cellsin
variouszones.In the experimentalsamples,
sproutsappearedsignificantlyearlierandtheir
growthwasmoreenergetic.Cytologicinvestiga-
tionsto explainthe reasonsfor thestimulative
effectdidnotyieldconvincingresults.Theper-
centageof chromosomedamagewas higher
thanin thecontrolandthedisordersweremost
frequentin thelastdaysof sprouting,i.e.,after
passageofseveralcellgenerations.

Mutagenesis

The mechanism of long-term mutagenesis,

discovered by Dubinin, is manifested here.

Potential changes can occur during a long period

through a series of DNA syntheses and appear

after several cell generations. This type of po-

tential change underlies the effect of alkylating

mutagens and radiation.

Stimulative effect on the bulbs was also ob-

served after other flights [43]. It did not depend
upon flight duration or total dose of cosmic radia-

tion; thus, it is concluded that the stimulative

effect is not the result of exposure to radiation

and weightlessness, but rather is related to other

factors or a combination of spaceflight factors.

Growth and development stimulation in lettuce

plants after being flown aboard Cosmos 110

led to a significant increase in productivity of the

plants [5, 45]. The yield of green mass increased

50%, dry weight 15%, and vitamin C content

21%. Stimulation was also observed in bean

seeds and in garlic bulbs aboard the same satel-

lite. At the same time, in an experiment with

cabbage leaves and radishes, reliable differ-

ences were not found in growth and development

of the experimental and control plants, nor was

there noticeable change in the quantity of dry

matter. Doses of ionizing radiation aboard this

spacecraft against a background of other flight

factors proved adequate for stimulating the

growth processes of radiosensitive garlic, onions,

beans, and lettuce, but not for such radioresistant

plants as cabbage and radish.

A pronounced stimulative effect on germination

and sprouting energy of barley seeds was ob-

served during the Voskhod 2 flight. In the con-

trol, 42.85% of the seeds germinated, and in

the experiment, 68.57%. The experimental seeds

sprouted significantly earlier than the control,

and the growth of shoots was accelerated

[76]. Sprouting wheat seeds, 65-hour-old coleop-

tiles, aboard the Biosatellite II were longer than

those in the control [56], a difference thought to

be related to accelerated growth of the experi-
mental plants after return to Earth.

A tendency to increased germination capacity
and sprouting energy in nonirradiated material

was observed in the flight variants of lettuce

seeds with a low level of natural mutagenesis
aboard the Cosmos 368 satellite. In the irradiated

seeds, growth processes were unchanged. In

nonirradiated seeds with a high level of spon-

taneous mutagenesis, the flight variant showed

a tendency to decreased sprouting energy and
germination.

Thus, a stimulative effect observed following
space flights in most of the plants was reflected

in accelerated growth and development proc-

esses, and occasionally in increased yield. In

certain cultures, only a tendency to stimulation
was noted, while in several cases there was

suppression. At present, it is not possible to

know which flight factor causes stimulation,

since the effect of each factor individually on the

growth processes has not yet received adequate

study.

Ionizing radiation causes stimulative effects

after irradiation of seeds with low, as opposed

to lethal doses of radiation; radiostimulative
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the stimulative effect is linked to cosmic radia-

tion action. Nor is stimulation of growth cor-

related with flight duration and radiation dose;

based on radiostimulation data, it is improbable
that such doses in combination with other

flight factors can cause stimulation of the

growth processes. Possible incidental factors,

such as temperature during flight and its change

at certain stages of the flight, are agents af-

fecting the growth processes.

Effect on Vegetating Plants

The effect of space flights has been studied on

actively metabolizing plant organisms, in addi-

tion to dry seeds. One whole plant and several

cut plants with racemes. Tradescantia paludosa

and Sack's clone No. 5, were aboard various

USSR spacecraft. Microspores of Tradescantia,

widely used in radiation genetics, are con-

venient for investigating the effect of various

agents on the cell nucleus. The first postmeiotic

fission occurs over a long time, the duration of

separate stages of the cell cycle having been

well-studied. The cells of the anthers in a single

bud mature relatively synchronously, and know-

ing the duration when the separate phases occur

in the microspores simplifies determining which

stage of the mitotic cycle has undergone ex-

posture. Microspores contain three pairs of
large, well-stained chromosomes suitable for

cytologic analysis by both the anaphasic and

metaphasic methods.

Cut stems with racemes of Tradescantia were

placed aboard Vostok 3 and 4 spacecraft-satel-

lites in special biocartridges. The first space-

craft was in flight for 4 d and the material was

fixed 18 h after landing; the second was in flight

3 d and the racemes were fixed twice, prior to

the spacecraft's descent from orbit and 48 h

after landing. Counts of all types of chromosomal

and chromatid restructurings in the recta-

phases and anatelophases (anaphase and be-

ginning of telophase) in both experiments showed

an increased percentage of restructurings com-

pared with the control A new type of aberra-

tion was also noted: spherical fragments which

had not appeared either during exposure to

ionizing radiation or chemical mutagens [6, 30].

The spherical fragments_ the large._t _oup of

damage indicators, were found at all stages of

the cell cycle. The spherical fragments were

thought to result from breakage and isolation of

parts of the chromatin in interphase or prophase

during exposure to spaceflight factors. Complex

chromosomal exchanges accompanied by this
spherical fragmentation were also noted.

Mitotic Disorders

Five types of mitotic disorders, in addition

to restructurings of chromosomes, were detected

in the Tradescantia microspores. The primary

disorders were nonseparation of chromosomes,

3- and 4-poled spindles, and changes in axial

direction of the spindle.

Subsequent studies conducted on Trades-

cantia (Vostok 5 and 6, Voskhod, Cosmos 110)

confirmed the earlier results (Vostok 3 and 4).

Attention then turned to an explanation of
which flight factors caused chromosomal re-

structurings, and which caused disorders of the

mitotic mechanism, since quantitative differences
between the first and the second were found after

increased flight duration. For this purpose,

cosmonaut V. Bykovskiy (Vostok 5) fixed portions

of the material at timed intervals (1.5 h after

launching, during flight, prior to descent). Ma-

terial was fixed by cosmonaut B. Yegorov

(Voskhod 1) prior to the spacecraft's descent

and 2.4, 24, 48, and 120 h after landing [5, 26,

27, 28, 32]. Based on the data, it was hypoth-
esized that chromosomal aberrations were

caused by dynamic factors (vibrations and ac-

celeration) and disruption of the mitotic mecha-

nism by weightlessness.

One complete flowering plant was aboard Cos-

mos 110 satellite [5, 32]. In addition to the
mitotic anomalies noted earlier, the cells were of

abnormal size (some very small, some very large).
The small cells, which did not exceed the dimen-

sions of microspores, had separated during the

collapse of the tetrad, and in many of them mi-

cronuclei could be seen. The giant cells had

abnormal contours and contained one, two, or

574-271 0 - 75 - pt. 2 - 22
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more nuclei. The photographs clearly show that

the analyzed cells were not only in the postmeiotic

stages, but also in various stages of meiosis.

Frequency of chromosome restructurings did

not differ noticeably from those recorded in prior

flights, but the number of mitotic disorders was

increased, and the number was greatest in that

material in which the cells were in early inter-

phase during the flight.

The microspores of Tradescantia plants aboard

Zond 5 could not be analyzed due to the ab-

sence of buds suitable for investigation [43].

Cytologic examination of the cells of radicles in

the fission zone did not reveal any differences
from the control. Methodologic inaccuracies in

the Tradescantia experiments and insufficiency

of material for study in certain experiments

complicated interpretation of the data. Thus, of

22 analyzed buds from two plants aboard Vostok

3 and 4, only one bud contained stages suitable
for analysis of chromosomal disorders; how-

ever, the appearance of many forms of disorders,

and not their numerical expression, was im-

portant. Absence of cytologic investigations of

the cell stages in each bud preflight makes it
impossible to link the observed disorders with a

single mitotic cycle. Without such control,

analysis of the results is complicated, especially
after flights the duration of which exceeds the

duration of the cell cycle.
Discussion of the data on material fixed at

different intervals aboard Vostok 4 requires

keeping in mind that the goal-differentiating

the effect of dynamic factors from weightless-

ness- was not achieved by the first fixation. The

active stage of the flight continued for several

minutes, but the first fixation was conducted 1.5 h

after launch. Consequently, the fixed material

included microspores subjected to both the

effects of dynamic factors and weightlessness.

There was no complete isolation from the effects

of other flight factors during either the second

or third fixation. It is still too early to link the

appearance of spherical fragments with dynamic

factors, inasmuch as a disorder of this type

was observed as an effect of increased tempera-

tures on the dry seeds of Crepis tectorium

[98]. The increased temperature at certain

flight stages could affect the appearance of the
indicated disorders in Tradescantia as well.

Knepton experimentally vibrated Tradescantia

microspores and found no spherical fragments

[69]. Both temperature and vibration experiments

on Earth must be set up and flight experiments

must be conducted under strictly controlled

conditions to discern the etiology of these dis-

orders. Attention must also be given to the

processes related to fixation of material in

weightlessness. The complex combinations of
physicochemical factors during the transition of

the object from a state of normal gravitation to

a state of weightlessness and during its stay in

the weightless condition can significantly influ-

ence both the quantitative and qualitative char-
acteristics of fixation.

Chromosome Aberrations

An important experiment on T. paludosa

(clone 02-heterozygotic in raceme coloration)

was conducted aboard the Biosatellite II [74,

109]. Plant cuttings with racemes were planted

in a nutrient solution and placed in a container

installed so that the buds were exposed to

T-radiation in a dose of 218 R, while the rootlets

received doses from 125 to 285 R. Experimental

and control plants were under a tungsten shield.

The basic goal was to determine the effect of

weightlessness and other spaceflight factors on

the frequency of spontaneous and radiation-
induced chromosome aberrations and somatic

mutations. The investigations demonstrated that

the frequency of somatic mutations on the whole

was not influenced by spaceflight factors, but in

one case (a mutant with staminal hairs of a rose

color) a statistically significant decrease in

expression of the character was obtained, and in

irradiated on-board objects a higher percentage

of abortive pollen and stunted hair growth was

found, indicating an increased effect of radiation

during its interaction with weightlessness.

Microspores were removed from the same buds

both before and after flight to study their rate of

development in flight. The results proved ba-

sically inconclusive due to the high percentage

of microspore death in both flight groups. In the

mlcrospores at various stages of mitotic division

or immediately following its completion, "ejec-

tion" of the Feulgen-positive chromatin into the

cytoplasm was observed, possibly the result of
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nuclear membrane rupture. This effect could be

linked to vibration, although weightlessness could

play a part as well.
Data relative to the Tradescantia radicles show

an absence of significant differences in fre-

quency of chromosomal aberrations between the

material in flight and the material on the Earth,

both with and without irradiation. In all flight

groups, disorders were observed in the function

of the spindle (muhinucleated cells and cells

with an incorrect shape).

Such effects were not detected on Earth either

during exposure to radiation or during rotation

in the clinostat, so that a relationship between

mitotic disorders and weightlessness was

cautiously proposed. The possibility is not ex-

cluded, however, that spindle disorders can be
linked with an increase in the effect of colchicine

caused by spaceflight factors; this substance

is used prior to fixing the rootlets.

During a study of the effect of weightlessness

on the growth, morphology, biochemistry, and

histochemistry of wheat shoots which had been

aboard Biosatellite II, cytologic investigations
were also conducted on the rootlet cells and the

leaf coleoptiles. No differences were found be-

tween the experimental and control plants in the
nuclear structure of the cells, and no mitotic dis-

orders were recorded [21,22].

These are the basic results of experiments with

plants, a large number of which were conducted

as biologic indication for space regions. Certain

experiments could be assigned arbitrarily to this

category with stipulations, because of a more

concrete goal; however, these experiments

were mentioned in the survey and discussion of

the results in the interests of a complete presenta-

tion. The setting up of plant experiments had a

more specific goal than a simple biologic indica-

tion of new space regions in that the work ac-
complished permitted accumulation of source

material for certain branches of space botany.

The results of the experiments could be charac-

terized as contradictory and irreproducible.

Nevertheless, they have a positive value, since

in the absence of stable effects significant in

character or in absolute magnitude, they provide

additional evidence for conclusions concerning

the safety of man during a comparatively short

stay in weightlessness in the presence of ir-

radiation by small doses of cosmic radiation.

Experiments on Animals

Tests on Drosophila in the Soviet satellite

flights were widely used. The frequency of re-
cessive lethal mutations in the sex chromosomes

of the males was determined during flights of the

second, fourth, and fifth spacecraft, Vostok 1,

2, 3, and 4, Voskhod 1, and Zond 5 [46, 47, 48,

49, 50, 51]. The experiments were usually con-

ducted on two lines of D. :nelanogaster of both

the highly mutable and mutation-resistant

varieties. Where possible, the embryonic cells

at the stage of mature sperm and spermatids

were analyzed separately. A statistically sig-

nificant increase in the frequency of recessive

lethals was noted in three experiments-aboard

the second and fourth spacecraft, and Vostok 1.

A statistically reliable effect was absent in the

other experiments. No correlation between

flight duration and magnitude or presence of the

genetic effect was observed. Cytologic analysis

of the salivary gland chromosomes where the

frequency of mutations was increased, showed

that they were punctate. Exposing Drosophila

at various stages (eggs, larvae, imago) did not

change the character of the effect. The use of

radioprotective 5-methoxytryptamine had no ef-

fect on frequency of mutations.

With regard to primary nonseparation of the

sex chromosomes in male Drosophila, statis-

tically significant differences between the ex-

periment and the control were found in two cases

[33, 34, 49]. Nearly significant differences were

found in one experiment, but in another, no dif-

ferences were noted. The greatest effect was dur-

ing the Vostok 1 flight (duration 1.5 h), and was

least during the Vostok 3 flight (duration 96 h).

Thus, even a cautious hypothesis is improbable

concerning induced nonseparation of chromo-

somes by weightlessness. Two interesting fea-

tures were also noted during these experiments:

the independence of the effect from the stage of

gametogenesis, and the ratio of males to females

characteristic of spontaneous nonseparation of
chromosomes.

Eight experiments were conducted to de-
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terminethe frequencyof dominantlethalmuta-
tionsin gametesof maleDrosophila following

space flights [9, 81, 83, 861. In three, two lines

of Drosophila were used; in nine instances

mutability at the stages of mature sperm and

spermatid-spermatocytes was analyzed sep-

arately. The most noteworthy results of these

experiments are:

percentage of induced dominant lethals

was positive and low in all the experiments;

correlation between magnitude of the effect

and flight duration was absent;

frequency of lethals in the highly mutable
line was somewhat lower than in the muta-

tion-resistant;

the effect was greater in the spermatid-

spermatocytes than in the mature sperm.

On the basis of additional laboratory experi-

ments, it was concluded that the observed effect

was due to decreased fertility of the males

caused, primarily, by nonspecific spaceflight fac-

tors. Adequate bases are lacking for suggesting

induction of noticeable frequency of mutations

in the dominant lethal type during space flights

[851.
Female Drosophila showed a high frequency of

egg death following space flight. However, the

effect was practically absent in experiments

where females were fertilized prior to launch.

Hence, the result was obtained not as a conse-

quence of induction of dominant lethals, but

rather was due to disruption of processes of sperm

utilization caused by temperature shock [83].

A fourth type of genetic change recorded in

Drosophila was crossing-over in the embryonic

cells of males. In one of three experiments, a

statistically significant effect was observed. The

absence of the effect in two flights was ex-

plained by the fact that during analysis of the

gametes, the stage of late spermatogony, in

which crossing-over occurs in males with greatest

frequency, was omitted. In laboratory investiga-

tions, crossing-over in male Drosophila can be

induced by low-frequency vibration [1, 84].

During Vostok 3 and 4 flights, virgin female
Drosophila were bred with males after the satel-

lite was in orbit [82], demonstrating that copula-

tion, ovulation, embryonal and larval develop-

ment of Drosophila can occur normally under

conditions of weightlessness. Morphoses of a

nonspecific character appeared, the number dif-

fering from the control level which was statis-

tically significant.

Cytogenic Considerations

Cytogenetic experiments with mice were

conducted aboard the spacecraft-satellites 2,

4 and 5. After landing, a count was taken of

chromosomal aberrations in the marrow and

spleen. The first two experiments showed a

statistically reliable effect, but the third, no ef-

fect [8, 9]. The effect was characterized by dura-
tion of its maintenance but in almost total ab-

sence of chromosome fragmentation. The

changes were caused most frequently by ad-

hesion and subsequent incorrect chromosome

separation, not by breakages. A similar effect

appears when animals are exposed to vibration

[7, 58]. Test dogs Ugolek and Veterok aboard

Cosmos 110 were studied postflight to determine

the status of spermatogenesis. The flight did not

significantly affect the spermatogenesis process

although a few aborted spermatozoids were

found. No flight effects on the production of

offspring were detected [40].
Experiments on cultures of normal and

pathologic human cells (the clone of HeLa cells,

fibroblasts, cells of human amnion) during flights

of the second, fourth, and fifth spacecraft-

satellites, Vostok 1, 2, 4 and 6, and Zond 5 and 7,

tested the cell survival of a single-layer culture

on glass and their capacity for growth and

reproduction upon return to normal conditions.

In a number of experiments there were certain

immunobiologic changes. In several experiments

aboard Soviet satellites, the viability and ability
of human and rabbit skin flaps to "take" were

studied following exposure in space. The data

indicate that skin flaps maintain viability [120,

126,127,128,130].

Discoverer 17 and 18 satellite experiments

demonstrated increased activity in the antigen-

antibody reaction similar to that which appears

during application of chemical mutagens and

ionizing radiation. A similar effect was achieved

with exposure to vibration. Cells of several

human tissues were also exposed in the form of
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synovialmembranes,bone marrow,leukemic
monocytes,andembryoniclung.Therewasde-
generationandnecrosisofasignificantnumberof
L,15zlO lit iJ_u| Ltt_ _ AII_t_IA_ .................

cultures because of poor storage conditions. In

the experimental material, muhipolar mitoses

were observed, as well as haploid, polyploid, and

aneuploid nuclei with fragmented and decentric
chromosomes.

The test for chromosome disorders in pre-

flight and postflight examinations of cosmonauts

can be considered a test for biologic indication of

spaceflight regions [53, 57]. Crewmembers of

Soyuz, Gemini, and Apollo showed a slight in-

crease in frequency of chromosome aberrations

following flight. This phenomenon differs in in-

dividual specificity and its significance and

etiology are not clear at present.

Brief examination of insect experiment results

conducted during the Biosatellite II flight is

worthwhile. The experiments aimed to study the

effect of weightlessness on various indicators,

chiefly genetic, and to register radiation effects

under conditions of weightlessness. Various fines

of D. melanogaster and T. confusum (flour beetle)

and Habrobracon (the ichneumon fly) were used

in the experiments.

Genetic Tests

The genetic apparatus of Drosophila was

analyzed by several tests which permitted ob-

servation of practically all known types of dis-
orders in the genetic material of muhicellular

organisms. Studies of the weightlessness effect

on spontaneous and radiation-induced somatic

damage in Drosophila larvae yielded these
results:

Young larvae irradiated with 800 R in orbit

had a higher death rate than larvae ir-
radiated on Earth.

The death rate of nonirradiated Drosophila
larvae in space and on Earth, as well as in

laboratory experiments using accelerations,

vibrations and shock G-forces, was identical
within the limits of standard error.

Among those specimens which survived, no

changes in duration of development were

found in any -f the groups or for any of the

stages [79, 80].

When cytologic methods were used on the

same material, the numbers of rearrangements

and nonseparated chromosomes were counted in

ganglion cells of larvae. Specimens irradiated in

flight showed a statistically significant increase

in chromosome damage. The nonirradiated ma-

terial showed no significant differences between

experimentals and controls. In specimens in ter-

restrial conditions subjected to mechanical

effects, the frequency of chromosomal aberra-

tions did not differ significantly from that in

laboratory controls. In preparations of the speci-

mens of nonirradiated and irradiated flight

groups, photographs showed an evident inca-

pacity of the chromosomes to separate correctly.
Inasmuch as this effect was not detected in

either of the terrestrial groups, but was in both

of the experimental groups (irradiated and non-

irradiated), weightlessness in itself can affect

the character of the separation of chromosomes.

Translocations

A portion of the surviving males was bred

with test females to determine frequency of

translocations. In both flight groups transloca-

tions had formed but there were none in the ter-

restrial control groups. Translocations appeared

at the extremely resistant stage of spermatogony.
It was concluded that the interaction of radiation

and weightlessness increases the frequency of

Drosophila death in those exposed at immature

stages and during active metabolism and mitosis.

This effect is also observed during exposure to

radiation alone, but is less pronounced and occurs

more slowly. Death occurs at the later stages of

development, usually at the pupa stage. Fre-

quently death approaches unnoticed and is

reminiscent of mature aging. This phenomenon,

together with an increase in observed cytologic

chromosomal aberrations following irradiation

in flight, indicate that weightlessness augments

in the radiation effect. The mechanism by which

weightlessness increases induced radiation dis-

orders apparently by influencing the process of

reuniting broken chromosomes. This could in-

dicate suppression of certain restorative proc-
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essesin the cell, or a purelyphysicalphe-
nomenon-weightlessness-whichpermitsspatial
separationof thebrokenterminiof thechromo-
somes,thusincreasingatendencytoformbridges
andtranslocations.

The presenceof translocationsin the flight
material,includingparticipationof the very
small#4 chromosome, confirms the possibility

of spatial separation of chromosomes. The ex-

planation for this phenomenon might be sought
at the molecular level, since reuniting chro-

mosomal breaks required expenditures of energy.
These results indicate an interaction between

radiation and weightlessness manifested as in-

creased instances of slowly approaching early

death and chromosomal damage in specimens ac-

tively growing and metabolizing, compared with

those irradiated on Earth. The experiments with

Drosophila larvae also demonstrate that some

spaceflight factor, probably weightlessness, is

capable of influencing chromosomal mutagenesis

in forming translocations.

During the flight of Biosatellite II, another ex-

periment was conducted on the reproductive cells

of Drosophila at the pupa and imago stages [15].

The procedure enabled detection of various

genetic disorders: recessive lethal mutations,

visible mutations in special loci, losses of the

dominant genetic marker in the Y-chromosome,

translocations, crossing-over in males, and non-

separation of chromosomes. One group of flies

was exposed to continuous T-irradiation in a dose

of 1495 R in flight, another to acute x-ray irradia-

tion in a dose of 4000 R prior to launching; and

a third was not irradiated. Corresponding controls

were set up on Earth.
The experiments were divided into two groups

according to the types of cells in which the

mutations appear. One type-mature sperm
cells-were resistant to mutations. The second

type-cells at various stages of maturation-was

characterized by sensitivity to the induction of
mutations which was varied and fluctuated with

time.

In mature sperms located in fertilized females

during flight, the frequency of sex-linked lethals,

in comparison with the corresponding control,

was on the boundary of statistical reliability.

There were no significant differences for the non-

irradiated speciments. Recessive visible muta-
tions could be counted in four loci of the sex

chromosome. In the "dumpy" locus in the ir-

radiated flight group, the frequency of mutations
was 4.5 times greater than that of the correspond-

ing control. There were no differences between

the other groups of the experiment and the
controls. No reliable differences were detected in

numbers of translocations; frequency of trans-

locations in the irradiated flight group was lower

than in the corresponding control.

Chromosomal Tests

Other results were obtained from analysis of

reproductive cells in the process of maturation

during flight. In female descendants of fertilized

females of the nonirradiated flight group, nearly

a threefold increase was observed in frequency

of X-chromosome nonseparation compared with

the corresponding control. Nonseparations oc-
curred in ceils of the ovarioles which were

at various stages of maturation during flight. The

loss frequency of Y-chromosome markers in

males of the irradiated group, at the pupal stage

during flight, was higher than in the control, and

statistically significant. No differences were de-

tected between the nonirradiated groups. The

frequency of translocations between the X- and

the Y-chromosomes was 3.5 times greater in ir-

radiated immature embryonic cells of the males.
There were no differences between the non-

irradiated groups, and no reliable differences be-

tween the flight and terrestrial groups in fre-

quency of crossing-over, recessive lethals, and

translocations among autosomes.

Among the male descendants of males irra-

diated in flight, which had been also exposed

to x-ray irradiation preflight (4 Ci), the fre-

quency of loss of both markers of the Y-chromo-

some was lower than in the corresponding

terrestrial group. A similar result was obtained in

the same specimens for frequency of transloca-
tions between Y-chromosomes and the second

pair of autosomes. There were no differences

in frequency of translocations between the second

and third pairs of autosomes. Interesting data

were obtained on the activity of xanthine de-

hydrogenase. The activity of this enzyme was sig-
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nificantlylowerstatisticallyin theflightgroups.
bothirradiatedandnonirradiated.Xanthinede-
hydrogenaseis a catalystfor manyreactionsin-
cludingxanthineformationfrom uric acid[65].

Thus, in termsof mutationsin the dumpy
locus,a synergisticeffectin the interactionsof
irradiationandspaceflightfactorswasdetected
amongcellsthat wereat stagesof equalsen-
sitivity duringflight. In the cellswhich,during
flight,wereat variousstagesof differingsensi-
tivity, synergismrelativeto chromosomalnon-
separationin fertilizedfemaleswasdetected.
In experimentswith malesirradiatedpreflight,
radiationhadan antagonisticeffectwithother
factors.Obviously,in the experimentswith
Drosophila, radiation in space flight causes
genetic effects that differ from the effects on
the Earth.

The goal of the insect experiment aboard Bio-

satellite II with yellow mealworm beetles (Tri-

bolium) was to investigate the effects of weight-

lessness, alone and in combination with T-irradi-

ation, on the somatic development of wings, on

the embryonic cells, and the development of

pupae [105].

Half of the young mealworm pupae on-board

were subjected to a continuous dose of 950 R

T-irradiation, and the other half was protected

from irradiation. Additionally, two-thirds of the

pupae in each group were subjected to prelimi-

nary x-ray irradiation on Earth (1350 R), in order

to conduct an experiment within the same range

of doses at which massive damage would occur,

i.e., so that the dose would correspond, as it were,

to the "shoulder" part of the dose-effect curve.

An identical control group of pupae was kept on

Earth. Following return of the material to Earth,

the duration of pupae development was deter-

mined, frequency of deviations from the norm in

wing structure was tabulated, and cross-breed-

ing experiments were set up to record the number

of dominant lethals in oocytes and spermatocytes.

In the experimental group, a delay in the emer-

gence of the imago from the pupae was observed,

but it was thought that this was caused by de-

creased temperature during descent from orbit.

Larvae molting and pupae survival were normal.

The percentage of deviations from the norm in

wing structure showed a statistically significant

increase in the group that received preliminary

x-ray irradiation and T-irradiation on board,
WIt[I tile CUlltlOlcompareu group. ,.,1_,,_ _,_,_,,,

per se did not cause the changes. There was no

change in the group that had only preliminary

irradiation. Hence, the increase in frequency of
anomalies was the result of simultaneous ex-

posure to irradiation and weightlessness. Domi-

nant lethals among female descendants also

increased twofold in the irradiated group; females

from the experimental group had 77% dominant

lethals in comparison with 28% in the control.

There was, therefore, also an increase in the

radiation effect.

The laboratory data show that both females and

males underwent embryonic cell irradiation at

the early gonial stages, as did a certain quantity
of their sensitive meiotic cells. The mechanism

of wing damage is not exactly known, but indica-

tions are that it is a local somatic effect occurring

during rapid development of the imaginal

disks and related to chromosomal damage.

This. and an increase in dominant lethality sug-

gests that spaceflight factors, probably weightless-

ness, facilitate chromosome breakages and

DNA damage or delay the restorative processes.

Gametogenesis

The experiment with the ichneumon fly (Habro-

bracon) aboard Biosatellite II investigated the

appearance of recessive and dominant lethals,

visible mutations, and partial sterility at various

stages of gametogenesis [13]. These changes

were analyzed at all stages of the life cycle. The

insects received T-irradiation R doses of: T-

2400, 1200, 600, 530, and 350. Some of the insects

were irradiated with a dose of 2000 R prior to

launch; none of the 558 specimens died in flight.

For 2 d following flight, the males had orientation
disorders in sexual conduct.

Summary data on all variants of the experiment

indicate a significantly longer lifespan for females

which had been flown compared with the ter-

restrial control. The radiation experiment with

this fly demonstrates that space flight can either
increase, decrease, or have no effect on the

irradiation effect. The effects depend on the

developmental stage of the specimens and the

embryonic cells, as well as on the indicator being

analyzed. Space flight did not have an effect on
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radiationdamagesin maturesperm.Thesperm
arequiescent,fullydifferentiatedcellsin which
the systemsof radiationdo not react.An in-
creasedradiationeffectwasnotedonthemeiotic
cells,whicharequiescentcellsbutwithfunction-
ing systemsof restoration.In the mitoticcells
andinceilsatthestagebetweenthelastmitosis
and meiosis,spaceflightfactorsweakenedthe
radiationeffect.The restorationsystemalso
functionsin thesecells.

The conversionof oogoniainto oocytesis a
complexprocess.Thecellswhichformthe se-
quentiallines are metabolicallyactive, but
manifestvarying levels of metabolism.With
regardto fecundityandfertility,thereactionof
thesecellsto irradiationandto variouschemical
agentsvaries. Consequently,it cannot be
consideredunexpectedthatcellsat thestagesof
meiosisand mitosisreactdifferentlyto space-
flightfactors.

Thishypothesiscanbeproposedoncausesof
the effectsnoted: first, varioussystemsfor
repairingradiationdamagecanbeactivein the
meioticandmitoticcells.Spaceflightfactors,by
blockingthe compensatingsystemsin the cells
andthestagesof meiosis,canstimulateorcause
theeffectsto bemanifestedin thesecellsatthe
mitotic stage.The possibilityshouldnot be
excludedthattheconditionsof spaceflightmay
causea slowdownin the cellularcyclein the
cellsat themitoticstage,asaresultofwhichthe
processof restorationoccursovera longertime.

Second,during weightlessnessthe broken
terminiof the chromosomesin meiosiscanbe
furtherseparatedfromeachother,makingtheir
reunionmoredifficult,whereasthechromosomes
in cellsat a transitionalstageor in interphasic
oogoniaare packedmorecloselytogetherand
reunitemoreeasily.For sucha hypothesis,it
must be assumedthat underthe influenceof
spaceflightfactors,separationor approachofthe
brokenterminiof the chromosomesoccursin
cellsof varioustypes.

A thirdpossibilityis thatprocessesof cellular
metabolismunder terrestrialconditionsoccur
moreintensivelythanunderflightconditions.It
canthenbeassumedthatanincreaseorweaken-
ingin theradiationeffectis linkedwith resorp-
tionof eggs,whicharereplacedby the broken

gonialembryoniccells.The sperm,of course,
remainuniformlyviableinbothconditions.These
hypothesescannotbe viewedas mutuallyex-
clusiveor equallypossible,but theyagreewell
withdataobtained.

Reproduction

In view of the number of tests with insects

performed recently, the experiments with

Drosophila and Tribolium during the flight of the

Cosmos 605 deserve attention. The basic purpose

in using Drosophila was to obtain several genera-

tions which had developed under conditions of

weightlessness. The test was designed to make

it possible to distinguish partially, according to

phenotype, the individuals of the first generations,
which had developed under weightless condi-

tions, from the individuals of the second genera-

tion. In addition, it was possible to consider the

frequencies of morphoses, primary nondisparity
of X-chromosomes in females, sex-linked re-

cessive lethals in females and males, and the

visible mutations. Nevertheless, great significance

was not attached to the frequency of genetic

and morphologic anomalies, with the exception

of recessive lethals, because obtaining a large

population of flies was not anticipated.

Four cultures of Drosophila were aboard;

launch took place when the larvae were 3-days-

old. The cultures after recovery contained ap-

proximately 50 F2 individuals and approximately

150 F1 individuals, and a total of 206 flies. No

statistically reliable differences between the

control and test in any one of the indices studied

were found, including recessive lethals.
In the test with T. castaneum, it was difficult

to calculate completion of the full cycle of

development during the flight time. Therefore,

the flour beetles were put aboard in different

stages of development: eggs, young larvae, late

larvae, prepupae, and pupae. It was hoped that

transition from a lower stage of development to

a higher one in weightlessness could be obtained.

The results agreed with those anticipated:

embryos developed into larvae; young larvae

underwent 2 to 3 ecdyses; late larvae were

transformed into prepupae and pupae; and

prepupae were transformed into pupae. The
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s,-rviva!of individualsin all groups,bothin the
testandin the control,wasalmost100%.The
testsrevealednodramaticanomaliesin develop-
mentduringfull completionof the life cycle.
The developmentof centrolecithal egg cells of

a holoblastic type (most insect egg cells are of

this type), is not subject to the effect of weight-

lessness, or, in other words, is not determined

by the force of gravity. It must be hypothesized,
in the absence of a strict rigorous regionaliza-

tion and full subdivision, disruption of the proc-

esses of convection, characteristic of the state

of weightlessness, cannot damage development.

Two facts are obvious. These experiments

show that the results of animal experiments,

similar to experiments with microorganisms and

plants, do not permit a single, exhaustive inter-

pretation. The experiments with animals with

regard to a biologic indication of new space

regions have produced data supporting the

possibility of comparatively short-term manned

space flights. It is no less important that experi-
ments conducted as biologic tests in space were

an experimental foundation for space biology.

THE NATURE OF FURTHER

INVESTIGATIONS

The next stage in the conquest of space poses

fundamentally new problems. The theoretical

and even experimental development of these

problems has already begun. The transition of

the investigations to the new period is linked with

an increase in spaceflight duration to a point
commensurate with durations of the ontogenetic

development of multicellular organisms, their

reproductive period, and lifespans. The increased

duration of space flights will bring into the sphere

of investigations practically all experimental

biologic disciplines, thereby creating a reliable

methodologic base for a broad section of biologic

science-space biology. In the future, it will

hardly be appropriate to speak of the biologic

indications of space regions. Various trends of

investigations in this field are being converted

into fields of space biology which do not have an

empiric, but rather a strict theoretic basis.

With comparatively brief flights, biologic ob-

jects have been studied primarily for mutability-

phenomena of repair and recombination-and

various other elementary processes in which

changes have served as indicators of danger in

the spaceflight regions traveled by man. Long

flights allow posing and solving, in the experi-

mental plan, any questions related to the in-

fluence of prolonged space flight and outer-space

factors on the whole complex of processes in

both individuals and groups of organisms and

species.

Two basic problems of primary theoretical

importance are advanced by space flights. The

most important is the study of the influence of

space flight and outer-space factors on the entire

complex of processes which control the develop-

ment of organisms. The essence of the problem

is to explain the principles and characteristics of

genetic expression in the phenotype in organisms

of the basic taxonomic groups during their de-

velopment in space from embryonic cells to

pubescent stages. This will signify a change of

central interest of genetic investigations in space

from mutagenesis and survival to the biology of

development and phenogenetics. The practical

aspect of the problem evolves from the hypoth-

esis that the meeting of certain organisms with

new environmental factors (primarily weightless-

ness) not encountered during their development

and evolution can cause widespread disorders of

normal morphologic organization. Of particular

interest are questions on the development of

mutant organisms in space. In the absence of a

phylogenetic base, there is a sharp decrease in

the accuracy of channeling of development, and

the reaction norms in mutants will change.

Experimenting with the development of orga-

nisms in conditions of weightlessness will prob-

ably be an important fundamental method for

investigating the mechanisms which control and

regulate development.

The basic experimental method in the genetics

of development, up to the present, has consisted

in replacing the normal alleles of the genes by

mutant alleles, as a result of which there is either

a block or a change in the synthesis of certain

substances. This permits establishing the con-

crete significance of these substances and of the

corresponding normal genes in the development

of the organism. A supplementary method in the
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genetics of development was to study the devel-

opment of organisms with the same genotypes

under various conditions. Changing environ-

mental conditions is quite simple, and this

method of investigation is widely employed.

However, the force of gravity, the physical factor

of the environment which is customary for the

organism, can very likely be altered only accord-

ing to the all-or-nothing principle.

The second basic task is to study the processes

in populations and associations of organisms

aboard spacecraft during long flights or aboard

planetary stations. This task is a practical one.

It is impossible to seriously pose the question

of the creation of reliably and permanently

functioning artificial ecologic systems without

an explanation of the laws of microevolution of

organisms in specific conditions: i.e., in a state

of weightlessness, or in an altered gravitational

field, in an increased radiation field, in a severely

limited space, or in an unusual arbitrarily created

ecologic environment [44].

Such investigations will also have more general

significance. From another point of view, these

investigations are nothing more than solving the

problems of experimental ecology and science,

which are necessary to understand the processes

occurring in the biosphere of the Earth, and, to

transform these processes for efficient use of the

Earth's resources.
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biological analysis of, 686-687

Body heat storage, 95, 111-118

Body models. 223-224

Body resonance and vibrating systems,

386-387,390-391

Body temperature, 100, 114, 309, 412,

426, 538, 671,697

acceleration effects on, 149

Body weight, 131, 253, 257, 305, 315,

317, 321,391

altitude decompression sickness and,

18

space flight as factor in, 325, 329.

340

Boiling of body tissues, 5, 10, 24

Bone marrow, 192, 306, 327, 417,

648-650

Bone system, 143, 222, 232, 242, o_"

Borman, Frank, 539. 541,557. 573,685.

688

Bradycardia, 36, 173. 177, 179-180.

199, 219, 234, 321,420, 558, 564

Brain, 14, 176, 181,188

radiation effects on, 486, 497-498,

513, 523

Butyl acetate, 81

Butyl alcohol, 81

Bykovskiy, Valery F., 102, 537, 572,

690

Cancer, 520

Carbon dioxide. 3, 31, 39-41,68.73, 75,

78, 80, 83, 102, 172,310

in artificial gas atmosphere, 44, 45,

66, 69

physiologic and pathophysiologic

effect of, 40

toxic effects of, 41, 42, 44

Carbon monoxide, 73, 75, 83.88

Carboxyhemoglobin. 73, 83

Cardiovascular system, 565. 641

acceleration effects on, 165, 173.

175-181

altitude decompression sickness and,

13

microwave effects on. 419-421

weightlessness effects on, 315, 319.

322,325, 339, 341

Cat experiments

acceleration effects on, 192

microwave effects on, 420, 424, 426

Cat experi.,nents- Continued

vestibular system, 265, 266

weightlessness effects on, 589

Cataracts. microwave-induced, 413-414

Cellulose acetate. 49

Central nervous system (CNS)

acceleration effects on, 165, 166,

188-190. 194

electromagnetic field effects, 437

hypoxia effects on. 27

impact aspects, 216, 226

microwave effects on, 421-430, 439

noise effects on, 579-580

radiation effects on, 478, 522, 649-

650

stimulation of, 335

telemetric monitoring of, 683-686

vibration effects _m. 393, 649-650

weightlessness effects on, 308, 309,

314-315, 319,320-321,562,588

Centrifugatiun experiments. 129, 139,

154, 175. 193, 194, 268, 281,585

animal experiments. 129, 130, 136-

137,150-151,154,175,193,195,

229. 644

plant experiments, ,_9, 135

Centrifuge, 284, 332,338

animal, 136

human, 130

long-arm, 334

short-radius, 334

training on, 201

Cernan, Eugene A., 542,558

Chemotherapy, 242

Chicken experiments. 422

gravity effects on, 137-148

Chimpanzee experiments. 229,230

Chlorella experiments, 493,499,508-

509,717

Chloroform, 82

Cholesterol, 317, 327

Chromosomal aberrations, 496, 509-

513,520, 720-721,726-727,729

Chromosomal mitosis, 720

Chromosomal tests, 730-731

Chronic acceleration. 130, 136-150

adaptation to, 137-138, 154-155

animal studies. 145, 147

and centrifugation, 136-137

decreased field effects, 150-152

definition of, 136

human. 154-155

physiological effects:

body composition, 146-147

cardiovascular system, 141-146

growth and development, 136-137

metabolism, 147

musculoskeletal system. 141-144

stress, 137

Chrnnic acceleration-Continued

physiological effects - Continued

systemic responses, 150

visceral growth, 140-141

"Chronic Irradiation Experiment," 477

Circadian rhythm, 466, 503, 535-548,

564, 696,698, 707

Clinieoph_siological examination, 672-

687

Clinostat studies, 135-136

Clostridium butyricum experiment, 716

Clostridium sporogenes experiment,

711,717

Clothing, 111,113, 118, 120, 335,433

heavy, 116, 120

light, 96-97, 107,112,115,116-118,

338

medium, 96, 112

Coburn equation, 73, 75

Cold, 644

as thermal stress, 95, 101

Collins, Michael, 542

Color discrimination. 458-459

Color perception, 573,576

Comfort

animal experiments, 100

clothing and, 107-110

definition of, 97

in space flight, 96, 99,101,355

temperatures, 99,471

thermal, 95-101, 105

Command module, 482, 542, 607, 608,

610, 613-615, 619, 621-623,628

Computer, 627 628,630,688-689,692,

693

Conditional response (CR) studies, 422-

423

Conditioning, 201,241. 308, 338

Conrad, Charles, Jr,, 538. 542

Contaminants. See Artificial gaseous

atmosphere, contaminants

Contrast discrimination. 459

Cooper, Gordon, 537,538

Cope's law, 134

Coriolis accelerations, 249, 252-253,

256. 268, 270, 309, 572,583

angular, 253-254

components of, 256-257

definition of, 247

formula, 253

linear. 253

sickness susceptibility test, 279

simulation studies, 281,283

Cortical activity, microwave effect on,

428

Cosmic radiation, 473-483, 708-710,

713-714, 716,717,722,724

and acceleration, 503-504
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Cosmicradiation- Continued
artificial(manmade)sources,477,

482-483
biologicaleffectsof,473-477.501,

509
clinicalmanifestationsof damage,

504,516-519
galactic,476-479,483,485,514,515,

519
hazards,476-477,481,501,523
lateeffects,519-521
protectionagainst,500-501,504,

524,525
radiationbeltsofEarth,474,479,482
simulationof,483-484
solarflares,474,476-484,490

Cosmonaut.See Flightcrew, also names

of individual cosmonauts

Cosmos 109 experiment, 717

Cosmos 110 experiment, 152,320, 338,

504, 508-509, 670, 671, 678, 717,

724, 725

Cosmos 368 experiment, 504-507, 512,

513, 722

Cosmos 605 experiment, 513, 719, 732

Cotton fabric, 49-50

Counterrolling index, 276

Cramps, 470

Crepis tectorium experiment, 726

Cuffs, 332

inflated, 331

thigh, 331

Cunningham, R. Walter, 541

Cyclohexane, 82

Cyclopentane, 82

Cyclotron, 483-486

Cytogenic experiments, 728-729

Dalton's law, 26

Deadaptation, 152

Deceleration, 229-230, 236, 241

Deceleration tower, 235, 237-238

Decelerator, 227, 238

Decisionmaking models, 604

Decision theory, 604

Deconditioning, 174, 175, 310, 320,

328-330, 335,338, 341,342

Dehydration, 172,318, 326, 338, 642

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), 495-496,

522

Depigmented hair experiments, 709,

713

Descent, 175,200, 214, 215, 707

lunar landing, 631

physiological reactions to, 175

Desynchronization, 190, 265, 503, 539,

540

Deuterons, 476, 485

biologic effects of, 487,490

Dichloroacetylene, 69

Dichlorobenzene, 75, 82

Dichlorodifluoromethane, 82

Dichloroethane, 82

Dichloromethane, 82

Dielectrography, 679, 680, 682

Diencephalic syndrome, 422,427

Diet, 310, 318, 327, 333, 338, 339, 700

acceleration effects on, 147-148, 193,

242

Diluent gas, 16, 53

Dioxane, 83

Diptera experiments, 137

Discoverer 17 experiment, 508, 652,

717, 728

Discoverer 18 experiment, 652,717,728

Dispersion analysis, 656, 659

Displays and controls, 400, 603, 605-607

Diuresis, 193, 333, 335

Docking, 216, 540, 558, 626, 627, 631,

632, 686

Dog experiments

acceleration effects on, 141, 181,

191-193, 197, 201,651,653

impact studies, 218, 221,239

magnetic field effects on, 437

microwave effects on, 413-418, 420,

423, 425

radiation effects on, 477, 486, 487,

490, 508, 509, 650, 651,653

vaporization phenomena studies, 29

vibration effects on, 650

weightlessness effects on, 578

Dosimetry data, 440, 476,477,479-482,

486-488, 492, 496, 498, 506, 511,

517, 518

allowable levels, 513-516

effective dose, 522-523

Driesch's law of constant cell volume,

134

Drosophila experiments, 137, 140, 436,

474, 488, 505, 509. 513, 648,

712-714, 727, 729, 730, 732

Drosophila melanogaster experiment,

441,652

Dynamic response index (DRI), 231

Dynamic (simulation) models of bio-

logical systems, 228-231,659-661

Dynamography, 675, 683-684

Dysbacteriosis, 67

Dysbarism, 4-5, 9

Dyspnea, 18, 41, 44

Earplugs, 380, 381

Earth, 460-461

electrical field, 409

gravity. See Gravity

halo, 573

magnetosphere, 479

Earth- Continued

radiation belts, 474, 478, 479, 482,

536

Earthshine, 536

Eisele, Donn, 541

Ejection seats, 214-216, 220, 226-228

aircraft, 215,221,231

test, 229

Ejection towers, 226

Electric fields

biologic effects, 433-434, 438, 440,

442

low-frequency, 438

threshold levels, 433

Electrical stimulation, 337

Electrocardiogram (ECG), 180,195,328,

329, 341, 393, 420, 435, 563, 670,

672-678, 687-688

computer analysis of, 689

Electrocardiophone (ECP), 671, 674

Electrodes, 672-677,682,685, 686

Electrodynamograph, 684

Electroencephalogram (EEG), 28, 362,

422-424, 428, 435,537,538,563-

565, 579,670, 671,674, 676, 685

computer analysis of, 688-689

vibration and, 363, 393

Electrolytes, 641

Electromagnetic fields (EMF), 409,

440,633,634

Electromagnetic (EM) spectrum, 410,

453

Electromyogram (EMG), 393,670-671,

684-685

Electrooculogram (EOG), 563,674-675

Electrophysiological experiments, 266

Electroplethysmography, 679

Elevator, high-speed, 576

Emergency Exposure Limits (EELs),

88 - 89

Emotions

biological theory of, 550-551

compensatory function, 553-554

informational theory, 552-553

negative, 551,553-554,566

positive, 552,554, 557

psychophysiology of, 567

reinforcement probability and, 551

stress, 550, 565-566, 639

stress levels, 555-556

Emphysema, subcutaneous decom-

pression, 24-25

Endocrine system, 308, 588, 650

acceleration studies, 190-192

metabolic rhythms, 539

Entrainment of molecules, 133

Enzyme experiments, 33

Eosinophils, 418, 650, 651, 653

Epiphenomena, 272
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Equi,-a!ence, principla of, 130

Equivalent head movements (EHM)

test, 284

Erythema, 467

action spectrum, 468

minimum perceptibile, 468

Erythrocytes. 35, 144, 191, 193, 314,

319,322,339,416-417,419

Erythropoiesis, 145

Escape systems, 214-216,220,228,241

Escherichia coil experiments, 648, 715,

718, 719

Ethyl acetate, 81

Ethyl alcohol, 81

Ethylbenzene, 82

Explorer 2 (balloon) experiments, 708,

711

Explosive decompression (ED), 5-9

animal experiments, 7-8

harmful effects, 6, 8

stress during, 9

time characteristics, 5

Extrasystoles, 178-179

Extraterrestrial landing, 216

Extravehicular activity (EVA), 94-95,

103-104, 106-1 10, 151, 306, 311,

313,459,472,541-543,686

Earth-orbital, 616

free time, 616-618

lunar surface, 103, 104, 107, 121,614,

616-617

standup time, 616-618

summary table, 616-618

trans-Earth, 617

umbilical time, 616-618

Eye

contrast discrimination, 459

dark adaptation, 459

hue discrimination, 458-459

sensitivity curve, 458

stressful factors affecting, 463-464

total transmittance, 470

ultraviolet radiation of, 468-469

visual acuity, 459-462

Factor analysis, 656, 662

Fat embolism, 14

Fat mobilizing substance (FMS), 139

Fatigue, 166, 326, 329, 338, 355, 393,

427, 541,565, 579,685,686

Fear 550, 555,561-562,566

Feoktistov, Konstantin P., 538. 572,690

Flash blindness, 463

Flightcrew CSee also names of individual

astronauts, cosmonauts, and space

missions), 536

appetite, 572

circadian rhythm and, 466, 503

color perception, 573

Fli_htcrew- Continued

conditioning, 310

decisionmaking, 601,604

diet, t93, 310

docking and landing maneuvers, 216.

dosimetry data, 480, 482

drug use, 310

emotional stress, 550-556,608

extravehicular activity. See Extra-

vehicular activity

goals, 551-552,557-558

guidance and navigation, 603, 626-

628

health, 86, 309

illumination levels for, 464-466

illusions, 572, 590. 612-613

in-flight exercise, 310, 318. 335. 537,

561,613

information processing, 601. 604-605

joint activity, 563-564

leisure time, 561

light flash phenomena, 496, 497, 501.

573-574

medical examinations, 672-687,699-

700

medical monitoring of, 77, 670, 692-

693,698-702

metabolic heat production. 94, 101-

105

missions to the Moon, 94, 541-544

motion sickness, 572, 590

motivation, 550, 552, 556-557, 560,

563, 566-567

neuro-emotional stress, 556-559,

564-567

noise effects on, 376

physical condition prognosis, 669,

694-698

physician as member of, 699

psychophysiological stress, 549-570

radiation doses allowable, 514, 523

radiation environment and. 468,477

radiation exposure levels, 513-516,

523

radiation hazards, 477, 495, 501,513,

517, 519, 522, 523

radiosensitivity, 523

reliability, 631-633

safety aspects, 625

scientific observations and experi-

ments, 338, 601. 616-618, 624,

625,630, 633-634

selection of, 286, 310, 331,338, 362,

517, 523. 604, 606, 626. 630

sensory functions, 601-603

stowage and housekeeping functions,

611-613

system monitoring, 625

Ffightcrew- Continued

tasks, 601-604, 614,625-626

television monitoring of, 669

thermal comfort. 95-101

training, 310. 331. 337. 566, 604. 606,

612, 613. 630. 632

vestibular system, 572, 609

vibration effects on, 580

visual phenomena, 572-573, 580

weightlessness, reactions to, 571-572

work capacity, 311-314,571-573,581

work performance, 631-633,686

Flight factors, combined effect of, 639-

667

acceleration, 640-643

biological models, use in analysis and

prediction of, 657-661

effects of, evaluation and prediction

of, 655-656

ionizing radiation, 648-652

vibration, 643-648

weightlessness and ionizing radiation,

652-655

Fluorescent lamp, 456

FMS (hormone), 147

Foam cushion, 47, 49

Formaldehyde. 81, 88

Free fall, 130-132,152

Free fatty acids (FFA), 147, 149

Freedom reflex, 553-554

Frog experiments, 508

Fungi, 74

Furan, 83

Gagarin, Yuri A., 473, 536, 558, 571,

573,668, 672

Gametogenesis, 731-732

Gamma-rays, 195, 474, 483, 487, 489,

491, 492, 497, 500, 505, 513, 516,

649-650, 652-655,709,710, 722

Gas bubbles, 4, 14-16, 18, 21, 24

Gas cooling, 108

Gastrointestinal tract

acceleration effects on, 192-194

explosive decompression effect on, 5

microwave effect on, 416-417

source of contaminants, 68

Gemini (spacecraft), 4, 102, 173, 239,

610,611,613-616,619-621,630

biotelemetry system, 670, 671,679

Gemini 3 mission, 480, 652

experiment, 509-510, 720

Gemini 4 mission, 35, 102, 306, 480,

538, 616,677

Gemini 5 mission, 35, 102, 297, 328,

480, 538

Gemini 6 mission, 480

Gemini 7 mission, 35, 102, 297, 324,
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Gemini7mission-Continued
327,329,337,480,539,685,688,
691

Gemini8mission,480,630
Gemini9mission,103,480,616,630
Gemini10mission,103,480,616
Gemini11mission,103,480,616

experiment,509,511,720
Gemini12mission,103,480,616
Geminiproject,151,536,572,716
Glare,463,464
G-loads,164,572,581,582

+G×,166,168-170,172-174,182,
185-186

-Gx,170-171,174,181,183
+Gz,169,172,175-177,182,185,188
-Gz,183,188

G-suits.199-200,203.333,335,339
Glenn,John,536,573,679
Glutamicoxaloacetictransaminase

(GOT),646
Goal,achievementof,551-552,557-

559
Gordon,RichardF.,Jr.,542
Granulocytes,417
Gravitationallynormalizedaccelera-

tion(GNA),131
Gravitoinertialforce,166,248,251,

277,297
suprathreshold,249

Gravity,129-162,305,312,707,710,
711

artificial,330,331,341
biologicaleffectsof,129,134
compensation,136
energyexpenditure,and,312,313
Moon,311-314
orientation,134
physicalprinciples,130
presentationtime,136
readaptationtoEarth,321,330
sizeandscaleeffects,132
weightlessness,and,131-132

Grayout,129,166,170,185-187,194
Groundcrew

noiseproblems,376,377
spacecraftsystemmonitoring,625-

626
Growthanddevelopment,chronic

accelerationeffectson,138-140,
151-152

Guineapigs
accelerationeffectson,202
impactstudies,239,240
microwaveeffectson,414-415,417

Habrobracon experiment, 510,513,729,

731

Hair depigmentation experiment, 497-

499

Haise, Fred W., Jr., 542, 556

Ham (monkey), 536

Hand-held maneuvering unit (HHMU),

616

Handwriting analysis, 671,675,684

Happiness, 561,562

Head injuries, impact-related, 217-

218,222. 229-230

Head movements, 260, 281, 284-292,

296,586,587,682

Heart rate, 101,103-104. 109-110. 113,

117, 419, 420, 535, 537, 538,

551-552,556-559,565-566

acceleration effects on, 175-177,641

extravehicular activity and, 313

postflight, 315,340

weightlessness effects. 309, 316

Heart rhythm, mathematical analysis

of. 689-691

Heat (See also Temperature), 94,644

balance of, 99, 107

biothermal models, 121-124

body storage, 95,110-118

dissipation, 95, 101, 105-107, 109,

111, 120

exchange, 94-126, 469,471

exposure to, 111,118-120

extreme, tolerance for, 95, 110-111

loss, 100. 471-472

metabolic production, 94, 95, 101-

104, 107, 117, 120

production of, 101-105, 114

prostration, 101,470

tolerance aspects, 112-118

transfer, 69, 99, 117

vibration, and, 645,646

Heat pyrexia, 470

Heat shield, 95

Heavy Ion Linear Accelerator (HILAC),

485, 486,494

Heavy ions, 485, 524-525

biological effects of, 475, 477, 483,

484, 493-501,514

nature of, 494-496

plants, effect on, 498-499

radioprotective agents, 500-501

simulation of, 485-486

tumorigenesis effects, 500

Helium. 16-18, 23, 46, 48-53, 100

removal of, 20

speech response in, 363, 367

Helium ions, 479,484-485

biologic effect of, 476,487,490,493-

494,498

lesions, 495-497

Helminthosporium experiment, 719

Hematocrit, 646

Hematology, 144

Hematopoietic organs, microwave

effects on, 417-419

Hematuria, 193, 219

Hemoconcentration, 339, 421

Hemodilution, 421

Hemodynamics, 165, 169, 175,420

acceleration, and, 167, 177,181

Hemoglobin, 35, 73, 191,417, 418, 646

Hemopoiesis, 518

Hemopoietic system, vibration effects

on, 648-651,657

Higher nervous activity (HNA), 188

Homeostasis, 249,250, 306-308,310

Homeostatic concept, 659-661

Horse experiments, 141

Humidity, 94, 97-98, 113

Hydration. 147

Hydrocarbons, 74-75

Hydrogen arc lamp, 455

Hydrogen chloride gas, 83

Hydrogen fluoride gas, 83

Hyoscine, 293

Hypercapnia, 31, 39-45

acute, 39-41

adaptation to, 42

carbon dioxide toxic effect, 37

chronic effects, 43-45

physiologic mechanisms of, 39-40

toxic action zones, 41-43

Hyperdynamic environment, 152-153,

155

Hyperemia, 176, 188, 220, 324

Hyperglycemia, 191,327

Hyperoxia, 32-39,322

adaptation to, 35, 39

clinical symptoms, 35-37

functional changes in, 33-35

toxic action, 30-33

Hyperthermia, 111, 149,202-203, 426,

504

Hyperventilation, 20, 41

Hypodynamia, 25, 47, 306, 326-331,

335-336,561-562,700

acceleration, and, 640-641

adaptation to, 641

cardiac, phase syndrome of, 328

Hypodynamic fields. 152-153

Hypohydration, 172

Hypoxia, 4, 25-32, 55, 171-172, 177,

178, 187, 190, 198-200, 202, 333,

441

acute effects of, 23-28

altitude effects, 32

chronic, 28-30

hyperbaric, 36

ionizing radiation and, 654-655

normobaric, 36

reserve time in, 28-30, 32, 53
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i-iypokinesia,173,_ _n_/)_U, uTu

weightlessness, and, 502-503

Hypophysis, 190, 191

Hypothalamus, 190, 191

Hypothermia, 643

Hypoxemia, 198, 200

Illumination. See Lighting

Illusions, 252, 316, 320, 323, 562,579,

591,612-613

audiogyric. 584

autokinetic, 583,586

Coriolis, 268, 274, 583

head and torso movements and, 572,

586, 587

labyrinth, 575

oculogravic, 268, 583-586

oculogyric, 268, 274, 583-584

sensation, 574, 575,580, 582

vestibular apparatus, 575-576

visual, 574-575

weightlessness, 574-576

Immersion systems. See Water

immersion

Immunology, 88, 318, 329, 330, 332,

341,504, 524

Impact accelerations, 214-246

angular acceleration, 220

animal studies, 218, 222, 225-226,

229, 230

attenuation systems, 239-241

biochemical changes due to, 219-220

definition of, 216

+ Gz, 228, 231

hazards, 214-216

human response to forces, 216

injury prediction, model use in, 228-

231

lateral tolerance, 235

linear, 216-220

mathematical models in study of,

222-227

missile, 238-240

multidegree of freedom model, 224

off-axis tolerance, 235-238

omnidirectional and repetitive, 220-

221

pathological effect, 216-220, 220-

221

physiological effect, 216-220

postimpact physical examination

finds, 240

protection against, 226,239-241

simulation techniques, 226-227

spacecraft landing, in, 214, 216, 220

spinal injuries, 218,231-233

tests, 214, 215, 221,229,236

tolerance to, 218, 221-222,226-228,

232,234-238,241

Impact accc!erat;.ons- Continued

transverse, 218-219,233-235

water, 214

Incandenscent lamp, 455-457

Incremental adaptation schedule

{iAS), 28i-283,285-287,291-294

lndole, 76, 83

Industrial hygiene, 432

Inert gases, 4, 16, 53

physical properties of, 17

solubility and diffusion constants,

17

Information-energy cost, 538

Information theory model, 604-605

Infrared rays, 410

biologic effects of, 453, 454

pathologic effects of, 469-471

radiation standards, 471-472

sources of, 457-458

spectral energy distribution, 457

tolerance to, 472

Infrasound, 374-375,381-382

Injuries, impact-related, 225

head, 217-218,222,229-230

prediction of, model use, 228-231

spinal, 218, 231-233

Instrumentation, 342, 383, 400, 440,

623-625

Interplanetary flight, 53, 306, 389, 466,

514-515,519,546,698-702

Intestinal gas expansion, 9-10

Intravascular bubbles, 12, 24

Intravehicular activity, 320

Ionizing radiation, 441, 473-531, 640,

708, 709, 724

and acceleration, 640-641, 651-652

and hypoxia, 654-655

and SHF-band radiation, 653-654

and vibration, 648-651

Irwin, James B., 543

Isobutyl alcohol, 81

Isolation, prolonged, studies, 560,

563-564, 579,700

Isopropyl alcohol, 81

Jupiter (planet), 460

Ketones, 74

Khrunov, Ye., 559, 566-567

Kinematic models, 223

Kinetocardiography, 671,678, 691

Kohoutek (comet), 634

Komarov, Vladimir M., 537, 573, 690

Kosmos (spacecraft). See Cosmos

Krypton, 16, 17

Labyrinth illusions, 575

Laika (dog), 130, 536, 668, 679

1 ,_mpg

electric arc, 455

fluorescent, 456

incandescent, 455-457

mercury arc, 455
. . i i .__ A_

Landing site, 214

Lasers, 411,456

Launch operations

noise aspects, 376, 377

vibration problems, 389, 394

Learning ability, microwave effects on,

425

Leonov, Aleksey A., 103,557,559, 573,

722

Leukemia, 520

Leukemoid reactions, 652

Leukocytes, 191, 417-419, 509, 650,

651,653

Light flashes phenomena, 496, 497,

501,573

Life-support system, 65, 94, 107, 120,

124, 358, 579, 707

l,ighting

artificial, 455-457,464-466

standards, 464-466

level of, 462,463

as stressor, 463-464

Linear energy transfer (LET), 475-

479,483,494, 495,502,518,520

Lipid, gravity effect on, 146

Lipodystrophy, 147

Liquid nitrogen, 46

Lovell, James A., Jr., 539,541,542,556

Lower body negative pressure (LBNP),

333-334,338,339, 702

Lumen (lm), 456

Luminance, 459-461

background, 459, 462-463

contrast, 459, 462

range of, 460-462

recommended ratios, 464

Lunar landing, 542-544, 627, 628,

631-633

Lunar landing training vehicle, 631,

633

Lunar module (LM), 389, 542-543,

608, 610, 613-615, 619, 621, 623,

627

Lunar roving vehicle, 617

Lunar simulator, 311

Lungs, 333-334

acceleration effects on, 181-185,

307-308

as contaminant source, 68

extensibility of, 37

explosive decompression effect on,

115-119

hyperoxia in, 34, 37
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Lungs - Continued

overpressure in, 6-7

vital capacity of (VCL), 37

Lunokhod (lunar surface explorer), 556

Lymphocytes, 137, 340, 417, 494-495,

650, 651,653, 655

Lysogenic strain experiments, 715-716

McDivitt, James A., 538, 541

Macrosystems, 133

Magnetic fields, 410

animal studies, 435-436

biologic effects, 434-437, 439, 440,

442

safety standards, 436

weak, 436-437,439

Malacosoma americanum experiment,

713

Man-High project, 713

Man/machine interface, 194, 559,600-

601,630, 659

Manned space flight. See Flightcrew,

Spacecraft, specific space mis-

sions, and related topics

Mars (planet), 309, 481

atmosphere of. 3

manned mission to, 544-545,546

solar illuminance on, 545

Mars 2 (Mars probe), 545

Mars 3 (Mars probe), 545

Masers, 411

Mass, 130, 141,305

Materials, 68, 472

energy ignition requirements, 50

flame spread rates, 49, 53

Mathematical models, 120-124, 222-

223, 310, 387, 522-523,656,658,

662,680-681

Maximum permissible exposure (MPE),

432

Medial longitudinal fasciculus (MLF),

264

Medical monitoring, 668-706

Mercury (planet), 460, 545

Mercury (spacecraft), 4, 120, 239, 608,

610, 613-615,619,620, 629, 670

biotelemetry system, 670, 671,677

Mercury arc lamp, 455

Mercury project, 536, 572, 668

Metabolic heat production, 94, 95, 101-

104, 107, 117, 120

Metabolism

chronic acceleration effects, 147

intermediate, 148-149

weightlessness effects, 315-318,327

Meteoroid shield, 614

Methanol, 72

Methyl acetate, 81

Methyl alcohol, 81

Methylchloroform, 82

Methylcyclohexane, 82

Methylcyclopentane, 82

Methylethylketone, 81

Methylisobotylketone, 81

Methylisopropylketone, 81

Metbylmercaptan, 83

Mice experiments

acceleration effects on, 137, 140, 191,

195-197, 202,642,644, 657

electromagnetic field effects on, 439

impact studies, 239

microwave effects on, 413, 418

mixed contaminants toxic studies, 76

radiation effects on, 475-476, 487-

489,497-498, 501,513

vibration effects on, 396, 397, 475-

476

weightlessness effects on, 589, 590

Mieroflora as contaminant, 66-67, 84

air contents, 67

pharynx contents, 67

skin contents, 66-67, 73

Microorganism experiments

balloons and high-ahitude rockets,

711-712

satellite and spacecraft, 715-722

Microorganisms, 504

radiation effects on, 454, 466, 474-

475,487-489,494, 505-507,509

Microsystems, 133

Microwaves

biological effects of, 412-430, 439,

442

exposure standards, 430-433

low-intensity, 425, 428, 429

mechanism of effect, 437-439

nonthermal, 422, 430, 438

radiation and acceleration, 640, 653

stimulation effects, 430

thermal effects, 412-413

threshold for perception of, 413

Minimum perceptible erythema (MPE),

468

Missile impact studies, 238-239, 240

Mission Control Center, 540, 626

Mitchell, Edgar D., 543, 556, 712

Mitoses, 723

Mitotic disorders, 725-726

Mitotic index (MI), 144, 503,508, 510

Model scaling techniques, 221,222,225

Monkeys, 258-259

impact studies, 218, 220, 229, 230,

232

magnetic field effects on, 435

medical monitoring of, 686

microwave effects on, 419, 422

mixed contaminants toxic studies, 76

radiation effects on, 412,486, 490

Monkeys- Continued

vaporization phenomena studies, 29

weightlessness effects on, 341

Moon, 306

atmosphere, 3

circadian rhythm and flight to, 541-

544

extravehicular activity on, 311-314,

614

gravity effects, 134, 311-314

surface environment, 613, 634

Moonshine, 536

Morphological studies, 261

Motion, laws of, 130

Motion sickness, 247-248, 268-269,

281, 294, 340, 504, 562,572,583,

589,590, 603,702

acceleration as cause, 393

adaptation to, 281

drugs, use in prevention of, 293-295,

39O

laboratory study of, 297

prevention of, 285-286,294-295

recovery from, 273

susceptibility studies, 280-281,285-

286, 340

symptoms, 287-289,292

tests, 277, 278, 280-282

vestibular phenomena and, 272-274,

294, 323

weightlessness and, 320, 323, 241

Motivation, 550, 552,556-557,560,563,

566-567

Motor functions, 311,320, 326, 327,330

disturbances of, 327, 329

Mountain sickness, 31, 32

Mucor experiment, 719

Muhidegree of freedom model, 224

Multiple docking adapter, 613, 619, 624

Musculoskeletal system, 306

and acceleration, 171,173, 194

altitude decompression sickness and,

19

chronic acceleration effects on, 141-

144

heat production in, 104

telemetric monitoring of, 683-686

vibration effects on, 392-393

weightlessness effects on, 242, 316,

318-321, 325-328, 331-332,

575-581

Mutagenesis, 724

Mutation, 436, 474, 475, 501,511,512,

714, 717-718

chromosomal, 713-724

genic, 713-714, 720

gravity and, 710

lethal, 720, 727-728

weightlessness and, 710
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Necturus maculosus experiment, 497

Neon, 16-18, 23, 46, 53

Neptune (planet), 460

NERV project, 711 - 712

Nervous system. See Central nervous

Neurasthenic syndromes, 427-428

Neurocirculatory asthenia (NCA), 427-

428

Neurospora experiment, 509, 511, 711,

717, .720

Neutrophils, 417, 418, 655

Nigella experiment, 721,723

Nikolayev, A. G., 102,540,558. 572

Nitrogen, 4, 16-17, 19, 46, 51-52, 66,

80, 100

removal of, 13, 19-21, 53

Nitrogen dioxide, 83, 88

Nitrogen ions, 484, 498, 499

Noise, 355-382, 502,639

aerodynamic, 358, 359, 375-378

aerospace, 355, 356, 358-361, 372,

375-380, 382

airborne, 355, 356, 358, 360, 375

aircraft, 362,372,374

control measures, 356,375, 378-379

criteria, 365, 367

excessive exposure to, 361

exposure to, 359,373,381

high-intensity effect, 372-375

impulse, 374, 382

industrial, 362

infrasound, 374-375,381-382

jet, 358, 375

launch, 376, 377

level of, measurement, 369

limiting levels, 380-382

nature of, 356-360

performance of tasks, adverse effects

of, 355, 367-369

physiological effect of, 360-363,

579-580

protective devices, 379-380

psychologic effect of, 363-367

reentry, 359, 376

steady state, 372

tolerance to, 375

uhrasound, 360, 375, 382

with vibration, 356, 369-371,644, 648

Normoxia, 4

Nuclear reactors, biologic effects of,

514, 515

Nuclei, 478, 483, 514

Nyctalis experiment, 719

Nystagmus, 274-276,584, 585

Octave-band sound pressure

(OBSPL), 357, 365-366,370

Ocular counterrolling, 275

level

Oculogravic illusion, 583-586

Oculogyral illusion, 268, 274-275, 584

Oculomotor coordination, 562

Odors, spacecraft, 71

Off-vertical rotation (OVR) chair device,

278, 270

Olfactory-optical apparatus, 428

Ontogenesis, 707

Orbital flight, 320, 536-537

Orbital module, 607,613, 615, 616

Orbital workshop, 613, 615,619

Orientation in space, 574, 582-583

Orthostatic instability, 318, 329, 335

Orthostatic stability, 325-326

Oscillation studies, 583-584

Oscillography, 678-679

Otoconia, 258, 308

Otolith system, 247,250-251,270,297,

320

anatomy of, 257-259

gravity and, 135

tests, 275, 280-281

weightlessness effects on, 575, 589-

590

Outgassed compounds, 68

Ovaries, microwave effects on,413 414

Overall sound pressure level (OASPL),

357

Oxygen, 4, 19, 50-52, 68, 80, 100, 108,

183, 200

and altitude, 22

in artificial gas atmosphere, 38-39,

66

high concentration of, 33

toxic effects of, 4, 14, 33-34, 37, 38

uptake, 643,652

Oxygen consumption, 100, 102, 104,

109, 311,327

postflight, 315

Oxygen-hydrogen gas medium, 16, 46-

50

Ozone, 68, 79, 467

Pain, 118-120, 166,168, 173,413,572,

580

Painted surface, 49-50

Paper, 49-50

Parabolic flight, 152,283-286,309,320,

574,576-577,590

Parachute landing, 215, 378

Particle accelerators, 476-477, 485-

486, 493, 524

Pathogens, 73

Pavlov, I. P., experiments, 192, 550,

553-554, 560,696

Pearl-chain formation, 412

Pelomyxa carolinensis experiment, 720

Penicillium sp. experiment, 712

Perceived noisiness (PN), 371-372

Perimetric cardiugraphy (PCG), 678,

68O

Peripheral circulation, 645

Permanent threshold shift (PTS), 360-

361

Pha_,+pr_rluction, 715-716, 719-720

Pharmacologic agents, 174, 202, 657,

671

antimotion sickness, 293-294

weightlessness,use in,334-335.590

Pharynx, 67

Phenol, 67, 87

Phonocardiography, 671,677

Phosgene, 83

Photokeratitis, 468-469

Photons, 410

Photuphthalmia, 468-469

action spectrum, 469

Photoscotic cycle, 536

Photosynthesis, 717

Physical exercise, 174, 201-202, 242,

333,336-337,339,340

altitude decompression sickness and,

18-19

in-flight, 310, 318,335,537,561,613

nit,_en Jcmuval and, 20

Physical training, 335, 336, 591

Physiologic data recording equipment,

669- 672

Physiologic measuring systems, 669,

698- 702

interplanetary flights, 698-702

Plants

balloon and high-altitude experi-

ments, 712

chromosome aberrations, 720, 726-

727

geotropism, 129, 134-136

growth and development processes,

723- 724

mitotic disorders, 725-726

mutagenic sensitivity, 722-723

radiation effects on, 476, 488, 491-

493, 498-500, 505-508, 510-

513

radiosensitivity of, 721-722

satellite and spacecraft experiments,

721- 727

seed experiments, 721-725

vegetating plants effects, 725

Plasma, 144, 314, 316, 321, 324. 326,

335-336

Plasma protein, 145

Plasma volume, 145

Plastic wire, 49-50

Pluto (planet), 461,545

Pneumoelectrocardiophone (PECP),

675

Pneumography, 670-671,681-682
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Popovich, P. R., 102, 558, 572

Postflight medical data and problems,

309, 311, 313-315, 324, 326,327,

329,330,331,335,339,340,543

Postural equilibrium test battery, 275-

277

Preamplifiers, 671,685

Preferred noise criterion (PNC), 365-

367

Preflight preparation, 214, 241, 309,

311,314, 326, 614-615

Pressure chamber experiments, 31, 55

Pressure suit. See Space suit

Prodenia ornilhogalli experiment, 713

Prodomal reaction, 517

Prognosis

clinicofunctional, 697-698

investigative (research), 694-698

Prophage induction, 719-720

Propulsion systems, 214, 215

noise due to, 355,358-360,376, 378

Propyl acetate, 81

Propyl alcohol, 81

Protons, 485

biological effects of, 476, 483-490,

494

plants, 490-493

relative biological effectiveness of,

489-490

Provocative tests, 277-280

Psychophysical space experiments, 297

Psychophysiological stress, 549-570

Pulse amplitude modulation (PAM), 699

Rabbit experiments

acceleration effects on, 190-191

gravitational effects on, 129, 140

magnetic field effects on, 413-415,

435

microwave effects on, 413, 414, 416-

418, 420, 422, 424, 426, 441

radiation effects on, 487, 498, 521-

523

weightlessness effects on, 575

Radar, 411,412,414, 620, 628

Radiation. See Cosmic radiation; Ioniz-

ing radiation

Radiation biology, 453-473

Radiation sickness, 518-519

Radiobiology, 658

Radiofrequency (RF) radiation

bands, 410

biological effects, 409, 412,442

combined effects, 441

human effects, 427

intensity, recommended maximum

permissible, 431-432

nonthermal effects, 412, 430

pathophysiological effects, 412

Radiofrequency (RF) radiation-Con.

thermal effects, 412

Radiosensitivity, 489, 501, 503-505,

508, 517, 521,524, 648

Radiotelemetry, 669, 674, 675

digital signal channels, 670

Radon, 16

Rapid-eye movement (REM), 266, 362,
691

Rat experiments

acceleration effects on, 137,140, 141,

191,202,652

altitude effects on, 645

artificial gas atmosphere experi-

ments, 18

chronic acceleration effects on, 149

electromagnetic fields effects on, 439

explosion decompression experi-

meats, 8

impact studies, 219-221

microwave effects on, 414, 416, 418,

422, 424, 425, 653

mixed contaminants toxic studies, 76

oxygen toxic effects on, 34

radiation effects on, 487-489, 491,

494, 501,503, 513

vibration effects on, 643-648

weightlessness effects on, 590

Reactivity, acceleration effects on,

194-196

Recompression, 14

Recovery period, 318

Recovery systems, 214, 228

Rectal temperature, 101,104, 109, 114,

418, 420, 424

Red blood cell (RBC), 417

Redout, 166

Reentry, 119, 172-173, 199, 297, 537,

559,686

noise aspects, 355, 358,359,376,377

vibration in, 390

Reflex vestibular disturbances (RVD),

282-283

Regression multidimensional models,

659, 662

Relative biological effectiveness, (RBE),

474, 486-487,489-493,495,500

Renal system

acceleration effects on, 193

chronic acceleration effects on, 193

Rendezvous techniques, 626-628, 630

Reproduction, microwave effects on,

414-416

Respiratory system, 117,219, 537, 565

acceleration effects on, 165-166,171,

181-185,641

explosive decompression effects on, 5

impact studies, 240

rate, 103

Respiratory system- Continued

as source of contaminants, 68

telemetric monitoring of, 681-682

water loss in, 106

Restraint systems, 239, 241

Resynchronization, 536

Retina, radiation effects on, 496-497

Rheography, 679

Rhythmostasis, 536

Rocket experiments, 309,475

Rocket sled test, 226, 229, 230

Rod and sphere measuring device, 298

Roentgenogram method, 23-24

Roman tower, 576

Roosa, Stuart A., 543

Rotating chair device, 279, 281, 284-

285,584

Rotating environment, 247-304,582

Rutten-Peckelharing reciprocity rule,

135

Safety in spacecraft, 77, 84, 341,355,

473, 486,492, 524, 609, 625

Salmonella typhimurium experiment,
718

Salyut (spacecraft), 607, 613, 614, 671

Salyut mission, 337,480, 630, 691,692,

694

experiment, 511-513

Sam (monkey), 536

Satellite biological experiments, 501,

505-514

Saturn (planet), 460

Scalarization, 136, 440

Schirra, Walter H., Jr., 541

Schneirla biphasic motivational theory,

560

Schweickert, Russell I., 541

Scientific instrument module, 614

Scientific observations and experiments

by flightcrew, 338, 601, 616-618,

624-626, 630, 633-634

Scott, David R., 541,543

Seasickness, 390

Seats, spacecraft, 241

impact studies, 239-240

seat back angle (SA), 167-169, 174,

175, 186, 200,641

Seismocardiography (SCG), 671, 677-

678, 683

spectral analysis of, 691-692

Semicircular canals, 247,251,259-261,

270, 281,320

anatomy of, 259-261

angular acceleration in, 257

axes, 255-257

tests, 259-261,280

Sensory deprivation, 338, 559-561,606
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,._l_llSOly _y$lUIll, d t .t oJ., uut v., r

weightlessness effects on, 587-589

Servosystems, 60_606

Sevastyanov, V. V., 690

Skin

autoinfection, 76

electric field effects on, 435

galvanic reactions, 671,685-686

microfloral contents, 67, 68

pain, 118-120

radiation effects on. 480, 490, 498,

515

tanning of, 467-468

temperature of, 101, 105, 107, 109,

114, 643

transmission of layers of, 467

ultraviolet rays, effects of, 466

water loss, 105-107

Sharpened Romberg (SR) test, 275,277

Shepard, Alan B., Jr., 543, 556

Shielding, 433, 434, 476-482, 515,

516,518, 524,614

Similitude, Galilean concept of, 132

Simulation studies, 283

Skatole. 75, 76, 83

Skyhook project, 713

Skylab (space station), 540-541, 607,

611,613-615,619

Skylab I mission, 329, 339,617

Skylab II mission, 297, 329, 339, 340,

618

Skylab III mission, 297,339, 340, 618

Skylab IV mission, 340

Skylab program, 53, 77,561,563,564,

634, 698

Sleep, 266, 338, 340, 367, 425, 535-

539, 572, 607, 685, 688, 691, 697

disorders of, 563

lunar, 543-544

noise interference, 360, 362,378

preflight, 563

Sleep/wakefulness cycle, 538-540

adaptation to, 538-539

disruption of, 539

inversion of, 538

scheduling principles, 540

Slow rotation room (SRR) experiments,

273, 278, 283, 285, 287-288, 290,

294-295,583

Smell, 602-604

Social space psychology, 563

Solar flares, 71, 474, 476-484, 490,

514, 516, 717

Sonic boom, 359-360, 362, 371, 374,

377-378

Sound pressure level (SPL), 357, 361,

364

Sounding rocket experiments, 711-712

Sound waves, 356-358

Sound waves-C,__ntin ed

impulse, 357

intensity, 356-357

propagation, 357

spectrum, 357

steady state, 357

time history, 357

ultrasound, 382

Soyuz (spacecraft), 4, 10, 540, 607,

613,614,625

Soyuz 12 experiment, 719

Soyuz 3 mission, 480

Soyuz 4 mission, 480, 616

Soyuz 5 mission, 480, 616, 717

Soyuz 6 mission, 480, 540, 558

Soyuz 7 mission, 480, 540

Soyuz 8 mission, 480, 540, 558

Soyuz 9 mission, 325, 326, 328, 329,

480, 540,690

Soyuz 10 mission, 558

Soyuz program, 630

Soyuz-Salyut (spacecraft), 612

Soyuz-Salyut program, 558,561,634

Space biology research, guidelines for,

707 739

balloon and high-altitude rocket ex-

periments, 711-714

animal, 712-714

microorganism, 711-712

plant, 712

evolution of goals and methods,

708-711

future investigations, nature of, 733-

734

satellite and spacecraft experiments:

animal, 727-733

microorganism, 715-721

plant, 721-727

Spacecraft (see also names of specific

spacecraft, e.g., Apollo, Gemini,

Voskhod, Vostok; Command Mod-

ule, Lunar Module)

air standards, 82-90

artificial gas atmosphere, 3-94

attitude control system, 629-630

comfort aspects, 95-101,472

computer, 627-628, 630, 688-689,

692,693

configuration, 600, 607-609

data processing systems, 692-693

contaminants of, 72-77

control system, 567, 618-623, 625,

627-628

design, 309,606,615

diagnostic systems, 663, 700-701

display elements, 618-619,625,627-

628

environment, internal, of, 96, 99

Spacecraft- Continued

equipment, 70, 216, 342. 400, 610,

611,614, 615

guidance and navigation system,

626-628

housekeeping aspects, 609-611

impact attenuation system, 241

impact loads, 214, 215

in-flight measurement points, 619

instrumentation, 342, 383, 400, 615,

623,625

lighting, 464-466,539,540

materials, 49, 50, 53, 68, 472

noise problems in, 359, 376, 377,

486, 492, 579

physiologic data recording equip-

ment, 669-672,698-702

recovery systems, 214, 228

safety aspects, 77, 84, 341,355, 473,

486, 492,524, 609,625

shielding, 215, 242,476-482

sound treatment, 379

stowage accommodations, 609, 610,

615

telemetry system, 668-672,673-675,

699

thermal control, 472

vibration problems, 40, 383,400

volume, 338,607-609,612

crew size and, 613

free, 613

habitable, 600, 607,613-614

pressurized, 608,613

working quarters, 590, 591,610

working stations, 607,619,625

Spacecraft simulators, 100, 102

Space experiments

canalieular, 298

egocentric visual localization, 297

otolithic, 298

psyehophysieal, 297

vestibular, 297

Space radiobiology, 473-477,483,486,

487,503, 505, 508, 511,518

Space shuttle, 297, 359, 377,540

Space station, 296, 297, 473, 540-541

Space suit (see also Water-cooled gar-

ments), 3, 94, 95, 107-110, 338,

376,472

air-ventilated, 107, 108

pressure in, 311

Speech communication. See Voice

communication

Speech interference level (SIL), 364

Sphygmography, 671,679

Spinal injury

impact-related, 217-218, 231-233

mechanical model use in prediction

of, 228-231
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Sporulation experiments, 717

Sputnik 1 mission, 536

Sputnik 2 mission, 130,652

Sputnik 3 mission, 652

Sputnik 4 mission, 652

Sputnik 5 mission, 652

Squirrel experiments, 10

SSSR-1 BIS genetic experiments, 708

Stafford, Thomas P., 542

Standard terrestrial atmosphere (STA)

46-47, 52

Stand Eye Open (Stand E/O) test,

276-277

Stand Eyes Closed (Stand E/C) test,

276--277

Stand One Leg Eyes Closed (SOLEC)

test, 276-277

Staphyloccus aureus experiment, 711

Star photography, 613

Startle response, 360, 362-363, 372

Static electric fields (SEF), 433-434

Static firing noise, 376, 377,378

Statocysts, 134-135

Sterility, microwave effects on, 413

Stimulus profile, 290

Stratolab project, 713

Strelka (dog), 536

Streptoccus mitis experiment, 712

Stress, 77, 549,606,698

emotional, 550-556,558

levels of, 555-556

neuro-emotional, 556-563,566

treatment of, 566-567

profiles, 278, 281-282, 287-288, 292

psychophysiological, 549-570

Stress factors, 523,694

combined, 441-442, 655-657, 661-

662

Styrene, 82

Subcutaneous decompression emphy-

sema, 24-25

Subgravity, 305,308, 310-311

Submarines

air contaminants limits, 77, 78-79

standards for, 78-79

Suborbital flight, 309

Subsystem models, 223

Sulfhemoglobin, 76

Sulfur dioxide, 83

Sun

as energy source, 454-455,457

infrared radiation source, 469

irradiation spectrum, 454

radiation of, 454, 457

spectral irradiation curve, 454

Support and restraint systems (SARS),

239,240

Surveyor 3 (lunar probe), 712

Sweating, 95, 101, 104, 106-107, 109,

111,114, 120

Swigert, John L., Jr., 542, 556

Synchrotron, 485,498

Synergism, 341,441,645-646,653,654

Tachycardia, 41,173, 178, 180

Target experiments, 576, 584, 586

Taste, 602-604

Television monitoring, 627, 669, 686,

692

Temperature (see also Heat), 96, 641

ambient, 641-642,644

comfort and, 98-99,471-472

control of, 94

dry-bulb, 97, 98

effective, 97-98

human regulation models, 120-124

operative, 113

rectal, 101, 104, 109, 114, 418, 420,

424

skin, 101, 105, 107, 109, 114,643

stress, 94-126

threshold, 414

wall, 96, 107

wet-bulb, 98

Temporary threshold shift (TTS), 360-

361

Tereshkova, Valentina V., 102, 537,

572, 690

Testes, microwave effects on, 413-415

Tetrachloroethylene, 82

Thermal effects, 438

Thermogram (TG), 670

Thermoregulation, 149-150

Threshold caloric test, 274-275

Threshold limit values (TLV), 77

Threshold sensation, 395,413,433

Threshold temperature, 414

Titov, Gherman S., 537, 558, 562, 572,

672, 678, 682

Toluene, 82

Touch, 602-603

Tracking system, 605

Tradescantia experiments, 134, 511-

512,653,725-727

Translocations, 714, 729-730

Transmeridian flight, 535-536

Tribolium castaneum experiment, 714,

732

Tribolium confusum experiment, 502,

510, 653

Tribolium experiment, 731,732

Trichloroethylene, 69

Trichlorofluoromethane, 82

Trichlorotrifluoroethane, 82

Trimethylbenzene, 82

Tungsten-halogen lamp, 456

Ultrasonic Doppler cardiography, 680

Ultrasound, 360, 375, 382

Ultraviolet rays, 410, 453-473

biologic effects of, 453, 454

eye radiation effects on, 468-469

germicidal action, 466-467

protection against, 466, 472

skin effects, 467-468

sources of, 454-455

Uranus (planet), 460

Urine, 324, 327,333,338, 339,340, 536,

539, 671,687, 698

acceleration effects on, 193, 641

vibration effects on, 392

V-2 (rocket) experiments, 714

Valsalva test, 326

Van Allen radiation belt, 474, 536

Vaporization phenomena, 23-24

Vapor pressure, 105-106, 113

Venus (planet), 3, 460, 545

Vestibular system, 257-274, 319, 323,

573,602-603

acceleration effects on, 581

disorders of, 270-272,572

end organs, 257, 260, 261,268

input-output relations, 268-274

neurology of, 261-268

anatomical aspects, 261-265

efferent systems, 261-263

primary afferent fibers, 263

noise effects on, 361,579

nuclei, 265

organization of, 267-268

otolith organs, 257-259,269

radiation effects on, 487, 504, 521-522

reflex phenomena, 261-265,272,282,

294

semicircular canals, 259-261

side effects, 247,265,267,284, 294

space experiments, 297

in space missions, 294-298

stimulus conditions, natural, 261,

270-272

stimulus conditions, unnatural, 261,

272-274

telemetric monitoring of, 682-683

vestibular-nonvestibular connections,

266

weightlessness and, 296, 589-590

Vibration, 353-356,383-401,502,504,

639-640

and acceleration, 399, 643

adaptation to, 385, 393

in aerospace operations, 383, 387-

390, 397, 398, 399, 400

aircraft, 387,395-396

and altitude, 644-645

and ambient temperature, 644-648
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Vibration--Continued
animalexperiments,393.396
bodyresonancephenomena,390-391
cardiopulmonary responses to, 391-

392

cardiovascular re_poiise_ "to,-o_,ugrwLo._°n'_

central nervous system effects, 393,

649-650

control of, 399-400

definition of, 383

directions and axes of, 383-384

duration of exposure to, 384-385,400

exposure limits, 397,398

frequency, 383, 385, 391, 397, 398,

400

groundborne, 390

hazards. 396, 397

and heat, 645-646,647

and hypoxia, 643-644

intensity of, 383, 394

and ionizing radiation. 648-651

launch and ascent, 389

long-term, 385, 391

in lunar and planetary expedition

vehicles, 389

muscular and postural effects, 392-

393

neuromuscular effects, 392

and noise, 356,369-371,644,648

pathologic effects, 396-397

performance of tasks, effects of, 355,

395 -397

physiologic effects of, 391-396,580-

581,716, 728

protection against, 399-400

psychologic effects of, 394-396

random, 383, 385-386

reentry and recovery, 389-390

resistance to, 643

sensory effects, 392

short-term, 385

simulation of, 356, 400

sinusoidal, 383, 384, 385

in space vehicles, 397,399

standards. 397, 398

tolerance to, 385, 398-399

transient, 385,386

varieties, 385-386

verbal communication and, 396

whole-body effects of,391-392,394,

395, 396, 397, 581

Vibration sickness. 581

Vibrocardiography, 678, 680, 691

Vicia faba experiment, 493

Visceral growth, chronic acceleration

effects on, 240

Visceral pathophysiology, 416-417

Visible rays, 411

biologic effects, 453

Visible rays-Continued

sources of, 455 - 457

Vision, 458, 572-573,601-603

173, 188-189, 641

noise and, 579, 580

radiation effects on, 482

vibration effects on, 580

Visual acuity, 186-187, 355,459-463,

573, 580, 583

Visual analyser, 185-188,583, 584,589

Voice communication, 554, 556

noise effects on, 363-370, 378, 379,

382

vibration effects on, 396

Voskhod (spacecraft), 4, 239, 573, 613,

614

biotelemetry system, 672,675,685

Voskhod 1 mission, 538, 685,715, 716,

725, 727

Voskhod 2 mission, 480, 558,559, 616,

715

Voskhod program, 328, 480, 652

Vostok (spacecraft), 4, i02, 6i3, 614

telemetry system, 670, 674, 685, 686

Vostok 1 mission, 480, 536

experiment, 715, 727, 728

Vostok 2 mission, 480, 537, 670, 671

experiment, 715-717,728

Vostok 3 mission, 480, 670, 672, 685

experiment, 715, 717, 725, 727, 728

Vostok 4 mission, 480, 670,686

experiment, 715, 725-728

Vostok 5 mission, 480,537,670,678,686

experiment, 715, 717, 725

Vostok 6 mission, 480,537,678,685,686

experiment, 715, 725, 728

Vostok 8 mission, 686

Vostok program, 581,652

Wakefulness, 535, 537-539

Wakefulness/sleep cycle, 538-540

adaptation to, 538-539

Walk Eyes Open (Walk E/O) test, 275-

277

Walk-on-floor-eyes-closed (WOFEC)

test, 276-277

Water, 66

potable, 84, 85

standards, 85-86

wash, 84, 85

Water-cooled garments, 94, 104-110,

120

in Apollo program, 103, 108-110

model, 122-124

Water immersion, 145, 152, 199-200,

Water immcrsion- Continued

203, 305-306, 309, 324, 332,

334-335,612,640

altitude decompression sickness and,

19

animal studies, 239

Weight, 130-131,305

Weightlessness, 25, 132, 154,251,305-

353,501,502,710, 726

and acceleration, 172-175,305,314

adaptation to, 85, 249, 294, 321-322,

330, 333,341,580-581,590

adverse effects of, 55,320,330-331,

333,335,338

aircraft, 131,132, 152

animal studies, 130, 131, 309, 316-

318,320, 578

biomedical effects of, 314-320, 340

buoyant immersion, 131

cardiovascular effects of, 315, 328-

329

counteracting forces, 249

deconditioning influence, 175

definition of, 131-132

duration of, 173

emotional reactions to, 561-562

handwriting in, 671,675, 684

hydrostatic pressure in, 324

and hypokinesia, 502-503

immunological reactions, 329

and ionizing radiation, 652-653, 707

long-term, 333, 602

metabolism, effects on, 315-318

musculoskeletal system, effects on,

318-320,326-328,337,577-578

neurological problems, 330

parabolic flight and, 576-577

physical inactivity/immobilization

and, 232-233

physiological effects of, 65,306,308-

310, 504, 511, 561, 587-589,

700,718-722,726, 728-729

preventive and therapeutic measures,

174, 330-333,335-337

prolonged, 329-331

psychological functions in, 562

radiation and, 508, 717- 718,729- 730

readaptation to terrestrial gravity,

318, 321,329-331

results summary, 340-342

short-term illusions, 574-576,590

simulation of, 173,174,305,309-310,

324, 331,334, 576, 612

Skylab crew data, 329

size of organism and, 133

and sleep, 536, 540

as spaceflight factor, 65, 306-308

state of the art analysis, 340

vestibular system, effects on, 323
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White blood cell (WBC), 417

White, Edward H., 306, 538

Women, microwave effects on, 415,416

Wood, 49-50

Worden Alfred M., 543

Work capacity, 76, 104, 109, 113, 116,

309, 311, 313-315, 319-320, 322,

327, 329-332, 341, 517, 560, 561,

565,571,643

acceleration effect on, 167, 175, 194

efficiency studies, 686

Work-fitness, 571,573,581

Work performance, 31, 32, 41,306,601

carbon dioxide toxic effects on, 44

space flight as factor in, 340, 539

vibration effects on, 395-396

Work-rest cycle, 541,564, 606-607

Work surface

brightness of, 466

illumination standards, 464,465

X-15 (rocket aircraft), 606

X-rays, 441,624

and acceleration, 195,652

radiation effects of, 195, 474, 475,

483,487, 491,496,497,513,516,

518,654, 709

Xenon, 16, 17

Xenon arc lamp, 456

Xylene, 82

Yankelevich coefficient, 558

Yeast haploid cell experiment, 488,505,

716-717

Yegorov, Dr. Boris B., 538, 572, 573,

679, 682,690, 725

Yelka (dog), 536

Yerkes-Dodson rule, 555

Young, John W., 542

Zeitgeber, 544

Zond 5 experiment, 715-717,726-728

Zond 6 experiment, 717

Zond 7 experiment, 715-717, 728

Zond 8 experiment, 512-513
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